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Announcements and News
Announcements and News includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

New Vantage Messages site
Use the VANTAGE™ STORAGE RESOURCE MANAGER 14.1 MESSAGES site to look up messages. Complete
message PDF download is also available. Remember to update any bookmarks that you may have.

New Web-based Training (WBT) is Now Available for Vantage
With Release 14.1, Vantage supports three security modes: simple, warning, and granular. Granular security
allows you to assign access to Vantage resources and tasks based on the user's role. This course is designed to
introduce the granular security mode, and provides ideas on how to use granular security to plan and implement
role-based security on your site. The course will enable you to:

• Describe the differences between simple, warning, and granular (role-based) security mode.
• Explain how to apply different types of granular security access to different user roles within your organization.
• Locate sample jobs for granting granular security access using

Vantage: Monitor DFSMShsm in the Mainframe Team Center - Management (MTC-M) Interface 200
This course introduces the objects that help you perform the following tasks:

• Provide error reporting and correction for HSM functions
• Produce summary and detail reports
• Run HSM audits on control data sets

Vantage: Monitor Your Vantage Environment Using the MTC-M Interface 200
This course shows you how to monitor Vantage and the z/OS system using objects in the MTC-M interface to
Vantage.

Product Roadmap Replay Available
Did you miss the Product Roadmap webcast for Vantage? Watch the replay of our Vantage Roadmap Session to
get an overview of upcoming product features and architectural enhancements.

Introducing the Vantage - Specialist - Foundations Badge
Broadcom is pleased to announce the availability of the Vantage - Specialist - Foundations digital badge. Do you
know how to navigate the Vantage web user interface, create dashboards and use Vantage objects? Earn the
badge to showcase your Vantage skills now! Click the following link to learn more about other Broadcom Product
Badges.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of
Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook,
this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means that CSM will no
function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you do not have CSM installed,
we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

View Mainframe Technical Exchange 2022 Sessions
Broadcom's 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchange was held Oct 4-6, 2022. On-demand technical education
content is available to our customers through February 28th, 2023. To view the on-demand content, see the
Mainframe Technical Exchange site.
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Release Notes
Includes new feature descriptions, product compatibility details, and third-party software agreements.

The release notes explain the key features and details for Vantage, an automated storage management solution that
provides comprehensive reporting, monitoring, and automation capabilities.

GA Continuous Delivery Release
The Continuous Delivery model provides product features and fixes to you faster.

We are pleased to present you with the Generally Available (GA) Continuous Delivery (CD) release of Vantage. We
enhance this version using the CD model, which provides new features and product fixes to you faster with easier
deployment.
In the CD release model:

• Enhancements are delivered in the maintenance service stream as feature PTFs. New product features and fixes are
no longer bundled together.

• Enhancements are delivered disabled where possible to give you more control over when and how the features
are implemented. With new features disabled, you control when to make the new features available for use in your
environment. Explicit action is required to enable the feature.

• Product validation programs are available so that you can influence feature design and test new features and
capabilities before they are made generally available (GA). For more information about these programs, go to https://
validate.broadcom.com or contact your product manager.

• Individual product fixes are provided when needed, separate from product features. You can apply product fixes
without enabling new features, which limits exposure to more features being applied in a production environment.
These changes can limit SMP/E dependencies that were forced previously by bundling features and fixes together.

After ongoing testing with other Broadcom mainframe products, the new features and product fixes are added into
the Broadcom Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS), with the aim to enhance product quality and the integrity of
your environment. CARS is an important part of a good preventive maintenance philosophy that lets you develop and
implement a proactive maintenance strategy in which you apply preventive maintenance on a regular schedule.

IMPORTANT
Use the Create Service Order online interface or SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to acquire product
maintenance. The online interface makes it easy to order a maintenance package from Broadcom Support. The
batch interface uses the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command and can reduce hours of maintenance time
to just minutes. You can acquire maintenance on-demand or can schedule an SMP/E job to run regularly, which
eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually through the Broadcom
Support Portal.

New Features
Discover the new features in this Vantage release. We release features using PTFs for simple installation.

To implement a feature, download the PTF or CARS ID listed in the title. If a feature entry does not include a PTF or
CARS ID, the feature is part of the original .pax file.

TIP
To review and download individual links, go to the  download center  and browse the solutions for this
release. The PTFs in this link are updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New
Feature PTFs.
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Support for the IBM Function Registry for z/OS (LU06462)
Broadcom mainframe products that use Continuous Delivery (CD) can now use the Common Components and
Services (CCS) Feature Registration Service (FRS), through CAIRIM, to register with the IBM Function Registry
for z/OS. The IBM Function Registry for z/OS provides a simple way for customers to gather information about
their Vantage installations. Registry information includes release and maintenance level, available features, and
status and use count. To enable the registry, apply feature PTF LU06462. Ensure that you have version 15.0 of
Common Components and Services for z/OS, and that maintenance PTF LU01130 has been applied. For more
information, go to View IBM Function Registry for z/OS Data.

VANTAGE DFSMSHSM PERFORMANCE DATA UPDATE (LU05056 AND LU05563)
Enhances Vantage DFSMShsm Daily Statistics objects with new fields. Vantage DFSMShsm reports are
enhanced with new summaries and CPU consumption data for requests to DFSMShsm functions. For a complete
list of the field changes, see the SYSMOD HOLDDATA EXIT.

VANTAGE OPERATOR COMMAND SECURITY (LU05817)
This enhancement is activated with the new SECURCMD Vantage system parameter and enables you to apply
security to groups of Vantage operator commands. For example, you can specify which users are authorized
to start a new DTOC interval scan by securing F SAMS,NEWSCAN,DTOC . For more information, see Secure
Operator Commands.

NEW VANTAGE PERFORMANCE MONITOR OBJECT (LU05325)
Provides information about system performance and resource usage during the creation and retrieval of object
data. Use this information for scheduling resource-intensive operations (such as audit scripts or automation),
optimizing CPU usage, and in troubleshooting and anomaly detection. For more information, see Performance
Monitor.

NEW VANTAGE HEALTH CHECK AND UPDATED MESSAGES (LU05021)
This enhancement introduces a new Vantage health check warning and updated messages, with instructions on
how to address the related issues:

• Non-recommended Vantage Message Automation configuration is being used.
• Obsolete Vantage configuration parameters are specified in VKGPARMS.
• Obsolete Vantage objects are referenced in Vantage automation scripts.
• Obsolete objects are accessed in Vantage MTC-M or Windows Client

z/OSMF WORKFLOW FOR STARTUP CONFIGURATION (LU04179)
Adds the workflow that eases the deployment of the Vantage runtime (yourVantHLQ.CCTU*) libraries and the
execution of the initial startup configuration.

PRODUCT PTF ANALYSIS SUPPORT (LU04291)
Enables the Product PTF Analysis feature of SYSVIEW for Vantage. Product PTF Analysis combines PTF
tracking elements from your run-time XML library with maintenance data found in your product SMP/E installation
CSI library.

NEW PDA SUPPORT FOR DFSMSHSM NON-ZERO RETURN CODES OBJECT (LU03798)
Enables OBJ06106 when Vantage is set up to use DFSMShsm PDA log data sets.

XMBUFFSZ - Specify the size of the cross memory message buffer (LU03288)
This enhancement introduces new system parameter XMBUFFSZ. This parameter enables you to specify the size
of the cross memory message buffer in megabytes.

ENHANCED SECURITY FEATURES: WARNING AND GRANULAR SECURITY MODES
Granular security mode enables you to manage user access to individual Vantage objects or sets of objects,
and to control user permissions to use all actions, a set of actions, one action, or no actions at all. For more
information, see Granular Security Mode.

VOLUME INITIALIZATION ENHANCEMENTS
This enhancement enables you to define the following spare volume attributes and preferences for adding spare
volumes to storage groups:
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• The VTOC size is updated to support 5 digit values.
• The primary and secondary VVDS allocation is supported. This allocation can also be bypassed.
• Specify the preference for adding spare volumes to the target storage groups based on the spare volume

sizes.
• Use the High Water Mark (HWM) and Low Water Mark (LWM) limits that are defined in ISMF (in SMS).
• The VTOC and VVDS base parameters can be overridden with data from the new Spare Vol and STG

OVRD Parameters object
• The new Add SMSVols to FGB object action enables you to add volumes based on the storage group free

size capacity (GBs).

For more information, see Add Volumes to SMS Storage Groups Using Initialization.
HSM REAL-TIME MESSAGING

Vantage now supports the HSM problem determination aid (PDA) real-time messaging. For more information, see
corresponding chapters in HSM.

Deprecated Features
Vantage Release 14.1 no longer supports the following interfaces:

• SMI-S Architecture
• Enterprise Backup
• ARCserve
• CA Portal iSponsors
• SRM (Distributed Views for Open Systems)
• Unicenter Support

For the full list of removed obsolete objects, VKGPARM system parameters and messages, see Deprecated Features.

New Features in MTC-M
Discover the new features and enhancements available in the latest version of Vantage MTC-M.

MTC-M is a web-based interface for Vantage, a centralized monitoring and policy-based automation solution. For
information about how to install or upgrade to the latest version of MTC-M, see Install or Upgrade MTC-M.

Features and Enhancements in MTC-M 14.1.x:
HOME TAB & FAVORITE DASHBOARDS

The home tab provides a default landing page when you first log in to MTC-M, and from the Home button on the
navigation pane. Access your favorite dashboards, some important factory dashboards, and links to learning
resources.
To add a dashboard to the home tab, select Favorite in the dashboard settings.

STATISTICS TOTALS ON ALL OBJECTS
View statistics totals for any object from the Relations menu.

HOST CONFIGURATION FEATURES
You can now perform all common host configuration actions from within MTC-M, including:
SYSTEM PARAMETERS

View and modify Vantage system parameters from your browser. For more information, see Configure
Vantage System Parameters.

INCLUDE/EXCLUDE STATEMENTS
Define include/exclude statements that control what data is processed. For more information, see
Configure Include/Exclude Statements.
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USER STORAGE GROUPS
Create and manage custom storage pools using filter criteria and exclude specified pools from storage
metrics and reports. For more information, see Configure User Storage Groups.

DATA SET GROUPS
Create and manage data set groups to track storage use independent of physical device. For example,
you might track storage resources at the level of a specific business application. For more information see
Configure Data Set Groups.

VAM SPARES
Define what candidate volumes are added to eligible Allocate storage groups. For more information, see
Configure Spare Allocate Volumes (VAM Spares).

SMS SPARES
Define what candidate volumes are added to eligible SMS storage groups when any "Add SMS Volume"
action is executed. For more information, see Configure Spare SMS Volumes (SMS Spares).

VTOC/VVDS
Specify the VTOC and VVDS parameters that are used when spare SMS volumes are initialized and
added to SMS storage groups. For more information, see Configure Volume Initialization Parameters
(VTOC/VVDS).

HOST TRACE
Enable host tracing to detect all messages that are exchanged between the host and MTC-M.

MULTIPLE APPLICATION PRODUCT PROFILES
Create, edit, and remove alternative Application Product Profiles. For more information, see Application Product
Profile in Configuring MTC-M.

SUPPORT FOR DELTA OBJECTS
Create and use delta objects in MTC-M. For more information, see Delta Objects in MTC-M.

USER SETTINGS
Customize the object tree, and decide if you want to show or hide unlicensed and unauthorized objects, or if you
want to load the predefined object configuration. For more information, see Unauthorized and Unlicensed Objects
and Predefined Object Configuration.

CAPTURE OBJECT MODE
MTC-M supports capture object mode for object logging, enabling to you capture snapshots of object data on
demand.

EXTERNAL FILTERS
Use existing external filters, and create new ones. For more information, see External Filters in MTC-M.

Release Comparison
This article compares the key features in the two latest releases for Vantage.

NOTE

For information about MTC-M releases, see Release Comparison - Vantage MTC-M.

Key Features Release 14.1 Version 14.0
Vantage feature information available in the
IBM function registry.

yes yes

Operator Command Security yes no
Performance Monitor yes no
Vantage 14.1 Messages Site yes no
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Granular Security yes no
HSM PDA Real-Time Messaging yes no
z/OSMF Workflow for Vantage Startup
Configuration

yes yes

New Unix Tree Search Object yes yes
Enhanced Thin Provisioning and Data
Collection for DELL/EMC

yes yes

HSM MCDS Alias Entry (MCA) Records
Object

yes yes

Integrate with the API Mediation Layer yes yes
FICON Performance Data yes yes
Hypermanx/Powermax Objects and Raid
Object Enhancements

yes yes

Support for Substitution Variables in
Vantage Alerts

yes yes

DS88XX Support yes yes
REST API yes yes
Integration with MOI yes yes
BMC Control-M/Tape Support yes yes
AT-TLS Secure Communication
Configurations

yes yes

Release Comparison - MTC-M
This table compares the key features in all active releases for Vantage MTC-M.

NOTE

For information about the Vantage key features, see Release Comparison - Vantage.

Key Features Release 14.1.x Release 14.1
Home Tab & Favorite Dashboards yes no
Statistics Totals on all Objects yes no
Configure Volume Initialization Parameters
(VTOC/VVDS)

yes no

Configure Spare SMS Volumes (SMS
Spares)

yes no

Configure Spare Allocate Volumes (VAM
Spares)

yes no

Configure Data Set Groups yes no
Configure User Storage Groups yes no
Configure Include/Exclude Statements yes no
Configure Vantage System Parameters yes yes
Delta Objects Support yes yes
User Settings for the Object Tree yes yes
External Filters Support yes yes
PDS Member Editor in MTC-M yes yes
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User Views in MTC-M yes yes
RSA Multi-factor Authentication yes yes
GOA Script Action Based on Another
Object

yes yes

Multiphase General Object Automation
(GOA) Scripts

yes yes

Log Scripts yes yes
Script Manager yes yes
General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts yes yes
Summary Objects yes yes
Joined Objects yes yes
Private and Public Dashboards yes yes
Import Dashboard Definition yes yes
Export Dashboard Definition yes yes
Define Private Host Connection yes yes
Define Public Host Connection yes yes
Integration with MOI yes yes
Connect to Multiple Hosts yes yes
Advanced Dashboards yes yes

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details

For other technical insights and to consult your peers and product management, monitor our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Vantage Community

Deprecated and Removed Features
This section lists the items that are deprecated, removed, or replaced in this product release.

To stay current with the latest and most relevant functionality, and ensure a smooth upgrade path to future releases,
review your environment for use of deprecated and removed features in scripts, dynamic objects, user views and
dashboards. Vantage health checks feature can help identify scripts that use deprecated or removed features.
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Replaced Objects

The following objects have been removed and replaced. You should update any scripts, derived objects, consoles, user
views, scheduled reports, and dashboards that use these objects with the replacement objects.

CATALOGF
BCS Data Set Entries Search Result. This object was replaced by All Data Sets Info - CSI (OBJ02014), located
under Catalog Management in the Vantage object tree.

CATALOGJ
On Volume (Lspace Information). This object was replaced by the factory delivered joined object J99RJ5BQ,
located under Catalog Management, Defined Catalogs, Names and Locations, Joined Objects in the Vantage
object tree.

To prepare for upgrade to Vantage 14.1, review the following functions for CATALOGF and CATALOGJ. and replace the
references, as applicable:

• Log and GOA scripts
• Summary, joined, and delta objects
• JCL Model List entries
• External Filters entries
• Windows Client Consoles
• MTC-M Dashboards

Removed Objects

The following objects have been removed:

ATLE
Test Object (Internal)

BTECAKMF
IBM EKM Key Manager Configuration

BTEKMCER
IBM EKM Managed Certificates

BTEKMDC
IBM EKM Encryption Selection

CATALOGL
BCS Data Set Entries

CATALOGS
Catalogs

CHAFIELD
Object Record Changes

CHAFIREP
Object Record Changes Report

CHALERTS
Chorus Alerts

DSNCTLGL
Details of Cataloged Data Sets not on DASD

DSNCTLGS
Summary of Cataloged Dsn not on DASD
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HSMAUTST
DFSMShsm Auto Function Status. This object was a duplicate of OBJ06105, which is available in the object tree.

HTCARRAY
HTC 7700 Array Drawers

NKMCLUST
CA Networked Key Management Clusters

NKMSERVR
CA Networked Key Management Servers

OBJ02099
EMC Symmetrix Systems

OBJ02100
EMC Symmetrix Channel Directors

OBJ02101
EMC Symmetrix Disk Directors

OBJ02103
EMC Symmetrix Logical Volumes

OBJ02104
Symmetrix logical to Physical

OBJ02104
Symmetrix logical to Physical

OBJ02105
Symmetrix Logical Volume

OBJ02119
IBM ESS Subsystems

OBJ02120
IBM ESS SSID

OBJ02121
IBM ESS Logical Paths

OBJ02122
IBM ESS Volumes

OBJ02129
IBM ESS Raid Ranks

OBJ02150
IBM ESS PPRC Information

OBJ02151
Hitachi PPRC Information

OBJ02153
STK SVA PPRC Information

OBJ02160
IBM ESS XRC Sessions

OBJ02161
IBM ESS XRC Storage Control Report

OBJ02162
IBM ESS XRC Configuration
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OBJ02163
IBM ESS XRC Set Report

OBJ02164
IBM ESS XRC Volume Detail

OBJ02225
EMC Symmetrix All Devices

OBJ02227
EMC Symmetrix RDF Devices

OBJ02228
EMC Symmetrix RDF Links

OBJ02229
EMC Symmetrix RDF Groups

OBJ02230
EMC Symmetrix BCV Devices

OBJ02234
EMC Symmetrix RAID10 Devices

OBJ02300
CIM Provider List

OBJ02301
CIM ESS Access Cntl

OBJ02302
CIM ESS Device Xref

OBJ02305
ESS SMI-S Storage Systems

OBJ02306
ESS SMI-S Volume Space

OBJ02307
ESS SMI-S Volumes

OBJ02308
CIM ESS Open Systems

OBJ02309
ESS SMI-S Disk Groups

OBJ02310
ESS SMI-S Disks

OBJ02311
ESS SMI-S FC Ports

OBJ02312
CIM ESS Hosted Volumes

OBJ02325
Hitachi SMI-S Storage Systems

OBJ02327
Hitachi SMI-S SCSI Controller

OBJ02328
Hitachi SMI-S FC Ports
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OBJ02329
Hitachi SMI-S Disks

OBJ02330
Hitachi SMI-S LDEV Extent

OBJ02331
Hitachi SMI-S Volumes

OBJ02338
HDS TrueCopy Replication Group Volumes

OBJ02339
HDS TrueCopy Controller Volumes

OBJ02350
EMC SMI-S Storage Systems

OBJ02351
EMC SMI-S FC Ports

OBJ02352
EMC SMI-S Storage Pools

OBJ02353
EMC SMI-S Disks

OBJ02354
EMC SMI-S Storage Volumes

OBJ02355
EMC SMI-S Volume Associators

OBJ02356
EMC SMI-S Storage Pools

OBJ02357
EMC SMI-S Disks

OBJ02358
EMC SMI-S Storage Volumes

OBJ02359
EMC SMI-S Storage Volumes

OBJ02371
TotalStorage SMI-S Storage Systems

OBJ02372
TotalStorage SMI-S Volume Space

OBJ02373
TotalStorage SMI-S Volumes

OBJ02374
TotalStorage SMI-S Disk Groups

OBJ02375
TotalStorage SMI-S Disks

OBJ02376
TotalStorage SMI-S FC Ports

OBJ02377
HiCommand Storage Arrays
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OBJ02378
HiCommand Array Groups

OBJ02379
HiCommand PDEVs

OBJ02380
HiCommand LDEVs

OBJ02381
HiCommand Logical Units

OBJ02385
TotalStorage SMI-S Volumes

OBJ02386
RAIDVS Format Setting

OBJ02387
Extent Pool

OBJ02388
Allocated From Extent Pool

OBJ02389
Rank Pool

OBJ02390
Rank Pool Capabilities

OBJ02391
RAID Setting

OBJ02392
Disk Extent

OBJ02393
Allocated From Rank Pool

OBJ02394
Disk Drive

OBJ02395
Disk Drive Package

OBJ02396
Array Extent

OBJ02397
Array Pool

OBJ02398
Volume Group

OBJ02399
Array Pool Capabilities

OBJ02400
Volume Statistics

OBJ02401
HiCommand Logical Devices

OBJ02402
Rank Statistics
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OBJ02406
EMC RAID5 and RAID6 devices

OBJ06072
DFSMShsm OCDS Recycle Cand. in Silo

OBJ10000
DISPLAY STK ACS

OBJ10700
CA Portal Controls

OBJ10701
CA Portal iSponsors

OBJ10702
CA Portal Links

OBJ10709
CA Enterprise Backup Servers

OBJ10710
CA Enterprise Backup Jobs

OBJ10711
CA Enterprise Backup Media

OBJ10712
CA Enterprise Backup Media in Saveset

OBJ10713
CA Enterprise Backup Media in Scratchset

OBJ10714
CA Enterprise Backup Media Pools

OBJ10715
CA Enterprise Backup Sessions

OBJ10716
CA Enterprise Backup Locations

OBJ10717
CA Enterprise Backup Device Inventory

OBJ10718
CA Enterprise Backup Tape Errors

OBJ10719
CA Enterprise Backup Activity Log

OBJ10720
CA Enterprise Backup Job Queue

OBJ10721
CA Enterprise Backup Service Status

OBJ10722
CA Enterprise Backup Disk Usage

OBJ10739
CA ARCserve Servers

OBJ10740
CA ARCserve Jobs
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OBJ10741
CA ARCserve Media

OBJ10742
CA ARCserve Media in Saveset

OBJ10743
CA ARCserve Media in Scratchset

OBJ10744
CA ARCserve Media Pools

OBJ10745
CA ARCserve Sessions

OBJ10746
CA ARCserve Locations

OBJ10747
CA ARCserve Device Inventory

OBJ10748
CA ARCserve Tape Errors

OBJ10749
CA ARCserve Activity Log

OBJ10750
CA ARCserve Job Queue

OBJ10751
CA ARCserve Service Status

OBJ10768
CA SRM Raid Disks

OBJ10769
CA SRM Disk Arrays

OBJ10770
CA SRM Logical Disks

OBJ10771
CA SRM Raid Groups

OBJ10772
CA SRM Storage Systems

OBJ10773
CA SRM Storage System Groups

OBJ10774
CA SRM Total Storage by File System

OBJ10775
CA SRM Total Storage by Operating system

OBJ10776
CA SRM Application Groups

OBJ10777
CA SRM Applications

OBJ10778
CA SRM DB2 Databases
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OBJ10779
CA SRM DB2 Tables

OBJ99006
Object Infoarea test

RMMAHACC
DFSMSrmm/HACC Scratch Tapes Mismatch

RVAARRAY
RVA Arrays

RVACHANI
RVA Channel Interface

RVAFDV
Volume Performance Statistics (RVA)

RVAHDAS
RVA Physical Devices

RVALPATH
RVA Logical Path

RVASSID
RVA SSIDs

RVASUBFM
RVA Subsystem Family

RVAVOLS
RVA Volumes

STKARRAY
STK SVA Arrays

STKCHANI
STK SVA Channel Interface

STKFDV
STK SVA Volume Performance Statistics

STKHDAS
STK SVA Physical Devices

STKLPATH
STK SVA Logical Path

STKSSID
STK SVA SSIDs

STKSUBFM
STK SVA Subsystem Family

STKVOLS
STK SVA Volumes

TLMSHACC
CA TLMS HACC Scratch Tapes Mismatch

TMCAHACC
Audit CA 1 vs HACC Scratch Tapes Mismatch

TOPOLOGY
Topology Tree for Chorus
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VISACSP
STK ACS LSM Panels

VISAHACA
Audit HACC Tapes vs ASG-Zara

VISHACC
HACC Volumes

VISHACRM
Audit HACC Tapes vs DFSMSrmm

VISHACTL
Audit HACC Tapes vs CA TLMS

VISHACTM
Audit HACC Tapes vs CA 1

VISMVCRP
STK MVC Volumes -- Based on MVCRPT

VISSVTHI
STK VTCS Host Init Mim Event Statistics

VISSVTSC
STK VTCS Subsystem Configuration Change

VISSVTSS
STK VTCS State Save Statistics

VISSVTVC
STK VTCS Change of Scratch Deletion Policy

VISTCAP
StorageTek CAPs

VISTCDS
StorageTek CDSs

VISTDRV
StorageTek Drives

VISTHST
StorageTek Hosts

VISTSTA
StorageTek Stations

VISVTVRP
STK VTV Volumes -- Based on VTVRPT

VISVTVXP
VTV XML Report

ZARAHACC
AutoMedia/HACC Scratch Tapes Mismatch

Removed Object Columns

The columns listed have been removed from the following objects:

ADTA

• Chorus Support (Y/N)
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DTOC4POL

• Raid
• Rep

DTOC4SYS

• Raid
• Rep

DTOC4VOL

• Raid
• Rep

DUPEDSNS

• Raid
• Rep

HFSPDSE

• Raid
• Rep

MVDETAIL

• Raid
• Rep

OBJ02340

• CritNumMin
• CurNumMin
• MinExtSz
• ReplGroups

OBJECTRE

• Type (Type of Definition)

OBJECTRL

• Type (Type of Definition)

RAIDLVOL

• RaidType
• ReMrep

SMSSPARE

• ReplGr

VOBJDEFS

• CTOK (Chorus Object Token)

VOLUMES

• RaidType
• ReMrep
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Removed VKGPARMS

The following VKGPARMS system parameters have been removed:

BVIRUNI2
Unit for VTS for BVIR TS7700 Interface

CHTSFSUF
Chorus Logging Destinations Suffix

CIMINTVL
CIM Object Refresh Interval in Minutes

CIMLIST
Parmlib mbr containing CIM Server List

CIMSUPP
Activate CIMOM Provider Support

ESSINTVL
ESS Object Refresh Interval in Minutes

HACCDSN
Name Of HACC VSAM KSDS Mirror Data Set

HACCSTCN
Name Of HACC Started Task

HDSCOPFX
HDS Controller Data Set Prefix

HDSRGPFX
HDS Replication Group Data Set Prefix

IREGSTRY
Name of the iTech iRegistry server

LOGPFX
1-9 Char Prefix for 4.0 Log Datasets

LSPACEAT
Activate Vantage LSPACE Lockout Protect

MEMLIMTA
This parameter is obsolete

RVADDSR
Issue Oper Cmd for RVA DDSR When Needed

RVAFSPTH
RVA Low Threshold--Pct Freespace

RVANCLTH
RVA High Threshold-Pct Used Net Cap Load

RVANTVL
Scan Interval (Minutes) For RVA Objects

RVASTOTH
High Threshold--Pct Used Stored Capacity

RVAUFSTH
High Threshold-Pct Uncollected Freespace
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SIMSTUB
Reserved (Internal Simulation Paths)

SRMDEFS
PDS to store CA SRM Interface Data

STKDDSR
Issue Oper Cmd For STK DDSR When Needed

STKFSPTH
Low Threshold--Pct Freespace

STKMVCDS
Data Set for MVC Info from VSMRPT Job

STKNCLTH
High Threshold -- Pct Used Net Cap Load

STKNTVL
Scan Interval (Minutes) SVA Objects

STKSTOTH
High Threshold--Pct Used Stored Capacity

STKUFSTH
High Threshold-Pct Uncollected Freespace

STKVTVDS
Data Set For VTV Info from VSMRPT Job

VALRAID
Markup for each type of RAID

VALREPL
Markup for replication/mirroring

VANTVER
Vantage Version Number

Removed Messages

The following messages have been removed:
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• VAN0160E
• VAN0397I
• VAN0486I
• VAN0488I
• VAN0785I
• VAN0786I
• VAN0787I
• VAN0788I
• VAN0789I
• VAN0790I
• VAN0791E
• VAN0863I
• VAN0864I
• VAN0865I
• VAN0866I
• VAN0867I
• VAN0868I
• VAN0868I
• VAN0870I
• VAN0871I
• VAN0872I
• VAN0873I
• VAN0882I
• VAN0883I
• VAN0884I
• VAN0885I
• VAN0896I
• VAN0897E
• VAN0898E
• VAN0907E
• VAN0908E
• VAN1308E
• VAN1517E
• VAN1555E
• VANS068E
• VKG0186I

Product Accessibility Features
This section outlines the accessibility features of Vantage.

Accessiblity Features Within the Product

Broadcom is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products and
supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. Vantage offers accessibility features in the following areas:
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• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard
• Mouse

NOTE

The following information applies to Windows-based and Macintosh-based applications. Java applications run
on many host operating systems, some of which already have assistive technologies available to them. For
these existing assistive technologies to provide access to programs written in JPL, they need a bridge between
themselves in their native environments and the Java Accessibility support that is available from within the Java
virtual machine (or Java VM). This bridge has one end in the Java VM and the other on the native platform, so
it will be slightly different for each platform it bridges to. Sun is currently developing both the JPL and the Win32
sides of this bridge.

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as an alternative to visual feedback, or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the
following options:

Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Warnings
Defines visual warnings.

Notices
Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.

Schemes
Associates computer sounds with specific system events.

Captions
Displays captions for speech and sounds.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:
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Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

Tones
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse

You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

Pointer Options
Enables you to do the following:

• Hide the pointer while typing
• Show the location of the pointer
• Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
• Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
• Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Keyboard Shortcuts

The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that Vantage supports:

Keyboard Description

Ctrl+X Cut

Ctrl+C Copy

Ctrl+K Find Next

Ctrl+F Find and Replace

Ctrl+V Paste

Ctrl+S Save

Ctrl+D Delete Line

Ctrl+Right Next Word

Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down

End Line End
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Third-Party Software Agreements
Inclusion of a third-party software agreement indicates that the noted third-party software is part of this release.

The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the Vantage
product (the “Licensed Product”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom Inc. corporate affiliate that
distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS and may also only
use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the following zip file: vantage_14_1_tpsa.zip.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This article defines the acronyms and product names that are referenced in this documentation.
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• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager (Vantage)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• Allocate™ DASD Space and Placement (Allocate)
• ASTEX™ Performance (ASTEX)
• Auditor for z/OS (Auditor)
• CA 1® Tape Management (CA 1)
• CA 7™ Workload Automation (CA 7)
• CA Portal
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW)
• TLMS Tape Library Management System (TLMS)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Communications Interface (CCI)
• CREWS™ Catalog Recovery (CREWS)
• Datacom®/DB (Datacom/DB)
• Datacom™/AD (Datacom/AD)
• Dell EMC (EMC)
• Disk™ Backup and Restore (Disk)
• Electronic Software Delivery (ESD)
• Encryption Key Manager
• File Transfer Protocol (FTP)
• Hierarchical file system (HFS)
• Hitachi Vantara (HDS or Hitachi)
• Hyper-Buf® VSAM Buffer Optimizer (Hyper-buf VSAM BO)
• IBM DB2 database (DB2)
• IBM DFSMShsm (HSM)
• IBM DFSMSrmm (RMM)
• IDMS™ (IDMS)
• Interactive Storage Management Facility (ISMF)
• Interactive System Productivity Facility (ISPF)
• Job Control Language (JCL)
• License Management Program (LMP)
• MasterCat™ VSAM Catalog Management (MasterCat)
• Microsoft Access database system (Access)
• Microsoft Excel spreadsheet program (Excel)
• Microsoft Outlook email system (Outlook)
• MIM Resource Sharing (MIM)
• OPS/MVS® Event Management and Automation (OPS/MVS)
• Oracle StorageTek or Oracle's Sun StorageTek (STK)
• PDSMAN® PDS Library Management (PDSMAN)
• Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM)
• Service Desk Interface (CAISDI)
• Service Desk Manager
• Software AG ADABAS (Adabas)
• Storage Resource Manager (SRM)
• System Modification Program/Extended (SMP/E)
• Tape Encryption (Tape Encryption)
• TCPaccess™ Telnet Server for z/OS (TCPaccess)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• UNIX System Services (USS)
• Vantage Grahpical Management Interface (GMI)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Allocation Option (Vantage Allocation Option)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Automation Option (Vantage Automation Option)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Database Option (Vantage Database Option)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Host Configuration Client (HCC)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Interface for Adabas (Vantage Interface for Adabas)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Interface for DFSMShsm (Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Interface for Disk™ (Vantage Interface for Disk)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Interface for USS (Vantage Interface for USS)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Mainfraime Team Center Management (MTC-M)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Tape Resource Option (Vantage Tape Resource Option)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager Windows Client ( Windows Client)
• Virtual Storage Access Method (VSAM)
• Vtape™ Virtual Tape System (Vtape)
• zSeries File System (z/FS)
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Getting Started
An overview of Vantage components, concepts, features, and basic use.

Vantage is an automated storage management system that provides comprehensive reporting, monitoring, and
automation capabilities.

Vantage helps reduce storage-related costs, increase productivity, and improve service levels as follows:

• Automates storage tasks and provides integrated reports
• Monitors for situations that create performance problems
• Decreases storage-related problems and reduces job failures
• Provides online, remote problem resolution options

The product helps you keep your critical storage systems available and maximize RAID performance.

Vantage consists of the following separately licensed components:

• Vantage GMI
• Vantage SRM base product
• Vantage SRM separately licensed options

NOTE

• Vantage GMI and SMP/E products simplify upgrades as follows:
– To upgrade from Vantage GMI to Vantage base, add the license key and perform the additional

configuration.
– Add license keys and configure the various options to upgrade from the base product. Ensure that you

have the relevant SMP/E products installed.
• The Vantage SRM interface for the Adabas component provides Adabas support only when the API to

Adabas component is also installed. Broadcom distributes this component separately to comply with the
Software AG license agreement. The distribution DVD is available through Broadcom Support.

You can access Vantage through a web-based client, a Windows-based client, and a z/OS-based client. Two clients that
are designed to help you configure the product are also available.

MTC-M

This browser-based interface is available from any PC with internet access to the MTC-M application server.

The current version of this client provides the user-driven functionality as follows:

• View and analysis actions
• Filtering and sorting actions
• Zooming actions
• Configure Vantage hosts.
• Manage JCL
• Create Summary Objects, Joined Objects, General Object Automation Scripts, and Log Scripts
• Perform actions on selected entries as follows:

– Create customized colored reports in different formats (such as HTML, PDF, and XLS)
– Print reports or export them to other locations (such as your PC directory, servers, or Intranet)
– Make your dashboards public to share them with the rest of your organization
– Add a logo to your exported dashboards, tables, and charts
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For more information about how to use this client, see MTC-M.

Windows Client

This client provides full functionality and has Scheduler component that manages tasks.

The client lets you perform the following tasks:

• Manually view and analyze information, filter and sort entries, and zoom (drill-down) to related objects
• Create, manage, and view Summary Objects, Joined Objects, and Delta Objects.
• Create automated scripts to monitor and respond to exceptional or routine conditions.

The client has designer wizards to help you create these scripts.
These automation services let you replace many manual processes of managing your system.

• Manage JCL and includes the legacy Host Configuration Client.
• Perform actions on selected entries as follows:

– Create customized colored reports in different formats (such as HTML, PDF, and XLS).
– Print reports or export them to other locations (such as your PC directory, servers, or Intranet).

During Windows Client installation on a PC, the installer automatically installs the legacy Host Configuration Client on the
same PC.

For more information about how to use this client, see Install the PC Client Software and Documentation Set.

View 3270 Client

This client is z/OS-based client.

This limited client supports the following functions:

• View and analysis
• Filtering and sorting
• Zooming

This client does not provide any automation services.

For more information about how to use this client, see View 3270 Client.

Day 1 Task Checklist
This checklist summarizes tasks to help you get started using this product with the MTC-M interface after the product is up
and running.

This checklist applies to any new user. However, even experienced users can benefit from reviewing this content. The
checklist includes a brief description of the tasks, with links to procedures. The checklist also identifies the roles that are
typically required to complete the task.

This checklist is not all inclusive, but it represents the top tasks that we recommend that you perform on Day 1.

TIP
The tasks in this checklist are not in sequential order except where noted. Therefore, you can complete tasks in
parallel.
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To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role

Define Public and Private host connections. A host is a Vantage address space that is
running in a specific LPAR. To use MTC-M,
at least one public host should be defined
by the APP user. Other users can use
public hosts, and define their own private
hosts as needed.

System programmer or Storage
Administrator

Explore your Storage Environment Browse the object tree and factory
dashboards to learn about your storage
environment and the data that Vantage
provides.

Storage Administrator

Work with objects in Table View Learn how to sort and filter object data,
view summary statistics, zoom, export, and
perform object actions.

Storage Administrator

Customize a Dashboard Tile Customize objects and use the filter builder
to refine object data and see exactly the
data that you need.

Storage Administrator

Build Charts to visualize object data. Create and customize charts that visualize
data from objects.

Storage Administrator

Define and Automate Alerts Create and automate alerts using General
Object Automation (GOA) Scripts,
and customize the alert descriptions
using substitution variables. Use the All
Generated Alerts object to view the alert
history.

Storage Administrator

Work with the PDS Member Editor, and use
Substitution Variables

Open and edit PDS members from your
browser, and use substitution variables so
that object values are dynamically inserted
into the PDS member when the job runs.

Storage Administrator

Create a User View Create a customized view of an object,
which you can use for reporting purposes
and include in a dashboard.

Storage Administrator

Collect historical data with Log Scripts Log object data to gather data that you
can use for historical trend analysis and to
predict future performance.

Storage Administrator

Explore Your Storage Environment
This article presents some common storage questions, and shows how you can find the answers using Vantage and
MTC-M.

To help you get started, here are some common storage administration questions, with recommendations about how you
can answer them using Vantage and MTC-M. Use this information to become familiar with some important objects and
factory dashboards. These cases assume that the product installation and configuration has been completed at your site,
including installation of MTC-M.

An important source of information about object data, collection, available actions, and more, can be found in the object
help. This information is available for every object by clicking the help button on object tabs and dashboard tiles.

You can customize objects and save them as user views that you can return to later, and you can duplicate any factory
dashboard, customize it, and save it as a private dashboard, or share it with colleagues as a public dashboard.
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How much total storage is available in my environment?

You can find this information in the Full Statistics view of the POOLS object.

1. Open the Space and Other Attributes object, located under Storage Groups in the Vantage object tree.
2. Go to Object Settings > Column Configuration.
3. In the tile corresponding to the Capacity Bytes column, select GB in the Scaling drop down menu.
4. Click Reload Vantage Object Data to return to the table view.
5. Go to Relations > Statistics > Full.

The Statistics view opens, with summary statistics for all object fields, including total capacity in gigabytes.

What are the largest data sets that are unused for a long time?

The Unused data sets factory dashboard shows information about data sets that have not been used in the past year or
more. Use this scenario to identify unused space and export a list of all unused data sets with more than 1 GB of allocated
space.

1. Log in to MTC-M and go to Dashboards > Factory Dashboards > Unused data sets.
The dashboard opens, and shows a filtered view of the All Data Sets (DTOC4SYS) object.

2. Inspect the filter and note that the view has three customizations applied:
– A filter to include records where DaysUn is greater than 365 and not equal to -None
– A sort in descending order on DaysUn
– Red color coding on values in DaysUn greater than 1000

3. Go to Settings > Column Configuration, and change the scaling of the Allocated Bytes column to GB.
4. Click the left arrow on the Allocated Bytes tile to move the column position.
5. Click Sorting, and remove the DaysUn sort. Replace it with Allocated Bytes, and apply a descending sort.
6. Click Filter and extend the expression "AND Allocated Bytes >= 1 GB", and click Reload.

The table view appears with the Allocated Bytes (GB) in the position you configured, in descending order. It shows
only data sets with allocated space greater or equal to 1 GB.

7. Click Export to File, and select CSV or EXCEL.
A file with the data about unused data sets is downloaded to your computer.

What is the status of my Vantage system resources?

Use the Internal Status Monitor object to view the status of your Vantage resources. You can issue actions and commands
from this object to start or stop some of the resource types.

1. Log in to MTC-M and go to Objects > CA Vantage Internal Management > Status Monitors.
2. Click the Internal Status Monitor (STMON) object.

The object lists Vantage resources, by type, and together with information about their current state and substate. Note
the object also shows if a resource has been configured, and if your system is currently licensed to use it.

What Vantage system parameters have been customized?

Vantage system parameters are used to control Vantage behavior and settings based on your organization's needs.

1. Open the System Parameters object, located under CA Vantage Internal Management, Status Monitors in the Vantage
object tree.
The object opens, showing all system parameters and information including the default value, user override, and active
value.

2. Apply a filter to show rows where the active value is equal to the override value. Go to Object Settings > Filter, and
create an expression such as "'Active Value = 'User Override'".
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What automation is in place in my system?

Vantage has powerful automation features that enable you to, among others, execute actions, collect data, and
periodically check the health of your storage environment. As part of understanding your environment, it is helpful to
familiarize yourself with the automation that is in place, and the related objects.

• To view the status of event dispatchers (servers) for message, log, and general automation, and for audit and system
scripts, go to Automation and Logging in the in the object tree and open the Server (Event Type) Status (AUTEVENT)
object.

• To view a complete list of all enabled (active) scripts, open the All Scripts Loaded (AUTSCB) object.
• To view, edit, and delete log and general object automation (GOA) scripts, open the Script Manager from the

navigation pane. You can launch wizards to create log and automation scripts from the object menu.
• To view upcoming script executions, open the Automation Script Schedules object. Upon refresh, this object provides a

real-time view of the next scheduled script executions for all types of scripts.
• To view recent automation activity, select one of the script activity logs. These objects provide message data, including

script name and run time, message type and text, number of phases, mode, and more.

Licensing Requirements
Vantage offers a range and additional components, with corresponding licensing options, in addition to the Vantage base
product.

All orders for the Vantage base product (with or without extra options) include GMI. You can upgrade to the Vantage base
product license. This license enables the same GMI support and an extra list of objects and services.
For more information, refer to the specific information for each license type below.

GMI or Vantage GMI License

To use Vantage, you need a GMI license. Several other Broadcom products are also enabled to use GMI. If you have a
license for another GMI enabled product, you can order and install Vantage separately. Vantage is free of charge for GMI
license holders. The following Broadcom products are GMI enabled:

• CA 1
• ASTEX
• CREWS
• Datacom/DB
• Disk
• Tape Encryption
• IDMS/DB
• MasterCat
• PDSMAN
• SYSVIEW
• Tape Encryption
• TLMS
• Vtape

GMI provides access to objects within GMI enabled products. GMI also provides access to the following Vantage objects
and services:
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• Volumes
• Storage Groups (Pools)
• DFSMS Constructs
• Catalogs
• Hardware Errors
• z/OS System Resources (APF list, Linklist, and so on)
• Vantage Internal Management objects:

– Analysis Tools
– System Activity
– All Summary Objects
– All Joined Objects
– All Delta Objects
– JCL Model List
– Internal Status Monitor
– Log and Warm Start Status

• View and Output Definition
• Windows Client Scheduler

Vantage Base Product License

For customers that qualify for GMI, the next license upgrade level is for the Vantage base product. The license for the
base product provides the same GMI support. This license also provides support for the following list of objects and
services:

• Data Sets
• Data Set Groups (Applications)
• VSAM Attributes
• RAID Devices (IBM, Hitachi, STK, EMC)
• Logging for all objects
• The Disk Automatic Restore Manager that prioritizes Disk automatic restores for fewer tape mounts and lower

overhead.

Vantage also supports interfaces with the following products:

• ACF2
• Auditor
• CA Portal
• Top Secret

Vantage Separately Licensed Options

In addition to the base product, you can license the following options separately:

NOTE
These options cannot be added to a GMI license.
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• Vantage Allocation Option
• Vantage Automation Option
• Vantage Database Option
• Vantage Tape Resource Option
• Vantage Interface for Adabas
• Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
• Vantage Interface for Disk

– Restore Log
– Audit
– Files Data Set Actions
– Message Automation (MA) capabilities for Disk Messages

• Vantage Interface for USS

Each separately licensed portion is explained in more detail in the following sections.

You can upgrade from GMI functionality to the functionality of the Vantage base product. To do so, add the base product
license key and perform the additional configuration steps.

If the products associated with the options are already SMP/E installed, you can upgrade from the base product. Add the
license keys for the various options and configure each option appropriately.

Example: If DFSMShsm is installed, the Vantage interface for DFSMShsm can be licensed to achieve its functionality. If
you have Allocate or Disk, their respective options can be licensed and activated.

Vantage Allocation Option

This option interacts with the Allocate product and the Quota Component. Allocate and the Quota Component require a
separate SMP/E installation. Vantage and Allocate together provide a rich set of DASD space-usage enforcement tools.
The Vantage Allocation Option provides the following functions:

• Viewing the status of Allocate quotas
• Viewing the status of the spare volume table
• Monitoring of Allocate storage groups
• Dynamically adding spare volumes to the Allocate storage groups that are monitored for violation

The Allocate product and the Quota Component require a separate SMP/E installation and license keys. No further action
is required to activate the Vantage Allocation Option.

Vantage Automation Option

The Vantage Automation Option consists of the following parts:

• General Object Automation (GOA) used to monitor any Vantage object and initiate corrective action.
• Message Automation (MA) used to initiate corrective action by monitoring z/OS console, DFSMShsm, or Disk

messages (if the Vantage Interface for Disk is not licensed).

Sample scripts are provided. Use these scripts as a starting point for creating your own scripts to analyze and manage
many day-to-day situations automatically.

The Vantage Automation Option is part of the Vantage SMP/E installation. To activate this option, add the license key for
it.
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Vantage Database Option

GMI provides Comprehensive database views and analysis (from the storage management perspective) to all licensed
users of Datacom/DB and IDMS/DB. The Vantage Database Option provides these same benefits to users of IBM DB2.
You can easily identify database storage inefficiencies which enable you to improve usage and manage growth.

IBM DB2 is a separate product and requires a separate SMP/E installation. To activate IBM DB2, add the license key for
this option.

Vantage Interface for Adabas

GMI provides Comprehensive database views and analysis (from the storage management perspective) to all licensed
users of Datacom/DB and IDMS/DB. The Vantage Interface for Adabas provides these same benefits to users of Adabas.
You can easily identify database storage inefficiencies which enable you to improve usage and manage growth.

Adabas is a separate product and requires a separate SMP/E installation. The Vantage Interface for Adabas also requires
a separate SMP/E installation. To activate Adabas, add the license key for this option.

Vantage Interface for USS

This option enables the display of your z/OS UNIX File System, starting at the root file system. File systems must be
mounted before they can be displayed. For each entry in a directory, the entry name and all associated attributes are
displayed.

Vantage Tape Resource Option

GMI provides Comprehensive tape analysis object views (from the storage management perspective) to all licensed users
of Datacom/DB and IDMS/DB. The VantageSRM Tape Resource Option provides these same benefits to users of the IBM
DFSMSrmm, BMC Control-M/Tape, and Allen Systems Group ASG-Zara tape management systems. The Vantage SRM
Tape Resource Option also provides other functionality (such as monitoring, auditing, analyzing, and automating your
virtual tape systems, automated tape libraries, physical media, and tape drives).

The IBM DFSMSrmm, BMC Control-M/Tape, and Allen Systems Group ASG-Zara tape management systems require
separate SMP/E installations. To activate this option, add the corresponding license key.

Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm

The Vantage interface for DFSMShsm option fills in the reporting and functional gaps DFSMShsm. With this option, you
can more efficiently manage migration, recall, backup/recover, and other DFSMShsm activities. You can see the status of
DFSMShsm and can zoom to detailed views. You can submit, display, customize, and perform DFSMShsm commands
when you are online. Through automation capabilities, you can monitor specific DFSMShsm errors, successes,
thresholds, or other events. Then, automatically take corrective actions or issue alert messages to the appropriate staff.

IBM DFSMShsm is a separate product and requires a separate SMP/E installation. To activate IBM DFSMShsm, add the
license key for this option.

Vantage Interface for Disk

Views of the FILES data set and subfiles are provided to all users licensed for Disk through GMI. Automatic Restore
Manager (ARM) is provided to all users licensed for Disk through the Vantage base product. The Vantage Interface for
Disk provides extra capabilities. These capabilities include Actions menus for Disk objects, Restore Logging, Auditing, and
Disk message consolidation and automation.

Disk is a separate product and requires a separate SMP/E installation. To activate Disk, add the license key for this option.
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Health Checks
The IBM Health Checker for z/OS enables you to identify the potential problems in your z/OS environment by checking
system or product parameters and system status against recommended settings. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS is
structured as a framework that includes a health check started task and various separate check routines provided by IBM
or other vendors. Vantage provides health checks for sysparm settings, definitions, or real-time processing conditions that
could result in a problem. When these conditions are found, the Vantage health checks provide detailed recommendations
on how to correct the problem. The Vantage health checks also provide best practice recommendations for using Vantage.

Vantage health checks are automatically activated either at startup or at component activation.

If you have SYSVIEW integrated with Vantage GMI, you can view and manage the health checks using the HCHECKER-
Health Checker object found in the SYSVIEW, z/OS, Performance, and Status, Status directory. If you have SYSVIEW,
you can also use the TSO interface to use the HCHECKER command in SYSVIEW. Alternatively, use the SDSF interface
to work with the health checks. You can also use the following z/OS utility:

//REPORT  EXEC PGM=HZSPRNT,REGION=0M,

//   PARM=('CHECK(CA_VANTAGE,VANTAGE_SCRIPT_ACCUM@SAMS)')

//SYSOUT    DD SYSOUT=*,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=256)

The CHECK name to use is given by the z/OS Health Checker HZS0002E message.

Some of the checks have thresholds that when exceeded give you an exception. These can dynamically be altered. As an
example, to set memory above the threshold to 1,2GB:

F  hzsproc,UPDATE,CHECK=(CA_VANTAGE,VANTAGE_MEM_ABOVE_THRSH@jobname),

PARM=('THRESHOLD(1200000000)')

Updates that are performed using this method exist for the life of the health check and are not permanent.

To make permanent changes to the health check parameters, you can place an UPDATE statement in an HZSPRMxx
PARMLIB member that the IBM Health Checker for z/OS processes. The UPDATE statement has the same syntax and
same behavior as the MODIFY command.

The following is a list of the Vantage health checks:

• VANTAGE_OBJDEFS_DD_USED@jobname
Description

Vantage is using a //OBJDEFS DD statement in the Vantage Started Task JCL procedure. The //OBJDEFS DD is
obsolete. This statement must be removed from the Vantage STC JCL.

Best Practice
Delete the //OBJDEFS DD from the Vantage STC JCL procedure and point to yourHLQ.CCTULOAD Vantage load
library using the //STEPLIB DD. For an example of the recommended content of the Vantage STC JCL procedure
and DD usage, see the SAMS member in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See the factory provided sample yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP(SAMS).
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Messages
VANH0151E: Vantage is using a //OBJDEFS DD statement in the Vantage Started Task JCL procedure.

• VANTAGE_LOG_THRSH@jobname
Description

Verifies that enough free space is allocated for the log processing. If not enough space is allocated, then might
cause the logging scripts to fail with x37 abends, allocation failures, and loss of object trend data.

Best Practice
Allocate enough free space for log processing by adding free disk space to the LOGPOOL storage. Consider
archiving data sets or add more volumes to the storage group.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See the description of sysparm LOGPOOL in VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

Messages
VANH0021E: Vantage does not have enough free space to handle log requests.
Storage Group=&t1 Pct Used=&t2 Threshold=&t3

• VANTAGE_VANTREL_SYSPARM@jobname
Description

Checks if Vantage is configured to run with the VANTREL sysparm default setting. If Vantage is configured to run
with an invalid setting of sysparm VANTREL, the client and host might be out of sync which might cause loss of
functionality and new features.

Best Practice
The setting for sysparm VANTREL should be set to equal-to or greater-than the default setting. The user override
setting for VANTREL should be removed from the VKGPARMS override member.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See the description of sysparm VANTREL in VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

Messages
VANH0031E: Vantage is configured with an invalid setting of the Vantage sysparm VANTREL. The user override
has a lower value than the default setting.
User override=&t1 Default=&t2 in Parmlib Dsn=&t3

• VANTAGE_WARMSTART_ACT@jobname
Description

Checks if Vantage is configured to use the Warmstart feature. If Vantage is configured to run without the
Warmstart feature active, then the collection of new Last Interval (LI) object data is done each time that you start
Vantage. New collection of data takes time and resources.
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Best Practice
Run Vantage with the Warmstart feature activated.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
To find out how to activate the Warmstart feature, see Warmstart of Last Interval Objects.

Messages
VANH0041E: Vantage is not configured to use the Warmstart feature.

• VANTAGE_LOGBREAK_USAGE@jobname
Description

Checks if any log scripts are configured to run with the value EVERY in statement SET_LOGBREAK= and
multiple times each day. If the log scripts are configured to run with the value EVERY in SET_LOGBREAK= and
multiple times per day, statement ERFORM_EVT_PROC=INTERVAL=nn, this causes a new trend data set to be
created at each interval, which wastes disk space and uses unnecessary CPU and resources. This check detects
both enabled and disabled scripts, as well as loaded and not loaded scripts.

Best Practice
Use a different log script value than EVERY in the SET_LOGBREAK= statement so that it does not create a new
data set each time the log script is run. This reduces overhead and saves DASD space.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
For an overview of the values you can use in the SET_LOGBREAK= statement, see the LOGBREAK parameter
description in VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

Messages
VANH0051E: At least one log script is configured inefficiently and could waste disk (DASD) free space.

• VANTAGE_STMON_ACT@jobname
Description

Checks if the Internal Status Monitor is active. If it is not active, then it cannot monitor and issue alerts on internal
resources.

Best Practice
Activate the Internal Status Monitor to take advantage of its functions.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No
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Reference
For more information, see Monitor Internal Status. For a description of the parameter STMON, see VKGPARMS
Parameter Descriptions.
VANH0061E: The Internal Status Monitor is not active.

• VANTAGE_HELP_DD_IN_USE@jobname
Description

Checks that a //HELP DD statement is used in the Vantage Started Task JCL Procedure.
Best Practice

Use a //HELP DD statement in the Vantage Started Task JCL Procedure, Vantage should not be configured to use
the HELP sysparm.
Add a //HELP DD statement to the Vantage Started Task JCL Procedure referencing the distributed HELP data
set name. If you have a user override of the HELP parameter in your VKGPARMS member, manually edit (using
ISPF) your VKGPARMS member and delete your user override. Vantage must be restarted for these changes to
take effect.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
For more information, see Step 4: Move JCL Procedure SAMS to a System Proclib in Perform Initial Startup.

Messages
VANH0071E: Vantage is not using a //HELP DD statement in the Vantage Started Task Procedure.

• VANTAGE_MEM_BELOW_THRSH@jobname
Description

Checks if Vantage is running out of virtual memory below the 16MB line. Vantage uses &T1 bytes out of &T2
bytes available. The threshold is &T3 bytes set by the IBM HC parameter THRESHOLD. A lack of virtual memory
can cause memory-related abends.

Best Practice
Vantage memory usage is within an acceptable limit set by the IBM HC parameter THRESHOLD.
You can find out if there is a memory leak or if customization is causing high memory usage above the accepted
level.
Follow these steps:

1. Open the Summary object found in the Windows Client object tree under Vantage Internal Management,
Analysis Tools, and then Memory Usage.

2. Execute the Summary object and monitor the PVT+LSQA Usage rows to see if there is a memory leak by
clicking Refresh a few times for some time period. Pay attention to the memory value in the Usage Below Dec
field to see if memory usage is stabilized on this high level.

3. Open the All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object found in the Vantage Internal Management folder in the
z/OS object tree.

4. Right-click the row and select Open to Locate and execute the Memory Below Summary Object.
5. Sort the object table by the TotLength Dec column in descending order. The records that are listed on top are

most likely the ones using high memory levels.
6. Select records at the top of the list and zoom to the Map of Allocated Memory object and notify Broadcom

Support of the values of the TCB Pgm, Subpool, Stg Key and Count Fields.
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7. For the records you zoomed to, zoom to the Memory Display object and notify Broadcom Support of any eye
catchers, or send a screen capture of the first rows of the object.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
For more information, see Memory and Paging.

Messages
VANH0081E: Vantage is running out of virtual memory below the 16MB line.

• VANTAGE_MEM_ABOVE_THRSH@jobname
Description

Checks if Vantage is running out of virtual memory above the 16MB line. Vantage uses &T1 bytes out of &T2
bytes available. The threshold is &T3 bytes set by the IBM HC parameter THRESHOLD. A lack of virtual memory
can cause memory-related abends.

Best Practice
Vantage memory usage is within an acceptable limit set by the IBM HC parameter THRESHOLD.
You can find out if there is a memory leak or if customization is causing high memory usage above the accepted
level.
Follow these steps:

1. Open the Summary object found in the Windows Client object tree under Vantage Internal Management,
Analysis Tools, and then Memory Usage.

2. Execute the Summary object and monitor the PVT+LSQA Usage rows to see if there is a memory leak by
clicking Refresh a few times for some time period. Pay attention to the memory value in the Usage Above Dec
field to see if memory usage is stabilized on this high level.

3. Open the All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object found in the Vantage Internal Management folder in the
z/OS object tree.

4. Locate and execute the Memory Above Summary Object, by right-clicking the row and select open.
5. Sort the object table by the TotLength Dec column in descending order. The records that are listed on top are

most likely the ones using high memory levels.
6. Select records at the top of the list and zoom to the Map of Allocated Memory object and notify Broadcom

Support of the values of the TCB Pgm, Subpool, Stg Key and Count Fields.
7. For the records you zoomed to, zoom to the Memory Display object and notify Broadcom Support of any eye

catchers, or send a screen capture of the first rows of the object.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
For more information, see Memory and Paging.
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Messages
VANH0091E: Vantage is running out of virtual memory above the 16MB line.

• VANTAGE_SCRIPT_ACCUM@jobname
Description

Checks if there are any Message Automation (MA) scripts that accumulate too many messages.
Best Practice

MA scripts should not exceed the maximum value &T5 set by the IBM HC parameter THRESHOLD. The report
that accompanies the health check message lists the problem scripts.
If scripts are allowed to accumulate forever can impact performance due to paging, and ultimately end up with
Vantage using all its private storage, causing storage related abends.
The accompanying VANH0103R Health Check message identifies the problem scripts. To remedy problem scripts
you can do the following:

• The scripts can be disabled. This stops them from acquiring more memory. To do this, issue the following z/OS
modify command:
F SAMS,AUTO,DISABLE=Event,Script

• The scripts can be deleted. This frees acquired memory. To free the memory, issue the following z/OS modify
command:
F SAMS,AUTO,DELETE=Event,Script

• You can limit message accumulation by including the script statement MAX_COUNT=, before starting the
scripts again. To limit message accumulation, issue the following z/OS modify command:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=Event,Script

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
For more information, see Working with Message Automation Scripts.

Messages
VANH0101E: A Message Automation script accumulates too many messages.
VANH0103R  Event         Script       Accumulated  Data set

           ------        ------       -----------  -------

&T1&T2&T3&T4

• VANTAGE_ZIIP_ENABLED@jobname
Description

Checks if zIIP support is enabled making selected Vantage code eligible to be dispatched on zIIP processors and
that the Vantage code is exploiting zIIP processors efficiently.

Best Practice
Enable zIIP support by setting the Vantage sysparm ZIIPIT to (Y) and then restart Vantage. Instead of restarting,
you can start ZIIP servers: F SAMS,SYST,START=ZIIPx where x=1,2,3.
If ZIIPIT is already set to (Y), check object check object ZIIP Server Information in the Vantage Internal
Management, CPU Usage and HPCS folder in the Object Tree. Verify that the ZIIP servers are started.
If they are not started, then start them. However, there should be a reason for why they are not started.
Unless they are deliberately stopped you should see Started = A (Abend) and you should also see abend U3333
in the job log. Do an F SAMS,DUMP,AREA=SSMPCB and F SAMS,DUMP,AREA=VANAUTTB, and give the job
log and the MSGE sysoutto Broadcom Support for problem determination. Even if the ZIIP servers are started,
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you might get this exception. The exception might occur if less than 20% of the processor time that qualifies for
dispatch on a zIIP processor is dispatched. This should be because the zIIP processors are too busy or because
the z/OS Workload Manager prevents more zIIP processor exploitation for Vantage.Do an Excel spreadsheet
export of object zIIP Server Information found in the Vantage Internal Management, System Activity folder in the
Object Tree and give it to Broadcom Support for problem determination.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
To find out how to exploit zIIP processing, see Exploitation of the zIIP Specialty Processor.

Messages
VANH0111E: Vantage zIIP support is not enabled or Vantage code is not exploiting zIIP processors efficiently.

• VANTAGE_WTO_EXIT_USED@jobname
Description

The Vantage STC is not running with the recommended settings for Message Automation (MA) support. The
current MA is using the WTO exit (activated by the WTOTABSZ Vantage system parameter) instead of the
recommended Extended Multiple Console Support (activated by the WTOEMCS Vantage system parameter).

Best Practice
Use the Extended Multiple Console Support for Vantage Message Automation. Verify that desired messages can
reach the Vantage Message Automation via EMCS console, i.e. that they are not suppressed in the MPFLSTxx of
the z/OS system parmlib.

Parameters Accepted
None

Debug Support
No

Verbose Support
No

Reference
See the descriptions for Vantage system parameters WTOEMCS and EMCSMSGS.

Messages
VAN0721E: Message Automation is not operational. System Parameter Mismatch.

Product References
The Vantage documentation uses the following terms and abbreviations.

The Vantage documentation uses the following terms and abbreviations:

• CCTUPARM
Refers to the factory-distributed parameter library for Vantage (which should be concatenated after your local
PARMLIB).

• PARMLIB
Refers to your local library with customized members for Vantage.

• CCTUSAMP library
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Refers to the factory-distributed library containing installation and configuration materials, JCL, scripts, parameter data,
etc.

• Started task
Refers to the Vantage started task, unless otherwise specified.

• Subsystem
Refers to the Vantage subsystem, unless otherwise specified.

• System
Refers to the Vantage system, unless otherwise specified.

NOTE

For references to other products, see Product Names and Abbreviations.

Video Resources
These video demonstrations and tutorials help you get started using Vantage and some of its powerful storage
administration features.

This section contains a selection of video resources available to complement the documentation and demonstrate the
features of Vantage and MTC-M.

NOTE

• For instructional videos for the latest and previous releases, visit the Vantage Educate YouTube channel.
• To view embedded videos full screen, click play then click the YouTube logo on the bottom tool bar.

Vantage 14.1: What's New

The following information video presents the new features and enhancements of Vantage release 14.1.

Vantage MTC-M 14.0.07: What's New

The following information video presents the new features and enhancements of Vantage MTC-M release 14.0.07.

Vantage MTC-M 14.0.06: What's New

The following information video presents the new features and enhancements of Vantage MTC-M release 14.0.06.

Vantage Objects REST API

The following tutorial video complements the documentation, and it shows how to use the Vantage Objects REST API.

TIP

To play this video in full screen, click the YouTube logo to the right of Settings at the bottom of the video.

Getting Started with Vantage MTC-M

The Getting Started with Vantage MTC-M video is based on the version 14.0, and it demonstrates how to use MTC-M
functionalities to create dashboards, assess storage group allocation and trend of virtual Tape History.

Export and Import Dashboards

The following video provides demo on sharing the dashboards by performing export and import of dashboards from MTC-
M.
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Maximum Rows Configuration

The following video provides demo on how to limit maximum records in the widget that MTC-M retrieves from the host.

Summary Objects in MTC-M

The following tutorial video shows how to create a Summary Object with MTC-M.

General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts in MTC-M

The following tutorial video shows how to create General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts with MTC-M.

Vantage: Getting Started

The Getting Started with Vantage based on the version 14.0, demonstrates how to get started with Vantage and main
features and functionalities.

Vantage Summary Objects - Filter Method

The following video provides demo on how to create a Vantage summary object using the Filter method to display data
sets with more than 50% idle space, for the storage administrator to be able to adjust the allocation of these data sets.

Vantage Summary Objects - Step Method

The following video provides demo on how to create a Vantage summary objects using the Step method. This method
allows for the storage administrator to be able to adjust allocation of data sets that have been unused for an extended
period of time.

Vantage Summary Objects - Value Method

The following video provides demo on how to create a Vantage summary object based on an existing, factory-supplied
summary object and locate it in the object tree.

Vantage Summary Objects - Distribute Method

The following video provides demo on  how to distribute Vantage summary object from one z/OS host to another, so that
the summary object data is available across multiple mainframe systems.

Vantage - Reduce CPU and Memory Resources

The following video provides demo on how to reduce CPU and memory consumption in common tasks in Vantage using
proper configuration.

Vantage - Delta Objects

The following video provides demo on how to use Vantage delta objects to compare numeric values over a period of time.
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Vantage - Turn on zIIP Processing

The following video provides demo on how to turn on zIIP processing in your Vantage task to free up more resources on
standard processors.

Using Vantage Consoles

The following video provides demo on  how to use Vantage consoles to customize, collect, and display statistics about
data storage.

Vantage - EMC Symmetix VMAX Objects

The following video provides a short introduction on new Vantage objects that display information about EMC Symmetrix
VMAX disk arrays.
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Installing
Review the steps to acquire, install, deploy, and configure your product.

Standard SMP/E installation and maintenance best practices are used to install and maintain Broadcom mainframe z/OS
products. The installation process includes all the tasks that are typically performed by a systems programmer to acquire
the products and make them ready for use in a production environment.

You can install Broadcom mainframe product software using IBM z/OSMF, CSM, or native SMP/E batch processing.

NOTE
z/OSMF installation is not available for every product.

z/OSMF and CSM are intuitive web-based tools that automate and simplify many installation activities on z/OS systems.
These applications also make obtaining and applying corrective, preventive, and recommended maintenance easier.

The following graphic provides a high-level overview of the installation process for Broadcom mainframe products:
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These steps are described in the following procedure:

1. Prepare for the installation by reviewing best practices and verifying that the software, hardware, security, and other
installation requirements have been met.

2. Acquire the product software using one of the following methods:
– From Broadcom Support, download a z/OSMF (filename.zOSMF.pax.Z) or classic SMP/E JCL (filename.pax.Z)

package. Only one can be selected.
NOTE
If a z/OSMF package is not available, select the SMP/E JCL package. A z/OSMF package is not available
for all products.

– From CSM, select a classic SMP/E JCL package from the product list. You cannot acquire a z/OSMF portable
software instance from CSM.

3. Perform an SMP/E installation to install the product software using one of the following methods:
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– If you downloaded a z/OSMF package from Broadcom Support, install using z/OSMF Deployments.
– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from Broadcom Support, use either of the following options:

• Install using native SMP/E JCL
• Install using CSM

– If you downloaded a classic SMP/E JCL package from CSM, start the installation process from the SMP/E
Environments tab in CSM.

4. Install maintenance using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or CSM.
NOTE
Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. This service lets you acquire
maintenance on demand and to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed. The SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system programmers more
productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. Migrate existing CSIs to z/OSMF and use z/
OSMF Software Update to manage software updates.

5. Finalize the installation:
– Configure your product.
– Deploy your product.
For these tasks, use the methods that your product supports and in the preferred sequence per your site.

Prepare for Installation
Review this topic to prepare to install, configure, and deploy your Broadcom product software.

To prepare for an installation or upgrade, we recommend that your team use our Installation Checklist or Upgrade
Checklist. Upon completion of the installation, use the Day 1 Task Checklist under Getting Started. Doing so can help you
start using the product and can help you get acclimated to the customer documentation as well.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions

TIP
If you plan to use z/OSMF to install or configure your product, review the installation best practices, which
include comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

You can install this release of your product and can continue to use an older release in another SMP/E environment. If you
plan to continue to run a previous release, consider the following points:

• When you install the product into an existing SMP/E environment, the new installation deletes previous releases in that
environment. We recommend that you install into a new CSI.

• If you acquired your product using SMP/E JCL, select different target and distribution zones for your new release from
where your current release is installed. The new zones use different libraries than your current release.
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NOTE
CSM installs a product into a new SMP/E environment by default. You can select an existing SMP/E
environment from your working set.

• Define DDDEF entries in your new zones to point SMP/E to the proper libraries for installation. Ensure that they point
to the new release libraries.

Installation Checklist
Use this installation checklist to plan and execute your product installation.

This checklist summarizes the required steps for a base (first-time) installation in the order you should perform them. The
checklist includes a brief description of the steps, with links to the comprehensive information required for the installation.
The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the step, which enables the pre-installation
planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the steps for which they are
responsible. Use the Status column to track your progress.

NOTE

• You can often perform the security-related tasks in parallel with the other installation and configuration tasks.
• The configuration steps here represent the minimum configuration that is generally applicable to all

installations. For information about configuring optional components and features, see Configuring.

To download a printable version of this checklist, click here.

Prepare for Installation

Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Review Installation Best
Practices

• Configure SMP/
E Internet Service
Retrieval for
maintenance

• Sign up for HIPER
notifications.

• Register on
Broadcom Support.

• Apply IBM
maintenance.

Systems Programmer 20 minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Address Software
Requirements

• All supported
releases of IBM z/
OS (see Mainframe
Compatibilities)

• Common
Components and
Services Version
14.1 or later, with
the following
components:
– CAIRIM
– CAICCI
– CAISDI
– LMP

Systems Programmer 30 minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.
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Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Address Storage
Requirements

• 4590 tracks available
• USS free space of

~3.5 times the size of
the PAX ESD

Systems Programmer 10 minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Select an Installation
Method

z/OSMF Deployments,
native SMP/E JCL, or
CSM

Systems Programmer 5 Minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Install Vantage

Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Install Product Software
Using z/OSMF
Deployments
or
Install Products Using
SMP/E JCL
or
Install Products Using
CSM

Create the product
SMP/E and runtime
environment (SMP/E data
sets, target libraries, and
distribution libraries).

Systems Programmer 20 minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Maintain Products Using
z/OSMF Software Update
or
Maintain Products Using
SMP/E JCL
or
Maintain Products Using
CSM

Apply all PTFs required
to bring Vantage to
current maintenance.

• Download
maintenance
(corrective and
preventive)
automatically using
SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval
or manually from
Broadcom Support.

• Obtain the current
SMP/E HOLDDATA
(download the
external HOLDDATA
file).

• Receive, apply, and
accept maintenance.

Systems Programmer 45 minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.
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Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

(Optional) Deploy
Products using CSM
or
Deploy Products
Manually

If you are installing on
a single system and
your site standards allow
running out of your SMP/
E libraries, deployment
is optional. Deployment
copies the product
runtime libraries.
If you applied
maintenance to the SMP/
E environment libraries,
copy those updated
runtime libraries to your
target environments
for the maintenance to
take effect. You can then
configure the software for
use on those systems.

Systems Programmer 15 minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Configure Vantage

The steps below represent the minimum configuration that is relevant to all Vantage customers. Because every storage
environment is different, Vantage provides a range of components and licensing options. In addition to the steps below,
you will need to configure individual components, including a graphical user interface, based on your organization's
needs. For details about configuring specific Vantage options and components, see Configuring.

Step Description Role Time Estimate Status

Set Up Auto Mount Add yourHLQ.CCTUZFS
file system and related
paths to the USS file
SYS1.PARMLIB(BPXPRMxx)
to ensure that the file
system is automatically
mounted after future
IPLs.

Systems Programmer 5 minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Perform Initial Startup • Allocate required data
sets

• Set Vantage system
parameters

• Configure security
environment.

• (Recommended)
Configure granular
security.

Systems Programmer,
Security Administrator

90 minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Perform Post Startup
Tasks

Start host server in
configuration mode and
complete host setup.

Systems Programmer 60 minutes Complete, TBD, or N/A.

Upgrade Checklist
The Vantage upgrade checklist helps you plan, track, and perform upgrade tasks.
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The upgrade checklist summarizes the required tasks for an upgrade in the order that you should perform them. The
checklist includes a brief description of the tasks, with links to the comprehensive information required for the upgrade.
The checklist also identifies the roles that are typically required to complete the task, which enables the pre-upgrade
planning team (systems programmer, security administrator, and so on) to focus on the tasks for which they are
responsible. Use the Status column to track your progress.

TIP
An upgrade involves a full installation of the new software and maintenance followed by product-specific
upgrade and configuration tasks.

To download an Excel spreadsheet of this checklist, click here.

Task Description Role Time Estimate Status

Prepare for Installation • Apply best practices.
• Configure Vantage for

maintenance.
• Address all software,

hardware, and
security prerequisites.

• Review the data
migration process.

Systems Programmer 20 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Review Prepare for
Upgrade.

Review your current
environment for any
removed or deprecated
features.

Storage Administrator 60 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Install Products Using z/
OSMF
or
Install Products Using
SMP/E JCL
or
Install Products Using
CSM

Create the product
SMP/E and runtime
environment (SMP/E data
sets, target libraries, and
distribution libraries).

Systems Programmer 20 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Maintain Products Using
z/OSMF Software Update
or
Maintain Products Using
SMP/E JCL
or
Maintain Products Using
CSM

Apply all PTFs required
to bring Vantage to
current maintenance.

• Download
maintenance
(corrective and
preventive)
automatically using
SMP/E Internet
Service Retrieval
or manually from
Broadcom Support.

• Obtain the current
SMP/E HOLDDATA
(download the
external HOLDDATA
file).

• Receive, apply, and
accept maintenance.

Systems Programmer 45 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.
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Task Description Role Time Estimate Status

(Optional) Deploy
Products using CSM
or
Deploy Products
Manually

If you are installing on
a single system and
your site standards
allow running out of
your SMP/E libraries,
deployment is optional.
Deployment copies the
product libraries and USS
libraries.
If you applied
maintenance to the SMP/
E environment libraries,
copy those updated data
sets and libraries to your
runtime environment
for the maintenance to
take effect. You can then
configure the software for
use on those systems.

Systems Programmer 15 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Migrate your user
PARMLIB and SAMS
procedure, as described
in Upgrading.

Copy and customize
your user PARMLIB and
SAMS procedure so that
your local settings and
preferences are available
in the new version. This
step also ensures a
backup in case you need
to alternate between the
old and new version.

Systems Programmer 30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Complete the remaining
steps in Upgrading

Acquire new factory-
artifacts delivered with
the new version, and
as applicable, update
your MOI scripts, rebind
Db2 packages, allocate
new configuration data
sets, remove old versions
of CAIXXGV1, and
configure new features.

Storage Administrator 30 minutes Complete, In-progress, or
N/A.

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.
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Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:

Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Sign up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive
notification of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product
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notifications like security advisories within the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Subscriptions under MY
ACCOUNT. Select the alerts that you want and Submit.

Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

Prepare for Upgrade
Before you upgrade to Release 14.0, review health checks, inspect your Version 14.0 system for use of removed or
deprecated objects, and replace that functionality with the replacement objects.

Review 14.0 Health Checks for Obsolete References

Review the following health checks in your 14.0 installation before you begin an upgrade. Follow the best practice
recommendations for the respective health check.

VANTAGE_OBSOLETE_VKGPRM@jobname
Checks for use of removed Vantage system parameters in the Vantage started task.

VANTAGE_OBSOLETE_OBJS@jobname
Checks for use of Vantage automation scripts that refer to obsolete objects.

Review Feature Use for Removed Objects

Review the Deprecated and Removed Features section for any removed, replaced, and deprecated objects or
parameters. In particular, note that in Release 14.1, the following catalog objects were removed and replaced:
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• CATALOGF was replaced by All Data Sets Info - CSI (OBJ02014), located under Catalog Management in the Vantage
object tree.

• CATALOGJ was replaced by the joined object On Volume (LSPACE Information) (J99RJ5BQ), located under Catalog
Management, Defined Catalogs, Names and Locations, Joined Objects in the Vantage object tree.

Review Vantage Libraries for Removed Objects

Your site may be using the removed objects through the following functionalities:

• SUMMDEFS (summary objects)
• JOINDEFS (joined objects)
• DELTADEF (delta objects)
• AUTOSCR (GOA scripts)
• LOGSCR (log scripts)
• EXTFLTDS (external filters)
• Jobs to be submitted

Review your use of each function, and where applicable, replace the removed objects with the replacement objects, as
shown in the following examples.

1. Open the Configuration Data Sets object that is located under CA Vantage Internal Management - Data Sets in the
Vantage object tree, and apply the following filter:
 "Sysparm" INCL (SUMMDEFS DELTADEF JOINDEFS AUTOSCR LOGSCR EXTFLTDS) OR "Description" INCL 'DATA SET 01

 FROM THE PARMS DD IN THE SAMS PROC' 

The respective libraries are listed, with the location shown under Data Set Name or Prefix.
2. Use the ISPF 3.4 SRCHFOR CATALOGF and SRCHFOR CATALOGJ commands against these libraries.

For any references to removed objects that you find, use the replacement object to recreate the object, script, filter, or job
to be submitted. Then remove the original object, script, filter, or job from the library.

Recreate a Summary Object using the Replacement Object

This example shows how to identify if a removed object is used in yourHLQ.SUMMDEFS library, and how to view the
settings for a summary object. Use the settings information to recreate a summary object using the replacement source
object. Use a similar approach to replace removed objects in your DELTADEF and JOINDEFS libraries.

1. Open All Summary Objects, located under CA Vantage internal Management, and apply the following filter:
"SrcObjName" INCL (CATALOGF CATALOGJ)

The table shows all summary objects that include the removed objects.
2. Use the View object line action (Windows Client only) to obtain the settings for each summary object identified.
3. Recreate each summary object using the same settings and based on the corresponding replacement object.
4. Delete the old summary object or objects using the Delete line action.

Recreate a Log or GOA Script using the Replacement Object

If a reference to a removed object was found in yourHLQ.AUTOSCR or yourHLQ.LOGSCR, perform the following steps:

1. Recreate the GOA Script or log script on the new objects OBJ02014 or J99RJ5BQ using the object wizards.
2. Open the All Scripts Loaded object that is located under Automation and Logging in the Vantage object tree and apply

the following filter:
"Obj Name" INCL (CATALOGF CATALOGJ).

3. Delete the old scripts using the Delete/Remove Src object action (Windows Client only).

Recreate an External Filter using the Replacement Object
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If a reference to a removed object is found in the yourHLQ.EXTFLDS library, recreate a new filter using the replacement
object and delete the original filter.

1. Go to the External Filters object located under CA Vantage internal Management and apply the following filter:
Object INCL (CATALOGF CATALOGJ)

2. Use the "Manage Filters" object action on filtered records, switch list "List View", locate the related filter in the list and
user "Modify" to see the filter setting.

3. Recreate the filter using the filter wizard on the new object and save the filter as external filter.
4. Using the Manage Filters in list view delete the original filter.

Recreate a Job using the Replacement Object

If a reference to a removed object is found in yourHLQ.PARMLIB, recreate the JCLs based on the replacement object and
delete the original record from the JCL Model List object:

1. Go to the JCL Model List object that is located under CA Vantage Internal Management in the object tree, and apply
the following filter:
"Pattern" INCL (CATALOGF CATALOGJ)

2. The affected libraries are listed in the Library column, and the affected job is show in the Mbrname column.
3. Use the PDS Member Editor to navigate to these members and review the JCL settings.
4. Use the JCL Model List or PDS Member Editor to recreate the JCLs using the replacement objects, using the

substitution variables that are available in the replacement object.
5. Using the action "Delete Row" in the JCL Model List object delete the JCLs for the removed objects (Windows Client

only).

Review Windows Client Consoles for Removed Objects

Update any Windows Client consoles that use the removed objects as a data source.

1. Connect to a host, and go to Client, Consoles, Customize to open the Console Designer.
2. Select Modify a Console and select a console from the list.
3. Go to Columns, expand a column name and select Object. In the Data source field, browse to the replacement object.
4. Review any filters or sort expressions for references to columns in the removed objects.

Review Windows Client Scheduler for Removed Objects

In Windows Client review the Schedule List for any scheduled reports that use the removed objects, and update them with
the replacement objects.

1. Go to Tools, Schedule List in the Windows Client main menu.
2. Use the long object name "BCS Data Set Entries Search Result" or "On Volume (LSPACE Information)" to identify if

you have any scheduled tasks that use a removed object.
3. For any scheduled tasks identified, recreate the task using Windows Client
4. Delete the old scheduled task using the Delete Schedule object action.

Review MTC-M Dashboards for Removed Objects

In MTC-M, review each dashboard for use of the removed objects. Recreate new dashboards using the replacement
objects, and delete the old dashboards.

Software Requirements
Before you install Vantage, ensure that your system meets the following software requirements.
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• IBM-supported release of z/OS (see z/OS Compatibility Matrix)
NOTE
From Mainframe Compatibilities, select the type of compatibility information you are interested in viewing. For
example, Db2, z/OS, CICS.

• A supported version of  ACF2,  Top Secret, or IBM RACF.
• Your TCP/IP stack must reside on one of the following communication servers:

– A Broadcom supported TCP access server
– An IBM supported TCP/IP server

• A supported version of  Common Components and Services. The following Common Components and Services are
used with your product:
– LMP
– CAIRIM
– CAICCI
– CAISDI
– Broadcom Health Checker

NOTE
If other Broadcom mainframe products are installed at your site, some of these services are already installed.

Ensure that the Common Components and Services load libraries are available to the Vantage task at start-up
time through LINKLIST, or in the STEPLIB concatenation of the Vantage started task procedure.

LMP

The Broadcom License Management Program (LMP) uses a standardized approach to automate tracking of Broadcom
licensed software as follows:

• Validates configuration
• Reports on license-related activities, usage, and financials

The routines that accomplish this tracking are integrated into the Broadcom z/OS dynamic service code, S910 (the
CAIRIM service).

LMP includes the following features:

• Common Key Data Set
Enables key-sharing between multiple CPUs

• Check Digits
Detects transcription errors in shared key information

• Execution keys
Can be entered without affecting any Broadcom software product that is already running

• No special maintenance requirements

Your product is licensed with an LMP key. You acquire the LMP key with one of the following methods:

• From your product media
• With Pax ESD
• Broadcom Support

CAIRIM

The CAI Resource Initialization Manager (CAIRIM) is the common driver for a collection of dynamic initialization routines.
These routines eliminate the need for user SVCs, SMF exits, subsystems, and other common installation requirements.
The routines are grouped under the Broadcom dynamic service code, S910. The manager has the following capabilities:
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• SMF data acquisition
• Installation verification
• z/OS interface installation
• Automatic startup for Broadcom products and related TPSW products
• Initialization (in the correct order and according to the relevant timing requirements)
• zIIP support

CSA comes pre-loaded with the following Vantage modules:

KNGHW001
pHardware interface

KNGED009
JES2 Exit6 program

DBSVWPR
Datacom API

VANHSMCO
DFSMShsm message collector

VANSSWQE
Console message collector

These modules reside in the CCTULOAD library. Common Components and Services dynamically loads the modules
from CCTULOAD into CSA/ECSA.

On Common Components and Services r12 and later, the CCTULOAD library may be a PDSE library. On earlier releases,
this library is never a PDSE library.

CAICCI

The CAI Common Communications Interface (CAICCI) offers a flexible approach that facilitates communication between
different Broadcom products as follows:

• Provides a single point of control
• Supports multiple operating environments
• Optimizes performance
• Enables peer-to-peer communication
• Permits parallel conversations
• Configures installations dynamically
• Eases customization
• Handles errors

This facility provides a layer that isolates application software from the specifics of the communications environment. The
routines that make this approach possible are grouped under the Broadcom Service code W410.

CAISDI

The Service Desk Manager Interface (CAISDI) enables Broadcom mainframe z/OS products to open Service Desk
Manager tickets. This functionality automatically informs the appropriate people about situations that require attention.

CAISDI uses web services technology to access Service Desk Manager. Activation of the interface is possible only on
systems that include properly configured installations of the following components:

• Service Desk Manager
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Ensure that this component is running on a server that has TCP/IP access to the mainframe.
• TCP/IP on your z/OS system
• CAICCI on your z/OS system
• CAISDI on your z/OS system

For information, see the Common Components and Services documentation set.

Broadcom Health Checker Common Service

The Broadcom Health Checker common service provides a simple and consistent method for Broadcom products
to create health checks. Health checks run under the IBM Health Checker for z/OS. The IBM Health Checker for z/
OS checks system or product parameters and system status against recommended settings. These checks enable you
to identify potential problems in your z/OS environment. Vantage health checks are automatically activated on the target
system when the Vantage task is started on a system with the following components:

• Broadcom Health Checker Common Service at the r11 SP08 level, plus additional maintenance. See Broadcom
Support for extra details on the required maintenance for Broadcom Health Checker Common Service.

• IBM Health Checker for z/OS.

Security Requirements
To complete installation and configuration tasks, proper security environment is required.

To install Vantage as a new Vantage customer or for the first time as a GMI customer, see Startup Step 5: Establish
Proper Security Environment.

REST API Server Requirements
This article describes the Vantage REST API Server prerequisites.

Before you start configuring the Vantage REST API Server, ensure that you meet the following requirements:

Knowledge and Skill Requirements

Ensure that you have knowledge in the following areas:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• z/OS environment, including software installation
• z/OS UNIX System Services
• z/OS UNIX System Services Java environment configuration
• SMP/E installation process
• Common Components and Services installation and configuration
• ESM Microservice Installation, Deployment and Configuration under Common Components and Services
• Vantage installation and configuration
• Certificate installation, transfer, and configuration of the SAF key rings (Top Secret)

System Requirements

Ensure that your system meets the following criteria:
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• z/OS 2.1 or higher
• Vantage Version 14.0
• Java 1.8 64 bit
• Top Secret 16.0 installed and configured
• Common Components and Services 14.1 or higher with CCS - BASE - ESD ONLY component.
• ESM microservice with API v2 installed, deployed, and configured
• Vantage local PARMLIB member containing system parameters (VKGPARMS) must have the default name

VKGPARMS on each relevant LPAR

Firewall Settings
The communication on the Vantage port can be initiated both from the client and from the host. Therefore, the Vantage
host port must be configured as bidirectional in the firewall settings.

Storage Requirements
Ensure that you have the following storage available.

You need approximately 4590 tracks to install Vantage. Also, decide on a naming convention for the Vantage data sets.

USS Space Requirements

Ensure that you have sufficient free space in the USS file system that you are using for Pax ESD to hold the directory that
the pax command and its contents create. You need approximately 3.5 times the pax file size in free space.

If you do not have sufficient free space, you receive error message EDC5133I.

Other Requirements
This section describes hardware, software, network and requirements for MTC-M, integration with MOI and the Windows
Client.

System Requirements for MTC-M
File System

zSeries File System (zFS) with at least 4500 cylinders of space
Broadcom Software and Maintenance

Vantage 14.1 GENLEVEL 0000 (SRM or GMI)
No maintenance is required. The following recommended SYSMODS apply several fixes and enhancements:

• LU07445: UPDATES TO VANTAGE CONFIGURATION OBJECTS
• LU07233: VANTAGE DFSMSHSM AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS UPDATE
• LU07481: SUBSTITUTION VARIABLES IN MTC-M AND U3333 ABEND IN VANCZIIP

IBM Software
Supported version of z/OS
IBM 64-bit SDK for z/OS, Java Technology Edition V8 or later
JZOS Batch Launcher

End-user PCs
Google Chrome (recommended), Mozilla Firefox, or Microsoft Edge
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Requirements for MOI

Confirm that your site meets the following requirements to have Vantage send data to MOI.

• Vantage, including the Automation Option
• MTC-M
• Receive and apply all PTFs with the FIXCAT CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each

product and component that you use with MOI.

For information about how to configure Vantage to send data to MOI, see Integrate with MOI.

Windows Client Requirements

Ensure that you have the latest version, release, or Service Pack. The latest patch is available on Broadcom Support.

Hardware
CPU

Minimum: Pentium 4-Class Processor 1.2 GHz
RAM

Minimum: 1 GB
Hard Drive (Free Space)

Minimum: 500 MB
Software
Microsoft Windows 10

Editions: Professional, Enterprise, Enterprise LTSB
Microsoft Windows 2016

Editions: Standard, Essentials, Datacenter
Microsoft Windows 8.1

Editions: Professional, Enterprise
Microsoft Windows 2012, R2

Editions: Foundation, Standard, Essentials, Datacenter

NOTE
The product may run on older versions of Windows, although this use case is not supported.

• MS SQL Native Client released with MS SQL Server 2005 or later. This is required when using a remote SQL server.

The Windows Client is supported in VMware environments and is certified with VMware ESX version 5.0. Adobe SVG
Viewer is necessary to view storage summaries in the Home page and any web pages the Windows Client creates.

Windows Client User Access Requirements

The Windows Client application data is stored in the Central and Database directories. To operate the Windows Client
correctly, users require full control of these folders. Full control is necessary regardless of whether these folders are on
a local device or on a server. The Windows Client Scheduler also has access requirements. For more information, see
Windows Client.

Windows Client International Support

An internationalized product is an English language product that runs correctly on local language versions of the
required operating system. This type of product also runs correctly on any required third-party products, and supports
local language data for input and output. Internationalized products also support the ability to specify local language
conventions for date, time, currency, and number formats.
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A translated (or localized) product is an internationalized product that includes local language support for the user
interface, the online help, and other documentation. Translated products also include local language default settings for
the date, time, currency, and number formats.

Broadcom supports English and the following languages:

Language Internationalized Translated

Brazilian-Portuguese Yes No

Chinese (Simplified) Yes No

Chinese (Traditional) Yes No

French Yes No

German Yes No

Italian Yes No

Japanese Yes No

Korean Yes No

Spanish Yes No

NOTE
If you run the product in a language environment that is not listed in the table, you may experience problems.

The Application Server, Windows Client, managed computers, and managed applications must run on the same
Language zone (code-page).

The system can only support English and one of the certified languages on any managed computer. Set the Language
zone (code-page) to this language to get support in that language.

Install Products Using z/OSMF
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include acquiring, installing, maintaining, and configuring mainframe
products on your systems. z/OSMF lets you perform these tasks for Broadcom mainframe products and mainframe
products from other vendors. z/OSMF lets you manage software on your z/OS systems through a browser at any time,
from any location. By streamlining some traditional tasks and automating others, z/OSMF can simplify some areas of
system management and also reduce the level of expertise that is required for managing system activities. Experienced
users can view, define, and update policies that affect system behavior, monitor system performance, and manage z/OS
software.

As products and vendors adopt z/OSMF services, you can install and maintain all your mainframe products in a common
way according to industry best practices. After configuration is complete, you can execute the product and easily provision
new software instances for use on other systems throughout your environment.

Use the following topics to guide you through the installation process using z/OSMF:

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Provides information about z/OSMF general configuration and security requirements.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Provides the steps to acquire the product software from Broadcom Support and register the portable software
instance in z/OSMF.
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Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Provides the steps to install (deploy) the portable software instance to an LPAR using z/OSMF Deployments. This
step creates the SMP/E environment and runs the RECEIVE, APPLY, and ACCEPT steps to prepare the software
instance for SMP/E operations. This step also:

• Customizes the data set names that are defined to SMP/E.
• Mounts required USS files if necessary.
• Performs workflow execution to customize the deployed runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS

system.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Provides the steps to import the Broadcom product information file so that z/OSMF has access to the latest
product release information. For a list of products using z/OSMF, see Mainframe Products using z/OSMF in the
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

TIP
See our installation best practices article for a list of comprehensive z/OSMF video training from IBM.

When these tasks are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance. You can also configure software
instances using z/OSMF workflows.

Address z/OSMF Requirements
Prepare for installation using z/OSMF by addressing the requirements in this topic.

Before you install your Broadcom mainframe products using IBM z/OSMF, address the installation and security
requirements in the following table:

NOTE
Your systems programmers and security administrators can complete these tasks in parallel.

Task Role

Apply required maintenance for Common Components and Services (CCS) Version
15.0 (SO12499)
The CCS PTF installs load module stubs for select IBM products into your installed CCS
library hlq.CAW0CALL. If you are prompted during installation for the data set name of a
load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your installed hlq.CAW0CALL
data set name.

Systems programmer

Configure z/OSMF
The IBM z/OS Management Facility Configuration Guide is your primary source of
information about how to configure z/OSMF. You can open the IBM documentation in a
separate browser tab for reference during installation of your products using z/OSMF
Deployments. To prevent configuration errors and to enable z/OSMF Software Update
for maintenance, apply all z/OSMF related maintenance before you begin the installation
process.

Systems programmer, security
administrator, domain administrator

Configure z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable to
authorize users and resources. To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing
product information into z/OSMF, make sure that you have added the Digicert
Intermediate CA certificate to the z/OSMF keyring. For information, see Import Product
Information into z/OSMF.

Security administrator
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Task Role

Confirm that the installer has read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS.
Write access is also required to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are
used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV
class, access to the BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or
UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN,
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

Security administrator

Address the following USS requirements:
• Create a USS directory to receive the z/OSMF pax file and to perform the unpack

steps.
• Confirm that you have write authority to the USS directories that are used for the z/

OSMF pax installation process.
• Confirm that you have available USS file space.
To download and unpack the pax file, you need free space that is approximately 3.5
times the pax file size in the file system that contains the pax directories. For example, to
download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in
the file system hosting your pax directory. If you do not have sufficient free space, error
messages like EZA1490I Error writing to data set or EZA2606W File I/O error 133 can
occur.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to receive and download maintenance on
a regular cadence or build custom maintenance packages (order PTFs, APARs, critical,
recommended, all, or just HOLDDATA). This step is our recommended best practice when
installing maintenance and is required to use z/OSMF Software Update. For configuration
details, see the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

Systems programmer, security
administrator

After these requirements have been addressed, you are ready to acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance or
Configure a Software Instance using z/OSMF Workflows.

Acquire a z/OSMF Portable Software Instance
Learn how to acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire a z/OSMF portable software instance (PSWI) for your product from Broadcom
Support and then add the portable software instance to z/OSMF. The product SMP/E environments are pre-built at
Broadcom, backed up, and made available for download as a PSWI.

The PSWI includes the SMP/E CSI data sets, all associated SMP/E-managed target and distribution libraries, non-SMP/E-
managed data sets, and metadata that is required to describe the PSWI.

The following diagram illustrates the acquisition process:
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1. Review the installation best practices and address all requirements.
2. Complete one of the following tasks to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance:

– Download the PSWI to the z/OSMF host from the Broadcom download server.
Before you use this option, complete the one-time security configuration tasks to use the RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK (RFN) process through GIMGTPKG and SMP/E. See Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery.

– Download the PSWI to your laptop and FTP it to a USS directory on the mainframe or download it to z/OS.
3. Register the portable software instance in z/OSMF.

Prepare for Secure Internet Delivery

Perform the following one-time security configuration steps to instruct the SMP/E RECEIVE command and the
GIMGTPKG service routine to download the PSWI using HTTPS. GIMGTPKG performs the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNETWORK TRANSFERONLY command functions. SMP/E supports secure and encrypted download operations
using HTTPS (HTTP over SSL, Secure Sockets Layer). The default z/OS Java truststore manages the certificates.

NOTE
If your site has already configured the server certificate to acquire solutions and process maintenance requests
through https://downloads.broadcom.com, skip this task. Go to order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE WRAP LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the External Security Manager (ESM) database:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH yourcertname DSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) -

  LABEL(yourlabelname) USAGE(CERTAUTH) TRUST

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname)-

DCDSN(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) TRUST

– For IBM RACF, specify:
RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD(‘your.zos.dataset.name’) + 

WITHLABEL(‘yourlabelname’) TRUST
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The ESM database now includes the certificate.
4. Grant UPDATE access to the IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) to the user ID submitting the FTP JCL:

– For ACF2, specify:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY IRR ADD( DIGICERT.LISTRING UID(userid) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

– For Top Secret, specify:
TSS PER(userid) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING) ACC(UPDATE)

– For IBM RACF, specify:
PERMIT IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING CLASS(FACILITY) ID(userid) ACCESS(UPDATE)

The user that submits the FTP JCL can use a virtual CERTAUTH keyring to authenticate the FTP server. The
certificate does not need to be added to the keyring of the FTP user.

The one-time security configuration is complete. You are now ready to Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance.

Order the z/OSMF Portable Software Instance

You can order the z/OSMF portable software instance from the Broadcom Support and download the PSWI using GIMZIP
to z/OSMF or download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host as a single pax file. You can download directly to the mainframe
or you can download to your workstation and then transfer the pax file to the mainframe. A file transfer utility, such as FTP,
is required to transfer data to the mainframe.

Use the following procedure to create a service order from the Broadcom Support site for a product-specific PSWI:

1. Go to Broadcom Support and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My Downloads.
2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.

The My Downloads page appears.
3. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.

The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.
4. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.

A list by release, service pack, and language appears.
5. Use the hypertext link to select a release.

The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the product-specific software packages that you can select
to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows more software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. View the file information for the product that you want by selecting the right arrow key (>) or by selecting Expand

All.
b. Select the checkbox under Download for the PSWI (productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z) and other files that you

want to include in the product download.
c. Select one of the following download methods:

• If your product is RFN-enabled, a GIMZIP download option is available. Select GIMZIP to acquire the product
package from the Broadcom download server directly to your z/OSMF host system using z/OSMF Software
Management. Go to Step 7.

• Select HTTPS Download or Secure FTP Download to download the files from the Broadcom download server.
Secure FTP Download is the preferred method. Go to Step 8.
To select a download method from the Download Manager, select Download Selected. This option lets you
download multiple files at one time.

For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see Download Methods
and Locations.

7. If you selected GIMZIP, the GIMZIP text changes to Order is Placed. An email is sent to the order creator.
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Complete the following steps to generate the required SERVER XML to download the PSWI from the FTP download
server to your mainframe using the GIMGTPKG service routine. GIMGTPKG transports the GIMZIP packages from a
remote FTP server to a local host.
a. Use the link in the email to access the order details (site ID, order number, and product release) on the Download

History page in the Download Manager on Broadcom Support.
b. Select GIMZIP to access the service order details (SERVER XML) in a text file. For example:

<SERVER 

   host=”ftpserver.broadcom.com”

   user=”joesmith”

   pw=”password”

 > 

 <PACKAGE

    file=”/order/product/GIMPAF.XML”

    hash=”01234567890123456078901234567890”

    id=”BROADCOM”

 > 

 </PACKAGE> 

</SERVER>

The SERVER XML contains the required information for the download server to receive the network package.
c. Copy the SERVER XML to your clipboard and change the id tag to name the subdirectory in the SMPNTS

directory. Use this copy to register the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From Download Server option.
Go to Register the Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

8. If you selected Secure FTP in Step 6, the Secure FTP Download Instructions pop-up appears.
a. Copy the host URL (downloads.broadcom.com) and paste it into a browser.
b. Log in using one of the following options:

• Broadcom Support Portal username and password
• Secure Access Token

To use this option, select Generate Access Credentials, specify your email address and password, and select
Generate. Before you close the window, copy and save the generated FTP credential details (username and
password) into a text file.

c. Copy the path for the zip file located in Order Location. This file identifies the order to be downloaded. For
example, /12345678.zip.

d. Use the following sample JCL with an added JOB card to download the z/OSMF pax file using FTP:
 //GETPAX   EXEC PGM=FTP,REGION=0K

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

 //OUTPUT   DD SYSOUT=*

 //INPUT    DD *

 downloads.broadcom.com

 supportportalemail or generatedUsername 

 supportportalpassword or generatedPassword

 Binary

 get orderlocation + ‘yourUSSpaxDirectory’ (rep

 quit

 /*

 //*

e. Execute JCL to unpack the installation file and restore the individual pax files. Sample JCL follows:
//USSBATCH EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDPARM  DD *

//* Be sure that there are no line numbers on the input lines.
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sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/;

pax –rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

/*

//*

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

• Add a JOB statement.
• Update the USS directory (yourUSSpaxdirectory) with the path name where you want to copy the pax file.
• Update productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z with the name of the pax file that you want to copy to the mainframe.
• Submit the customized JCL.

USSBATCH can take several minutes to execute. A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code
indicates a problem.
You can also use OMVS to unpax the z/OSMF pax file. For example:
$ cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory

$ pax -rvf productid.VnnRn.ZOSMF.pax.Z

After successful execution, the individual pax files are restored and ready for use. You are now ready to register
the PSWI in z/OSMF using the Add From z/OSMF System option.

Go to Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF.

Register Portable Software Instance in z/OSMF

After you acquire and download the PSWI to a local z/OSMF host system, log in to z/OSMF to register the product
software and define the PSWI to z/OSMF as shown in the following procedure. When you complete these steps, the PSWI
is registered in z/OSMF and ready for installation (deployment).

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select your user ID in the top or bottom right-hand corner to switch between
the Desktop Interface and Classic Interface.

2. Complete one of the following steps to display the Software Management page:
a. In the Desktop Interface, select Software Management.
b. In the Classic Interface, select Software, Software Management.

3. Select Portable Software Instances to define your PSWI to z/OSMF.
4. Select Add from the Actions menu and select From Download Server (GIMZIP download) or From z/OSMF System

(HTTPS or Secure FTP download) as applicable.
For detailed steps, see Tutorial 2 - Add a PSWI from IBM.
Use the default CLIENT XML or if needed, specify the CLIENT XML attributes that you use in other SMP/E jobs to
download software products or PTFs from the Broadcom download servers. For example:
<CLIENT  downloadmethod="https"

         downloadkeyring="javatruststore"

         javahome="/usr/lpp/java/J8.0"

         >

</CLIENT>

NOTE
For more information about specifying the CLIENT XML tag, see Content of CLIENT data set in the IBM
documentation.

downloadmethod
Specifies the network protocol for downloading the files from a remote server. HTTPS is the only supported
option. When you specify https, certificates are required to perform the SSL handshake with the HTTPS server to
encrypt the network activity. The location of the certificates is defined using the downloadkeyring attribute.
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downloadkeyring
Identifies the location of the certificates that are required to perform SSL operations with the HTTPS server
where the files to be downloaded reside. Specify the name for an external security manager (ESM) keyring or the
keyword javatruststore.
The name of the keyring can specify a real or a virtual keyring.
To indicate that all CA certificates that are defined in the ESM can be used to perform SSL operations, specify
“*AUTH*/*” for the CERTAUTH virtual keyring userid/keyring value.

javahome
Specifies the location of the Java runtime to be used by SMP/E.

The PSWI exists on your z/OS system and is defined to z/OSMF. The product software is ready for installation. Go to
Install Product Software using z/OSMF Deployments.

Install Product Software Using z/OSMF Deployments
Learn how to install product software using z/OSMF Deployments.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing product software in your z/OS environment. After
the portable software instance or software instance is registered in z/OSMF, you can use z/OSMF Deployments to
install the product software and create the product data sets (global, CSI, target libraries, and distribution libraries) for
the new software instance. The deployment jobs create a copy of the source product data sets to create the product
target runtime environment. Creating a copy of the SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and it
also isolates the product runtime environment for maintenance activities. You can also perform z/OSMF workflows to
customize the SMP/E data sets, mount UNIX System Services (USS) files if necessary, and configure the new software
instance on the target system.

To install Broadcom mainframe products using z/OSMF and make the product software available for use on a system
by users and other programs, define a new deployment. This step defines the SMP/E environment name and the prefix
of the CSI data set in z/OSMF. You also specify data set allocation parameters for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries,
and distribution libraries. To define a new deployment, complete the deployment checklist (specify the USS path, DSN,
VOLSERs), and submit the deployment jobs through the z/OSMF user interface. When the deployment is complete, you
have a source and target copy of the software.

NOTE
For more information about these tasks, see Deploying software in the IBM documentation.

Subsequent maintenance activities for the product update the SMP/E environment without affecting your active product
runtime environments. You decide when to redeploy the maintenance-updated SMP/E target data sets to each of the
product runtime environments.

Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify the installation requirements in Prepare for
Installation.

NOTE
The installer requires read, create, update, and execute privileges in z/OS. Write access is also required to the
USS directories that are used for the installation process. To deploy a product that has USS components, the
installer's user ID must have access to the appropriate resource profiles in the UNIXPRIV class, access to the
BPX.SUPERUSER resource profile in the FACILITY class, or UID(0). For UNIXPRIV, read access is required to
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHOWN, SUPERUSER.FILESYS.CHGRP, and SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT.

1. Display the Deployments table in z/OSMF (Software Management, Deployments).
2. Define a new deployment by selecting New from the Actions menu.

The deployment checklist displays. You can also modify, view, copy, cancel, or remove existing deployments.
3. Complete the deployment checklist items as described in Defining new deployments in the IBM documentation.
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As you complete the deployment checklist, be sure to make the following selections:
a. Specify the properties for this deployment (name, description, and optional category).
b. Select the software to deploy.

For this step, select the Portable Software Instance button and select your package.
c. Select the objective for this deployment to indicate where and how you want to install the selected portable

software instance.
For this step, indicate that you want to create a software instance and specify the global zone CSI and the system
where the target software instance will reside.

d. Check for missing SYSMODs and view missing SYSMOD reports.
For this step, deselect the following report options:
• Requisite SYSMODs and Fix Categories reports
• Regressed SYSMODs and HOLDDATA Delta reports

e. Configure this deployment to define the target software instance.
• For DLIBs, specify Yes to copy the distribution zones and libraries that are associated with the source software.

You can customize the names and the storage class or volumes of the new data sets.
• For Model, indicate The source software to use as a model. z/OSMF uses the data sets, volumes, mount

points, catalogs, and SMP/E zones that are associated with the model to specify default values for the target
software instance.

• For SMP/E Zones, the DLIB and TLIB names do not typically need to be changed.
• For Data sets, change the target data set name prefix to the one that you want to use for your deployment.

Specify a volume or storage class to identify where to create the target data sets.
• For Catalogs, no action is required assuming that your target data set prefix is defined in a user catalog.
• For Volumes and Storage Classes, no action is required. A summary is presented of the target data sets to be

created and how much space is required.
• For Mount Points, review the mount points for the UNIX file system data sets that are included in the target

software instance. When specifying a new target mount point, retain the static path extension in the path name
to prevent failures in the configuration workflow. For example, targetpathnameVANDEPLOY.

NOTE
If your product does not include USS directories, ignore this instruction.

f. Define the job settings to generate JCL to install the software and view the deployment summary. For this step,
update the JOB statement as needed.

NOTE
If the target system for the deployment is in a JES Multi-Access Spool (MAS) and the mount point is only
accessible from the target system, add a System Affinity (SYSAFF) to the job card to ensure execution
on the system where the zFS resides.

g. Submit the deployment jobs in sequential order, wait for each job to complete, and then select Refresh to register
job completion in z/OSMF.
A return code of zero is expected.
When all deployment jobs have executed successfully, you have unzipped and renamed the product data sets, and
updated the CSI data sets. The product data sets have also been successfully copied and the properties for the
target software instance have been specified.

h. Execute workflows if any exist for the software being deployed. Most products have at least one of the following
workflows:

Post SMP/E Workflow
Updates the CSI with site-specific external data sets, relinks load modules, and optionally mounts USS
directories.

NOTE
If prompted for the data set name of a load library for an IBM product that is not installed, specify your
installed Common Components and Services for z/OS CCS_hlq.CAW0CALL data set name.
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Base installation Workflow
Configures a new software instance for your product software.

Upgrade Workflow
Updates an existing software instance for your product to a new product release.

NOTE
For a list of products with workflows to complete post-install configuration, see Mainframe Products using
z/OSMF for Software Management in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation.

i. Specify a name and description for the new target software instance.

The deployment process is complete. The new software instance is defined to z/OSMF. You are now ready to Import
Product Information into z/OSMF before you install product maintenance.

Import Product Information into z/OSMF
Learn how to import a product information file into z/OSMF.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining a current repository of acquired product packages
that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. z/OSMF lets you view a consolidated list of the products and
maintenance packages that are included in each software instance or portable software instance.

You can import product information for the  Broadcom mainframe products that you have installed on z/OS into z/
OSMF. After you retrieve the product information, use z/OSMF Software Management to obtain a list of products that
are contained in your software instances. This information helps you to determine which products are nearing or have
reached end of service (EOS) or end of life (EOL) support. This information is useful when planning future installations
and upgrades. You can also use this information to identify software instances that will be affected by changes to a
product.

The product information file for Broadcom mainframe products is stored on the following FTP directory:

https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

You can load the contents of the Broadcom product information file into z/OSMF from:

• The Broadcom FTP directory directly
• Your local workstation
• A z/OS data set or UNIX file

After you load the file, retrieve the product information in z/OSMF from the Products view in the Software Management
task.

If you create software instances or portable software instances in z/OSMF, import the product information file again so that
you have current information to display for your installed products.

Broadcom recommends that you repeat the load procedure on a regular schedule or at least monthly to ensure that
you have current Broadcom product information available in z/OSMF. This process ensures that you have access to all
product packages as they become available.

Enable Secure Downloads

To prevent SSL handshake failures when importing product information into z/OSMF, confirm that you added the Digicert
Intermediate certificate authority (CA) certificate to the z/OSMF keyring.

Use the following procedure to enable secure downloads:
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NOTE
This procedure assumes that you have configured z/OSMF security for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF to
authorize users and resources.

1. Download the certificate:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/cadocs/0/certs/digi-inter-new/digicert_intermediate_2031.crt

Record the location on your workstation where the certificate now resides.
2. Upload the certificate as text data to your z/OS system in RECFM=VB and LRECL=84 format. If you use FTP, use the

following FTP commands to avoid truncation:
ASCII

QUOTE SITE LRECL=84 RECFM=VB

PUT your_PC_file_name 'your.zos.dataset.name'

quit

The certificate now resides on z/OS.
3. Add the certificate to the existing z/OSMF IZUSVR keyring.

For ACF2, specify SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.yourcertname DSN('your.zos.dataset.name') -

  LABEL(yourlabeldescription)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH.yourDigicertCAcertname) KEYRING(IZUSVR.keyr01)

 RINGNAME(IZUKeyring.IZUDFLT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For Top Secret, specify TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(yourDigicertCAcertname) LABLCERT(yourlabelname) - 

DCDSN('your.zos.dataset.name') TRUST

            

TSS ADD(IZUSVR) KEYRING(zosmfringname) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,yourDigicertCAcertname) -

USAGE(CERTAUTH)

For IBM RACF, specify RACDCERT CERTAUTH ADD('your.zos.dataset.name') WITHLABEL('yourlabelname') TRUST

RACDCERT ID(IZUSVR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('your_digicertCA_label') +

RING(keyringname) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The certificate is now connected. To verify, review the messages for each command.

You can now load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF.

Load the Product Information File into z/OSMF

Use the following procedure to load the contents of the product information file into z/OSMF:

1. Select the following link to download the product information file from the Broadcom FTP directory to your workstation
or to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe:
https://ftpdocs.broadcom.com/WebInterface/phpdocs/0/MSPSaccount/COMPAT/BroadcomProdInfo.txt

NOTE
To load the product information file into z/OSMF directly, go to Step 2.

Complete either of the following steps:

• Use your Web Browser or an FTP client to download to your local workstation. Upload the file with binary in the
FTP JCL so that the file is not converted to the EBCDIC character set.

• Use FTP to download the file directly to a z/OS data set or UNIX file on the mainframe. Sample JCL follows that
you can customize and execute:
//FTPSTEP   EXEC PGM=FTP,PARM=’(EXIT=08’

//SYSTCPD   DD DSN=your_TCPIP_data_set_name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*
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//INPUT     DD *

ftp.broadcom.com 21

anonymous email_address

cd /pub/MSPSaccount/JSON/

dir

asc

locsite LR=80 REC=FB BLOCKSI=0

locsite PRI=20 SEC=10 CY

get BroadcomProdInfo.txt ‘zos_data_set’ (REPLACE

Customize the sample JCL as follows:

1. Add a JOB statement per your site standards to the beginning of the JCL.
2. Specify the TCP/IP stack (your_TCPIP_data_set_name) for an external network.
3. Specify your valid email address (email_address).
4. Specify the z/OS data set name (zos_data_set) where you want to save the product information file. If the

specified data set does not exist, it is created during the download process.
5. Submit for execution.

A return code of zero is expected. Any other return code indicates a problem.

The product information file is now available to load into z/OSMF.
2. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and go to the Software Management dashboard.
3. Select Products.

The Products table list displays.
4. Select Retrieve End of Service information from the Actions menu or select the Retrieve End of Service

information button if available. The Select Product Information File page displays.
5. Complete one of the following steps:

– To load the file into z/OSMF directly from the Broadcom FTP directory:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Copy the Broadcom product information file URL, paste it into the URL field, specify a description, and select
OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

– To load the file from your local workstation, select the option to Select a file that resides on your local
workstation, enter your file name, a description, and select Retrieve. The contents of the file are loaded into z/
OSMF.

– To load the file from a z/OS data set or UNIX file that the z/OSMF host can access:
a. Select the option to Select files that reside on or can be accessed by primary system and select Add from

the Actions drop-down menu under Product Information Files.
The Add Product Information File page displays.

b. Select Primary z/OSMF system, specify the z/OS data set name in the Data set or UNIX file field, specify a
description, and select OK.
The product information file table is updated with the new URL.

c. Select the new URL and select Retrieve.
The contents of the file are loaded into z/OSMF.

Use the Software Management dashboard in z/OSMF to view your product information.
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Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.
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WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14-MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements:
//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

– Add a JOB card.
– Issue the NUM ON command followed by UNNUM to edit the JCL with number off (no sequence numbers in columns

73 through 80).
– Issue the CAPS OFF command. However, where needed, use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,

YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME must be uppercase and aggregate and compat must be lowercase.
– Ensure the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems.

If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings now allowing for the
allocation.

– Ensure that the SYSIN DD is indented at least one space.
When these edits are complete, the zFS is allocated.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named
yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/
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mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can permit write access to anyone in the same group as the

person who created the directory. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:

NOTE
USS commands are case-sensitive.

chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted. Other users can access the USS pax directory and its files.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df -k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

NOTE
To optimize downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the downloads.broadcom.com URL for HTTPS
and Secure FTP in your network security software, firewalls, or both. Sites that regulate access through an IP
address are required to allow network access to 141.202.253.110.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133
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2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or enter the product name in the Search field.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Under Products, select the product that you want to download.
A list by release, service pack, and language appears.

6. Click the hypertext link to select a release.
The Primary Downloads page appears. This page shows the available product-specific software packages that you
can select to download.
If an Additional Downloads page is available, this page shows additional software packages that are related to your
product selection that you can download. These products may already be installed.

7. Review the packages that appear under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and complete the following
steps:
a. Select the SMP/E JCL Package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download.

If more than one package is available, you can only select one.
b. Select Download Selected, HTTPS Download, or Secure FTP Download. Secure FTP Download is the

preferred method. For download tips, see Product Download Help. For sample JCL and security requirements, see
Download Methods and Locations.

The product package is downloaded.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *
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//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
Learn how to copy sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job as described in the
following procedure to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
or ESDUNPAX sample JCL created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL:
– Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
– If the z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
b. Perform one of the following steps:
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• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/
classes/.

• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.
One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.

– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a
unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.

The UNZIPJCL job is edited.
3. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.

The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. Use the members in this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro VANSEDIT as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type VANSEDIT on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults
with your specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the VANSEDIT macro each time you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
VANAREAD member, and submit the VANEDALL member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN00ALL in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
VAN00ALL is customized.

3. Submit VAN00ALL.
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN03ALU in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
VAN03ALU is customized.
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b. Submit VAN03ALU.
This job allocates your zFS data sets.

c. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN06MKD in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
VAN06MKD is customized.

d. Submit VAN06MKD.
This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN10CSI in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command line.
VAN10CSI is customized.

6. Submit VAN10CSI.
This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN15CSU in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
VAN15CSU is customized.

b. Submit VAN15CSU.
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the VANSEDIT macro each time that you open a new
SAMPJCL member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the
VANAREAD member, and submit the VANEDALL member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN20RCB in an edit session, and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
VAN20RCB is customized.

NOTE
To include optional components, uncomment the applicable FMID in the customized job.

2. Submit VAN20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN30APB in an edit session, and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
VAN30APB is customized.

4. Submit VAN30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
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c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN40ACB in an edit session, and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
VAN40ACB is customized.

6. Submit VAN40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun
ACCEPT with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

paxfile Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-
directory

Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample
JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Install Products Using CSM
Review the following high-level process for installing product software using CSM.

As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS systems using
CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems. You can use
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CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You can also obtain and
apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and maintain your products
faster and with less chance of error.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.

If you do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For
installation and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.
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WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
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3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.

4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:
– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update

Product.
– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right

and select the Update Product Releases link.
5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:

– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.
UNIX File

Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name
and password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
This topic describes how to install your Broadcom mainframe products using CSM.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:

Execute Apply Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept
Check step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation
actions for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable
the Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.
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2. Select Use as Working Set.
3. Select OK.

The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.
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Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.

Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:
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• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.

Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.

Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.
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Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.

WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.
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SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.

Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
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this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.

You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.
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Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order. To create a service order request online from
Broadcom Support, Use the Create Service Order Online Interface.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using z/OSMF Software Update
As a systems programmer, you are responsible for keeping your systems current with product maintenance to ensure
optimal system usage. To do so, use IBM z/OSMF Software Update. Software Update provides an easy to follow wizard
that guides systems programmers of all levels through the maintenance process. z/OSMF Software Update offers a
modern approach to software maintenance and provides the following features:

Corrective Service Installs a software update to fix an issue.
Preventive Service Installs vendor-recommended software updates.

FIXCAT Installs software updates (Fix Categories) that provide a new function to a system.

NOTE
We are not adding new features to CSM. We recommend that you use z/OSMF Software Update to apply
maintenance to z/OS software.

Prerequisites

Ensure that you meet the following software requirements before you use Software Update:

• Configure z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and address the z/OSMF security requirements for ACF2,
Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable.

• Apply all z/OSMF Software Update-related maintenance from IBM.
• Register your SMP/E environments (CSIs) in z/OSMF Software Management. For more information, see Software

Management task in the IBM documentation.
TIP
A migration tool is provided to help you register existing CSM and non-CSM CSIs as new software instances
in z/OSMF. For more information about the migration tool, see Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF.

• Download and receive maintenance, HOLDDATA, and CARS maintenance for your products. As a best practice, we
recommend that you do so on a daily or weekly basis and that you automate this process using SMP/E Receive Order
(see Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval). You can also perform these tasks manually from Broadcom Support.

NOTE
You can only apply maintenance for SYSMODs that are already received in the GLOBAL zone of the CSI.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN statements for CARS maintenance are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS maintenance,
download all YEARLY ASSIGN files, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.
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Use Software Update

Log in to your instance of z/OSMF and click the Software Update icon on the desktop. If the Software Update icon does
not appear on the desktop, open the App Center in the bottom-left corner.

You can now maintain software instances, using the z/OSMF Software Update functionality. For more information about
how to use Software Update, see Software Update in the IBM documentation.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually. After you complete the
maintenance process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available at Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance, use SMP/
E Receive Order, create a service order request online, or the following procedure during product installation and for
ongoing preventive maintenance in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy.

We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to submit requests securely for PTFs and HOLDDATA
to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download the PTFs and
HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on
your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system.

You can use the Create Service Order request from Broadcom Support to submit requests to download and receive
maintenance from the secure Broadcom download servers.

You can also download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually select PTFs and
build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive
the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a
Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option,
you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements.

1. Select one of the following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
– Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance (see Configure SMP/E Internet

Service Retrieval).
After your PTFs are downloaded and received, you are ready to apply and accept maintenance. To do so, go to
Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Use the Create Service Order online interface (see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface). To apply and
accept maintenance, go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

– Select the PTFs manually, and then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. To do so, go to
step 2 and complete the remaining steps in this procedure.

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

3. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

4. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

5. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

6. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

7. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
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NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

8. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

9. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

11. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the VANSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

12. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN60RCH in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update VAN60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

VAN60RCH is customized.
13. Submit VAN60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN80APM in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
VAN80APM is customized.
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2. Submit VAN80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member VAN90ACM in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the
command line.
VAN90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit VAN90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN50CAR in an edit session, update VAN50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command line.
VAN50CAR is customized.

2. Submit VAN50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command line.
VAN70RCM is customized.

4. Submit VAN70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member VAN80APM in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the command
line.
VAN80APM is customized.

6. Submit VAN80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member VAN90ACM in an edit session and execute the VANSEDIT macro from the
command line.
VAN90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit VAN90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.
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CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.

After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
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Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.

This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.
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To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.

Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
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FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.
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2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.
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WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:
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• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File
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If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.
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Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.
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Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.
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Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.
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NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.

NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

Post Installation Requirements
After you install or upgrade Vantage, review or configure your installation, configuration, third-party and dynamic data sets.
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Customers who have upgraded from a previous version may need to perform maintenance as described in the section
Configuration Data Sets (non-SMP/E). The remaining sections typically apply to new Vantage and GMI installations only.

A system programmer and security administrator typically perform the initial configuration, and then the storage
administrator completes your customized installation.

NOTE

• Some configuration options require knowledge of Vantage naming conventions and data access rights. For
more information, see Data Sets.

• Use the SCS component of CSM to automate the first three steps on CSM installations of Vantage. Perform
these steps manually on other installations.

Data Sets

This product uses data sets that fall into the following categories:

• Installation
• Configuration
• Third-party
• Dynamic

NOTE

This information relates to the steps outlined in Configuring.

Data Set Preparation Notes

You choose prefixes for data set names when you install or update the product.

Use treat multiple data sets as a group. For example, you can apply the same security controls to all sets that share a
particular prefix.

When you set prefixes, consider the following points:

• Use the default prefix for configuration data sets.
• The prefixes for installation sets are customizable. Change the value of the SMPPX system parameter to any unique

prefix of up to 35 characters.
• The need to specify data set in the configuration parameters depends on the length of the DNS:

– 17 default names work with 28-35 character prefixes.
– 19 default names work with 12-27 character prefixes.
– All default names work with 1-11 character prefixes.

• The started task requires security access to all configuration data sets and several installation data sets.

Installation Data Sets (SMP/E-Managed)

The Vantage installation data sets are the target libraries that SMP/E updates and distributes during installation. All of
these data sets have the following syntax:

DSN=%%SMPPFX%%.name

The SMP/E installation creates installation data sets with the common SMP/E prefix.

The %%SMPPFX%% variable resolves to the value of the SMPPFX configuration parameter. Set the value of this
parameter to CA.VANTARG.

SMP/E manages the following installation data sets:
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%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUHENU

• Distributed help library
• Components: Startup
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

%%SMPPFX%%.CCTULINK

• Vantage Interface for Disk and DFSMShsm Exits
• Components: Base, HSM, and Disk
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Execute

%%SMPPFX%%.CCTULOAD

• Distributed load library
• Components: Startup
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

%%SMPPFX%%.CCTULPA

• SMS ACS exit for HSM recall log
• Components: HSM
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Execute

%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUMAC

• Macros for source assemblies
• Components: Disk
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUMSEN

• System message library
• Components: Startup
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUPARM

• Distributed system parmlib library
• Components: Startup
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write

%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUSAMP

• Example installation and configuration materials (such as JCLs, scripts, and parameter data)
• Components: Startup
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read
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%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUSRC

• Source code for user exits
• Components: Disk, HSM
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUXML

• Source members holding XML definitions of Action Definition Table(ADT) for object actions for Vantage.
• Source member for CSM and the SCS (config) component of CSM definitions for Vantage product.
• Components: Startup
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read, Write, Extend

Configuration Data Sets (non-SMP/E)

Your local staff uses non-SMP/E configuration data sets to maintain to configure the system to your local needs.

Use the following format:

DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.suffix

Where:

%%DSNPFX%%
Specifies the value of the DSNPFX parameter.

suffix
Specifies the suffix of the set name.

Different formats make security administration more difficult and require that you use system parameters to specify the
names.

Default names for log, checkpoint, and capture data sets do not work with DSNPFX values of more than 11 characters.
Configure naming parameters for these data sets when you set the DSNPFX to a value of more than 11 characters. Set
the DSNPFX value to fewer than 11 characters to eliminate this need.

Configuration data sets do not belong to other vendor products, so SMP/E never updates them.

Maintain and configure your system using the following data sets:

%%DSNPFX%%.PARMLIB

• Library for your locally customized data
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.SYSTSCR

• Library for system and audit scripts
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend
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%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB

• Library for jobs to be submitted
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.EXTFLTDS

• Library for saved filter statements
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.HWMLOG

• Log for hardware errors
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems with RLS
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.LOGSCR

• Library for log scripts
• Components: Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.VVDSDSN

• Catalog data extracted from VVDSs
• Components: Base
• ASharing: mong systems with the same online volumes
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extended

%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSAR

• Input to IDMS area report
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSDM

• Input to IDMS DMCL report
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSRC

• Input to IDMS records report
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend
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%%DSNPFX%%.SYSMDUMP

• Dump data set for abends
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: No
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.RSTLOG

• Recall log for HSM and Disk restores
• Components: HSM and Disk
• Sharing: Among systems with RLS
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.MPMDEVDA

• Tape device usage statistics
• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems with RLS
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.MPMDEVDH

• Tape device usage statistics
• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems with RLS
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.MPMDEVDS

• Tape device usage statistics
• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems with RLS
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.MPMVOLDS

• Tape volume usage statistics
• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems with RLS
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.ACSLDSN

• STK robot CDS data
• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems that share STK robots
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.ACSVOLDS

• STK robot volume data
• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems that share STK robots
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend
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%%DSNPFX%%.STKAUDIT

• STK robot VSM MVC data
• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems that share STK robots
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.STKDACS

• STK robot display ACS data
• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems that share STK robots
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.RMMEXDSN

• DFSMSrmm Files data
• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems that share STK robots
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.DMSJCL

• Disk model JCL
• Components: Disk
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.RSTLOG

• Log for Disk restores(and HSM recalls
• Components: Disk and HSM
• Sharing: Among systems with RLS
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.QUEUE

• Queue file for Disk DMSAR manager
• Components: GMI and Disk
• Sharing: No
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.AUTOSCR

• Library for automation scripts
• Components: Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.JOINDEFS

• Library for Joined Objects definitions
• Components: Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend
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%%DSNPFX%%.SUMMDEFS

• Library for Summary Objects definitions
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

%%DSNPFX%%.DELTADEF

• Library for Delta Objects definitions
• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write and Extend

Dynamically Created Data Sets

The software dynamically creates the log, capture, checkpoint, and profile data sets on an as needed basis.

NOTE
The CAPPFX, TRENDPFX, and CPKPFX prefixes must be unique and no more than 13 characters. The
defaults append 2 characters to DSNPFX. Specify a DSNPFX of 11 characters or less to use the default values
for the mentioned parameters. Otherwise, specify a unique 1-13 character value for each of those parameters.

The system dynamically creates the following data sets:

cappfx.Oobjnb.Lvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss

• Captured (exported) form of an object.
NOTE
CAPPFX is a system parameter that specifies a 1-13 character prefix for captured objects.

• Default Prefix: %%DSNPFX%%.X
• Components: All
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Allocate, Read/Write, Extend, and Delete

Cpkpfx.Oobjnb.Lvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss

• Checkpoint form of an object. CPKPFX is a system parameter specifying a 1-13 character prefix for object
checkpoint data sets.

• Default Prefix: %%DSNPFX%%.C
• Components: All
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Allocate, Read/Write, Extend, and Delete

Cpkpfx.Oobjnb.Lvssid.Wyyyyddd.Thhmmss

• Warmstart checkpoint form of an object. CPKPFX is a system parameter specifying a 1-13 character prefix for
object checkpoint data sets.

• Default Prefix: %%DSNPFX%%.C
• Components: All
• Sharing: No
• Required Authority: Allocate, Read/Write, Extend, and Delete

logonid.VANTAGE.PROFILE or Profpfx.PROFILE.logonid

• Profile data set created for each user.
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NOTE

• The default format is logonid.VANTAGE.PROFILE. Set PROFPFXU to (N) to use the alternate
format.

• Specify a 1-27 character prefix for the user profiles in the PROFPFX system parameter.
• Default Prefix: %%DSNPFX%%
• Components: All
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Allocate, Read/Write, Extend, and Delete

trendpfx.Oobjnb.Lvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss

• Trend log form of an object.
NOTE
TRENDPFX specifies a 1-13 character prefix for object trend-log data sets.

• Default Prefix: %%DSNPFX%%.T
• Components: All but GMI
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Allocate, Read/Write, Extend, and Delete

Where:

objnb
Specifies a unique object number.

v
Specifies the version number for the object data.

ssid
Specifies the z/OS system ID.

yyyyddd
Specifies the Julian date when the first record was written to the data set.

hhmmss
Specifies the time when the first record was written to the data set.

Data Sets Owned by Other Products or Vendors

Data sets owned by other products or vendors that apply to your installation depend on the components you use.

z/OS BCS catalogs

• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write

MVS/Quickref database

• Components: GMI and Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

CA 1 load library

• Components: GMI and Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read
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CA 1 TMC

• Components: GMI and Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write

CA 1 CTAPOPTN library

• Components: GMI and Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

TLMS load library

• Components: GMI and Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

TLMS tape catalog

• Components: GMI and Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write

TLMS CTAPOPTN library

• Components: GMI and Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

z/OS VTOCs

• Components: Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

z/OS VVDSs

• Components: Base
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write

HSMLOGX and HSMLOGY, or HSMPDOX and HSMPDOY

• Components: HSM
• Sharing: No
• Required Authority: Read

BCDS, MCDS, and OCDS

• Components: HSM and Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

IBM DFSMSrmm tape catalog

• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write
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ASG-Zara load library

• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

ASG-Zara tape catalog

• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read/Write

EMASS/GRAU robot control data set

• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

STK HSC load library

• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

STK HSC robot control data set

• Components: Tape
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

Files data sets

• Components: GMI and Disk
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Read

z/OS VVDSs

• Components: Automation
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Allocate

z/OS master catalogs

• Components: Automation
• Sharing: Among systems
• Required Authority: Write

Perform Initial Startup
As a system programmer and a security administrator, you need to perform the initial configuration of the Vantage started
task.

To start the Vantage started task, complete the following procedure:

1. Based on the customer type, first perform the following steps:
For the GMI Customers:

1. Execute the J01GMI job located in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library.
The job allocates the non-SMP/E data sets, such as user PARMLIB required to run the Vantage.
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2. Execute the J01SUMM and J01JOIN jobs located in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library.
These two jobs allocate libraries for storing definitions of the dynamically created objects, such as summary
and joined objects.

NOTE
For the common dsname prefix, review the description of the Vantage system parameter DSNPFX .

For the BASE Customers:

1. Execute the J01GMI and J01BASE jobs located in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library.
The job allocates non-SMP/E data sets, such as user PARMLIB required to run the Vantage.

2. Execute the J01SUMM, J01JOIN, and J01DELTA jobs located in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library.
These jobs allocate libraries for storing definitions of the dynamically created objects, such as summary, joined
and delta objects.

2. Set the minimum required Vantage system parameters in you Vantage user PARMLIB member VKGPARMS:
DSNPFX (your.prefix.for.config.datasets) Default is CA.VANT

SMPPFX (your.prefix.for.system.datasets) Default is CA.VANTARG

TCPASNAM (name.of.your.TCPIP.address.space) Default is TCPIP

TCPPORT (value.of.your.well.known.port.number) Default is 777

TCPPARMD (TCP/IP Stack Parmlib Data Set Name)

TCPPARMM (TCP/IP Stack Parmlib Member Name)

3. (Optional) Supply the capture, checkpoint, and trend-log Vantage system parameters only if your DSNPFX is longer
than 11 characters, or when you want to use the unique HLQs for these capture, checkpoint and trend-log Vantage
data sets.
CAPPFX (unique.prefix.for.capture.dataset) Default %%DSNPFX%%.X

CPKPFX (unique.prefix.for.checkpt.dataset) Default %%DSNPFX%%.C

TRENDPFX (unique.prefix.for.trendlog.dsn) Default %%DSNPFX%%.T

IMPORTANT

Ensure that these prefixes are not more than 13 characters. Otherwise, the system cannot append the DNS
prefix characters.

For more information, see Reference Data Sets.
4. Move the JCL procedure SAMS to system proclib as follows:

a. Copy the SAMS procedure from the CCTUSAMP library to an appropriate proclib.
b. Ensure that the correct data set names are specified for //STEPLIB, //MSGLIB, //PARMS, //HELP, //

XMLDEFS, and //SYSMDUMP DD statements.
c. Verify that the TCP/IP stack is in the system Linklist or concatenate the load library for the stack to //STEPLIB.

5. Establish a proper security environment as follows:
a. Specify the appropriate logon ID.

NOTE
The z/OS makes standard security checks whenever an ID accesses resources. Ensure that the ACID
has adequate authority to perform all installation requests. Do not use the ID of a specific person.

b. Establish authority to submit batch jobs.
c. Grant object management permission to Vantage users.

NOTE
For more information, see Securing.

Example: Associate the logon ID with the started task

This example creates a multiple-use single address space logon ID named SAMS that only the started task can use. This
example gives the SAMS LID authority to perform data set storage management actions and access resources without
user validation. The SAMS ID does not have rule validation when executing from a specific library.
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INSERT SAMS NAME(SAMS TASK) STC MUSASS MAINT

Example: Insert the program and library name into the  global system options (GSO) for the maintenance
command
This example inserts the SAM program and the CA.VANTARG.LOADLIB library into the GSO for MAINT. The SET
command switches you to the proper environment. The INSERT MAINT.SAMS command identifies the program, library,
and logon ID that grant the permission access resources without rule validation.

SET     CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT   MAINT.SAMS   LIB(CA.VANTARG.LOADLIB) LID(SAMS) PGM(SAM)

Example: (ACF2) Create a Log on ID

This example creates LID named BSAMS, which the started task uses to submit batch jobs.  The NAME parameter is a
comment that helps identify this logon ID. SUBAUTH indicates that you can submit jobs with this logon ID only through
APF-authorized programs. PROGRAM(SAM) identifies which APF-authorized program to submit jobs through. RESTRICT
specifies that only production can use the ID. Password verification is not required for restricted IDs. Online users cannot
use these IDs. JOB indicates that this logon ID has the permission to enter jobs. Use MAINT or NON-CNCL to give this
logon ID the authority it needs.

INSERT BSAMS NAME(BATCH JOB/SAMS) SUBAUTH PROGRAM(SAM) RESTRICT JOB MAINT

NOTE

• The Basic Sequential Access Method (BSAM) uses READ, WRITE, CHECK, POINT, NOTE.
• Some set ups require an OMVS segment entry. For more information, see the relevant ACF2 documentation.

IMPORTANT

Insert the program and library names for the batch jobs into the global system options when you use MAINT.

SET     CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT  MAINT.BSAMS LIB(name_of_batch_loadlib)  LID(BSAMS)  PGM(pgmname)

Specify the second logon ID (BSAMS) in the JCLs that the Automation Option submits.

We recommend that you add USER=BSAMS or use a //*LOGONID BSAMS statement to specify the BSAMS
ID. Alternatively, perform the following steps:

1. Add JOBFROM permission to your Started Task LID.
2. Open Batch jobs and add the following line:

//*JOBFROM BSAMS job card instead of //*LOGONID

3. Remove the RESTRICT permission from the BSAMS LID.
JOBFROM permission protects LIDs. Only users with JOBFROM permission can use other LIDs. Only a few logon IDs
(such as the Security Administrator ID) have JOBFROM permission.

Example: (TSS) Set the started task LID

This example shows you how to associate the logon ID with the started task in the Top Secret environment. The TSS
CREATE command creates user the USERSAM for the started task. The NODSNCHK, NOVOLCHK, and NOSUBCHK
parameters on the TSS ADD command grant data set action authority to this user. Use the TSS LIST command to view
information about the new USERSAM ID.

TSS CREATE(USERSAM) NAME('SAMS TASK USERID') TYPE(USER) FAC(STC) PASSWORD(NOPW,0) DEPT(TASKS)

TSS ADD(USERSAM) NODSNCHK NOVOLCHK NOSUBCHK

NOTE
Some set ups also require an OMVS segment entry. For more information, see the relevant Top Secret
documentation.
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The TSS LIST command outputs information about the USERSAM ID as follows:

ACCESSORID     = USERSAM       NAME            = SAMS TASK USERID

TYPE           = USER

FACILITY       = STC

DEPT ACID      = TASKS         DEPARTMENT      = STARTED TASKS

DIV ACID       = SENTRAL       DIVISION        = SENTRAL ADMIN

CREATED        = 06/04/95      LAST MOD        = 06/04/95

BYPASSING      = NODSNCHK,NOVOLCHK,NOSUBCHK

PASSWORD       = *NOPW*

Update the started task table to include the LID and started task name. The started task name is the name on the PROC
statement. (The PROC name is often used for the member name too, but it is not required.)

Add the user ID or task name into the TSS started task table when the started task name is SAMS. Use the following
command:

TSS ADD(STC) ACID(USERSAM) PROCNAME(SAMS)

The result when displayed using a TSS LIS(STC) DATA(ALL) command is:

ACCESSORID      = *STC*         NAME            = STARTED-TASKS

STC             = SAMS          ACID            = USERSAM

Insert the following configuration into your Top Secret PARMLIB:

FAC(USER5=NAME=SAMSFAC)

FAC(SAMSFAC=PGM=SAM)

FAC(SAMSFAC=ACTIVE,SHRPRF,NOASUBM,NOABEND,MULTIUSER)

FAC(SAMSFAC=NOXDEF,LUMSG,STMSG,SIGN(M),INSTDATA,NORNDPW)

FAC(SAMSFAC=NOPROMPT,NOAUDIT,RES,WARNPW,NOTSOC)

FAC(SAMSFAC=NOTRACE,NODORMPW,NONPWR)

FAC(SAMSFAC=MODE=FAIL)

Users who are allowed to log on to the system must connect to FAC(SAMSFAC) with the following command:

TSS ADD(logonid) FAC(SAMSFAC)

Add the SAMSFAC master facility to the SAMS user ID as follows:

TSS ADD(USERSAM) MASTFAC(SAMSFAC)

Example: (IBM RACF) Set the started task LID

This example shows you how to associate the SAMS LID with the started task in the IBM RACF environment.  The
sample ADDUSER command defines SAMS as both the logon ID and the user password. The OPERATIONS parameter
allows the started task to perform all data set storage management actions (such as migrate, compress, delete). The
PASSWORD NOINTERVAL means that the password does not require changing. The first PERMIT command grants full
authority over CA.VANT data sets to the started task. The second PERMIT command illustrates how to restrict operations
authority to read-only authority.

NOTE

• The second permit command is optional.
• Some set ups require an OMVS segment entry. For more information, see the relevant IBM RACF

documentation.

ADDUSER SAMS NAME('CA-VANTAGE') DFLTGRP(STCUSERS) -

        OWNER(STCUSERS) PASSWORD(SAMS) OPERATIONS

RDEFINE STARTED SAMS.** STDATA(USER(SAMS) GROUP(XXX) TRUSTED(YES))
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SETROPTS RACLIST(STARTED) REFRESH

PASSWORD NOINTERVAL

PERMIT 'CA.VANT.**'     ID(SAMS) ACCESS(ALTER)

PERMIT 'SYS1.PARMLIB'   ID(SAMS) ACCESS(READ)

Establish Authority to Submit Batch Jobs

Verify that the started task has the authority to control which tasks or programs can submit task jobs. The started task
needs this authority if your security system controls batch job submission authority.

NOTE

The storage administrator can set up the started task to submit jobs automatically, based on monitored
conditions.

These tasks use program GENINTRD, a common service routine, to submit jobs through the internal reader.

 Mother   INTRDR

  TCB     Program   Functions that Submit

EWSAPPL   GENINTRD  PC Windows Client and GMI

SSM3LU2   GENINTRD  View/3270 Client and GMI

OBJECTSV  ENINTRD   General Object Automation (GOA)

SBTSUB    GENINTRD  Script Layer, DSGroup Threshold, EOJ Service

TSCHEDS   GENINTRD  Scheduled Vol Defrags and Vol/StgGroup

                    Thresholds

Grant Storage Administrators Ability to Manage Objects and Execute Actions

For the deatiled instructions on how to configure security for the storage administrators and other users of Vantage, see
Configure Security for Vantage Resources topics in Securing.

IMPORTANT
The owner of the Vantage STC (ID under which is the STC running), must have a full/alter access to its SMP/
E and non-SMP/E libraries, as well as datasets. The owner of the Vantage STC must also have the full access
to SYSSSM.FUNC in the simple security mode. In the granular security mode the definitions for the owner of
the Vantage STC must match the definitions for the user ADMIN presented in J018* sample jobs located in
yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library.

(As applicable) Bypass EXCP consolidation

The build job for the SMF record type 30 is long-running. Bypass consolidation of duplicate EXCP entries to reduce the
processing time of the build job.

Open the SMFPRMxx member in the system parameter library (SYS1.PARMLIB), and set the DDCONS parameter as
follows:

DDCONS(NO)

Establish Proper Performance Group

The started task is a continuous Storage Management Subsystem that helps keep your data center running smoothly.
The task usually runs in monitor mode and only responds to scheduled automated work or manual requests from storage
administrators.

Run the started task in a performance group above batch but below your critical online systems. This practice ensures
that the task performs work efficiently and mitigates the impact on critical online transaction systems. Consult your site
performance staff for information about setting and adjusting performance parameters.
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NOTE

For more information about performance considerations of the started task, see Performance.

Ensure Required Broadcom Environment Exists

The Common Components and Services CAIRIM Service (FMID CS91000 or higher) is required.

Vantage GMI recognizes and uses the LMP license key for Common Components and Services CAIRIM Service when
you are running a Vantage GMI installation of Vantage. Otherwise, obtain and apply the appropriate LMP license key for
the base product.

Update the System Parameter Library

Ensure that your system parameter library (SYS1.PARMLIB) contains the necessary system lists as follows:

APF list
Add your smppfx.CCTULOAD and your smppfx.CCTULPA to your system APF list.

LPA list
Add your smppfx.CCTULPA to your system LPALSTxx.

Link list
Add your smppfx.CCTULINK to your system LNKLSTxx.

Ensure that enough ASIDs are available between IPLS as follows:

1. Update the limit on non-reusable address spaces in the IEASYSxx member of the system parameter library as follows:
RSVNONR=nnn 

2. Update the limit on the number of jobs and started tasks that can run concurrently during a given IPL. Set this limit in
the IEASYSxx member of the system parameter library as follows:
MAXUSER=nnn 

Post Startup Tasks
Perform these post startup tasks to complete the installation process and enable your storage administrator to configure
and use Vantage.

Start Host Server

1. Verify that JES2 is running.
2. Issue the following operator START command:

S SAMS

3. Verify that the TCP/IP interface started properly. The following confirmation message appears in the task log:
VAN0845I stcname Listening on TCP Port: xxx 

NOTE

Contact your TCPaccess administrator to resolve connection problems. For persistent problems, contact
Broadcom Support.

Install Vantage MTC-M

MTC-M is a browser-based interface for Vantage. MTC-M runs on an Apache Tomcat server and provides access to
Vantage from any computer with IP access to that server. Multiple hosts may be configured and analyzed using a single
MTC-M installation. This interface is the recommended method for configuring host systems and license options, and
provides rich analytical and automation functionality. For more information, see Installing MTC-M.
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Install Vantage Windows Client

1. Verify that your system meets installation requirements.
2. Download the installation and latest patch file from Broadcom Support.
3. Run the setup.exe file and follow the setup wizard instructions.

NOTE
Install SRM Windows Client

Manage both mainframe (Vantage) and distributed storage (SRM).
Install Windows Client for Vantage

Manage mainframe storage.
Install Windows Client for Vantage GMI

Use Vantage with GMI. Select this option if you used GMI to install the product.
The Windows Client is a 32-bit application. In a Windows 64-bit operating system, install the client to the …/
Program files(x86) directory.

4. Run the latest patch file that you downloaded and follow the on-screen instructions.

When the installation is complete, the Windows Client, Host Configuration Client, and product documentation are available
on your PC. For more information, see Windows Client.

Install the View 3270 Client

Configuring GMI explains how to install and configure the View 3270 Client. For more information about this client, see
View 3270 Client and VTAM and the View 3270 Client.

Configure Components

Your storage administrator can configure Vantage components using Host Configurations in MTC-M, given the following
prerequisites:

• MTC-M is installed.
• A public (authenticating) host has been defined.
• For each additional Vantage host to be configured and used, the host IP address and port are known. Note that only

the Application Product Profile (APP) user can define new public hosts.

Alternatively, the legacy Host Configuration Client can be used to configure product components, given the following
information:

• TCP/IP address and port number assigned to Vantage.
This information is required to connect to each host from the Host Configuration Client.

• The SMPPFX and DSNPFX values that you set during installation.
These parameter values help the storage administrator find installation and configuration data sets.

See Configuring and Host Configuration for details on how to configure your product.

Upgrading
Upgrade your Vantage system from Version 14.0 to Release 14.1.

Upgrade by performing a full installation of Vantage Release 14.1 and using customized versions of your current level
SAMS prodedure and user PARMLIB. Keep backups of your 14.0 user PARMLIB and SAMS procedure in case you want
to alternate between versions during testing, or back out of the upgrade.
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NOTE

Upgrade your installation to the next consecutive release. Do not skip releases. If you have an older product
release, upgrade to Version 14.0 before you upgrade to Release 14.1. For details about upgrading to 14.0, see
the Vantage 14.0 documentation.

Overview

Before you begin the upgrade procedure, review the steps in see Prepare for Upgrade. To upgrade, perform the following
steps in order:

1. Install the 14.1 base package and apply maintenance.
2. Create the 14.1 user PARMLIB.
3. Create the 14.1 SAMS procedure.
4. Acquire the 14.1 factory-delivered artifacts.
5. (As applicable) Update scripts for MOI statistics.
6. (As applicable) Rebind Db2 packages.
7. (Optional) Allocate new configuration data sets.
8. (As applicable) Remove old versions of CAIXXGV1.
9. (As applicable) Configure new components.

NOTE
Release 14.1 contains sample jobs that allocate V2 PDSE data sets. If your environment uses a MAXGENS
value of 2 or higher, V2 PDSE enables you to take advantage of member versioning. This optional feature
enables you to revert to an older version of a member if required. If you do not wish to allocate these libraries as
V2, you can allocate them as standard LIBRARY (PDSE) type, and you can modify the MAXGENS parameter
value or remove the MAXGENS parameter without impacting Vantage functionality. For more information about
V2 PDSE data sets, see the IBM documentation.

Step 1: Install Vantage 14.1

Install the Vantage 14.1 base package using SMP/E or zOSMF, and acquire and apply the latest maintenance. For more
information, see Installing.

Step 2: Create the Vantage 14.1 User PARMLIB

Create a copy of your Vantage 14.0 user PARMLIB for use in the 14.1 installation so that your local settings are
preserved. Customize the copy as required. For example, you may wish to configure different Vantage system parameters
than your 14.0 installation. This copy of the user PARMLIB serves as the PARMLIB for the new Vantage 14.1 started task.

Your user PARMLIB includes the Vantage system parameters that are stored in the VKGPARMS member. Review the
contents of VKGPARMS and adjust the parameters according to your needs.

Step 3: Create the 14.1 SAMS Procedure

To create the 14.1 SAMS procedure, first copy your 14.0 SAMS procedure and rename the copy to serve as a backup,
for example, as SAMS140. Then customize the original SAMS member by modifying the SAMS DD references to
CCTULOAD, CCTUMSEN, CCTUPARM, and CCTUHENU so that they point to the newly created  Vantage 14.1 libraries,
including the user PARMLIB that you created in the previous step. Browse the sample SAMS member that is provided in
the CCTUSAMP library for any new DD statements or other important changes.

In particular, make sure that the obsolete DD statement //OBJDEFS is removed from the SAMS member, and only the
STEPLIB is specified.

TIP
Reuse the 14.0 started task name to ensure that the security parameters and definitions from 14.0 apply to 14.1.
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Alternatively, you can customize the sample SAMS procedure that is provided in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP.

Step 4: Acquire 14.1 Factory-Delivered Artifacts

Release 14.1 includes new factory-delivered summary, joined, and delta object definitions. To copy these definitions to
your current SUMMDEFS, JOINDEFS, and DELTDEF libraries, locate the J01SUMM, J01JOIN, and J01DELTA jobs in the
yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library. Run only the COPY* step in these jobs (do not run the ALLOC* step).

(As Applicable) Step 5: Update Vantage Scripts for MOI Statistics

If you are using Vantage support for MOI, copy with REPLACE yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP(VNS0003) into the
yourHLQ.AUTOSCR library and customize the script according to your needs.

(As Applicable) Step 6: Rebind Db2 Packages

In Release 14.1, the VANDB2RM (DBRMs) was changed. If you are using Vantage support for IBM Db2, run the
DB2BIND job that is in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library to re-bind the new 14.1 plan.

(Optional) Step 7: Allocate New Configuration Data Sets

Follow the instructions in Configuration Data Sets (non-SMP/E) and Configuring to allocate new configuration data sets
with related content. If you want to start 14.1 with the 14.0 settings and data, you can skip this step. Vantage keeps
settings and data from 14.0 for the following features or objects:

• Summary objects
• Delta objects
• JCLs
• GOA scripts
• System scripts
• Audit scripts
• Log scripts
• Vantage log and capture data sets
• Vantage source and working data sets. For example, these include %%DSNPFX%%.VVDSDSN, %%DSNPFX%

%.EXTFLDS and other data sets and sources described in Configuration Data Sets (non-SMP/E).

(As Applicable) Step 8: Remove Old Versions of CAIXXGV1

Release 14.1 has removed support for Auditor Common Inventory Service (CAECIS) and the module CAIXXGV1 is no
longer distributed in the yourHLQ.CCTULPA Vantage library. If you have any copies of CAIXXGV1 from previous releases
in your LPAlst, delete them and perform an IPL with CLPA. If you do not have any copies or references to CAIXXGV1 in
your LPAlst, ignore this step.

(As Applicable) Step 9: Configure New Features

Configure new features, parameters, and components that are introduced in the new release, as described in New
Features and New Features in MTC-M. For more information, see Configuring.
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Configuring
Configure and customize Vantage based on your license and the needs of your environment.

In a typical scenario, a system programmer performs the installation and the minimum configuration in order to start the
Vantage subsystem (SAMS). At that point, the storage administrator can perform the remaining configuration steps from
within the product. Steps that require assistance from a system programmer are indicated with SYSPROG. Review the
Vantage product information before you configure the product.

Component Configuration

The component configuration tasks depend on your license and options as follows:

• GMI
– Minimum Startup Configuration
– Configuring GMI
– Configuring GMI-Qualified Products
– (As needed) Configuring Multiple Systems

• Vantage
– Minimum Startup Configuration
– Configuring GMI
– Configuring GMI-Qualified Products
– Configuring Base System

• Separately Licensed Options
For each option you license, perform the following tasks:
– Configuring Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
– Configuring Vantage Tape Resource
– Configuring Vantage Automation Option
– Configuring Database Options (Db2 and Adabas)
– Configuring Vantage Allocation Option
– Configuring Vantage Interface for Disk
– Configuring Vantage Interface for USS
– (As needed) Configuring Multiple Systems

Host Configuration Summary

Use Host Configuration in MTC-M to configure a Vantage system on a z/OS host. For information about how to configure
Vantage system parameters, include-exclude statements, data set groups, and more, see Host Configuration.

During the initial installation, the minimum configuration is performed in order to start the Vantage subsystem (SAMS). A
storage administrator or system programmer completes the configuration as follows:

1. Log in to MTC-M.
2. Go to Host Configurations > System Parameters (Tree View) to configure the appropriate Vantage host

components.

For the initial configuration, we recommend the following process:

1. Configure GMI. This step applies to GMI and base system customers.
2. Configure for GMI-qualified products.
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Complete this step for each GMI-qualified product that you use. Skip this step if you do not use any GMI-qualified
products.

3. (As applicable) Configure the base system.
This step does not apply to GMI-only customers.

4. (As applicable) Configure separately licensed options.
Use the appropriate section and folder to configure each portion of the product. You can configure these options in any
order.

5. Modify the configuration as needed.

Use MTC-M Host Configuration or the native TSO/ISPF interface to configure VKGPARMS system parameter entries. For
more information, see Vantage System Parameters.

To edit message parameter entries in the CAMPARMS member, use the native TSO/ISPF interface.

Minimum Startup Configuration

Verify that the SAMS subsystem is running without errors and the System Parameters (Tree View) contains the following
items:

• Help System
• Message System
• Host TCP/IP Support
• Security
• (SAMS) Subsystem

Contact the system programmer if your system does not meet these requirements. The system programmer can install
MTC-M, complete the host setup, and start the subsystem.

Clients

Vantage is a client-server product. The server runs on z/OS host and manages hundreds of objects. MTC-M runs on an
Apache Tomcat server and provides remote access to Vantage hosts. Other clients run on personal computers or 3270
workstations.

You can access Vantage through the following clients:

MTC-M

Use this browser-based interface from any PC with IP access to the server where MTC-M is installed. This client provides
the following features:

• Host configuration features
– Configure System Parameters
– Configure Include/Exclude Statements
– Configure User Storage Groups
– Configure Data Set Groups
– Configure SMS Spares
– Configure VAM Spares
– Configure SMS Volume Initialization Parameters (VTOC/VVDS)

• Dashboards, user views, and analysis
• Filter and sort
• Zoom (drill down)
• Object actions
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– View summary, delta, or joined objects.
– Create joined objects.
– Manage joined objects.
– Create customized colored reports as tables, graphs, HTML, PDF, or XLS.

For more information, see MTC-M.

Windows-based Clients

The following clients are packaged together and must be installed on each PC where you want to use them. For more
information, see Windows Client.

• Windows Client
This client provides the following features:
– Manual view and analysis
– Filter and sort
– Zoom (drill-down)
– Object actions

• View summary, delta, or joined objects.
• Create joined objects.
• Manage joined objects.
• Create customized colored reports as tables, graphs, HTML, PDF, or XLS.
• Scheduled generation and distribution of reports
• Consoles
• JCL management

• Host Configuration Client
This legacy client provides aids for configuring the z/OS subsystem. You can use it during initial configuration, and then
periodically when configuration changes are needed. This client is installed together with Windows Client. For more
information, see Host Configuration Client.

View 3270 Client
This client provides the following features:

• View and analysis
• Filter and sort
• Zoom
• Object actions

View summary, delta, or joined objects.

This client does not provide automation services. For more information, see View 3270 Client.

Configure a Vantage Software Instance Using z/OSMF Workflows
Configure a Vantage Software Instance using z/OSMF workflows.

As a systems programmer, security administrator, or someone responsible for managing the configuration of your z/OS
systems, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure a product software instance with less effort, time, and mainframe
expertise. The workflows guide you through the configuration process and help automate configuration of a product
instance. This approach significantly reduces the time that is required to perform configuration tasks.

During installation of your product using z/OSMF Deployments, you can execute z/OSMF configuration workflows
to configure the product software instance. Alternatively, you can execute the product configuration workflows after
installation from the Workflows page or software instance in z/OSMF Software Management as shown in the following
procedures. You can also use these procedures to configure a software instance that is installed using native SMP/E or
CSM or to re-execute a workflow that was initially executed during installation using z/OSMF Deployments.
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NOTE
If you installed using CSM or native SMP/E JCL, register your SMP/E environment (CSI) as a software instance
in z/OSMF first. To do so, see Adding software instances in the IBM Knowledge Center documentation.

To configure a software instance using z/OSMF workflows:

• Address prerequisites
• Register z/OSMF workflow
• Execute z/OSMF workflows

When these tasks are completed, the product or component is ready for use on the system where the software instance
was configured.

Address Prerequisites

Before you begin this process:

• Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM Knowledge Center and addressed the z/OSMF
security requirements for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable. Appropriate permissions are required to
register and execute workflows and add software instances in z/OSMF.

• Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance to ensure all defined workflows are available for use. Workflows are
acquired as part of installing using z/OSMF Deployments or by applying PTF maintenance.

Register z/OSMF Workflows

Before you can execute a workflow that you acquired through PTF maintenance, register it in z/OSMF. Experienced
system programmers typically perform this task.

NOTE
If you installed your product software using z/OSMF Deployments and no additional workflows are available,
skip this task.

NOTE
For more information about registering the workflows, see Create a workflow in the IBM Knowledge Center
documentation.

Register Workflows from the Workflows Task

Use the following procedure to register the Vantage Configuration Workflow from the Workflows task in z/OSMF.

Follow these steps:

1. Apply PTF LU04179 into your Vantage SMP/E environment.
NOTE
Skip this step if you installed Vantage from the Portable Package, as the PTF is already applied.

2. Select Workflows in z/OSMF.
3. Select Create Workflow from the Actions menu.

The Create Workflow panel appears.
4. Specify the following values:

– For the Workflow Definition File, specify your SMP/E target PDS member name yourHLQ.CCTUXML(VANPWRK1).
– Select the system where the workflow resides. This system is where the workflow steps are performed

5. Select Next.
6. Complete the following fields:

– Specify a unique name for the workflow.
– Select or enter an Owner user ID for the workflow, and select Assign all steps to owner user ID.

7. Select Finish.
The workflow is available for execution. Go to Execute z/OSMF Workflows.
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Execute z/OSMF Workflows

The following procedure describes how to execute the workflow steps to complete the configuration of your product
software instance. z/OSMF presents the workflow customization steps in sequence and guides you through the required
steps and changes. When you complete all workflows, the product is ready for use. You can execute z/OSMF workflows
from an existing software instance or from the Workflows task.

NOTE
Before you execute the workflow steps, provide a valid JOB statement that includes your ACCOUNTINFO and
MSGCLASS information. To prevent errors, do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information
about customizing the JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Complete either of the following steps:
– Select the software instance that you want to configure from the Software Instances page in z/OSMF (Software

Management, Software Instances). Right-click the software instance, and select Perform Workflows from the
Actions menu.
The registered workflows for the software instance display.

– Select Workflows to display the existing workflows for your installation. Sort the workflows by product using the
Configure Columns action to display product information (name, ID, and version).
The available workflow instances display.

2. Select the workflow that you want to execute.
The required execution steps display.

3. Execute the steps in order. Select Refresh until the job completes. A return code of zero (0) is expected.
For general information about how to execute z/OSMF workflow steps, refer to the IBM documentation.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for each required workflow.

When all workflows are executed, the software instance is configured and you are ready to start using the product or
component.

Configuring Using CSM
This scenario guides you through the Vantage deployment and configuration process using CSM.

As a system programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products. Use this scenario to help you through
deployment and configuration process using CSM.

For more information about configuring products, see the CSM online help.

Create a Deployment

A deployment is a CSM object that you create to deploy libraries and data sets. The process copies target libraries that
are defined to SMP/E and user data sets across both shared DASD and networked environments.

You can create a deployment by using the New Deployment wizard.

NOTE

• You can save your progress in any step in the wizard. Partially completed deployments show in the Under
Construction list. Maintain the deployment until you create a successful snapshot. For more information,
see the CSM in-product help.

• Fields marked with an asterisk are mandatory.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Deployments tab.
2. In the Actions section, select Create Deployment.
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The New Deployment wizard opens to the Introduction step.
3. On the Introduction step, enter a meaningful deployment name.

Limits: Maximum 64 characters

NOTE

Each deployment name must be unique, and it is not case-sensitive. For example, DEPL1 and depl1 are the
same deployment name.

4. Enter the description of this deployment.
Limits: Maximum 255 characters

5. Click Next.
The SMP/E Environment Selection step opens.

6. On the SMP/E Environment Selection step, in SMP/E Environment to Deploy, select an SMP/E environment.
The SMP/E environment selections that are listed are preselected from the SMP/E Environments page.

7. Click Next.
The Product Selection step opens.

8. On the Product Selection step, select a product from the list.

NOTE

You can only deploy a product when all its required FMIDs (product features) are installed in the
selected SMP/E environment. If not all required product FMIDs are installed, the product is not deployable,
and you cannot select it from the list for deployment.

9. (Optional) Select product features to deploy together with the selected product.
You can only select a product feature for the product that it belongs to and that is already selected in the list.
If a feature is mandatory for the selected product, the corresponding check box is also selected and disabled. You
cannot clear the check box for that feature.

10. (Optional) Click Change Zone Selection to review and adjust the selection of the zones in the SMP/E environment
from where the product will be deployed.

NOTE

If there are no products displayed, the PTF that enables your product deployment through metadata is not
installed.

11. Click Next.
The Custom Data Sets step opens.

12. On the Custom Data Sets step, select a custom data set from the list and click Select.
A custom data set is a data set that contains either a z/OS data set or USS path.

NOTE

To add a custom data set, click Add Data Set and enter the custom data set information. For more
information, see Add Custom Data Sets in the CSM online documentation.

13. Click Next.
The Methodology Selection step opens.

14. On the Methodology Selection step, select a methodology from the list.
Methodologies let you provide a single data set name mask that is used to control the target library names on the
target system.

15. (Optional) Click Create and enter the new methodology information. For more information, see the CSM in-product
help.

16. (Optional) Click the Actions drop-down list to the right of the methodology, and select Edit to edit the methodology, or
Delete to delete it.

NOTE

You cannot delete methodologies that are used in any deployment.
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17. Click Next.The System Selection step opens.
18. On the System Selection step, select the systems to be deployed.

NOTE

• If systems have the same name, see the description to differentiate between them. Sysplex
• Sysplex systems are denoted by sysplex system:system name. For example: PLEX1:CO11, where

PLEX1 is the sysplex system, and CO11 is the system name.
19. (Optional) Review the data destinations for the selected system:

a. Click Change to review available data destinations.
The Select Data Destination dialog opens. The default data destination for the system is marked in the Default
column.

b. Select the data destination that you want the selected system to use for the current deployment, and click OK.

TIP

Click Use Default if you want the selected system for the current deployment to use the data destination
that is set as the default.

The dialog closes.

NOTE

Staging systems do not have data destinations.
20. Click Next.

The Preview step opens.
21. Click Deploy.

You have created a deployment.

Create a Configuration

A configuration is a CSM object that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration
makes your software usable in your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific
to your environment.

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement it.
For example, you define the product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration.
Optionally, you can select to import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the
selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve any conflicting (not unique)
resource in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.
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Follow these steps:

1. On the Deployments tab, select a configurable deployment.
2. Select a product to deploy.
3. Start the Configuration wizard and complete the steps.

NOTE

• Ensure that you perform the build and implementation steps.
• We recommend that you complete the optional verification step.
• The wizard provides an option to save your progress and come back later to complete the configuration.

Save your configuration at any point in the process. Select the Configurations tab to see a list of partially
completed configurations.

Configuring GMI
GMI configuration steps apply to all customers and enable core Vantage functionality.

A storage administrator performs most configuration tasks. The SYSPROG prefix indicates that a systems programmer
must complete a task.

The Vantage GMI component provides the following objects:

• Volumes
• Storage Groups (Pools)
• DFSMS Constructs
• Catalogs
• Hardware Errors
• z/OS System Resources (APF list, Link list, and so on)
• Vantage Management

– System Activity (Message Log)
– Analysis Tools

Some of these objects require configuration.

Vantage GMI also provides access to objects within any product that supports the Vantage GMI component.

Configure z/OS Host for Profile Data Sets

When a user logs on for the first time, the system automatically creates a user profile data set.

The PROFPFXU parameter controls the format of the data set name created for each user profile. Use one of the
following formats:

• (Default) DSN=logon ID.VANTAGE.PROFILE
• DSN=ca.vant.PROFILE.logon IDSet PROFPFXU to (N) and specify a 1-27 character user profile prefix before to use

this format.

NOTE
For information about how to find and modify values affecting profile data sets, see VKGPARMS Parameter
Descriptions.

Configure Vantage GMI (Items Common to All Options)

For information about the recommended way to configure Vantage hosts, set system parameters, create included/exclude
statements and more, see Host Configuration.
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Perform this configuration in the Configure GMI section of the System Parameters (Tree View). The items in this section
are shared by all license options. Drill down within each item and set the appropriate parameter values as described in the
following sections.

Exclude Volumes (Optional)

Vantage sees all online volumes unless you add the volume as an exclusion to one of the following lists:

• Include-Exclude List for Online/Offline Volumes
• Include-Exclude List for Online/Offline Devices (CUAs)
• Include-Exclude List for DFSMS Storage Groups

Include-Exclude Lists

We recommend that you create only an exclude list because the product includes all online volumes by default. The
product includes all volumes that are not on the exclusion list. Create an include list to include only volumes that match
the listed groups or group patterns.

The exclude list overrides the include list. The product excludes all volumes on the exclude list, including volumes that
match the include list specifications.

The first include volume list defines the scope of subsequent lists. You can use subsequent lists to narrow this scope but
not to expand it as in the following example:
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Example: Exclude Volumes
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Exclude volumes with a VolSer starting with TMP, or CUA starting with 8, or in a Storage Group beginning with SMD. This
example includes all volumes that do not meet the exclude specifications.

START-EXCLUDE-VOL    Online Volumes  

EXCL=TMP/  

START-EXCLUDE-CUA    Online Devices (CUAs)  

EXCL=8/

START-DFSMS-STOR-GR     SMS Storage Groups   

EXCL=SMD/  

Example: Include Volumes

Include volumes with a VolSer starting with TMP, and CUA starting with 8, and in a Storage Group beginning with SMD.

START-EXCLUDE-VOL    Online Volumes

INCL=TMP/ 

START-EXCLUDE-CUA    Online Devices (CUAs) 

INCL=8/

START-DFSMS-STOR-GR     SMS Storage Groups  

INCL=SMD/ 

Skip DASD Volumes

Skip DASD volumes with potential sensitivity to I/O, such as JES2 checkpoint, page volumes, or spool volumes.

Use the Include / Exclude host configuration feature to exclude volumes as follows:

By name
Select Online Volumes and follow the instructions in the dialog.

By device
Select Online Devices (CUAs) and follow the instructions in the dialog.

By Group
Select DFSMS Storage Groups and follow the instructions in the dialog.

Volumes that the application skips due Include-Exclude lists are logically offline to most scan processes with the following
exceptions:

• RAID objects
NOTE
For more information, see sysparm RAIDEXCL in VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

• VSAM VVDS information
NOTE
Use the VSAM VVDS Include-Exclude list to control the volumes that are online for this scan process.

Consider the following potential consequences:

• Storage Groups appear to have missing volumes
• Space totals and the number of data sets are incorrect or incomplete
• Multi-volume data set analysis incorrectly reports that some missing parts

An Include list automatically excludes all volumes that do not meet the specifications. The Exclude list overrides the
Include List.

The Online Volumes, Online Devices, and DFSMS Storage Groups lists are sections within PARMLIB member
INCLEXCL. The section starts with the START-EXCLUDE-VOL statement and continues with EXCL=volser statements
that begin in column two.
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The INCLEXCL member is created on the host. You can also copy this member from the CCTUSAMP library and insert
the appropriate statements. Enter only one INCL= or EXCL= statement per line, and start it in column two.

Activating Volume and Device Include-Exclude Lists

Stop and restart Vantage, or issue the operator Modify command to activate new lists or implement modifications.

F SAMS,REFRESH,EXCLUDE

Enable OPS/MVS Interaction

Vantage sends a heartbeat to OPS/MVS to report the status of the application as follows:

NORMAL
Indicates that Vantage is running without errors.

WARNING
Indicates a potential problem.

PROBLEM
Indicates an issue that requires attention.

Set the OPS/MVS parameter APIACTIVE to ON to enable OPS/MVS support.

Configure DASD Volume Actions (Optional)

The Volume Space Usage object and the Offline Devices object include Initialize Volume as an Action option.

You can use this Action only when you have STGADMIN authority. Contact your security administrator to confirm that you
have STGADMIN authority or to establish this authority. For more information, see Actions Against Non-Tape Related
Objects and VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

This Action is available only when Fast Dump Restore and Automatic Backup Recovery processing options are
enabled. The LINKLIST contains the FDR load library when FDR and ABR options are enabled. Otherwise, concatenate
this load library to STEPLIB in the Vantage task.

Configuring the Hardware Monitor
The Hardware Monitor component listens for I/O errors on disk and tape devices, summarizes errors and writes them to
the error log.

The Hardware Monitor component listens for both temporary and permanent I/O errors on both disk and tape devices.
The memory table summarizes the most recent errors and writes them to the error log. The monitor keeps one permanent
error record per minute to avoid duplication of errors in the log. The monitor keeps one temporary error record per device
in each 10-minute interval.

The INSTALL job J01GMI allocates the hardware error log data set and adds the following system parameter:

HWMLOG  (%%DSNPFX%%.HWMLOG)

Verify that your system parameter library contains this parameter to ensure that the hardware error log data set exists.

Optional configuration prepares sample JCL to back up a disk volume experiencing hardware errors.

The hardware monitor submits the VBACKUP job from the JCLLIB when it detects a permanent data check on a disk
volume or a threshold limit for temporary errors.

The submitted job creates sample JCL to back up the failing disk volume. Find the sample JCL in the CCTUSAMP library.

Set the Vantage system parameter SUHWM (N) to prevent the hardware monitor from starting.

Deactivate (stop) the hardware monitor temporarily with the following command:
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F SAMS,STOP,HWM

Reactivate (start) the hardware monitor temporarily with the following command:

F SAMS,START,HWM

Configure the JCL Model List Feature
Use the JCL Model List to access JCLs from the object tree. Example: Associate your JCL for tapes with tape objects to
make that JCL accessible through the Tape object on the tree.

You can open an object and the associated JCL at the same time. Use the drag-and-drop feature to substitute object
variables into the model JCL, and then submit the job.

 Follow these steps:

1. (As applicable) Find the JCLMLIST job in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it according to the instructions in the
comments, and run it. This step applies only if you have not already run this job.

2. Use TSO/ISPF and open PARMLIB member JCLMLIST in edit mode.
3. Delete all lines in the member.
4. Copy in member JCLML0C from the CCTUSAMP library.
5. Copy the JCL members from the CCTUSAMP library to a JCL library where you want to keep them. 
6. Update the JCLMLIST entries to refer to that JCL library.

The JCLMLIST member identifies sample members that reside in the CCTUSAMP library.
Use the Windows Client to update the list as follows:
– Access the object under the object tree folder Vantage Internal Management
– Use the Actions>Add, Actions>Modify, or Actions>Delete to create, edit, or remove entries.

NOTE
For more information, see The JCL Model List.

Prevent Processing on Specific Dates
Use an exclude list to prevent processing on specific dates. Applications outside the Vantage address space can also use
these lists.

You configure include/exclude statements in the Host Configurations section of MTC-M. For more information, see
Configure Include / Exclude Statements.

1. Log in to MTC-M and go to Host Configurations > Include / Exclude.
2. Select Holidays and Weekend Days Exclude.
3. Insert the appropriate days (such as SATURDAY) or fixed dates in Gregorian format (such as 01JAN2017).

Use the pattern matching character / to exclude the same date every year (such as 01JAN/). You can also use this
character to abbreviate days of the week (such as SAT/).
Ensure that you mark the days and dates as excludes, not includes.

4. Activate a new or modified list.
5. Stop and restart SAMS or issue the following operator Modify command:

F SAMS,BASE,ACT,EXCLDAYS

6. Mark the scripts to apply exclusion list to, or manually set EXCLUDE_DAYS=Y in the General Section of each script.
7. (Optional) Modify a cross memory application program to use the exclude list as in the following example:

CALL VANDATEX

LTR R15,R15

BNZ EXCLUDED
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The routine returns R15=8 when today is on the exclude list. Otherwise, the routine returns R15=0 and continues to
process the script.

Example: Prevent Processing on Specific Dates
This example prevents processing on Saturday, Sunday, New Year's Day, Christmas, Boxing Day, Good
Friday 2004, and Good Friday 2005.
START-EXCLUDE-DAYS   Holidays and weekend days exclude

EXCL=SATURDAY

EXCL=SUNDAY

EXCL=01JAN/          New Year's Day  fixed date

EXCL=25DEC/          Christmas Day   fixed date

EXCL=26DEC/          Boxing Day      fixed date

EXCL=09APR2004       Good Friday     floating date

EXCL=25MAR2005       Good Friday     floating date

Activate zIIP Processing
Activate zIIP processing to enable the zIIP processors to run the following functions:

• Sorting
• Building Join Objects
• Building Summary Objects
• Building Delta Objects
• Calculating Statistics
• Calculating Totals
• LI object filtering
• DTOC creation
• Disk External Group creation
• Building and zooming to the DB2Names and DB2Tabls objects

NOTE

• The zIIP Server Information object provides information and statistics about the ZIIP servers.
• Open the zIIP Time For Address Spaces object to watch zIIP exploitation for all address spaces.
• Watch zIIP usage for tasks in the CPU Time Per TCB object.
• For help determining why zIIP processors are not running functions when zIIP processing is active, refer to

IBM documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the ZIIPIT system parameter to Y.
2. Restart Vantage.

The zIIP processing feature is active.

Configuring for Accessing Jobs in the JES Environment
Control how users access jobs in the JES Environment with the following system parameters.

Control how users access jobs in the JES Environment with the following system parameters:

• JOBSUSID
• JOBRECS
• SPOADMIN
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The default values of these parameters are usually sufficient. We recommend that you review them and edit them as
needed.

NOTE

For a description of the parameters, see VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

The application provides job status and output when an authorized user sends a JES subsystem request for that
information. Request information by job owner or job name.

Specify the user ID of the owner to request information by job owner. Otherwise, specify particular job names in the
request.

An owner request returns information about all jobs that the specified user owns. Job name requests return information
about the particular jobs specified in the request. 

NOTE

The system issues error messages when you are not authorized to access the jobs or when internal security
prevents access. Your security administrator can modify internal security and authorization settings.

SYSPROG Configuring Options

Configure VTAM Environment for View 3270 Client

The View 3270 Client communicates with the host server over a VTAM 3270 session (LU2 or LU0; SNA or NON-SNA).

Use this client when loss of TCP/IP access prevents you from using the Windows Client. You can log on to the configured
View 3270 Client from any 3270 that is connected to the host.

An ACB for the application logical unit must be defined on a VTAM APPL statement in your VTAMLST data set. The
ACB may be in a major node or among other APPL statements.

Example: Give the product a major node name

This example creates the member that is named SAMSNODE in your VTAMLST library with content copied from the
VTAMACB member.

SAMSNODE VBUILD TYPE=APPL

SAMS APPL ACBNAME=SAMSACB

Other parameters are allowed on the APPL statement, but are not required.

SAMSACB is the default ACBNAME, but you can specify another name. Ensure that you specify the same ACBNAME in
both SAMSNODE and VKGPARMS.

Activate the View 3270 application LU in VTAM with the following command:

V NET,ACT,ID=SAMSNODE

Deactivate the View 3270 application LU in VTAM with the following command:

V NET,INACT,ID=SAMSNODE

The View 3270 Client also includes a user logon exit. For more information, see SYSPROG - Configure User Exits.

For more information about VTAM and View 3270 Client options, see VTAM and the View 3270 Client.

Modify Start-Up JCL for External APIs

Modify the start-up JCL to ensure that the application can load and execute APIs for activated interactive options.
Otherwise, the application intercepts the 806 abend and issues error messages.
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Most of these APIs are in the system Linklist. Otherwise, concatenate the appropriate product load library to the STEPLIB
DD statement in the SAMS JCL procedure.

Ensure that the appropriate load libraries are available for MVS/QuickRef if you use this product.

Configure for MVS/QuickRef

Configure MVS/QuickRef to make this program available to Vantage.

NOTE

This procedure is applicable only if MVS/QuickRef is activated on your system.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the MVS/QuickRef load library is in your Linklist or is concatenated to //STEPLIB in the SAMS JCL
procedure.

2. (As applicable) Ensure that the MVS/QuickRef load library is APF authorized. This step applies only when you add the
load library to //STEPLIB. Skip this step if the load library is in your Linklist.

WARNING

Insert APF authorized libraries only. Libraries that are not APF authorized cause the SAMS subsystem to
shut down.

3. Verify that the MVS/QuickRef database is globally available. Otherwise, add the //QWREFDD DD
DISP=SHR,DSN=your.quickref.database statement to the SAMS procedure JCL.

Configuring User Exits

Two Vantage user exits apply to this component. Activate these exits through the UEXITTCP (Windows Client TCP/IP
sessions) and UXIT3270 (View 3270 Client sessions) systems parameters.

The logon exits provides the option to bypass the standard logon prompt when you connect to Vantage.

The CCTUSAMP library distributes sample code for these user exits and the sample JCL to assemble and link the
exits. These samples reside in the UEXITASM member. The member name for both logon exits is LOGONXIT.

NOTE
For configuration instructions, see User Exits.

Configure Storage Groups
Specify which storage group (pool) types to monitor in the VKGPARMS member of the parameter library (PARMLIB) as
follows:

INCLMVS
(Default) Monitor MVS pools.
Delete this parameter to deactivate MVS monitoring.

INCLSMS
(Default) Monitor SMS pools.
Delete this parameter to deactivate SMS monitoring.

INCLUSR
Monitor user-defined pools.
Add this parameter to monitor the pools that you define directly to Vantage. For more information, see Configure
User Storage Groups.

INCLVAMS
Monitor VAM pools.
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Add this parameter to monitor the pools that Allocate defines.
This parameter is relevant only if you use Allocate.

To define user storage groups, assign descriptions, and exclude pools for processing, see Host Configuration. Exclude
pools by defining a filter based on group names or name pattern.

You can add spare volumes to SMS pools dynamically when you configure the groups for such additions. Follow the
instructions in Configuring the Automation Option.

Configuring GMI-Qualified Products
The Vantage GMI license for this product includes several features and objects. This article explains how to configure the
associated Vantage GMI qualified products.

Configure the Interface to ASTEX

The product uses the ASTEX00 system script to build analysis buffers. The analysis runs within the Vantage environment
and the system retains the statistical results in the Vantage private area. The Vantage interface to ASTEX depends on
these statistics. Set the ASTEX00 system script to run at a user-defined interval so that the analysis.

1. Configure and run the J11ASTEX job distributed in the CCTUSAMP library.
2. Follow the instructions given in the J11ASTEX JCL.
3. Set the interval (in minutes) in the ASTEX00 member of your system script PDS as in the following example:

PERFORM_EVT_PROC=INTERVAL=30

WARNING

Ensure that you delete the asterisk from this statement after you specify the interval.
4. Restart Vantage or issue the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,ASTEX00

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,ASTEX00

The script runs and the system automatically executes the script at the specified intervals. You can also execute the
script manually at other times with the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,ASTEX00

Configure for SYSVIEW

SYSVIEW is a real-time performance monitoring and management tool for your z/OS system environment.

This tool provides facilities for the following environments:

• Mainframe
• CICS
• IMS
• UNIX System Services
• JES2
• WebSphere MQ
• Datacom/DB

Follow the GMI installation and configuration instructions in the SYSVIEW documentation.

Configure for PDSMAN

PDSMAN is a comprehensive solution for managing z/OS partitioned libraries. PDSMAN is a monitoring tool that helps
you identify and fix PDS and PDSE library problems.
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For installation, configuration, and usage instructions, see the PDSMAN PDS Library Management documentation.

Configure for Tape Encryption

Tape Encryption automates the encryption and decryption of confidential data on tape volumes in the z/OS operating
environment.

Tape Encryption supports the following encryption products:

• Tape Encryption for Disk
• Tape Encryption for Vtape
• Tape Encryption for CA 1
• Tape Encryption for TLMS
• Tape Encryption Third-Party Option

NOTE
These options become available when you complete the Tape Encryption installation process. No post-
installation configuration is required. For more information about these options, see the section Using Tape
Encryption in Your z/OS Environment in the Tape Encryption documentation.

Configure for Tape Encryption Manager

Install Encryption Key Manager to perform full cycle management of cryptographic keys for IBM TS1120 Encryption Key
Manager on z/OS.

Follow the installation instructions in the Encryption Key Manager documentation. No post-installation configuration is
required.

Configure for CA 1 or TLMS
To configure CA 1 or TLMS, specify the corresponding Vantage system parameters.

For information about how to configue Vantage options, see Host Configuration.

NOTE
The Vantage base product provides extra functionality for CA 1 and TLMS customers. Customers who ASG-
Zara or DFSMSrmm might need to perform other configuration tasks. For more information, see Configuring the
Tape Resource Option.

Configure Checkpoint Scripts for Tape Mgmt Systems

These scripts use the native API of the TMS to retrieve data and checkpoint it to a sequential disk file. Some of these APIs
are too slow to retrieve a large number of objects. The Disk Checkpoint service enhances system performance for vendor
objects with slow APIs.

Scripts help the system dynamically allocate and write disk checkpoint data sets. The CCTUSAMP library includes sample
scripts.

The system uses View Mode={DC|RT} to read data from the checkpoint. The system uses the Disk Checkpoint (DC) API
to retrieve data unless you change the View Mode. Set the mode to RT to use the native API of the tape management
system. The native API is less efficient than the DC API.

NOTE

The DSKTLMSU script does not create a Disk Checkpoint file for the TLMS Files and Volume object. Instead,
the script submits a Common Tape Services Extract Utility batch job that creates flat files. Vantage clients use
the flat files to access the TLMS Files and Volumes objects. For more information, see Configure for TLMS.
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Common Tape Services (Common Tape Services) extracts and reformats the VMF records in one pass. The reformatted
data buffers are written to a pair of high-performance Disk Interval files.

Common Tape Services also performs the following tasks:

• Create disk interval file containing VMF volume records
• Create disk interval file containing VMF file (data set) records
• A SYSPRINT audit report that details the number and type of records processed
• Create a z/OS name and token pair to pass the disk interval data set names to Vantage. The name and token pairs are

online and accessible until the next system IPL.

Configure checkpoint scripts to ensure that the program can run normal checkpoint data analysis.

Follow these steps:

1. (As applicable) SYSPROG–Find the INSTALL job J05CA1 or J05TLMS, customize it as instructed in the comments,
and run it. This step applies only if you have not already customized and run the job.

2. Find the disk interval or disk checkpoint scripts appropriate for your tape management system as follows:
DSKTLMSU

Tape Management System: TLMS
Object: Files and Volumes
Type: DI

DSKTLMSF
Tape Management System: TLMS
Object: Files
Type: DI

DSKTLMSV
Tape Management System: TLMS
Object: Volumes
Type: DI

DSKTMCF
Tape Management System: CA 1
Object: Files
Type: DC

DSKTMCV
Tape Management System: CA 1
Object: Volumes
Type: DC

3. Activate the scripts and describe a header of each sample script.
4. Specify the number of tape records (files or volumes) as follows:

SET_NUMB_RECORDS=nn 

WARNING

Ensure that you set the number of records to a value that is at least equal to the actual number of tape
records (files or volumes). Otherwise, B37 abends occur.

5. Control the allocation of checkpoint data sets to SMS volumes using one of the following methods:

• Use your SMS ACS routines (or other product equivalents)
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WARNING

Do not assign a Management Class with the Immediate space release attribute when you direct data sets to
SMS volumes. Assign an MC of Y (yes) or C (conditional) only, not YI or CI. Immediate release causes an
abend after the first chunk, and the system cannot write the remainder of the object.

• Specify system parameter CAPSC (and optionally CAPMC and CAPDC).

The scripts retrieve checkpoint data at the specified interval. The system uses this data to run check analysis.

Configure Summary Reports for Tape Mgmt Systems

Enable the product to provide tape summary reports for your tape management system (TMS).

Follow these steps:

1. (As applicable) Copy the SUMMARY member from the CCTUSAMP library to the PARMLIB. This step applies only if
this member does not exist in your PARMLIB.

2. Edit the SUMMARY member to activate the reports.
3. Uncomment your TMS by removing the asterisk from column 1 in the statement, as in the following example:

**********************************************************************

*

* TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SUPPORTED:

*

**********************************************************************

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRVIS   *  SUMMARY DEFS FOR CA 1 - TMC SUMMARIES

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRTLMS  * SUMMARY DEFS FOR CA TLMS SUMMARIES

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRRMM     SUMMARY DEFS FOR DFSMSRMM SUMMARIES

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRZAR   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR ASG-ZARA SUMMARIES

WARNING

Ensure that you start the Include statements in column 1.

Summary reports are active for the uncommented TMS.
4. Follow the specific configuration instructions for your TMS.

Configure for CA 1

Configure Vantage summary reports to retrieve data from the CA 1 if you are using that TMS.

NOTE

To display Audit Change Records, ensure that the CTAPOPTN field AUDB4 is set to BATCH or ALL. For more
information, see Vantage GMI Objects for Analyzing CA 1 Activity in the CA 1 Tape Management System
documentation.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the following CCTUSAMP members:
FILTVIJO

Qualifies tapes into groups depending on the last job name that used the tape.
FILTVIMB

Qualifies tapes into groups depending on MBs written to the tape.
FILTVIMC

Qualifies tapes into groups depending on the SMS management class (MC) of the tape.
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FILTVIOU
Qualifies tapes into groups depending on the OUTCODE defined for the tape.

FILTVIRO
Qualifies tapes into groups depending on the Robot ID saved in the CA 1 TMC records. Update the ROBID field in
the TMC use this summary group.

TIP

You can use the TMSUPDTE utility to update the TMC.

FILTVITD
Qualifies data set name patterns into groups that correspond to your installation.

2. Add the copied members to PARMLIB.
3. Verify that the sample FILTVITD member reads as follows:

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=GRP PSS.A300./

SET_SUM_FILTER=SCRATCH = N AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'PSS.A300./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=GRP2 DMSOS./.104

SET_SUM_FILTER=SCRATCH = N AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'DMS0S./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=G3 SYS4S.MVSS./

SET_SUM_FILTER=SCRATCH = N AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'SYS4S.MVSS./

*

4. Customize this member to suit your installation by creating groups consisting of the following two keywords:
SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

SET_SUM_LABEL=
Sets the group name.
Limits: 1-16 characters

SET_SUM_FILTER=
Qualifies the tapes into the different groups you create.
Use the SCRATCH = N keyword to select only active tapes in the group (not tapes with scratch status).
Run the GENMAP utility for object VISTMCS for a list of field variables that this filter supports.
See member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library for this utility.
This filter supports all substitution variables. The percent sign without percent signs (%) enclosing the variables.
The SET_SUM_FILTER= statement has the following general syntax:
SET_SUM_FILTER=('field name' comparator value) AND|OR

  ('field name' comparator value)

Observe the following SET_SUM_FILTER syntax rules:

• Begin in column one.
• An asterisk in column 1 indicates a comment statement.
• Use as many field name comparator value criteria as necessary. Use logical operators between values, such

as value1 OR value2. Use parentheses to clarify the desired logic when you use multiple operators, such as
value1 AND value2) OR value3.

• Do not go beyond position 72 in a definition line. Split the text into multiple lines if necessary. Split the line
between words, not in the middle of a word. Do not start a new line with a blank.

• Use single quotes to enclose field names that contain blanks. Otherwise, quotes are unnecessary.
• Use any of the common comparison operators (LE, LT, EQ, NE, GE, or GT) in numeric comparator fields.
• Use the include and exclude operators in character fields to narrow your results, as in the following example:
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    'DATA SET NAME' INCL (PSS.A300./,SYS4/,DB2/)

Separate items in a list with a space or comma. You can also enclose a list of multiple values in parentheses
for clarity. We recommend that you use parentheses, but it is not required.

• Test values for character fields can be either exact character strings, or pattern strings. Use the question mark
(?) to represent a variable character in a pattern.
Use the forward slash (/) to match any name that includes the pattern followed by any characters. For
example, TSO?5/ accepts any character after TSO and any suffix after the digit 5.

NOTE
For more information, see Filter Syntax Rules.

5. Customize the other FILTVIxx members to suit your installation.
6. Set the value of the CAPPOPT system parameter to the name of the CA 1 common options library.
7. Schedule the TMCDSNB script to run once every 24 hours. We recommend that you schedule this script to run when

your daily TMC clean process completes.
8. Activate and Execute the script as follows:

a. Specify system parameter TMCPERFS (Y).
b. Enter the commands:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,TMCDSNB

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,TMCDSNB

9. Wait for the script to complete (the system issues a message), and then request TMC volume object.
10. Set the CATMOSYS Vantage system parameter to the name of the CA 1 member that contains the TMOSYSxx active

system options.
11. Grant Vantage users authority to update the TMC data set.

NOTE
For more information, see the Securing section. 

12. (Optional) License the Vantage Tape Resource Option, and implement any or the available audit scripts.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring the Tape Resource Option.

13. (Optional) License the Vantage Automation Option and implement the message automation script to send alerts when
TMS goes inactive.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring the Automation Option.

The product can retrieve data from your tape management system.

Configure for TLMS

Configure Vantage summary reports to retrieve data from the TLMS if you are using that TMS.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the second job step in J05TLMS that allocates the CTSDSN and CTSVOL data sets as follows:
– The comments in the job provide a method to calculate the size of the data sets.
– The target data set TLMS Extract utility information is allocated as part of the job J05TLMS.
– The TLMSVMF system parameter identifies the VMF file.
– The CTSTLMSF (files/data sets) and CTSTLMSV (volumes) system parameters identify the extract files.

2. Copy the TLMSDSKU member from your CCTUSAMP library to your JCLLIB by copying it from the CCTUSAMP
library.

3. Specify the execution parameter value of VMF in the EXEC statement of the JCLLIB member, as in the following
example:
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//stepname EXEC PGM=CTSXUTIL,PARM=’VMF’ 

4. Ensure that the TMNSDSKU output data sets have the names specified in the CTSTLMSF and CTSTLMSV system
parameters, as in the following example:
CTSTLMSF (%%DSNPFX%%.CTSDSN)

CTSTLMSV (%%DSNPFX%%.CTSVOL)

5. (As required) Copy the DSKTLMSU script from the CCTUSAMP library to your system-script library. This step is
applicable only if the script is not already in the system script library.

6. Enable the script as follows:
a. Edit system-script DSKTLMSU and modify the following statement:

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB,MEMBER=TLMSDSKU 

Ensure that the CTSTDB parameter points to the data set that contains your VMF input data set.
Ensure the CTSDSN and CTSVOL data set names specify the correct output data set names.
Specify BLKSIZE= and BUFNO= parameters for the CTSDSN and CTSVOL disk interval files using the following
general guidelines:
• Set BLKSIZE to a 500 byte multiple of the VMF LRECL. This practice minimizes I/O and passes more records to

the object creator program.
• Set BUFNO to BLKSIZE/500.

TIP

You can use the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values as follows:

• Select Windows Client menu bar> z/OS>Object Scripting>System Scripts.
• Select the script DSKTLMSU in the Script Selection page of the wizard.
• Set values.

b. Refresh or execute the script as needed with the following commands:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,DSKTLMSU

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,DSKTLMSU 

TIP

You can also use the Fire Script action from the object displays on one of the clients.
7. Copy the following CCTUSAMP members:
FILTTLMB

Qualifies active tapes into groups depending on the number of MB written to the tape.
FILTTLTD

Qualifies active tapes into groups based on the first data set name written to the tape.
FILTTLJO

Qualifies active tapes into groups based on the last job name that used the tape.
FILTTLMC

Qualifies tapes into groups depending on the SMS management class of the tape.
8. Add the copied members to PARMLIB.
9. Verify that the sample member FILTTLTD member reads as follows:

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=GRP PSS.A300./

SET_SUM_FILTER=VBSCRTCH = N AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'PSS.A300./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=GRP2 DMSOS./

SET_SUM_FILTER=VBSCRTCH = N AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'DMS0S./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=G3 SYS4S.MVSS./
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SET_SUM_FILTER=VBSCRTCH = N AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'SYS4S.MVSS./'

10. Customize this member to suit your installation by creating groups consisting of the following keywords:
SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

SET_SUM_LABEL=
Sets the group name

SET_SUM_FILTER=
Qualifies the tapes into the different groups you create.
Use the VBSCRTCH = N filter to select only active tapes in the group (not tapes with scratch status).
Run the GENMAP utility for object VISTLMSV for a list of field variables that this filter supports.
See member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library for this utility.
This filter supports all substitution variables without percent signs (%) enclosing the variables.

NOTE
For more information, see Filter Syntax Rules.

11. Customize the other FILTTLxx members to suit your installation.
12. Add a //TLMSOPTS DD statement to your SAMS JCL procedure. Ensure that this statement points to your TLMS

CTAPOPTN data set and that the DD name is TLMOPTS, as in the following example:
//TLMSOPTS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.TLMS.CTAPOPTN.dataset 

13. Grant Vantage users authority to perform TLMS actions.

NOTE
For more information, see the Securing section.

14. (Optional) License the Vantage Tape Resource Option, and implement any or the available audit scripts.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring the Tape Resource Option.

The product can retrieve data from your tape management system.

Configure for Disk
Perform the configuration steps in this section if you have a Vantage GMI license and use Disk.

If you are licensed to use Vantage Interface for Disk, also perform the configuration steps described in Configuring for
Disk.

1. Identify the Disk file data sets or FILES database to Vantage.
2. Configure and Activate the Disk Auto Restore Manager (ARM) for Vantage.
3. Configure Extended ARM Support for JES2.
4. Accumulate Disk Messages and Populate the Messages Object DMSMSGAC.

NOTE

• Configure Message Automation for Disk if you want to run the message monitoring and automation of Disk
messages.

• For more information about using Vantage GMI and Disk objects, see the Disk documentation.

Identify the Disk FILES Data Sets or FILES Databases

Identify Disk FILES data sets to Vantage view and analyze these data sets and databases.

NOTE
For more information about Input Lists, see Configuring Multiple Systems and Input List.

1. Edit PARMLIB member CONFIG, and create a <FILELIST> section at the end.
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2. Supply the names of your Files Data Sets.
The processing order depends on the composition of the FILELIST as follows:

Converted entries only or unconverted entries only
Processes entries in the order specified

A mixture of unconverted and converted entries (FILES Data Sets and FILES Databases)
Processes all database entries and then all data set entries, basing the order on the original list
Example: DB1, DSA, DB2, DSB, DB3, DSC, DB4 becomes DB1, DB2, DB3, DB4, DSA, DSB, DSC.

3. Go to MTC-M > Host Configurations > System Parameters (Tree View) to set the FILELIST parameter:
a. Click Configure GMI Qualified Products.
b. Select CA Disk>File data sets>Typical parameters.
c. Set the value of the FILELIST parameter to <FILELIST>.

4. Activate the Disk objects as follows:
a. Click Configure GMI Qualified Products.
b. Select CA Disk>File data sets>Typical parameters.
c. Set SUDMS to Y.

Configure and Activate ARM

Configure and activate the Auto Restore Manager (ARM) to enable the auto restore function.

Basic ARM
Starts DMSAR servers, optionally dedicates the servers to either tape or disk restore work, and leaves the servers
active.

Extended ARM Support for JES2
Provides a JES2 Exit that makes batch processing more efficient when the batch JCL references archived data
sets.
Holds the job to all the restores to ARM together. Releases the job only when all restores complete.

Configure Activate the Basic ARM

Configure Basic ARM to activate the following restore functions:

• Starts one or more DMSAR servers
• Optionally dedicates each server to either tape or disk restore work
• Leaves the servers active (waiting for more work).

1. Set the values for the appropriate Vantage system parameters.
2. Activate the Receiver-Dispatcher components. Uncomment the following CONFIG member PARMLIB statements:

*COMP=RCDSP UNCOMMENT IF ARM/ALLOMGR USED (SUARH=Y OR SUPLS=Y) 

*COMP=ARM UNCOMMENT IF ARM IS USED (SUARH=Y) 

NOTE
Ensure that you uncomment both statements. Failure to uncomment COMP=RCDSP when you uncomment
COMP=ARM prevents the system from receiving the auto restore requests. Auto restores fail, a soft loop
occurs at shutdown, and the system issues a forced termination message.

3. Activate and Manage ARM.
The SUSPEND command suspends ARM processing of requests for a short time and frees the FILES data
sets so that Disk IXMAINT jobs can perform maintenance. The SUSPEND command prevents any new restores from
starting and stops any active DMSAR tasks after the current restore activity is complete.

4. Restart SAMS with the following command:
F SAMS,STOP (to shut SAMS down) 

S SAMS (to start SAMS up again)
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5. Identify ARM to Disk.
6. Ensure that value of the SAMSYSNM parameter in the Disk PARMLIB matches the name of the SUBSYSN parameter

in the Vantage PARMLIB.
7. Identify the subsystem to the Disk catalog management hook as follows:
Active Disk auto restore hook

Issue the following commands:
S DMSAR,DMSAR=REMOVE 

S DMSAR,DMSAR=INSTALL

Inactive Disk auto restore hook
S DMSAR,DMSAR=INSTALL

Disk is running the Basic ARM features.
You can suspend ARM for maintenance and then restore it. You can also temporarily disable (drain) ARM and
reactivate it later. Use the following commands:
F SAMS,ARM,SUSPEND 

F SAMS,ARM,RESUME

F SAMS,ARM,DRAIN

F SAMS,ARM,START

You can also permanently disable ARM. Specify system parameter SUARH (N) and then stop and restart SAMS.

SYSPROG - Configure Extended ARM Support for JES2

Configure extended ARM support for JES2 to improve the efficiency of data restoration as follows:

• Holds the job and routes all restores at once.
• Enables ARM to use multiple servers for data set restoration.
• Processes all data sets on an archive volume together, which reduces tape mounts and associated wait time.
• Releases the job only when restores are all completed.

1. Contact the JES2 systems programmer to determine whether any other installation exits on your system use
the DTEUSER3 user field in the Converter DTE of the KNGED009 exit program.

2. (As needed) Change the KNGED009 source code to use an alternate field (1-4) for storing and retaining information
between calls. This step applies only when another installation exit on your system uses the DTEUSER3 field. Ensure
that the alternative is not in use. The JES2 systems program can help you select an alternate and modify the source
code.

3. Assemble the JES2 Exit6 code and link the KNGJX006 exit program to the KNGED009 exit program as follows:
– Verify that the SMP/E installation that is assembled and linked the two exit programs without errors as follows:

• KNGJX006 into DSN=sys2.%%SMPPFX%%.CCTULINK
• KNGED009 into DSN=%%SMPPFX%%.CCTULOAD
• (As needed) Run the KNGJX006 and KNGED009 SMP/E job again. This step applies if you customized the

source of the exit programs, changed the level of JES2 macros, or installed a new release of Vantage.
Before you submit the JCL that applies a usermod for a specific program (KNGED009, KNGJX006), first apply
all Vantage maintenance and then run a query in your Vantage SMP/E environment to view the list for the given
program (Entry Name). Check if the entry has been modified (under type MOD) by any RMID(PTF). If so, this
modification is a prerequisite and the SYSMOD must be added to the usermod JCL in a PRE statement. Add the
PRE statement after ++VER(Z038) FMID(CCTUE10), as in the following example:
++VER(Z038) FMID(CCTUE10) PRE (SYSMOD).

• (As applicable) Review the description of the ARACALTR system parameter. This step applies only if the
parameter is set to (Y).
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NOTE
For a description of this system parameter, see System Parameters. You might need to modify the
RACROUTE macro in KNGED009, depending on the configuration of your security system.

4. Ensure that the CCTULINK library is in your system linklist (LNKLSTxx in SYS1.PARMLIB). Ensure that this library is
also APF certified.

NOTE
We recommend that find and delete old copies of the JES2 LOADLIB and other linklist data sets that you
moved these data sets in prior releases. Executing the exit from the CCTULINK linklist library makes future
upgrades through SMP/E easy and reliable.

5. Open the JES2 start-up parameters and add the following statements:
LOADMOD (KNGJX006)

EXIT006 ROUTINE=(KNGJE006),ENABLE

TIP

You can add the Vantage Exit6 to the list in an existing JES2 Exit6 installation, as in the following example:

LOADMOD(USER06)

LOADMOD(KNGJX006)

EXIT006 ROUTINE=(USER06,KNGJE006),ENABLE

6. Restart the JES2 system according to the instructions specified in the JES2 installation procedures.
7. (Optional) Provide filters in the ARJES2XT member of PARMLIB to improve efficiency as follows:

– Specify filter lists in ARJES2XT.
Reduces the number of referenced data sets that the JES2 exit must find in the JCL and archive catalog

– Copy ARJES2XT from the CCTUSAMP library and add it the PARMLIB.
– Customize the ARJES2XT PARMLIB member with include and exclude lists for JOBNAMES, PGMNAMES, and

DSNAMES as follows:
• Include or exclude pattern job names to skip entire jobs
• Include or exclude pattern names for the program being executed to skip all data sets in a job step
• Include or exclude pattern names for data sets to skip specific data sets
• Supply includes or excludes patterns for the following locations:

• JOBNAME PROCESSING LIST
• PGMNAME PROCESSING LIST
• DSNAME PROCESSING LIST
• ARJES2XT in the PARMLIB
You can specify an explicit name or a pattern. Follow the instructions in the member itself.

NOTE

• We recommend that include or exclude all jobs that are part of a series of jobs that run in sequence.
Including some jobs in a series and excluding others might affect job order.

• PARMLIB member ARJES2XT contains a fourth list. This list specifies the names of the pseudo-volumes
Disk recognizes for archived data sets. Remove MIGRAT from the VOLSER PROCESSING list in this
member if you run Disk 9.0 or higher and use DFSMShsm to migrate some data sets.

• Provide system parameter ARJESMBR(mbrname) to identify the member Vantage if you changed the
name of the ARJES2XT member.

• The supplied exit programs (KNGJX006 and KNGED009) automatically exclude certain jobs, job
steps, and data sets from automatic restore processing as follows:
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– Jobs with JOB statements that use TYPRUN=SCAN or TYPRUN=COPY.
– Jobs with ARNOJ2X6 included in the job JCL as a ddname.
– Steps that use COND=ONLY on the EXEC statement.
– Steps that execute IEFBR14 with the COND keyword.
– Data sets that specify DISP=NEW, DDNAME=, DYNAM, SYSIN, or VOL=SER on the DD statement.
– Data sets where DUMMY is the first parameter.
– Data sets that specify DSN-NULLFILE or DSN=* on the DD statement.
– Data sets with a previous DD statement that specifies DISP=(,CATLG) or (,PASS).

8. Activate your new or changed filters in ARJES2XT.
9. (As needed) Update the member and issue the following operator command:

F SAMS,ARM,REFRESH

This exit does not process the following JCL-referenced data sets:
– Data sets with detected converter errors or other severe errors
– Data sets with job statements that reference restart steps

10. Test the JES2 exit as follows:
– Start Vantage.
– Submit a job that refers to an archived data set.
– Ensure that the processing list includes the job name, program name, and data set name.
– Verify that the extended ARM places the job in hold status.
– The job is placed in hold status.
– Verify that existing DMSAR receives the restore request or that the extended ARM starts a new DMSAR.

The extended ARM starts a new DMSAR when fewer than the maximum allowed number of tasks are running.
– Verify that Vantage releases the job when the data set is restored.

Disk is running extended ARM support for JES2 Exit6.
You can also temporarily disable extended ARM support for JES2 Exit6 and reactivate (enable) it later. Use the following
commands:

$T EXIT6,DISABLE

$T EXIT6,ENABLE

You can also reactivate extended ARM support for JES2 Exit6 by activating exit processing in Vantage as follows:

• Rename the member back to ARJES2XT.
• Restart Vantage.

Accumulate Disk Messages and Populate the Messages Object DMSMSGAC

Accumulate Disk messages and populate them to a single object to simplify searches for messages that require a follow-
up.

This feature works as follows:

• Disk provides an exit point (SYSOUTEX) for its sysout records.
• Vantage provides the VANSDM00 program to send all Disk sysout lines to Vantage.  Use SAMUM06 usermod to

activate VANSDM00 as the Disk sysout exit.
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NOTE

Vantage provides the VANSDMFE program to serve as a front end to both exit programs and the SAMUM07
to activate VANSDMFE as the Disk sysout exit when a Disk sysout exit in addition to VANSDM00 is already
active.

• The activated feature routes Disk messages are routed to the Vantage subsystem.
• Vantage filters the incoming messages as specified in PARMLIB(DMSTRIGS). Customize this member to include only

the messages you want to accumulate.
• Vantage script DMSMSGAC accumulates the filtered messages within object DMSMSGAC. Request the DMSMSGAC

object anytime you want to inspect the accumulated messages from your various Disk batch jobs.

1. Copy the DMSMSGAC script from the Vantage CCTUSAMP library to the active script library as identified by system
parameter AUTOSCR.

TIP

Use job J02AUTO in the CCTUSAMP library to allocate the script library if that library does not already exist.
2. Copy PARMLIB(DMSTRIGS) from the CCTUSAMP library.
3. Update PARMLIB(DMSTRIGS) with filter statements to select appropriate Disk messages to accumulate.

NOTE

• Records beginning with an asterisk are comments. All other records are triggers.
• The first 72 bytes of each filter record are tested against the first 72 bytes of the Disk message.
• A filter record triggers if every non-blank byte of the filter text matches the corresponding Disk message

byte. Therefore, a filter record of all blanks routes all Disk messages to Vantage.
• The member that you copied from the CCTUSAMP library does not have any early filters but does

contain a blank line. This filter routes all Disk messages to Vantage for analysis, including unprocessed
messages.
Consider the following example:
1........10........20...........................................

         2805      DUMMY

This record triggers all Disk 2805 messages that appear in column 10 if they also contain 'dummy' in
columns 20-24.

4. Ensure that the VANSDM00 exit program is in your CCTULINK library and that the library is in your linklist. Otherwise,
Disk cannot find and execute the exit program.

5. (As applicable) Run the SAMUM06 usermod found in the VANSDM00 member of the CCTUSAMP library. This step
applies only if you are not already using a Disk sysout exit as the exit.

6. (As applicable) Customize the VANSDMFE source program as needed, assemble and link-edit VANSDMFE into the
CCTULINK library, and run the SAMUM07 usermod found in member VANSDMFU in the CCTUSAMP library. This
step applies if you are already using a Disk sysout exit. The link edit step must resolve the call to VANSDM00 and any
other programs you call.

7. Set the value of the Vantage system parameter AUTDMS to (Y).
8. Activate the feature using one of the following methods:

– Stop and restart Vantage.
– Issue the following commands:

F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

F SAMS,ACT,DMSTRIGS

F SAMS,AUTO,START=DMSMSG 

9. Refresh the active filters whenever you modify DMSTRIGS while Vantage is running. Use the following command:
F SAMS,REFRESH,DMSTRIGS
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NOTE
For more information about the Disk sysout exit, see the Disk documentation.

Configure Message Automation for Disk

You can run message automation for Disk only when you license one of the following options:

• Vantage Interface for Disk
• VantageAutomation Option

NOTE
For information about how to automate Disk messages, see Configure Disk Message Automation.

Configure for Vtape
Configure Vantage for Vtape to redirect tape mounts to DASD virtual volumes. Redirection accommodates instantaneous
mounts and instant recalls from DASD.

Some of the steps in this procedure involve setting security access authority. See your security administrator to confirm
or establish the proper access authorities for those steps. For more information about security, see Actions Against Tape
Related Objects.

1. Ensure that Vtape and Vantage are running on the same z/OS image.
2. Ensure that Vtape starts before and shutdowns after Vantage.
3. Ensure that DSN=your.ca.vtape.loadlib is available to Vantageat startup.

NOTE
Vantage intercepts the 806 abend and issues error messages when no API is available.

4. Set appropriate values for the following Vantage system parameters. For information about setting system parametes,
see Configure System Parameters.

VTAPNTVL
Specifies the number of minutes to wait for the collection of new Vtape statistics, valid values are 1-9999. The
default is value is (30).

VTASUPP
Specifies whether support for Vtape is active. Specify a value of (Y) to activate support.

VTPDSNCK
Specifies whether users with alter authority to a Data Set can recall the data set from Vtape as follows:
Yes|(Y)

(Default) Specifies that users with alter authority to a Data Set can recall the data set from Vtape.
No|(N)

Specifies that the TAPADMIN system parameter has sole control over data set recall.
This specification requires alter authority to the TAPADMIN resource name.

NOTE
These system parameter values take effect only when the Vtape component restrarts.

5. Give the  Vantagestarted task user ID READ access to the Global VCAT for Vtape.
6. Grant access to the Vtape Free Queue information by giving users READ access to the BSDS1 data set.
7. Allow users to perform Actions on the Vtape objects by giving them READ access to the TAPADMIN resource facility.

NOTE
For more information, see the description of TAPADMIN in System Parameters.

8. Uncomment the COMP=VTAPE statement in the CONFIG member of your PARMLIB.
9. Stop and Restart Vantage.
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NOTE
Create host definitions that can use the Windows Client to work with Vtape objects. Follow the instructions in
Windows Client or the Vtape documentation. For an overview of Vtape objects, see the Vtape documentation.

The Vantage GMI component is up and running on the host.

Configure for Datacom/DB Database
Configure Vantage for Datacom/DB Database if you need a reliable database repository with enterprise-wide, high-
volume workload, and fault-tolerant capabilities.  

WARNING

Vantage works with Datacom/DB Database release 10.0 SP03 or higher. Ensure that you have the Datacom
Dynamic System Tables feature (usually DBID 1000) implemented on your system. 

SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J09DTCOM

This job allocates and initializes the configuration data sets for this database system. 

Follow these steps: 

1. (As applicable) Find the appropriate job in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it to your needs as instructed in the
comments at the beginning of the member, and run it. This step applies only if you did not already customize and run
the job.

2. Ensure that your current version of the Datacom/DB load library is concatenated to the STC steplib or available
through linklist.

3. Copy the CONFIG member from the CCTUSAMP library to PARMLIB and uncomment the COMP=DATCM statement
as follows:
* COMP=DATCM         CAN UNCOMMENT IF CA DATACOM IS TO BE USED

NOTE

Alternatively, add the statement in the correct order to your existing CONFIG member.
4. Set the following Vantage system parameter as follows:

DATACOM (Y)

NOTE
The default value of DATACOM is (N), which disables the Datacom interface.

The Install job runs.

DATACOM Script - Collect Last Interval (LI) Data for Datacom/DB

Ensure the DATACOM runs before any Datacom/DB objects are available when the Datacom interface is enabled.

NOTE
The DATACOM script runs automatically during the Vantage startup or after a recycle of the task. The script also
runs on the interval or specific time specified in the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement.

TIP

Copy DATACOM from the CCTUSAMP library to your system script PDS if the install job did not copy the script
to the library. The job usually copies the script to the library, so this action is rarely necessary.

Take one of the following actions:

• (Recommended) Select Windows Client menu bar, z/OS, Object Scripting, System Scripts. 
• Select the DATACOM in the System Scripts wizard page and edit the DATACOM script as follows:
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– Uncomment the following statement:
*PERFORM_EVT_PROC=INTERVAL=nn

– Specify the interval, in seconds, for running the statement as follows:
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=INTERVAL=nn

– Use TSO/ISPF to edit DATACOM manually as follows:
• Load and activate the script. 
• Issue the following Vantage commands:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,DATACOM

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,DATACOM

Configure for IDMS/DB
IDMS/DB is a web-enabled high-performance mainframe relational database management solution. You can configure
Vantage to work with IDMS/DB.

Follow these steps:

1. (As applicable) SYSPROG–Copy J09IDMS member from the CCTUSAMP library to your JCLLIB, customize it as
instructed in the comments at the beginning of the member, and run it.

2. Verify that PARMLIB contains the following system parameters:
%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSAR

%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSDM

%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSRC

Copy the JCLIDMS member from the CCTUSAMP library to your JCL library.
3. Ensure that the output data sets in JCLIDMS are the same as the names specified in the system parameters that you

verified in the first step.
4. Use the system-distributed SCRIDMS script to schedule and run the JCLIDMS job as needed.

Copy SCRIDMS from the CCTUSAMP library if the script is not already in the systems scripts library. Enable this script
using the System Scripts Builder wizard (Windows Client or TSO/ISPF) as follows:
– System Scripts Builder wizard

Select Windows Client menu bar, z/OS, Object Scripting, System Scripts, and then select SCRIDMS in the Script
Selection page.

– TSO/ISPF
Edit the SCRIMDS script by modifying the following statement:
SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB,MEMBER=JCLIDMS

Ensure that the DSN= parameter points to the data set that contains your customized JCLIDMS member,
uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement, and specify an execution date and time as in the following
example:
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0100

NOTE

• The system server starts automatically at system startup by default. Set the AUTSYS parameter to (N)
to disable autostart.

• Start the system server manually with the following modify commands:
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

F SAMS,AUTO,START=SYSTEM

• Refresh the script with the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,SCRIDMS

• Execute the script on demand with the Fire Script action (Windows Client, View 3270 Client) or with
the following command:
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F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,SCRIDMS

Vantage is configured for IDMS/DB.

Configure for MasterCat
Configure for MasterCat to improve your access to catalog information.

Vantage GMI supports MasterCat Release 4.3 and higher. Ensure that you have SP1 with PTF T3B3187 if you are using
MasterCat Release 4.3.

1. (As applicable) SYSPROG–Find the INSTALL job J15MCAT, customize it as instructed in the comments, and run it.
This step applies only if you have not already customized and run the job.

2. Ensure that the JCL contains the following J15MCAT job (in the MBATCH member) steps:
– Execute the MasterCat MCTBATCH program to collect data
– Sort the output from MCTBATCH
– Execute a final IDCAMS step to REPRO the output to a permanent data set that Vantage GMI can use.

3. Conform the JOBCARD to your installation standards, and change the STEPLIB data sets to point to your CREWS/
FAVER installation libraries. Apply these changes to the following members:
– CREWBACK - Action BACKUP Catalog
– CREWDIAG - Action DIAGNOSE Catalog
– CREWREST - Action RESTORE Catalog
– FAVRBACK - Action BACKUP VSAM file
– FAVRREST - Action RESTORE VSAM file

4. Inspect the CREWSJCL (dsname) sysparm to ensure that it provides the name of the JCL library containing the
MCTBATCH member. If not, set the value of this Vantage system parameter to the correct name of the JCL library.

5. Specify the MCATFILE (dsname) sysparm to provide the name of the permanent MCTBATCH data set.
6. Use system script MCAT to schedule and run the MCTBATCH job. Copy MCAT from the CCTUSAMP library to the

script library if it is not already in the script library.
a. To enable this script, perform one of the following actions:

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit system-script MCAT and modify the following statement:
     SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%CREWSJCL%%,MEMBER=MCTBATCH  

     PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0100

Ensure that the DSN= parameter points to the data set that contains your customized MCTBATCH member.
Uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement. Use the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows
Client to set these values as follows:
a. Expand the Windows Client menu bar. 
b. Select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then System Scripts. 
c. Select the script MCAT in the Script Selection page of the wizard. 

b. Issue the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,MCAT

NOTE

You can execute the script on demand with the Fire Script action in Windows Client or View 3270 Client.
Otherwise, use the following command:

     F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,MCAT

Vantage is configured for MasterCat.
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Configure for CREWS
Configure for CREWS to get comprehensive support across the entire spectrum of applications and devices. 

Configure Vantage for CREWS to get comprehensive support across the entire spectrum of applications and devices. 

NOTE

• Vantage GMI supports CREWS Release 4.3 and higher. Ensure that you have SP1 with PTF T3B3188 if you
are using CREWS Release 4.3.

• You can use CA 7 Catalog Dependency Analysis Tool Interface only when you also have CA 7 3.3 or higher
installed and running on your system.

Follow these steps: 

1. (As applicable) SYSPROG–Find the INSTALL job J16CREWS in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it as instructed in
the comments, and run it. This step applies only if you have not already customized and run this job.

2. Verify that the JCL executed CREWS and created a permanent VSAM data set for the Vantage GMI component. For
more information, see the CREWS documentation.

3. Conform the JOBCARD in the CREWSACE member to your installation standards.
4. Ensure that the STEPLIB data sets point to the CREWS installation libraries.
5. Inspect sysparm CREWSJCL (dsname) to ensure that it provides the name of the JCL library containing the

CREWSACE member. If not, set this Vantage system parameter with the correct name of the JCL library.
6. Specify sysparm CREWSABT (dsname) to provide the name of the permanent data set created by the CREWSACE

job.
7. Use system script CREWSACE, distributed with the system, to schedule and run the CREWSACE job. Copy

CREWSACE from the CCTUSAMP library to the system script library if it is not already in the script library.
a. Take one of the following actions:

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit system-script CREWSACE and modify the following statement:
    SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%CREWSJCL%%,MEMBER=CREWSACE

    PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0100

Ensure that the DSN= parameter points to the data set that contains your customized CREWSACE member.
Uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement.

• Use the System Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values as follows:
a. Expand the Windows Client menu bar.
b. Select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then System Scripts. 
c. Select the script CREWSACE in the Script Selection page of the wizard.

b. Issue the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,CREWSCA7

NOTE

You can execute the script on demand with the Fire Script action in Windows Client or View 3270 Client.
Otherwise, use the following command:

     F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,CREWSCA7

Vantage is configured for CREWS.

Configuring the Base System
Configure the Base System if you have licensed or are evaluating the Base System Option.

For information about how to configure system parameters, include/exclude statements, data set groups, and other host
configuration actions, see Host Configuration.
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NOTE

Configure the Vantage GMI component before you configure the Base System. For more information, see
Configuring GMI and Configuring GMI-Qualified Products.

Configure Data Set Scripts

The data set scripts that Broadcom distributes with the product require customization.

Follow these steps:

1. Find the J01BASE job in the CCTUSAMP library and set the DSNPFX value.
The job allocates and initializes configuration data sets, and copies the appropriate configuration members and system
scripts.

2. Verify that your system scripts library contains the following system and audit scripts:
HFSPDSE

Provides idle space values for HFS and PDSE data sets.
VSAMVVDS

Provides detail attributes of VSAM data sets.
DSNUCGTL

Identifies online data sets that are not cataloged.
DSNCTLG

Identifies the cataloged data sets that the system cannot find.

NOTE

You can manually copy these data sets from the CCTUSAMP library to your system script library if
necessary.

3. Schedule when these scripts to run as follows:
System Scripts Builder

(Windows Client) Click z/OS on the menu bar, select Object Scripting, System Scripts, and then select the
appropriate script.

Audit Scripts Builder
(Windows Client) Click z/OS on the menu bar, select Object Scripting, Audit Scripts, and then select the
appropriate script.

TSO/ISPF
Uncomment the scheduling statement and specify the correct day and time as in the following example:
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=THU,AT_TIME=0930

NOTE

• Use standard three letter abbreviations for days. Use a comma separated list to schedule the script
to run on multiple days; for example, MON, WED, FRI. Use the keyword ALL to run the script every
day.

• Specify the time in the 24-hour format (0000-2359).
• You can deactivate system or audit scripts with the following command:

F SAMS, AUTO, STOP={SYSTEM|AUDIT}

• You can run system or audit scripts on demand with the following command:
F SAMS, AUTO, FIRE=SYSTEM,{HFSPDSE|VSAMVVDS}

4. (Optional) Exclude data sets from the data set objects as follows:
a. Copy model JCL member VVDSSORT from the CCTUSAMP library to your Vantage JCL library and then

customize it.
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b. Schedule when this script runs, and ensure that it submits your customized sort job. Use one of the following
methods:

System Scripts Builder
(Windows Client) Click z/OS on the menu bar, select Object Scripting, System Scripts, and then select the
VSAMVVDS script.

TSO/ISPF
Uncomment the scheduling statement and specify the correct day and time and set the DSN as in the following
example
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=THU,AT_TIME=0930

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=ca.vant.jcllib,MEMBER=VVDSSORT

c. Use Configure Include / Exclude statements to select VSAM Data Set Attributes (Volumes Checked), and add
volumes or patterns.

NOTE

• Remember that excludes always override includes.
• For more information, see INCLEXCL.

5. Verify that your system script data set contains the GETALIAS script. The SYSTSR system parameter points to the
system script data set. You can copy GETALIAS from the CCTUSAMP library to the system script library if necessary.

6. Copy the JCL members ALIASDEL and ALIASLST from the CCTUSAMP library to your  Vantage JCL and customize
the JCL. The JCLLIB system parameter points to your  Vantage JCL.

7. Schedule when the GETALIAS script run. Use the Audit Scripts Builder in Windows Client of TSO/ISPF. The Audit
Scripts Builder works like the System Scripts Builder.
Data set scripts are configured.

Configure Data Set Groups (Applications) on Primary Storage

Perform this configuration step if you want to collect statistics for data set groups on primary storage.

The input data for this object comes from the separately licensed DFSMShsm and Disk options. Perform this configuration
if you are licensed for at least one of these options, in addition to having a Vantage base license.

1. Copy the GDEFS member from yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP into yourHLQ.PARMLIB user PARMLIB.
2. Schedule the Vantage system script GRPSTATS using the System Scripts Builder in the UI or TSO/ISPF. GRPSTATS

is copied to yourHLQ.JCLLIB by running Vantage job J01BASE, located in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP.
3. (Optional) Copy the following members from yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP into yourHLQ.EXTFLTDS library and customize

the members according to your needs:
– FGP00001
– FGP00002
– FGP00003
– FGP00004
– FGP00005
– FGP00006
Alternatively, if you do not copy these members you can create your own new external filters.

Data set groups are configured on primary storage.

Configure Data Set Groups on Secondary Storage

Perform this configuration step if you want to collect statistics for data set groups on secondary storage.
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The input for this option comes from the separately licensed DFSMShsm and Disk options. Perform this configuration if
you are licensed for at least one of these options, in addition to having a Vantage base license.

1. Uncomment COMP=EXTGRPS in CONFIG member of the PARMLIB.
2. Copy the GDEFS member from yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP into yourHLQ.PARMLIB user PARMLIB.
3. (Optional) Copy the following members from yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP into yourHLQ.EXTFLTDS library and customize

the members according to your needs:
– FGP00001
– FGP00002
– FGP00003
– FGP00004
– FGP00005
– FGP00006
Alternatively, if you do not copy these members you can create your own new external filters.

4. In Data Set Groups configuration, define filters for the following records:
– MCDS
– BCDS
– Disk DSNINDEX

5. Review and customize the following Vantage system parameters:
– EXTINTVL
– EXTRBCDS
– EXTRDISK
– EXTRMCDS
– EXTOVLAP

Data set groups are configured on secondary storage.

Configure Data Set Groups on Tape Storage

Perform this configuration step if you want to collect statistics for data set groups on tape storage.

The input for this option comes from the separately licensed tape management system options. Perform this configuration
if you are licensed for at least one of CA 1, TLMS), or DFSMSrmm, in addition to having a Vantage base license.

.

1. Ensure that one or more of the following objects contains data collected using Disk Interval or Disk Checkpoint mode:
CA 1 (VISTMCD) CA 1 Files

Data for this object is created by Vantage system script DSKTMCF.
TLMS (VISTLMSF) TLMS Files

Data for this object is created by Vantage system script DSKTMCF.
DFSMSrmm - (VISRMMF) DFSMSrmm Files

Data for this object is created by Vantage system script DSKRMMF.
2. Go Data Set Groups configuration to define data set groups.
3. Schedule the TAPSTATS script. Use the System Scripts Builder or TSO/ISPF.
4. Review the value of the Vantage system parameter TAPOVLAP.
5. (Optional) Define filters on CA 1 or TLMS. Complete this step if you want to collect statistics for the groups on your

tape storage system.
6. Uncomment the COMP=SMF statement in the CONFIG member of PARMLIB, set the parameter DSALLOCS to Y in

the VKPARMS.
7. Uncomment the COMP=AUTO statement in the CONFIG member of PARMLIB.
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Data set groups are configured on tape storage.

Configure for RAID Devices

You can configure this product to monitor and prepare special Raid Objects for the following RAID devices:

• EMC VMAX, VMAX3
• IBM DS8870, DS8880
• Hitachi HDS 7700
• Hitachi HDS 9nnn

Specify the following system parameters:

RAIDSUPP (Y)

HWOBJINC (Y)

Configure Peer to Peer Communication

Configure Peer to Peer (P2P) communication to connect to multiple started tasks (or hosts). P2P connection enables you
to copy or update library members from one host system to another.

NOTE

Peer to Peer Communication supports transfer of existing SMF records only. This feature does not create (or
help create) records.

Follow these steps:

1. (As applicable) Set the SECURITY system parameter to (Y) on all P2P participants.

NOTE
A participant is a Vantage started task name.

2. (As applicable) Uncomment the COMP=P2P statement in the CONFIG member of the PARMLIB on all P2P
participants.

3. Configure P2P participants to use PassTicket to log on to they system.
4. Verify that the all P2P participant PARMLIB data sets contain the P2PLIST member. You can copy the member from

the CCTUSAMP library if necessary.
5. (As applicable) Edit the P2PLIST member with the required information. This step applies if you copied the member

from the CCTUSAMP library. We recommend that you also verify the member configuration for existing P2PLIST
members. Configure the member as follows:
1........10........20........30........40........50........60........70..

NAMEnnnn  port  your_IP_Name                           ApplName user_ID Y

NAMEnnnn  port  your_IP_Name                           ApplName user_ID Y

NAMEnnnn  port  your_IP_Name                           ApplName user_ID N

NAMEnnnn  port  your_IP_Name                           ApplName user_ID N

NAMEnnnn
Specifies the name that is given to the P2P participant.
Starts in column 1.
Limits: 8 bytes

port
Specifies the port number of the P2P participant with leading zeros. Starts in column 10.
Limits: 5 bytes

your_IP_Name
Specifies the IP name of the P2P participant. You can use IPv4 address, IPv6 address, IP name, or symbolic
name.
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Starts in column 16.
Limits: 40 characters

NOTE
The resolving symbolic name or DSN mask depends on your TCP/IP setting and on the setting of the
DSN server.

ApplName
Specifies the application name for PassTicket generation and log on to the peer system. If blank, then the
PARMLIB(VKGPARMS) value that is given in SECURAPP is used.
Starts in column 56.
Limits: 8 bytes

NOTE
Use the SECURAPP value for the local system that you are connecting from, not the system you are
connecting to. We recommend keeping the SECURAPP value the same for all P2P participants.

user_ID
Specifies the user ID for log on to the P2P system. This user ID is used when a userid is not available in any
other way. The system uses the logon user ID to perform P2P actions. Define this user ID on the connected P2P
system.
Starts in column 64.
Limits: 8 bytes

SMF [Y|N]
Specifies whether the system sent the collected SMF records to the P2P participant.
Starts in column 72.
Limits: 1 byte

Peer to Peer Communication is configured.

Configure Checkpoint Scripts for Catalog CSI Objects
Configure checkpoint scripts for the following CSI objects:

• (OBJ02014) All Data Sets Info
• (OBJ02015) VSAM Data Sets Info
• (OBJ02016) GDG Data Sets Info

Vantage uses a script, or scripts, to write and allocate the Vantage Disk Checkpoint data set. The sample scripts
(CSICKALL, CSICKVSA, and CSICKGDG) reside distributed in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library. These sample scripts
query the catalog to retrieve data at a scheduled time, and checkpoint the data to a sequential data set.

If you use the script to produce the checkpoint data set, then the default value for the View Mode of the object is DC (Disk
Checkpoint). Otherwise, the default value is RT (Real Time).

Follow these steps:

1. Schedule the checkpoint scripts frequently enough to ensure that the retrieved data is sufficient to perform normal
analysis.

2. Set the input list items in the GUI wizard for objects OBJ02014, OBJ02015 and OBJ02016 with the
INPUT_LIST_SET= script statement, or statements.

3. Verify that the disk checkpoint scripts CSICKALL, CSICKVSA, and CSICKGDG are present in your system-script
library, as named by the Vantage system parameter SYSTSCR. The J01BASE job copies scripts to your STSTSCR
library.

4. Set the SET_NUMB_RECORDS statement to a value that at least equals to the actual number of records that you expect
to retrieve from the catalog. This number determines the space allocation for the checkpoint data set.
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5. To control checkpoint data set allocation to SMS volumes, use SMS ACS routines. You can also use the Vantage
system parameter CAPSC and optional system parameters CAPMC and CAPDC to control such checkpoint data set
allocation to SMS volumes.

NOTE
When you direct checkpoint data sets to SMS volumes, do not assign a Management Class with the
immediate idle space release attribute set to YI (Yes Immediate), or CI (Conditional Immediate). You can
set the Management Class immediate idle space release attribute to Y (Yes) and C (Conditional) release.
Immediate release causes space abends.

Configuring for HSM Interface
Perform this configuration if you are licensed or evaluating the Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm. For information about
how to set the required Vantage system parameters, see Configure System Parameters.

1. Set the following parameter:
SUHSM(Y)

2. SYSPROG – Find the INSTALL job J03HSM in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it as instructed in the comments,
and run it. Omit or delete steps for options or components that you do not use. This step applies only if you did not
already customize and run the job.

3. Specify how your system logs HSM activity
In HSM, you can log activity using LOGX and LOGY data sets, Problem Determination Aid (PDA), or both. We
recommend that you do not use both types of logging at the same time. A mixed logging environment can produce
unpredictable results in Vantage. Perform one of the following configurations, depending on the set-up of the
DFSMShsm logging type:
– The following DFSMShsm setting is referred to as PDA logging mode:

ARCCMDnn of the HSM PARMLIB:
SETSYS PDA(ON)

SETSYS SMF(nnn)

HSM procedure JCL statements:
PDA=YES in PARM of EXEC statement

//ARCLOGX DD DUMMY

//ARCLOGY DD DUMMY

//ARCPDOX DD DSN=pdox,DISP=SHR

//ARCPDOY DD DSN=pdoy,DISP=SHR

• If you use PDA only logging, use the following configuration:
a. Configure the following VKGPARMS parameters in the Vantage PARMLIB:

HSMPDOX (pdox)

HSMPDOY (pdoy)

HSMLOGX ()

HSMLOGY ()

HSMPDA (Y)

AUTHSMSG (Y)

HSMRT (PDA)

This configuration ensures that HSM uses only PDOX/PDOY logging. Function Statistics (FSR) and
ABARS function statistics (WWFSR) records are written to the log. Vantage knows where the PDOX/PDOY
information is located, and it assumes that the logs are in the PDOX/PDOY format. It also reads some
information using the HSM hook and PDOX/PDOY buffer. HSM real-time message automation works.
HSM always writes to PDOX, never to PDOY. For example, PDOX and PDOY are swapped if PDOX gets full,
or if you use the HSM SWAPLOG command. If you restart HSM while using PDOY, HSM switches back to
PDOX. For more information, see the IBM documentation about HSM.
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The Vantage HSMMLOG object (HSM Activity Log) gets data from PDOX by default, whether by the hook
or directly. If you want to change this default setting, use the system parameter HSMANLYZ. This parameter
specifies another log dataset, for example, , the PDOY data set, as default. You can also use the input list to
specify a concrete PDOX/PDOY dataset.
If you are running in a multiple host environment, you must allocate unique PDOX and PDOY data set
names for each host. You can also save your logs to GDG. In such situations, you might need to concatenate
multiple log data sets. Then you need to access all of these data sets in the HSMMLOG object (Activity Log)
using system parameter HLOGLIST. To do so, edit the CONFIG member of the user PARMLIB and add the
<HLOGLIST> section at the bottom of the member followed by the list of the HSM log data sets. Use the
following example:
<HLOGLIST>

HSM.PDOX

HSM.DAILY(0)

HSM.DAILY(-1)

HSM.DAILY(-2)

HSM.DAILY(-3)

HSM.DAILY(-4)

HSM.DAILY(-5)

HSM.DAILY(-6)

Then, specify the following system parameter:
HLOGLIST (<HLOGLIST>)

WARNING

Ensure that you specify the dates of spin-off logs in ascending order.
The parameters HLOGLIST, HSMANLYZ, and the input list are applicable for PDA logging in a similar way as
for LOGX/LOGY.
You can see the source of any message in the HSM Activity Log object. The source can be a specific data
set name, an active HSM buffer (*BUFFER), the LOG hook (*HOOK), or the PDA hook (*PHOOK). This
information is available in both PDA and LOGX/LOGY environments.

b. Uncomment the following statement in the CONFIG member of PARMLIB
COMP=SMF

This configuration ensures that HSM uses only PDA logging. Daily Statistics (DSR), Volume Statistics (VSR),
Function Statistics (FSR) and ABARS function statistics (WWFSR) are written to SMF. Vantage knows
where PDA information is located, and it assumes that the logs are in the PDA format. It also reads some
information from SMF records. HSM real-time message automation works.

– The following DFSMShsm setting is referred to as LOG, or LOGX/Y logging mode:
ARCCMDnn  of the HSM PARMLIB:
SETSYS PDA(NONE)

SETSYS NOSMF

HSM procedure JCL statements:
PDA=NO in PARM of EXEC statement

//ARCLOGX DD DSN=logx,DISP=OLD

//ARCLOGY DD DSN=logy,DISP=OLD

//ARCPDOX DD DUMMY

//ARCPDOY DD DUMMY

• If you use LOGX/LOGY only logging, use the following configuration:
Configure the following VKGPARMS parameters in the Vantage PARMLIB:
HSMPDOX ()

HSMPDOY ()

HSMLOGX (logx)

HSMLOGY (logy)
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HSMPDA (N)

HSMTABSZ(128)

AUTHSMSG (Y)

HSMRT (LOG)

This configuration ensures that HSM uses only LOGX/LOGY logging. Function Statistics (FSR) and ABARS
function statistics (WWFSR) records are written to the log. Vantage knows where LOGX/LOGY information is
located, and it assumes that the logs are in LOGX/LOGY format. It also reads some information using the HSM
hook and LOGX/LOGY buffer. HSM real-time message automation works.
HSM always writes to LOGX, never to LOGY.  For example, LOGX and LOGY are swapped if LOGX gets full, or
if you use the HSM SWAPLOG command. If you restart HSM while using LOGY, HSM switches back to LOGX.
For more information, see the IBM documentation about HSM.
The Vantage HSMMLOG object (HSM Activity Log) gets data from LOGX by default, whether by the hook or
directly. If you want to change this default setting, use the system parameter HSMANLYZ. This parameter
specifies another log dataset, for example, the LOGY data set, as default. You can also use the input list to
specify a concrete LOGX/LOGY dataset.
If you are running in a multiple host environment, you must allocate unique LOGX and LOGY data set names for
each host. You can also save your logs to GDG. In such situations, you might need to concatenate multiple log
data sets. Then you need to access all of these data sets in the HSMMLOG object (Activity Log) using system
parameter HLOGLIST. To do so, edit the CONFIG member of the user PARMLIB and add the <HLOGLIST>
section at the bottom of the member followed by the list of the HSM log data sets. Use the following example:
<HLOGLIST>

HSM.LOGX

HSM.DAILY(0)

HSM.DAILY(-1)

HSM.DAILY(-2)

HSM.DAILY(-3)

HSM.DAILY(-4)

HSM.DAILY(-5)

HSM.DAILY(-6)

Then, specify the following system parameter:
HLOGLIST (<HLOGLIST>)

WARNING

Ensure that you specify the dates of spin-off logs in ascending order.
The parameters HLOGLIST, HSMANLYZ and the input list are applicable for PDA logging in a similar way as for
LOGX/LOGY.
You can see the source of any message in the HSM Activity Log object. The source can be a specific data set name,
an active HSM buffer (*BUFFER), the LOG hook (*HOOK), or the PDA hook (*PHOOK). This information is available
in both PDA and LOGX/LOGY environments.

4. Ensure that the system parameters MCDSDSN, BCDSDSN, OCDSDSN, and JRNLDSN point to the right HSM data
sets.

5. Edit the FIXCDS and HSMALTER members to your JCLLIB data set, and add the JOB statement to the related
members.

6. (Optional) Add, delete of modify your own commands and patches to the list of DFSMShsm commands in the
HSMCMDS and HSMPATCH members of the PARMLIB respectively.

7. Configure Vantage system scripts to work with MCDS, BCDS, and OCDS Control Data Sets, and for support of Fast
Replication Objects.

TIP

Performance issues are less common when you use the Checkpoint service to address DFSMShsm Control
data sets, related scripts assure data creation for Vantage Disk Checkpoint data sets.
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To correctly activate the scripts, review the prolog statements of the related scripts in the SYSTSCR library.
List of scripts:

DSKHSMCC
Control Data Set: BCDS
Object: BCDS Version Records (HSMCC)

DSKHSMCB
Control Data Set: BCDS
Object: BCDS Data Set Records (HSMCB)

DSKHSMCD
Control Data Set: MCDS
Object: MCDS Records (HSMCD)

DSKHSMTT
Control Data Set: OCDS Object: Tape Volumes (HSMTTOC)

DSKHSMTD
Control Data Set: OCDS
Object: Tape Data Sets (HSMTTDSN)

DSKHSMRC
Control Data Set: OCDS
Object: Recycle Candidates (HSMTTOCR)

DSKCIDSD
Control Data Set: CIDS
Object: HSM CIDS Detail (OBJ06111)

TIP

If necessary, copy the scripts from your CCTUSAMP library to the system scripts library.
8. (As applicable) Specify the names of BCDS and MCDS multicluster data sets. This step applies only to multicluster

data sets. You do not have to specify the names of key-range data sets. Use names for a single HSM system.
9. (Optional) Edit the RCYCDEV member of the PARMLIB to reflect the tape devices in use at your facility. The member

contains the following data:
– Column 1 = Device name (1 - 8 characters)
– Column 10 = Capacity of the device in Megabytes (8 numeric digits). (For this table, 1 MB = 1024*1024 bytes.)
– Column 19 = Comments (1 - 28 characters)

Example
T3420   00000180

T3480   00000200

T3480I  00000600        WITH IDRC

T3490   00000200

T3490I  00000600

T3490E  00001200        WITH IDRC AND STAND CART

T3490E  00002400        WITH IDRC AND ENH CART

T3590   00010000

TDYN1   00000600

TDYN2   00000800        WITH IDRC AND STAND CART

10. Verify that your system scripts library (SYSTSCR) contains the following audit scripts:
AUDITBCD

Audits the BCDS
AUDITMCD

Audits the MCDS
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AUDITOCD
Audits the OCDS

AUDITMCB
Audits MCB and MCC records in the BCDS

BACKEDUP
Audits data sets not backed up by DFSMShsm

To activate the scripts on a regular schedule, review the script member prologs.

TIP

If necessary, copy the scripts from your CCTUSAMP library to the system scripts library.
11. Verify whether the values of the system parameters AUDITERR, AUDITNUM, AUDITOUT, and AUTAUDIT fit the

needs of your workshop.
12. (Recommended) Limit the scope of HSM audits using the Include or Exclude features. For more information, see

Configure Include/Exclude Statements.
MCDS Audit (Dsnames checked)

Specify migrated data set names to be checked
MCDS Audit (Types checked: ML1, ML2, RECALL)

Specify types of MCDS audit
BCDS Audit (Dsnames checked)

Specify backed up data set names to be checked
OCDS Audit

Specify ML2 and backup tape volumes to be checked
Data sets not backed up by DFSMShsm (Dsnames checked)

Specify data sets to be checked
Data sets not backed up by DFSMShsm (Volumes checked)

Specify volumes to be checked
13. (Optional) Detect starting HSM hosts

HSM hosts (started tasks) can be stopped and started. Vantage can recognize when an HSM host is started using the
console message script HSMDTECT. To use this feature, you must customize the script. By default, the script issues
Vantage commands that restart the SMF component and activate the HSM table for real-time messaging. For more
information, see Configure HSMDTECT Script.

14. (Optional) Activate the DFSMShsm Monitor
The DFSMShsm Monitor function is part of the Vantage DFSMShsm Interface. This function is designed to provide
real-time monitoring of DFSMShsm activity, and to collect and present information about DFSMShsm status, active
and queued requests, recall activity, CPU usage, and other data generated by DFSMShsm. Vantage collects the
information at user specified times, intervals, and retention times. This information is presented in a comprehensive
table, the Monitor object located in the Backup and Archive Management/DFSMShsm/Primary Address Space
directory of the Object Tree.
The following system parameters control how often information is collected:

HMOINTVD
The Group 1 fields use the system parameter HMOINTVD to control an interval specified in seconds. The default
is (60) and the valid range is from 10 through 86400. This interval applies to the collection of the following fields
in the object: Recall Activity, Waiting, CPU %, CPU Usage, Active, Tapes Active, Host ID, Name, and Status.
The interval value is displayed in the field Interval_1 sec. These fields require a very small amount of system
resources to gather the data so the interval can be set to a low value for more frequent collection.
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HMOINTVU
The Group 2 fields use the system parameter HMOINTVU to control an interval specified in minutes. The default
is (30) and the valid range is between 1 and 1440. This interval applies to the collection of the following fields
in the object: JRNL, MCDS, BCDS, OCDS, SDSP, and ML1 volumes. The interval value is displayed in the field
Interval_2 Min. These fields do not change that quickly and they do require some system resources to gather the
data so the interval is set for a less frequent collection.

HMOINTVH
This parameter specifies the length of time the DFSMShsm Monitor retains monitored statistics for Group 1
and Group 2. The default is (720) and the valid range is between 10 and 9999. For example, if the value of this
parameter is set to 60, data collected within the last 60 minutes is saved and available for display.

By default, the DFSMShsm Monitor is not activated. To automatically activate it if the HSM component is licensed,
specify the following system parameter:
HSMMON (Y)

To start the DFSMShsm Monitor manually, issue the command:
F SAMS,START,HSMMON

To stop the DFSMShsm Monitor, issue the command:
F SAMS,STOP,HSMMON

WARNING

To have Recall activity count for DFSMShsm Monitor, ensure that the RSTMON system parameter is set to
Y, and enable Recall Log for DFSMShsm RSTLOG (%%DSNPFX%%.RSTLOG).

After a recycle of DFSMShsm, the HSMMON needs to be restarted in order to pick up the correct DFSMShsm started
task name. To make sure HSMMON is restarted, and if you are using the HSMDTECT script, you should add the
above mentioned STOP and START commands for the HSMMON to the script.

NOTE
For more information, see the instructions in the HSMDTECT message script member prolog.

15. (Optional) Monitor HSM Messages in Real-time
This function enables you to select HSM messages that are of interest to you and route only those messages to
Vantage. You can react to critical HSM messages in real time.
PARMLIB member HSMTRIGS acts as an early filter on the messages to be routed to Vantage and monitored. This
filter limits the number of HSM messages sent to Vantage to only those that you want to count, collect, log or process
using the Vantage automation services, that is, you avoid overhead for unwanted messages.
This function is based on the hook to write messages to LOGX, or PDOX data set. If you use LOG mode, you must set
the system parameter HSMTABSZ to value > 0 to enable the hook, and set the HSMRT system parameter accordingly.
For PDA mode the HSMTABSZ is ignored.
The Auto function Status object (OBJ06105) depends on the HSM messages collected in real time. You can use
the AUTOFUN script to log the selected auto functions related messages to Vantage log data sets. You can see the
overview of these log data sets in the object “DFSMShsm Auto Function Activity Log Summary” (HSMAFLOG) and
zoom to the respective Auto Function Status historical data.
Example of an AUTOFUN Script
The following is an example of the AUTOFUN script:
<GENERAL>

EVENT_TYPE=RTHSMMSG

TITLE=HSM AUTO FUNCTION

DESCRIPTION1=EXTRACT HSM AUTO FUNCTION MESSAGES

STARTTIME=0010

ENDTIME=0800

ENDTIMEACTION=EXECUTE

ACC_FLAG=Y

TRACE=N
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SET_FILTER=HLOTXT PI ('ARC04/','ARC05/','ARC06/','ARC07/','ARC0100I') OR

       HLOTXT PI ('ARC02/')

<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

SET_LOGBREAK=DAY

LOG_DATA

This real-time HSM message script selects ARC messages as indicated in the SET_FILTER statement. The
ACC_FLAG=Y statement means that they are to be accumulated and retained in memory until the next STARTTIME is
reached, at which point the collection starts over again. In this way, you can analyze the information collected from the
prior DFSMShsm Auto Functions right up until the next STARTTIME is reached.
The ENDTIMEACTION instructs the script how to act when the ENDTIME is reached. In this case, it is EXECUTE
which causes the <EVENT_PROCEDURE> to be executed. The LOG_DATA statement in the procedure causes the
data that are accumulated in memory to be written to a log data set. In addition, the SET_LOGBREAK statement
indicates that one log data set should be created per day. The log data sets can be kept for several days. This allows
you to go back and check the status of auto functions for previous days, over weekends, holidays, or for other time
periods.

NOTE

Object logging must be properly configured too. To ensure that Object logging is configured properly, use the
Host Configuration Client and review the Object logging configuration in the Elements Global to All Options.

16. (Optional) Set your HSM Fast Replication functionality to create and work with CIDS as follows:
If you set your HSM Fast Replication functionality to create and work with CIDS, you can retrieve catalog information
from your available CIDS data sets. The catalog information is captured when you perform an FRBACKUP. You can
also perform actions on data sets and their backup versions within the Vantage DFSMShsm CIDS Details object
(OBJ06111).
This function is available in RT or DC mode. To preserve time and resources, use the function in the DC mode. Set
parameter SET_NUMB_RECORDS to keep records from all the available CIDS. To use DC mode, configure and run
the script.
To execute the script at a different time, use the F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,DSKCIDSD operator command. You
can also activate the script from the Actions menu within the Windows Client.
The script scans the HSM FR CIDS data sets that match the pattern BPREFIX.HSMCIDS.* for cataloged entries.
These entries contain data that is recorded during the FRBACKUP process.

NOTE
For more information, see the IBM document DFSMShsm Fast Replication Technical Guide.

SYSPROG - Enable Recall Log for DFSMShsm

The recall log data set is allocated when you run job J01RSTLG. If you have configured the Disk interface, job J01RSTLG
has already been executed and the recall log has been allocated. It is identified by the system parameter that is listed
below. Ensure that this data set exists.

RSTLOG  (%%DSNPFX%%.RSTLOG)

For using Record Level Sharing (RLS), read the instructions in the installation job.

All recalls (and optionally recovers) can be logged and analyzed online. IBM defines two exit points (IGDACSSC within
SMS, and ARCRDEXT within HSM) that Vantage uses to collect and log recall and recover activity.

WARNING

Ensure that Vantage, HSM that handles the recalls, and their respective exit routines run on the same LPAR
to log all the recall information in Vantage RSTLOG for HSM. Even though the HSM Common Recall Queue is
used and recalls are handled by a specific HSM task running in a different LPAR from the one where the recall
request was initiated.
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Vantage provides both the IGDACSSC and ARCRDEXT exit routines. Both should be installed. This allows the Vantage
Recall Log service to see all the available data and decide what to log.

IGDACSSC Exit (an SMS environment exit)

Must reside in an LPA library (is supplied in CCTULPA)

Is invoked from the SMS ACS SC routine

Is invoked for both Recalls and Recovers

Is invoked for both SMS and non-SMS-controlled data sets

ARCRDEXT Exit (an HSM exit, with or without SMS environment)

Must reside in a linklist library (is supplied in CCTULINK)

Is invoked only if the HSM address space is active

Is invoked only for Recalls (not for Recovers)

Is invoked only for non-SMS controlled data sets, that is:

• ARCRDEXT sees only some of the Recalls in an SMS environment
• ARCRDEXT sees all Recalls in a non-SMS environment

To summarize, in an SMS environment:

For SMS controlled data sets:
IGDACSSC sees all Recalls and Recovers and ARCRDEXT sees none of them

For non-SMS controlled data sets:
IGDACSSC and ARCRDEXT both see all the Recalls but only IGDACSSC sees the Recovers

In a non-SMS environment:

• ARCRDEXT sees all Recalls
• Recovers are not seen at all

The DFSMSdss IGDACSSC Exit

NOTE

This exit applies only to SMS environments.

SMS calls the Storage Class exit IGDACSSC after processing the STORAGE class ACS routine. If the exit is called from
the RECALL or RECOVER environment, Vantage builds a restore activity log record by extracting information from the
read only record supplied to the exit. For Vantage to do this you must install the Vantage IGDACSSC exit on each system
that runs Vantage and performs recalls or recovers for SMS-managed data sets.

The IGDACSSC exit module looks for the Vantage RSTACSSC subroutine (linked together), and a user-coded exit (if
present) as follows:

1. Search for the user-coded exit module IGDACUX1.
If found, call it. If you want your exit program to be called first, you must name it IGDACUX1.

2. Search for the user-coded exit module IGDACUXT.
If found, call it. If you want your exit program to be called last, you must name it IGDACUXT.

IBM requires that the IGDACSSC exit program must be in an LPA library. Therefore the SMP/E installation has assembled
and linked this program and the RSTACSSC program into DSN=sys2.%%SMPPFX%%.CCTULPA. To install the exit,
perform the following steps:
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Add the CCTULPA library to the appropriate LPALSTxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB. For a previous release, you may
have copied IGDACSSC or RSTACSSC to another LPALIB. If so, delete the old copies and begin using IGDACSSC
directly from the CCTULPA library. This makes future SMP/E upgrades easier.

IPL your system with CLPA. DFSMS does not recognize the exit even if it is dynamically loaded into LPA. As a result, the
exit will not be active until the next IPL.

Specify Vantage system parameter RECOVER (Y) if you want recovers to be logged. Recalls are always logged, but
recovers are logged only if this parameter is specified.

NOTE

DFSMS does not call the exit when a Recover is performed with Replace into an existing data set. This is not
likely to happen often, but when it does it is not recorded in the recall activity log.

For more information about the user-coded exits and Vantage user modes, see System Exits.

The DFSMShsm ARCRDEXT Exit

The ARCRDEXT exit is called by DFSMShsm for recalls of data sets that are not managed by SMS. Vantage uses the
ARCRDEXT exit to build a log record by extracting information from the MCDS. For Vantage to do this, you must install
the Vantage ARCRDEXT exit and ARCRDVAN subroutine on each system that runs Vantage and performs DFSMShsm
recalls for non-SMS managed data sets.

NOTE
This exit applies only to non-SMS controlled data sets being recalled by DFSMShsm. In an SMS environment,
this means that it apples to probably only to the specific data sets. In a non-SMS environment, it applies to all
data sets.

When DFSMShsm performs a recall, it calls the ARCRDEXT exit if either SMS is not being used or the data set is not
controlled by SMS. For SMS-controlled data sets, the IGDACSSC exit is called.

NOTE
The ARCRDEXT is not called when a recover is performed. Therefore, HSM recover activity cannot be logged in
the non-SMS environment.

The ASTEX product also uses the DFSMShsm ARCRDEXT user exit. At the following levels of ASTEX and Vantage, both
products share (distribute) a common ARCRDEXT exit module:

ASTEX release 2.8 Service Pack 1 and above

The common ARCRDEXT exit module looks for the ASTEX ARCRDASX subroutine, the Vantage ARCRDVAN subroutine,
and a user-coded exit module that must be named ARCRDUXT. It then calls these subroutines (those that were found) in
the following order: ARCRDUXT, ARCRDASX, then ARCRDVAN. The common ARCRDEXT exit module can be installed
by either product. Each product must install its own ARCRDASX or ARCRDVAN subroutine. The ARCRDUXT is your
locally written user exit, if it exists.

To Install the ARCRDEXT Exit and ARCRDVAN subroutine

To install the Vantage ARCRDEXT exit and ARCRDVAN subroutine, perform the following steps:

Examine the DFSMShsm parameter library and look for the following statements:

SETSYS -

EXITON(ARCRDEXT)

If these statements do not exist, then add them and proceed to step 3 below.
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Determine the owner of the ARCRDEXT module in linklist:

1. If the owner is ASTEX 2.8.0 or below, then rename the module to ARCRDASX. The Vantage ARCRDEXT exit
passes control to ARCRDASX when a DFSMShsm recall allocation takes place for a non-SMS managed data set.
Proceed to Step 3.

2. If the owner is ASTEX 2.8.1 or above, then delete the module. Proceed to step 3.
3. If the owner is Vantage and you are using the unmodified ARCRDEXT as previously distributed, then delete it and

proceed to Step 3.
4. If the owner is Vantage but you modified the source to call your local exit and applied it as USERMOD SAMUM02

(obsolete), then examine your modified ARCRDEXT source code and find the name of your exit. Ensure that
your exit is in a linklist data set and rename it to ARCRDUXT. The Vantage ARCRDEXT passes control to ARCRDUXT
when a DFSMShsm recall allocation takes place for a non-SMS managed data set. Proceed to Step 3.

5. If the owner is not Vantage or ASTEX, then rename the module to ARCRDUXT. The Vantage ARCRDEXT exit passes
control to ARCRDUXT when a DFSMShsm recall allocation takes place for a non-SMS managed data set.

Add the CCTULINK library to your linklist by updating the appropriate LNKLSTxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB. This takes
effect with the next IPL. The Vantage ARCRDEXT exit and ARCRDVAN subroutine reside in this library.

If you can dynamically add CCTULINK to your active linklist, this eliminates the need for an IPL. Otherwise the updates
activate only after the next IPL. Issue the following system console command to dynamically activate your updates to the
active linklist:

F LLA,REFRESH

Issue the following DFHSM console commands to dynamically activate the new Vantage exit and subroutine:

SETSYS EXITOFF(ARCRDEXT)

SETSYS EXITON(ARCRDEXT)

The updates activate only after you restart the DFHSM.

SYSPROG - Grant Security Authority to Perform DFSMShsm Actions

To allow Vantage users the ability to perform actions on DFSMShsm objects, you must give them authority within your
security system.

NOTE
For more information, see Actions Against Non-Tape Related Objects.

Configuring the Tape Resource Option
All licensed or evaluation customers of the Vantage Tape Resource Option should perform this configuration to enable
Tape Resource features.

If you are licensed for the Tape Resource Option, set the SUVISTA system parameter to (Y), as some Tape Resource
Management objects may be dependent on this value. Use the host configuration section of MTC-M to specify all system
parameters for this option. Other configuration items are described in this section, including modifying the start-up JCL
for external APIs, and creating an input list for Tap Volume Performance. You should then configure the tape devices and
media component. Vantage can collect and analyze statistics about your tape devices and volumes. The data can be
collected in real time for the z/OS image on which the Hardware Monitor is running (the Hardware Monitor provides the
real-time hook), or batch jobs can be used to extract data from appropriate LOGREC data sets.

SYSPROG - Modify Start-Up JCL for External APIs

If you activate options that cause interaction with other products, Vantage must be able to load and execute the various
product APIs. Such APIs are often available through the system linklist. If they are not, and if they do not reside in the
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same load library as Vantage, concatenate the appropriate product load library to the STEPLIB DD statement in the
SAMS JCL procedure.

If you use any of the following products, and you activate the corresponding support within Vantage, ensure that the
appropriate load libraries are available:

• ASG-Zara - a tape management system
• StorageTek's Robotic Tape Silos
• Vtape - a Virtual Tape product that is hardware independent

NOTE
When an API is not available, Vantage customarily intercepts the 806 abend and issues appropriate messages.
z/OS usually issues the message: CSV003I REQUESTED MODULE <pgmname> NOT FOUND.

Create Tape Volume Performance Multiple LPAR Input List

The Tape Volume Performance from Input List object requires that you create an SMF dump data set on each of the
LPARS from where you want to see Tape Volume Performance data, and you make them available through an Input List
on the LPAR where Vantage is running.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the SMF dump job that fits your needs.
The CCTUSAMP data set contains sample jobs for creating the SMF dump data sets. The sample members are
SMF21DP and SMF21DL. The following SMF dump jobs are available:
– Member SMF21DP contains JCL to run the SMF Data Set Dump program PGM=IFASMFDP.
– Member SMF21DL contains JCL to run the SMF Log Stream Dump program PGM=IFASMFDL.

2. Configure the SMF dump job that you want to use, by doing one of the following:
– Copy the member (either SMF21DP or SMF21DL) over to each LPAR, adjust the JCL to run there, and schedule

the job to run regularly.
– Copy the member (either SMF21DP or SMF21DL) into one single JCLLIB member on the LPAR where Vantage is

running. Use a GOA script to submit the jobs regularly, by doing the following:
a. Copy the sample SMF dump job that you want to use, to your JCLLIB. Repeat the JCL for each LPAR you want

to produce an SMF dump for and use a job card with SYSAFF for the desired LPAR. The sample SMF dump
jobs are located in the SMF21DP or SMF21DL member.

b. Review the sample member prolog and adjust the job according to your standards.
c. Copy the sample GOA script to your GOA script data set (AUTOSCR). The sample GOA script is contained in

the member SMF21SCR in the CCTUSAMP data set.
d. Edit the script. Adjust the timing to when you want it to perform the submit job action, and what member to

submit (either SMF21DP or SMP21DL).
3. Identify the data sets through a parameter pointing to an input list in the CONFIG member in your user PARMLIB data

set, after you have created the SMF record type 21 dump data sets, by doing the following:
a. Specify the SMF21LST parameter as follows:

SMF21LST (<SMF21LST>)

b. Create the SMF21LST input list in the CONFIG member as follows:
<SMF21LST>

CA.VANT.SYSN1.SMF21DMP

CA.VANT.SYSN2.SMF21DMP

CA.VANT.SYSN3.SMF21DMP

CA.VANT.SYSN4.SMF21DMP

4. Copy the CCUUDEFS member in the CCTUSAMP data set to your user PARMLIB dataset. Then, configure the
CCUUDEFS member in your PARMLIB.
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SMF record type 21 contains UCB (CCUU) address, volume serial number, device number, unit type, and bytes read
and written.
SMF record type 21 does not contain information that enables the object Tape Unit Performance to indicate what VTS
name the UCB address belongs to.
The following table defines VTS information based on UCB address ranges:
*UCB Addr 

 *Range VTS Name Unit Name 

 *-------- 11------ 20------ 

 0600-06FF VTSSA VTAPE1 

 0700-07FF VTSSB VTAPE2

This table can also be used for other purposes, for example, to get the name and unit type connected to a UCB range
as shown.
A combination of SMF record type 21 and the previous table is used to show throughput of the VTSS regarding the
movement between DASD and the different VTVs.
Enter UCB address ranges and the equipment names you want to use for these UCB address ranges. The VTS and
Unit Names show up in the "Tape Performance" objects.

The input list data sets are created and available to the running Vantage task.

SYSPROG Run Install Job J07MEDIA

This job allocates and initializes your configuration data sets for the tape device and media component. If not already
done, find this job in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it to your needs as instructed in the comments at the beginning of
the member, and run it now. You can omit or delete the steps for options and components you do not use.

Enable Media Component

To enable this support, follow these steps:

1. Set the appropriate system parameters. For more information, see Configure System Parameters.

NOTE
For more information about message collection, see the descriptions of system parameters MPMDEVDA,
MPMDEVDH, and MPMDEVDS in VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

2. Define KSDS data sets to hold the data. This is done as part of the J07MEDIA job.

NOTE
For more information, see the instructions in the J07MEDIA job.

Install job J07MEDIA defines KSDS data sets, one for each of the following:
– Tape device statistics per month/week, day, and hour
– Tape volume statistics

NOTE
For information about using RLS, see the instructions in the J07MEDIA job.

3. Load MDR and OBR logrec records to the KSDS data sets (optional) as follows:
a. Copy member MPMEREP from the CCTUSAMP library to your JCLLIB. Modify it as needed, and run it.

This extracts the MDR and OBR records from LOGREC.
b. Copy member MPMEXEC from the CCTUSAMP library to your JCLLIB. Modify it as needed, and run it.

This loads the extracted records into the Vantage KSDS data sets.
4. Define volume ranges (filters) for summary reports.

Two error summaries are provided, one summary for temporary errors and another summary for permanent errors.
Each report summarizes error information based on any user-defined range of cartridges (volumes). You can define as
many volume ranges as necessary:
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a. If it does not already exist, create filter member FILTMPM1 in your PARMLIB by copying it from the CCTUSAMP
library. The sample defines several volume ranges (virtual or real volumes), each consisting of two lines, as in the
following example:
SET_SUM_LABEL=LabelName

SET_SUM_FILTER=MVOVOL GE 40001 AND MVOVOL LE 49999

For a list of other field variables that can be used in the filter, run the GENMAP utility for object MPMVOL. See
member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library for this utility. All the substitution variables (without the enclosing %
% signs) can be used within the filter.

b. In the first line, assign a label name to the filter range.
The label that you assign to each range appears in column 1 of the summary report.

c. In the second line, enter the beginning and ending values for the range of volumes.
Define up to 25 volume filter ranges.
Observe the following syntax rules:
– LabelName should not exceed 16 characters.
– Do not change the MVOVOL keyword.
– If a statement exceeds one line, begin subsequent lines with a space.
– You can use numeric ranges with the GE and LE keywords.
– You can use patterns with the PI and PE keywords (for Pattern Include and Pattern Exclude respectively). To create

patterns, see the section Wildcard Characters and Pattern Strings.
– Do not mix AND conditions with OR conditions, use one or the other.
– Do not use parentheses.

5. Edit PARMLIB member SUMMARY to activate the error summaries.
The distributed SUMMARY member contains the following comment line:
*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRMPM   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR TRM

Uncomment this line (delete the * in column one such that the %%INCLUDE starts in the first position).

To access the error summary reports from the Windows Client or the View 3270 Client, in the z/OS Object Tree select
Tape Resource Management, Tape Devices and Media, Error Summaries, and then select Temporary Errors (Volume
Ranges) or Permanent Errors (Volume Ranges).

Configure TMSAUDIT Script - Audit your Tape Management System

The audit support can find all the tape entries in z/OS catalogs, the DFSMShsm OCDS, the Disk ARCHVOLS, and your
GRAU/Emass, STK silos, IBM 349X VTS, or Vtape, and validate that your tape management system contains entries for
those tapes.

This is done using the audit-script TMSAUDIT that runs under the audit-server.

By default, the audit-server is active.

To configure this script

1. In the Windows Client, select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then select Audit Scripts
The Audit Script Builder wizard opens

2. In the Script Selection page, select the TMSAUDIT script
3. Follow the instructions in the wizard to configure the audit functions you want to perform on your tape management

system
NOTE
To perform the audit against the DFSMShsm OCDS, you must also have the license for the Vantage
Interface for DFSMShsm. To perform the audit against Disk ARCHVOLS, you must also have the license for
the Vantage Interface for Disk.

To deactivate the audit server at system startup (prevent it from starting), specify the following system parameter:
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AUTAUDIT (N)

To stop the audit server manually, issue the following modify command:

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=AUDIT

To start the audit server manually, issue the following modify command:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=AUDIT

Configure the MISMATCH Script - Summary of Scratch-Tape Mismatches

The audit support can audit the scratch tapes as indicated in your tape management system, against the scratch tapes in
your silos (STK, IBM 349X VTS, Vtape, or GRAU/Emass).

This is done using the audit script MISMATCH that runs under the audit server.

By default, the audit server is active.

To configure this script

1. In the Windows Client select: z/OS, Object Scripting, and then Audit Scripts
The Audit Script Builder wizard opens

2. In the Script Selection page, select the MISMATCH script
3. Follow the instructions in the wizard

To deactivate the audit server at system start up (prevent it from starting), specify the following system parameter:

AUTAUDIT (N)

To stop the audit server manually, issue the following modify command:

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=AUDIT

To start the audit server manually, issue the following modify command:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=AUDIT

SYSPROG - Configure OCDS and ARCHVOLS Audits for External Data Manager

CA 1 uses member TMOEDMxx with its External Data Manager support for tapes. The member contains pattern names
for data sets archived or backed up to tape with either DFSMShsm or Disk.

Vantage must know equivalent pattern information when it audits the HSM OCDS, or the Disk ARCHVOLS.

To configure OCDS and ARCHVOLS audits for the external data manager

1. Create Vantage PARMLIB member VANEDM00 from its sample in the CCTUSAMP library.
2. Edit the VANEDM00 member and copy in your CA 1 control member TMOEDMxx.
3. Customize VANEDM00 to specify the pattern names using the Vantage wildcard characters (instead of the CA 1

wildcard characters). Follow the examples within the sample member.

Observe the following:

• Member VANEDM00 is used only by Vantage. This member is not a replacement for the TMC CTAPOPTN member
TMOEDMxx that belongs to CA 1.

• VANEDM00 does not have to be the member name for Vantage. However, if you use a different member name, you
must provide system parameter VANEDM00 (actual_member-name) to point to the new member.

NOTE
For more information about Vantage wildcard characters, see Wildcard Characters and Pattern Strings.
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Configure for CA 1 and TLMS Additional Functionality
If you use CA 1 or TLMS tape management systems, perform this additional configuration.

NOTE
For the initial configuration steps needed for CA 1 and TLMS, see Configuring GMI-Qualified Products.

SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J05CA1T or J05TLMST

Each job copies additional audit and system script members for the indicated tape management system to the script data
set. If not already done, find the appropriate job in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it to your needs as instructed in the
comments at the beginning of the member, and run it now.

Configure for BMC Control-M/Tape
Support for BMC Control-M/Tape is part of the Vantage Tape Resource Option, but not part of GMI.

To configure for Control-M/Tape, review this section and perform the tasks as needed.

SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J05BMCCT

This job copies additional script members VNSBCT01 and VNSBCT02 for the indicated tape management system to the
script data set. The job also copies the VNJBCT01 member to your JCLLIB library. This member calls the BMC Control-M
utility to collect the data. If not already done, find the appropriate job in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it to your needs
as instructed in the comments at the beginning of the member, and run it.

Configure the  BMC Control-M/Tape Extract Utility Job to Extract Data from the BMC Control-M/Tape Control File 

To configure the BMC Control-M/Tape Extract utility job to extract data from the BMC Control-M/Tape Control file, perform
the following steps:

1. Export the control data set from BMC Control-M/Tape using the VNSBCT01 object script action for the volumes object
and the VNSBCT02 object script action for the files object. The actions call the VNJBCT01 JCL. VNJBCT01 is used for
both BMC Control-M/Tape objects. This JCL includes setup for the Control-M utility IOADUL or CTTDBDUL. The setup
utility is selected based on your BMC Control-M/Tape version. The utility output data set is specified in this step.
a. Use DBFILE=MDBD and DEFILEO=SEQ.
b. Use the fixed length block record format (FB format) and the logical record length of 660 (LRECL=660).
c. The file is identified by the VKGBCDSN system parameter. Ensure that the data set exists in the following

parameter:
VKGBCDSN (%%DSNPFX%%.CONTROLM.DATA)

2. Automate the job to extract the control data set from BMC Control-M/Tape. If you want to receive current data, fire the
job using an object script action. 

3. When you change the VKGBCDSN parameter, restart the SAMS manually by issuing the following Modify command:
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

Configure for ASG-Zara and DFSMSrmm Tape Management Systems
If you use ASG-Zara or DFSMSrmm tape management systems, perform this configuration.

For information about setting Vantage system parameters, see Host Configuration. More configuration items are described
in the following sections.
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SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J05ASGZ or J05RMM

Each job allocates and initializes the configuration data sets for the indicated tape management system. If not already
done, find the appropriate job in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it to your needs as instructed in the comments at the
beginning of the member, and run it now.

Configure Checkpoint Scripts for Tape Mgmt Systems

The Vantage Disk Checkpoint service is designed to enhance system performance for vendor objects in which the vendor
APIs are considered too slow for retrieving many records. Tape management (volume and file) objects are in this group.

Disk checkpoint data sets are dynamically allocated and written with the aid of scripts. Sample scripts are distributed in
the CCTUSAMP library. Each script uses the tape management system native API (which can be rather slow) to retrieve
the needed data, at a scheduled low-impact time, and checkpoint it to a sequential disk file.

When you request these objects from any clients of this product, View Mode=DC is automatically used (it is the default),
and the data is read from the checkpoint data set at a much higher speed. You can also select View Mode=RT, which
means that the slower native API is used to get the data in Real Time, and you have to wait considerably longer to get the
data.

Proper configuration involves scheduling the checkpoint scripts to run just frequently enough to allow normal analysis to
be done from the checkpoint data.

Find the disk checkpoint scripts appropriate for your tape management system as in the following paragraph. Copy the
appropriate scripts from the CCTUSAMP library to your system script library, as named by system parameter SYSTSCR.
It is recommended that you enable these scripts. The header of each sample contains information about how to activate
the script.

NOTE
For the RMM Files object the DSKRMMF script does not create a Disk Checkpoint file, but submits an RMM
Extract Utility batch job that creates a flat file used by the Vantage PC clients when accessing the RMM Files
object. For more information, see SYSPROG - Configure the RMM Extract Utility Job to Extract RMM Files Data.

The following Checkpoint and Disk Interval scripts are available for the different tape management systems:

DSKRMMF
Tape Management System: DFSMSrmm
Object: Files

DSKRMMV
Tape Management System: DFSMSrmm
Object: Volumes

DSKZARF
Tape Management System: ASG Zara
Object: Files

DSKZARV
Tape Management System: ASG Zara
Object: Volumes

On the SET_NUMB_RECORDS= statement, specify a number equal to or greater than the actual number of tape records
(files or volumes) that exist in your control data set. This number determines the space allocation for the capture or
checkpoint data set. If it is too small, B37 abends occur.

You can control the allocation of checkpoint data sets to SMS volumes in two ways:

• Use your SMS ACS routines (or other product equivalents)
• Specify system parameter CAPSC (and optionally CAPMC and CAPDC)
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If you direct these data sets to SMS volumes, do not assign a Management Class that has the Immediate idle space
release attribute, YI or CI. Yes (Y) and Conditional (C) release are okay to use, but Yes Immediate (YI) or Conditional
Immediate (CI) must not be used. For large objects, the capture or checkpoint object is written in chunks, opening and
closing the data set with DISP=MOD for each chunk. Immediate release after the first chunk causes B37 abends writing
the remaining portions of the object.

Configure Summary Reports for Tape Mgmt Systems

This product provides several tape summary reports for each tape management system. To enable these reports, do two
things. The first is common to all tape management systems and is described here. The second is unique for each tape
management system, and is therefore described under the instructions for each specific system.

First edit PARMLIB member SUMMARY to activate the reports. If this member does not exist, copy it from the
CCTUSAMP library. Part of the SUMMARY member is shown in the following sample:

**********************************************************************

*

* TAPE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS SUPPORTED:

*

**********************************************************************

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRVIS   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR CA 1 - TMC SUMMARIES

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRTLMS  * SUMMARY DEFS FOR CA TLMS SUMMARIES

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRRMM   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR DFSMSRMM SUMMARIES

*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRZAR   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR ASG-ZARA SUMMARIES

As shown in the example, the member contains a %%INCLUDE MEMBER= statement for each of the different tape
management systems. These statements are distributed as comments with the asterisk (*) in the first column of the
member.

To activate the summaries for your tape management system, uncomment the appropriate line by deleting the asterisk in
column 1, and ensure the %%INCLUDE statement starts in the first column.

The second part of the configuration is to review and configure the filter members unique to your tape management
system. So find your tape management system in the following sections, and continue.

Configure for ASG-Zara

Support for ASG-Zara is part of the Vantage Tape Resource Option (it is not part of Vantage GMI). To configure for ASG-
Zara, review the following sections and perform the tasks as needed.

SYSPROG - Configure SAMS JCL Procedure for ASG-Zara API

Ensure that Vantage has access to the ASG-Zara API. If DSN=your.asg.zara.loadlib is not in your system linklist,
update the SAMS JCL procedure and concatenate it to the //STEPLIB DD statement.

Configure Tape Summary Report Filters for ASG-Zara

NOTE
All the FILTZAxx members must be created and customized for tape volume summaries to work properly. If
these members do not exist in your PARMLIB yet, copy them from the CCTUSAMP library.

The following is a list of PARMLIB Members for the ASG-Zara Tape Volume Summaries:

FILTZAAC
Used to qualify tapes into groups depending on the last Accounting data to the tape.

FILTZAMB
Used to qualify tapes into groups depending on MBs written to the tape.
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FILTZATD
Used to qualify data set name patterns into groups that correspond to your installation.

Configure the FILTZAxx Members

To configure the FILTZAxx-member

Perform the following steps to configure the FILTZAxx member:

1. Observe that the sample FILTZATD member looks like this:
*

SET_SUM_LABEL=RZINT. TAPES

SET_SUM_FILTER='ST1 INFO' = A AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'RZINT./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=T6050WDS TAPES

SET_SUM_FILTER='ST1 INFO' = A AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'T6050WDS./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=PSSA300 TAPES

SET_SUM_FILTER='ST1 INFO' = A AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'PSS.A300./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=DMS BACKUP

SET_SUM_FILTER='ST1 INFO' = A AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'DMS0S./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=VOLUME DUMPS

SET_SUM_FILTER='ST1 INFO' = A AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'SYS4S.MVSS./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=HSM MIGRATIONS

SET_SUM_FILTER='ST1 INFO' = A AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'HSM.HMIG/'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=HSM BACKUPS

SET_SUM_FILTER='ST1 INFO' = A AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'HSM./'

2. Customize this member to suit your installation needs.
Create groups consisting of the following two keywords:
SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

A maximum of 1000 such groups is allowed.
SET_SUM_LABEL=

Gives the grouping its group name. In the example above, the group name for the first group is RZINT.TAPES. A
maximum of 16 characters can be used to describe the group name.

SET_SUM_FILTER=
Qualifies the tapes into the different groups you create. Use the ST1 INFO = A keyword to select only active tapes
in the group (not tapes with scratch status). For a list of other field variables that can be used in the filter, run the
GENMAP utility for object VISZARA. See member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library for this utility. All the
substitution variables (without the enclosing %% signs) can be used within the filter.

3. Now customize the other FILTZAxx members to suit your installation.

NOTE
For information regarding syntax rules, see SET_SUM_FILTER Syntax Rules in the section Configure the
FILTVIxx Members. See also Filter Syntax Rules.

Configure Model JCL for ASG-Zara

To Scratch, Expire or Update an ASG-Zara tape, batch jobs can be used. Model JCL is provided for these functions.
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Copy sample members SAMPJC14-16 from the CCTUSAMP library to your JCLLIB and modify them as appropriate.

• SAMPJC14 is used to scratch a volume.
• SAMPJC15 is used to expire a chain containing the specified volume. For each data set on the volume or volume

chain, the expiration date is set to the current date.
• SAMPJC16 is used to update accounting information for a volume.

NOTE
The scratch and update abilities also exist as direct actions that can be performed from the Windows Client.

Configure for DFSMSrmm

Support for DFSMSrmm is part of the Vantage Tape Resource Option (it is not part of Vantage GMI). To configure for
DFSMSrmm, review the following sections and perform the tasks as needed.

SYSPROG - Configure the RMM Extract Utility Job to Extract RMM Files Data

To configure the RMM Extract utility job to extract RMM Files data, perform the following steps:

1. The data set to contain the RMM Extract utility information is allocated as part of the job J05RMM as stated in the
section SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J05ASGZ or J05RMM. The file is identified by the RMMEXDSN system
parameter. Ensure that the data set in the following parameter exists:
RMMEXDSN (%%DSNPFX%%.RMMEXDSN)

NOTE
If you already produce an RMM Extract file using the EDGHSKP utility with the
PARM='RPTEXT,DATEFORM(J)', then you can point to the extract file with the RMMEXDSN parameter, and
you do not have to run the DSKRMMF script or the RMMFRPT job. However, we recommend that you copy
and run the VANSENDM step in your Extract job such that the RMM Files object in Vantage is updated with
the correct TOKEN (date and time) for when the extract file was made.

2. Create member RMMFRPT in your JCLLIB by copying it from the CCTUSAMP library. This job, which executes
the RMM Extract, has two steps, one to run the extract utility, and one to set the Disk Interval token (that is, update
Vantage with the date and time of when the job was run).

3. Ensure that the output data sets in RMMFRPT match the name that is specified in the RMMEXDSN system parameter.
Automate the RMMFRPT job to extract the data by using the system script DSKRMMF, distributed with the system, to
schedule and run the RMMFRPT job as often or seldom as you need. If DSKRMMF is not in your system script library,
copy it from the CCTUSAMP library.
a. To enable this script, do one of the following actions:

• Edit system script DSKRMMF and modify the statement:
    SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB,MEMBER=RMMFRPT

    PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0100

Ensure that the DSN= parameter points to the data set that contains your customized RMMFRPT member.
Uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement (move it one space to the left so that the line begins in position
1) and specify an execution date and time. For example:
• Use the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values. In the Windows Client menu

bar, select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then System Scripts. In the Script Selection page of the wizard, select
the script DSKRMMF.

b. By default, the system server is started at system startup. If you do not want auto startup, specify system
parameter AUTSYS (N).

c. Start the system-server manually if desired by issuing the following modify commands:
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

F SAMS,AUTO,START=SYSTEM

The DSKRMMF script (and other system scripts) is now loaded and active, waiting to run at your scheduled time.
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d. To refresh the script from disk, issue the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,DSKRMMF

e. To execute the script on demand, do one of the following:
• Issue the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,DSKRMMF

• Use the Fire Script action from the object displays on one of the clients.

Configure Tape Summary Report Filters for DFSMSrmm

NOTE
All the FILTRMxx members must be created and customized for tape volume summaries to work properly. If
these members do not exist in your PARMLIB yet, copy them from the CCTUSAMP library.

The following are the PARMLIB members for the DFSMSrmm Tape Volume Summaries:

NOTE
In the following descriptions, active tapes are tapes that are not in scratch status.

FILTRMKB
Used to qualify active tapes into groups depending on the number of bytes written to the tape.

FILTRMSG
Used to qualify tapes into groups depending on the SMS storage group (SG) of the tape.

FILTRMTD
Used to qualify active tapes into groups based on the first data set name that is written to the tape.

FILTRMJO
Used to qualify active tapes into groups based upon the last jobname that used the tape.

Configure the FILTRMxx Members

To configure the FILTRMxx members, perform the following steps:

1. Observe that the sample FILTRMTD member looks like this:
SET_SUM_LABEL=PSSA300 TAPES

SET_SUM_FILTER='VOLUME STATUS' NE S

    AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'PSS.A300./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=DMS

SET_SUM_FILTER='VOLUME STATUS' NE S

    AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'DMS0S./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=VOLUME DUMPS

SET_SUM_FILTER='VOLUME STATUS' NE S

    AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'SYS4S.MVSS./'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=HSM MIGRATIONS

SET_SUM_FILTER='VOLUME STATUS' NE S

    AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'HSM.HMIG/'

*

SET_SUM_LABEL=HSM BACKUPS

SET_SUM_FILTER='VOLUME STATUS' NE S

    AND 'DATA SET NAME' INCL 'HSM./'

*

2. Customize this member to suit your installation.
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Create groups consisting of the following two keywords:
SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

A maximum of 1000 such groups is allowed.
SET_SUM_LABEL=

Gives the grouping its group name. In the example above, the group name for the first group is PSSA300 TAPES.
A maximum of 16 characters can be used to describe the group name.

SET_SUM_FILTER=
Qualifies the tapes into the different groups that you create. Use the 'VOLUME STATUS' NE S filter to select only
active tapes in the group (not tapes with scratch status). For a list of other field variables that can be used in the
filter, run the GENMAP utility for object VISRMMV. See member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library for this
utility. All the substitution variables (without the enclosing %% signs) can be used within the filter.

3. Now customize the other FILTRMxx members to suit your installation.

NOTE
For more information about syntax rules, see SET_SUM_FILTER Syntax Rules in the section Configure the
FILTVIxx Members. See also Filter Syntax Rules.

SYSPROG - Grant Security Authority to Perform RMM Actions

To allow Vantage users the ability to perform actions on objects residing in the RMM Control Data Set (CDS), give them
authority within your security system to update the control data set (CDS) data set. They also need to be able to issue
SEARCHVOLUME and SEARCHDATASET commands.

NOTE
For more information, see the section Authorizing DFSMSrmm Users and Ensuring Security in the IBM guides
DFSMSrmm Guide and Reference Manual. For more information about Vantage security setup, see Securing.

Configure Data Set Groups (Applications) on DFSMSrmm or ASG-Zara Tapes

The input for this object comes from your tape management system. If you use DFSMSrmm or ASG-Zara, the separately
licensed Vantage Tape Resource Option is required. Perform this configuration only if you license that option.

For information about how to define and manage data set groups, see Configure Data Set Groups. If you want to collect
statistics for the groups on tape storage, define filters for the DFSMSrmm and ASG-Zara.

The Data Set Groups on Tape Storage are defined in the same manner as groups on Primary and Secondary Storage.

TAPSTATS Script - Statistics for Data Set Groups on DFSMSrmm or ASG-Zara Tape Storage

TAPSTATS Script builds the Tape Group object in the same manner as the GRPSTATS is used to build the Primary Group
object. The TAPSTATS system script uses the DFSMSrmm Files and ASG-Zara Files as input. The script matches each
data set to its groups as defined in the GDEFS member, and calculates the statistics for the group.

Configure for Tape Robotic Systems
To configure your tape robotic systems, review the following sections and perform the tasks as needed.

SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J04ROBOT

This job allocates and initializes your configuration data sets for the tape robotic systems. If not already done, find this job
in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it to your needs as instructed in the comments at the beginning of the member, and
run it now. You can omit or delete the steps for options and components you will not use.
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Configure for StorageTek (STK) Robotics

The following data from the HSC control data set is needed as input for the robotic objects:

• Automated Cartridge System (ACS)
• Library Storage Module (LSM) information
• ACS volume information
• Host Software Component (HSC) audit information

ACS is a StorageTek term. ACS is the library subsystem consisting of one or two LMUs, and from 1 to 16 attached
LSMs. For the ACS information, Vantage can use the STK batch API (module SLSUCAL) if you are running STK HSC
release 2.1 or higher. In all cases you must run the STK SLUADMIN batch utility to extract the STK Volumes (VOLRPT
utility) data. An SLUADMIN extract must be done for the audit information.

If you are running STK HSC release 6.2 or higher you may configure XML output from HSC. Only STK Display ACS object
is supporting XML at this moment in addition to batch API.

As explained in the following sections, to configure Vantage to obtain the above data, you must:

• Configure the SAMS JCL procedure for access to the STK batch API
• Configure the STK utility job to extract ACS data
• Configure the STK utility job to extract Display ACS XML data
• Configure the STK utility Job to extract HSC audit data
• Configure operator commands for HSC

WARNING

• The legacy interface STK Batch API will be removed from Vantage in a future release. Wherever possible,
use online Universal User Interface (UUI) instead. For more information, see Configure for STK Tape Robotic
and Virtual Tape Systems.

• Flat file reports are no longer supported.

SYSPROG - Configure SAMS JCL Procedure for Access to STK's Batch API

If you are running STK HSC release 2.1 or higher, ensure Vantage has access to the STK batch API.
If DSN=your.stk.hsc.loadlib is not in your system linklist, update the SAMS JCL procedure and concatenate it to the //
STEPLIB DD statement.

Add the following to your Vantage started task procedure and modify the DSNames to what is correct for your installation:

//SLSCNTL  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.primary.CDS

//SLSCNTL2 DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.secondary.CDS

//SLSSTBY  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=your.standby.CDS

The most recently updated control data set (CDS) specified in the SLSCNTL, SLSCNTL2, or SLSSTBY DD names are
now selected for the BATCHAPI processing.

SYSPROG - Configure the STK Utility Job to Extract ACS Data

To configure the STK utility job to extract ACS data perform the following steps:

1. Data sets to contain the ACS report information are allocated as part of the job J04ROBOT, as described in the
section SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J04ROBOT. They are identified by the system parameters ACSLDSN and
ACSVOLDS. Ensure that these data sets exist.
ACSLDSN  (%%DSNPFX%%.ACSLDSN)

ACSVOLDS (%%DSNPFX%%.ACSVOLDS)

2. Create member ACSRPT in your JCLLIB by copying it from the CCTUSAMP library. This job, which executes the
SLUADMIN utility, has two steps to extract the needed ACS report data.
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3. Ensure that the output data sets in ACSRPT match the names specified in the system parameters listed in Step 1.
4. Automate the ACSRPT job for extracting data.

You can use the system script STKACS, distributed with the system, to schedule and run the ACSRPT job as often or
seldom as you need. If STKACS is not in your system script library, copy it from the CCTUSAMP library. To enable this
script do the following:
a. Edit system script STKACS and modify the statement:

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB,MEMBER=ACSRPT

Ensure that the DSN= parameter points to the data set that contains your customized ACSRPT member.
Uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement (move it one space to the left so that the line begins in position
1) and specify an execution date and time. For example:
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0100

Or the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values. In the Windows Client menu bar,
select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then System Scripts. In the Script Selection page of the wizard, select the script
STKACS.

b. By default, the System Server is started at system start up.
If you do not want auto start up, specify system parameter AUTSYS (N).

c. Start the System Server manually if desired.
Issue the following modify commands:
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

F SAMS,AUTO,START=SYSTEM

The STKACS script (and other system scripts) is now loaded and active, waiting to run at your scheduled time.
d. To refresh the script from disk, issue:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,STKACS

e. To execute the script on demand, do one of the following:
• Issue the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,STKACS

• From the object displays on one of the clients, use the Fire Script action.

SYSPROG - Configure the STK Utility Job to Extract Display ACS XML Data

NOTE
HSC 6.2 or higher is required for this.

 To configure the STK utility job to extract ACS data  

1. Data set to contain the Display ACS XML report information is allocated as part of the job J04ROBOT, as described
in the section SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J04ROBOT. It is identified by the system parameter STKDACS. Ensure
that this data set exists.
STKDACS (%%DSNPFX%%.STKDACS)

2. Create member ACSRPTX in your JCLLIB by copying it from the CCTUSAMP library. This job, which executes the
SLUADMIN utility, has three steps to extract the needed ACS report data.

3. Ensure that the output data set in ACSRPTX match the name specified in the system parameter listed in Step 1.
4. Automate the ACSRPTX job for extracting data.

You can use the system script STKACSX, distributed with the system, to schedule and run the ACSRPTX job as often
or seldom as you need. If STKACSX is not in your system script library, copy it from the CCTUSAMP library. To enable
this script do the following:
a. Edit system script STKACSX and modify the statement:

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB,MEMBER=ACSRPTX
Ensure that the DSN= parameter points to the data set that contains your customized ACSRPTX member.
Uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement (move it one space to the left so that the line begins in position
1) and specify an execution date and time. For example:
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PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0100
Or use the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values. In the Windows Client menu
bar, select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then System Scripts. In the Script Selection page of the wizard, select the
script STKACSX.

b. By default, the System Server is started at system start up.
If you do not want auto start up, specify system parameter AUTSYS (N).

c. Start the System Server manually if desired.
Issue the following modify commands:
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS
F SAMS,AUTO,START=SYSTEM
The STKACSX script (and other system scripts) is now loaded and active, waiting to run at your scheduled time.

d. To refresh the script from disk, issue the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,STKACSX

e. To execute the script on demand, do one of the following:
• Issue the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,STKACSX
• From the object displays on one of the clients, use the Fire Script action.

5. Set system parameter STKPRAPI to N if you want to prefer XML method instead of the batch API method. This
impacts only the object STK Display ACS (HSC 6.2-). The STK Batch API method can only be used when ACS is
connected through the station (terminal). The object STK Display ACS (HSC 7.0+) always uses the XML method.

SYSPROG - Configure the STK Utility Job to Extract HSC Audit Data

WARNING
Do not run this audit during silo maintenance times such as when ejecting or adding tapes. The audit will put a
lock on all the silos until the audit is finished.

1. The data set to contain the HSC Audit Report information is allocated as part of the job J04ROBOT, as described
in SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J04ROBOT. It is identified by the following system parameter. Ensure that this data
set exists.
STKAUDIT  (%%DSNPFX%%.STKAUDIT)

2. Create member JCLAUDIT in your JCLLIB by copying it from the CCTUSAMP library. This job executes the
SLUADMIN utility.

3. Ensure that the output data set in JCLAUDIT matches the name specified in the system parameter listed in Step
1. One method to do this is to use the system parameter variable in the JCL, that is, DSN=%%STKAUDIT%%.
When Vantage submits this JCL, it will replace the variable with the value of the parameter.

4. Automate the JCLAUDIT job for extracting data.
You can use audit script STKAUDIT, distributed with the system, to schedule and run the JCLAUDIT job as often or
seldom as you need. If STKAUDIT is not in your system script library, copy it from the CCTUSAMP library.
To enable this script do the following:
a. Edit audit-script STKAUDIT and modify the statement:

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB,MEMBER=JCLAUDIT

Ensure that the DSN= parameter points to the data set that contains your customized JCLAUDIT member.
Uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement (move it one space to the left so that the line begins in position
1) and specify an execution date and time. For example:
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0100

Or use the Wizard in the Windows Client to set these values. In the Windows Client menu, select z/OS, Object
Scripting, Audit Scripts, and HSC Audit Report.

b. By default, the Audit Server is started at system start up.
If you do not want auto start up, specify system parameter AUTAUDIT (N).

c. Start the Audit Server manually if desired.
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Issue the following modify commands:
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

F SAMS,AUTO,START=AUDIT

The STKAUDIT script (and other audit scripts) is now loaded and active, waiting to run at your scheduled time.
d. To refresh the script from disk, issue:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=AUDIT,STKAUDIT

e. To execute the script on demand, do one of the following:
• Issue the following command:
F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=AUDIT,STKAUDIT

• From the object displays on one of the clients, use the Fire Script action.

SYSPROG - Configure Operator Commands for HSC

Vantage PARMLIB member HSCCMDS should contain HSC operator commands you want to use. If this member does
not exist, copy it to your PARMLIB from the CCTUSAMP library, and customize it to your needs. These commands are
made available to you in all the Vantage clients, for easy access and execution of HSC commands. If the member is
missing, the following message appears:

HSCCMDS - MEMBER NOT FOUND IN PARMLIB

You can change the prefix for the HSC commands by specifying the new prefix value in system parameter HSCPFX.

Configure STK SMF Record Objects

To configure STK SMF record objects 

1. Verify that the SMF interface is activated.

NOTE
For instructions to activate the SMF interface, see Configure the SMF Interface.

2. Configure the VTSKEEP, STKSMFAC, and VTSHWM Vantage system parameters to obtain the information you need.

NOTE
For more information, see the description of system parameters VTSKEEP, STKSMFAC, and VTSHWM
in VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

3. The user defined STK SMF record type is automatically obtained from STK by Vantage. The following table is an
overview of the relationships between STK SMF subtypes and Vantage objects. Identify the sub types you want to
activate, and update the STKSMFAC parameter accordingly.

The following is a reference list for STK SMF objects:

Sub Type: 1
Object Name: VISSVTLS
Object Number: 10147
Object Description: LSM Operations Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek ACS

Sub Type: 2
Object Name: VISSVTVS
Object Number: 10148
Object Description: Vary Station Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek ACS

Sub Type: 3
Object Name: VISSVTML
Object Number: 10149
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Object Description: Modify LSM Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek ACS

Sub Type: 4
Object Name: VISSVTLM
Object Number: 10150
Object Description: LMU Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek ACS

Sub Type: 5
Object Name: VISSVTCE
Object Number: 10151
Object Description: CAP Eject Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek ACS

Sub Type: 6
Object Name: VISSVTCN
Object Number: 10152
Object Description: CAP Enter Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek ACS

Sub Type: 7
Object Name: VISSVTMD
Object Number: 10153
Object Description: Move Detail Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek ACS

Sub Type: 8
Object Name: VISSVTVD
Object Number: 10154
Object Description: View Detail Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek ACS

Sub Type: 10
Object Name: VISSVTPR
Object Number: 10156
Object Description: VTCS Subsystem Performance Request
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 11
Object Name: VISSVTCI
Object Number: 10157
Object Description: VTCS Channel Interface Performance
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 13
Object Name: VISSVTVM
Object Number: 10159
Object Description: VTCS VTV Mount Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 14
Object Name: VISSVTVV
Object Number: 10160
Object Description: VTCS VTV Dismount Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 15
Object Name: VISSVTDS
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Object Number: 10161
Object Description: VTCS VTV Delete Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 16
Object Name: VISSVTVR
Object Number: 10162
Object Description: VTCS RTD Mount Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 17
Object Name: VISSVTRD
Object Number: 10163
Object Description: VTCS RTD Dismount Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 18
Object Name: VISSVTMV
Object Number: 10164
Object Description: VTCS Migrate VTV to MVC Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 19
Object Name: VISSVTRV
Object Number: 10165
Object Description: VTCS Recall VTV from MVC Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 20
Object Name: VISSVTRP
Object Number: 10166
Object Description: VTCS RTD Performance Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 21
Object Name: VISSVTSV
Object Number: 10167
Object Description: VTCS RTD Vary Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 24
Object Name: VISSVTMM
Object Number: 10170
Object Description: VTCS MVC Media Discontinued Usage
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 25
Object Name: VISSVTMU
Object Number: 10171
Object Description: VTCS MVC Usage Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 26
Object Name: VISSVTMS
Object Number: 10172
Object Description: VTCS VTV Movement Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM
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Sub Type: 27
Object Name: VISSVTVX
Object Number: 10173
Object Description: VTCS VTV Scratch Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 28
Object Name: VISSVTCV
Object Number: 10174
Object Description: VTCS Replicate VTV to Clustered VTSS
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 29
Object Name: VISSVTVU
Object Number: 10175
Object Description: VTCS VTV/MVC Unlink Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Sub Type: 30
Object Name: VISSVTCL
Object Number: 10176
Object Description: VTCS Vary CLINK Statistics
Location in Object Tree: StorageTek VSM

Configure for ADIC Grau (EMASS) Robotics

WARNING

Support for the legacy ADIC Grau (EMASS) Robotics will be removed from Vantage in a future release.

Configure Virtual Tape Systems
Vantage supports the following Virtual Tape Systems (VTS), with specific configuration information provided below:

• Vtape
• IBM VTS
• STK Virtual Storage Manager (VSM).
• EMC DLm

Configure for Vtape

For information about how to configure for Vtape, see Configure for Vtape.

Configure for IBM VTS Bulk Volume Information Retrieval (BVIR)

The Vantage objects for IBM VTS support Real Time (RT), Disk Interval (DI), and Disk Checkpoint (DC) modes. RT is the
default mode, and collects data in real-time, on demand in response to an end-user request.

The main differences between DI and DC modes are as follows:

Disk Interval (DI) mode: This mode is recommended for environments with multiple systems or LPARS, and can also be used in
single system/LPAR environments.
In DI mode, Vantage system scripts collect data by submitting Vantage jobs that create DI data sets which
serve as the source data for multiple Vantage objects at once. This reduces the number of I/O requests that
are required to compile the object data. If the DI data sets are stored on a shared DASD, multiple Vantage
host tasks can access them and provide data. This eliminates the need for individual collections for each
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Vantage host task, and so saves memory and CPU resources, and provides better disaster recovery
support for your workshop.

Disk Checkpoint
(DC) mode:

This mode is recommended for single LPAR environments only.
The Vantage system scripts that are used to collect data in Disk Checkpoint mode request and process raw
data. When processed, the scripts save the object data into DC data sets. This data can be viewed only by
the Vantage host task that collected it.

The Bulk Volume Information Retrieval (BVIR) facility uses an IBM standard labeled tape to initiate a request to obtain
information and return the results. By using a standard tape volume, no special interfaces or access methods are needed
for an application to use this facility.

NOTE
The BVIR function in the VTS is initially disabled. To use this function, an IBM Service Representative enables
it through the service panels that are provided in the VTS. If this function is disabled and a requested formatted
volume is created, the VTS does not report an error nor it examines or modifies the volume. A subsequent read
of the volume only results in the request records being read.

Eight different VTS Bulk Volume Data Requests are used to retrieve information from the virtual tape systems for the BVIR
objects. Three of the requests are used for IBM 3494 and seven for TS7700. Each request requires a tape to be mounted
twice in the robot.

A database that is maintained on each individual TS7740 Cluster contains information about Volume Status Information,
Cache Contents Information, Physical Media Pools, and Physical Volume Status Requests. In a TS7700 Grid
configuration, separate requests must be issued to each cluster to obtain all information. Each duplicated request requires
an additional tape mounted twice to obtain the extra information. The System Parameter VTSMCNAM is used for this
purpose.

Configure according to the object mode that you want to use as follows:
Configure for Disk Interval mode:

1. Edit the job J06VTAPE located in the CCTUSAMP library according to the self-contained instructions. Execute
only the IBMVTS step.

2. Review and set the following system parameters:
TIP

For more information about each system parameter, see System Parameters.
– VTSMCNAM

The Management Class Names for the different IBM TS7700 clusters separated by comma.
– BVIRDSN

Data Set For IBM VTS to write BVIR data.
– BVIRUNIT

The name of the tape unit to use for allocation of your IBM VTS tapes.
– VTSAUDIT

Input to the IBM TS7700 Copy Audit report.
– VTSHISTS

Specifies the day or the period for the Historical Statistics request.
– VTSPHVOL

Specifies the volume serial number mask to be used for the Physical Volume Status request.
– VTSVOLST

Specifies the volume serial number mask to be used for the Volume Status request.
– SUVISTA

Specify Yes (Y) to ensure no Tape Resource Management objects will be blocked.
– DIPFX
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Specify the data set prefix for all DI object data sets. This parameter is common for all Vantage Disk
Interval objects. The data sets required for DI mode of the Vantage IBM VTS object will be allocated under
this prefix.

3. Configure the VANDIPAR properties table according to the self-contained instructions (copied by the job
J06VTAPE) in your user PARMLIB library. When the script responsible for creating data for the releated DI
object is executed, it submits a job that uses the values set in the VANDIPAR table as allocation attributes
(such as size and units in TRKS or CYLS) for DI data sets.

4. Configure the IBMJOBDI in yourHLQ.JCLLIB (copied by the job J06VTAPE) according to the self-contained
instructions.This job is submitted by the TS77* Vantage System Scripts.

5. Configure and use the scripts TS77DICC, TS77DIPL, TS77DIPM, TSTS77DIPV, TS77DIVH, TS77DIVP,
TS77DIVS and TS77DIAU, which are distributed in the CCTUSAMP library, to collect object information in
advance and write it to its DI data set on a specified schedule. The DI data set is then used as input to the IBM
VTS BVIR objects whenever they are requested in DI mode. Use Vantage Windows Client to customize the
scripts and schedule the execution time.

Configure for Disk Checkpoint mode:

1. Edit the job J06VTAPE located in the CCTUSAMP library according to the self-contained instructions. Execute
only the IBMVTS step.

2. Review and set the following system parameters:
TIP

For more information about each system parameter, see System Parameters.
– VTSMCNAM

The Management Class Names for the different IBM TS7700 clusters separated by comma.
– BVIRDSN

Data Set For IBM VTS to write BVIR data.
– BVIRUNIT

The name of the tape unit to use for allocation of your IBM VTS tapes.
– VTSAUDIT

Input to the IBM TS7700 Copy Audit report.
– VTSHISTS

Specifies the day or the period for the Historical Statistics request.
– VTSPHVOL

Specifies the volume serial number mask to be used for the Physical Volume Status request.
– VTSVOLST

Specifies the volume serial number mask to be used for the Volume Status request.
– SUVISTA

Specify Yes (Y) to ensure no Tape Resource Management objects will be blocked.
3. Configure and execute the Vantage system scripts DSKIBMVT, DSKIBMCC, DSKIBMPL, DSKIBMPP,

DSKIBMPM, DSKIBMPV, DSKIBMVH, DSKIBMVP, DSKIBMVS, and DSKIBMAU which are distributed in the
CCTUSAMP library and copied by the job J06VTAPE to yourHLQ.SYSTCR , to collect object information in
advance and write it to its checkpoint data set on a schedule specified. The checkpoint data set is then used
as input to the IBM VTS BVIR objects whenever it is requested in DC mode, improving the performance on
post data processing compared to working with the object in Real Time (RT) mode. For information about how
to configure the script, see Customize System Scripts.

NOTE
The Input Range value for objects IBM Tape Libraries (IBMTAPL) and IBM Virtual
Tape Volumes (IBMTAPVT) can be set to Real Time or Disk Checkpoint mode. If you want to
process only virtual tapes, select a range that is reserved for virtual tapes only. The default value,
INPUT_RANGE_SET=/ , causes all volumes to be processed. Processing all volumes can cause slow I/
O response times on some of your IBM VTS tape devices.
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The following table lists the requests, the corresponding script, object, and View Name in the Windows Client:

VTS Report Script (DC Mode) Script (DI Mode) Object Object Tree Name
3494 only:
PTP VOLUME STATUS DSKIBMPP N/A VISIVTPP PTP Volume Status Info
Both 3493 and 7700:
VOLUME STATUS DSKIBMVS TS77DIVS VISIVTVS Volume Status

Information
CASH CONTENTS DSKIBMCC TS77DICC VISIVTCC Cash Contents

Information
7700 only:
VOLUME MAP DSKIBMPL TS77DIPL VISIVTPL Phys to Log Vol Mapping
POINT IN TIME
STATISTICS

DSKIBMVP TS77DIVP VISIVTAP
VISIVTHG
VISIVTHP
VISIVTVP

Vnode Adapter Point-In-
Time
Hnode Grid Point-In-Time
Hnode HSM Point-In-
Time
Vnode Virt Device Point
in Time

HISTORICAL
STATISTICS FOR

DSKIBMVH TS77DIVH VISIVTAH
VISIVTGH
VISIVTH2
VISIVTH3
VISIVTH4
VISIVTHH
VISIVTHL
VISIVTVH

Vnode Adapter History
Hnode Grid History
Hnode Library History -
CSP
Hnode Library History -
GUP
Hnode Library History -
GUP MT
Hnode HSM History
Hnode Library History -
TDU
Vnode Virtual Device
History

PHYSICAL MEDIA
POOLS

DSKIBMPM TS77DIPM VISIVTPM Physical Media Pools

PHYSICAL VOLUME
STATUS

DSKIBMPV TS77DIPV VISIVTPV Physical Volume Status

Configure for IBM VTS SMF Record Objects

To configure IBM VTS SMF record objects, perform the following steps:

1. Verify that the SMF interface is activated.

NOTE
To activate the SMF interface, see Configure the SMF Interface.

2. Configure the VTSKEEP and VTSHWM system parameters.

The following is reference list for IBM VTS SMF objects:

Sub Type: 1
Object Name: VISIVTLI
Object Description: IBM Tape Library Dataserver Statistics
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Sub Type: 1
Object Name: VISIVTEN
Object Description: IBM Enhanced VTS Statistics

Sub Type: 1
Object Name: VISIVTCA
Object Description: IBM Tape Lib DS Cache Statistics

Sub Type: 2
Object Name: VISIVTPS
Object Description: IBM Tape Volume Pool Statistics

Sub Type: 2
Object Name: VISIVTPD
Object Description: IBM Tape Volume Pool Stats Detail

NOTE
Observe the following about Feature Code 4001. In order for Vantage to obtain IBM VTS data for the following
objects, Feature Code 4001 must be installed and Outboard Policy Management must be activated:

• IBM Tape Lib DS Cache Statistics (VISIVTCA)
• IBM Tape Volume Pool Statistics (VISIVTPS)
• IBM Tape Volume Pool Statistics Detail (VISIVTPD)

Configure for IBM TS3500

The IBM TS3500 is the tape robot that you can use independently or as backend for IBM TS7700. No configuration is
required for Vantage for the IBM TS3500.

During installation of IBM TS3500, define the logical libraries that are defined under 3953 Library Manager to the host
system catalog using ISMF. The IBM Tape Libraries objects read the system catalog only. Information about these libraries
and volumes is displayed in the IBM Tape Libraries object and in the IBM Tape Library Volumes object. In the Object Tree,
these objects are located under Tape Resource Management, Robotic Systems, IBM Tape Libraries.

Configure for StorageTek VSM

To configure for StorageTek VSM, follow these steps:

1. Locate and edit the job J06VTAPE in the CCTUSAMP library according to the self-contained instructions. Execute only
the STKVTS step.

2. Locate, customize and execute the job J04ROBOT in the CCTUSAMP library according to the self-contained
instructions.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure for STK Tape Robotic and Virtual Tape Systems

The following data from the HSC control data set is needed as input for the Virtual Storage Manager (VSM) objects:

• VSM Multi-Volume Cartridge (MVC) information
• VSM Virtual Tape Volume (VTV) information

For the VSM information, run the STK SWSADMIN batch utility to extract the data.

NOTE
The real-time objects require HSC 4.0 or higher. To obtain all data for the flat file objects, the VTCS version must
be 4.0 or higher. Apply StorageTek PTF L1H110Z to get the correct Creation Date in the VTV real-time object.

To configure Vantage to obtain the data, configure the STK utility job to extract VSM data and configure operator
commands for VSM as explained in the following subsections.
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SYSPROG - Configure the STK Utility Job to Extract VSM Data

The J06VTAPE job allocates the data sets to contain the VSM report information.

For Oracle STK Enterprise Library Software version 7.0 and later, the information is in the STKMVCXP and STKVTVXP
data sets and the MVC and VTV BatchAPI objects. Verify that the following data sets exist and that the related
STKMVCXP and STKVTVXP system parameters are set correctly:

    STKMVCXP (%%DSNPFX%%.STKMVCXP)  

    STKVTVXP (%%DSNPFX%%.STKVTVXP)  

If the VSMRPT member is not already in your JCLLIB, copy the member from the CCTUSAMP library.

To extract the required VSM virtual tape data, use the VSMRPT job to execute the SWSADMIN utility.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the output data sets in VSMRPT match the names that are specified in the system parameters applicable
for your version.

2. (Optional) If the STKVSM system script is not in your system script library, copy the script from the CCTUSAMP library.
3. Edit the STKVSM system script and modify the following statement to include the data set that contains your

customized VSMRPT member in the DSN= parameter:
    SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB,MEMBER=VSMRPT  

4. Uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement and specify an execution date and time. For example:
    PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0100    

5. To load the script into memory for execution issue the following command:
    F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,STKVSM   

The STKVSM script is now active and ready to run at the time you scheduled.
6. (Optional) To execute the script on-demand, issue the command:

       F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,STKVSM  

NOTE

STKMVCDS is obsolete in version 7.0 and higher and does not contain any data. STKVTVDS is obsolete in
version 7.0 and higher and does not contain any data. The data that earlier was in STKMVCDS and STKVTVDS
files are now in the STKMVCXP and STKVTVXP files and in the MVC and VTV BatchAPI objects.

The MVCRPT STEP builds the STKMVCDS file on systems prior to version 7.0, and the STKMVCXP file
containing the VSM system information for MVCs. The STKMVCDS file and the STKMVCXP file are the input to
the STK MVC objects. FLATDD(MVCOUT) is not used after version 7.0.

The VTVRPT STEP builds the STKVTVDS file on systems prior to version 7.0, and the STKVTVXP file
containing the VSM system information for VTVs. The STKVTVDS file and the STKMVCXP file are the input to
the STK VTV objects. FLATDD(VTVOUT) is not used after version 7.0.

SYSPROG - Configure Operator Commands for VSM

Vantage PARMLIB member VSMCMDS should contain the VSM operator commands that you want to use. If this member
does not exist, copy it to your PARMLIB from the CCTUSAMP library, and customize it to your needs. These commands
are made available to you in all the Vantage clients, for easy access and execution of VSM commands. If the member is
missing, the following message appears:

VSMCMDS - MEMBER NOT FOUND IN PARMLIB

You can change the prefix .VT for the VSM commands by specifying the new prefix value in system parameter VSMPFX.
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Configure for EMC DLm

The following sections describe how to configure for the EMC Disk Library for mainframe (DLm), virtual tape facility.

Configure for EMC DLm

The EMC DLm facility uses the EMC Command Processors facility to obtain information and return the result to input files
for Vantage Disk Interval objects.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the Vantage system parameter DLMDIPFX. The parameter determines the prefix of the output files from the EMC
Command Processor jobs. Configure the DLMDIPFX system parameter to comply with your local requirements.

NOTE
For more information about the system parameter, see the description in VKGPARMS Parameter
Descriptions.

2. Locate the sample job DLMDIJCL in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library and copy it to yourHLQ.JCLLIB library. Customize
the job according to the self-contained instructions.

3. Locate the system script DLMDISCR in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library and copy it to yourHLQ.SYSTSCR library.
Customize the script according to the self-contained instructions.

Use the system script DLMDISCR and the DLMDIJCL JCL which is distributed in the CCTUSAMP library, to collect object
information and write it to its disk interval data set on the schedule specified. The disk interval data sets are then used as
input to the EMC DLm objects whenever it is requested.

For the DLMDIJCL JCL that gets submitted, ensure that the VANTDEV user ID is granted the authority to issue the EMC
DLm Command Processors DLMCMD RUNWAIT commands and has access to the libraries in the JCL.

Multiple DLm Support

The DLMDIJCL includes one section per DLm object. Each section is producing input to one DLm object. If you want to
support more than one DLm, repeat the section as many times as you have DLms that you want to support.

Write DISP=OLD for the first DSN="DLMDIPFX".DLM* output file. Write DISP=MOD for the repetitions. The //*+++++++++
++++++++++ string indicates the end of a section.

Example:

Before duplication:

//****************************************

//*Space Utilization section starts here.

//*QUERY SPACE

//****************************************

//QUERYSPC EXEC PGM=DLMCMD,PARM='DEV=xxxx'

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DLm.utiltiy.LOADLIB

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//DLMLOG DD SYSOUT=*

//DLMCMD DD *

RUNWAIT (600) 501 "QUERY SPACE" "/taplib" "BFL501.FLAT"

/*

//READBAC1 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=(/uuuu,,,SMSHONOR),DISP=OLD,

// LABEL=(,NL,EXPDT=98000),

// VOL=SER=BFL501,

// DSN=BFL501.FLAT,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132)

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=OLD,DSN=%%DLMDIPFX%%.DLMSPACE
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//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

//****************************************

//*Space Utilization section ends here.

//****************************************

//*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

After duplication:

//****************************************

//*Space Utilization section starts here.

//*QUERY SPACE

//****************************************

//****************************

//*First DLm

//****************************

//QUERYSP1 EXEC PGM=DLMCMD,PARM='DEV=xxxx'

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DLm.utiltiy.LOADLIB

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//DLMLOG DD SYSOUT=*

//DLMCMD DD *

RUNWAIT (600) 501 "QUERY SPACE" "/taplib" "BFL501.FLAT"

/*

//READBA1 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=(/uuuu,,,SMSHONOR),DISP=OLD,

// LABEL=(,NL,EXPDT=98000),

// VOL=SER=BFL501,

// DSN=BFL501.FLAT,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132)

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=OLD,DSN=%%DLMDIPFX%%.DLMSPACE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

//****************************

//* Second DLm //****************************

//QUERYSPC EXEC PGM=DLMCMD,PARM='DEV=xxxx'

//STEPLIB DD DISP=SHR,DSN=DLm.utiltiy.LOADLIB

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//DLMLOG DD SYSOUT=*

//DLMCMD DD *

RUNWAIT (600) 501 "QUERY SPACE" "/taplib" "BFL501.FLAT"

/*

//READBA2 EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSUT1 DD UNIT=(/uuuu,,,SMSHONOR),DISP=OLD,

// LABEL=(,NL,EXPDT=98000),

// VOL=SER=BFL501,

// DSN=BFL501.FLAT,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=132,BLKSIZE=132)

//SYSUT2 DD DISP=MOD,DSN=%%DLMDIPFX%%.DLMSPACE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN DD DUMMY

//****************************************

//* Space Utilization section ends here.

//****************************************

//*+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
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Configure for STK Tape Robotic and Virtual Tape Systems
Configure Vantage to gather data from Oracle StorageTek Robotic and Virtual Tape Systems using the Universal UI (UUI)
and the STK SMCUUUI utility.

Universal User Interface (UUI)

To get information about Oracle/STK libraries configuration, we recommend that you use online Universal User Interface
(UUI). Vantage currently uses programmatic UUI (or "online UUI") for the following STK real-time objects:

• (OBJ10195) STK ACSs - Automated Cartridge Systems
• (OBJ10200) STK CDSs - Control Data Sets
• (OBJ10201) STK CAPs - Cartridge Access Ports
• (OBJ10058) STK Volumes report.

Requirements

The online UUI requires:

• Inclusion of the library containing STK ELS modules in the LINKLIST or STEPLIB for Vantage. This library must be
authorized. 

• An active SMC subsystem on the same host where Vantage is running.
• An active HSC subsystem.

If the ELS modules library is a part of LINKLIST, there is no need for further configuration. Otherwise, the library must be
added to STEPLIB concatenation in the Vantage started task procedure.

Tapeplex specification

On one host (LPAR), the SMC subsystem can talk to multiple tapeplex systems. Vantage gets a list of the tapeplex
systems from SMC and selects the first tapeplex name in the list. The process is automatic.

Oracle STK SMCUUUI utility

To configure for STK Tape Robotic and Virtual Tape Systems using the Oracle STK SMCUUUI utility, run the J04ROBOT
or J06VTAPE INSTALL job. The J04ROBOT job or the J06VTAPE job allocates and initializes your configuration data sets
for STK tape robotic and virtual tape systems. If not already done, find either the J04ROBOT job, or the J06VTAPE job in
the CCTUSAMP library, customize the job to your needs as instructed in the comments at the beginning of the member,
and run the job. You can omit or delete the steps for options and components that you do not want to use.

SYSPROG - Configure the STK SMCUUUI Utility Job to Extract Data for Combined Systems

NOTE
Oracle STK Enterprise Library Software version 7.0 or higher is required.

To extract data from Sun StorageTek Library for use in Vantage, configure the Oracle STK SMCUUUI Utility job. The
Oracle STK SMCUUUI utility extracts data from the system and stores the data in one or more flat files. A Vantage object
reads these flat files and displays the data.

The names of the objects and scripts in the following text are represented by OBJxxxxx and STKxxxxx, where xxxxx
represents the object number.

To run the STK SMCUUUI Utility job, fire a script that submits one of the following batch jobs:

STKJOBRE
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Applies to tape robotic systems. This batch job allocates the requested data file and runs the SMCUUUI Utility which
extracts data to the file.

STKJOBVI

Appies to virtual tape systems. This batch job allocates the requested data file and runs the SMCUUUI Utility which
extracts data to the file.

STKTAPES 

Applies to both tape robotic and virtual tape systems. This batch job allocates four flat files for the requested data, runs
the SMCUUUI Utility which extracts data to the files and then runs the merging utility to create one flat file.

The prefix of the file name is defined by the STKUIPFX system parameter. You can set the parameter value in
the Vantage parameter file (VKGPARMS). The default value of the STKUIPFX parameter is (%%DSNPFX(0,31)%%.UUI).

The suffix of the file name is read from the STKJPARM parameter file that is stored as a member in the //PARMS library
concatenation. This suffix must match the suffix that is expected by the relevant OBJxxxxx object.

WARNING
Do not change the file name suffix in the STKJPARM parameter file.

If the batch job that you want to use is not in your job library (JCLLIB), copy the job from the CCTUSAMP library. To
customize the job, follow the instructions at the beginning of the member. If the STKxxxxx script is not in your system
script library, copy the script from the CCTUSAMP library. Optionally, you can automate the job. To automate the job, use
the STKxxxxx script to schedule and run the STKTAPES job as necessary:

Uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement in the script. To uncomment the PERFORM_EVT_PROC statement,
move the statement one space to the left so that the line begins in position 1. Then, specify an execution date and time.
For example:

PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0100

Use the wizard in the Windows Client to set an execution date and time for the script.

To refresh the script from disk, issue the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,STKxxxxx

To execute the script on demand, issue the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,STKxxxxx

NOTE
Alternatively, you can use the Run STKxxxxx Scr action from the object display.

To cancel the script on demand, issue the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,CANCEL=SYSTEM,STKxxxxx

Structure of the STKJPARM Parameter Member

Ensure that the STKJPARM member is stored in the //PARMS library concatenation. The standard library is the
CCTUPARM library. The STKJPARM member contains values that are used as variable substitutions in the STKJOBRE,
STKJOBVI, and STKTAPES batch jobs when submitted. These jobs are used by Vantage objects that display Real STK
Tape Robotic Systems and Virtual STK Virtual Tape Systems.

Each row of the STKJPARM member corresponds with one object and contains values that are separated by semi-colons.
The row has the following structure:

1. %%RECOBJNM%%
Specifies the object name and enables row selection.
Limits: 8 characters
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2. %%RECCOMND%%
Specifies the name of the STK SMCUUUI command and the flat file suffix.

WARNING
Do not change this value.

Limits: 8 characters
3. %%RECUUIIN%%

Specifies the name of the member in the %%SMPPFX%%.CCTUPARM library.
This member is used as the input file for the SMCUUUI Utility (//UUIIN DD).
Limits: 8 characters

4. %%RECSPACE%%
Specifies the value of the SPACE= parameter for flat file allocation.
Limits: 30 characters

Example 

STKJPARM member:

OBJ10060;VTVRPT  ;STKVTVRP;(CYL,(400,100),RLSE)

OBJ10058;VOLRPT  ;STKVOLRP;(CYL,(10,10),RLSE)

OBJ10099;ALLRPT  ;STKALLRP;(CYL,(400,100),RLSE)

Value of parameter %%DSNPFX%%: (CA.VANT)

Value of parameter %%SMPPFX%%: (CAVANT.DISTRIB)

Parameter %%STKUIPFX%% is not set.

The STK10058 script contains the following line:

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=%%JCLLIB%%,MEMBER=STKJOBRE

The STKJOBRE job contains the following step:

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=SMCUUUI,REGION=0M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=YOUR.SEA.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//CSVOUT   DD DSN=%%STKUIPFX%%.%%RECCOMND%%,

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=%%RECSPACE%%,

//            DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=256)

//UUIIN    DD DSN=%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUPARM(%%RECUUIIN%%),

//            DISP=SHR

After you fire the STK10058 script, the following step is submitted:

//REPORT   EXEC PGM=SMCUUUI,REGION=0M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=YOUR.SEA.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//CSVOUT   DD DSN=CA.VANT.UUI.VOLRPT,

//            DISP=(,CATLG),SPACE=(CYL,(10,10),RLSE),

//            DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=256)

//UUIIN    DD DSN=CAVANT.DISTRIB.CCTUPARM(STKVOLRP),

//            DISP=SHR

Configuring the Automation Option
The Vantage Automation Option provides powerful message and general object automation features.
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All licensed and evaluation customers should perform this configuration.

Vantage can detect several types of events and conditions in the z/OS environment, and enables you to automate actions
when user-defined schedules and conditions are met. For example, you may want to automatically detect of when
particular storage groups are running out of free space and add spare volumes.

The following types of automation are available:

• General Object Automation (GOA) enables you to monitor objects and initiate corrective actions, and send automatic
reports or warnings.

• Message Automation (MA) enables you to use event-driven automation using messages from z/OS, HSM, or Disk.

Activate the Automation Component

The COMP setting in the CONFIG member in your PARMLIB must be activated for GOA and MA to work and to enable
log and audit scripts to run. Navigate to the CONFIG member in your PARMLIB, and verify that COMP=AUTO is not
commented out. For more information, see the section Configure PARMLIB Member CONFIG in Configuring Multiple
Systems.

J02AUTO - Allocate and Initialize Configuration Data Sets for the Automation Option

J02AUTO, located in the CCTUSAMP library, allocates and initializes your configuration data sets for the Automation
Option. Customize this job according to your needs, as instructed in the comments at the beginning of the member, and
run it. You can omit or delete the steps for options and components that you do not use.

Configure General Object Automation
General Object Automation (GOA) enables you to monitor objects, start corrective actions, and send reports or warnings
automatically.

By default, this component is enabled but dormant because no GOA scripts are active. Sample GOA scripts can be found
in the sample library CCTUSAMP. To use a sample GOA script, copy it to your automation script library (the AUTOSCR
library). Use Vantage MTC-M or Windows Client to define and manage GOA scripts. For information about working with
GOA scripts, see Scripts and General Object Automation Scripts.

Prerequisite

GOA scripts run under the AUTO component. Activate the AUTO component in the CONFIG member of your PARMLIB by
uncommenting the COMP=AUTO statement.

Review GOA Configuration Options

Use host configuration to review the GOA configuration options for one or more hosts.

1. In host configuration, go to Configure Automation Option, General Object Automation (GOA), Typical Parameters.
2. Review or modify the following parameters:
AUTGOA

Set to Y to start GOA servers on system startup.
Default: Y

AUTOSCR PDS member
Specify the PDS member name where the automation scripts are stored.
Default: %%DSNPFX%%.AUTOSCR

SUAUT
Set to Yes (Y) to activate the script-based automation SU.
Default: N
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Deactivate GOA Automation

If you want to deactivate this component at startup time, specify the following system parameter:

AUTGOA (N)

If you want to deactivate it manually, enter the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=GOA

Configure SMTP Client for GOA Email

If you have a z/OS SMTP or CSSMTP started task, we recommend the following configuration for GOA emails. To use the
SMTP or CSSMTP server, follow these steps:

1. Set the value for SMTPHOST to the address of a mail server (for example, z/OS SMTP server, z/OS sendmail server,
Microsoft Exchange server).

2. (Optional) Set a value for SMTPPORT, if your mail server does not use the default port of 25.
3. Ensure SMTP connectivity between the mail server and the z/OS LPAR where the started task is running.

You configured GOA to use your SMTP client.

Configure SMTP or CSSMTP Server for GOA Email Using the Spool Interface

When the SMTPHOST parameter is blank or not defined, the Spool interface is used. To use the SMTP or CSSMTP
server with the Spool interface, follow these steps:

1. Add the gateway_name of your SMTP or CSSMTP server to the SMTPSERV parameter. You find this name in the
OUTPUT sysout file that is created by your SMTP or CSSMTP started task.
Limits: A NJE network node name up to eight characters long.

WARNING
If you are using CSSMTP configured with an external writer name (ExtWrtName), specify the external writer
name as the value of the parameter SMTPSTC. If you are not using an external writer name, specify the
name of the CSSMTP started task.

2. Verify that the Vantage started task (its associated logon ID) has the proper authorization to use the SMTP or
CSSMTP server. You configured GOA to use your SMTP or CSSMTP server using the Spool interface.

You configured GOA to use your SMTP client via the Spool interface.

Substitution Variables

Instead of specifying the explicit gateway_name for this parameter, a substitution variable might work. In this case, z/OS
System Symbol &JES2NODE might be appropriate, that is, specify:

SMTPSERV (&JES2NODE)

Vantage will retrieve the value of the System Symbol from the active system, where Vantage is running, and will substitute
it as the value of the system parameter. For more information about the variety of substitution variables, see Job
Submission and Substitution.

Configure Message Automation
Perform these configuration steps to enable Vantage to monitor and respond to messages from the z/OS console,
DFSMShsm activity log and Disk.

To implement Message Automation (MA), create scripts that filter, detect, and respond to specified messages. The
CCTUSAMP library contains sample scripts for you to customize and use.
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Prerequisite

MA scripts run under the AUTO component. Activate the AUTO component in the CONFIG member of your PARMLIB by
uncommenting the COMP=AUTO statement. AUTGOA and AUTMSG must be set to Y.

Early Filtering

The volume of messages in a mainframe environment can be high, and it is strongly recommended that you put early
filters in place to avoid flooding the product with messages that you do not want to count, collect, log or process. Early
filtering enables you to refine the scope of MA to the events and messages that you are interested in. For each type of MA
that you use, copy and customize the following members from the CCTUSAMP library:

MSGTRIGS
Early filter for console message automation

HSMTRIGS
Early filter for DFSMShsm message automation

DMSTRIGS
Early filter for Disk messages

Early filtering works similarly for all message types. Records beginning with an asterisk are comments; all other records
are triggers. The first 72 bytes of each filter record are tested against the first 72 bytes of the message. The filter record
triggers if every non-blank byte of the filter text matches the corresponding byte of the message. Thus, a filter record of all
blanks triggers the routing of every message to the product.

The member that is copied from the CCTUSAMP library does not have any early filters. This member contains a blank
line, which means that all console messages are routed for analysis, even though only some can be processed.

Configure Console Message Automation
Perform these configuration steps to enable Vantage to automatically detect and respond to targeted z/OS console
messages.

If message automation has been implemented in an earlier product release and is active, you can continue to use your
existing automation script library and ignore the following procedures.

MSGTRIGS - Define Early Filters and Monitor Console Messages

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the MSGTRIGS member from the CCTUSAMP library to your PARMLIB data set and customize it.
Example: The following records trigger when the message text begins with IOS000I in columns 1-7.
1........10........20............................................

IOS000I

2. Use host configuration to set appropriate system parameters.
The default value of system parameter WTOTABSZ is (0), which disables console message automation. A value of
128 is recommended.

3. If Vantage is running, either stop and restart Vantage or issue the following commands to the system:
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

F SAMS,ACT,WTOTABSZ

F SAMS,ACT,MSGTRIGS

F SAMS,AUTO,START=CONMSG

4. To define, activate, and work with these scripts, open Windows Client and go to z/OS, Object Scripting, Automation
Scripts, and Message Automation.
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5. Whenever you update MSGTRIGS to accommodate new or changed automation scripts, you must refresh the active
filters with the following command:
F SAMS,REFRESH,MSGTRIGS

You configured the product with early filtering and monitoring for console messages.

Monitor Messages using Extended Multiple Console Support (EMCS)

To use the Vantage EMCS server to retrieve console messages for Message Automation, set the WTOEMCS system
parameter to (Y).

The EMCS server performs the following tasks:

• Creates the Highlighted Messages object
• Sets up the Operator Console object to display messages
• Provides input to Message Automation

The EMCSMSGS system parameter controls whether the EMCS server should collect local messages for this LPAR only,
or messages from all LPARs in the sysplex.

NOTE

For more information, go to VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions and review the following system parameters:

• EMCSHCPY
• EMCSMSGS
• EMCSNAME
• EMCSSTOR
• WTOEMCS

Configure HSM Message Automation
Perform these configuration steps to enable Vantage to automatically detect and respond to DFSMShsm messages.

Note that configuration for HSM messages falls under message automation rather than under the Interface for
DFSMShsm.

HSMTRIGS - Define Early Filters and Monitor DFSMShsm Messages

Follow these steps:

1. Copy the HSMTRIGS member from the CCTUSAMP library to your PARMLIB data set and customize it.
Example: The following records trigger messages ARC0120I and ARC0734I:
1........10........

ARC0120I

ARC0734I

2. Use host configuration to specify appropriate system parameters.
The default value of the system parameter HSMTABSZ is (0), which disables the real-time DFSMShsm message
automation for the LOG mode. A value of (128) is recommended. SUAUT (Y) must be specified. If you use PDA mode,
HSMTABSZ is ignored, and you can use the real-time DFSMShsm message automation regardless of its value.

3. If Vantage is running, you can either stop and restart Vantage, or issue the following commands to the system:
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

F SAMS,ACT,HSMTRIGS

F SAMS,AUTO,START=RTHSMMSG

4. Prepare automation scripts to process real-time HSM messages. Prepare scripts to process HSM messages in real-
time using the Message Automation (MA) wizard.
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5. Whenever you update HSMTRIGS and Vantage is running, remember to refresh the active filters with the following
command:
F SAMS,REFRESH,HSMTRIGS

You configured the product with early filtering and monitoring for DFSMShsm messages.

HSMDTECT - Configure HSM Host Detection

You can configure the product to detect and monitor new HSM hosts as they come online using the HSMDTECT script. To
detect HSM hosts that are started after Vantage, implement a Message Automation script (distributed in the CCTUSAMP
library as member HSMDTECT) that traps the HSM startup message and issues the command:

F SAMS,ACT,HSMTAB

This command enables the product to detect the newly started HSM host and begin routing the messages to the SAMS
address space so that all HSM messages continue to be monitored.

Follow these steps:

1. If the HSMDTECT script is not in your automation script library as specified in the AUTOSCR sysparm, copy it from the
CCTUSAMP library.

2. Customize the script by following the comments in the beginning of the script.
3. Ensure your HSMTRIGS member allows message ARC0008I to be routed to Vantage.

You configured the product to detect HSM hosts that come online when the Vantage started task is running.

Monitor DFSMShsm Messages in the Activity Logs

The recommended method for monitoring HSM messages is to do so in real time. However, the product can also monitor
messages by periodically scanning the HSM activity logs.

Follow these steps:

1. Use host configuration to specify appropriate system parameters.
Set the AUTHSM parameter to Y to start the server for HSM logged messages automatically at system startup. The
default value is No (N).

2. Prepare automation scripts to process the HSM logs.
To prepare scripts to process HSM logs, use the Message Automation (MA) wizard.

You configured the product to monitor messages in the HSM activity logs.

Configure Disk Message Automation
Perform these configuration steps to enable Vantage to automatically detect and respond to messages from Disk.

Message Automation enables you to monitor, detect, and respond to Disk messages. This feature removes the need
to monitor batch output for Disk messages. If you want to maintain a historical log of messages, use the Vantage Log
function.

To configure Disk message automation, first set Disk to route messages to the Vantage program VANSDM00. Then copy
and customize the DMSMSGAC script to accumulate Disk messages in Vantage. Finally, define early filter criteria in the
DMSTRIGS script to restrict the scope to the Disk messages that you are interested in.

Route Disk Messages to Vantage

Message routing uses the Disk sysout exit point SYSOUTEX, and the Vantage exit program VANSDM00 to route
messages to the Vantage message log. From there the messages can be used as triggers for automation. For more
information about SYSOUTEX, see User Exits in the Disk documentation.
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Follow these steps:

1. In Disk, provide the module name VANSDM00 to the SYSOUTEX exit point.
VANSDM00 receives control for every line of printed output that is directed to CMDPRINT, MSGPRINT or SYSPRINT,
and sets the return code to continue.

2. To activate VANSDM00, use the usermod SAMUM06, located in the VANSDM00 member in the CCTUSAMP library.
3. (Optional) If other programs use the same exit point, you must coordinate how the exit point is called.

Use VANSDMFE, a front end program for VANSDM00, to coordinate the use of the exit point with other programs.
a. Customize the VANSDMFE source program (in the CCTUSRC library), as needed.
b. Assemble and linkedit into the CCTULINK library.

Ensure that the linkedit step resolves the call to VANSDM00 and any other programs you call.
c. Activate the exit program by using usermod SAMUM07, which can be found in member VANSDMFU in

the CCTUSAMP library.

You configured routing of messages from Disk to Vantage.

DMSMSGAC - Accumulate Disk Messages

To accumulate Disk messages, copy the DMSMSGAC script from the CCTUSAMP library to your automation script library,
and customize it. Your automation script library is specified in the AUTOSCR system parameter.

DMSTRIGS - Early Filter for Monitoring Disk Messages

Use early filtering to avoid flooding Vantage with Disk messages that you do not want to count, collect, log, or process with
any of the automation services.

Follow these steps:

1. Copy DMSTRIGS from the CCTUSAMP library to your PARMLIB data set and customize it.
Example: The following record triggers all Disk 2805 messages, which appear in column 10, if they also contain the
text 'dummy' in columns 20-24.
1........10........20...........................................

         2805      DUMMY

2. Ensure that the exit program is in the distributed CCTULINK library, which should already be in your linklist. This
enables Disk to find and execute the exit program.

3. Use host configuration to set sysparm AUTDMS (Y).
4. If Vantage is running, you can either stop and restart it, or issue the following commands to the system:

F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

F SAMS,ACT,DMSTRIGS

F SAMS,AUTO,START=DMSMSG

5. Use the Windows Client to define, activate, and work with Disk message automation scripts.
See the CCTUSAMP library for examples of message automation scripts for Disk that you can copy and customize.

6. Whenever you change DMSTRIGS and Vantage is running, remember to refresh the active filters with the following
command:
F SAMS,REFRESH,DMSTRIGS

You configured the product with early filtering and monitoring for Disk messages.

Adding Volumes to Storage Groups
Dynamically add volumes to storage groups that are low on free space.
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You can add volumes to SMS storage groups with or without initialization. When you add a volume with initialization, the
parameters of the storage volume are reset, similarly to adding a new storage device. When you add a volume without
initialization, storage volume parameters such as VOLSER names, SMS status, VTOC, VTOC INDEX, and VVDS sizes
are preserved.

The following actions for adding volumes to storage groups are available:

Add SMS Volume
Adds one spare volume to the target storage group.

Add SMSVols to LWM
Adds a spare volume, or volumes to the target storage group. This action reduces % Allocated to the defined
Vantage Low Water Mark (LWM) value, or to the ISMF SMS Storage Group "Allocation/migration Threshold" field
value.

Add SMSVols to FGB
Adds a spare volume, or volumes to the target storage group, and thus increases Free Bytes to the defined Free
GB Threshold (FGB) value.

Use these actions to manually add spare volumes to the target storage groups, or create GOA scripts to add spare
volumes automatically. These actions are available in GOA scripts, and from the following objects:

(SMSSPARE) Spare Volumes for Storage Groups
Supports the Add SMS Volume action, in real-time (RT) mode only.

(POOLS) Storage Groups
Supports all three actions. Actions based on this object support real-time (RT) and last interval (LI) modes. Use LI
mode after the POOLS scan completes.

(OBJ02340) SMS Storage Group Allocations
Supports all three actions. This object supports real-time (RT) mode only. The Low Water Mark (LWM) value, or
the Free GB Threshold (FGB) value is taken from the corresponding configuration member. The Add SMSVols to
FGB action is supported in this object only when the SSGACONF configuration is used.

(SMSVOLS) DFSMS Complex
Supports all three actions, in real-time (RT) mode only.

NOTE
For information about how to add spare volumes to VAM (Allocate) storage groups see The Allocation Option.

Add Volumes to SMS Storage Groups Using Initialization
Configure Vantage to add spare storage volumes to SMS storage groups using initialization.

Initialization resets the parameters of the storage volume. This method requires volumes to be empty, and volumes that
contain data sets cannot be initialized. The recommended method is to use the SSGACONF configuration member, which
enables you to do the following:

• Specify target SMS storage groups for adding spare volumes.
• Specify VTOC, INDEX, VVDS data set sizes, and primary and secondary allocation sizes for the VVDS data set.
• Bypass the VVDS data set allocation, or only bypass the secondary space allocation
• Specify the High Water Mark (HWM) and Low Water Mark (LWM) values for storage groups. Alternatively, use the

HWM and LWM limits that are defined in ISMF SMS Storage Group "Allocation/migration Threshold" fields.
• Override the VTOC, VTOC INDEX, and VVDS values that are set by the (SSGACONF) Spare Vol and STG Base

Parameters object with the values from the (VVVTCONF) Spare Vol and STG Ovrd Parameters object.
• Specify whether to add spare volumes to the target storage group/s based on the spare volume sizes (models). For

example, you can specify whether the smallest or largest disk should be added first.
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When a spare volume is initialized, the configuration member determines the size that is allocated to the VVDS in tracks,
VTOC start cylinder, VTOC size in tracks, and the VTOC index size in tracks. The initialization process checks the
configuration member table for the following matches:

• Storage Group Name
• Model and Device Type of the spare volume
• Capacity of the spare volume

Vantage selects the first table entry that matches with all these fields, or largest/smallest volume, depending on your
configuration member. The value from the VVDS Size field is used for the new VVDS data set allocation. The ICKDSF
spare volumes initialization process uses the VTOC start cylinder value, VTOC size, and the VTOC index size from the
same table row. If your configuration member uses the first match from the table, place the entries for more restrictive
VVDS sizes at the top of the table. You should place the more generic entries, or default VVDS sizes at the bottom of the
table.

The configuration process includes the following steps:

1. Verify prerequisites
2. Prepare dummy volumes and filter pairs
3. Migrate GOA scripts
4. Set system parameters
5. (Optional) Configure message automation
6. Set configuration parameter to add volumes using one of the following:

– SSGACONF (recommended)
– VPVVDSSX (supported for users of earlier releases)

Prerequisites

• You are authorized to create SYS1.VVDS.Vxxxxxx data sets on spare volumes.
• The User ID associated with the SAMS started task is authorized to allocate the SYS1.VVDS.Vxxxxxx data set.
• You can update the related user/master catalog with the new VVDS entry.

Prepare Dummy Volumes and Filter Pairs

Dummy volumes and filter pairs enable you to control what spare volumes are allocated to which groups.

1. Use ISMF to define dummy volume names in each eligible storage group and set the volume status to ENABLED
or QUINEW. When you perform an action to add spare volumes to storage groups, the real spare volumes are
reinitialized with the names and SMS statuses of the dummy volumes.

2. Define filter pairs to match spare volumes with the target/eligible storage groups.

Migrate GOA Scripts

To migrate your GOA scripts from a previous product release, locate the VNJSCRCN job in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP
library and execute it according to the instructions in the job.

This job converts GOA scripts to a format that is compatible with release 14.1.

Set System Parameters

Configure your system to support dynamic volume addition and spare volume initialization.

1. Ensure that SMSVOLAD is set to (Y). This system parameter activates support for dynamic volume addition to SMS
storage groups.

2. Ensure that SMSINITZ is set to (Y). This system parameter activates spare volume initialization.
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The system parameters are set to enable adding volumes to sms storage groups using initialization.

Configure Message Automation

Use message automation to intercept error messages that are related to adding spare volumes to SMS storage groups.
The following messages may be helpful in troubleshooting: VAN1507E, VAN1591E, VAN1593E, VAN1596I, VAN1598I,
VAN1599I, VAN1604E, VAN1605E, and VAN1610E.

Configure Vantage using SSGACONF

To use the SSGACONF configuration member, follow these steps:

1. Perform one of the following:
– If this is a first time setup, copy the required configuration members. Locate job J01SSGA in the

yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library, and run it according to the self-contained instructions. J01SSGA copies the required
configuration members for the Add spare volumes to storage group actions.

– If you are migrating from a previous configuration, convert the VPVVDSSX member to the SSGACONF member.
Locate the VNJVTVVC job in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library and execute the VNJVTVVC job according to the
instructions in the job.

2. Set the system parameter SMSCONFM to SSGACONF.
3. Go to CA Vantage Internal Management Configuration > Configure ADD Volume to STG in the Vantage object tree,

and use object actions to configure the (SSGACONF) Spare Vol and STG Base Parameters object.
4. (Optional) Use the (VVVTCONF) Spare Vol and STG Ovrd Parameters object to override values set in the

(SSGACONF) Spare Vol and STG Base Parameters object.

The actions are ready for use from the corresponding objects or from GOA scripts.

Configure Vantage using VPVVDSSX

To continue using the VPVVDSSX configuration member from a previous release, follow these steps.

NOTE
The Add SMSVols to FGB action cannot be managed directly from the VPVVDSSX configuration member. You
must manage the action directly within each script or object where the action is used.

1. Ensure that the system parameter SMSCONFM is set to VPVVDSSX.
2. Open the VTOC/VVDS section in Host Configuration and define values for the VTOC, VTOC INDEX, and VVDS data

set sizes.

The actions are ready for use from the corresponding objects or from GOA scripts.

Add Volumes to SMS Storage Groups without Initialization
Configure Vantage to add spare volumes to SMS storage groups without initialization.

When you add volumes to SMS storage groups without initialization, the eligible spare volumes are taken from the
Vantage (SMSSPARE) Spare Volumes for Storage Groups object. The spare volumes are then added without initialization
and preserve their current parameters. The parameters that are preserved include VOLSER names, SMS status, VTOC,
VTOC INDEX, and VVDS sizes. This configuration is optional.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify SMSVOLAD (Y). This system parameter activates support for dynamic volume addition to DFSMS Storage
Groups.

2. Specify SMSINITZ (N). This system parameter deactivates spare volume initialization.
3. Define filter pairs to locate the spare volumes and storage groups that are eligible for adding spare volumes.
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4. Locate the VPNAVJCL sample job in yourHLQ.CCTUSAM and copy the job to yourHLQ.JCLLIB library.
5. Customize the VPNAVJCL job according to the instructions in the job.

This job adds spare volumes to the target storage groups without initializing the volumes. The volumes are added with
their current names, SMS statuses, VTOC, VTOC INDEX, and VVDS sizes.

NOTE
The VPNAVJCL job uses the ISMF batch interface (NaviQuest) to add the spare volumes to storage groups.

The actions are now ready for use from the corresponding objects and from the GOA scripts.

When you use one of the available actions for adding spare volumes, the VPNAVJCL job is submitted and the volumes
are added to the eligible storage groups.

The following values are updated for the related storage groups in the (POOLS) Storage Groups object in last interval (LI)
mode:

• % Allo
• Vol Cnt
• Free Bytes
• Capacity Bytes
• L-FreeExt Bytes

NOTE
If the batch job fails, these values are set incorrectly. However, these values are corrected in LI mode during the
next space collection interval (POOLSCAN) for the storage groups.

Define Filter Pairs for Spare Volumes and Storage Groups
Define filters pairs that match spare volumes with target storage groups.

This procedure is required for actions to add spare volumes to SMS storage groups, both with and without initialization.

A storage group filter and corresponding spare volume filter are always defined as a pair. These filters can be specific
or general. Each row in the definition dialog identifies a single filter pair. One filter pair may be sufficient for your needs.
However, if you require different candidate volumes for different SMS storage groups, you can define multiple pairs of
filters (rows).

To define filter pairs, follow these steps:

1. In MTC-M go to Host Configurations > SMS Spares to define the storage group filter.
The filter finds eligible storage groups for adding spare volumes.

2. Define the corresponding spare volumes filter.
The filter finds spare volumes that you can add to your storage groups.

NOTE
If you add volumes with initialization, the spare volumes must be empty. Otherwise, the initialization process
correctly prevents the accidental initialization of spare volumes that contain data sets.

3. Refresh the (SMSSPARE) Spare Volumes for Storage Groups object.
The (SMSSPARE) Spare Volumes for Storage Groups object table is created, and contains spare volumes that you
can add to the eligible storage groups.

NOTE
If you modified the paired filters, use the F SAMS,REFRESH,SMSSPARE command. Alternatively, use the
Refresh SMSSPARE action available in the (SMSSPARE) Spare Volumes for Storage Groups object. The
memory-resident SMS spares table is refreshed.

Vantage saves the paired filters in your external filter. The external filter is represented by yourHLQ.EXTFLTDS library.
This library is allocated by the J01GMI job from yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library.
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The paired filters are stored under a strict and reserved naming convention. The first storage group filter that you define
is named VPSMG001, and the associated volume filter is named VPSMVO001. The numeric portion of the name is
incremented when another pair is defined, up to a maximum of 999 pairs. If you delete one of the pairs, the associated
number becomes available for reuse.

Configuring Database Options
Vantage supports the following database options:

Vantage Interface for DB2
Supports the DB2 system
Configure your product to use Database option if you have a license for the option or you are evaluating the
option. Follow the instructions in Configure the Vantage Interface for DB2.

Vantage Interface for Adabas
Supports the Adabas system
Configure your product to use this option if your site uses Adabas. Ensure that you have a license for the option or
are evaluating the option. Follow the instructions in Configure the Vantage Interface for Adabas.

For information about how to specify Vantage system parameters, see Configure System Parameters.

NOTE
Vantage also supports IDMS/DB and Datacom/DB. Licensed customers of these products do not require any
additional licenses for Vantage. For more information, see Configuring GMI-Qualified Products.

Configure the Vantage Interface for DB2

Configure the Vantage Database Option for DB2 to enable support for DB2.

WARNING

To collect data and create records, all Vantage objects for DB2 require the VSAM Data Set Attributes (VVDS)
object. Execute the Vantage system script VSAMVVDS to extract the Attributes of VSAM Data sets and to
create the related object.

1. Locate the INSTALL Job J09DB2 in the CCTUSAMP library. Customize the job according to the self-contained
instructions, and run the job. This step applies only if you have not customized and run this job before.The job J09DB2
copies the Vantage system scripts required for Vantage support for DB2 from the sample library into the Vantage
system script library. 

2. Grant the Vantage started task EXECUTE authority within DB2. Enter the following commands:
GRANT EXECUTE ON PACKAGE VANTAGE.VANDB2RM TO CA Vantage-stc-user-id

GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN VANDB2RM TO CA Vantage-stc-userid-id

NOTE

• If you are not using native security in DB2, define the equivalent authorizations in ACF2, Top Secret,
RACF, or your security package of choice.

• Vantage Data Base Request Module (VANDB2RM) is distributed in the yourHLQ.CCTUDBRM  library and
bound as a package on the DB2 systems that you want to be accessible from Vantage.

3. Bind a Vantage DB2 package to your local and remote DB2 subsystems.
Locate the DB2PACK job in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP  library. Customize the job according to the self-contained
instructions, and run the job.

NOTE

Remote DB2 subsystem runs in a different LPAR than Vantage.
4. Bind a Vantage DB2 plan to local DB2 subsystems (running in the same LPAR as Vantage).
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Locate the DB2BIND job in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP  library. Customize the job according to the self-contained
instructions, and run the job. 

5. Ensure that the current version of the DB2 load library is available to Vantage started task through Linklist, or
concatenate the DB2 load library to the steplib for the Vantage started task. 

6. Activate the DB2 component by uncommenting the COMP=DB2 statement in the CONFIG member of your user
PARMLIB.

7. Set appropriate system parameters (VKGPARMS):
SUDB2 (Y)

Activates DB2 support
DB2SUBS (sub1,sub2,…,sub8)

Include local DB2s only
DB2SUBS (<DB2LIST>)

Include remote DB2s

NOTE

Vantage uses the Input List feature, specified in PARMLIB(CONFIG) under label <DB2LIST>. For more
information, see Configuring Multiple Systems and Input Lists and VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

8. Activate the Vantage system scripts for DB2 support below, as appropriate.

DB2NAMES Script

This script is used to build objects that show DB2 dabases, subsystems, table spaces, index spaces and data sets related
to DB2 in Last Interval mode.

Schedule when this script should run: 

To schedule when this script should run, perform one of the following actions:

• (Recommended) Use the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values. Expand the
Windows Client menu bar. Select z/OS, Object Scripting, System Scripts, and select the script DB2NAMES  in
the Script Selection page. 

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the DB2NAMES  member in yourHLQ.SYSTSCR library. Customize the script according to the
self-contained instructions. 

DB2RTS Script

This script is used to build the Real Time Index and Table Space Statistics objects in Last Interval mode. These objects
are also available as Real Time objects (in Real Time mode).

NOTE
The creation of the DB2 RTS objects requires that DB2 is at version V9 or above.

Schedule when this script should run:

WARNING
Do not run DB2RTS script and DB2NAMES script simultaneously.

To schedule when this script should run, perform one of the following actions:

• (Recommended) Use the System Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client. Select z/OS Menu, Object
Scripting, System Scripts, and select the script DB2RTS in the Script Selection page. 

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the DB2RTS  member in  yourHLQ.SYSTSCR  library. Customize the script according to the
self-contained instructions. 
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DB2LITS Script

This script is used to build the Table Space Occupancy object in Last Interval mode. This object is also available as Real
Time object (in Real Time mode).

Schedule when this script should run 

To schedule when this script should run, perform one of the following actions:

• (Recommended) Use the System Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client. Select z/OS Menu, Object
Scripting, System Scripts, and select the script DB2LITS in the Script Selection page.

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the DB2LITS member in  yourHLQ.SYSTSCR  library. Customize the script according to the
self-contained instructions. 

VNS12030 Script

This script is used to build the Index Space Occupancy object in Last Interval mode. This object is also available as Real
Time object (in Real Time mode).

Schedule when this script should run

To schedule when this script should run, perform one of the following actions:

• (Recommended) Use the System Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client. Select z/OS Menu, Object
Scripting, System Scripts, and select the script VNS12030 in the Script Selection page. 

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the VNS12030 member in  yourHLQ.SYSTSCR  library. Customize the script according to the
self-contained instructions. 

Configure the Vantage Interface for ADABAS

To configure the Vantage Interface for ADABAS, perform the configuration that is described in the following sections:

• SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J09ADABS
• SYSPROG - Configure for Adabas

SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J09ADABS

This job initializes your configuration data sets for the Vantage Interface for ADABAS. If not already done, find this job in
the CCTUSAMP library, customize it to your needs as instructed in the comments at the beginning of the member, and run
the job now.

SYSPROG - Configure for ADABAS

Due to the license agreement with Software AG, Broadcom is required to distribute the API to ADABAS as a separately
installed component. You can obtain this component from Broadcom Support. Ensure that you have received and installed
this software before continuing.

To enable this support, follow these steps:

1. Activate the ADABAS component by uncommenting the COMP=ADABAS statement in the CONFIG member of your
PARMLIB.

2. Set the appropriate Vantage system parameters:
SUADABAS

Set to (Y) to activate the ADABAS Interface.
ADABASVC

Specify the ADABAS SVC number. Default is (249).
3. Define filters for the ADABAS summary report.
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The summary presents information about the number of allocated and unused bytes per blocks per cylinders, in each
of the four constructs: Data Storage, Address Converter, Normal Index, and Upper Index. A summary is produced
for any user-defined group of Adabas files. You can define up to 1000 file groups. To define filters for the ADABAS
summary report and to define file groups, perform the following steps:
a. Create filter member FILTADAB in PARMLIB by copying it from the CCTUSAMP library. The sample defines the

following file groups:
SET_SUM_LABEL=ADA-CKPT-FILE             

SET_SUM_FILTER=(FCBSNAME INCL !CKPT/)

For a list of other field variables that can be used in the filter, run the GENMAP utility for object ADAFCB. See
member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library for this utility. All the substitution variables (without the enclosing %
% signs) can be used within the filter.

b. In the first line, assign a label name to the file group.
The label that you assign to each group appears in column 1 of the summary report.

c. In the second line, enter a pattern for the ADABAS file names you want to include in the summary group.
A question mark (?) can be used for any single character, an exclamation mark (!) for any preceding characters,
and a forward slash (/) for any trailing characters.
To specify more than one pattern with the INCLude, separate the patterns with blanks or commas. The example
(FCBSNAME INCL A/,B/,C/) includes all ADABAS files beginning with A, B, or C.

d. Define as many file groups as you want, up to a maximum of 1000.
Observe the following SET_SUM_LABEL= syntax rules:

4. The SET_SUM_LABEL= value should not exceed 16 characters.
– Do not change the FCBSNAME keyword.
– If a statement exceeds one line, begin subsequent lines with a space.
– You can use numeric ranges with the GE and LE keywords.
– You can use patterns with the INCL and EXCL keywords (for Include and Exclude respectively).
– Do not mix AND conditions with OR conditions. Use one or the other.
– Do not use parentheses.

5. Edit PARMLIB member SUMMARY to activate the ADABAS summaries.
The SUMMARY member as distributed contains the following comment line:
*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRADA   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR Adabas

Uncomment this line by deleting the * in column one such that the %%INCLUDE starts in the first position.

NOTE
The Adabas summary report object Database Files Summary, is located in the object tree (for example, in the
Windows Client) under Database Management, and then ADABAS.

Configure ADAFILE Script for Performance - ADABAS Database File Information

Access to ADABAS database file information using the native Software AG API at the time of the request (in real-time
(RT) mode) can take considerable time, depending on the number of files present.

To speed up this process, use the script ADAFILE, which collects the file information in advance, on a schedule you
specify, and keeps it in on a DASD file or in Vantage terms a Disk Checkpoint (DC) file. This DC file is then used as the
source of the ADABAS database file information object, dramatically improving performance.

NOTE
Disk Checkpoint (DC) objects are provided for performance reasons and are the default mode whenever
appropriate. Use this script if real-time (RT) view of Adabas database files is not needed. For general
information about Disk Checkpoint (DC) objects, see Configure Checkpoint Scripts for Tape Mgmt Systems.

The ADABAS database file performance script is ADAFILE for the ADABAS Database File object.
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To enable this performance related script 

1. Schedule when this script should run. To schedule the script run, perform the following steps:
– Use TSO/ISPF to edit the ADAFILE script member and set PERFORM_EVT_PROC to the desired day and time

you want it to run. To do this, uncomment the statement that looks like the following format, and specify the correct
day and time. (Delete the asterisk in column 1, and ensure PERFORM … starts in the first column.) Valid values for
the ON_DAY= parameter are: ALL, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, or SUN.
*PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=ALL,AT_TIME=0700

– Use the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set the values. In the Windows Client menu bar,
select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then System Scripts. In the Script Selection page of the wizard, select the script
ADAFILE.

2. Enter the following commands to activate and execute the script:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,ADAFILE

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,ADAFILE

Wait until the script completes execution before requesting the ADABAS Database File object. The following console
message shows when the execution is complete:
VAN0735I Automation Script SYSTEM ADAFILE: Control returned from the Event Procedure

After the previous message shows, the ADABAS Database File Disk Checkpoint data will be read and displayed much
more quickly.

Configure Interface for Db2
Configure the Vantage Database Option for DB2 to enable support for DB2.

To collect data and create records, all Vantage objects for DB2 require the VSAM Data Set Attributes (VVDS) object.
Execute the Vantage system script VSAMVVDS to extract the Attributes of VSAM Data sets and to create the related
object.

1. Locate the INSTALL Job J09DB2 in the CCTUSAMP library. Customize the job according to the self-contained
instructions, and run the job. This step applies only if you have not customized and run this job before.The job J09DB2
copies the Vantage system scripts required for Vantage support for DB2 from the sample library into the Vantage
system script library.

2. Grant the Vantage started task EXECUTE authority within DB2. Enter the following commands:
GRANT EXECUTE ON PACKAGE VANTAGE.VANDB2RM TO CA Vantage-stc-user-id

GRANT EXECUTE ON PLAN VANDB2RM TO CA Vantage-stc-userid-id

NOTE

• If you are not using native security in DB2, define the equivalent authorizations in ACF2, Top Secret,
RACF, or your security package of choice.

• Vantage Data Base Request Module (VANDB2RM) is distributed in the yourHLQ.CCTUDBRM library and
bound as a package on the DB2 systems that you want to be accessible from Vantage.

3. Bind a Vantage DB2 package to your local and remote DB2 subsystems.
Locate the DB2PACK job in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library. Customize the job according to the self-contained
instructions, and run the job.

NOTE

Remote DB2 subsystem runs in a different LPAR than Vantage.
4. Bind a Vantage DB2 plan to local DB2 subsystems (running in the same LPAR as Vantage).

Locate the DB2BIND job in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library. Customize the job according to the self-contained
instructions, and run the job.

5. Ensure that the current version of the DB2 load library is available to Vantage started task through Linklist, or
concatenate the DB2 load library to the steplib for the Vantage started task.
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6. Activate the DB2 component by uncommenting the COMP=DB2 statement in the CONFIG member of your user
PARMLIB.

7. Set appropriate system parameters (VKGPARMS):
SUDB2 (Y)

Activates DB2 support
DB2SUBS (sub1,sub2,…,sub8)

Include local DB2s only
DB2SUBS (<DB2LIST>)

Include remote DB2s

NOTE

Vantage uses the Input List feature, specified in PARMLIB(CONFIG) under label <DB2LIST>. For more
information, see Configuring Multiple Systems and Input Lists and VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

8. Activate the Vantage system scripts for DB2 support below, as appropriate.

DB2NAMES Script

This script is used to build objects that show DB2 databases, subsystems, table spaces, index spaces and data sets
related to DB2 in Last Interval mode.

Schedule when this script should run:

To schedule when this script should run, perform one of the following actions:

• (Recommended) Use the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values. Expand the
Windows Client menu bar. Select z/OS, Object Scripting, System Scripts, and select the script DB2NAMES in the
Script Selection page.

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the DB2NAMES member in yourHLQ.SYSTSCR library. Customize the script according to the
self-contained instructions.

DB2RTS Script

This script is used to build the Real Time Index and Table Space Statistics objects in Last Interval mode. These objects
are also available as Real Time objects (in Real Time mode).

NOTE
The creation of the DB2 RTS objects requires that DB2 is at version V9 or above.

Schedule when this script should run:

WARNING
Do not run DB2RTS script and DB2NAMES script simultaneously.

To schedule when this script should run, perform one of the following actions:

• (Recommended) Use the System Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client. Select z/OS Menu, Object Scripting,
System Scripts, and select the script DB2RTS in the Script Selection page.

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the DB2RTS member in  yourHLQ.SYSTSCR library. Customize the script according to the self-
contained instructions.

DB2LITS Script

This script is used to build the Table Space Occupancy object in Last Interval mode. This object is also available as Real
Time object (in Real Time mode).

Schedule when this script should run
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To schedule when this script should run, perform one of the following actions:

• (Recommended) Use the System Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client. Select z/OS Menu, Object Scripting,
System Scripts, and select the script DB2LITS in the Script Selection page.

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the DB2LITS member in  yourHLQ.SYSTSCR library. Customize the script according to the self-
contained instructions.

VNS12030 Script

This script is used to build the Index Space Occupancy object in Last Interval mode. This object is also available as Real
Time object (in Real Time mode).

Schedule when this script should run

To schedule when this script should run, perform one of the following actions:

• (Recommended) Use the System Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client. Select z/OS Menu, Object Scripting,
System Scripts, and select the script VNS12030 in the Script Selection page.

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the VNS12030 member in  yourHLQ.SYSTSCR library. Customize the script according to the
self-contained instructions.

Install and Configure Interface for Adabas
To install and configure the Vantage Interface for Adabas, perform the steps in the following sections.

The following steps are typically performed by a system programmer.

• Receive and Install Interface for Adabas
• Run INSTALL Job J09ADABS

The following steps are typically performed by a storage administrator.

• Activate Interface for Adabas
• Configure the Adabas Summary Report
• Configure the ADAFILE Script to Optimize Performance

Receive and Install Interface for Adabas

Under the terms of our license agreement with Software AG, Broadcom distributes the API to Adabas as a separately
installed component. Updates to this solution are provided as a new PAX file, and there are no maintenance PTFs to
apply. You can obtain this component from Broadcom Support.

This installation can be done using SMP/E or CSM, and is similar to the steps in Installing.

1. Allocate and mount a file system (if not done already).
2. Download the VANTADA.V14R1.CLASSIC.pax.Z file from Broadcom Support and upload it as a binary to the mounted

path.
3. Unpax the file to create the product directory.
4. Customize and run the UNZIPJCL job to create the final installation files.
5. Take a backup of the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL library, and use the DHQAREAD member in that library to review

descriptions of the individual members.
6. Customize and execute only the following jobs in the DHQAREAD member, in order. You can use the DHQSEDIT

macro and the DHQEDALL REXX script to customize the jobs.
DHQ00ALL

This job creates yourHLQ.CDHQLOAD library.
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DHQ10CSI
This job creates the SMP/E environment.

DHQ20RCB
This job receives the base FMIDs into the global zone.

DHQ30APB
This job places the ADASAM module in yourHLQ.CDHQLOAD library. This module is the Vantage Interface for
Adabas.

DHQ40ACB
This job accepts the software into the distribution zone.

Do not execute the remaining jobs in the member.
Your installation of the Interface for Adabas is complete. This step completes the Prepare the SMP/E Environment for
a Pax Installation and Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation steps of the installation procedure.

7. APF Authorize yourHLQ.CDHQLOAD and ensure that this library is always APF authorized.
8. Concatenate this library into the Vantage Started Task procedure DD STEPLIB. You can place this statement before or

after the Vantage 14.1 SRM base yourHLQ.CCTULOAD library.

You have installed and customized the Interface for Adabas, and added it to the Vantage started task. Next, run the install
job J09ADABS.

Run INSTALL Job J09ADABS

This job initializes your configuration data sets for Interface for Adabas. If not already done, find this job in the
CCTUSAMP library, customize it as instructed in the member, and run the job.

Activate Interface for Adabas

Ensure that you have received and installed the Interface for Adabas solution before you perform this procedure.

1. To activate the ADABAS component, uncomment the COMP=ADABAS statement in the CONFIG member of your
PARMLIB.

2. Set the appropriate system parameters as follows:
SUADABAS

Set to (Y) to activate the Adabas Interface.
ADABASVC

Specify the Adabas SVC number. Default is (249).
3. Recycle the Vantage Started Task

You activated Interface for Adabas.

Configure the Adabas File Summary

The Adabas Database Files Summary object provides a summary report for Adabas. This object is in the Vantage object
tree under Database Management, Adabas. The object presents information about the number of allocated and unused
bytes per blocks per cylinders, in each of the four constructs: Data Storage, Address Converter, Normal Index, and Upper
Index A summary is produced for any user-defined group of Adabas files. You can define up to 1000 file groups.

To define filters and file groups for the Adabas summary report, perform the following steps:

1. Create the filter member FILTADAB in PARMLIB by copying it from the CCTUSAMP library. The sample defines the
following file groups:
SET_SUM_LABEL=ADA-CKPT-FILE             

SET_SUM_FILTER=(FCBSNAME INCL !CKPT/)
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For a list of other field variables that can be used in the filter, run the GENMAP utility for the object ADAFCB. See
member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library for this utility. All substitution variables (without the enclosing %%
signs) can be used in the filter.

2. In the first line, assign a label name to the file group.
The label that you assign to each group appears in column 1 of the summary report.

3. In the second line, enter a pattern for the Adabas file names that you want to include in the summary group.
A question mark (?) can be used for any single character, an exclamation mark (!) for any preceding characters, and a
forward slash (/) for any trailing characters.
To specify more than one pattern with the include statement, separate the patterns with blanks or commas. The
example (FCBSNAME INCL A/,B/,C/) includes all ADABAS files beginning with A, B, or C.

4. Define as many file groups as you want, up to a maximum of 1000.
5. Observe the following syntax rules for SET_SUM_LABEL:

– The SET_SUM_LABEL= value should not exceed 16 characters.
– Do not change the FCBSNAME keyword.
– If a statement exceeds one line, begin subsequent lines with a space.
– You can use numeric ranges with the GE and LE keywords.
– You can use patterns with the INCL and EXCL keywords.
– Do not mix AND conditions with OR conditions. Use one or the other.
– Do not use parentheses.

6. To activate the Adabas summaries, edit the SUMMARY PARMLIB member.
The SUMMARY member as distributed contains the following comment line:
*%%INCLUDE MEMBER=SUMRADA   * SUMMARY DEFS FOR Adabas

Uncomment this line by deleting the * in column one such that the %%INCLUDE starts in the first position.

Configure the ADAFILE Script to Optimize Performance

Accessing Adabas database file information using the native Software AG API in real-time can take considerable time,
depending on the number of files present. To speed up this process, use the ADAFILE script. You schedule this script to
collect file information in advance. The information is saved in a DASD file or, in Vantage terms, a Disk Checkpoint (DC)
file. This DC file serves as the source of the Adabas database file information object, dramatically improving performance.

NOTE
Disk Checkpoint (DC) objects are provided for performance reasons and are the default mode whenever
appropriate. Use this script if a real-time (RT) view of Adabas database files is not needed. For general
information about Disk Checkpoint (DC) objects, see Configure Checkpoint Scripts for Tape Management
Systems.

To help optimize performance, enable the ADAFILE script:

1. Schedule when this script should run.
– Use TSO/ISPF to edit the ADAFILE script member and set PERFORM_EVT_PROC to the desired day and time

you want it to run. Uncomment the statement that looks like the following format, and specify the correct day and
time. (Delete the asterisk in column 1, and ensure PERFORM … starts in the first column.) Valid values for the
ON_DAY= parameter are: ALL, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, or SUN.
*PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=ALL,AT_TIME=0700

– Use the System Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set the values. In the Windows Client menu bar,
select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then System Scripts. In the Script Selection page of the wizard, select the script
ADAFILE.

2. Enter the following commands to activate and execute the script:
F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,ADAFILE

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,ADAFILE
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Wait until the script completes execution before requesting the Adabas Database File object. The following console
message appears when the execution is complete:
VAN0735I Automation Script SYSTEM ADAFILE: Control returned from the Event Procedure

After the previous message appears, the Adabas Database File Disk Checkpoint data will be read and displayed much
more quickly.

Configuring the Allocation Option
All licensed or evaluation customers of the Vantage Allocation Option should perform this configuration.

The Vantage Allocation Option adds value to Allocate with the following functionality:

• Reads the storage groups defined by Allocate and displays their usage.
• Supports trend logging for space usage within the Allocate-defined storage groups.
• Monitors Allocate storage groups for threshold violations and takes corrective actions by submitting batch jobs.
• Dynamically adds spare volumes to Allocate storage groups that are in violation of their thresholds.
• Displays the status of the spare volumes table.
• Displays the status of Allocate quotas

SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J10ALLOC

This job allocates and initializes your configuration data sets for the Vantage Allocation Option. If not already done, find
this job in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it to your needs as instructed in the comments at the beginning of the
member, and run it now. You can omit or delete the steps for options and components you will not use.

SYSPROG - Configure SAMS JCL Procedure for Allocate API

You must ensure that Vantage has access to the Allocate API. Because Allocate does not support placing its loadlib in
your system linklist, you must update the SAMS JCL procedure and concatenate the Allocate load library to the //STEPLIB
DD statement. If the Vantage load library is in STEPLIB (rather than the system linklist), ensure that the Vantage load
library precedes the Allocate load library in the concatenation.

NOTE
When an API is not available, Vantage customarily intercepts the 806 abend and issues appropriate messages.
z/OS usually issues the message: CSV003I REQUESTED MODULE <pgmname> NOT FOUND.

Configure Queue File

To activate this component you must allocate and initialize the QUEUE file. To do this, use the J01QFILE job. If you have
installed and configured the Vantage Interface for Disk, this job has already been executed and a QUEUE file has already
been allocated and initialized.

Activate Receiver/Dispatcher Component

The Vantage Allocation Option also requires that the Receiver/Dispatcher component be active. To activate the Receiver/
Dispatcher component at system startup, uncomment the following statement in the CONFIG member of your PARMLIB.

*COMP=RCDSP        UNCOMMENT IF ARM/ALLOMGR USED (SUARH=Y OR SUPLS=Y)

Configure VAMSPARE Table

The J10ALLOC job also creates member VAMSPARE in your local PARMLIB. This member can contain spare volumes
to be added to storage groups that have exceeded their thresholds. For information about how to update this table, see
Configure Spare Allocate Volumes (VAM Spares).
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Activate the Vantage Allocation Option

Ensure Allocate is at release 12.5 or higher.

Specify the needed system parameters. Typically, you will need to specify the following system parameter settings:

SUPLS (Y)
Activates the Windows Client support for the Vantage Allocation Option.

INCLVAMS (Y)
Includes Allocate storage groups in Vantage.

PLSPRGDS (data.set.name)
Names the PDS with the Allocate ASR, Pool, and Quota Configuration Definitions.

PLSSTCN (VAM)
Provides the name of the Allocate started task.

NOTE
For more information on Allocate system parameters, see the Allocate documentation set.

To activate the support, you must restart the SAMS subsystem by issuing the following commands:

F SAMS,SHUTDOWN   -  to shut the subsystem down

S SAMS            -  to bring it up again

Configuring Interface for Disk
All licensed or evaluation customers of the Vantage Interface for Disk should perform this configuration.

About the Vantage Interface for Disk

The Vantage interface for Disk enhances Disk in the following areas:

NOTE
Each functionality is optional and requires customization for use.

• Log all restores for online viewing and analysis
• Audit Archvols against the MVS catalog
• Monitor and view Disk messages

If you are using the Vantage Automation Option or the Vantage Interface for Disk option, you can also monitor and
analyze Disk Messages in real-time.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring the Automation Option.

If you are using the Vantage Tape Resource Option, you can also audit the tape management system against the Disk
ARCHVOLS records.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring the Tape Resource Option.

SYSPROG - Run INSTALL Job J08DISK

This job allocates and initializes your configuration data sets for the Vantage Interface for Disk. If not already done, find
this job in the CCTUSAMP library, customize it to your needs as instructed in the comments at the beginning of the
member, and run it now. You can omit or delete the steps for options and components you will not use.
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To configure the Disk component

1. Allocate the data set to contain the Disk batch JCL skeletons in the INSTALL job J08DISK.
2. Copy the skeleton JCL members from the CCTUSAMP library to Disk DMSJCL or you can use Vantage JCLLIB.
3. Update the sysparm DMSJCL if you are not using the default name.
4. Customize the DMSJCARD member to meet your needs for executing Disk.

SYSPROG - Enable Database Access for Disk

Disk supports both FILES data sets and Datacom/AD databases as its information repository. If you are using only FILES
data sets, then you can skip this configuration step.

To enable database access for Disk

If you are using one or more Datacom/AD databases with Disk, you must perform the following steps:

1. Concatenate your current version of the Disk load library to the Vantage STC STEPLIB, or ensure it is available in the
system Linklist.

2. Concatenate your current version of the Datacom/AD load library (CAAXLOAD) to the Vantage STC STEPLIB.
3. Verify that the Disk parmlib used for Vantage is correct. If necessary uncomment the PARMLIB DD statement.
4. Update the sysparm CUSLDISK to name the Datacom CUSLIB data set associated with the Datacom Multi-User

Facility (MUF) that manages the Disk database.

SYSPROG - Enable Restore Log for Disk

Disk calls the RESAFTEX exit for each restore. Vantage builds the log record by extracting information from the
DSNINDEX subfile of the files data set.

NOTE
For more information, see Monitor Subfiles of the Disk Files Data Set in Configuring Vantage GMI-Qualified
Products.

To install the exit

1. The restore log data set is allocated as part of INSTALL job J01RSTLG. If you have configured the HSM component
this job has been executed and a restore log has been allocated. It is identified by the system parameter listed below.
Ensure that this data set exists.
RSTLOG  (%%DSNPFX%%.RSTLOG)

NOTE
For information about using RLS, read the instructions in the J01RSTLG job.

Add the CCTULINK library to your linklist by updating the appropriate LNKLSTxx member in SYS1.PARMLIB. This
takes effect with the next IPL. (The SMP/E installation placed the RESAFTEX exit in the CCTULINK library.) For a
previous release, you may have copied RESAFTEX to the Disk LOADLIB. If so, it is recommended that you delete the
old copy and begin using RESAFTEX directly from the CCTULINK linklist library. This makes future SMP/E upgrades
easier.

2. If you can dynamically add CCTULINK to your active linklist, do so. This eliminates the need for an IPL. Then issue the
console command below to reflect the linklist changes:
F LLA,REFRESH

3. Specify the RESAFTEX exit routine to Disk by updating member SYSPARMS in your Disk PARMLIB with the following
entry:
RESAFTEXRESAFTEX

NOTE
Do not perform this step until RESAFTEX is available from an active linklist library (see steps 1 and 2
above).
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If you need to combine the functions of an existing RESAFTEX with the RESAFTEX supplied with Vantage, find
RESAFTEX in the distributed source library (CCTUSRC) and locate the CALL RSTAFTEX. Modify the source to call
your routine before or after this call. (Instructions are included in the prologue of the supplied source.) Then use SMP/
E, such as the job found in member RESAFTEX in the CCTUSAMP library, to reassemble and link the exit, and follow
the above steps.

4. Specify system parameter RSTMON (Y) in member VKGPARMS in PARMLIB to indicate that the restore logging
component is to be started.

Operator Commands for the Restore Monitor

The following commands are useful for the Restore Monitor:

F SAMS,ACT,RSTMON

F SAMS,DEACT,RSTMON

F SAMS,RSTMON,FREEFILES

NOTE
For more information, see Operator Commands.

SYSPROG - Configure SAMS JCL Procedure for Disk

A model (SAMSDM) containing the necessary DDNAMES has been provided in the CCTUSAMP library.

To prepare the Vantage started task

1. Concatenate your current version of the Disk load library to the Vantage STC STEPLIB, or ensure it is available in the
system Linklist.

2. Review the comments in the SAMSDM member and change as appropriate for setup. There are several sysout data
sets that need to be allocated if you are using the Disk actions.

3. Verify that the Disk parmlib used for Vantage is correct. If necessary uncomment the PARMLIB DD statement.
4. Use the SAMS distributed started task procedure and update it as described in these procedures, or copy and rename

the SAMSDM member to your user proclib and call it SAMS.

Audit ARCHVOLS Against MVS Catalog

Audit script AUDITARC is provided to audit the records in the ARCHVOLS sub-file of the FILES data set.

This script resides in the system scripts library, but will execute under the audit-server. If this script is not in your system
scripts library, copy it from the CCTUSAMP library.

ARCHIVED Script - Archived Data Sets Not Archived to Disk

The ARCHIVED audit script scans your catalogs for data set entries cataloged to ARCIVE pseudo-volumes, and verifies
that each data set exists in Disk sub files.

The result shows those data sets that are archived but not found in Disk sub files.

To schedule when this script should run

To schedule when this script should run, do one of the following:

• Use the Audit Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values. In the Windows Client menu bar, select
z/OS, Object Scripting, and then Audit Scripts. In the Script Selection page of the wizard, select the script ARCHIVED.

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the ARCHIVED member and set PERFORM_EVT_PROC to the desired day and time you
want it to run. To do this, uncomment the statement that looks like the following, and specify the correct day and time.
(Delete the asterisk in column 1, and ensure PERFORM … starts in the first column.) Valid values for the parameter
ON_DAY= are: ALL, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, or SUN. For example:
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*PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=ALL,AT_TIME=0800

To specify the catalogs to audit (Optional)

By default, all connected catalogs are audited. However, you can also explicitly specify which catalogs or catalog pattern
names to audit (to include and/or exclude). To do this, perform the following steps:

1. Go to Include / Exclude in Host Configuration section of MTC-M.
2. Select Cataloged ARCIVE not in DSNINDEX Catalogs, and then add the appropriate catalogs or catalog name

patterns to be audited.
If you specify includes as well as excludes, remember that excludes always override includes (includes never override
excludes).

NOTE
For more information, see INCLEXCL.

AUDITARC Script - Audits ARCHVOLS Sub-file

The AUDITARC script uses your ARCHVOLS sub-files from your Files Data Sets as input and checks each entry as
follows:

• If the True Vol matches the Arc Key, which implies the archive volume is on tape, it verifies that the True Vol volume is
in the system catalog.

• If the True Vol is different from the Arc Key, which implies the archive volume is on disk, it verifies that the archive
volume data set is in the VTOC of the True Vol volume, that is, the archive data set exists.

Errors are summarized by type and presented in a summary object, with zooms to the error details for each type of error.

To schedule when this script should run

Audits are relatively intensive processes and should not be run too frequently. To schedule when this script should run, do
one of the following:

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the AUDITARC member and set PERFORM_EVT_PROC to the desired day and time you
want it to run. To do this, uncomment it by moving it one space to the left so that the line begins in position 1 and then
specify an execution date and time. Valid values for the ON_DAY= parameter are: ALL, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI,
SAT, or SUN. For example:
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=0700

• Use the Audit Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client. Select z/OS, Object Scripting, Audit Scripts, and then click
Archvols vs MVS Catalog.

DSNDISK Script - Disk Data Sets without Backup

The DSNDISK audit script scans the online volumes for data set entries and verifies that a backup entry exists in the Disk
sub files.

The result shows those data sets that are not backed up by Disk.

To schedule when this script should run, do one of the following:

• Use the Audit Script Builder wizard in the Windows Client to set these values. In the Windows Client menu bar, select
z/OS, Object Scripting, and then Audit Scripts. In the Script Selection page of the wizard, select the script DSNDISK.

• Use TSO/ISPF to edit the DSNDISK member and set PERFORM_EVT_PROC to the desired day and time you want it
to run. To do this, uncomment the statement that looks like the following and specify the correct day and time. (Delete
the asterisk in column 1, and ensure PERFORM … starts in the first column.) Valid values for the parameter ON_DAY=
are: ALL, MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, or SUN. For example:
*PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=ALL,AT_TIME=0800
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By default, all online volumes and data sets are audited. However, you can also explicitly specify which volumes or
volumes pattern names, and data sets or data sets pattern names to audit (to include and/or exclude). To do this, perform
the following steps:

1. Go to Include / Exclude in Host Configurations section of MTC-M.
2. Select Disk Data Sets without Backup, and then add the appropriate volumes or/and data sets or volumes or/and data

sets patterns to be audited.
If you specify includes as well as excludes, remember that excludes always override includes (includes never override
excludes).

NOTE
For more information, see Configuration Members.

Audit Tape Management System Against Archvols

If you use a Broadcom tape management system or license the Vantage Tape Resource Option, you can audit your tape
management system against the records in the Archvols.

NOTE
To find out how to configure an audit script for this purpose, see Configuring the Tape Resource Option.

Configure the Auto Restore Manager (ARM) - Enhance DMSAR

NOTE
The Vantage GMI support for Disk includes the Auto Restore Manager (ARM) facility. For the configuration
requirements, see Configuring GMI-Qualified Products. The ARM facility can be used with supported versions of
Disk.

Disk provides a native Auto Restore function that initiates a started task, DMSAR, each time a data set under its archive
control is referenced. The DMSAR task restores the needed data set while the requester (an online user or a batch job)
waits. When the restore is complete, the DMSAR task terminates.

The Auto Restore Manager (ARM) enhances this process in two ways:

• ARM can start one or more DMSAR servers, optionally dedicating them to either tape or disk restore work, and leave
them active, that is, waiting for more work. These features increase auto restore performance.

• ARM also provides a JES2 Exit that makes batch processing more efficient when the batch JCL references archived
data sets. Instead of letting the job tie up an initiator while the needed data sets are restored one by one, the JES2 Exit
support holds the job, and routes all the needed restores to ARM at once (where multiple servers restore the data sets
more efficiently). ARM then releases the job when all restores are completed. Use of the JES2 Exit is optional.

SYSPROG - Monitor Disk Messages (Optional)

To monitor Disk messages in Vantage, you must route all or selected Disk messages to Vantage where they can be
accumulated for easy viewing and review. In other words, searching through batch output for important Disk messages
can be eliminated. The Vantage automation functions can also detect and respond to critical Disk messages. Messages
are accumulated in a script distributed with Vantage. If logging of messages for historical reasons is wanted, use the
Vantage log function to accomplish this.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure Disk Message Automation.

Configuring for USS
The Mounted zSeries File Systems object, located under UNIX for z-Series in the object tree, displays all mounted zSeries
File Systems (zFS).
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The UNIX for zSeries section contains the following three objects in the Vantage object tree:

Directories
Displays the main UNIX directories starting at the root. This object also provides information about the directory
attributes, such as size, owner, permissions, as well as date and time of the directory creation and modification.
The Directories (Unix File Display) object collects data in real time.

Mounted zSeries File Systems
Data is created using IBM UNIX System Services. This object shows all mounted zSeries File Systems (zFS)
data set names, residing volumes, mount points, and all possible zFS and UNIX attributes such as status, mount
points, and read I/O. This object can show up to 38 attributes. The Mounted zSeries File Systems object collects
data in real time or for the last interval.

UNIX Tree Search
This object shows a list of the zFS selected data set names, their mount points, the full path of each individual
directory, as well as files and their attributes, such as size, permissions, owner, access time and date, and others.
This object shows Disk Interval (DI) mode.

This section describes how the object data is collected, as well as how to configure these objects to collect data in LI or DI
mode.

How the Object Data is Collected

The GOA script VNSUCZFS obtains all the records from the (OBJ11100) Mounted zSeries File Systems object in Real
Time mode and processes them through the applied script filter. Filtered records are then passed to the VNJUCZFS job,
and the script automatically submits it for execution. The VNJUCZFS job uses the Vantage utility to query the UNIX tree
for filtered records and to build the (OBJ11105) UNIX Tree Search object.

IMPORTANT
Entries in the INCLEXCL member of the user PARMLIB do not affect these objects.

Define the security profiles of the Vantage started task for each user that needs to execute the Mounted zSeries File
Systems object actions as follows:

Mount, Unmount, Reset Mount, and Remount
Grant the permission SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT. This permission is required to mount and unmount
commands in z/UNIX.

Grow Aggregate and Change Mount Attributes
Grant the permission SUPERUSER.FILESYS.MOUNT. This permission is required to execute the chmount
command in z/UNIX.

Configure Mounted zSeries File Systems for Last Interval Mode

Configure the Mounted zSeries File Systems object to collect data for the last interval.

Follow these steps:

1. In yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library locate and execute job J12USS.
This job copies the system script ZFSDSNS to your system scripts library (as identified by system parameter
SYSTSCR). You can also copy it manually from the CCTUSAMP library to your system script library.

2. Schedule when this script should run. Use the System Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client to schedule and
activate the script:
a. Select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then System Scripts in the Windows Client menu bar.
b. Select the ZFSDSNS script in the Script Selection wizard page.
c. Follow the wizard prompts to schedule when it should run, then save and activate the script.

The Mounted zSeries File Systems object displays data in Last Interval (LI) mode after you execute the script.
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Configure UNIX Tree Search in Disk Interval Mode

Configure the UNIX Tree Search object to collect data in disk interval mode.

Follow these steps:

1. In yourHLQ.JCLLIB locate and execute the J12USS job.
This job copies the General Object Automation script VNSUCZFS to yourHLQ.AUTOSCR script library (as identified
by system parameter AUTOSCR) and the sample JCL VNJUCZFS to yourHLQ.JCLLIB Vantage library (as identified
by system parameter JCLLIB). You can also manually copy both samples (VNSUCZFS and VNJUCZFS) from the
CCTUSAMP library to the appropriate AUTOSCR and JCLLIB libraries.

2. Set the value of the Vantage system parameter UNIXPTFX to the HLQ of the data set that will be used (allocated) by
the VNJUCZFS job.

3. Customize the VNJUCZFS job in your JCLLIB library according to the self-contained instructions. You must specify
the job header and the storage class name. If necessary, change the data set allocation size to fit your environmental
needs.

4. Review the selection criteria for building the UNIX Tree Search object, and schedule the object data collection:
a. Select z/OS, Object Scripting, Automation Script, and then General Automation Script in the Windows Client

menu bar.
b. Select Script Name in the left-side panel, and select Modify, Existing Script.
c. Select the VNSUCZFS script from the list of existing scripts, and select Next.
d. Follow the wizard prompts to schedule the script execution.
e. Select No Timing if you want to execute the script manually (on demand) using the Fire and Script action from All

Scripts Loaded, or from the wizard.
f. Follow the wizard prompts to the Filter/Sort section. Select the filter criteria, if applicable.

NOTE
The default filter criteria for the factory-supplied script is "Alloc %" > 75. The data collected is used for
the UNIX Tree Search object. In this scenario, all the zFS data sets in the Mounted zSeries File Systems
object that exceed the 75% allocation are used as input to build the UNIX Tree Search object. Modify the
filter criteria according your needs.

g. Follow the wizard prompts to Saving and Activation wizard page, and select OK to save the script.

The UNIX Tree Search object displays the data in Disk Interval (DI) mode after you execute the script.

Special Considerations

The VNSUCZFS script usually finishes the execution before the VNJUCZFS job. The “VAN0735I Automation Script GOA
VNSUCZFS: Control returned from the Event Procedure” message does not indicate that data is collected. The data for
the UNIX Tree Search object is collected when the VNJUCZFS job finishes successfully.
The VNJUCZFS job usually ends with RC 4095 because it does not have read access to all the paths. The following
message is displayed in the VNJUCZFS job log: “Directory without read permission: flag: 2 Dir: /aaaaa/bbbb/cccc”.
The UNIX Tree Search object can consume large amounts of real storage. Review the parameter MEMLIMIT of the
Vantage starting procedure.

Configuring Multiple Systems
You can customize Vantage in a multi-system environment to gain the most benefit on each z/OS image while eliminating
unnecessary redundancy.

Note the following:

• z/OS means a separate z/OS operating system running on various LPARs, or as single systems that share DASD.
• All DASD is shared between each z/OS system. If DASD are not shared, implementation of additional Vantage

functions on images that maintain non-shared DASD may be necessary.
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Vantage does not need to run on each z/OS system with shared DASD, except to run those options that are unique or
independent on each z/OS system, such as the Hardware Monitor, Disk Auto-Restore Manager, DFSMShsm Interface,
SYSVIEW Interface or the Vantage Allocation Option, Vtape, EMC Symmetrix, DFSMSrmm, BMC Control-M/Tape,
TLMS,ASG-Zara, Sun StorageTek VSM, EMC DLm Virtual Tape, IBM VTS,STK Libraries.

Customize, test, and implement the primary Vantage first. Then, duplicate the customization for each secondary
environment and make the necessary adjustments that are described in the following sections.

For details about how to make the necessary configuration adjustments, see Host Configuration.

Primary Vantage System
This refers to the main Vantage system that manages all functions common to a given shared DASD environment.

Secondary Vantage Systems
This refers to minimal Vantage systems running on other z/OS systems, sharing DASD as the primary system. A
minimal system is necessary to manage only those functions that are inherently unique or independent on each z/
OS system.
Secondary systems may be needed if you are running the following:

• The Hardware Monitor
Hardware errors are reported to the z/OS image running the task that incurred the error, through SVC 76. To
catch hardware errors on all systems, the Hardware Monitor should be active on each z/OS image.

• Disk DMSAR
This task can run on any z/OS system to restore automatically data sets that have been archived. If the
Vantage Auto-Restore Manager (ARM) is to manage DMSAR activity on all systems, a secondary Vantage
with ARM must be active on each of those systems.

• The DFSMShsm Interface
This interface interacts directly and indirectly with DFSMShsm. To interact with DFSMShsm on each z/OS
system, Vantage must be active on each z/OS system. When viewing the DFSMShsm control data sets, report
details or report summaries, the Primary Vantage is sufficient because the CDS and log data sets can be
accessed from the primary Vantage system. For viewing the other HSM objects, or for taking real-time actions,
Vantage is required on the respective secondary systems and the LOGON must be to that Vantage.

• The Vantage Allocation Option
Because data set allocation is inherently unique to the z/OS system on which the allocation is being done, the
Vantage Allocation Options (Allocate) must also be active on each z/OS system where allocation control is
desired. The storage group definitions and Allocation Selection Routines (ASRs) must be shared between the
z/OS systems to maintain allocation enforcement integrity. When the rules are changed, the Vantage Allocation
Option task on each z/OS system must be refreshed. Failure to refresh each Vantage Allocation Option task
can cause undesirable data set allocation results.

• SYSVIEW Interface

Sharing Vantage Data Sets

Some Vantage data sets can be shared between systems and some must be unique to each system.

NOTE
For an overview of which data sets can be shared between systems and which must be unique to each system,
see the lists of Vantage data sets in Post Installation Requirements.

Database Options Considerations

To report on local databases, the Vantage Database Option and the Vantage Interface for Adabas option in Vantage have
to be active in each secondary Vantage.
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For DB2, however, the Vantage Interface for Adabas reports on all DB2 data sets found in a shared DASD environment
under the *NF* subsystem. *NF* indicates that the actual DB2 subsystem to which the data set belongs is Not Found, but
you will still see the space information for the data sets.

If your DB2 systems are set up to use DDF in a Sysplex, and you configured the Vantage DB2 component accordingly,
a local DB2 is used to communicate with remote DB2s and report on all DB2 data sets in the Sysplex. This gives you a
complete, consolidated, and single point of view report on all DB2 data sets in the Sysplex.

PARMLIB Considerations

Following are the two basic approaches for handling your local parameter settings for multiple Vantage systems:

• Use a different local PARMLIB for each system
This is conceptually easy, and it allows the default member names to be used in all your local PARMLIBs, one for each
system. That is, each local PARMLIB has a CONFIG member, a VKGPARMS member, and so on. But the contents
of these members are different in each library,  because they contain the options specific to their respective systems.
The only drawback to this approach is the existence of several local PARMLIBs, and the need to jump around from one
library to the next whenever configurations need to be examined and modified.

• Use the same local PARMLIB for all systems
In this approach, the configuration members must have unique names for each system. For example, let us assume
you have four Vantage systems. You obviously cannot have four VKGPARMS members in the same library. So
instead, you might name them VKGPSYS1, VKGPSYS2, VKGPSYS3, and VKGPSYS4. All that you need now is a
way to tell each system which VKGPARMS member it is to use. This is done using the CONFIG member, and can be
done in two ways.
The EXEC statement in the started task JCL for each Vantage system contains CONFIG=mbrname and
VSYS=sysname parameters. The CONFIG= parameter identifies the CONFIG member for that system. Inside that
member, there must be a <VSYS=sysname> statement. This is a section name that defines the components of the
named Vantage system. The first line under the <VSYS=sysname> statement usually says VKGPARMS=VKGPARMS,
which provides the true name of the VKGPARMS member. This is where you get to specify VKGPARMS=VKGPSYS1
to direct system 1 to its correct system parameters.
To configure your four systems, you can do one of the following:
– Use four different CONFIG members
– Use four different sysname sections within a single CONFIG member
– Use other combinations, like two config members with possibly two sysname sections in each

NOTE
At first glance, this may seem like more work, but the payback for at least some storage administrators,
is that it keeps all Vantage configurations in a single library. With a good system for naming the CONFIG
members and/or sysname sections, this may even improve the ability to keep them organized. It can also
be useful for managing or assisting remote sites, that is, a central storage administrator can configure all
Vantage systems for an enterprise in one library, and simply distribute that one library to all the remote sites.

• Method 1 (unique PARMLIBs per Vantage system)
You must create a separate started task procedure (SAMS proc) for each Vantage system. Be sure that the local
PARMLIB, first in the concatenation on the //PARMS DD, identifies the unique PARMLIB for that system. Then
configure each local PARMLIB as needed for its associated system. The second data set in the concatenation is the
common factory-distributed CCTUPARM, which can be the same on all systems if it is on a shared volume.

• Method 2 (common PARMLIB, different members per system)
This method also requires that you create a separate started task procedure (SAMS proc) for each Vantage system.
But instead of changing the local PARMLIB, you must change the CONFIG=, VSYS= parameter, or both on the EXEC
statement to identify the proper member name, section name, or both. You must then configure the appropriate
members and sections for each system.
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WARNING
The following member names are reserved for internal system use within the factory distributed parameter
library. Do not use these member names within your local configuration library, doing so can lead to
unpredictable results: AUTINMAP, FILTARCH, FILTIDLE, MESSAGES, MSGnnnnn, PROFILE, SUMMARYD,
SUMRnnnn, SYSnnnnn, and VPnnnnnn.

Configure PARMLIB Member CONFIG

The CONFIG member is CONFIG, and the VSYS section is named VANTAGE. As distributed in the CCTUSAMP library,
the <VSYS=VANTAGE> section in member CONFIG looks like the following:

<VSYS=VANTAGE>     VSYS SECTION FOR CA Vantage

VKGPARMS=VKGPARMS  PARMLIB MEMBER WITH YOUR SYSTEM PARAMETER OVERRIDES

***********************************************************************

* UNCOMMENT THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED. DO NOT CHANGE ORDER.  

*COMP=RCDSP        UNCOMMENT IF ARM/ALLOMGR USED (SUARH=Y OR SUPLS=Y)  

*COMP=ARM          UNCOMMENT IF ARM IS USED (SUARH=Y)

***********************************************************************

***********************************************************************

COMP=AUTO          CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF AUTOMATION NOT USED      

COMP=TCPIP         CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF TCP/IP NOT USED          

COMP=SNA           CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF VIEW/3270 NOT USED       

COMP=HWM           CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF HARDWARE MONITOR NOT USED

COMP=DB2           CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF DB2 NOT USED             

COMP=ADABAS        CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF ADABAS NOT USED          

COMP=VTAPE         CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF CA VTAPE IS NOT USED     

COMP=EXTGRPS       CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF SECONDARY GROUPS NOT USED

COMP=SMF           CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF SMF INTERFACE IS NOT USED

*COMP=P2P          CAN UNCOMMENT IF P2P IS TO BE USED

You can define another Vantage system to run on System 1.

Follow these steps:

1. Duplicate the entire <VSYS=VANTAGE> section within the CONFIG member.
2. Give the second copy an appropriate name, such as <VSYS=VANSYS1>.
3. Modify the copied VKGPARMS statement to VKGPARMS=VKGPSYS1.
4. Create member VKGPSYS1 by copying member VKGPARMS, and customize it for the new system.
5. If a different INCLEXCL member is needed for each Vantagesystem, insert after VKGPARMS=name, a new statement

called:
INCLEXCL= and use an appropriate name such as the following example which is the Include/Exclude member that is
used for this system:
INCLEXCL=INEXSYS1

6. Create member INEXSYS1 by copying member INCLEXCL, and customize it for the new system.
7. Comment out appropriate COMP= statements in the new VSYS section.

Any component that will not be used by a particular system should be commented out, by putting an asterisk in column
1.
For example, the result of steps 1 through 6 above, with only the hardware monitor and TCPIP components to be
started, would look like this:
<VSYS=VANSYS1>      VSYS SECTION FOR CA Vantage ON SYSTEM 1

VKGPARMS=VKGPSYS1   PARMLIB MEMBER WITH SYSPARM OVERRIDES FOR THIS SYSTEM

INCLEXCL=INEXSYS1   THE Include/Exclude MEMBER USED FOR THIS SYSTEM

***********************************************************************

* UNCOMMENT THE FOLLOWING STATEMENTS IF NEEDED. DO NOT CHANGE ORDER.  
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*COMP=RCDSP         UNCOMMENT IF ARM/ALLOMGR USED (SUARH=Y OR SUPLS=Y)

*COMP=ARM           CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF ARM NOT USED

***********************************************************************

***********************************************************************

*COMP=AUTO          CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF AUTOMATION NOT USED

COMP=TCPIP          CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF TCP/IP NOT USED

*COMP=SNA           CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF VIEW/3270 NOT USED

COMP=HWM            CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF HARDWARE MONITOR NOT USED

*COMP=DB2           CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF DB2 NOT USED

*COMP=ADABAS        CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF ADABAS NOT USED

*COMP=VTAPE         CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF CA VTAPE IS NOT USED

*COMP=EXTGRPS       CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF SECONDARY GROUPS NOT USED

*COMP=SMF           CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF SMF INTERFACE IS NOT USED

*COMP=P2P           CAN CHANGE TO A COMMENT IF P2P INTERFACE IS NOT USED

8. Repeat the above steps for each Vantage system.
9. If you use Input Lists to name your Disk Files data sets, HSM log data sets, restore log data sets, or DB2 systems,

place them at the end of the CONFIG member. Multiple Vantage systems can share the same Input List, if appropriate.
In such cases the system parameters identifying the Input Lists on each system all refer to the same Input List located
here. However, any system that requires a different Input List must give it a different name which can also be found
in this CONFIG member. For example, if systems 1, 2, and 3 can all share the same list of FILES data sets, Input List
<FILELIST> can be used by all three. If system 4 requires a different list of data sets, it must refer to a different Input
List, for example <FILELST4>.

NOTE
Blank lines are allowed in the CONFIG member, as are comment lines, which must start with an asterisk in
column one.

Startup JCL Proc (STC JCL)

Customize a separate SAMS proc for each z/OS system and save it in the appropriate system proclib, such as SAMS1
for system 1, SAMS2 for system 2. Verify that the JCL in each SAMS proc refers to the correct data sets for that z/OS
system.

Ensure the PARM= parameter on the EXEC statement refers to the correct CONFIG member, and correct VSYS section
name within that member. Continuing our example for System 1 above, it would appear as follows:

//SAMS1    PROC

//SAMS     EXEC PGM=SAM,REGION=0M,TIME=1440, 

//         PARM='CONFIG=CONFIG,VSYS=VANSYS1'

VTAM Customization

If you use the View 3270 Client to interact online with both the primary and each secondary Vantage, you must customize
a VTAM application definition for each z/OS system. Consider line two of the following APPL definition:

SAMSNODE   VBUILD TYPE=APPL

SAMS       APPL  ACBNAME=SAMSACB

SAMS is the label name of the APPL statement. It associates with the APPLID= parameter of the LOGON command, as
in LOGON APPLID=SAMS. The value of the ACBNAME= parameter associates with Vantage through system parameter
ACBNAME when Vantage opens the ACB.

Both the APPL label name and the ACBNAME must be unique per z/OS system. If all VTAMs on each z/OS system
share customization, all Vantage definitions can be placed in the same VTAMLST member. Consider the following APPL
definition:
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SAMSNODE     VBUILD TYPE=APPL

SAMSDEV      APPL ACBNAME=DEVACB

SAMSTEST     APPL ACBNAME=TESTACB

SAMSPROD     APPL ACBNAME=PRODACB

LOGON commands point to the label name of the appropriate Vantage. The local PARMLIB for each system must specify
the appropriate ACBNAME (xxxACB) in the VKGPARMS member of PARMLIB.

TCP/IP Customization

In PARMLIB member VKGPARMS for each system, configure the TCP/IP parameters relevant to that connection:

TCPASNAM (name.of.your.TCPIP.address.space) Default is TCPIP

TCPPORT (value.of.your.well.known.port.number) Default is 777

PARMLIB Customization

If you copied the entire PARMLIB data set for each system, instead of sharing data set, you can delete the following
members, if present, from each secondary PARMLIB. All of these members involve the volume, pool, or data set group
functions, which you will probably run on your primary system. Hence, you can delete these from each secondary
PARMLIB:

INCLEXCL, GDEFS, and POOLDEFs

Observe the following:

• DEFRAG, POOLS, THRESHGU, and VOLUMES are obsolete members. These members should be deleted on all
systems. GOA should be used for automation.

• EXTGRDEF and GROUPDEF are obsolete in release 6.2 SP4 and above. These members can be deleted from all
systems. Member GDEFS has replaced both.

If, however, you do want to run volume, pool, or data set group functions on a secondary system, using different pool or
group definitions from the primary system, you can easily do so with the multiple PARMLIB approaches.

VKGPARMS Customization

Edit PARMLIB member VKGPARMS for each secondary system. If different PARMLIB data sets are used for each
system, VKGPARMS can be the member name in all of them. But if different <VSYS=VANxxxxx> sections are used to
define each system within a shared PARMLIB, the VKGPARMS member has a unique name for each.

The following is a list of parameters that should be reviewed for each secondary system. If a parameter in your secondary
VKGPARMS member does not appear in the following list, no adjustment to it is necessary.

NOTE
In the following list, parameter names ending with an asterisk (*) indicates there are more than one parameter
beginning with that prefix, that is, all the parameters that begin with the prefix should be reviewed for each
secondary system.

ACBNAME
Set a unique name for each z/OS system to provide LOGON capabilities.

AUT*
Specify them with values of (N).

BCDSDSN
If each z/OS system maintains its own BCDS, change the name appropriately.

BCDSDSN*
If multicluster support is active, specify the correct BCDS names in the multicluster chain.
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DEFRTHRS
Remove.

DTCINTVL
Remove.

DTOCMOPT
Remove.

DTOCSUPP
Specify with a value of (N).

EXT*
Remove all except EXTFLTDS which may be a shared PDS.

EXTFLTDS
External filter PDS can be shared.

FILES*
If each z/OS system maintains its own Disk Files Data Sets, change the names appropriately.

GRPSUPP
Specify with a value of (N).

GRP*
Remove, other than GRPSUPP as noted above.

HSM*
Set to the appropriate DFSMShsm Activity Log data set names for each z/OS system.

INCL*
Specify with a value of (N).

LOG*
Remove.

MCDSDSN
If each z/OS system maintains its own MCDS, change the name appropriately.

MCDSDSN*
If multicluster support is active, specify the correct MCDS names in the multicluster chain.

MSG*
Set values appropriately to the Vantage Activity Log for each z/OS system.

OCDSDSN
If each z/OS system maintains its own OCDS, change the name appropriately.

PAWINTVL
Remove.

POOLSUPP
Specify with a value of (N).

POOL*
Remove, except for POOLSUPP as noted above.

QUEUE
Set to the appropriate Vantage Queue File data set name for each z/OS system. This must be a unique data set
per system, not a data set shared by multiple systems.

RAIDSUPP
Specify with a value of (N).
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RAID*
Remove, except for RAIDSUPP as noted above.

RED
Remove.

STK*
Remove.

SUBSYSN
Set the subsystem name to be unique to each z/OS system. The value is limited by z/OS to four characters.

TCP*
Set all relevant TCP/IP parameters.

TRENDPFX
Specify the prefix (1 to 13 characters) of the log data set name that is used for logging objects.

VOLTHRS
Remove.

VSFINTVL
Remove.

VVDSDEAL
Remove.

WAITTIME
Remove.

YELLOW
Specify the percentage value for space that is used on a volume or pool at which you want the color to change
from green to yellow in the graphic displays.

Script Considerations

If you want to run the Vantage Automation Option on more than one system, or share a common script library but ensure
that scripts execute on particular systems, you must make use of the SYSID parameter in your scripts.

NOTE
For more information, see the SYSID parameter description in Script Details.

Component Activation and Deactivation

Components are automatically started if they are specified in COMP=name statements in the VSYS section of the
CONFIG member in PARMLIB.

For example, the presence of a COMP=SNA statement indicates that the SNA component is to be activated at startup.
A COMP=TCPIP statement indicates that the TCPIP component is to be activated at startup. You can comment out a
COMP=name statement, by putting an asterisk in the first column, if you do not want it activated at startup.

Independently of a COMP=name statement, you can manually activate or deactivate a component at any time by using
the ACT or DEACT commands. For example:

F SAMS,ACT,SNA

F SAMS,DEACT,SNA

F SAMS,ACT,TCPIP

F SAMS,DEACT,TCPIP
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Console Server

The Console Server may cause WTOs and operator commands to disappear if Vantage is running on some OS/390 2.10
operating systems. This problem does not occur in a z/OS system release environment. It is probable that this is caused
by missing upgrades to the Extended MCS (Multi Console Support) services that Vantage is calling.

The solution to this problem is to shutdown the Console Server with the command:

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=CONSLOG

This command has the following impact:

• The Console Server will no longer manage the Operator Console Log and the z/OS Console Messages objects.
• The Highlighted z/OS Console Messages facility will not work.

Configuring FICON and DASD Activity Performance Objects
FICON and DASD Activity Performance Objects can retrieve SMF record information, and provide diagnostics and
statistics.

You can configure FICON and DASD Activity Performance Objects to retrieve information from the SMF record types 73,
74, subtypes 7 and 1, and record type 124, subtype 1, and provide statistics and information about FICON Directors and
Port utilization, as well as link diagnostic information about FICON channels and DASD activities, and others.

Capabilities of FICON and DASD Activity Performance Objects

FICON and DASD Activity Performance Objects have the following capabilities:

• Provide statistics about FICON Directors (switch) and Port utilization.
• Show information about activities on the individual FICON channel paths.
• Collect and show link diagnostic information for particular ports and control units. This information helps you diagnose

I/O errors and performance issues caused by fiber optic infrastructure issues or incorrect I/O configuration.
• Provide data about physical status for each FICON channel and information about DASD activities, such as number of

requests (active or queued) on the device, or pending and connect time to service those requests.

Prerequisites

Before configuring FICON and DASD Activity Performance Objects, ensure you satisfy the following prerequisites:

• Turn on SMF 73, 74-1, 74-7, and 124-1 record types in:
– I/O Supervisor. See IECIOSxx and z/OS MVS Initialization and Tuning Reference.
– FICON director. Consult with FCD vendor.
– IBM RMF (See ERBRMFxx for reference (FCD command)) or in BMC CMF product.

NOTE
When you turn on a certain SMF record type, the Vantage objects available to you are those contained in
that record type only. Therefore, ensure you turn on those record types that you need.

• (SMF 124-1 only) Set FICON STATS=YES in SYS1.PARMLIB (IECIOSxx) member.

Relationships Between SMF Record Types, Subtypes and Vantage Objects

This section provides an overview of relationships between SMF records types, subtypes and Vantage objects:

• 73 is required for the following Vantage object:
– (OBJ09030) FICON Channel Path Activity

• 74-1 is required for the following Vantage objects:
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– (OBJ09036) DASD Activity Performance
– (OBJ09035) DASD Activity Configurations

• 74-7 is required for the following Vantage objects:
– (OBJ092032) FICON Director Port Performance
– (OBJ092033) FICON Director Configuration
– (OBJ092034) FICON Director Port Connectors

• 124-1 is required for the following Vantage objects:
– (OBJ09031) Link Diagnostic Information Performance
– (OBJ09037) Link Diagnostic Information Configurations

Configure Vantage FICON and DASD Activity Performance Objects to Collect Data in SC Mode

You can use the SC (Snapshot Copy) mode to show data from SMF records captured in the system in real time.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the J01SMF job in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library. Execute the job according self contained Instructions. J01SMF
job creates SMFCONF configuration member in your user PARMLIB library.

2. Uncomment the following statement in the CONFIG member of PARMLIB:
COMP=SMF

You can also start the SMF component manually by issuing the following command:
F SAMS,ACT,SMF

3. In Vantage object tree open Vantage Internal Management – Configuration - "(SMFCONF) Configuration of SMF
objects" object. Change the configuration as needed. For more information see the help on the (SMFCONF)
Configuration of SMF objects object.

Configure Vantage FICON and DASD Activity Performance Objects to Collect Data in DI Mode

DI (Disc Interval) mode shows data from historical SMF records stored in sequential data set(s). Use the DI mode if you
want to work with data covering a large historical interval. For example if you want to identify the most utilized FICON
switch for the last week. Names of these data set(s) can be specified as source of data for object via the input list.

NOTE
You do not have to activate Vantage SMF component (COMP=SMF) and configure Vantage objects for SC
mode to use these objects in DI mode.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate the Vantage sample job VNSSMFDU in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library.
2. Customize and execute the job according self contained instructions. VANSSMFDU contains an example on how to

use the IBM utility IFASMFD to extract the required SMF data from the log stream and store it in the data set(s), which
can be used in input list.

Remove or Reinstall MVS Exit

The SMF component installs an SMF exit, (program name VANSFU83), into the MVS system. After loaded into memory,
the exit will stay there until the next IPL. However you find it necessary to remove the exit from the MVS system, or to
reinstall the exit dynamically, for example because Vantage stops provide data, use the following commands:

F SAMS,SMF,REMOVE 

When this command is given the system will respond with the message: VAN1523I SMF Exit VANSFU83 is
Removed

To reinstall the SMF exit into the MVS system after it has been removed, issue the command:
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F SAMS,SMF,REINSTALL 

Or wait for the next IPL. When the exit is reinstalled, Vantage issues the message: VAN1523I SMF Exit VANSFU83 is
Reinstalled

Following command can be used to show the date of creation of VANSFU083 exit and to display additional information
about Vantage collection of SMF records, output is in MSGE00n part of the joblog:

F SAMS,SMF,DIAG

Configure Security
Control access and the use of Vantage resources.

Security administrators provide security for Vantage resources, such as access to objects, actions, dynamic objects,
scripts, libraries, and data sets.

As a security administrator, you can complete the following tasks:

• Establish the security environment for the Vantage started task during the initial startup. For more information, see
Perform Initial Startup

• Configure security for Vantage using the Simple security mode, that is supported by the previous release.
• Configure security for Vantage using the Granular security mode.
• Configure security for operator commands.
• Configure security for scripts.
• Configure Vantage for the secure communication, including configuration of TCPIP/AT-TLS, Web Server, and Windows

Client.
• Use alternative options for logon to Vantage SRM, such as PassTicket, or PassWord Phrase.
• Submit console commands from a batch job using VANCONSL utility.

Securing Vantage Resources

Configure security for Vantage objects, actions, scripts, libraries, and data sets using one of the following methods:

Simple security mode
Provides access to resources based on the group level SAF profile. Simple security mode is a legacy security
mode, supported by the earlier releases. The SECURGRA parameter is set to (S). This is a default security mode.

Simple security warning mode
Provides access to resources based on the group level SAF profile, same as the simple security mode. Also,
Vantage issues warning messages for objects and actions, that would be denied for the given user in a granular
security mode. Set the SECURGRA (W) to use this mode for the smooth migration from simple security mode to
granular security mode.

Granular security mode
Provides access permissions up to the level of the individual object, or actions available in that object. Set the
SECURGA (G) to use this mode.

IMPORTANT
To see the all of the Vantage objects and actions, and their security profiles in the simple security or in granular
security mode, execute the Vantage (SECSAF) Security Definitions object that is located under Vantage Internal
Management – Security Settings in the object tree.

Security System Parameters

The following Vantage system parameters are related to security:
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• DBADMIN
• SECURCMD
• SECURGRA
• SECURHSM
• SECURPFX
• SECURSCR
• SPOADMIN
• STGADMIN
• TAPADMIN
• TMCDSNCK
• VTPDSNCK

Simple Security Mode
Use Vantage to protect access to objects and actions by group level SAF profiles.

In the simple security mode, objects and actions are grouped based on the functionality. The objects within the same
group share the same SAF profile. When you grant access to one of the objects that belongs to a particular group, you
grant access to all objects and actions in that group. The Vantage system parameters STGADMIN , TAPADMIN , DBADMIN ,
and SECURHSM control access to object actions.

In the simple security mode, that is supported from the previous release, you can complete the following actions:

• Grant script processing authority to all objects, or group of objects.
• Grant access for users to all objects, or group of objects.
• Grant access to users to perform actions on objects.
• Grant authority to update data sets.

Grant Script Processing Authority to All Objects
Vantage allows you to grant script processing authority to all objects.

In order for automation services (script processing) to access objects, and take actions upon them, the product's started
task (STC) itself must have the following:

1. Full access to all objects as specified in the Resource Names (or Data Set Class Profiles) Associated with Objects list
in the section Methodology for Defining Access Rules to Objects.

2. Full access to all data sets, both disk and tape.
3. Authority to perform actions against tape and non-tape related objects.

For item 1, ensure that the logon ID associated with the started task has ALTER access to the generic SYSSSM.FUNC
name.

For Item 2, full access to all data sets, ensure that the logon ID associated with the started task itself has ALTER access
to all data sets. This is normally done during initial installation as instructed in Post Installation Requirements. (Actions
such as Backup, Compress, and Release actually require only READ or UPDATE authority. However, in general,
automation services need ALTER authority to perform other actions such as Archive, Migrate, Move, or Delete.)

If SECURRES (Y) is used (the default), the operations attribute grants access to data sets but will have no affect on
gaining access to the objects, because that requires a Resource Facility check. Therefore, you must still ensure that the
logon ID associated with the started task itself has ALTER access to the SYSSSM.FUNC Resource Facility name.

If SECURRES (N) is used, you can satisfy both 1 and 2 by giving the started task and logon ID the RACF OPERATIONS
attribute (or its equivalent in ACF2 and Top Secret). This works because your security system checks data set class
profiles for object access, and real dsnames for data set access. Since security sees both objects and data sets as data
sets, the RACF OPERATIONS attribute will permit full access to both.
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For item 3, give the started task (logon ID) STGADMIN and TAPADMIN authority.

For DFSMSrmm customers, ensure that the Vantage task (logon ID) has authority to issue SEARCHVOLUME and
SEARCHDATASET commands. For details, see the section Authorizing DFSMSrmm Users and Ensuring Security in
IBM's DFSMSrmm Guide and Reference Manual.

For CA 1 customers, ensure that the Vantage task (logon ID) has authority to update the Volume Master File (VMF) data
set.

Grant Access to Objects
Activate security to control the access to Vantage SRM, objects and actions.

When you activate the security support, Vantage can control who logs on, what objects they can access, and allow them
to perform actions upon the objects while maintaining a secure environment. It does this by using the IBM SAF interface,
upon which nearly all security systems are built, including ACF2, RACF, and Top Secret. If you do not activate the security
support, anyone can logon, compromising security, but Vantage automatically limits the product to its viewing functions
only, in such cases users cannot perform any actions on what they view.

When security support is activated, Vantage requires all users to provide their logon IDs and passwords at logon time,
and immediately passes them to your security system. As usual, unknown users or invalid passwords cause your security
system to reject the logon request.

In addition to this logon check, Vantage allows you to define user access rules to the Vantage objects themselves.
Vantage uses SAF to check for object access rules every time an end user selects an object from one of the client
interfaces, rejecting access whenever appropriate.

Do not activate support for security checking until you have defined the object access rules as described in the following
section.

Methodology for Defining Access Rules to Objects

Vantage associates each of its objects with a name that your security system can interpret either as a data set class
profile or as a resource name (you choose which). To check whether a user can access a selected object, Vantage calls
the SAF interface to verify that the user has READ access to the object's associated name. If the name is to be treated
like a data set name, Vantage must make the call using a RACROUTE with class="DATASET". If the name is a resource
name, Vantage must use a RACROUTE with class="FACILITY". You tell Vantage which CLASS to use on the SAF
check using system parameter SECURRES in member VKGPARMS of PARMLIB. SECURRES (Y), the default, instructs
Vantage to use resource facility names. For data set class profiles, specify SECURRES (N).

If you decide to have Vantage do its checking against data set class profiles, real data sets with these names need not
exist. Only your security system needs to recognize them as data set names.

If you decide to have Vantage do its checking against resource facility names, be aware that in Top Secret this is called
IBMFAC and should not be confused with FACILITY (FAC). Top Secret converts all resource checks for class FACILITY to
a class name of IBMFAC.

The process of controlling access to objects consists of identifying Vantage resource names (or data set class profiles) to
your security system, and then granting users READ access to the appropriate names.

All the names have a common resource_prefix. Vantage appends the .FUNC.n portion to your prefix to build the complete
names in the form resource_prefix.FUNC.n. If the default prefix of SYSSSM is not acceptable, specify your desired prefix
in system parameter SECURPFX in member VKGPARMS in PARMLIB.

To make it easy to grant some users access to all objects, one of the names (resource_prefix.FUNC) is reserved for this
purpose. Any logon ID with ALTER access to this name has access to all objects.

The following is a complete list of Vantage Objects and shows the resource names (or data set class profiles) associated
with the objects and the Vantage access rule associated with the objects:
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All_objects
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC
Vantage Access Rule: Any logon ID with ALTER authority to this name has access to all objects.

Data Base Option
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.U
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Automation Option
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.I
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Allocate
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.O
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

ASTEX
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.Q
Vantage Access Rule: Access OK if logon ID has READ authority.

Disk Autorestores
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.A
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Disk and Unix Sub-Files
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.L
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Commands
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.C
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Constructs
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.S
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Data Sets
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.D
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Data Set Groups
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.G
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

EMC Symmetrix
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.X
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

DFSMShsm Objects
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.E
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Distributed Objects
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.F
Vantage Access Rule: Access OK if logon ID has READ authority.

Hardware Monitor
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.B
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Misc_objects
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.M
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Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.
Misc_objects are as follows:

• EXTFILT - External Filter List
• SUBMITSC - Schedule Job Submit Ad Hoc
• SUBSTITU - Substitute Model JCL
• TAPEUNIT - Tape Units Display
• JCLMLIST - JCL Model List

Storage Groups
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.P
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

z/OS System Resources
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.R
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Tape Resource Option (Including CA 1 Objects)
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.K
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Schedules
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.H
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Unix
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.T
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

Volumes
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.V
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

GMI Products
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.W
Vantage Access Rule: GMI objects.
Various GMI candidate products, such as Disk objects, Vtape, TLMS, etc.

SYSVIEW (All Objects)
Resource Name or Data Set Class Profiles: SYSSSM.FUNC.WFU
Vantage Access Rule: Access okay if logon ID has READ authority.

NOTE
The SYSVIEW Performance Management LMP code is FU. LMP codes for SYSVIEW product options
include FV, JD, JE, etc.

Defining Object Access Rules to your Security System

The methods for defining resource names (or data set class profiles) to your security system vary for the different security
systems.

1. Make sure that no one has general access based solely upon the common prefix. (For example, assuming that the
default prefix of SYSSSM is being used in a RACF shop, you must specify UACC=NONE for the SYSSSM.** generic
profile.)

2. Grant ALTER access to SYSSSM.FUNC for any user allowed access to all the objects.
3. Grant READ access to the appropriate names for users who are not granted access to all objects.
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RACF Example - Creating Generic Profiles That Control Access to Objects

The first two ADDSD commands in this example ensure that universal access to all objects is denied. The remaining
ADDSD commands define the generic profiles needed for controlling access to the data set, volume, storage group, data
set group, and construct objects.

Add the logon IDs of users who are to have access to all objects to the first example PERMIT command.

If there are users with the OPERATIONS attribute who should not have access to Vantage objects, you can specifically
deny them access by placing their logon IDs in the second example PERMIT command. For users who are granted
access only to specific objects, but not all of them, put their logon IDs in PERMIT commands as shown in the third through
seventh entries below.

ADDSD  'SYSSSM'  OWNER(SYSSSM) UACC(NONE)

ADDSD  'SYSSSM.FUNC'  OWNER(SYSSSM) UACC(NONE)

ADDSD  'SYSSSM.FUNC.D' GENERIC OWNER(SYSSSM)

ADDSD  'SYSSSM.FUNC.V' GENERIC OWNER(SYSSSM)

ADDSD  'SYSSSM.FUNC.P' GENERIC OWNER(SYSSSM)

ADDSD  'SYSSSM.FUNC.G' GENERIC OWNER(SYSSSM)

ADDSD  'SYSSSM.FUNC.S' GENERIC OWNER(SYSSSM)

PERMIT  'SYSSSM.FUNC.**'ID(logon IDs) ACCESS(ALTER)

PERMIT  'SYSSSM.FUNC.**'ID(users with OPERATIONS attribute ) ACCESS(NONE)

PERMIT  'SYSSSM.FUNC.D' ID(logon IDs) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT  'SYSSSM.FUNC.V' ID(logon IDs) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT  'SYSSSM.FUNC.P' ID(logon IDs) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT  'SYSSSM.FUNC.G' ID(logon IDs) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT  'SYSSSM.FUNC.S' ID(logon IDs) ACCESS(READ)

Example: How to define and permit the resource SYSSSM in RACF

This defines the Facility class entries:

RDEF FACILITY SYSSSM.FUNC UACC(NONE)

This defines the permission for the resource to the user that requires it:

PERMIT SYSSSM.FUNC CLASS(FACILITY) ID(Vantage stc user) ACCESS(UPDATE)

PERMIT SYSSSM.FUNC CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

This entry limit objects tree function “n” access:

PERMIT SYSSSM.FUNC.n CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

This command rebuild memory Facility table:

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Top Secret Example - Creating Rules That Control Access to Objects

For the data set class profile prefix SYSSSM.FUNC to be protected under Top Secret, either a user or a department
must own it. In this example, department DEPT091 has been chosen as the owner. The following command assigns the
ownership:

TSS ADD(DEPT091) DSN(SYSSSM.FUNC)

All data sets with this prefix are now protected. Users can then be permitted to access either the prefix (for all objects) or
a full data set name (for a specific object). Permission can be granted by either user levels or profile levels. This example
demonstrates the use of two profiles:
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• PROFNAM1
• PROFNAM2

The following command permits the users connected to the first profile to have access to all the objects:

TSS PERMIT(PROFNAM1) DSN(SYSSSM.FUNC) ACCESS(ALL)

The following commands permit the users in the second profile to access only the objects associated with the data set
class profiles:

TSS PERMIT(PROFNAM2) DSN(SYSSSM.FUNC.D) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(PROFNAM2) DSN(SYSSSM.FUNC.V) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(PROFNAM2) DSN(SYSSSM.FUNC.P) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(PROFNAM2) DSN(SYSSSM.FUNC.G) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(PROFNAM2) DSN(SYSSSM.FUNC.S) ACCESS(READ)

Make sure that users are connected to their proper profiles. The following commands connect users 1, 3, 4, and 5 to the
second profile. User 2 is the only one connected to the first profile.

TSS ADD(USER1) PROFILE(PROFNAM2)

TSS ADD(USER2) PROFILE(PROFNAM1)

TSS ADD(USER3) PROFILE(PROFNAM2)

TSS ADD(USER4) PROFILE(PROFNAM2)

TSS ADD(USER5) PROFILE(PROFNAM2)

NOTE

To logon to Vantage, each logon IDs must also be connected to FAC(SAMSFAC) through the command TSS
ADD(userid) FAC(SAMSFAC). When users logon, the commands given above restrict the objects to which they
have access.

Profiles are often used because the command TSS LIST(profname) DATA(ALL) provides a convenient display of both the
resources and the users that are controlled by the profile.

Example: How to define and permit the resource SYSSSM in Top Secret

This establishes ownership of the IBMFAC(SYSSSM) resource:

TSS ADDTO(deptacid) IBMFAC(SYSSSM)

This defines the permission for the resource to the user that requires it:

TSS PERMIT(Vantage stc user) IBMFAC(SYSSSM.FUNC) ACCESS(UPDATE)

TSS PERMIT(user) IBMFAC(SYSSSM.FUNC) ACCESS(READ)

This entry limit object tree function n access:

TSS PERMIT(user) IBMFAC(SYSSSM.FUNC.n) ACCESS(READ)

ACF2 Example - Creating Rules That Control Access to Objects

One way to create ACF2 security rules for accessing data sets is to write and edit all the various rule statements that
are needed and save them in a PDS member. You can then specify this member as the input when you issue the ACF2
command to compile the rules into the ACF2 database.

In the following example, the @@KEY(SYSSSM) statement establishes SYSSSM as the common prefix for the data set
class profiles. @@MODE(ABORT) specifies the action ACF2 is to take when access is denied based on the associated
rules. The -UID(MBK******) rule statement establishes universal access rights of none (no access parameters are
specified and the dash indicates that this rule applies to all data sets with the prefix). Access is then granted only when a
more specific rule, one of the FUNC or FUNC.x rules, matches the request.
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In ACF2, ALLOC access is sufficient to satisfy the SAF RACROUTE request for ALTER access.

Therefore, the first three FUNC statements listed below grant logon IDs AAAAAA, BBBBBB, and CCCCCC access to all
objects. The two FUNC.O statements grant users DDDDDD and EEEEEE access to the messages object. User EEEEEE
is also given access to the storage group objects by the FUNC.P statement. (For more information on the UID string,
consult your local ACF2 support personnel.)

@@KEY(SYSSSM)

@@MODE(ABORT)

-  UID(MBK******)

FUNC UID(MBK*************AAAAAA) ALLOC(A)

FUNC UID(MBK*************BBBBBB) ALLOC(A)

FUNC UID(MBK*************CCCCCC) ALLOC(A)

FUNC.O UID(MBK*************DDDDDD) READ(A)

FUNC.O UID(MBK*************EEEEEE) READ(A)

FUNC.P UID(MBK*************EEEEEE) READ(A)

Update and save these rule statements in a data set, then compile them into the ACF2 database by issuing the ACF2
compile command:

COMPILE your_data_set_name ALL

After all the updates to the ACF2 database have been made, the global system options (GSO records) must be refreshed,
but doing so is not required. To perform a refresh to use the following command:

F ACF2,REFRESH(ALL)

If the refresh command is used, it must be answered on the console with a logon ID (LID) and password that has the
REFRESH privilege.

Example: How to define and permit the resource SYSSSM in ACF2

To set up a Facility Class with the resource name SYSSSM:

Define resource name by placing the following in a Partition Data Set (PDS):

$KEY(SYSSSM) TYPE(FAC)

FUNC.- UID(Vantage stc user) SERVICE(READ,ADD,DELETE,UPDATE) ALLOW

FUNC.- UID(user) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

This entry limits objects tree function “n” access:

$KEY(SYSSSM) TYPE(FAC) 

 FUNC.n UID(user) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

If the FAC type code is part of a directory, made resident in ECSA, the following command needs to be issued:

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

Grant Access to Perform Actions on Objects
Activate security to control the access to actions on the selected object.

When security support is active, Vantage allows users to request one or more actions against any selected object (for
example, compress a data set or scratch a tape). Vantage uses the SAF interface to check each user's authority to
perform the requested actions, denying the actions as appropriate. If the security support is not activated (SECURITY (N)
is specified), Vantage denies all action requests (only viewing is permitted).

Vantage divides actions into the following categories:
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• Tape-Related Objects
• Non Tape-Related Objects (other than Datacom/DB)

NOTE
Actions against data sets fall into both the above categories.

• Datacom/DB Objects
• Jobs on the JES Queues

Actions Against Tape-Related Objects

For tape-related objects, Vantage can check if a user has tape administrator authority, or if dealing with a data set, proper
data set access authority. Permission to perform the action is granted if the user has either of these authorities. The
checks are made in the following order:

1. Tape Administrator Authority
For this check to be active, you must provide the name of the resource that represents tape administrator authority at
your installation. You do this by specifying this name in the TAPADMIN system parameter, i.e., TAPADMIN(tapadmin
name). This system parameter has no default value. To use this capability you must provide the system parameter with
the correct value. Examples are provided for Top Secret, ACF2, and RACF.

NOTE
Resource Facility checking is always used to check this authority, even if SECURRES (N) is specified, which
calls for the data set class profile checking for objects.

If the user has READ access to this name, the action is permitted. If not, the next level is checked (if it is a data set
action).

2. Data Set Access Authority
By default, a tape data set action is permitted if the user has ALTER access to the data set on the selected tape. If you
do not want to make access authority-checks against tape data sets, you must specify system parameter TMCDSNCK
(N). This stops all tape data set access checks except one - a recall by the Vtape system. To prevent this check you
must specify the system parameter VTPDSNCK (N).

Note the following:

• Only users with tape administrator authority can do the following:
– Use the Eject tape command
– Use all the Tape Resource Option commands regarding tape management systems

• For CA 1 TMS customers, Vantage users must have authority to update the Tape Management Catalog (TMC) data
set.

• For TLMS customers, Vantage users must have authority to update the Volume Master File (VMF) data set.
• For DFSMSrmm customers, Vantage users must have authority to update the Control Data Set (CDS). They also need

to be able to issue SEARCHVOLUME and SEARCHDATASET commands. For details, see the section Authorizing
DFSMSrmm Users and Ensuring Security in IBM's DFSMSrmm Guide and Reference Manual.

Actions Against Non-Tape Objects

For non-tape objects (other than Datacom/DB Objects), Vantage can check if a user has storage administrator authority,
or if dealing with a data set, proper data set access authority. Permission to perform an action is granted if the user has
any of these authorities. The checks are made in the following order:

1. Storage Administrator Authority
For this check to be active, you must provide the name of the resource that represents storage administrator
authority at your installation. You do this by specifying this name in the STGADMIN system parameter, i.e.,
STGADMIN(stgadmin name). This system parameter has no default resource name. To use this capability you must
provide the system parameter with the correct value. Examples are provided for Top Secret, ACF2, and RACF.
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NOTE
Resource Facility checking is always used to check this authority, even if SECURRES (N) is specified, which
calls for the data set class profile checking for objects.

If the user has READ access to this name, the action is permitted. If not, the next level is checked (if it is a data set
action).

2. Data Set Access Authority
By default, Vantage asks the security system if the user has ALTER access to a data set before it permits the action to
take place. The following actions require lower access levels as indicated:
– Compress PDS - UPDATE access needed
– Backup - READ access needed
– Release idle space - UPDATE access needed

NOTE

Only users with storage administrator authority can perform the following actions:

• Delete mail sent or broadcast to all users
• Change the status of an HSM function
• Cancel requests from the HSM request queue
• Recycle an HSM OCDS tape volume
• Cancel logged on users
• Perform Volume Actions:

– Initialize volumes
– Vary volumes offline or online
– Build Index
– Reformat VTOC
– Initialize or modify FDR ABR processing options

• Shutdown a DFSMhsm task
• Start a DFSMShsm task
• FIXCDS action for DFSMShsm Audit of MCDS, BCDS, or OCDS
• PATCH DFSMShsm MCVT control block
• Cancel an active DFSMShsm task

Actions Against Datacom/DB Objects

There are three types of Datacom/DB Actions:

• Actions related to the DATACOM script (for example; View script, Run script, Cancel script, or Configure script)
• Actions satisfied by executing the Datacom/DB COMM STATS or COMM STATUS commands
• Other Datacom/DB commands (for example; ACCESS OFF and End MUF commands)

The first two types of actions are not secured. For the third type, Vantage can check to see if the user has Datacom/DB
DBA authority. Permission to perform the action is granted if the user has Alter access to this DBA authority. For this
authority-check to be active, you must provide the name of the resource that represents DBA authority at your installation.
You do this by specifying this name in the DBADMIN system parameter, i.e., DBADMIN(dbadmin name).

This system parameter has no default value. To use this capability you must provide the system parameter with the
correct value. Examples are provided for Top Secret, ACF2, and RACF.

NOTE
Resource Facility checking is always used to check this authority, even if SECURRES (N) is specified, which
calls for the data set class profile checking in most places. If the user has READ access to this name, the action
is permitted.
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Note the following:

• The Datacom/DB COMM STATS and COMM STATUS commands are not secured and may, therefore, be entered by
anyone.

• The Actions of the Datacom/DB Areas, Tables, and Data Sets objects are not secured because they consist solely of
DATACOM script actions and Datacom/DB COMM STATS actions, which are not secured.

Actions Against Jobs on the JES Queues

For this authority-check to be active, you must provide the name of the resource that represents spool administrator
authority at your installation. You do this by specifying this name in the SPOADMIN system parameter, i.e.,
SPOADMIN(spoadmin name). This system parameter has no default value. To use this capability you must provide the
system parameter with the correct value. Examples are provided for Top Secret, ACF2, and RACF.

NOTE
Resource Facility checking is always used to check this authority, even if SECURRES (N) is specified, which
calls for the data set class profile checking for objects.

If the user has ALTER access to this name, the action is permitted. Otherwise actions are permitted only for the owner of
the job/stc/tsu.

Examples

Customize the following samples to apply security with your ESM. These examples use the dummy value tapadmin name.
Replace the dummy value with the appropriate value for your site, depending on the type of authorization you want to
provide:

• tapadmin name
• stgadmin name
• dbadmin name
• spodamin name

Top Secret

Establish ownership of the IBMFAC(tapadmin name) resource.

TSS ADDTO(deptacid) IBMFAC(tapadmin name)

Define permission for the resource to the user that requires it.

TSS PERMIT(user) IBMFAC(tapadmin name) ACCESS(READ)

ACF2

Place the following in a Partition Data Set (PDS):

$key(tapadmin name) TYPE(FAC)

 UID(user) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW

If the FAC type code is part of a directory, made resident in ECSA, issue the following command:
F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

RACF
RDEF FACILITY tapadmin name UACC(NONE)                        

PERMIT tapadmin name CLASS(FACILITY) ID(user) ACCESS(READ)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH
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Grant Authority for Data Sets Update
Activate security and grant authority to users for data sets update.

In the Windows, Config, and View/3270 Clients, you can download data from the host, modify the data, and upload the
data back to the host. This data can be JCL or utility command templates, various types of scripts, filter statements, or
system parameters.

Use the following client features and host data sets:

Windows Client, MTC-M, and View 3270 Client
Feature: Edit Member, then Substitute and Generate Jobs
Data Sets: %%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB or any host PDS

Windows Client
Feature: Script Wizards
Data Sets:

• %%DSNPFX%%.AUTOSCR
• %%DSNPFX%%.LOGSCR
• %%DSNPFX%%.SYSTSCR

Windows Client and Host Configuration Client
Feature: Import/Export External Filters
Data Sets: %%DSNPFX%%.EXTFLTDS

Host Configuration Client
Feature: Edit DS Groups
Data Sets: %%DSNPFX%%.PARMLIB

Host Configuration Client
Feature: Edit System Parameters
Data Sets: %%DSNPFX%%.PARMLIB

Limit the number of users that have update authority.

To use these services, active product security checking is required. Vantage communicates with the SAF interface to
verify if the user has UPDATE authority for the data set.

Granular Security Mode
Use Vantage to set up the granular security for the Vantage resources.

The granular security allows you to control which users can access which particular Vantage resources.

In the granular security mode you can complete the following actions:

• Grant the granular access to the particular objects
• Grant the granular access to the particular object actions
• Grant the granular access to the particular system and audit scripts
• Grant the granular access to the particular libraries and data sets
• Grant the granular access to the dynamic (joined, delta, and summary) objects and specific actions on those objects

The default mode of the Vantage security is the Simple security mode. To enable the granular security mode, you must
set the system parameter SECURGRA(G) . Your security system manages access to Vantage resources (objects, actions,
scripts, and so on). To allow the user access to a specific Vantage resource, you must grant that user the READ access
to the appropriate facility (or data set class profile) in your system. The appropriate facility (or data set class) is identified
by name, that corresponds to the Vantage resource name. Decide which class to use by setting the SECURRES system
parameter. The default value of the SECURRES parameter is (Y), and it instructs Vantage to use resource facility names.
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For the data set class profile, specify SECURRES(N) . If you decide to have Vantage do the check against the data set
class profile, the real data sets with these names must not exist. Only your security system must recognize them as data
set names.

NOTE
Top Secret converts all resource checks for class FACILITY to a class name of IBMFAC.

To grant granular access only to the specific Vantage resources, perform the following steps:

1. Set the SECURGRA parameter to (G).
Granular security mode is enabled.

2. Grant specific access level to particular users using the sample job according to your SAF product.
NOTE
Use the job that corresponds to your preferred class settings (facility class /data set class profile).

3. Set the SECURPFX parameter that corresponds to the values used in the job.
4. Set the SECURRES parameter according to your executed jobs (facility class /data set class profile).

You successfully granted the user access to the particular objects, object actions, or other Vantage resources.

User Roles for Vantage Resources
Review the examples of user roles for the granular security mode.

You can set up granular security for different Vantage resources using user roles. The security setting scenarios are
covered in the Vantage sample jobs J018* that are located in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library.

NOTE
The following user role settings are only an example, and do not represent the strict rules for setting your user
roles. Assign the user roles and provide access to resources according to your security requirements.

Review the the following user role examples:

ADMIN
Has the full access to all Vantage resources and feature.

ADMIN2
Has the full access to all Vantage resources and features, with the following exceptions:

• No access to the (SMFCONF) Configuration of SMF Objects configuration object
• No rights for configuring system and audit scripts
• No rights to execute the DSNUCTL audit script that collects information about uncatalogued data sets, but can

execute any other system and audit script.

OPERATOR
Has the following access limitations in Vantage:

• Can use only the following objects:
– (LSPACEPO) Volume Space Usage
– (POOLS) Storage Groups
– (OBJALERT) Alerts
– (VISTMCD) CA 1 Files

• Can use the Create Alert action on all objects, and can use all actions on the OBJALERT object
• Can create summary objects, but cannot create delta and joined objects
• Can show Log data for related objects, and can edit all Vantage log data sets
• Can show Capture data for related objects, and can read all capture data sets
• Can show Disk Checkpoint data for the VISTMCS object, and can read all checkpoint data sets
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USER
Has the following access limitations in Vantage:

• Can use only the following objects:
– (POOLS) Storage Groups
– (DTOC4SYS) Data sets for System (all)

• No rights to use any object actions
• No rights to create any summary joined, or delta objects
• Can show Log data for related objects, and can read all Vantage log data sets
• Cannot show Capture data, and cannot read capture data sets
• Can show Disk Checkpoint data, and cannot read checkpoint data sets

Grant Granular Access to Objects
Use Vantage to grant the access only to the particular objects.

You can grant access to a given object using the %%SECURPFX%%.OBJACCES.object profile,

Where:
%%SECURPFX%%

a value of the system parameter SECURPFX
OBJACCES

an ACCESS action
object

a name of the specific object
Only users with the READ access to %%SECURPFX%%.OBJACCES.object can access and collect data for the particular
object.

The following sample jobs provide examples of how to grant access to various levels of the object. These sample jobs
are located in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library. Use these jobs to grant access to objects according to your security
requirements.

Review the following sample job:

• For RACF, use one of the following sample jobs:
– J018RACD

This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))
– J018RACF

This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))
• For TSS, use one of the following sample jobs:

– J018TSSD
This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))

– J018TSSF
This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))

• For ACF2, use one of the following sample jobs
– J018ACFD

This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))
– J018ACFF

This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))
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Grant Granular Access to Actions on Objects
Use Vantage to grant access only to the particular object actions.

You can grant granular access to an object action using %%SECURPFX%%.OBJACCES.object.actionUID profile,

Where:

%%SECURPFX%%
Specifies the value of the system parameter SECURPFX

object
Specifies the name of the specific object

actionUID
Specifies the unique ID of the object action

Only users with the READ access to %%SECURPFX%%.OBJACCES.object.actionUID can execute the action.

NOTE
You must grant access to the object before granting the access to the object action.

The following sample jobs provide examples of how to grant access to various object actions. These sample jobs are
located in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library. Use these jobs to grant access to object actions according to your security
requirements.

Review the following sample job:

• For RACF, use one of the following sample jobs:
– J018RACD

This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))
– J018RACF

This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))
• For TSS, use one of the following sample jobs:

– J018TSSD
This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))

– J018TSSF
This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))

• For ACF2, use one of the following sample jobs
– J018ACFD

This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))
– J018ACFF

This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))

Grant Granular Access to System and Audit Scripts
Use Vantage to allow specific users to run particular system and audit scripts.

You can grant access to run system and audit scripts using the %%SECURPFX%%.RUNSYSTS.script_name profile,

Where:
%%SECURPFX%%

Specifies the value of the system parameter SECURPFX
RUNSYST

Specifies the RUN action for the script
script_name

Specifies the name of the particular system or audit script
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NOTE
You must grant access to an object itself before granting the access to run system and audit scripts.

The following sample jobs provide examples of how to grant access levels to run system and audit scripts. These sample
jobs are in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library. Use these jobs to grant access to run scripts according to your security
requirements.

Review the following sample job:

• For RACF, use one of the following sample jobs:
– J018RACD

This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))
– J018RACF

This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))
• For TSS, use one of the following sample jobs:

– J018TSSD
This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))

– J018TSSF
This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))

• For ACF2, use one of the following sample jobs
– J018ACFD

This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))
– J018ACFF

This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))

Grant Granular Access to Libraries and Data Sets
Vantage allows you to grant access to various non-SMP/E libraries and dynamically created data sets.

As a security administrator, you can use granular security to control the access level to non-SMP/E and dynamically
created data sets. For a list of related data sets, please review the Configuration Data Sets (non-SMP/E), and Dynamically
Created Data Sets articles under Post Installation Requirements.

The following sample jobs provide examples of how to grant various access levels to Vantage non-SMP/E libraries and
data sets. These sample jobs located are in the yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library. Use these sample jobs to grant access to
particular libraries and data sets according to your security requirements.

Review the following sample job:

• For RACF, use one of the following sample jobs:
– J018RACD

This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))
– J018RACF

This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))
• For TSS, use one of the following sample jobs:

– J018TSSD
This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))

– J018TSSF
This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))

• For ACF2, use one of the following sample jobs
– J018ACFD

This sample job uses the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N))
– J018ACFF

This sample job uses the resource facility profiles check (SECURRES(Y))
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NOTE

• The New Script action is not protected by any SAF profile. Any user with the READ access to Vantage
system script library (the system parameterSYSTSCR ) can run this action. The New Script action shows the
script statements.

• The Configure Script action is not protected by any SAF profile. Any user with the UPDATE access to
Vantage system script library (the system parameter SYSTSCR ) can run this action. The Configure Script
action displays the script wizard.

Grant Granular Access to Dynamic Objects and Actions
Vantage allows you to grant granular access to dynamically created objects, such as summary, joined, and delta objects.

In Granular security mode, the dynamically created objects and their actions can be also protected by SAF profiles. The
summary and delta objects inherit the SAF profile of the object that was used as a base for creating these summary and
delta objects.

Joined objects are created from the following objects:

Base object

• The joined object is placed under the base object in the object tree.
• The joined object inherits all base object actions.

Candidate object

• The joined object does not inherit any action from the candidate object.

IMPORTANT
In Granular security mode, the user must have access to both, base and candidate objects, to see data from the
joined object. If the joined object is based on another joined object, the user must have access to all base and
candidate objects of that base joined object.

The joined object inherits all actions from the base object. A user can run an action on the joined object only if the user
can run the same action on the base object. Meaning, that the joined object actions inherit the same SAF profile from the
base object actions.

The summary and delta objects do not inherit any action from the base object. Only common actions, such as Create
Alert, or Export to CSV, are available from these objects. To run these actions, the user must have access to the same
action on the base object.

The procedures for granting access to such objects, and actions on those objects, are the same as for the regular objects
and actions. For more information, see Grant Granular Access to Objects and Grant Granular Access to Actions on
Objects.

Secure Scripts
Control which users have authority to use the scripts.

The security for scripts is based on the SECURSCR (Y/N) parameter. If SECURSCR(N) is specified, all script activity
is checked against the Vantage STC authority, the same way as it was prior to the introduction of the SECURSCR
parameter.

If SECURSCR(Y) is used, all actions taken by the script are checked against the userID of the last person to create or
modify the script. The one exception to this rule is the submission of batch jobs by the script. If a userID and password is
not provided on the job card, then the Vantage STC userID and password will be used, which is the same way as it was
prior to the introduction of the SECURSCR parameter.
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Any Partitioned Data Sets containing automation scripts or skeleton JCL used by automation scripts, should be protected,
and only allowing write access to authorized users and the Vantage STC.

Secure Operator Commands
Vantage can protect access to groups of operator commands using SAF profiles.

Command security applies at the command group level, and is enabled using the SECURCMD Vantage system
parameter.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the SECURCMD Vantage system parameter is set to Yes (Y).
2. In yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP, customize and submit one of the J019* sample jobs for your environment using the %

%SECURPFX%%.COMMAND.group profile,
Where:

%%SECURPFX%%
the value of the system parameter SECURPFX

group
one of AUTO, CONF, or VIEW

You applied operator command security to the command group.

Only users with READ access to the %%SECURPFX%%.COMMAND.group can issue operator commands of the group
against the Vantage host. If a command is authorized, execution proceeds normally. If a command is not authorized, it is
not executed and the following message appears in the job log:

VAN1617E: USERID is not authorized to issue the command COMMANDTEXT

Operator Command Groups

Vantage operator commands are divided into the following groups:

VIEW
Commands that display information in the JESMSGLG or MSGE sections of the Vantage job log.

AUTO
Commands that control the triggering and modification of automation scripts.

CONF
Commands that adjust Vantage settings and behavior.

The security group for each command is defined in the Security Group field of the Operator Commands (CONSCMDS)
object, where any command that is not listed falls in to the CONF group.

Sample Jobs

The following sample jobs show how to secure access to operator commands, and can be found in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP
library. Customize and use the samples to meet your security requirements.

Jobs ending in D use the data set class profiles check (SECURRES(N)); jobs ending in F use the resource facility profiles
check (SECURRES(Y)).

ACF2

• J019ACFD
• J019ACFF
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RACF

• J019RACD
• J019RACF

TSS

• J019TSSD
• J019TSSF

Secure Communications
Configuring secure communication between the Vantage host and MTC-M or Windows Client protects the privacy,
authenticity, and integrity of transferred data.

The Vantage host transfers data to web server or Windows client so that the server or client can display the data. In some
situations, the host transfers consolidated data from Vantage peers to the server or client. Configuring communication to
be secure protects the privacy, authenticity, and integrity of transferred data.

This configuration is optional, and you can decide whether to enable this feature based on your security needs.

External encryption solutions, such as Application Transport Transparent Layer Security (AT-TLS), let you configure
communication to be secure. This section describes how to use AT-TLS to secure communication in the following Vantage
relations:

• Host-Web server
Describes communication between the Vantage host communicates with a web server.

• Host-Windows client
Describes communication between the Vantage host communicates securely with a Vantage Windows client.

• Peer-to-Peer
Describes communication between the Vantage communicates with other Vantage hosts.

NOTE

• This section uses AT-TLS as the encryption solution. The product supports other solutions. For more
information about TCP/IP and AT-TLS configuration, see the IBM Knowledge Center. For more information
about other encryption solutions, refer to vendor documentation.

• This section uses OMVS as the keystore. The program also supports SAF as the keystore. For more
information about SAF, see the IBM Knowledge Center.

Configure TCPIP/AT-TLS
To set up secure communications via TCPIP/AT-TLS, configure both the TCPIP procedure profile and the Policy Agent
(PAGENT).

When the Vantage host communicates with the servers, clients, or other Vantages hosts, the transferred data is encrypted
only when TCPIP/AT-TLS is configured on both the primary host and the communication partner.

Follow these steps: 

1. Locate the TCP/IP procedure:
TCPIP - DDNAME PROFILE Profile_Name

– Profile_Name
Specifies the name of the data set that provides TCP/IP parameters and specifications. 

2. Verify that the profile includes the following parameter:
TCPCONFIG   TTLS   RESTRICTLOWPORTS

3. Open the PAGENT procedure that starts the Policy Agent. 
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4. Use OMVS to configure the basic AT-TLS policy for the Policy Agent. 
5. Open the pagent configuration file, and edit it as follows:

TcpImage JOB [FLUSH] [PURGE] [n]

CommonTTLSConfig pathA

TTLSConfig [pathB] [FLUSH] [PURGE]

JOB
Specifies the name of the job that manages TCP/IP connections.
Default: INET

FLUSH
(Optional) Specifies that the system deletes configuration from the Policy Agent as follows:

• In combination with the TcpImageJOB parameter, this option specifies that the system deletes the files when it
processes any of the following commands:
– A new TcpImage command 
– A modify command for the Policy Agent job 

• In combination with the TTLSConfig [path] parameter, this option specifies that the system deletes the files
when Policy Agent refreshes.

PURGE
(Optional) Specifies that the system deletes configuration files from the Policy Agent as follows:

• In combination with the TcpImageJOB parameter, this option specifies that the system deletes the files when
Policy Agent shuts down. 

• In combination with the TTLSConfig [path], this option specifies the system deletes the files when
the TcpImageJOB image stops.

NOTE

The default behavior is to retain the configuration files. We recommend that you use all the available
options to force the periodic deletion of these files.

n
Specifies the frequency (in seconds) at which the system scans the configuration files for changes and refreshes
the policies on the LDAP server.
Default: 1,800 (30 minutes)
Limits: 60-2,147,483,647

NOTE

• In cases where the interval startup configuration option is also specified, the smaller interval prevails.
Example: When this value is 1,800 and the -istartup configuration option is set to 300, the system
refreshes policy every 5 minutes (300 seconds).

• The system resolves values that do not comply with the limits as follows:
– 0 resolves to default (30 minutes).
– 1-59 resolve to 60 (one minute).

pathA
Specifies the location of the file where the common Policy Agent rules reside.
Example:/etc/pagent_TTLS.conf

pathB
(Optional) Specifies the location of the file where the Policy Agent rules that apply to Tcpimage JOB. Use
this option when the common rules are not the rules that apply to the specified image.
Default:pathA

6. Create an empty pagent configuration file.
TCPIP/AT-TLS is configured.
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Secure Vantage Host Communications
The Vantage host can communicate securely with the MTC-M web server, Windows Client, and peer hosts when all nodes
are properly configured.

Follow these steps:

1. Configure TCPIP/AT-TLS on the Vantage host.
2. Start Policy Agent and verify that the JESMSGLG contains the following message:

  EZZ8771I PAGENT CONFIG POLICY PROCESSING COMPLETE FOR INET: TTLS

3. Define policy by editing the Policy Agent configuration file. You define the name and location of the Policy Agent
configuration file when you configure AT-TLS. The CCTUSAMP library members contain the following relation-specific
configuration examples:
– VNSSL002

Contains an example for a host-Windows client relation
– VNSSL003

Contains an example for a host-web server relation
– VNSSL004, VNSSL005

Contain an example for a peer-to-peer relation

NOTE

For help locating the Policy Agent configuration file, contact your administrator.
4. Set the default directory for OMVS.
5. Create key ring and stash files as follows:

a. Access the OMVS environment and enter the following command:
gskkyman

b. Select the option that lets you create a database, then specify a name in the following format:
keyring_name.kdb

c. Provide the requested information.
The utility creates a key ring file (database).

d. Store the database password.
The utility creates a stash file and stores the key ring password there.

e. Exit the utility.
6. (Host-Web, Host-Windows, Peer-to-peer) Create  a self-signed certificate as follows:

a. Enter the following command in the OMVS environment:
gskkyman

b. Open the key ring file as follows:
a. Select the option that lets you open an existing database.
b. Specify the key ring file name.
c. Enter the appropriate password.

c. Select the option that lets you create a self-signed certificate, and then select the appropriate certificate type and
digest type.

d. Label the certificate, and then provide the requested information.
e. Select the option that lets you manage certificates, and then select the label that you created in step 6d.
f. Export the certificate as a Base64 PKCS #7 file.
The utility creates or imports the certificate and saves it as a personal information exchange (p12) file.

7. (Peer-to-peer) Import the self-signed certificate as follows:
a. Access the OMVS environment and create a file.
b. Copy the certificate that from the other host and paste it to the new file.
c. Select the option that lets you import certificates.
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d. Repeat with all hosts in the relation, so that each host contains all self-signed certificates.
8. (Web Server, Local, Peer-to-Peer) Create a server certificate as follows:

a. Enter the following command in the OMVS environment:
gskkyman

b. Open the key ring file as follows:
a. Select the option that lets you open an existing database.
b. Specify the key ring file name.

c. Create a certificate request.
d. Select the appropriate certificate type, name the request, label the certificate, and provide the requested

information.

NOTE

We recommend that you use the DNS of the Vantage host as the common name, for example
lpar1.abc.com .

e. Exit gskkyman, and then enter the following command:
gskkyman -g -x 360 -cr Reqfile -ct Server_Cert -k key_ring-l Label   

Reqfile
Specifies the name of server certificate request that you submitted.
Server_Cert
Specifies the name that the command generated for the server certificate when you submitted the certificate
request.
key_ring
Specifies the name of the key ring file.
Label
Specifies the label that you provided when you created the server certificate request.

f. Specify the password for the key ring file.
The utility sends the certificate request and redirects to the key management menu.

g. Open the key ring file, generate (receive) the requested certificate, and name the certificate.
h. Stop  Policy Agent.

9. Configure communication partners based on your relation:

1. a. Host-web server
Follow the instructions in Configure the Web Server for Secure Communication.

b. Host-Windows client
Follow the instructions in Configure the Windows Client for Secure Communication.

c. Peer-to-Peer Environment
Repeat this procedure on each Vantage host. Ensure that you repeat the Configure TCPIP/AT-TLS configuration
on each host. Repeat steps 6 and 7 on each host, so that all hosts contain all certificates.

When the Vantage host communicates with communication partners, the transferred data is AT-TLS encrypted and is
secure.

Secure Web Server Communications
A Vantage host can communicate with a web server only when both the host and the client are configured to support
secure communication.

Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that the Vantage host is configured according to the instructions in Configure Vantage for Secure
Communication.

2. Configure TCPIP/AT-TLS in the web server Z/OS environment.
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3. In the web server z/OS environment, copy the exported self-signed certificate to OMVS as follows:
a. Access the OMVS environment and create a file.
b. Copy the self-signed certificate file from the Vantage host environment to the new OMVS file.

4. Create a key ring file as follows:
a. Enter the following command:

gskkyman

b. Select the option that lets you create a database, then specify a name in the following format:
keyring_name.kdb

c. Provide the requested information.

WARNING

• We recommend that you do not specify an expiration date for the password.
• Ensure that FIPS mode is off and that the database record length is 0. These settings are default. 

The utility creates a key ring file (database).
d. Exit the utility. 

5. Import the self-signed certificate from the Vantage host as follows:
a. Enter the following command

gskkyman

b. Select the option that lets you open an existing database. 
c. Specify the name of the key ring file and enter the appropriate password.
d. Select the option that lets you import a certificate.
e. Specify the name of the OMVS file that you created in step 2.
f. Label the certificate.

The utility imports the certificate.
6. Define Policy by editing the Policy Agent configuration file. An example configuration file is located in the VNSSL006

member of the CCTUSAMP library. 
7. Start all components and test the connection.

The web server is configured to communicate securely. 

Secure Windows Client Communications
A Vantage host can communicate with a Windows client only when both the host and the client are configured to support
secure communication.

Follow these steps: 

1. Verify that the Vantage host is configured according to the instructions in Configure Vantage for Secure
Communication.

2. Install and configure a TLS/SSL tunneling service as follows:
a. Install and configure the service on the computer where the Vantage Windows client is installed. 
b. Copy the self-signed certificate file from the host environment and paste it to a local file.

3. Import the certificate to the certificate store as follows:
a. Cick the Start button and type certmgr.msc in the Search field.

The MS Windows Certificate Manager starts. 
b. Provide any requested passwords or confirmations.
c. Select Trusted Root Certification Authorities.
d. Right-click the Certificates folder and select All Tasks – Import.
e. Select the the certification authority certificate, and provide the requested information.

The Certificate Manager imports the certificate.
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4. Start all components and test the connection.
The client is configured to communicate securely.

Example: Configure STUNNEL to provide SSL tunneling service between the Vantage host and the Windows client

This example configures the open-source tunneling service named STUNNEL to enable the Windows client to connect,
via port 1371, to the Vantage host named SRM_host that resides at the z/OS server whose IP address is 192.168.1.1.

: Proxy without client authentication

 SRM_host

client=yes

accept = 127.0.0.1:1371

connect=192.168.1.1:1371

LMP Keys
License Management Program (LMP) keys control the access to the portions of the product.

If you start the system without a valid License Management Program (LMP) key for either the Windows Client SRM base
product or GMI, a CAS operator message will be given every few minutes stating that the Base component is running
without a valid license.

If LMP keys for other components are missing or expired, those components and their related objects are marked as not
available. However, access is still allowed but a CAS Operator message will be given every few minutes stating that the
identified option is running without a license. For a user working online from the Windows Client or MTC-M, an attempt
to access an unlicensed object is detected, and the user must confirm the desire to continue. Only then will the CAS
operator message be issued.

NOTE
For more information, see Prepare for Installation.

Activate PassTicket Support
Login to Vantage SRM with PassTicket as an alternative to using a password.

By using PassTicket, the sending of a password over the network is avoided. When using PassTicket, Vantage identifies
itself to the security systems Top Secret, ACF2, and IBM RACF with the application ID specified by VKGPARMS system
parameter SECURAPP when default value Y is used for the SECURPTK system parameter. This configuration is optional,
and you can decide whether to enable this feature based on your needs.

To activate PassTicket, use the following example procedures. The secret key is "0123456789ABCDEF", the value of the
SECURAPP parameter is VANTAGE, and the user name is uuuuuuuu.

To Activate PassTicket for Top Secret on the host

1. Update the RDT to define the PTKTDATA class, as follows:
TSS ADD(RDT) RESCLASS(PTKTDATA)  ACLST(ALL,READ,UPDATE) MAXLEN(37)

2. Update the NDT to set the application and Session Key, as follows:
TSS ADD(NDT) PSTKAPPL(VANTAGE) SESSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) SIGNMULTI

List the RDT to verify the PTKTDATA is created:
TSS LIST(RDT)

To authorize clients to generate PassTickets on the host with Top Secret
a. Issue the following command to update a Division/Department Accessor ID (ACID):

TSS ADD(tssdept) PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUT)

All PTKTDATA class resources starting with prefix IRRPTAUT are owned by ACID which can also be an owner of
Vantage STC.
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b. Set permissions to enable user access to the IRRPTAUTH.VANTAGE.uuuuuuuu resource using the following
command:
TSS PER

PTKTDATA(IRRPTAUTH.VANTAGE.uuuuuuuu) ACCESS(READ,UPDATE)

To Activate PassTicket for ACF2

1. Run the following commands:
SET PROFILE(PTKTDATA) DIVISION(SSIGNON) 

INSERT VANTAGE.uuuuuuuu SSKEY(0123456789ABCDEF) 

F ACF2,REBUILD(PTK),CLASS(P) 

F ACF2,REBUILD(ALU),CLASS(P)

To authorize clients to generate PassTickets on the host with ACF2
a. Enable UPDATE and READ access to the following resource for a client to generate PassTickets:

IRRPTAUTH.VANTAGE.uuuuuuuu 

Where uuuuuuuu specifies the target user ID resource.
b. Issue the following command:

T RESOURCE(PTK)

COMPILE

.$KEY(IRRPTAUTH) TYPE(PTK)

VANTAGE.uuuuuuuu UID(*) SERVICE(UPDATE,READ) ALLOW

STORE

To activate PassTicket for IBM's RACF

1. Activate the PassTicket class:
SETROPTS CLASSACT(PTKTDATA) 

SETROPTS RACLIST(PTKTDATA) 

2. Define a profile for the application and user ID:
RDEFINE PTKTDATA VANTAGE.uuuuuuuu 

SSIGNON(KEYMASKED(0123456789ABCDEF))

3. Refresh the class:
SETROPTS REFRESH RACLIST(PTKTDATA)

To authorize clients to generate PassTickets on the host with IBM's RACF
a. Enable UPDATE and READ access to the following resource for a client to generate PassTickets:

IRRPTAUTH.VANTAGE.uuuuuuuu 

Where uuuuuuuu specifies the target user ID resource.
b. Issue the following command:

PERMIT IRRPTAUTH.VANTAGE.uuuuuuuu ID(uuuuuuuu) ACCESS(UPDATE) CLASS(PTKTDATA)

Activate Password Phrase
PassWord Phrase for Vantage logon is supported. This is an alternative to using a password for logon to Vantage. This
configuration is optional, and you can decide whether to enable this feature based on your needs

To Activate PassWord Phrase for a user on a Top Secret host, enter the following commands:

TSS MODIFY PSWDPHRASE(ON)

tss addto(userID)('This is a PassWord Phrase')

To Activate PassWord Phrase for a user on IBM's RACF host, enter the following command:

ALTUSER userID PHRASE('This is a PassWord Phrase')
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VANCONSL Utility
The VANCONSL utility program enables you to submit console commands from a batch job. You can control various
Vantage functions, for example, firing a script or refreshing VKGPARMS, in batch.  This configuration is optional, and you
can decide whether to enable this feature based on your needs.

To enable VANCONSL to issue commands in batch, update your ACF2, RACF, or Top Secret security system. Before the
VANCONSL program issues the requested commands, it temporarily activates an extended MCS (EMCS) console named
'VVANCONS'. After the commands are processed, the EMCS console is inactivated. Using the console, you can restrict
the use of VANCONSL to the Vantage task and selected users.

To permit Vantage or specific users to execute VANCONSL, update the appropriate user or STC profile to permit READ
access of the following resource in the OPERCMDS class:

MVS.MCSOPER.VVANCONS

Host Configuration
Use host configuration to set up and manage Vantage host features, including system parameters, data set groups,
VTOC/VVDS settings, and more.

During the installation of Vantage, the system programmer performs the minimum configuration to enable the Vantage
subsystem (with the default name of SAMS) to be started. Once SAMS is running, a storage administrator can use the
host configuration options to manage the components of the Vantage system. MTC-M provides full host configuration
functionality. Use the MTC-M host configuration to configure host options.

NOTE

• You can also use the legacy Host Configuration Client and the native TSO/ISPF interface to configure host
components and Vantage system parameters.

• By default, Vantage system parameters are saved in the VKGPARMS member. For more information, see 
Vantage System Parameters

• To edit message parameter entries in the CAMPARMS member, use the native TSO/ISPF interface.

Initial Configuration Overview

For the initial configuration, use the following process:

1. Log in to MTC-M and go to Host Configurations > System Parameters (Tree View)
2. Configure GMI.

This step is required for all sites (GMI and Base).
3. Configure Vantage for GMI-qualified products.

Perform this step for every GMI-qualified product that your site uses. See Configuring for a list of GMI-
qualified products. If you do not have any GMI-qualified products, skip this step. If you do not license the Base System,
you have completed the initial configuration and can ignore the remaining steps.

4. If you license the base product (have LMP key 0C), then configure the base system.
The Base System license is a prerequisite for all the options in the next step.

5. Configure the remaining licensed options.
For each optionally licensed feature, there is a corresponding configuration section in Configuring. You can configure
these optionally licensed features in any order.

After the initial configuration and use of the product, you might want to re-configure parts of the product from time to
time. To re-configure the product, return to the System Parameters (Tree View). Select the appropriate configuration
folder, and proceed to modify the configuration as needed.
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Host Configuration Options

Log in to MTC-M and select Host Configurations to configure the following components:

System Parameters
Set or modify system parameters, and perform initial configuration of GMI, Base, and other license options.

Include/Exclude Statements
Create and manage include/exclude statements to control what data is processed.

User Storage Groups
Create and manage user storage groups, and add descriptions to MVS and SMS storage groups.

Data Set Groups
Use data set groups to manage and analyze storage based on logical groups. For example, you might group
storage at the application level.

VAM Spares
Define spare candidate volumes that can be dynamically added to Allocate storage groups when a group exceeds
its target free space threshold.

SMS Spares
Define filter pairs that match eligible SMS storage groups with spare candidate volumes. The system uses SMS
Spare definitions when executing any Add SMS Volume action.

VTOC/VVDS
Specify the VTOC and VVDS initialization parameters that are used when spare volumes are added to SMS
storage groups.

Saving Changes to a Host

To limit the number of calls to the host, some changes are cached in MTC-M and synchronized with the host on demand,
or automatically upon refresh. Changes use the following status indicators:

Plus
Entry has been created and is added to the table. The entry will be reflected on the host upon activation.

Cross
Entry is marked for deletion on the host. The entry will be removed upon activation.

Edit
Entry has been modified and the changes will be updated on the host upon activation.

Flag (System Parameters)
Parameter has been modified in MTC-M but is not activated and refreshed on the host.

Your changes are reflected on the Vantage host or hosts based on the following actions:

Activate
Loads changes to system parameters into memory on the host.
Saves changes to Include/Exclude statements to the member. The changes take effect on upon activation.
Saves changes to SMS Spare or VAM Spare definitions and rebuilds the respective object.

Reload
Loads data from the host into MTC-M. Unsaved changes are lost.

Save
Saves additions, deletions, and modifications to the configuration members on the host.

Refresh
Applies changes to storage groups immediately.
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Configure Vantage System Parameters
Use Vantage system parameters to configure each host task according to your needs.

By default, Vantage system parameters are stored in the VKGPARMS member of your local PARMLIB, and they control
many aspects of your installation. You customize and activate these parameters based on the needs and preferences of
your site. For an overview, with descriptions and default values, see Vantage System Parameters.

Three types of the system parameter configuration are available:

Active
Specifies the active value in the system (loaded in memory).

User Override
Specifies the value in the override PARMLIB member.

Default
Specifies the default value of the system parameter (factory-delivered).

Access the system parameters that you want to configure using one of the following views in the Configurations >
System Parameters:

System Parameters (Tree View)
View system parameters grouped by functionality.

System Parameters (Alpha View)
View system parameters in alphabetical order.

NOTE

• If you are connected to multiple hosts, the system parameters in the table are listed by name, not by host.
• The table lists parameters from up to 10 selected and connected hosts only.

Edit System Parameters

To edit the system parameters, follow these steps:

1. Log in to MTC-M and go to Host Configurations > System Parameters (Tree View), or System Parameters (Alpha
View).
The System Parameters dashboard opens, and lists the parameters based on the view that you select.

2. (Optional) To find a specific parameter, search by name, value, or both.
3. Select the system parameter that you want to edit, and click Actions Edit.

The Edit Parameter panel opens.
4. Specify a value in the Value field.

The Constraints section of the Edit Parameter panel provides information about the supported parameter values.
TIP
When connected to multiple hosts, click Update All to apply the comment or value from the first field across
all connected hosts.

5. (Optional) Add a comment in the Comment field.
6. (Optional) Select Reload to refresh the table at any time.

The table refreshes and lists system parameters from all connected hosts.
7. Select Save.

The selected system parameter is saved on all connected hosts, and the table reloads automatically.

NOTE
If the User Override value is different from the Active value, a flag appears next to that system parameter
indicating that the parameters have not yet been activated.
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Activate System Parameters

To activate system parameters, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Configurations tree, and select the preferred system parameter view.
2. Go to Actions Activate.

The Activate Parameters dialog opens and lists all parameters that are not activated on the connected hosts.
3. Select the hosts on which you want to activate the system parameters.
4. Click Activate.

All system parameters for the selected hosts are activated, and the table reloads. The Activation Summary lists the
output messages from the hosts.

Configure Include/Exclude Statements
Use include/exclude statements to control the resources that are included in processing, such as devices, volumes, data
sets, storage groups, and more.

To manage include/exclude statements, log in to MTC-M and go to Host Configurations >  Include/Exclude. Expand the
tree and select the include/exclude section, and create, delete, or edit or modify statements as you require.

If no include/exclude statements are defined for a host, all data is processed.

Constraints

• Duplicate include/exclude statements are not supported. If duplicate statements are found in the member, the
statements are not displayed in the table and are removed from the member when other changes are made and
activated.

• The use of inline comments within the include/exclude member is not supported. However, existing inline comments
are retained unless the statement is deleted. Use block comments at the top of an include/exclude statement section if
comments are required.

Include/Exclude Processing Rules

Use include statements to refine processing scope such that only the data that you specify with the include statements is
included. You can specify exclude statements to further refine the processing scope that is established with the include
statements. For details about the processing logic for include/exclude statements, see Include/Exclude Processing Logic.

NOTE

• The order of the include/exclude statements is not relevant, as all includes are processed as one group and
all excludes as another.

• Exclude statements always override include statements.
• You can use wildcard characters in the patterns of include/exclude statements. For more information, see

Wildcard Characters in Define Filters.

Example 1: Setting up Include Statements to Limit Data Processing

You have the following volumes (default data): VOL000, VOL001, VOL002, VOL003,... , VOL100, VOL101, VOL102,
VOL103,... VOL199, VOL200, VOL201, VOL202,...VOL907, VOL908, VOL999.

Set up the include statements as shown in the following example:

START-EXCLUDE-VOL (Volumes)

INCL=VOL000

INCL=VOL1/    
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This list limits the processing of the volumes to only the data that matches the include statements. Specifically, only the
following volumes are processed:

VOL000, VOL100, VOL101, VOL102, VOL103, …, VOL 197, VOL198, VOL199.

Example 2: Setting up Exclude Statements to Limit Data Processing

You have the following volumes (default data): VOL000, VOL001, VOL002, VOL003,... , VOL100, VOL101, VOL102,
VOL103,...VOL199, VOL200, VOL201, VOL202,... ,VOL907, VOL908, VOL999.

Set up the exclude statements as shown in the following example:

START- EXCLUDE-VOL (Volumes)

EXCL=VOL0/

EXCL=VOL1/    

    

This list limits the processing of the volumes to only the data that matches the exclude statements. Specifically, only the
following volumes are processed:

VOL200, VOL201, VOL202, VOL203, …, VOL997, VOL998, VOL999.

Example 3: Setting up Include/Exclude Statements to Limit Data Processing

You have the following volumes (default data): VOL000, VOL001, VOL002, VOL003,... , VOL100, VOL101, VOL102,
VOL103, ...VOL199, VOL200, VOL201, VOL202,... ,VOL907, VOL908, VOL999.

Set up the include/exclude statements as shown in the following example:

START- EXCLUDE-VOL (Volumes)

INCL=VOL00/

EXCL=VOL002

INCL=VOL1/    

    

This list limits the processing of the volumes to only the data that matches the include/exclude statements. Specifically,
only the following volumes are processed:

VOL000, VOL001, VOL003, VOL004,... , VOL009, VOL100, VOL101, VOL102, VOL103,..., VOL 197, VOL198, VOL199.

Example 4: Include/Exclude Processing Rules for Interconnected Functions

By default, all online and available volumes, DASD devices, and DFSMS Storage Groups are included in processing.

When you create include/exclude statements for Online Volumes, Online Devices, and DFSMS Storage Groups, the first
include/exclude list that you apply sets the data processing scope and can influence subsequent include/exclude lists. For
example, if you try to create an include statement for a particular DFSMS storage group but you already have an exclude
statement for the device or volume on which the storage group resides, your storage group will not be included.

Configure User Storage Groups
User storage groups enable you to manage custom storage pools using filter criteria, add descriptions to generic storage
groups, and exclude pools from processing.

User-defined storage (USR) groups are contained in a POOLDEF (pool definition) member that is stored on the
host PARMLIB dataset. POOLDEF members follow the naming convention of POOLDEFn, where n is a single character
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suffix that uniquely identifies the member on a host. The default value is S. You may create multiple POOLDEF members
per host, but only one member may be active at a time.

You typically define user storage groups by specifying filter criteria, and you can add descriptions. Storage groups with no
filter criteria are identified as generic (GEN), and they can have a description. Use this option to add custom descriptions
to SMS, MVS, and VAM storage groups.

Create or Edit Storage Groups

To create or edit custom storage groups, follow these steps:

1. Log in to MTC-M, go to Host Configurations and click User Storage Groups. The User Storage Groups tab opens.
2. Select one of the following steps:

– In Pool Definition Member for Selected Hosts, select a POOLDEF member, go to Actions, Edit. The
POOLDEF on Host table appears.

– To create a new pool, click Actions, New on the POOLDEF on Host table. To modify an existing pool, select the
pool and click Action, Edit.

3. Complete the following fields:
Pool Name

Enter a name for the storage pool. The name must be unique within the POOLDEF member, and can contain up
to eight characters (alphanumeric and @, #, $, *, %).

Filter (Optional)
Define a filter for your USR group. If you want to assign descriptions to a GEN group, leave the filter field blank.
Space use statistics are not gathered for the MVS, SMS, or VAM groups that you specify in the filter.

• To use an existing external filter, select Insert Filter and choose from the drop-down list. The filter name
appears and the filter contents appear in the filter builder display.

• To use a new filter, enter the desired filter pattern into the filter builder and click Save Filter. For more
information about filtering, see Define Filters.

Description fields (Optional)
Add up to three descriptions, each limited to 25 characters including spaces.

4. Click Save. Your changes are stored in MTC-M, and are visible in the POOLDEF on Host table, but have not yet been
saved to the host memory.

5. To save your changes to the host, go to Actions on the POOLDEF on Host table and click Save.

The changes that you made to user storage groups are saved to the host and take effect the next time the host task
starts. To apply your changes immediately, refresh the host.

Configure Data Set Groups
Define data set groups in the GDEFS member to manage and analyze storage based on logical groups, for example, at
the application level.

Storage volumes or pools enable you to manage storage resources from the perspective of physical hardware. Data
set groups enable you to track use regardless of physical device. For example, you might track storage at the level of a
specific business application. This approach is based on logical, rather than physical, associations. You define logical
groups and save the definitions in the GDEFS member of your PARMLIB, and set a space quota for each group.

Use Data Set Groups (Applications) to collect data about data set groups. Use the Group Definitions object to see an
overview of the data set groups that are defined in the GDEFS member.
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Define Data Set Groups

Data set groups are defined based on filter criteria and are saved in the GDEFS member of your PARMLIB.

1. In MTC-M, go to Host Configurations, Data Set Groups.
2. Click Actions > New.
3. Select a host for your data set group and click Continue.
4. Complete the following fields:

Group Name The name of the data set group (max 10 characters).
Description
Fields (A, B)

Description for the data set group. Each description is limited to 50 characters.

Quota The targeted maximum amount of authorized capacity for the group. Enter the target amount and select
the unit.

5. Apply filters to specify the data sets that are included in the group.
In the Filters table, click Add to specify a filter. The filter builder opens, with the corresponding columns for the filter
type that you selected.

6. Click Insert Filter to select an external filter, or define a new filter. Click Save Filter. Your filter is saved to the External
Filter Library.

7. Click Save.
Your changes are stored in MTC-M, and are visible in the Data Set Groups table, but have not yet been saved to the
host.

8. To save your changes to the host, go to Actions and click Save to PARMLIB.

You created a data set group and saved the definition to the GDEFS member on the selected host. For more information,
see Using Data Set Groups.

Configure Spare SMS Volumes (SMS Spares)
SMS Spare definitions match eligible SMS storage groups with spare candidate volumes. SMS Spares are used when you
execute any Add SMS Volume action.

The Spare Volumes for DFSMS SGs (SMSSPARE) object under Storage Groups in the object tree contains all SMS
Spares available for a host. When you create an SMS Spare definition, you first specify an appropriate filter on the
Storage Groups (POOLS) object to identify one or more eligible SMS storage groups. Then you define a filter on the
Volume Space Usage (LSPACEPO) object to identify the spare candidate volumes. These filters are saved as a pair in
the external filter library, under a strict (reserved) naming convention. VPSMGnnn is assigned to the first storage group
filter you define, and VPSMVnnn is assigned to the associated volume filter. The numeric part of the name is incremented
when another pair is defined, up to a maximum of 999 pairs. If you delete an SMS Spare definition, the associated number
is available for reuse by the next SMS Spare that you define.

Spare volumes must be empty (that is, they must contain no data sets other than a VTOC, VTOC index, and a VVDS)
and must satisfy any other filter criteria that you specify. If your filter identifies a volume that is not empty, the volume is
automatically rejected for use as a spare volume.

Create an SMS Spare Definition

Create an SMS Spare definition using a filter pairing that matches specified eligible SMS storage groups with candidate
volumes.

1. In MTC-M, go to Host Configurations > SMS Spares.
2. Click Actions > New.
3. Select a host for your SMS Spare definition and click Continue.
4. Define the Storage Group Filter and Volume Filter. The filter names are auto populated using the naming

convention. For each filter, complete the following fields:
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– Description (Optional)
– Use the Filter Builder to define a new filter, or click Insert Filter.

5. Click Save.

Your SMS Spare definition is saved and activated on the host. The SMS Spares (SMSSPARE) object is refreshed.

Configure Spare Allocate Volumes (VAM Spares)
VAM Spare definitions identify candidate volumes that Vantage can dynamically add to Allocate storage groups when a
group exceeds its target free space threshold.

For more information about using Allocate with Vantage, see Configuring the Allocation Option and The Allocation Option.

You can create, edit, and delete VAM Spare definitions in MTC-M.

Create a VAM Spare Definition

1. Log in to MTC-M, and go to Host Configurations > VAM Spares.
The VAM Spares tab opens with spare volumes for each connected host.

2. Click Actions, > New, and complete the following fields:
Volume

The volume name or pattern that can be added to an Allocate storage group. This name can be up
to six characters, and cannot contain spaces or asterisks.

Free Space
The free space percentage that Allocate maintains on the volume when it is added to a storage group. Valid
values are 0 through 99.

Description
Description of the entry. Up to 40 characters.

3. Click Save, select the host or hosts, and confirm.
Your changes are saved in MTC-M, pending activation on the host. The status of changed entries appears in the
Status column of the VAM Spares table.

4. Click Actions > Activate to save your changes to the host.

You created a VAM Spare, saved it to the host PARMLIB, and loaded the member into memory on the host.

Configure Volume Initialization Parameters (VTOC/VVDS)
Specify the VTOC and VVDS parameters that are used when spare SMS volumes are initialized and added to SMS
storage groups.

To configure VTOC/VVDS settings, first set the SMSCONFM Vantage system parameter to SSGACONF.

NOTE
To use the legacy configuration method, set SMSCONFM to VPVVDSSX. In this case, you must modify
VPVVDSSX either directly or use the Windows-based Host Configuration Client.

Actions to add spare volumes to SMS storage groups are available in GOA scripts and from the following objects:

• (POOLS) Storage Groups
• (SMSSPARE) Spare Volumes for Storage Groups
• (OBJ02340) SMS Storage Group Allocations
• (SMSVOLS) DFSMS Complex
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VTOC/VVDS Configuration

SMS Spare definitions match candidate volumes with eligible storage groups. In VTOC/VVDS configuration, you specify
the values that are used when spare SMS volumes are initialized. Use the STGName, Device Type, Device Model,
Capacity From/To, and High/Low Water Mark field to specify a target storage group and the circumstances where volumes
should be initialized. Typically, you should specify the following VTOC and VVDS initialization parameters:

VTOC Size
Allocation size for the VTOC data set, in tracks.

VTOC Index Size
Allocation size for the VTOC Index data set in tracks. The VTOC index enhances the performance of VTOC
access.

VTOC Start CYL
The start cylinder used for the VTOC.

VVDS Size
Primary and secondary allocation size for the VVDS data set, in tracks. You can bypass the allocation of one or
both of these values.

You can set initialization values for spare volumes using base parameters and override parameters. These parameters
are stored in the SSGACONF and VVVTCONF PARMLIB members, respectively. For details about patterns, individual
fields, and their limits and expected values, see the respective object help. For more information about pattern syntax and
wildcards, see Wildcard Characters and Pattern Strings in Object Filters.

To configure VTOC/VVDS parameters, log in to MTC-M, and go to Host Configurations > VTOC/VVDS.

The VTOC/VVDS definition dashboard opens, showing the Spare Vol and STG Base Parameters (SSGACONF) object
and the Spare Vol and STG Ovrd Parameters (VVVTCONF) object. Set the base and override parameters, as described
in the following sections.

Set Initialization Values Using Base Parameters

Use the Spare Volume and Storage Group Base Parameters (SSGACONF) object to manage the SSGACONF member in
your PARMLIB. This member contains an ordered list of records that assigns VTOC/VVDS values to spare volumes upon
initialization. When an object action to add spare volumes is issued, Vantage searches the SSGACONF member from
the top down for a matching record. When a record that matches the STGName Pattern, device type, model pattern, and
From/To Capacity levels is detected, the corresponding VTOC/VVDS initialization values are used.

TIP
Identify target volumes using either device type and model or capacity from/to values. If you use a combination
of these values, you may find that the matching criteria become too difficult to manage.

1. (Optional) In the Spare Vol and STG Base Parameters Object, go to Actions > Replace Member > Load Default.
The SSGACONF member in your PARMLIB is populated using default values that you should modify.

WARNING
This action replaces the current SSGACONF member, if it exists.

2. Select a row and go to Actions > Edit Row.
3. Specify a Storage Group Name Pattern (STGName) and add an optional description. The STGName pattern identifies

the target storage groups whose spare volumes use the VTOC/VVDS settings applied upon initialization.
4. Specify N in the field Use Values from VVVTCONF so that the override values are not used. This field controls whether

to use base parameters or override parameters.
5. Specify whether to use ISMF-defined low and high water mark values. If you specify Y, the Vantage HWM and LWM

values are ignored.
6. Set one of the following groups of parameters:

a. Set values for Device Type and Model Pattern.
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b. Set values for Capacity From and Capacity To.
7. Enter VTOC/VVDS parameters in the following fields:

a. VVDS Primary and Secondary Size (Tracks)
Enter 0 to bypass one or both of these allocations.

b. VTOC Start Cylinder
c. VTOC Size (Tracks)
d. VTOC Index Size (Tracks)

8. Enter values for High and Low Water Mark (%) and/or FGB Threshold.
9. Click Execute to save the record to the SSGACONF PARMLIB member.

The VTOC/VVDS values are used when a spare volume is initialized and added to storage groups that match the pattern
you defined.

SSGACONF Sample Data
The sample SSGACONF data contains two records that you can customize. The following information is a
summary of each row.

STGNAME1 This row identifies storage groups with names that match the pattern STGNAME1. Override
parameters and ISMF Water Marks are not used. This row can apply to any supported device
type and model. It takes effect on volumes with capacity from 1 MB to 1 GB. Spare volumes are
initialized and added to the storage groups when the high water mark reaches 90%, and volumes
continue to be added until the low water mark reaches 70%. There is no preferred method of
selecting spare volumes according to capacity; the default setting is used, and so the first spare
volume that matches the criteria is added. Volumes are initialized with the following VTOC/VVDS
parameters:

1. VVDS Primary Size - 15 tracks
2. VVDS Secondary Size - 15 tracks
3. VTOC Start Cylinder - 1
4. VTOC Size - 15 tracks
5. VTOC Index Size - 15 tracks

STGNAME2 This row is similar to the previous one, but with a few important differences. The row applies only
to devices of type 3390 and model A. The row can apply to volumes of any capacity. Also, this
row uses a target FBG Threshold of 15 GB. This target means that candidate volumes are added
until the amount of free capacity is equal to or higher than 15 GB.
Storage groups matching the name pattern STGNAME1 are eligible to receive spare volumes
of any type and model within the capacity range of 1 MB to 1 GB. Groups matching the pattern
STGNAME2 are eligible to receive spare volumes only of type 3390 and model A.

Set Initialization Values Using Override Parameters

If you have one or more storage groups that use a variety of different volume models and sizes, using base parameters
to assign different VTOC and VVDS values can be hard to manage. In this situation, you can define one set of override
VTOC, VTOC Index and VVDS values, and apply them to specified ranges of spare volume size.

To use values from this object, go to the (SSGACONF) Spare Vol and STG Base Parameters object, select the desired
row, and set the value for Use Ovrd Parms to Y.

To configure the VVVTCONF PARMLIB member with VTOC/VVDS override parameters, go to the Spare Vol and STG
Ovrd Parameters object, and go to Actions > Replace Member > Load Default. This action populates the member with
sample data that you can customize.

WARNING
The Load Default action replaces the current VVVTCONF member, if it exists.
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VVVTCONF Sample Data
The sample VVVTCONF member contains a number of rows, each of which defines initialization values for a
range of volume sizes and device models. Values for VVDS primary and secondary size, VTOC start cylinder,
VTOC size, and VTOC index size are specified, increasing in increments as the target volume size grows.

Performance Monitor
Vantage Performance Monitor collects information about processing time and resource consumption during the creation
and retrieval of object data.

Use the Vantage Performance Monitor object (PERFMON) to gather performance information during the creation and
retrieval of object data. This information can be useful when scheduling resource-intensive operations (such as audit
scripts or automation), optimizing resource utilization, and during troubleshooting and anomaly detection. 

Prerequisite:

• Apply SYSMOD LU05325

Configure Performance Monitor

1. To enable Performance Monitor, uncomment the following statement in the CONFIG member of your Vantage user
PARMLIB. If the statement is not present, add it manually.
COMP=PERFMON

2. (Optional) To activate and deactivate Performance Monitor dynamically, use the following commands:
F SAMS,ACT,PERFMON

F SAMS,DEACT,PERFMON

3. Customize the PERFGRAN Vantage system parameter to the level of information granularity that you require.
4. In the Vantage object tree, go to CA Vantage Internal Management – Configuration - (SCCONFIG) Configuration of

SC Objects, and execute the Create Default action. This action creates the SCCONFIG configuration member in your
Vantage user PARMLIB.

5. (Optional) Copy the sample summary objects S0X89071 and S0X89072 from yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library
to yourHLQ.SUMMDEFS library. Alternatively, you can run the COPYSUMM step of the J01SUMM job that
is in yourHLQ.CCTUSAMP library, and if SUMMDEFS has already been allocated, omit the ALLOCSUM step.
The sample summary objects enable you to use the following factory-delivered dashboards in MTC-M:

• Time-consuming objects
• Time-consuming objects - LOG

You have enabled and configured the Performance Monitor component.

Configure RAID Collection
Vantage supports EMC, Hitachi, and IBM RAID systems.

To configure the RAID collection, review the following Vantage system parameters:
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• EMCINTVL
• HTCNTVL
• HWOBJINC
• PAVNTVL
• PPRCNTVL
• RAIDSUPP
• RAIDEXCL
• RAIDONL
• RAIDRDSN
• TSINTVL
• VKGEMCPF

This section explains how to configure Vantage to collect data from the through the following RAID concepts:

Configure for EMC Symmetrix VMAX

Configure EMC Symmetrix VMAX to display information and perform actions on data that is stored on EMC Symmetrix
VMAX disk arrays.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify the EMC API started task. To communicate with the EMC API, add an SCF DD statement to the Vantage STC
job, and ensure that the same DD statement exists in the EMC started task EMCSCF.
Example:
//SCF$V110 DD DUMMY

2. Run the J06VMAX INSTALL job.
Find this job in the CCTUSAMP library and customize this job to as instructed in the comments at the beginning of the
member. The job copies Vantage system scripts, sample jobs, and a user PARMLIB member from the CCTUSAMP
library to your target system SYSTSCR, JCLLIB, and user PARMLIB libraries. After all the members are copied, follow
the instructions as in these members.

3. Review and set the VKGEMCPF system parameter.
This parameter specifies the HLQ for Vantage VMAX object disk checkpoint data sets. Some of the EMC VMAX
objects are implemented as disk checkpoint objects. The factory-supplied VNG021XX scripts create related object
data by writing the information into a checkpoint data set on a schedule that you specify.

4. (Optional) If only specific device gatekeepers are used to communicate with EMC VMAX disk arrays, configure the
VNEMCKGE user PARMLIB member according to the instructions that are included in the member.

5. Set the RAIDSUPP and HWOBJINC parameters to (Y) and set the EMCINTVL parameter to an appropriate value.

NOTE

To execute VMAX action, ensure that you have appropriate security permissions in your security subsystem. For
more information, see the EMC configuration documentation for VMAX.

Vantage now tolerates VMAX3. The VMAX3 toleration affects Vantage host tree that is related to EMC API Information.
Following are the two available branches of objects that are related to EMC API Information:

VMAX+
Supports VMAX and VMAX3 boxes

DMX
Supports only the older boxes

NOTE

Vantage VMAX+ objects support maximum up to 999 TB in statistics columns.
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The Vantage objects, "Internal Devices" and "EMC VMAX RAID 5 and 6", do not display any information that is related
to VMAX3 boxes because of the architectural change in EMC VMAX3. You can view only VMAX data in the "Internal
Devices" and "EMC VMAX RAID % and 6" objects. Exclude the "Internal Devices" and "EMC VMAX RAID 5 and 6"
objects for the VMAX3 only environment.

Create an exclude statement for the object that you want to exclude under the option "RAID Interval Collection Objects".

The object "EMC VMAX RDF Remote Logical Device" requires a considerable amount of time during the RAID collection.
If you do not require this object, create an exclude statement for this object to save time during RAID collection. For more
information, see Configure Include/Exclude Statements.

Configure IBM DS88XX and DS89XX

Vantage uses IBM REST API to extract the information from IBM DS88XX and DS89XX disk arrays. Vantage uses
Web enablement toolkit internally to implement the protocol and for parsing the information from DS8X* REST API that is
provided in JSON format.

Ensure that you have the following prerequisites to configure the Vantage support for IBM DS88XX and DS89XX disk
arrays:

• IBM DS88XX and DS89XX disk arrays that are reachable through TCP/IP
• DS8870 boxes are on 7.5 and higher microcode levels (there is no restriction for DS8880 boxes and higher)
• z/OS version that contains Web enablement toolkit (2.2 and higher)
• Ensure that Vantage users of IBM DS88XX and DS89XX disk arrays and Vantage started task user have OMVS

segment defined in security database
• ICSF must be running and configured

Follow these steps:

1. Define the Vantage encryption key in ICSF. Ensure that the Vantage users, including the user ID of the Vantage started
task owner, have access to it.
The key is for AES algorithm, it has a length of 32 bytes, it is DATA type, and it must have the label VANRRAID. This
key is defined by the ICSF utility CSFKGUP, and stored in ICSF control data set. Ask your system programmer to
define this key for you. The utility parameters have the following format:
ADD TYPE(DATA) LENGTH(32) ALGORITHM(AES) LAB(VANRRAID)

This key is required for the last step to encrypt the user ID and password for connection to DS88XX / DS89XX REST
API servers.
Example: Define an encryption key
The following example shows a sample JCL to define a Vantage encryption key using the CSFKGUP utility:
//KGUP   EXEC PGM=CSFKGUP

//CSFCKDS  DD DSN=yourHLQ.SCSFCKDS,      

//            DISP=SHR                

//CSFDIAG  DD   SYSOUT=*      

//CSFKEYS  DD DSN=yourHLQ.CSFKEYS,DISP=SHR  

//CSFSTMNT DD DSN=yourHLQ.CSFSTMNT,DISP=SHR           

//CSFIN    DD *

ADD TYPE(DATA) LENGTH(32) ALGORITHM(AES),

 LAB(VANRRAID)                         

2. Identify the IBM DS88XX and DS89XX disk arrays for which you want to view information in Vantage. Obtain the IP
addresses or the symbolic addresses, port numbers and the login credentials for those disk arrays (RESTful API) from
the corresponding system administrators.

NOTE

We recommend that you define a monitoring user with limited authorities in the native RAID management
software of DS88XX / DS89XX for configuration purposes (not admin user ID).
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3. Obtain the public certificates of the REST API servers that are running in DS88XX / DS89XX boxes either from
administrators or use a browser to export the certificate that connects with the DS88XX / DS89XX Storage manager
web interface.

4. Run the configuration job J01RAIDR.
Find this job in the CCTUSAMP library and customize it to meet your requirements as instructed in the comments
at the beginning of the member. This job allocates the configuration data set required to obtain data from DS88XX /
DS89XX and populates it with sample data.

TIP
If you want to protect this data set with data set encryption, specify the encryption key label.

5. Review and set the Vantage system parameter RAIDRDSN (VKGPARMS).
RAIDRDSN specifies the name of the configuration data set allocated by J01RAIDR job in the previous step.

6. Edit and configure the data set yourHLQ.RAIDRDSN according to the self-contained instructions.
7. Store your certificate for secure connection to IBM DS88XX and DS89XX in a Key Ring or in a Key Database and

Stash File as follows:
– (Recommended) Store your certificate in a Key Ring:

• To create a key ring and store the certificate into it in Top Secret, follow these steps:
a. Define a new key ring

TSS ADDTO(username) KEYRING(ring_Name) LABLRING('ring_Name')

b. Import the certificate from a dataset and assign it to a user
TSS ADDTO(username) DIGICERT(certificate_Name) DCDSN(yourHLQ .ds88.certs) TRUST

c. Add the certificate to the key ring
TSS ADD(username) KEYRING(ring_Name) RINGDATA(username,certificate_Name) USAGE(CERTSITE)

d. Allow the Vantage host started task to read its key ring
TSS PERMIT(username) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT) ACCE(CONTROL)

• To create a key ring and store the certificate into it in IBM RACF, follow these steps:
a. Import the trust certificate from a dataset and assign it to a user

RACDCERT SITE ADD(yourHLQ .ds88.certs) WITHLABEL(certificate_Name) TRUST 

b. Define a new key ring. The username must be the owner of the key ring.
RACDCERT ADDRING(keyring_Name) ID(username)

c. Add the certificate to the key ring
RACDCERT ID(username) CONNECT(LABEL(certificate_Name) USAGE(CERTAUTH) RING(keyring_Name) DEFAULT)

• To create a key ring and store the certificate into it in ACF2, follow these steps:
a. Import the certificate from a dataset and assign it to a user

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA) INSERT SITECERT.>username DSN(yourHLQ .ds88.certs)

 LABEL(certificate_Name) TRUST

b. Define a new key ring
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING) INSERT username KEYRING_NAME(keyring_Name)   

c. Add the SITE certificate to the key ring
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING) CONNECT CERTDATA(SITECERT.username) KEYRING(username)

 KEYRING_NAME(keyring_Name) DEFAULT USAGE(CERTAUTH)

d. Activate the changes using the following commands:
F ACF2,REBUILD(USR),CLASS(P)

F ACF2,OMVS(CERTDATA)

F ACF2,REFRESH(ALL)   

– Store your certificate in a Key Database and Stash File
Use the gskkyman utility to create a key database in OMVS and import the REST servers certificates to the key
database.

1. Create a database.
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2. Store the database password.
3. Import certificate (might be in DER, PEM, or other formats).
4. Repeat the certificate import process for all the REST servers.
5. Change the key database and the stash file permission bits and group to enable the key database and stash

file sharing among multiple users.
Example:
chgrp STORDGRP key.* 

chmod 640 key.*

In this example, your key database files have a common name (key), and different suffixes. Users are the
members of "STORDGRP" group.

8. Use Vantage Encryption Utility in TSO to encrypt userids and passwords that provide access to the DS88xx boxes.
Follow the instructions in the utility.
To call the Vantage Encryption Utility under TSO or ISPF, use the following command:
CALL 'cavantage.CCTULOAD(VNGLUENC)'

Integrate with MOI
MOI provides features for performance analysis, prediction and anomaly detection across your environment, including
storage metrics from Vantage.

After you integrate the Vantage data feed, MOI can display metrics about the following storage areas:

• Storage Groups
• RAID Hardware
• Catalogs
• Tapes
• Data Set Groups
• zSeries File Systems (zFS)

Storage Groups

Vantage can send the following storage group metrics to MOI:
POOLS.CAP

Storage group capacity
POOLS.%ALLO

Storage group allocation
Storage groups are named sets of storage paths where data can be stored. They support groups of users, departments,
databases, and business applications, among others. These metrics help identify capacity and utilization issues with your
storage groups. By monitoring storage group metrics, for example, you can identify when an application is over-allocating
and quickly remediate the issue.

RAID Hardware

Vantage can send the following metric about RAID hardware to MOI:
RAIDS.VOLCNT

RAID devices volume count
The RAID devices volume count metric helps you monitor available volumes in specific RAID hardware devices. The
RAID device volume count should be stable within a given range. Anomalies may occur when, for example, some
volumes are not available to an LPAR - which could be the result of connection failures to the hardware or incorrect LPAR
configuration. Monitor this metric to identify and address such issues when they occur.
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Catalogs

Vantage can send the following metrics about z/OS catalogs to MOI:
CAT.%VOLALLO

Percentage allocated of the catalog volume
CAT.DATACMPEXT

Number of extents used by the catalog data component
The catalog volume allocation metric enables you to monitor the amount of space used by a catalog volume. The catalog
extents metric enables you to track how many extents are used by the data component of a particular catalog. These
combined metrics enable you to identify and mitigate anomalies in catalog growth before your applications and data sets
are adversely impacted.

Tapes

Vantage can send the following tape-related metric to MOI:
TAPES.SCRATCH

Count of scratch tapes by tape system
Tape metrics are available for CA1, TLMS, DVSMS, ASG Zara, and BMC Control-M tape systems. These metrics help
ensure that you have sufficient scratch tapes to meet your needs. With this information, you can identify patterns in the
usage of scratch tapes and can ensure that you have enough scratch tapes to run backups and other operations when
required.

Data Set Groups

Vantage can send the following metrics about data set groups to MOI:
DSG.PRIMARY

Primary storage space used by a data set group
DSG.SECONDARY

Secondary storage space used by a data set group
DSG.TAPE

Tape storage space used by a data set group
Data set groups are logical collections of data sets across physical location, for example, grouped by application or high-
level qualifier. Data set group metrics enable you to analyze patterns and detect anomalies in storage usage, for example,
of specific applications or departments.

zSeries File Systems (zFS)

Vantage can send the following metric about mounted zSeries File Systems to MOI:
ZFS.%ALLO

Percentage of allocation of a zFS
zSeries File Systems contain files and directories that can be accessed with z/OS UNIX APIs. This metric helps you
monitor the zFS data set usage by your applications. Applications can fail when the zFS file system is used above
capacity. Trend analysis of the zFS metric helps you to continue to provide the right amount of storage space for UNIX
applications as your system evolves.

Objects Eligible for Linking to MOI

The following Vantage objects are connected to MOI once the integration has been set up. The MOI icon appears in the
toolbar for each object, enabling direct navigation from Vantage to MOI:
Storage Pools (POOLS)

Displays information about storage groups allocation and capacity for SMS and user-defined storage groups.
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Combined Subsystems (OBJ02231)
Displays information about RAID hardware and the number of DASD available from each RAID hardware.

Joined Object J99RJ5BQ
Displays information about catalogs that are defined in the system and the location of the catalog.

Data Sets on Pri, Sec and Tape Combined (GRPCBSM)
Displays information about user-defined data set groups. For each group, provides metrics about utilization and
capacity of primary, secondary, and tape storage.

Mounted zSeries File Systems (OBJ11100)
Displays information about zFS mounted file systems in the LPAR.

Summary Objects S0089062-S0089066
Displays information about the number of scratch tapes available for CA 1, TLMS, RMM, Control-T, and ASG
ZARA tape systems.

Address Prerequisites for MOI Integration
Confirm that your site meets the following prerequisites before you configure Vantage to send data to MOI.

• Vantage 14.0 or 14.1 is installed. If you are using 14.0, apply SYSMOD RO98189.
• The Vantage factory-supplied summary objects have been copied from the CCTUSAMP library to your SUMMDEFS

data set. The COPYSUMM step of the J01SUMM job performs this action.
• Your site has received and applied all PTFs with the FIXCAT

CA.Product.RequiredService.CA.MF.Operations.Intelligence.V1 into each product and component that you use with
MOI.

• You know the host and port number of the instance of MOI that you want to integrate with.

Once these prerequisites are in place, you are ready to configure Vantage for MOI integration.

Configure Vantage for MOI
Take these steps to prepare your Vantage system to send storage metrics to MOI.

Enable Metrics on Host

To enable a Vantage host to send data to MOI, copy the GOA scripts template and enable the metric component. You
must enable metrics for every host from which you want to send data to MOI.

1. Run the J0AOI job from the CCTUSAMP library to copy the sample GOA scripts template for MOI.
2. Enable the COMP=METRIC component. Remove the asterisk from the start of the following line in the CONFIG

member of the PARMLIB:
COMP=METRIC

NOTE
You can also start and stop the metric component manually with the following commands:
F SAMS,ACT,METRIC

F SAMS,DEACT,METRIC

The metric component is enabled on the Vantage host. Next, you configure MTC-M to communicate with your MOI
instance.

Enable Connection from MTC-M to MOI

To enable communication between MTC-M and MOI, enter the host and port number of the appliance that is defined in
your MOI instance.

1. Log in to MTC-M as an APP user.
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2. Go to Settings > Analytic Settings in the navigation pane.
3. In the Operational Intelligence URL field, enter the host name and port number for your MOI instance.

Host Specifies the host name of the appliance that you defined when you configured MOI environment.
Port (Read Only) Specifies the port numbers for the data service host that you defined when you configured

MOI.

For information about the MOI URL address and port number, see the MOI documentation.

4. Click Update.
MTC-M is connected to MOI, and the MOI icon appears in the toolbar for eligible objects. The MOI icon enables direct
linking between MTC-M and MOI.

Next, configure metric collection using the sample GOA scripts ME000001-ME000010.

Metrics Collection
Learn where the source data for storage metrics comes from, and how to customize the sample GOA scripts for metrics
collection.

Source Objects for Metrics

Vantage storage metrics for MOI are compiled from source object data using a combination of scripts, and summary or
joined objects. Typically these are configured to retrieve data in Real Time (RT) collection mode. However, the collection
mode of the source object often differs from the collection mode of the script, summary, or joined object. Therefore, it
is important to also pay attention to the collection modes of the source objects (for example, Last Interval - LI, or Disk
Interval - DI). To pass fresh data to MOI, make sure that the source object collection has completed shortly before your
metric automation script runs.

The following list describes the sample scripts (ME000001-10), with an explanation of the source data for each metric.

Storage Group
Metrics - ME000001

Script ME000001 gathers capacity and percentage allocation information for all storage groups, using
RT collection mode. The source data comes from the Storage Groups (POOLS) object, which uses RT
collection mode.

RAID Hardware
Metrics - ME000002

Script ME000002 gathers counts of RAID device volumes using RT mode. The source data comes from the
All Storage Subsystems (OBJ02231) object, which uses RT collection.

Catalog Metrics
- ME000003

Script ME000003 gathers information in RT mode about catalog volume allocation and the number of
extents occupied by the data component of catalogs. The source data comes from joined object On Volume
(J99RJ5BQ - RT), which takes data from two source objects - Catalogs Defined (CATALOGH - RT) and
Volume Space Usage (LSPACEPO - LI). The collection interval for LSPACEPO is defined in the PAWINTVL
system parameter.
To send the latest catalog metrics to MOI, configure frequent collections for LSPACEO by setting the
PAWINTVL parameter to a low value (less than 20)

Tapes Metrics
- ME000004-8

Each script in this range gathers tape system metrics in RT mode to provide a count of available scratch
tapes. The source data is gathered using summary objects in the range from SO0089062 to SO0089066,
and the data comes from the following source objects, respectively:

• VISTMCS (CA1)
• VISTLMSV (TLMS)

To send the latest data, update the summary definition SO0089063 object mode from DI to RT mode
or modify the collection interval in system script DSKTLMSU, or trigger an on-demand collection by
invoking system script DSKTLMSV.

• VISRMMV (DFSMSrmm)
• VISZARA (ASG ZARA)
• VANBVOLS (BMC Control-M)
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Data Set Group
Metrics - ME000009

Script ME000009 gathers information about space used by groups across primary, secondary, and tape
storage in RT collection mode. The source data comes from the Combined Group Space (GRPCBSM, RT)
object. GRPCBSM uses data from the On Primary Storage (GRPCBS, LI) object and the Group Space on
Tape Storage (TAPCBS, LI) object. These two objects are built on data from the All Data Sets (DTOC4SYS,
LI) object.
To collect the most recent data for data set groups, start with a refresh of the DTOC4SYS object, then
refresh the TAPCBS and GRPBCMS objects, and then run the GRPSTATS system script. These steps
must be completed before script ME000009 runs if you want the most recent data to be sent to MOI.

zFS Metrics - ME000010 Script ME000010 gathers percentage allocation for zSeries File System data sets in RT collection mode.
This metric sources data from the Mounted zSeries File Systems (OBJ11100, RT) object. You can enable LI
mode for OBJ11100 with the ZFSDSN system script.

Configure GOA Scripts for Metrics

1. Log in to MTC-M and click Analytics in the navigation pane.
The Analytics tree opens.

2. Browse the tree and select the metric that you want to send to MOI.
The Metric Setting tab opens.

3. Complete the Title and Description fields.
4. Select one of the following data collection object modes, depending on the type of script you are configuring:

RT (Real Time) Collects object data in real time.
LI (Last Interval) Collects data from the last regular scanning cycle of the object.

NOTE
Modify the collection mode of the source objects if you want to send the most recent data to MOI.

5. Select the Scheduler Method from the available methods.
6. Set a Vantage object filter in the Filter section.
7. Under Host, select the hosts where you want to save and run the script.
8. Review the script in Script Preview, and click Save to save the metric setting. This action saves your settings without

firing the script or collecting data.
9. Click Activate to save the script to the host. The script runs at the next scheduled time.

Click Execute to save and activate the script, and to run the script immediately.

The GOA Script is configured to collect and send data to MOI.

Verify Integration with MOI
Perform these steps to verify that your integration between Vantage and MOI is correctly configured.

Check the status of the metric component on connected hosts, review the Storage Metric Definitions object and the
Storage Metric Statistics object, and test direct links to MOI.

Check Status of Metric Component on Host

To verify the METRIC component status, look for the following message in the JESMSGLG:
VAN1595I METRIC   Component Started

Alternatively, in MTC-M, click Analytics in the navigation panel to view status information about your connected hosts.

Review Storage Metric Definitions and Statistics

Vantage creates two related objects that help verify the metric definitions and data that is sent to MOI.
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Storage Metric
Definitions

(OBJMETDF)

View details about your metric definitions, including source objects, data types, related scripts, and more.

Storage Metric
Statistics (OBJMETST)

For each metric, you can view the date, time, and the number of records that were sent to MOI upon the
most recent script execution.

Use these objects to review metric definitions and details of the most recent data feed that was sent to MOI.

Verify Navigation from Vantage to MOI

To verify that the integration has been completed successfully, navigate from an eligible Vantage object directly to the MOI
green highway.

1. Go to Storage Groups > Space and Other Attributes in the object tree.
2. Click a row in the object to select it.
3. Click MOI in the object toolbar, and select one of the metrics that appear. A new browser tab opens, with the storage

metric history visualized in an MOI green highway.

Vantage and MTC-M are now configured to send mainframe storage data to MOI. Eligible objects have an MOI icon
in the toolbar, and you can navigate directly to the MOI green highway, which shows historical trending and highlights
anomalies.

System Parameters
Vantage system parameters control many aspects of your installation. They are stored in the VKGPARMS member of your
local PARMLIB.

For a complete list of system parameters with descriptions and default values, see VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

Each Vantage installation requires various control options to provide compatibility with its environment. To meet the
various needs of different installations, the system uses parameters in the VKGPARMS member of your local PARMLIB
data set to control various aspects of its execution. This section provides an overview of these parameters and helps you
to set up the parameters within your environment.

Overview of VKGPARMS System Parameters

All parameters have default values. You can override the default values as needed to establish a set of local defaults
that meet your specific operating requirements. The internal default value of each parameter makes it easy to install
and implement the product. Usually, a few overrides must be placed in the VKGPARMS member to satisfy your local
requirements.

Each line in the VKGPARMS member defines one parameter entry consisting of the following parts:

• Parameter name
• Parameter value
• A comment area

An asterisk (*) in column 1 makes the entire line a comment. If no asterisk is present, the first non-blank string of
characters is the parameter name. The name can start in any position and must be 1 to 8 characters long.

However, if the parameter does not start in position 1, the System Parameters view in the Windows Client shows blank in
the User Override field, but the overridden and active value shows correctly in the Active Value field.

The parameter value follows the name and must be placed within parentheses. For the sake of readability, you can insert
one or more blanks between the name and its value. The left parenthesis is sufficient to indicate the beginning of the
parameter value. The right parenthesis must be followed by at least one blank, leaving the rest of the line available for a
comment.
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Setting System Parameters

The recommended method of adding, modifying and deleting entries in the VKGPARMS member is with MTC-M. For
more information, see Configure Vantage System Parameters.

NOTE
You can also modify this member using the legacy Host Configuration Client or the native TSO/ISPF interface.

The system parameters come in three configurations:

Default
Factory values (stored in a member of the distributed CCTUPARM library)

Customized Value
User overrides defined at installation or customization of the product (stored in member VKGPARMS in your local
PARMLIB library)

Active Value
Values in the memory table that is built by the system at startup. This field contains default values, user overrides,
or other values set by the user for the current session.

The factory distributed system parameter defaults are defined in members with a prefix of VPPD in the distributed
CCTUPARM library. All members with a prefix of VPPD are read and merged into one complete memory table at startup.

WARNING
Do not change the values in the members that have a prefix of VPPD.

The VKGPARMS member in your local PARMLIB data set contains your local overrides for system-distributed parameter
values. They provide the customization for your system, and you can override any of the available system parameters.

When the subsystem starts, it creates a memory table with active values for all parameters. First, it loads the members
with a prefix of VPPD, then your changes in VKGPARMS override the system default settings. The active value is the
default value, unless it was overridden with a VKGPARMS entry. At runtime, the system uses only the active parameter
values, that is, the values in the memory table.

The three values may be different because the user can change the active value of a parameter in two ways:

• Modifying VKGPARMS and then issuing a REFRESH operator command, or
• Issuing a special operator command that modifies only the memory table, leaving VKGPARMS intact.

To view system parameters, open the System Parameters object found under CA Vantage Internal Management, then
System Activity in the z/OS Object Tree. The System Parameters object provides information and status of Vantage
available system parameters. The columns that are displayed for each parameter in the System Parameters object are as
follows:

Name
Name of the system parameter

Default
The default setting of the system parameter when the Vantage system is distributed

User Override
The customized value for the system parameter in the override parmlib member

Active Value
The value currently in use by the system, loaded in memory

Parameter Descr
The description of the system parameter

Length
The length of the system parameter
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Type
The type for the system parameter. Possible values are as follows:
A

Means that the parameter value may be any alphanumeric string
C

Means that the parameter value must be one of the choices that are listed in the Valid Range Is field
N

Means that the parameter value must be numeric and within the minimum and maximum values that are
listed in the Valid Range Is field

Valid Range Is
The valid characters or ranges that can be given for the system parameter

Function Group
The function group this parameter belongs to (this field is for internal use)

Parameter Substitution

Substitution variables may be specified in VKGPARMS. The following examples illustrate how it may be done.

Example 1:

SMTPSERV (&JES2NODE.)

Example 2:

MCDSDSN (HSM.!SYSNAME..MCDS)

NOTE
For a full description of the substitution variables, see Job Submission and Substitution.

Override System Parameters in Scripts

You can override system parameters during the execution of a script. To do this, insert statements like the following ones
at the beginning of the <Event_Procdure> section within the script:

SET_SYSTEM_PARM=parmname (parmvalue)

The script wizards do not support this ability. To provide these statements, you must edit the script using TSO/ISPF or a
comparable edit service.

Setting System Parameters for Messages

System parameters come in two configurations:

• Default - factory values (hard coded in module GENMSGP)
• Customized Value - user overrides defined at installation or customization of the product (stored in member

CAMPARMS in your local CCTUMSEN library)

The CAMPARMS member in your local CCTUMSEN library contains your local overrides for parameter values. They
provide the customization of the logging component, and you can override any of the available parameters. The change
will not be activated before Vantage is recycled.

NOTE
To edit message parameter entries in the CAMPARMS member, use the native TSO/ISPF interface.

The message parameters in the CAMPARMS member are:
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• MSGNMBRS
• ROUTDESC
• DESCCODE
• DESCCODI
• ROUTCODE
• ROUTCODI

NOTE
For an explanation of the parameters and default values, see VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

To override parameters, specify new values for the parameters in the member CAMPARMS as follows:

DESCCODI (7)

DESCCODE (7)

ROUTCODE (11)

ROUTCODI (11)

The parameters have to start in column one.

VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions
Vantage system parameters, known as VKGPARMS, are listed in this section, with a description and the areas of the
system to which each parameter applies.

Areas of the system include the following:

• GMI (Vantage GMI)
• Base System
• Volumes
• Defrag
• Storage Groups
• Data Set Groups
• Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
• Automation
• DFSMShsm Interface
• Databases
• Autorest (ARM)
• Disk Interface
• Allocation
• RAID
• Tape Resources
• UNIX

NOTE
In the parameter descriptions, a default setting of blank is indicated by (), that is, an opening and closing
parenthesis with no space in between.

3270UC
Specify (Y) to translate all lowercase letters to uppercase in View 3270.
Applies to: GMI and Base SYSTEM.
Default: (N)

ACBNAME
Specifies the VTAM ACB name.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
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Default: (SAMSACB)
ACSCDS

Specifies the name of your StorageTek HSC control data set (CDS). It will be used to build the ACS Volume table
and the LSM table. If you do not override the default value, the system queries the active HSC for the current
CDS. If the HSC is not active and you still want to create the ACS Volume object, or if you want to base the LSM
object on a CDS from a different system, you must specify the ACSCDS parameter.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (YOUR.STK.HSCCDS)

ACSLDSN
Specifies the data set name of the flat file to which the StorageTek utility writes the LSM information.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.ACSLDSN)

ACSNMBRS
Specifies the number of records to be read from the ACS Volumes data set and made available as a block to the
Windows Client or the View 3270 Client for each presentation request. When you select More at the workstation,
a new block is read and made available.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Range: 001000 to 999999
Default: (010000)

ACSVOLDS
Specifies the data set name of the volume report file used to build the ACS Volume table. The data set name must
match the one specified in the ACSRPT JCL used to create the Volume Report Job.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.ACSVOLDS)

ADABASVC
Specifies your ADABAS SVC number.
Applies to: Data Bases
Range: 200 to 255
Default: (249)

ARACALTR
Specify (Y) to let JES2 EXIT6 perform an ALTER check against the security system. This instructs the JES2 Exit6
to call your security system to verify whether the user of the job is allowed to delete an archived data set being
specified in an IEFBR14 step with a disposition of DISP=(MOD,DELETE). If the user has the authority, the data
set is uncataloged without restoring it first. If the user does not have the authority then the user job is set to flush
with a JCL error before execution starts. To activate this option, set the parameter to (Y) and remove IEFBR14
from the PGMNAME list of the ARJES2XT member.
Also, with ARACALTR set to (Y) and depending how your security system is configured, modifications to the
RACROUTE macro in KNGED009 may be required. To avoid security violations under certain conditions, some
Top Secret users may need to delete the following parameters from the RACROUTE macros in KNGED009:
USERID= and GROUPID=.
Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Default: (N)

ARACREAD
Specify (Y) to let JES2 EXIT6 perform a READ check against the security system. The JES2 Exit6 may call RACF
or another access control system to verify whether the user has read authority to the data set before it is restored.
If the user has the authority, the data set is queued for restore. If the user does not have the authority then the
user job is set to flush with a JCL error before execution starts. To activate the option, set the parameter to Y.
Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Default: (N)
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ARDEDSRV
Controls dedicated Disk and Tape DMSAR server processing.
When set to (Y), a server can be dedicated to process only requests for either tape or disk. The total number of
DMSARs is determined by the sum of ARTAPSRV and ARDSKSRV.
When set to (N), all DMSARs can process any request. The total number of DMSARs is specified by the
parameter MAXTASKS. See also parameter MAXTASKS.
Applies to:Autorest (ARM)
Default: (N)

NOTE

For additional information, see Disk Auto Restore Manager (ARM).

ARDSKSRV
Specifies the number of dedicated disk servers.
Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Range: 0 to 255
Default: (003)

ARDSQTAP
Controls the queuing of requests for active tape volumes. When set to (Y), data sets on tape archive volumes
currently being used by a DMSAR server are processed by the server using the volume. The server does not
unload the volume until there are no other requests for that volume. This prevents multiple servers from engaging
in non-productive contention for volumes and reduces the number of tape mounts by processing all requests for a
volume at the same time.
Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Default: (N)

NOTE

If parameter ARDSQTAP is set to (Y) then you must also set parameter ARDEDSRV to (Y) if you want
the tape to stay mounted until there are no more outstanding tape restores.

ARJESMBR
Specifies the PARMLIB member describing the JES2 EXIT6 Processing List (Pseudo Volume Names, the Data
Set, Job, and Program Name Exclusion Tables). If the member is not found during startup, the exit does not
process any jobs. If the member is not found during refresh, the old Processing List is used. For a sample, see
member ARJES2XT in the CCTUSAMP library.
Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Default: (ARJES2XT)

ARSRVCT
Specifies, in minutes, how long the DMSAR task should be allowed to wait before issuing the GetNext restore
request (API,50100).
If the DMSAR task has not made the request within this time period, it is assumed to have died for an unknown
reason, and an attempt is made to cancel it.
Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Default: (120)

ARTAPSRV
Specifies the number of dedicated tape servers.
Applies to:Autorest (ARM)
Range: 0 to 255
Default: (001)

NOTE

For additional information, see Disk Auto Restore Manager (ARM).
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AUDITERR
Controls what error you want to have shown in the reports.
If you want only ERR015 and ERR016 to be displayed in the report, you set the parameter like this: AUDITERR
(15-16).
Restricting the report on error codes does NOT mean that the audit runs faster. It still needs to go through the
whole process (input) to produce the error report.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (03-11-15-16-17-18)

AUDITNUM
Specifies the number of CDS records to audit at one time.
AUDITNUM is the base for allocation of memory during the audit processing. The calculation is: ('auditnum' x 166)
bytes. If 'auditnum' is 100000, the total bytes of memory allocated are (100000 x 166)bytes = 16.600.000 bytes.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Range: 050000 to 9999999
Default: (050000)

AUDITOUT
Controls how many errors to find before the Audit of OCDS ends. For example, when AUDITOUT (200) is
reached, the Audit of OCDS stops.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (100000)

AUTAUDIT
Yes (Y) starts the Audit Script Server automatically at system startup. Specify a value of No (N) if you do not want
the Audit Script Server started automatically.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (Y)

AUTDMS
Specify (Y) to start the server for Disk messages automatically at systems startup.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (N)

AUTGOA
Specify (Y) to start the General Object Automation servers automatically at system startup. Specify (N) if you do
not want them started automatically.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (Y)

AUTHSM
Specify (Y) to start the server for HSM logged messages automatically at system startup.
Applies to: Automation and DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (N)

AUTHSMSG
Specify (Y) to start the server for real-time DFSMShsm messages automatically at system startup. Specify (N) if
you do not want it started automatically.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (Y)

AUTLOG
Specify (Y) to start the server for logging scripts automatically at system startup. Specify (N) if you do not want it
started automatically.
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: (Y)
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AUTMSG
Specify (Y) to start the server for MVS console message scripts automatically at system startup. Specify (N) if you
do not want it started automatically.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (Y)

AUTOSCR
Specify the name of the PDS where the automation scripts reside.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.AUTOSCR)

AUTOSTRT
Specify (Y) to cause the system to automatically start all system components. Specify (N) if you want each
component to be started manually.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (Y)

AUTSYS
Specify (Y) to start the servers for system scripts automatically at system startup. Specify (N) if you do not want
them started automatically.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (Y)

BCDSDSN
Specify the name of the DFSMShsm Backup Control Data Set (BCDS).
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (%%HSMPFX%%.BCDS)

BCDSDSN2-4
IBM allows the BCDS to be a multicluster, key-range data set. If you use this support, specify the names of the
second, third, and fourth DFSMShsm Backup Control Data Sets.
A setting of blank () indicates no additional BCDSs are to be considered.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: ()

BVIRDSN
Specify the name of the data set for IBM VTS to write BVIR data. The name of the tape work data set for IBM VTS
to write the BVIR data that is used in the interface. Vantage reads the tape file while creating BVIR objects.
To collect multiple TS7700 in the same object, the same BVIRDSN must be used for all boxes and their
MCNAMEs must be listed in VTSMCNAM.

NOTE
If you use VTSMCNAM (<BVIRLIST>), the BVIRDSN parameter value is ignored.

Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.BVIR.DATA)

BVIRRETP
Specify the value of the retention period for the tape work data set used in the BVIR interface. The work data set
is only read once and never used again. The work tape can be reused immediately afterwards.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (1)

BVIRUNIT
Specify the name of the tape unit to use for allocation of your IBM VTS tapes to be used in the BVIR interface.

NOTE
If you use VTSMCNAM (<BVIRLIST>), the BVIRUNIT parameter value is ignored.
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Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (TAPE)

CA1BKTMC
Specifies the data set name of the CA 1 Backup TMC. The CTSXUTIL utility reads this name to create disk
interval files for the Backup TMC objects. The backup TMC is typically a copy of the TMC that is created by
the CA 1 TMSCOPY utility.  The backup TMC may also be a copy of the TMC that is created by the CA 1 TMC
Replication feature or IEBGENER. The name that you specify here is read by the batch job that is submitted by
the DSKTMCB script.
The backup TMC name that you specify here can be temporarily overridden by using the Enter Backup TMC
action on the CA 1 Backup TMC Volumes object.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: (YOUR.BACKUP.COPY.OF.CA1.TMC)

CA1NMBRS
Specifies the number of records to be read from the CA 1 Tape Management Catalog and made available as a
block to the clients for each presentation request. When you select Next at the workstation, a new block is read
and made available. The objects CA 1 Files and CA 1 Volumes are placed above the bar, not within the address
space memory, so the value can be as large as needed, as long as your system has sufficient paging space.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Range: 1000 to 99999999
Default: (50000)

CAPDC
Specifies an SMS Data Class to be used when a data set is allocated in response to a CAPTURE command
(export to host from the Windows Client), or a COPY_TO_DISK command (within checkpoint scripts). Customize
this parameter only if you want SMS to control the allocations.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: ()

CAPMC
Specifies an SMS Management Class to be used when a data set is allocated in response to a CAPTURE
command (export to host from the Windows Client), or a COPY_TO_DISK command (within checkpoint scripts).
Customize this parameter only if you want SMS to control the allocations.

NOTE

Do not specify a Management Class that has the Immediate idle space release attribute, YI or CI. Yes
(Y) and Conditional (C) release are okay to use, but Yes Immediate (YI) or Conditional Immediate (CI)
must not be used. For large objects, the capture or checkpoint object is written in chunks, opening and
closing the data set with DISP=MOD for each chunk. Immediate release after the first chunk causes B37
abends writing the remaining portions of the object.

Applies to: GMI, Base System, and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: ()

CAPPFX
Specifies the prefix to a data set output name for the CAPTURE or EXPORT_TO_CSV command, export to the
host from Windows Client. The output sequential data set name consists the following parts:

• A prefix of maximum up to 13 characters
• A string of characters.

The CAPTURE_DATA command retrieves the CAPPFX value and creates a data set with the following format:
DSN=prefix.Oobjnb.Cvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss

The  EXPORT_TO_CSV command retrieves the CAPPFX value and creates a data set with the following format:
DSN=prefix.Oobjnb.Svssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss

Syntax:
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prefix
The CAPPFX value.

O
Is the letter O for object

objnb
The object number from the object dictionary.

C or S
Is the letter C for capture or S for export

v
The version number for the object data. Vantage developers increment this number in the dictionary every
time when the object record layout changes.

ssid
The MVS system ID

D
Is the letter D for date

yyyyddd
The Julian date (of the 1st record in the log)

T
Is the letter T for time

hhmmss
The time (of the 1st record in the log)

Applies to: GMI, Base System, and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.X)

CAPPOOL
Specifies the DASD pool used when a data set is allocated in response to the CAPTURE command, export to
host from the Windows Client, or the COPY_TO_DISK command  parameter or the Export to CSV action, or the
EXPORT_TO_CSV command. The parameter value must be an MVS esoteric pool name.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: (SYSALLDA)

CAPPOPT
Specifies the CA1.CTAPOPTN data set to be used by CA 1 during initialization.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: (YOUR.CA1.CTAPOPTN)

CAPSC
Specifies an SMS Storage Class to be used when a data set is allocated in response to a CAPTURE command
(export to host from the Windows Client), or a COPY_TO_DISK command (within checkpoint scripts). Customize
this parameter only if you want SMS to control the allocations.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: ()

CATMOSYS
Specifies the CA1.CTAPOPTN member TMOSYSxx to be used during initialization of CA 1. This member appears
in the CA 1 TMOSYSxx Members view as Active.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: (TMOSYS00)
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CDSNMBRS
Specifies the number of records to be read from the Disk Files Data Sets or the DFSMShsm MCDS and BCDS,
and made available as a block to the clients for each presentation request. When you select More at the
workstation, a new block is read and made available.
This parameter determines the buffer slots that are allocated. If you specify a big number, a large buffer is
allocated and more memory is used. To prevent considerable memory consumption, we recommend that you do
not try to hold all records for big CDSs in memory. The buffer is released when you close the object.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Range: 1000 to 99999999
Default: (5000)

CODEPAGE
This parameter is for instructing the Vantage host to convert data being sent to another z/OS application to the
codepage required by that application.
Specify CODEPAGE (1142) if your SMTP server requires data encoded using this Danish and Norwegian
codepage.
Specify CODEPAGE (1147) if your SMTP server requires data encoded using this French codepage.
If another value is needed, contact Broadcom Support.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (1140)

CONVERT
Idle space release for PS and PO data sets can convert the allocation type from cylinders to tracks (allowing more
space to be released). The value of this parameter, (Y) or (N), controls the initial value presented to the user in the
pop-up window when release is requested.
Specify (Y) to convert cylinder allocations to track allocations. You can change the value in the pop-up window for
each data set.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (Y)

CPKPFX
Specifies the data set name prefix (up to 13 bytes) the system is to use when it allocates a data set to contain an
object in response to a CHECKPOINT of the object. A Checkpoint dataset is also created to allow for an object
Warmstart, but the checkpoint data set name is slightly different when it is for a Warmstart as documented below.
The names given to the sequential Checkpoint data sets consist of two parts: a 1 to 13 character prefix that the
installation specifies, and an appended suffix as described below.
The checkpoint data sets use the DFSMS classes if specified in system parameters: CAPSC, CAPMC, and
CAPDC.
The CHECKPOINT command takes the prefix from CPKPFX and produces a data set with the following name
format for ordinary checkpoint data sets:
DSN=prefix.Oobjnb.Dvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss

Or with the following name format for checkpoint data sets used for the object WarmStart:
DSN=prefix.Oobjnb.Wvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss

Syntax:
prefix

The CPKPFX value.
O

Is the letter O for an object.
objnb

The object number taken from the dictionary.
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D or W
Is the letter D for ordinary checkpoint data sets and a W for checkpoint data sets used for the object
WarmStart.

v
The version number for the object data. Product developers increment this number in the dictionary when
the record layout changes for the object.

NOTE

v is not a release-related number, but a number that indicates whether or not the record
contents have changed because of the prior release. In V3.2, this field was 0 for all objects.

ssid
The MVSsysid.

D
Is the letter D for a date.

yyyyddd
The Julian date (of the 1st record in the log).

T
Is the letter T for time.

hhmmss
The time (of the 1st record in the log).

The target allocation for the data set name is determined by the value of parameter CAPPOOL, which must be a
unit name.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default:(%%DSNPFX%%.C)

CREWSABT
This sysparm is for configuring CREWS. The CREWSABT parameter defines the file to be used by the dynamic
CREWSACE interface which creates the FIXED VSAM file. This parameter is also used by the CREWSACE
system script to define the FIXED VSAM file as well as the CREWSABT reporting objects when the input list is
FIXED.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.CREWSABT)

CREWSACD
This sysparm is for configuring CREWS. The CREWSACD parameter defines the default input list to be used by
the 8 CREWSABT reporting objects.
Applies to: GMI
Valid values: FIXED or USER
Default: (FIXED)

CREWSACE
This sysparm is for configuring CREWS. The CREWSACE parameter defines the file to be used by the dynamic
CREWSACE interface which creates the USER VSAM file. This parameter is also used by the CREWSABT
reporting objects when the input list is USER.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (%%USERID%%.%%DSNPFX%%.CREWSACE)

CREWSACS
This sysparm is for configuring CREWS. The CREWSACS parameter defines the space to be allocated for the
USER VSAM file defined by the CREWSACE system parameter. The allocation is expressed in the number of
megabytes.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (10)
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CREWSACV
This sysparm is for configuring CREWS. The CREWSACV parameter defines the VOLSER to contain the
CREWS.EXCEPT VSAM file. See the CREWSACE and CREWSACS system parameters which specify the DSN
and space allocations respectively.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (OPM100)

CREWSC7D
This sysparm is for configuring CREWS. The CREWSC7D parameter defines the default input list to be used by
the 6 CREWSCA7 reporting objects.
Applies to: GMI
Valid values: FIXED or USER
Default: (FIXED)

CREWSC7S
This sysparm is for configuring CREWS. The CREWSC7S parameter defines the number of tracks to be allocated
to the file defined by the CREWSC7U system parameter. This number is used for both the primary and secondary
allocation.
When the CREWSCA7 dynamic interface is executed, CREWSCA7 is dynamically called in the Vantage address
space. Prior to calling CREWSCA7 the data set specified by this parameter is dynamically allocated and passed
to the interface.
Each of the 6 CREWSCA7 reporting objects requires an input list to be completed.
Specifying either USER or FIXED, the default of which is in the CREWSC7D system parameter (FIXED). When
the input list contains USER then this is the data set that will be used.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (10)

CREWSC7U
This sysparm is for configuring CREWS. The CREWSC7U parameter defines the file to be used by the dynamic
CREWSCA7 interface.
When the CREWSCA7 dynamic interface is executed, CREWSCA7 is dynamically called in the Vantage address
space. Prior to calling CREWSCA7 the data set specified by this parameter is dynamically allocated and passed
to the interface.
Each of the 6 CREWSCA7 reporting objects requires an input list to be completed specifying either user or fixed,
the default of which is in the CREWSC7D system parameter (fixed). When the input list contains user then this is
the data set that will be used.

NOTE
Also see the following system parameters for setting up CREWS:

Applies to: GMI
Default: (%%USERID%%.%%DSNPFX%%.CREWSCA7)

CREWSCA7
This sysparm is for configuring CREWS. The CREWSCA7 parameter defines the file to be used by the
CREWSCA7 system script as well as the default to CREWSCA7 display objects.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.CREWSCA7)

CREWSJCL
This sysparm is for configuring both CREWS and MasterCat. The CREWSJCL parameter defines the partitioned
data set or library which contains the JCL for both the CREWS and MasterCat job streams.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB)
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CTSBK1F
Specifies the data set name of the disk interval file that is used for record retrieval for the CA 1 Backup TMC Files
object. Use the same value as the name that is used in the J05CA1 configuration job variable @bkdsnam. The
CA 1 Backup TMC Files data is written to this file when the DSKTMCB script is fired.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: (YOUR.CTSXUTIL.CA1.BACKUP.FILES.DSN)

CTSBK1V
Specifies the data set name of the disk interval file that is used for record retrieval for the CA 1 Backup TMC
Volumes object. Use the same value as the name that is used in the J05CA1 configuration job variable
@bkvsnam. The CA 1 Backup TMC Volumes data is written to this file when the DSKTMCB script is fired.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: (YOUR.CTSXUTIL.CA1.BACKUP.VOLUMES.DSN)

CTSTLMSF
Specify the files (data set) extract data set name used by the CTSXUTIL utility program.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resource
Default: (YOUR.CTSXUTIL.CTSDSN)

CTSTLMSV
Specify the volumes extract data set name used by the CTSXUTIL utility program.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resource
Default: (YOUR.CTSXUTIL.CTSVOL)

CUSTINFO
Specifies your company's name.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (YOUR COMPANY NAME)

CUSLDISK
Specifies the name of the CUSLIB used by Disk. This is the Datacom/AD CUSLIB associated with the Disk Multi-
User Facility (MUF). If this value is not specified (or left as all blank) and Disk requires access to its Datacom
managed database, the requested function will fail.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, Autorest (ARM), and Disk Interface
Default: ()

DATACOM
If you have Advantage Datacom/DB license, specify (Y) to activate the Vantage interface.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (N)

DB2SUBS
(Optional) Used to specify the DB2 subsystems that are to be included in DB2 objects.
The value of this parameter can have the following formats:
(*ALL)

(*ALL) means that all local DB2 subsystems (those running in the same LPAR as Vantage) found by
scanning the z/OS SSCT chain are candidates. If these candidates are up and running and have the
Vantage DB2 plan bound then that DB2 subsystem is available to the Vantage DB2 component.

(sub1, sub2, ….)
Use this form of the parameter to explicitly Specify local DB2 subsystems that are to be included in DB2
objects. A maximum of 8 are allowed. The SSCT chain is still scanned but a connection to DB2 is tried
for only those subsystems specified in DB2SUBS. For subsystems that are members of a Data Sharing
Group (DSG), it is the corresponding Group Attach Name that is connected to and reported on within
Vantage DB2 objects. If you Specify a Member Name with the DB2SUBS parameter the Group name will
be used.
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Specifying more than one member within a group has no effect, the one and only Group name will used.
For better flexibility and to avoid confusion always Specify the Group Attach Name.

(<DB2LIST>)
Use this form of the parameter if remote DBs within a Sysplex (those running in different LPARs than
Vantage) are to be included in DB2 objects. This uses the Input List feature where you Specify the local
and remote DB2 subsystems to be included. At least one local must be specified. The list is specified in
the PARMLIB(CONFIG) member where a maximum of 16 entries are allowed:
<DB2LIST>

DD0G

D61A D61APTIB         D61A

D61B D61BPTIB         D61B

D61C D61CPTIB

The above is an example where 4 DB2 subsystems are specified. Each line begins with the 4-character
subsystem-id or Group Attach Name that you want to include in the Vantage DB2 objects.
At least one of these must be found on the local system. If a DB2 subsystem sometimes (or always) runs
on a remote system instead of the local one, and you still want to include it in the DB2 objects, you must
follow its 4-character ID/name with a single blank, and then give the (up to) 16-character Location that
allows a remote connection to be made from the local system. If you leave the 16-character Location field
blank, and the DB2 subsystem is not found on the local system, no attempt will be made to connect to it
remotely. The remote DB2s must have the Vantage DB2 package bound at the remote DB2s, and have
the package bound into the Vantage DB2 plan for each local DB2. (To find the proper Location name for
the remote connection, see SYSIBM.LOCATIONS on each remote system.)
You may follow the 16-character Location with a single blank, and then give the (up to) 8-character high-
level qualifier (hlq) used for the DB2 systems data sets. This will increase performance giving shorter run
times for the script DB2NAMES when (many) remote DB2 systems are in the list. And it will connect all
DSNDB06 data sets to their respective DB2 systems as detailed in the note below.
For a quick check to see if the local and remote DB2 subsystems are connected as expected, do the
following:
F SAMS,DEACT,DB2

F SAMS,ACT,DB2

With the example <DB2LIST> given above, messages like the following will be produced:
VAN1100I Local DB2 systems found: D61A DD0G DD1G DD2G DD3G

VAN1101I Local DB2 system D61A rel 610 is up and available to the Vantage DB2 component

VAN1106I Remote DB2 system D61B is up and available to the Vantage DB2 component via D61A

VAN1106I Remote DB2 system D61C is up and available to the Vantage DB2 component via D61A

VAN1101I Local DB2 system DD0G rel 610 is up and available to the Vantage DB2 component

Observe the following: For DD0G in the first message, DD1G, DD2G and DD3G are also listed because they
are all members of the same Data Sharing Group where at least one of them is running local.
The DB2 Directory (DSNDB01) and user defined table spaces and index spaces (as opposed to StorageGroup
defined) with no VCAT specified will end up in the Not Found (*NF*) object rows and accumulations. These
have "00000001" instead of the actual hlq in the VCATNAME fields in SYSIBM.SYSINDEXPART and
SYSIBM.SYSTABLEPART.
There are special considerations for the DSNDB06 data sets, those that contain the DB2 catalog. The data sets
created at installation time will internally have VCATNAME = '00000001'. Indexes added will have VCATNAME
= hlq of the data set, which is the way it works for non-DSNDB06 data sets. For DB2 systems found locally, both
cases are processed correctly. However, for remote DB2 systems, all DSNDB06 data sets can only be connected
to their respective DB2 systems if the hlq is given in <DB2LIST> starting in column 23 for each DB2 system. If this
hlq is not given the DSNDB06 data sets with VCATNAME = '00000001' will end up in *NF*.
Applies to: Data Bases
Default: (*ALL)
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DBADMIN
Specifies the name of the Resource Facility that represents database administrator authority at your installation.
If the user logon key has READ access to the specified name, permission is granted to submit any Datacom/DB
Action based OS command. Otherwise, only the Datacom/DB COMM STATS and COMM STATUS commands
may successfully be submitted. The default of blank means only the COMM STATS and COMM STATUS
commands can be issued.

NOTE
This parameter takes effect only if the Vantage system parameter SECURGRA is set to (S) or (W).

Applies to: GMI and Data Bases
Default: ()

DEBUG
The default (1) should be used. ESTAEs are issued for error recovery and to get debugging information (see
parameter SNAPCLAS). If a plain (symptom) dump is wanted or the ESTAEs are interfering with some debugging
tool, then (0) should be used. However, use (0) only when requested by Broadcom Support.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (1)

DELTADEF
Specifies the name of your Delta Objects definition data set. The PDS contains all the Delta Objects definitions,
both factory-supplied Delta Objects and user-defined Delta Objects. The PDS is allocated in job J01DELTA during
installation or configuration.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.DELTADEF)

DELTAMAX
Specifies the maximum number of records from LOG or CAP files that are inserted into a Delta Object. This
number does not include current data of the source object (RT or LI).
Applies to: Delta Objects
Range: 100 through 9999999
Default: (1000000)

DESCCODE
Specifies a 2-digit number to be used as the descriptor code for E (error) messages. Also see parameter
ROUTDESC.

NOTE

This parameter should not be placed in the VKGPARMS member but in the CAMPARMS member of
library CCTUMSEN, see Setting System Parameters for Messages.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 01 to 16
Default: (07)

DESCCODI
Specifies a 2-digit number to be used as the descriptor code for I (informational) messages. Also see system
parameter ROUTDESC.

NOTE
This parameter should not be placed in the VKGPARMS member but in the CAMPARMS member of
library CCTUMSEN, see Setting System Parameters for Messages.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 01 to 16
Default: (07)
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DIAGVVDS
Specify (Y) to display a diagnostic message on the console each time the system scans a VVDS. The message
indicates how many CIs in the VVDS contain data and how many are empty. The values can be useful in
determining better allocation sizes for VVDS data sets.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (N)

DIPFX
Specifies the common prefix for Vantage data sets created using Disk Interval (DI) mode. This parameter is used
for objects related to the BVIR interface for IBM VTS only.
Applies to: IBM Virtual Tape Systems.
Default:  (%%DSNPFX(0,29)%%.DI).
Limits: Max. length is 32 characters.

DISKTEMP
Specifies the number of temporary disk errors allowed by the Hardware Monitor before a VBACKUP job is to be
submitted. Equipment checks are counted as temporary errors. The counter is reset each calendar day, thus, you
can get a backup job submitted each day for a device.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (20)

DLMDIPFX
Specifies the data set prefix for the EMC DML data sets. These data sets are used in the DLMDIJCL member
of the Vantage JCLLIB that the DI script DLMDISCR submits, and in the record creator programs module for the
DLM objects.
Applies to: EMC DLM Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%)
Limits: Max. length is 35 characters.
The following objects use this parameter:

• OBJ10780 EMC DLm Space Utilization
• OBJ10781 EMC DLm Virtual Tape Drives
• OBJ10782 EMC DLm Virtual Volumes (From AWSPRINT)
• OBJ10784 EMC DLm Replication Statistics
• OBJ10785 EMC DLm Btilog files
• OBJ10786 EMC DLm Throughput - statistics
• OBJ10787 EMC DLm Maximum Concurrent Tapes Per Hour
• OBJ10788 EMC DLm Throughput
• OBJ10789 EMC DLm Slow Mounts
• OBJ10790 EMC DLm Data Domain Storage Utilization
• OBJ10791 EMC DLm Data Domain Storage System Compression
• OBJ10792 EMC DLm Statistics

DLMTAPMO
Automates Dlm NL tape mount replies. If the execution of the DLMDIJCL job produces tape mount replies
(WTORs), change the system parameter DLMTAPMO to (Y) if you want to automate the replies.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (N)

DMSJCL
Specifies the name of the data set that contains the Disk skeleton JCL members.
Applies to:Disk Interface
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.DMSJCL)
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DMSJOBNM
The Disk SVC can maintain an 8-byte field within the VTOC DSCB for a data set, with either a jobname or
accounting information. If you use Disk, contact your local Disk support staff to determine the contents of this field.
Vantage assumes it is at offset 62 (the default value) within the VTOC entry, and that it is in character format. The
standard IBM VTOC field at this location is DS1SYSCD which usually contains the string IBMOSV2, which will
display just fine.
If this field is not maintained on your system, or is not in character format, you can specify (0) to nullify its display.
If this field is maintained, but at a different offset within the VTOC, specify (xxx) where xxx is its correct offset.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (62)

DMSMODDT
The Disk SVC can maintain a Mod Date field within the VTOC DSCB for a data set. It places the date in this field
whenever the change bit is turned on. If you use Disk, contact your local Disk support staff to determine if this field
is being maintained.
Vantage assumes it is at offset 70 (the default value).
If this field is not maintained on your system, or is not in discontinuous binary format (like the Create Date field),
you can specify (0) to nullify its display.
If this field is maintained, but at a different offset within the VTOC, specify (xxx) where xxx is its correct offset.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (70)

DMSOPCNT
TheDisk SVC can increment a count field within the VTOC DSCB, each time the VTOC entry is being updated.
If you use Disk, contact your local Disk support staff to determine if this field is being maintained, and how to
interpret its contents.
Vantage assumes it is at offset 73 (the default value).
If this field is not maintained on your system, or is not a binary length 2 field, you can specify (0) to nullify its
display.
If this field is maintained, but at a different offset within the VTOC, specify (xxx) where xxx is its correct offset.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (73)

DMSPARMS
Specifies the data set name of the Disk PARMLIB.
Applies to: Base System and Autorest (ARM)
Default: (YOUR.OWN.DISK.PARMLIB)

DMSSVCMO
The Disk SVC can record its operating mode within the VTOC DSCB for each data set. If you use Disk, contact
your local Disksupport staff to determine if this field is being maintained, and how to interpret its contents.
Vantage assumes it is at offset 103 (the default value).
If this field is not maintained on your system, or is not a character length 1 field, you can specify (0) to nullify its
display.
If this field is maintained, but at a different offset within the VTOC, specify (xxx) where xxx is its correct offset.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (103)

DSALLOCS
Specifies if data set space allocations are to be collected. The Data Set Allocations object monitors Data Set
Allocations on the system in real time. The following are the valid values for this parameter:
Y - Monitor Data Set Space Allocations
X - Monitor Data Set Space Allocations Except PDSE
N - No Monitoring of Data Set Space Allocations
Applies to: Base
Default: (N)
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DSNNMBRS
Specifies the number of records to view in the object “Find BCS Data Set Entries.“ When you select More at the
workstation, a new block is read and made available.
Applies to: Base System
Range: 500 to 99999999
Default: (5000)

DSNPFX
Specifies the common dsname prefix that the system uses for Vantage configuration data sets, excluding the
product libraries that SMP creates and updates.
If the DSNPFX value is 1 through 11 characters long, the system uses the value for all configuration data sets.
If the DSNPFX value is 12 or more characters long, specify values for the CAPPFX, CPKPFX and TRENDPFX
parameters because the system does not create these values by default.
If the DSNPFX value is 1 through 31 characters long, the system uses the value to create the default value of the
STKUIPFX parameter.
If the DSNPFX value is 32 or more characters long, the value is truncated.
See the STKUIPFX parameter.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (CA.VANT)

DSNSLOTS
Specifies the maximum number of data sets served by Auto Restore Manager at the same time. Data set names
arrive from a variety of Auto Restore requests. If no memory slots are available for new names, the Auto Restore
Manager services those requests after data sets that currently occupy memory slots are restored and their slots
in memory are freed. No requests for restore are lost. Every data set name and the information associated with it
takes up approximately 2200 bytes. This table is now above-the-line. Increase this value if you receive message:
KNG0522E Insufficient Space in A/R Buffer---

Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Range: 10 to 9999
Default: (200)

DTCINTVL
Specifies the number of minutes to wait between collecting new DTOCs.
The values of 9998 and 9999 cause an indefinite wait. The value of 9998 causes a single collection to be made
whenever the component is activated or refreshed, the interval is reset to 9998, or a NEWSCAN command is
issued, and then the collection enters the wait state. Issuing one of these commands again causes another
collection. The value of 9999 causes a collection to be made only in response to the NEWSCAN command.
Activate and refresh commands with a value of 9999 cause all related tables and parameters to be loaded or
refreshed, but the collection is not done until a NEWSCAN command is issued. To collect new DTOCs, issue the
operator command F SAMS,NEWSCAN,DTOCS.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Range: 1 to 9999
Default: (9999)

DTOCDUPS
A value of (Y) instructs the DTOC (data set) component to automatically create the Duplicate Data Sets object
each time a new DTOC is created, and to then check and indicate the catalog status of each.
Specify (Z) if you want the DTOC (data set) component to automatically create the Duplicate Data Sets object
each time a new DTOC is created, but you do not want to check the catalog status of each data set.
Specify (N) if you do not want these objects to be synchronized. With this value, the Duplicate Data Sets object
will be created according to your schedule for the DUPEDSNS system script. When the script runs it will also
check and indicate the catalog status of each duplicate data set.
Specify (O) if you want the Duplicate Data Sets object to be created according to your schedule for the
DUPEDSNS system script, but you do not want it to check and indicate the catalog status of each duplicate data
set.
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Other than system data sets, duplicate data sets usually represent errors. The uncataloged versions should
usually be scratched. The purpose of the Duplicate Data Sets object, with the default to check the catalog status
of each, is to allow for easy management and cleanup. However, if regular cleanup is not being done, and
there are thousands of these data sets, checking the catalog status of each is a considerable waste of time and
resources. Use value (Z) or (O) such that the catalog check is not done. When you are ready to cleanup the
uncataloged duplicate data sets, change this parameter to (Y) or (N) such that the catalog status is determined,
and your clean up actions can be taken.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (Y)

DTOCMOPT
Controls the amount of memory needed for the DTOC. Values (1) and (2) both cause the last interval copy of the
DTOC to be kept in memory while a new copy of the DTOC is being built. As soon as the new copy is ready, the
previous copy is freed. These options provide continuous access to the DTOC even while the new copy is being
built, at the expense of approximately double the memory and page space usage during the DTOC collection.
For the entire period between collections, however, only a single copy of the DTOC is retained. The default value
of (3) causes the last interval copy of the DTOC to be freed before the new scan begins. This option makes the
DTOC unavailable during the collection period, but reduces memory usage during the scan.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (3)

DTOCMVDS
The default value of (Y) instructs the DTOC (data set) component to automatically create the Multivolume Dataset
Details object and the Multivolume Dataset Summary object each time a new DTOC is created. This process
keeps the multivolume indicator field in the DTOC, and other fields in the multivolume segments, properly filled
within the DTOC itself (the same as in the special multivolume data set objects).
Specify (N) if you do not want these objects to be synchronized. When (N) is specified, these objects will be
created only if you copy script MVDETAIL from the CCTUSAMP library to your system script library and schedule
it as needed.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (Y)

DTOCRDRS
Specifies the number of VTOC and VVDS readers that are to be used in parallel when building the Last Interval
DTOC. This level of multithreading will be used. In general, this reduces the amount of elapsed time to build the
DTOCs. However, the benefit will vary and depend upon the hardware resources at your installation as well as the
level of contention with other I/O at any point in time.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Range: 1 to 16
Default: (4)

DTOCSIZE
Specify this parameter only if memory and auxiliary storage are very limited, and you want to ensure that the
DTOC itself never exceeds a certain size. Specify a number (nnnnn) in Megabytes (for example, 500 means
500MB).
The default value is (09999) which enables over 26 million data sets to be placed in the DTOC. The maximum
value permitted is (25000) which enables the DTOC to contain approximately 65 million data sets.
The value of this parameter is divided by the row length of the DTOC objects to determine the maximum number
of DTOC rows to build. If this limit is reached, message VAN0490I is issued, and the build process stops.

WARNING

If you use this parameter and your limit is reached, the data set shown within the DTOC is incomplete .
If unresolved, user actions are inaccurate.

Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (9999)
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DTOCSUPP
Specify a value of (Y) to activate the DTOC (data set) component automatically at system startup. Note, however,
that no DTOC collections are done unless system parameter DTCINTVL (the scanning interval) is set to a value
other than its default of (9999). Specify a value of (N) if you do not want the DTOC component activated at system
startup.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Default: (N)

EMCINTVL
The scan interval in minutes for the collection of the EMC objects. The interval is maintained by the RAIDMNGR
subtask.
The values of (9998) and (9999) cause an indefinite wait. The value of (9998) causes a single collection to be
made when the RAIDSUPP component is activated. Then, the collection enters the wait state. The value of (9999)
prevents the scan which creates these objects.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Range: 1 and 9999
Default: (0060)

EMCSHCPY
Specify (Y) if the Vantage EMCS Console Server should also collect the hardcopy message set. The hardcopy
message set consists of all the system messages that the installation chooses to log. For example, messages to
and from all consoles, commands, replies, entered by the operator. EMCS consoles with HARDCOPY specified
process a higher number of messages, and ensure that all messages are seen.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (N)

EMCSMSGS
Specify (LOCAL) if the Vantage EMCS Console Server should collect only messages for this LPAR.
Specify (ALL) if messages from all LPARs in the Sysplex are to be collected.
Specify (OFF) if the EMCS Console Server should not be started.
(ALL) collects a higher number of messages to be processed, and uses more resources.
The Console Server in Vantage serves four purposes, they are:

• To create the Highlighted Messages object.
• To set up the Operator Console object to display messages.
• To mark an MPM mount MSG as domed.
• To input to Message automation.

The Input to Message Automation feature is activated by specifying the value of (Y) in parameter WTOEMCS.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (LOCAL)

EMCSNAME
If you want the Vantage EMCS Console Server to use a predefined console, specify the console name in this
parameter. An EMCS console may be defined in the CONSOLxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB and used by the
Vantage EMCS Console Server. If (NONE) is specified, the Vantage Console Server creates an EMCS Console
with a Vantage constructed name.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (NONE)

EMCSNMBR
Specifies the number of most recent records to be kept in the wrap around Operator Console Log object.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Maximum: 20000
Default: (2000)
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EMCSSTOR
Specifies the storage limit in megabytes (MB) used for console message queuing. This number specifies the
Maximum Messages Data Size in MB for the EMCS Console Server.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (100)

EXTFLTDS
Specifies the name of your External filter data set. The PDS contains the external filter definitions that are used by
the clients and by automation scripts.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, and Automation
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.EXTFLTDS)

EXTINTVL
Specifies the number of minutes to wait between collecting new statistics for Data Set Groups on Secondary
(External) Storage.
Values of (9998) and (9999) both cause an indefinite wait. The value of (9998) causes a single collection to
be made whenever the component is activated or refreshed, the interval is reset to (9998), or a NEWSCAN
command is issued, and then the collection enters the wait state. Issuing one of these commands again causes
another collection. The value of (9999) causes a collection to be made only in response to the NEWSCAN
command. Activate and refresh commands with a value of (9999) cause all related tables and parameters to be
loaded or refreshed, but the collection is not done until a NEWSCAN command is issued. To collect new external
groups, issue the operator command:
F SAMS,EXTGRPS,NEWSCAN

NOTE

Ensure that the EXTRGRPS component is activated in the CONFIG member.

Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Range: 1 to 9999
Default: (9999)

EXTOVLAP
Indicates whether Data Set Group definitions for Secondary (External) Storage are to be treated as overlapping or
not. The default value (Y) specifies that these groups are allowed to overlap (a data set can be included in two or
more secondary groups). By specifying (N), you prevent group overlap and improve performance by reducing the
number of secondary groups that are examined for each data set.
Applies to: Data Set Groups
Default: (Y)

EXTRBCDS
Specify (Y) to have Data Set Groups on Secondary Storage built from information in the DFSMShsm BCDS data
set.
Applies to: Data Set Groups
Default: (N)

EXTRDISK
Specify (Y) to have external Data Set Groups on Secondary Storage built from information in the DiskFiles data
sets (FILES1-15).
Applies to: Data Set Groups
Default: (N)

EXTRMCDS
Specify (Y) to have Data Set Groups on Secondary (External) Storage to include data from the DFSMShsm
MCDS data set. Specify (N) if you do not want MCDS data to be included in external group statistics.
Applies to: Data Set Groups
Default: (Y)
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FEATRACK
Activates and deactivates the collection of Vantage feature usage data in the IBM Function Registry for z/OS.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (Y)

FILELIST
Specify (single_files_data_set_name) or (<section_name>). As an alternative to naming your default files data
sets in system parameters FILES1 to FILESn, all their names can be placed in a single input list that is identified
by the (<section_name>) value of this parameter.

NOTE
For an example, see Input Lists.

If both FILELIST and FILES1-FILESn are specified, FILELIST takes precedence. The default value of (), means
no name.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, Autorest (ARM) and Disk Interface
Default: ()

FILES1-15
If you are a Disk user, specify one to 15 default files data sets Vantage is to process when listing DSNINDEX or
other Disk sub file records. These files are also processed when statistics for external (secondary) groups are
calculated. For more information, see parameter FILELIST.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, Autorest (ARM) and Disk Interface
Default: ()

GENNMBRS
Specifies the maximum number of lines to be displayed in a summary object.
Applies to: Base System, DFSMShsm Interface, Data Bases and Tape Resources
Range: 100 to 999999
Default: (10000)

GETALIAS
Specifies the type of audit you want to perform by using the value (ALL) or (ZERO). ALL gives you the number of
entries for all aliases that are defined in the master catalog. (ZERO) gives you all aliases that are defined in the
master catalog with no entries.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (ZERO)

GRPOVLAP
Indicates whether definitions for Data Set Groups on Primary Storage are to be treated as overlapping or not. A
default value of (Y) specifies that the definitions are allowed to overlap. A value of (N) prevents group overlap and
improves performance by reducing the number of groups that are examined for each data set.
Note: Data Set Group processing matches each data set against the group definitions, processing the definitions
in the same order they are defined within the GDEFS member of PARMLIB. When GRPOVLAP is set to (N),
processing assumes (but does not verify) that you have defined your groups so that no overlap occurs. It stops
the processing of each data set as soon as it is matched to a group. This saves system resources when the
definitions do not overlap. However, if your definitions actually overlap, but you have specified no overlap, the
subsequent groups that overlap do not have all of their data sets included in the statistics of the group. If you
specify (N), check whether your definitions actually overlap.
To check whether the definitions overlap:

1. Fire the GRPSTATS script to synchronize the Data Set Group Usage statistics with the current DTOC.
2. Check the number of data sets that were matched to the group, and then zoom to the data sets.

The zoom always applies the group definition filter to the current system DTOC. The number of data sets
matched to the group and the number of data sets in the zoom should match. If they are different, the
definition overlaps with one of the preceding groups. Ensure that you zoom from a Group Usage object that
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was created and is, therefore, in sync with the current DTOC. Zooming from an outdated Group Usage object
to data sets in a more current DTOC can result in discrepancies between the numbers of data sets.

Applies to: Data Set Groups
Default: (Y)

GRPQPMAX
Specifies the maximum percentage of Quota value to be used in Data Set Group (Application) objects.
To find out which object fields this value applies to, see help in objects:

• Group Space on Primary Storage
• Group Space on Secondary Storage
• Group Space on Tape Storage
• Combined Group Space

All values from 0 to GRPQPMAX are the actual percentage values. Values GRPQPMAX and GRPQPMAX+1
(default 9999) have special meanings as described here. If the Quota value is zero, (not specified), it is assigned
a value of GRPQPMAX+1 to meaninfinite. If the quota value is not zero (for example, only 1 byte), the result of the
Quota percentage calculations (division) can result in a huge number. If the result is over GRPQPMAX, set it to
the GRPQPMAX value to mean the quota was too small (that is, the pct allocated is GE GRPQPMAX). In other
words, a value of GRPQPMAX means the quota is too small; a value of GRPQPMAX+1 means that no quota has
been specified.
Prior to the introduction of the GRPQPMAX parameter, the maximum percentage of Quota value was 247,
and the "Quota not specified" value was 249. If you still want to use the 247 and 249 values, set parameter
GRPQPMAX to (247). For this specific value, the "Quota not specified" value is calculated to 249. For all other
values of GRPQPMAX, the "Quota not specified" value is calculated to GRPQPMAX plus one.
Applies to: Data Set Groups and Tape Resources
Range: 101 to 9998
Default: (9998)

HELP
Specifies the name of the product's help data set.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUHENU)

HLOGLIST
HLOGLIST is used when viewing the DFSMShsm Report Details and DFSMShsm Report Summaries objects in
LOGX/Y mode, and when viewing the DFSMShsm Activity Log object in any mode.
HLOGLIST identifies an HSM log or PDA data set or a <section> name within the CONFIG member in PARMLIB
where one or more HSM log or PDA data sets are listed.

NOTE
For an example, see Input Lists.

If you keep HSM log or PDA data in GDGs, you may specify relative GDG names. They are resolved to absolute
names at execution time.
Use of the HLOGLIST system parameter overrides the use of HSMANLYZ, which overrides the use of HSMLOGX
or HSMPDOX.
HLOGLIST is not supported for Report Details and Summaries if HSM is running in PDA mode. In that case the
required information is obtained from SMF records.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring for HSM Interface.

Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: ()
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HMOINTVD
Specifies a time interval, in seconds, from 10 through 86400 for the DFSMShsm Monitor collection of the Group
1 fields. These fields are: Recall Activity, Waiting, CPU %, CPU Usage, Active, Tapes Active, Host ID, Name, and
Status.
60 indicates that the DFSMShsm Monitor runs a data collection of the Group 1 fields every 60 seconds.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring for HSM Interface.

Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (60)

HMOINTVH
Specifies a time interval, in minutes, the DFSMShsm Monitor retains monitored statistics for this timeframe. This
is the time during which the monitor retains data that is collected during previous cycles. For example, if the value
of this parameter is set to 60, data collected within the last 60 minutes is saved and available for display.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring for HSM Interface.

Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Range: 10 to 9999
Default: (720)

HMOINTVU
Specifies a time interval, in minutes, for the DFSMShsm Monitor collection of the Group 2 fields. These fields are:
JRNL, MCDS, BCDS, OCDS, SDSP, and ML1 volumes.
For example, 30 indicates that the DFSMShsm Monitor runs a data collection for the Group 2 fields every 30
minutes.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring for HSM Interface.

Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Range: 1 to 1440
Default: (30)

HSCPFX
Prefix of the HSC modify commands for the STKHSC task. It can be a Command Prefix Character or a Task
Name. It is used for the StorageTek ACS Object Commands.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (.)

HSMANLYZ
HSMANLYZ is used when viewing DFSMShsm Report Details and DFSMShsm Report Summaries objects in
LOGX/Y mode, and when viewing the object DFSMShsm Activity Log in any mode.
HSMANLYZ identifies an HSM log or PDA data set.
The use of system parameter HLOGLIST overrides the use of HSMANLYZ, which overrides the use of HSMLOGX
and HSMPDOX.
HSMANLYZ is not supported for Report Details and Summaries if HSM is running in PDA mode. In that case, the
required information is obtained from SMF records.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring for HSM Interface.

Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: ()

HSMLOGX
Specifies the name of the DFSMShsm LOGX data set.
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Note: For viewing DFSMShsm Report Details and DFSMShsm Report Summaries, see system parameters
HLOGLIST and HSMANLYZ.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (%%HSMPFX%%.HSMLOGX)

HSMLOGY
Specifies the name of the DFSMShsm LOGY data set.

NOTE
For viewing DFSMShsm Report Details and DFSMShsm Report Summaries, see system parameters
HLOGLIST and HSMANLYZ.

Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (%%HSMPFX%%.HSMLOGY)

HSMMON
Specify a value of Yes (Y) to activate the DFSMShsm monitor at system startup.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (N)

HSMPDA
Specifies if the DFSMShsm log data sets, that are used as an input for the (HSMMLOG) DFSMShsm Activity Log
objects, are in the LOG format (N), or in the PDA format (Y).

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring for HSM Interface.

Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (N)

HSMPDOX
Specifies the name of the DFSMShsm PDOX log data set.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring for HSM Interface.

Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (%%HSMPFX%%. ARCPDOX)

HSMPDOY
Specifies the Name of the DFSMShsm PDOY log data set.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring for HSM Interface.

Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (%%HSMPFX%%. ARCPDOY)

HSMPFX
If your installation has a common prefix for the DFSMShsm data sets, you should specify it for this parameter.
This parameter is used as a substitution variable within the following parameters: BCDSDSN, HSMLOGX,
HSMLOGY, MCDSDSN, and OCDSDSN.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (DFHSM)

HSMRT
Specifies which kind of hook is used for the HSM real-time messaging.
Specify PDA to use DFSMShsm PDA real-time messaging, or specify LOG for DFSMShsm LOGX/LOGY real-
time messaging.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface, Automation
Default: (LOG)
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HSMSDSPQ
Specifies the high level qualifier of the Small-data-set-packing data set. The parameter is used by the DFSMShsm
monitor to allocate Small-data-set-packing data set and find the space utilization.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (HSM)

HSMVALPC
Specifies if the HSM TTOC related objects (DFSMShsm OCDS Tape Volumes, DFSMShsm OCDS Recycle
Candidates, and DFSMShsm OCDS Recycle Cand. in Silo) issue the HSM LIST TTOC command to retrieve
values for the 'HSM VALID %' field.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (Y)

HSMTABSZ
For the DFSMShsm real-time messaging in LOG mode, activates the DFSMShsm real-time hook and acquires
the wraparound table in the common area to contain the real-time DFSMShsm messages. Use this parameter
to specify the size of the messages table. If HSMTABSZ is set to 0, then the HSM LOG real-time messaging is
disabled.
A value of 64 can handle without loss DFSMShsm messages coming at a rate of about 150 messages per
second. If message loss occurs, increase the value to 128 or higher.

NOTE
The HSMTABSZ parameter is ignored for the DFSMShsm PDA real-time messaging. The parameter
does not affect the size of the messages table, that is placed above the bar.
To disable the DFSMShsm PDA real-time messaging without deactivating the HSM component, you
can comment out HSMTABSZ and HSMRT parameters. As an alternative, you can explicitly specify
HSMTABSZ (0) and HSMRT(LOG), which is equivalent to commenting these parameters out.

Applies to: Automation
Range: 000 to 999 (KB)
Default: (000)

HTCNTVL
Specifies the scan interval in minutes for the collection of the Hitachi Array objects. The interval is maintained by
the RAIDMNGR subtask.
The values of 9998 and 9999 cause an indefinite wait. The value of 9998 causes a single collection to be made
whenever the RAIDSUPP component is activated, and then the collection enters the wait state. The value of 9999
prevents the scan which creates these objects.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Range: 1 to 9999
Default: (0030)

HWMEXJOB
Specifies the name of the job to be excluded from hardware monitoring.
Applies to: Base System
Default: ()

HWMEXPGM
Specifies the name of the program to be excluded from hardware monitoring.
Applies to: Base System
Default: ()

HWMLOG
Specifies the name of a VSAM KSDS data set you have preallocated for use by the Hardware Error Monitor.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.HWMLOG)
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HWMRFILT
This parameter is used in the HW monitor hook to perform an early filtering of LOGREC records. Specify the type
of device for which LOGREC records must be collected. The options are:
ALL

Collect LOGREC records for both disk and tape devices.
DASD

Collect LOGREC records for disk devices only.
TAPE

Collect LOGREC records for tape devices only.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (ALL)

HWOBJINC
Specifies if the RAIDLVOL (Combined Volumes) object gets built or not.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Default: (N)

IDMSDSAR
Specifies the data set name of the flat file to which the JCLIDMS Job writes the Data Set for input to IDMS area
report. The data set name must match the one specified in the JCLIDMS JCL used to create the IDMS area
report.
To ensure that they match, you can use DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSAR in the JCLIDMS JCL.
Applies to: GMI and Data Bases
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSAR)

IDMSDSDM
Specifies the data set name of the flat file to which the JCLIDMS Job writes the Data Set for input to IDMS DMCL
report. The data set name must match the one specified in the JCLIDMS JCL used to create the IDMS DMCL
report.
To ensure that they match, you can use DSN=%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSDM in the JCLIDMS JCL.
Applies to: GMI and Data Bases
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSDM)

IDMSDSRC
Specifies the data set name of the flat file to which the JCLIDMS Job writes the Data Set for input to IDMS
records report. The data set name must match the one specified in the JCLIDMS JCL used to create the IDMS
records report.
To ensure that they match, you can use DSN= %%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSRC in the JCLIDMS JCL.
Applies to: GMI and Data Bases
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.IDMSDSRC)

INCLMVS
A value of Yes (Y) makes the system automatically retrieve the storage groups (pools) from MVS (esoteric
definitions) and monitor the amount of space that is used on each of them. Specify a value of No (N) if you do not
want them included.
Applies to: Storage Groups and Data Set Groups
Default: (Y)

INCLSMS
A value of Yes (Y) makes the system automatically retrieve the storage groups (pools) from SMS and monitor the
amount of space that is used on each of them. Specify a value of No (N) if you do not want them included.
Applies to: Storage Groups and Data Set Groups
Default: (Y)
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INCLUSR
Specify Yes (Y) to have the system automatically retrieve the storage groups (pools) defined in your POOLDEFS
member, and monitor the amount of space that is used on each of them.
Specify a value of No (N) if you do not want them included.
Note: For more information, see system parameter POOLDEF.
Applies to: Storage Groups and Data Set Groups
Default: (N)

INCLVAMS
Specify (Y) to have the system automatically retrieve the storage group (pool) definitions from your Allocate
system and monitor the amount of space being used on each of them.
Applies to: Storage Groups and Data Set Groups
Default: (N)

INCLZERO
Specify (Y) to include pools and storage groups with zero volumes in the display, reports, and processing. A value
of (N) indicates they shall not be included.
Applies to: Storage Groups and Data Set Groups
Default: (N)

JCLLIB
Specifies the name of the data set that contains the JCL members for jobs to be submitted. If this parameter is
specified with blanks, the Vantage looks for JCL in your local PARMLIB.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.JCLLIB)

JOBRECS
Specifies the numbers of records to be read when accessing job output. When you select “More” at the work
station, a new block of records is read and made available.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 100 to 99999999
Default: (25000)

JOBSUSID
This parameter provides the default input list value to the Jobs List Processor.
%%USERID%% is substituted with the user ID of the logged on user. This default is highly recommended.
If you want to display jobs for a specific user ID, the user ID key can be included in this system parameter. Only
jobs for the specified user ID are then displayed. The user ID can be specified using wildcard characters like:
VAN*   <===== Any job where userID that starts with VAN will be displayed

*      <===== All  jobs for all userIDs will be displayed. Be aware that this can

              take time.

To further zoom (drill down) from the job list that is displayed to the details for the job, the job must either have
your user ID, or you must be authorized by the resource Facility that is defined in the SPOADMIN parameter.

NOTE
For more information, see the parameter SPOADMIN.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (%%USERID%%)

JOINDEFS
Specify the name of your Joined Objects definition data set. The PDS contains all the Joined Objects definitions,
both factory-supplied Joined Objects and user-defined Joined Objects. It is allocated in job J01JOIN during
installation or configuration.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.JOINDEFS)
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JRNLDSN
Specifies the name of the DFSMShsm Journal data set.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (%%HSMPFX%%.JRNL)

LIVEMODE
Idle space release may be run in either live or simulate mode, displaying either results or predicted results. The
value of this parameter (Y/N), controls the initial value that is displayed in the pop-up window when release is
requested. You can change the value in the pop-up window for parameters, each time you request the action to
release idle space. A value of (N) means run in simulate mode.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (N)

LOGBREAK
Specifies the condition for creating a new data set when logging objects. The following options are available:
FULL

Creates a new log data set when the current one is full.
EVERY

Creates a new data set every time it logs an object.
DAY

Creates a new log data set with every change in day.
WEEK

Creates a new data set with every change in week.
MONTH

Creates a new data set with every change in month.
LOGBREAK can also be specified for a logging script with the script keyword SET_LOGBREAK. See also
parameter LOGSHOTS.
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: (FULL)

LOGDC
Specifies an SMS Data Class to be used when a data set is allocated for object logging. Customize this
parameter only if you want SMS to control the allocations. This system parameter works with log and trend if
used.
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: ()

LOGMC
Specifies an SMS Management Class to be used when a data set is allocated for object logging. Customize this
parameter only if you want SMS to control the allocations. This system parameter works with log and trend if
used.
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: ()

LOGPOOL
Each log data set is allocated dynamically to either a specific volume or to a pool.
Specifies a valid pool (unit name) for this parameter if you want the log to be allocated to any volume within the
pool that contains sufficient space. The parameter value must be an MVS esoteric pool name (unit name).
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: (SYSALLDA)

LOGREAD
Specifies the number to limit the maximum number of records to create when reading log, capture, or disk
checkpoint data sets.
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Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Range: 00000001 to 99999999
Default: (00100000)

LOGSC
Specifies an SMS Storage Class to be used when a data set is allocated for object logging. Customize this
parameter only if you want SMS to control the allocations.
This system parameter works with log and trend if used.
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: ()

LOGSCR
Specifies the data set name to contain the Logging Scripts.
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.LOGSCR)

LOGSHOTS
Specifies the number of times you expect the object to be logged within one logbreak period. For example, if
you defined a logging period of one day (LOGBREAK (DAY)) and you collect data every 20 minutes, you should
Specify a LOGSHOT value of 72 (3 x 24). If you collect data every 20 minutes for a weekly logbreak, specify
a LOGSHOT value of 504 (3 x 24 x 7), and so on. The system uses the value you enter for this parameter in
conjunction with the amount of data currently being held in the object and with value of parameter LOGBREAK to
allocate a log data set of sufficient size to hold the entire logbreak period. If the data set is filled before the break
condition is reached, a new log is created with the same break period. LOGSHOTS can also be specified in the
logging scripts with the script keyword SET_LOGSHOTS.
Note: See also parameter LOGBREAK.
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Range: 1 to 9999
Default: (150)

LOGSMFRT
If you select SMF logging, specify the number of the user SMF record type (128 to 255) the system is to use when
it writes the SMF log records. The default (256), is an invalid user SMF record type. This requires you to specify a
valid number appropriate for your installation before SMF logging can be done.
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: (256)

LOGSYSBK
Specify (Y) to activate system-determined blksize when allocating new object logs. This lets MVS determine the
best and most efficient block size when data sets are dynamically allocated for object logs.
Applies to: Base System and Log, Capture, or Disk Checkpoints
Default: (N).

LPARLOGR
Specify the MVS system ID (SID, not the system symbol) to be used in the data set pattern when searching for
log and capture data sets. By default, it is the system on which the host is running. It can be changed to a different
system or to a list of several systems. Wild cards * and % are accepted.
The following values are available:
&SYS

MVS system ID of the system where the host is running. For example, if the Vantage host is running on
system SYS1, the following pattern is used to find log data sets:
prefix.Oobjnb.tvSYS1.D2*.**

SYS1
MVS system ID. The pattern used to find log data sets is prefix.Oobjnb.tvSYS1.D2*.**
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SYS1,SYS2,&SYS
List of MVS system IDs, including the system on which the host is running. For example, if the Vantage
host is running on system SYS3, the following patterns are used to find log data sets:

• prefix.Oobjnb.tvSYS1.D2*.**
• prefix.Oobjnb.tvSYS2.D2*.**
• prefix.Oobjnb.tv&SYS3.D2*.**

SYS*
The pattern used to find log data sets is prefix.Oobjnb.tvSYS*.D2*.**

The maximum length of the MVS system ID is 4 characters. If the SID is longer, it is truncated to 4 characters.
To preserve the time series, the data sets that match the pattern(s) are sorted by the date and time in their name.

WARNING
Once you set the parameters LPARLOGR, LPARLOGW, or both, for a Vantage host, do not use the
same HLQ prefix TRENDPFX or CAPPFX and MVS system ID (&SYS) for other Vantage hosts running
simultaneously in a shared environment (shared volumes, shared ICF catalog).

Applies to: Base System, and Log, Capture
Default: (&SYS)

LPARLOGW
Specify the MVS system ID (SID, not the system symbol) to be used when creating log and capture data sets.
This parameter can be used when the host is started on a different system than usual. The parameter cannot
contain any wild cards.

NOTE
The parameter LPARLOGW ensures that the log and capture data sets are created with the SSID that
you specify. However, the data inside these trend data sets will be labeled with the SSID of the system
where the Vantage host task is running. The column Log Hdr Sysid in the log data shows the SSID of
the system where the data was collected and recorded.

The following values are available:
&SYS

MVS system ID of the system where the host is running.
SYS1

MVS system ID.
The maximum length of the MVS system ID is 4 characters. If the SID is longer, it is truncated to 4 characters.

WARNING

• Once you set the parameters LPARLOGR, LPARLOGW, or both, for a Vantage host, do not use
the same HLQ prefix TRENDPFX or CAPPFX and MVS system ID (&SYS) for other Vantage hosts
running simultaneously in a shared environment (shared volumes, shared ICF catalog).

• The MVS system ID specified in the parameter LPARLOGW must also be specified as one of the
systems in the parameter LPARLOGR.

Applies to: Base System, and Log, Capture
Default: (&SYS)

LSPACETO
Changes the timeout value of the IBM LSPACE macro. Vantage issues the IBM LSPACE macro during the
Volume/Pool scan or during other Volume/Pool processing. LSPACE does an exclusive ENQ on the SYSVTOC
resource. If the volume is held by another process in the system, LSPACE waits up to 255 seconds to get the
ENQ. If the volume is not processed before the timeout, it is skipped from processing.
Values: 001 through 255 seconds
Default: 30
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MAILBOX
Activates the MAILBOX server.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (Y)

MAILKEEP
Specifies the number of days mail is retained in the mailbox before it is automatically deleted. The auto-delete of
old messages is done only at startup. To ensure that mail is saved between shutdowns, a check-point/restart file
is used. See also parameter CPKPFX.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (14)

MAXTASKS
Specifies the maximum number of Auto Restore started tasks allowed to run at the same time when parameter
ARDEDSRV is set to (N). When ARDEDSRV is set to (N), MAXTASKS specifies the maximum number of
DMSARs that can run simultaneously to serve outstanding restore requests. One DMSAR may serve one restore
request at one time. When a restore request is completed, the DMSAR is ready for another request. Each restore
request can contain one or more data sets from the same job (or several data sets, if the JES2 Exit6 issued the
restore request). When ARDEDSRV is set to (Y), MAXTASKS is ignored.
Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Range: 1 to 255
Default: (1)

MCATFILE
This sysparm is for configuring MasterCat. The MCATFILE system parameter defines the default input list for the
MasterCat display objects.
The MCATFILE system parameter contains the DSN of the VSAM file created by running the MCAT system script.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.MCATFILE)

MCATRECS
This sysparm is for configuring MasterCat. The MCATRECS system parameter defines the maximum number of
rows displayed before the NEXT button needs to be pressed to display the next MCATRECS number of rows.
MasterCat can produce a VSAM file (see MCATFILE) containing millions of rows depending on the size of your
system catalogs and the specific request.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (25000)

MCATUDEF
This sysparm is for configuring MasterCat. The MCATUDEF system parameter defines the default input list for the
MasterCat Dynamic Interface object where the input list only contains a High Level Qualifier.
Applies to: GMI
Default: (%%USERID%%.+)

MCDSDSN
Specifies the name of the DFSMShsm Migration Control Data Set (MCDS).
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (%%HSMPFX%%.MCDS)

MCDSDSN2-4
IBM allows the MCDS to be a multicluster, key-range data set. If you use this support, specify the names of the
second, third and fourth DFSMShsm Migration Control Data Sets. The default values are blanks which means no
additional MCDSs to be considered.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: ()
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MEMLIMPA
Specifies the maximum percentage of the paging space that can be occupied. This parameter prevents from
using too much paging space and guards against a system degradation or possible system outage due to a lack
of sufficient page space. For example, setting this paramemter prevents a Vantage task from creating a huge
object that occupies all available paging space.
Applies to: Base System
Range: 01 through 99
Default: (62)

MPMDEVDA
Specifies the data set name of the MPM daily tape device KSDS.
To get Allocation Timing and Mount Pending fields updated you should also either set WTOTABSZ to a value
different from zero or set the WTOEMCS parameter to (Y).
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.MPMDEVDA)

MPMDEVDH
Specifies the data set name of the MPM hourly tape device KSDS.
To get Allocation Timing and Mount Pending fields updated you should also either set WTOTABSZ to a value
different from zero or set the WTOEMCS parameter to (Y).
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.MPMDEVDH)

MPMDEVDS
Specifies the data set name of the MPM monthly and weekly tape device KSDS.
To get Allocation Timing and Mount Pending fields updated you should also either set WTOTABSZ to a value
different from zero or set the WTOEMCS parameter to (Y).
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.MPMDEVDS)

MPMRFILT
Specify (Y) to perform MPM record collection through the SVC76 hook for real-time data collection.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (N)

MPMVOLDS
Specifies the name of the MPM tape volume KSDS.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.MPMVOLDS)

MSGBREAK
Specifies the condition for creating a new data set when logging the system activity messages. The following
options are available:
FULL

Creates a new log data set when the current one is full.
EVERY

Creates a new data set every time it logs an object.
DAY

Creates a new log data set with every change in day.
WEEK

Creates a new data set with every change in week.
MONTH

Creates a new data set with every change in month.
See also parameter MSGSHOTS.
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To optimize performance and disk space usage, 1100 messages are buffered before they are written to the log
file. The buffer that spans midnight will usually contain messages from both before and after midnight. If a break
on day, week or month is being used, and the current (after midnight) day represents a change in that value, a
new log is created and all 1100 records are written to it. As a result, the first log file for the new break period will
usually begin with the final messages for the prior period. The break period guarantees that messages starting
a new period are placed in a log for that new period. No effort is made to ensure that the final messages ending
the prior period are placed at the end of the log file for the prior period, or a new data set associated with the prior
period.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (FULL)

MSGLGSUP
Specifies whether the system should log messages (object logging).
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (Y)

MSGNMBRS
Specifies the number of messages to be kept in the message memory buffer for viewing, without needing to
retrieve messages from the log.

NOTE
This parameter should not be placed in the VKGPARMS member but in the CAMPARMS member of
library CCTUMSEN, see Setting the System Parameters for Messages.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 250 to 9999
Default: (4000)

MSGSHOTS
System activity messages (object MSG) are kept in memory and a journal file until 1100 have been accumulated.
At this point, the 1100 messages are written to the log file for this object, and the accumulation of the next 1100
begins. The 1100 messages represent 1 shot to the log file, which requires 4 tracks of 3390 space. When a new
log file must be allocated, the primary and secondary allocations are:
Primary space = (4 trks)(MSGSHOTS value)+1
Secondary space = (4 trks)(1)+1
Specify a number (1 to 9999) which provides your desired primary allocation value. See also parameter
MSGBREAK.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (150)

OCDSDSN
Specifies the name of the DFSMShsm Offline Control Data Set (OCDS) data set.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (%%HSMPFX%%.OCDS)

P2PCONF
Specifies the name of the parmlib P2PLIST member. You can have several P2PLIST members and use
P2PCONF to point to the current one.
Default: (P2PLIST)

PARMID
The new Summary Objects with system-generated unique names do not use PARMID.
However, for old Summary Objects with non-unique names, to avoid object name conflicts in the Windows Client
database need to be avoided. The internal object names of these a Summary Objects must be made unique
across all LPARS. You can achieve this by giving each active PARMLIB a unique identification number. The
PARMID is a part of the dynamically generated internal name of the Summary Objects, in the format of Spp9nnnn.
(The letter S followed by the PARMID and then the object number). The PARMID identifies all Vantage tasks that
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are sharing the same PARMLIB. If they use separate PARMLIBs, then the tasks must use different PARMIDs to
avoid Summary Object name collision in the Windows Client. If you have started logging any of these Summary
Objects, you should not change the object names. The PARMID is a part of the object name. The Summary
Objects definitions are kept in the SUMMDEFS library. Valid values are from 00 to 99, and they can be in any
order.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 00 to 99
Default: (00)

PARSDELM
Use the parameter to define a hard delimiter for automation text strings. In the message automation component,
text strings can be parsed and divided into sub-strings called tokens. See parameter PARSWHSP for the default
white space characters used to separate text into tokens, parameter PARSPSBT for single-byte tokens, and
parameter PARSSTRD for string designators. When consecutive white space characters are found in the text,
they act as a single separator between tokens. If you need to have each occurrence of a character act as a
hard delimiter between tokens, specify the PARSDELM parameter to define your delimiters. Terminate your
specification of delimiters with two consecutive percent signs.
The default is (%%), which means there are no default hard delimiters.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (%%)

PARSPSBT
In the message automation component, text strings can be parsed and divided into sub-strings called tokens.
See parameter PARSWHSP for the default white space characters used to separate text into tokens, parameter
PARSDELM for hard delimiters, and parameter PARSSTRD for string designators. If you need to have a single-
byte character indicate the end of a string but also be counted as a token, Specify its value in the PARSPSBT
parameter. For example, specify (()%%) to define the left and right parentheses as single-byte tokens (the
two consecutive percent signs terminate the specification). Each parenthesis terminates the prior token,
and is counted as a token itself. In the string pds.dataset(member), token 1 is pds.dataset, token 2 is the left
parenthesis, token 3 is member, token 4 is the right parenthesis.
The default is (%%), which means there are no default single-byte tokens.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (%%)

PARSSTRD
Use the parameter to define a string designator for automation text strings. In the message automation
component, text strings can be parsed and divided into sub-strings called tokens. See parameter PARSWHSP
for the default white space characters used to separate text into tokens, parameter PARSPSBT for single-byte
tokens, and parameter PARSDELM for hard delimiters. If you need a special character to designate both the start
and end of a string (the first occurrence to designate the start, and the next occurrence to designate the end),
specify its value in the PARSSTRD parameter. For example, specify ('%%) to define the single quote as a string
designator (the two consecutive percent signs terminate the specification). When a single quote is found in the
text string, all characters between it and the next single quote are considered a single token, that is, all other
specified or default delimiters are ignored until the matching designator.
The default is (%%), which means there are no default string designators.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (%%)

PARSWHSP
Use the parameter to specify white spaces in automation text strings. In the message automation component, text
strings can be parsed and divided into sub-strings called tokens. A token can then be referenced by its relative
position within the text field and substituted into action templates. The characters that separate text into tokens
are called white space values and are defined by this parameter. One or more consecutive white space values
act as a single separator between tokens. Default white space values are the blank, comma, and equal sign,
specified as ( ,=%%). The two percent signs indicate the end of the white space characters. If the defaults are
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insufficient, specify this parameter with your new white space values. Remember to use the two percent signs to
indicate the end of your white space values.
Applies to: Base System
Default: ( ,=%%)

PATCHDSN
Specifies the data set used to hold the output from a PATCH or a FIXCDS actions. If this system parameter
is used, then parameter ODS (output.data.set.name) will be added to the PATCH and FIXCDS command
automatically.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: ()

PAVINTVL
Specifies the scan interval in minutes for the collection of the PAV objects. The interval is maintained by the
RAIDMNGR subtask.
The values of (9998) and (9999) cause an indefinite wait. The value of (9998) causes a single collection to be
made whenever the RAIDSUPP component is activated, and then the collection enters the wait state. The value
of (9999) prevents the scan which creates these objects.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Range: 1 to 9999
Default: (0030)

PAWINTVL
Specifies the number of minutes to wait between collecting new space usage statistics for volumes and pools.
The values of (9998) and (9999) cause an indefinite wait. The value of (9998) causes a single collection to be
made whenever the component collector is activated or refreshed. Then the collection enters the wait state.
Issuing the NEWSCAN command causes another collection. The value of (9999) causes a collection to be made
only in response to the NEWSCAN command. Activate and Refresh commands on an interval with a value of
(9999) results in no collections done until a NEWSCAN command is issued.

NOTE
If you have set VKGPARMS parameter POOLSUPP to (N), the POOLS objects will not be available
for viewing regardless of the value specified in system parameter PAWINTVL. When the QUIESCE
command is used, automatic data collecting is disabled regardless of the value specified in system
parameter PAWINTVL. The QUIESCE state is removed by executing the REFRESH command.

Applies to: GMI and Storage Groups
Range: 1 to 9999
Default: (20)

PERFGRAN
Defines the granularity of information presented in the PERFMON object.
(H) High Level of Detail

Provides data about all Vantage programs/objects in use.
(M) Middle Level of Detail

Provides detailed information but excludes data for Vantage internal objects and processes that are
commonly used when the Vantage STC runs normally. The excluded objects are: LMP, PDSMEMB,
PDSMEMX, ADT, PERFMON, INIFILE, DISPLAYD, PDSDIR, FLDDEFS, OBJDEFS and CONMCN.

(L) Low Level of Detail
Provides information about new data collections only. Information about reused data is not presented.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (M)
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PINOBJ4S
The default value of (N) does not lock the Last Interval object data in script processing. Specify a value of (Y)
to activate the locking. A script will prevent the creation of new Last Interval data while it uses the existing Last
Interval object data.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (N)

PLSPRGDS
Specifies the name of the PDS that contains the Allocate Allocation Selection Routines (ASRs), storage pool
definitions, and the Quota configuration file members.
Applies to: Allocation
Default: (VAM.INSTALL)

PLSSTCN
Specifies the name of the Allocate started task. Vantage needs to know the Allocate started task name in order to
issue ACTION commands from within the Windows Client to the Allocate started task specified in PLSSTCN.
Applies to: Allocation
Default: (VAM)

PLSzzzzz
For PLS parameters other than those listed above, see the VKGPARMS descriptions in the Allocate
documentation. They are used to configure Allocate.
Applies to: Allocation
Default: For default values of these parameters, see the object System Parameters located in the Vantage
Internal Management, System Activity folder in the Object Tree.

POIDLE
The idle space release function can release all or a part of the idle space in a data set. The value of this
parameter is the percentage of idle (free) space to allow in a PO (partitioned) data set, and is the initial value
presented to the user in the pop-up window when a release is requested for a partitioned data set.
A value of (0) (allow 0% idle space) causes all idle space to be released. You can change the value in the pop-up
window for each data set. The default value (25), allows 25% free space within a PDS.
Applies to: Data Set Groups
Default: (25)

POOLDEF
When you provide pool definitions (user-defined pools) to the system, you can save them in the PARMLIB data
set with member names such as POOLDEFn, where n is any suffix character you choose. Indicate which member
you want to be active by specifying its suffix as the value of this parameter. For example, a value of (1) means
that member=POOLDEF1 is used. The default value (S), means that member=POOLDEFS is used.
Applies to: GMI and Storage Groups
Default: (S)

POOLSTOU
Specify a value of (Y) to have the system automatically create a pool (storage group) named UNASSIGN that will
contain all the volumes that do not reside in any other pools known to the system. If the PARMLIB INCLEXCL
member is used to completely exclude volumes from being processed, the excluded volumes do not appear in the
UNASSIGN pool either.
Applies to: GMI and Storage Groups
Default: (N)

POOLSUPP
Specify (N) to deactivate the pool-monitoring component.
Applies to: GMI and Storage Groups
Default: (Y)
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POOLTOTX
SMS volumes have one of the following statuses: ENABLE, DISALL, DISNEW, QUIALL, QUINEW, or NOTCON.
The default value (N), means that no SMS volume defined to a Storage Group is excluded based upon its SMS
Status. That is, all volumes defined to a storage group are included in its pool totals.
Specify (Y) to exclude all SMS volumes with a status of DISALL, DISNEW, QUIALL, QUINEW, or NOTCON. That
is, pool totals will include only the ENABLED volumes.
Specify (Q) to exclude all SMS volumes with a status of DISALL, DISNEW, or NOTCON. That is, pool totals will
include only the volumes with a status of ENABLE, QUIALL, or QUINEW.
The setting of POOLTOTX does not affect user-defined pools until USERTOTX is set to (Y).
Applies to: GMI and Storage Groups
Default: (N)

PPRCNTVL
Specifies the scan interval in minutes for the collection of the PPRC objects. The interval is maintained by the
RAIDMNGR subtask.
The values of (9998) and (9999) cause an indefinite wait. The value of (9998) causes a single collection to be
made whenever the RAIDSUPP component is activated, and then the collection enters the wait state. The value
of (9999) prevents the scan which creates these objects.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Range: 1 to 9999
Default: (0030)

PROFPFX
This parameter is needed only if system parameter PROFPFXU (N) is specified. In this case you must specify the
data set name prefix (up to 27 characters) to be used for the user profile data sets. The suffix .PROFILE.logon
id is used to complete the name, wherelogon ID is the logon ID of the user logging on to the system. Each user
profile data set is created the first time a user logs on to the system, using model information kept within the
CCTUPARM data set.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%)

PROFPFXU
(Y) causes the system to use the logon ID as the prefix for the user profile data set. The resulting user profile data
set name is logon ID.VANTAGE.PROFILE.
Specify (N) if you do not want to use the logon ID as the prefix. If you specify (N) review the value specified by the
PROFPFX parameter because it will be used as the prefix.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (Y)

PROFPOOL
Specifies the pool (unitname) to be used when new user profile data sets are created.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (SYSALLDA)

PSIDLE
The idle space release function may release all or part of the idle space in a data set. The value of this parameter
is the percentage of idle (free) space to allow in a PS (sequential) data set, and is the initial value presented in the
pop-up window when a release is requested for a sequential data set.
The default value (0), means allow 0% free space, release all the free space within a sequential data set.
You can change the value in the pop-up window for each data set.
Applies to: Data Set Groups
Default: (0)

QUEUE
If you use the Auto Restore Manager (for Disk) or the Allocation Manager (for Allocate), the QUEUE file is
required. Specify its name in this parameter.
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Applies to: Base System
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.QUEUE)

RAIDEXCL
Specify (Y) or (N) for yes or no, to indicate whether the RAID objects honor the include-exclude list for online/
offline volumes in the INCLEXCL member of PARMLIB. If set to (Y), the list is honored. If set to (N), the list is
ignored, and RAID objects are created for all online volumes.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Default: (Y)

RAIDONL
Specify (Y) or (N) for yes or no, to indicate whether the RAID volume objects should contain offline devices
and devices with non-standard VTOCs. If set to (Y), only online devices with standard z/OS type VTOCs will be
included in the RAID Volumes object. If set to (N), all DASD devices will be included in the RAID volumes objects.
Entries for offline devices will not be complete.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Default: (Y)

RAIDRBLD
Specifies the number of discrete devices that have to be brought online or taken offline before the RAID objects
rebuild is done.
Any number from 1 - 9998 specifies the number of different devices that must come online or go offline before the
RAID objects rebuild is done.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Range: 0 to 9999
Default: (1)

RAIDRDSN
Specifies the name of the configuration data set for RAID over REST API (Currently it is IBM DS8870 and
DS8880). Use this data set to specify key database with certificates, stash file with password to the key database
and the list of RAID boxes that you are dealing with.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.RAIDRDSN)

RAIDSUPP
Specify (Y) to enable the RAID devices support. If no RAID devices are found, no objects are built.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Default: (N)

READDAYS
Determines the number of days over which ABARS and DUMPVTOC data sets residing on disk are candidates
for inspection.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (1)

RECOVER
For SMS controlled data sets, both recalls and recovery can be recorded in the restore activity log. Specify (Y) to
record both recall and recovery activities. Specify (N) to record recall activity only.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (N)

RED
Specifies the percentage value for space used on a volume or pool at which you want the color in View 3270 to
change from yellow to red. The parameter is applicable only to the View 3270 presentation manager.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (70)
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RESTART
Specify (Y) to restart the Receiver with a warm start. Restart (N) means the Receiver reformats the Queue File,
clearing all ARM restore requests (it cold starts the Queue File).
Applies to: Base System and Autorest (ARM)
Default: (N)

RMMEXDSN
Specify the data set name of the flat file to which the RMM Extract utility writes the RMM CDS information. The
data set name must match the one specified in the RMMFRPT JCL used to create the RMM Extract report.
Applies to: Base System and Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.RMMEXDSN)

ROUTCODE
Specifies a 2-digit number used as the route code for E (error) messages.
See also parameter ROUTDESC.
This parameter should not be placed in the VKGPARMS member but in the CAMPARMS member of library
CCTUMSEN.

NOTE
For more information, see Setting System Parameters for Messages.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 01 to 16
Default: (11)

ROUTCODI
Specifies a 2-digit number used as the route code for I (informational) messages.
See also parameter ROUTDESC.
This parameter should not be placed in the VKGPARMS member but in the CAMPARMS member of library
CCTUMSEN.

NOTE
For more information, see the section Setting System Parameters for Messages.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 01 to 16
Default: (11)

ROUTDESC
Specify (Y) to provide specific route and descriptor codes for one or more of the three types of messages:
I (informational), E (error), and A (action). Specify the route and descriptor codes you want in parameters
DESCCODE, DESCCODI, ROUTCODE, and ROUTCODI, and then specify (Y) for this parameter.
This parameter should not be placed in the VKGPARMS member but in the CAMPARMS member of library
CCTUMSEN.

NOTE
For more information, see Setting System Parameters for Messages.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (N)

RSTFDALC
Specify (Y) to deallocate the Disk Files after every Disk restore, or autorestore. Specify (N) to not deallocate, but
keep the Disk Files allocated between recalls.
This saves resources in the Vantage task. If (N) is specified, the system command F SAMS,RSTMON,FREEFILES
is needed to deallocate the Disk Files after a recall.
Applies to:Disk Interface
Default: (N)
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RSTLGLST
The restore log data set or list of log data sets referenced by this parameter are only used if you use the input list
dialog for viewing Disk or DFSMShsm recalls.
Specify (single_restore_log_data_set_name) or (<section_name>) which identifies the default logs for an input list
dialog.

NOTE
For an example, see Input Lists.

If you do not go through the input list dialog, the data set name defined in the RSTLOG parameter is used.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface and Disk Interface
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.RSTLOG)

RSTLOG
Specifies the name of a VSAM KSDS data set you have preallocated for use by the Restore Activity Log Monitor.
If you have more than one restore log data set, see parameter RSTLGLST.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface and Disk Interface
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.RSTLOG)

RSTMON
Specify (Y) to activate the Restore Activity Log Monitor.
Applies to: DFSMShsm Interface and Disk Interface
Default: (N)

RVAINAME
Specifies the name of the subsystem your site is using to manage the RAMAC Virtual Array storage systems.
There are currently two possibilities, IBM's Extended Facility Product (IXFP) or STK's SVA Administrator (SVAA).
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Default: (IXFP)

SECURAPP
When Yes (Y) is specified in SECURPTK, you can use a 1-8 byte application name for the PassTicket
authentication of the security system.
Default: (VANTAGE)

SECURCMD
When set to Yes (Y), activates security checks on operator commands that are issued to the Vantage host.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (N)

SECURGRA
Specifies the security mode of the Vantage objects and object actions. There are three security modes available
in Vantage:
(S) Simple Security Mode

Grants access to the Vantage objects and object actions based on the group level SAF profiles. This is
the same security behavior as in Release 14.0

(W) Simple Security Warning Mode
Behaves the same way as the Simple Security mode. Additionally, Vantage issues warning messages for
the objects or object actions, which would not be accessible to particular users in the Granular Security
mode. The messages are issued in the MSGE00n part of the Vantage STC log.

(G) Granular Security Mode
Sets the access permissions up to the level of the individual object, or object actions available in that
object.
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NOTE
When you change settings of the SECURGRA parameter, you need to restart the Vantage STC to
activate the related security mode. For more information about the Vantage security modes, see the
corresponding chapters in Securing.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (S)

SECURHSM
Specify Yes (Y) for Extended DFSMShsm Security Checking. When you specify Yes (Y) and you use the
DFSMShsm AUTH userid DBA command to obtain DFSMShsm DATABASEAUTHORITY, you are also granted
access to all object actions. Vantage only registers changes to DATABASEAUTHORITY rights in DFSMShsm
when you disconnect from the Vantage task and then reconnect.

NOTE
The SECURHSM parameter is only applicable if you do not have read access to the Storage
Administrator resource authority that is specified in the STGADMIN parameter.

Default: (Y)
SECURITY

A value of Yes (Y) activates the security interface. Use this value after you have completed the installation
requirements for defining and configuring the product interface to your security system. Specify (N) to deactivate
the security interface. If the security interface is deactivated, anyone can log in to the system and use all the
options to view and analyze storage space. These users cannot issue real-time actions (line commands) for data
sets or other objects.

NOTE
Changes to the SECURITY parameter apply only after all users disconnect from the Vantage task and
then reconnect.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (Y)

SECURPFX
The default value of (SYSSSM) specifies the high-level qualifier for all resource names used to control access to
objects. If needed, you can specify a different value to reflect your site naming conventions. The system appends
FUNC.x to form the resource names in the Simple Security mode.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range:
1 through 26 characters in the Simple Security mode
1 through 17 characters in the Granular Security mode

NOTE
The value that exceeds the length of 17 characters is truncated to length of 17 characters.

Default: (SYSSSM)
SECURPTK

When Yes (Y) is specified, the security system uses APPL='VANTAGE' for PassTicket authentication. When No
(N) is specified, the security system uses the default application. The default application is "MVS" followed by the
system SMF ID.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (Y)

SECURRES
The default value of Yes (Y) causes the system to perform Resource Facility checking, rather than a data set
class profile, when granting a user access to an object. That is, the resource name that is associated with the
object is a Resource Facility name, and it must be defined in RACF, ACF2, or Top Secret as a Facility Resource.
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You can also use sysparm SECURPFX to change the resource name prefix from SYSSSM to a more suitable
value, regardless of the value of this SECURRES parameter.
Specify No (N), if you prefer to use data set class profile checking.

NOTE

In Top Secret this parameter is called IBMFAC and should not be confused with FACILITY (FAC). Top
Secret converts all resource checks for class FACILITY to a class name of IBMFAC.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (Y)

SECURSCR
The default value of No (N) uses the authorization that is given to the user ID for the Vantage started task for
all its security checking when automation scripts require security protected resources. These resources are
Vantage objects and z/OS data sets acted upon by script statements like SELECT_OBJECT/EXECUTE,
SUBSTITUTE_JCL/SUBMIT_JOB, LOG_DATA, and all Object Actions. Use this default if you want Vantage to
behave the same as it did before this parameter was introduced in r11.1 SP3.
When Yes (Y) is specified the user ID in the script PDS directory for the script is used for security checking.
The one exception to this rule is the submission of batch jobs by the script. If a user ID and password are not
provided on the JOB statement, the Vantage STC user ID and password are used. The user ID is the same as the
creator of the script or last user that modified the script. If ISPF is used, scripts must be created and modified with
statistics on (STATS ON), and the user should be aware of the consequences of resetting statistics and changing
the user ID with ISPF 3.5. If Object Actions are used in any script, SECURSCR (Y) is typically the preferred
choice, because security is associated with the user maintaining the script, rather than the user associated with
the SAMS task.

NOTE

• Do not use the TSO ISPF command STATS OFF for any of the script members. STATS OFF
updates the script member which removes the userID from the member statistics. This action
causes problems when you use SECURSCR (Y) and take advantage of the enhanced security
checking of script actions. The missing userID is replaced by the Vantage userID when checking the
authorization to execute the action in the script member. However, if you update the script member
using Vantage wizards, the user ID is updated properly.

• Before you use SECURSCR (Y), ensure that every script has a proper userID associated with it.
That user ID is used for the security checks when you set SECURSCR (Y). The easiest way to
assign or update the userID for script members is to use option R of TSO ISPF 3.5 (Reset ISPF
Statistics). To reset all script members in one operation, use * as the Member name. Ensure that
each script member has the user ID that you require Vantage to use for security checking all the
actions for the script.

Applies to: GMI, Base System, and Automation
Default: (N)

SHOWTREE
This parameter controls what is displayed in the Object Tree. A value of (Y) displays both available and
unavailable objects in the user object tree. Unavailable objects are grayed out and not accessible. Objects can be
unavailable because a license is missing, security has denied access, or the object is not started (active) in the
system. A value of (N) displays only the available objects in the object tree.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, Volumes, Defrag, Storage Groups, Data Set Groups, Log, Capture, or Disk
Checkpoints, Automation, DFSMShsm Interface, Data Bases, Autorest (ARM), Disk Interface, Allocation, RAID,
Tape Resources, and UNIX
Default: (Y)
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SMF21LST
The SMF 21 dump data set, or list of SMF 21 dump data sets referenced by this parameter, are used by the input
list dialog for viewing Tape Volume Performance on multiple LPARs.
Specify (single_smf21_dump_data_set_name) or (<SMF21LST>), which identifies the default SMF21 dumps for
an input list dialog. For more information, see Input Lists.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.&SYS..SMF21DMP)

SMPPFX
Specifies the common prefix that is used for Vantage system data sets, which are all the product target libraries
that are initially created and updated by SMP.
Applies to: Base System
Range: 1 to 35 characters
Default: (CA.VANTARG)

SMSCONFM
Specifies the Vantage user PARMLIB configuration member that is used for "Add Volume to Storage Group"
actions. These actions are executed from objects, or from GOA scripts. Values of the SMSCONFM configuration
member determine how the volume is initialized, and which target parameters, such as VTOC and VVDS sizes,
are applied.
For release 14.1 and higher, it is recommended to use SSGACONF instead of VPVVDSSX. The VPVVDSSX
value is still supported to ease the migration to release 14.1.
Applies to: Base System
Default: VPVVDSSX

SMSINITZ
When spare volumes are added to an SMS storage group, you can choose if you want to initialize the volume to
the Volser of the corresponding SMS dummy volume defined in the target storage group, or if you want to add
the volume as is. If you add the volume as is, the VTOC, VTOC INDEX, VVDS and the SMS volume state are not
changed.
If you specify Y, the volumes are initialized to the values found in the VPVVDSSX, SSGACONF, or VVVTCONF
member of the user PARMLIB using the ICKDSF utility. The ICKDSF utility is running online under the Vantage
STC.
If you specify N, the spare volumes are kept as they are and they are added to SMS storage groups using the
ISMF batch interface (NaviQest). Vantage submits a batch job.

NOTE
For VPVVDSSX and SSGACONF members review the SMSCONFM system parameter.

Applies to: Base System
Default: (Y)

SMSROUTE
Configure the SMSROUTE system parameter value to hold a desired System Group Name if you have a mixed
sysplex where some systems have their own, separate, disk environment and you do not want to route the same
vary online/offline command to all systems.
For example, in the MVS system command:
ROUTE smsroute,VARY nnnn,ONLINE

smsroute is the System Group Name and nnnn is the device ID number. The command is routed only to the
LPARs that are members of the System Group Name that is specified in smsroute.
You can direct the Vary Offline or Online command to:

• All systems in the sysplex
Example: ROUTE *ALL,VARY nnnn,ONLINE

• A subset of the systems in the sysplex
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Example: ROUTE smsroute,VARY nnnn,ONLINE, where smsroute contains a System Group Name with more
than one member.

• One system in the sysplex
Example: ROUTE smsroute,VARY nnnn,ONLINE, where smsroute contains a System Group Name with only
one member or the name of an LPAR.

Specify the System Group Name in SMSROUTE that you want to be the target of the ROUTE command for Vary
Offline or Online of volumes,when adding volumes to DFSMS Storage Groups or other vary offline and online of
disks in Vantage.
A value different from *ALL, specifies that the command is routed to a subset of systems in the sysplex. The
SMSROUTE value can be 3 to 4 characters and represents the set of systems to which the Vary Online or can
Vary Offline command is to be routed. System Group names are defined by the installation.
You can define groups of systems to MVS by placing a list of systems in ECSA, and addressing the list using the
name/token services.

NOTE
For more information, see the comments in SYS1.SAMPLIB member IEEGSYS

Applies to: Base System
Default: (*ALL)

SMSVOLAD
Specify Yes (Y) to Enable Dynamic Volume Additions to DFSMS Storage Groups.
Specify Simulate (S) to simulate Dynamic Volume Additions to DFSMS Storage Groups. In simulate mode,
commands and input statements to utility programs ICKDSF and IDCAMS are generated, but the utilities are not
executed. This setting allows you to verify your configuration for doing Dynamic Volume Additions to DFSMS
Storage Groups.
Specify No (N) and the Dynamic Volume Additions is not enabled and volumes cannot be added to DFSMS
Storage Groups dynamically.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (N)

SMTPDOMN
Domain name to the SMTP or CSSMTP server to be used when sending emails from GOA scripts (up to 44
characters long). The domain name appears in the SMTP or CSSMTP HELO command:
HELO domain

Applies to: Base System and Automation
Default: ()

SMTPHOST
Specifies the address (IP or symbolic) of the mail server that is used for direct SMTP or CSSMTP communication
when sending emails from GOA scripts. SMTPDOMN and SMTPPORT are used with this parameter. If you leave
SMTPHOST blank, the spool interface is used.
Applies to: Base System and Automation
Default: ()

SMTPPORT
Specifies the port that the mail server listens on when direct SMTP or CSSMTP communication is used for
sending emails from GOA scripts.
Applies to: Base System and Automation
Default: (25)

SMTPSERV
Specifies the gateway name to the SMTP or CSSMTP server to be used when sending email from GOA scripts
(up to eight characters long NJE network node name). If you set SMTPHOST, the SMTPSERV parameter is
ignored.
Applies to: Base System and Automation
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Default: (SMTPSERV)
SMTPSOUT

Specifies the SMTP or CSSMTP Sysout Class for spooling emails from GOA scripts. If you set SMTPHOST, the
SMTPSOUT parameter is ignored.
Applies to: Base System and Automation
Default: (B)

SMTPSTC
Specifies the name of your SMTP or CSSMTP started task. If the external writer name (ExtWrtName) is
configured for the CSSMTP application, specify the name of the external writer statement as the SMTPSTC value.
If you set SMTPHOST, the SMTPSTC parameter is ignored.
Applies to: Base System and Automation
Default: (SMTP)

SNAPCLAS
If you experience abends, additional information might be needed. However, the abends could be caused by
temporarily inconsistent queues in MVS or MVS subsystems (like DFSMShsm). For these cases, the system
recovers gracefully and no debugging information should be needed.
If you add SNAPCLAS(x) to VKGPARMS, where x is a valid SYSOUT class (not *), and do a
REFRESH,VKGPARMS, any abends trapped by ESTAEs, issued after a refresh, causes a snap dump to be spun
off to a sysout data set. This snap dump, together with the diagnostic information that is displayed on the console
and the message log, should be sent to Broadcom Support on request.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (?)

SPOADMIN
Specifies the name of the Resource Facility that represents full access to all jobs and job output at your
installation. The SPOADMIN system parameter must be configured to name the resource that is defined to the
external security system. Users requiring access must be given the appropriate authority which is ALTER.
The default value is blank and it means that permission is not granted by use of the SPOADMIN authority.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: ()

STCNAME
Specifies the STC name of the auto- Restore Manager. This parameter defines the name of the STC used to
autorestore data sets archived under the control of Disk.
Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Default: (DMSAR)

STCTIME
Specifies the Auto Restore Manager STC idle time before shutdown (started task time). The number of minutes
DMSAR (the STC) remains idle before it is shut off. If DMSAR is stopped, it may take several seconds to start it
up again.
Applies to: Autorest (ARM)
Range: 1 to 99999
Default: (5)

STGADMIN
Specifies the profile name in FACILITY class (RACF) that represents the Storage Administrator authority at your
installation. If the user login key has READ access to this Storage Administrator resource facility, permission
is granted to actions (line commands) for non-tape related objects. However, the Datacom/DB objects are not
included. See corresponding parameter TAPADMIN.
The default value is blank and it means that permission is not granted by use of STGADMIN authority.

NOTE
This parameter takes effect only if the Vantage system parameter SECURGRA is set to (S) or (W).
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Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: ()

STKAUDIT
Specifies the data set name of the flat file to which the StorageTek utility writes the HSC Audit Report. The data
set name must match the one specified in the JCLAUDIT JCL used to create the Audit Report.
To ensure that they match, you can use DSN=%%STKAUDIT%% in the JCLAUDIT JCL.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.STKAUDIT)

STKDACS
Specify the data set name that is used by STK as output for display ACS command in XML format.
Valid value is the data set name which was created during the Vantage installation process by script JO4ROBOT.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.STKDACS)

STKINAME
The name of the subsystem your site is using to manage the STK Iceberg or Shared Virtual Array storage
systems. There are currently two possibilities, IBM's Extended Facility Product (IXFP) or STK's SVA Administrator
(SVAA).
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Default: (IXFP)

STKMVCPR
Specifies the data set name of the XML file to which the StorageTek utility writes the Multi-Volume Cartridge
(MVC) Pool information. The data set name must match the one specified in the VSMRPT JCL used to create the
MVC Pool report.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.STKMVCPR)

STKMVCXP
Specifies the data set name of the XML file to which the StorageTek utility writes the Multi-Volume Cartridge
(MVC) information. The data set name must match the one specified in the VSMRPT JCL used to create the MVC
report.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.STKMVCXP)

STKPRAPI
Specifies if the XML method or STK Batch API method is used to collect data for the STK Display ACS (HSC 6.2-)
object.
If it is set to N, then first the XML method is used to collect data for the STK Display ACS (HSC 6.2-) object. If
it fails, an attempt is made to use the STK Batch API method to collect the data for the STK Display ACS (HSC
6.2-) object.
If it is set to Y, then the STK Batch API method is used to collect data for the STK Display ACS (HSC 6.2-) object.
If it fails, an attempt is made to use the XML method to collect the data for the STK Display ACS (HSC 6.2-)
object.

NOTE
This parameter is ignored if you have HSC (ELS) version 7.0 or higher. In this case, you use the STK
Display ACS (HSC 7.0+) object to display data. For object STK Display ACS (HSC 7.0+), the XML
method is used to gather data, and the setting in STKPRAPI is irrelevant.

WARNING
If ACS is connected over TCP/IP, use the XML method.

Valid Values: Y or N
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (Y)
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STKSMFAC
Activates the STK SMF Subtype record objects in Vantage. It lets you decide which STK SMF record sub types
are captured and to Vantage objects.
Valid subtype numbers are in the range from 1 to 30. You can specify single numbers (n1,n2,n3) or ranges (n1-
n2) or combinations of both (n1,n2,n3-n4,n5,n6-n7). The subtype specification must fit within 46 characters. The
numbers must be in ascending order. You can activate all 30 subtypes by entering an asterisk (*).

NOTE

The user defined StorageTek SMF record type is automatically obtained from StorageTek configuration
by Vantage and the default that is used by StorageTek is 254.

Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (1,4,10,13-14,16-20,25-26)

STKQVTRP
Specify the data set name of the XML file to which the StorageTek utility writes the Multi-Volume Cartridge (MVC)
Pool information Report. The data set name must match the one specified in the VSMRPT JCL used to create the
MVC Pool report.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.STKQVTRP)

STKUIPFX
Specifies the common prefix for Vantage files that the STK SMCUUUI utility produces as command output.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Range: 1 through 35 characters
Default: (%%DSNPFX(0,31)%%.UUI)

STKVTSS
Specifies the data set name of the XML file to which the StorageTek utility writes the VTSS information. The data
set name must match the one specified in the VSMRPT JCL used to create the VTSS DBU report.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.STKVTSS)

STKVTVXP
Specifies the data set name of the XML file to which the StorageTek utility writes the Virtual Tape Volume (VTV)
information. The data set name must match the one specified in the VSMRPT JCL used to create the VTV report.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.STKVTVXP)

STMON
Specifies if the Internal Status Monitor Specify is automatically activated at Vantage startup. Specify (N) to prevent
the Internal Status Monitor from automatically activating at Vantage startup. The Internal Status Monitor cannot
be activated by a modify command while Vantage is running. To activate it, change this parameter back to (Y) and
restart Vantage. The default value of (Y) automatically activates the Internal Status Monitor at startup.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (Y)

STMONLOG
Specify (N) to not activate Internal Status Monitor (STMON object) logging.
The default value of (Y) causes log entries to be created every time STMON recognizes a state change.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (Y)

STMONSCR
Specifies if the Internal Status Monitor reports the status of each automation script. Specify (Y) to let the Internal
Status Monitor report the status of each automation script. This parameter can be overridden by the scripts
General Section parameter MONITOR=(Yes)/(No)/(Use). The default value is MONITOR=(Use), which means that
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the value of parameter STMONSCR indicates whether the script is monitored. The decision to monitor is made at
LOAD/REFRESH time of the script.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (N)

STRIP
Applies to the Edit Member - Drag and Drop Feature to control the stripping of spaces of the substituted object
variables.
Leading or trailing spaces, or both, can be removed, based on the option you specify. The following options are
valid:
B (Both)

Removes both leading and trailing spaces from substituted variables.
L (Leading)

Removes leading spaces from substituted variables.
T (Trailing)

Removes trailing spaces from substituted variables.
N (None)

Does not remove spaces from substituted variables.
Applies to: Base System and Automation
Default: (B)

SUADABAS
Specify (Y) to activate the ADABAS Interface. Ensure that the ADABASVC parameter correctly specifies the SVC
number of the ADABAS. Requires ADABAS to be active.
Applies to: Base System and Data Bases
Default: (N)

SUARH
Specify (Y) to activate the Auto Restore Manager. Requires Disk to be active.
Applies to: Base System and Autorest (ARM)
Default: (N)

SUAUT
Specify (Y) to activate the script-based automation SU.
Applies to: Base System and Automation
Default: (N)

SUBSYS
For internal use only. This parameter should not be modified.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (Y)

SUBSYSN
Specifies the subsystem name.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (SAMS)

SUDB2
Specify (Y) to activate the DB2 component.
Applies to: Base System and Data Bases
Default: (N)

SUDMS
Specify (Y) to activate the Disk Interface.
Applies to: GMI, Base System, and Disk Interface
Default: (N)
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SUHSM
Specify (Y) to activate the DFSMShsm Interface SU.
Applies to: Base System and DFSMShsm Interface
Default: (N)

SUHWM
Specify (Y) to activate the hardware error monitor. Specify (N), if you do not want it activated.
Applies to: Base System
Default: (Y)

SUMMDEFS
Specify the name of your Summary Objects definition data set.
The PDS contains all the Summary Objects definitions, both Factory Summary Objects and user defined
Summary Objects. It is allocated in job J01SUMM at installation, at configuration time, or both.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.SUMMDEFS)

SUPLS
If you are licensed to run the Allocation Option selectable unit, specify (Y) to activate this functionality.
Applies to: Base System and Allocation
Default: (N)

SUVISTA
All licensed or evaluation customers of the Vantage Tape Resource Option should perform this configuration.
If you are licensed to run the Tape Resource Option, the SUVISTA system parameter must be set to (Y). The
majority of Tape Resource Management objects are dependent on value (Y) of this parameter. If (Y) is specified,
SMF type 94 records are requested.
Applies to: Base System and Tape Resources
Default: (N)

SYSTSCR
Specifies the data set name for the System Scripts.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.SYSTSCR)

TAPADMIN
Specifies the name of the Resource Facility that represents tape administrator authority at your installation. If the
user login key has READ access to the specified name, permission is granted to access Tape Resource Option
line command actions. The default value is blanks, this means permission is not granted by use of TAPADMIN
authority. For tape management systems, the system parameter TMCDSNCK can be used instead. For more
information, see the description of system parameter TMCDSNCK.

NOTE
This parameter takes effect only if the Vantage system parameter SECURGRA is set to (S) or (W).

Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: ()

TAPOVLAP
Indicates whether Data Set Group definitions for Tape Storage are to be treated as overlapping. (Y) specifies
that these groups are allowed to overlap (a data set can be included in two or more tape groups). Specify (N) to
prevent group overlap and improve performance by reducing the number of tape groups that are examined for
each data set.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (Y)
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TAPRTIME
Specify (Y) to read the tape group source objects in Real-time mode. (N) specifies that the tape group collector
shall access the tape group source objects in Disk Checkpoint mode. This mode is faster than using the Real-time
mode.
The group source objects are CA 1files, TLMS files, DFSMSrmm files, and ASG-Zara files.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (N)

TCPALIVE
When set to (Y), the MVS TCP/IP stack monitors TCP client-server sessions for an idle condition. If an idle
condition exists for a specified amount of time, the stack on the MVS side sends a monitor message to the TCP/IP
stack on the PC side.
If the PC does not answer, the TCP/IP stack on the MVS side signals an error. This signal causes the VAN08501
message on the console with ERRNO=60. The host then cancels the logon ID. But if the PC responds, a new
period of idle monitoring starts.

NOTE

TCP/IP defines the idle period in the KEEPALIVEOPTIONS statement in the profile member in the
parameter library of the TCP/IP address space. Its default is two hours. If you change this value, the
new value applies to all other users of the KEEPALIVE option (not only to Vantage).

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (Y)

TCPASNAM
Specifies the name of the TCP/IP address space (Job name or Started task name).
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (TCPIP)

TCPDEBUG
Specifies trace TCP/IP interface information to the trace sysout file for debugging purposes. The following options
are available:
Server (S)

Trace the Server communication with the TCP/IP address space during setup and termination.
Client (C)

Trace the communication with the clients.
Yes (Y)

Both Server and Client
No (N)

None of the above
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (N)

TCPLNAME
Specifies the internal logical name of the TCP/IP interface. This parameter should not be changed.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (TCPIP)

TCPLUPFX
Specifies the 3 characters long prefix of the TCP LU names for network communication between the Vantage
STC and UI Clients. If the prefix value is shorter than 3 characters, the corresponding characters of the default
(TCP) prefix are inserted. For example, if you use "AB" as a prefix, the created prefix value is "ABP". If the prefix
value contains a blank character, that blank character, as well as the subsequent characters, is replaced with
the corresponding letters of the default (TCP) prefix. For example, if you use "A B" as a prefix, the created prefix
value is "ACP".
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Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 1 to 3 characters
Default: (TCP)

TCPPARMD
Specifies the TCP/IP Stack Parmlib Data Set Name.
If you have IBM TCP/IP, copy the Data Set Name from the SYSTCPD DD statement of the TCP/IP address space.
If you have TCPaccess, contact your TCPaccess administrator for the SYSTCPD data set name.
See also sysparm TCPPARMM.
Applies to: Base System
Default: ()

TCPPARMM
Specifies the TCP/IP Stack Parmlib Member Name.
If sysparm TCPPARMD specifies a sequential Data Set, leave this parameter empty (blank). This is usually the
case for IBM TCP/IP.
If sysparm TCPPARMD specifies a Partitioned Data Set, and you must allocate a member of it, specify the name
here.
See also sysparm TCPPARMD.
Applies to: Base System
Default: ()

TCPPORT
Specifies the TCP port number that the system listens to for native TCP connections.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 00001 to 65534
Default: (777)

TCPSERV
The internal name of the Vantage TCP Server. This parameter should not be changed.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (VANTCP)

TLMSNMBR
Specifies the number of records to be read from the TLMS Volume Master File (VMF), and made available as a
block to the clients for each presentation request. When you select Next at the workstation, a new block is read
and made available. This object is placed above the bar, not within the address space memory. The value can
thus be as large as needed, as long as your system has sufficient paging space.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Range: 2000 to 99999999
Default: (50000)

TLMSVMF
Specifies the data set name of the TLMS VMF.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: (YOUR.TLMS.VMF.DATASET)

TMCDSNCK
Applies only to the TMC actions (line commands). If set to (Y), it allows the user's key to be checked for ALTER
access to the data set name on the selected tape. Specify (N), if you always want to reject the action. Also see
the description of the TAPADMIN system parameter.

NOTE
This parameter takes effect only if the Vantage system parameter SECURGRA is set to (S) or (W).

Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: (Y)
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TMCNMBRS
Specifies the number of records to be read from the tape catalog (from CA 1, DFSMSrmm, ASG-Zara, IBM
Tape Library Volumes, and IBM Virtual Tape Volumes), and made available as a block to the clients for each
presentation request. When you select Next at the workstation, a new block is read and made available.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Range: 100 to 99999999
Default: (5000)

TMCPERFS
Specify (Y) to use a last interval object to collect DSNB information. See also System Script TMCDSNB.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: (N)

TMCRANGE
Specifies the range of tape volumes that are used as a default when searching the TMC catalog. You can
specify range (700001-721000) or (B00000-B050000). You cannot specify (B00000-721000). The TMCRANGE
parameter can be removed or you can specify (000001999999) and all the ranges are read. The default range
(000001999999), means read all ranges.
Applies to: GMI and Tape Resources
Default: (000001999999)

TRENDPFX
Specifies the prefix (1 to 13 characters) of the log data set name that is used for logging objects. The names that
are given to the sequential log data sets consist of two parts: a 1-13 character prefix that the installation specifies,
and a system appended suffix as described below.
The trend log data sets use the DFSMS classes if specified in system parameters: LOGSC, LOGMC, and
LOGDC.
The LOG_DATA command takes the prefix from TRENDPFX and produces a data set with the following name
format:
DSN=prefix.Oobjnb.Lvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss
Syntax:
prefix

Is the TRENDPFX value.
O

Is the letter O.
objnb

Is the object number taken from the dictionary.
L

Is the letter L.
v

Is the version number for the object data. Product developers increase this number in the host dictionary
whenever the record layout changes for the object.

NOTE

v is not a release-related number, but a number that indicates whether the record contents have
changed because of the prior release. In V3.2, this field was 0 for all objects.

ssid
Is theMVS system ID.

D
Is the letter D.
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yyyyddd
Is the Julian date (of the 1st record in the log).

T
Is the letterT.

hhmmss
Is the time (of the 1st record in the log).

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.T)

TSINTVL
Specifies the scan interval in minutes for the collection of the IBM TotalStorage objects. The interval is maintained
by the RAIDMNGR subtask.
The values of (9998) and (9999) cause an indefinite wait. The value of (9998) causes a single collection to be
made whenever the RAIDSUPP component is activated, and then the collection enters the wait state. The value
of (9999) prevents the scan which creates these objects.
Applies to: Base System and RAID
Range: 1 to 9999
Default: (0030)

UEXIT001
Specifies the name of the user exit program given control when DTOCs are built.
Applies to: Base System
Default: ()

UEXIT002
Specifies the name of the user exit program given control when viewing Data Set Groups on Primary Storage.
Applies to both the Windows and the View 3270 interfaces.
Applies to: Base System
Default: ()

UEXIT003
Specifies the name of the user exit program given control when viewing Data Set Groups on Secondary Storage.
Applies to both the Windows and the View 3270 interfaces.
Applies to: Base System
Default: ()

UEXITTCP
Specifies the name of the user logon exit for Windows Client (TCP/IP).
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (VKG3LGNX)

UNICEPFX
Specifies the 1 to 5 character prefix to be used on messages that are sent to Unicenter. Coordinate and agree
upon this prefix with the person responsible for your production Unicenter Framework implementation. With the
proper message prefix, alerts from Vantage to Unicenter appears on the Unicenter server of your choice.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (VANT)

UNICSNMP
Specifies the Unicenter server TCP/IP address for SNMP.
Applies to: Automation
Default: ()

UNIXTPFX
Specifies the common prefix for the Unix Tree Search utility output datasets.
The maximum length is 27 characters.
Applies to: UNIX
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Default: %%DSNPFX(0,27)%%
UNXDNMBR

An estimate of the number of Unix Index Subfile Records to be processed at a time. This number is used to show
the progress bar when retrieving the records.
Applies to: UNIX
Default: (10000)

UNXINMBR
Specifies the number of records to be read from the Disk Unix sub files and to be made available as a block to the
clients for each presentation request. When you select More at the client, a new block is read and made available.
Applies to: UNIX
Range: 1000 to 999999
Default: (10000)

USERIDPW
Specify (N) to allow jobs to be submitted without a logon ID and password. (Y) allows the system to provide the
logon ID and password of the logged-in user to the JCL of manually submitted jobs. Automatically submitted jobs
(by thresholds, by the scheduler, and so on) are not controlled by settings of this parameter.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (Y)

USERTOTX
The setting of system parameter POOLTOTX, is used to control the exclusion of volumes from the storage group
totals based on SMS status. By default it does not affect user-defined storage groups.
Specify (Y) for USERTOTX to apply also the POOLTOTX setting on user defined storage groups. USERTOTX can
be set to (Y) or (N).
Applies to: GMI and Storage Groups
Default: (N)

UXIT3270
Specifies the name of the user logon exit for the View 3270 interface.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (VKG3LNGX)

VALMBYTE
This system parameter is for setting the DASD Value Classification. Specify the value of a Megabyte of DASD
storage in your local currency. This is the basic value for the DASD Values calculation.
The value of 0.00 means that DASD Value Classification is turned off. For more information, see Configure for
RAID Devices in Configuring the Base System.
Applies to: Base System
Valid Values: 0.00 to 99999999.00
Default: (0.00)

VANEDM00
Specifies the PARMLIB member name to be used for Tape Resource Option audit of the OCDS and the Disk
ARCHVOLS. This member should be a copy of the TMC CTAPOPTN member TMOEDMxx. The specified
member should be customized for use with the Vantage pattern matching characters rather than the CA 1 wild
characters.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (VANEDM00)

VANTREL
Users should only specify or alter values of this parameter when explicitly told to do so by Broadcom Support. The
parameter value is used to verify that mainframe and PC-based software are on the same level.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (VANTAGE620117)
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VISBLKSZ
Specifies the block size. To determine the amount of bytes on a tape, blksize is multiplied with the block count. If
the blksize is zero, this parameter value is used instead.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Range: 006400 to 999999
Default: (32760)

VKGEMCPF
Specifies the common prefix for EMC ESFGPMBT utility output files.
Applies to: Base System
Maximum: 35 characters
Default: (%%DSNPFX(0,31)%%.EMC)

VSMPFX
Specifies the prefix of the VSM modify commands for the STKVSM task. This value can be a Command Prefix
Character or a Task Name. This prefix is used for the StorageTek VSM Object Commands.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (.)

VTAPNTVL
Specifies the number of minutes to wait for the collection of new Vtape statistics.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Range: 1 to 9999
Default: (30)

VTASUPP
Specify (Y) to activate support for Vtape.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (N)

VTPDSNCK
Specify (Y) to allow users with ALTER access to a Data Set the ability to RECALL the data set from Vtape.
Specify (N) if you want the RECALL ability to be controlled solely by sysparm TAPADMIN, which requires ALTER
access to the TAPADMIN resource name. See also parameter TAPADMIN.

NOTE
This parameter takes effect only if the Vantage system parameter SECURGRA is set to (S) or (W).

Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (Y)

VTSAUDIT
Input to the IBM TS7700 Copy Audit report can have different formats. The following examples show valid
requests (for these examples, assume a three cluster Grid configuration with distributed library IDs of BA10A,
BA10B, and BA10C):
INCLUDE BA10A

Audits the copy status of all volumes only on the cluster that is associated with distributed library ID
BA10A

COPYMODE INCLUDE BA10A
Audits the copy status of volumes that also have a valid copy policy only on the cluster that is associated
with distributed library ID BA10A

INCLUDE BA10B,BA10C
Audits the copy status of volumes on the clusters that are associated with distributed library IDs BA10B
and BA10C
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EXCLUDE BA10C
Audits the copy status of volumes on the clusters in the Grid configuration that is associated with
distributed library IDs BA10A and BA10B

On completion of the audit request, a response record is written for each logical volume that does not have a
valid copy on any of the specified clusters. Volumes that have never been used, have had their associated data
deleted, or have been returned to scratch are not included in the response records.
The default value of (none) means no Copy Audit.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (none)

VTSHISTS
xxx-yyy input to the IBM VTS BVIR HISTORICAL STATISTICS request. For the Historical Statistics request,
xxx specifies the Julian day being requested. Optionally, -yyy can also be specified and indicates that historical
statistics from xxx through yyy are being requested. Valid days are 001 through 366 (to account for leap year).
For leap years, February 29 is Julian day 060 and December 31 is Julian day 366. For other years, Julian day 060
is March 1 and December 31 is Julian day 365. If historical statistics do not exist for the days that are requested, it
is indicated in the response record. This situation would occur if a request is issued for a day previous to the day
the system was installed, days the system was powered off or after the current day before a rolling year has been
accumulated. If a request spans the end of the year, for example, a request that specified: 364-002, responses
are provided for days 364, 365, 366, 001 and 002, regardless of whether the year was a leap year.
You can also specify LASTxxx where xxx is the number of days before the current day you want a report for.
The default (LAST010), means the last 10 days of Historical Statistics before current day.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (LAST010)

VTSHWM
Specifies the High Water Mark value for SMF objects.
Specifies the maximum number of megabytes that is retained online (in each Last Interval object) before they are
automatically reduced to one third of the High Water Mark value. Records that are ready for logging are logged at
HWM processing.
This parameter also controls the space allocation of log files. The higher the water mark, the higher the primary
space allocation. If the HWM is not reached for an SMF type object, logging takes place at midnight or at Vantage
shutdown. The VTSKEEP parameter specifies how many days the object data is kept online. Object records are
only logged once.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (16)

VTSKEEP
Specifies the number of days IBM and STK SMF record based statistics are retained online (in the Last Interval
objects) before they are automatically deleted. The auto-delete of old statistics is done only at startup and at
midnight. So that IBM and STK statistics can be saved between shutdowns, a check-point/restart file is used.
The default (00), means Cold start.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (00)

VTSMCNAM
Specifies the management class names for each IBM TS7700 cluster in one of the following ways:
VTSMCNAM (mcname1,mcname2,mcname3)

Displays the management class names for the cluster, by a comma.
VTSMCNAM (<BVIRLIST>)

Points to the management class name input list in the CONFIG member in the PARMLIB. The BVIRUNIT
and BVIRDSN system parameter values are ignored. Values from the input list are used instead.
Map the management class table in the CONFIG member based on the following guidelines:
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• – 8-character management class name
– 8-character BVIR unit name
– 44-character BVIR tape dataset name

NOTE
Include one space between each name.

Example:
----+----1----+----2----+----

<BVIRLIST>

MaClass1 BVIRuni1 BVIRDSN1

MaClass2 BVIRuni2 BVIRDSN2

MaClass3 BVIRuni3 BVIRDSN3

MaClass4 BVIRuni4 BVIRDSN4

In a TS7700 grid configuration, issue separate requests to each cluster to obtain the response information for all
clusters.
Applies to the following objects:

• VISIVTCC Cache Contents Information
• VISIVTPL Physical to Logical Volume Mapping
• VISIVTPM Physical Media Pools
• VISIVTPV Physical Volume Status
• VISIVTVS Volume Status Information

Default: (*)
Indicates no management classes for the cluster.

VTSPHVOL
Input to the IBM TS7700 BVIR Physical Volume Status request. It can have the formats (VOLUME zzzzzz) or
(POOL xx). zzzzzz specifies the volume serial number mask to be used. By using the mask, one to thousands of
volume records can be retrieved for the request. The mask must be 6 characters in length, with the '_' character
representing a positional wildcard mask. For example, assuming that volumes in the range of ABC000 through
ABC999 have been defined to the cluster, a request of VOLUME STATUS ABC1_0 would return database records
that exist for ABC100, ABC110, ABC120, ABC130, ABC140, ABC150, ABC160, ABC170, ABC180, and ABC190.
For the Physical Volume Status Pool request, xx specifies the pool for which the data is to be returned. If there are
no physical volumes that are currently assigned to the specified pool, it is indicated in the response record. Data
can be requested for pools 0 through 32.
The default (VOLUME ______), means all volumes.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (VOLUME ______)

VTSVOLST
Input to the IBM TS7700 BVIR Volume Status request. zzzzzz specifies the volume serial number mask to be
used. By using the mask, one to thousands of volume records can be retrieved for the request. The mask must
be 6 characters in length, with the '_' character representing a positional wildcard mask. For example, assuming
that volumes in the range of ABC000 through ABC999 have been defined to the cluster, a request of VOLUME
STATUS ABC1_0 would return database records that exist for ABC100, ABC110, ABC120, ABC130, ABC140,
ABC150, ABC160, ABC170, ABC180, and ABC190.
The default (______), means all volumes.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (______)

VVDSDSN
Specifies the name of the data set that holds the VSAM VVDS Extract information.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
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Default: (%%DSNPFX%%.VVDSDSN)
VVDSNMBR

Specifies the number of VSAM Data Set Attribute (VVDS) records that are to be read into memory and made
available as a block to the Windows Client or the View 3270 Client for each presentation request. When you
select More or Next from the client interface, the next group of NNN records is read and made available. This
object is placed above the bar, not within the address space memory. The value can thus be as large as needed,
as long as your system has sufficient paging space.
Applies to: Base System and Data Set Groups
Range: 5000 to 99999999
Default: (0050000)

WTOEMCS
Use Extended Multiple Console Support (EMCS) to retrieve console messages for Message Automation, and
Allocation Timing and Mount Pending fields in the MPM objects.
A value of (N) tells Vantage not to use EMCS for Console Message Automation.
Specify (Y) if you want Vantage Message Automation to use EMCS to retrieve console messages.
If WTOEMCS is set to (Y), the parameter WTOTABSZ is ignored.
Applies to: Automation
Default: (N)

WTOTABSZ
Specifies the size in kilobytes of the ECSA wrap-around table that contains commands and WTOs for console
message automation. If this parameter is set to (0), there is no wrap-around table and no message collection. This
means that active console message automation scripts do not receive console messages. Or you can choose to
use EMCS with the parameter WTOEMCS to collect messages giving you the same functionality as WTOTABSZ.
This parameter also controls whether the Allocation Timing and Mount Pending fields in the MPM objects can be
calculated. A value of (0) results in these two fields being zero. Therefore if any of the parameters MPMDEVDS,
MPMDEVDA or MPMDEVDH are used, you should specify a nonzero value for this parameter.
A value of 64 can handle, without loss, console messages at a rate of about 150 messages per second. If
message loss occurs, increase the value to 128 or higher.

NOTE

If WTOEMCS is set to (Y), then the parameter WTOTABSZ is ignored.

Applies to: Automation
Range: 0 to 999
Default: (000)

XMBUFFSZ
Specifies the size of the cross-memory message buffer in megabytes.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Range: 1 through 50 MB
Default: 8 MB

XMLDEFS
Specifies the name of the data set that holds the XML definitions of the Action Definition Table (ADT) for object
Actions. Either this parameter or a XMLDEF DD card must be used to activate the ADT definitions. If both are
specified, the DD card overrides this system parameter.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (%%SMPPFX%%.CCTUXML)

YELLOW
Specifies the percentage value for space that is used on a volume or pool at which you want the color to change
from green to yellow in the graphic displays. The parameter is applicable only to the View 3270 presentation
manager.
Applies to: GMI and Base System
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Default: (40)
ZARRANGE

Specifies the range of tape volumes that are used as a default when searching the ZARA data base.
Applies to: Tape Resources
Default: (AAAAAA999999)

ZIIPIT
The value of Yes (Y) causes Vantage to exploit zIIP processors if present. Several functions including Sort,
Summaries, Statistics, Totals, Join, LI Object Filtering and DTOC creation now run on zIIP processors.
Specify a value of No (N), if you do not want Vantage code to be dispatched on zIIP processors.

NOTE
Restart Vantage if you set system parameter ZIIPIT while Vantage is running.

Applies to: GMI and Base System
Default: (N)

Configure the REST API Server
This article describes how to configure the Vantage REST API server.

The REST API server is configured in the following steps:

1. Customize the Vantage REST API Start Procedure
2. Create and Assign Runtime and Security Privileges
3. Create Security Relationship to ESM Microservice
4. Configure the Vantage REST API Server
5. Configure for Object Data Collection

IMPORTANT
To use the Vantage REST API for Object Data Collection, the Vantage MVS (host task) and the Vantage REST
API server STCs must be running on the same LPAR.

Customize the Vantage REST API Start Procedure

The VNJRESTA member is a sample starting procedure. Customize this procedure to configure your REST API server.

1. Locate the VNJRESTA sample member in your %%SMPPFX%%.CCTUSAMP Vantage sample library. Copy this starting
procedure to the system PROCLIB that is part of your PROC LIST.

2. Customize the VNJRESTA staring procedure according to the self-contained instructions.

Create and Assign Runtime and Security Privileges

The Vantage REST API server runs as a started task under a user ID that you must create and assign to it. This user ID
owns a key ring, and it must have READ access to BPX.SERVER.

1. Create a user ID. We recommend that you use the name VNJRESTA.
2. Grant the attribute Started task to the user ID.
3. Create an OMVS segment for the user ID using the following attributes:
Home directory

NOTE

The Vantage release 14.1 delivers the runtime program of Vantage REST server VantageServer-
RELEASE.jar to the default installation path for the Vantage host task STC, /cai/cvanr14m0/
Vantage/lib . You might have customized the path during the Vantage MVS installation. Ensure that
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all directories and subdirectories have the same Owning Group and Owning User with permissions set
to 775. Ensure that REST API server started task Owner ID has read and write access to the installation
path.
For example, you use the path /u/StorageProduct/ during Vantage MVS installation. When
Vantage is installed, the folder /Vantage/ , and the subfolders /lib , /bin , /sh , and /dist are
created. Ensure that the Owning User and Owner Group are the same for /StorageProduct/,/
StorageProduct/Vantage/ , /StorageProduct/Vantage/lib and the VantageServer-
RELEASE.jar file. Ensure that the REST API Server started task Owner ID had read and write access
to /u/StorageProduct/Vantage/lib.

UID
Example: 936

Login shell
Example: /bin/sh

Group
Example: OMVSGRP

4. Set the User ID in step 1 as the owner of the home directory in step 3.
5. Map the VNJRESTA starting procedure to the User ID that you created.

You have configured a user ID.

To simplify this process, you can reuse the settings for Vantage Version 14.0 and its users:

• Ensure that Vantage REST API server started task logon ID VNJRESTA has the same security settings and privileges
as your SAMS STC. REST Server can be started in the way as SAMS STC does, and it must have access to Vantage
Version 14.0 runtime libraries, script libraries, and PARMLIB libraries. For example, %%DSNPFX%%.AUTOSCR/LOGSCR/
SYSTSCR .

• Ensure that Vantage REST API server users have the same security settings and privileges as your SAMS STC users.

You authenticate to the REST API server with the same Mainframe credentials that you use to log in to Vantage. The
VNJRESTA Owning ID must own a keystore certificate that is stored in a safkeyring.

Example: Top Secret Requirements

The following example shows the syntax that you use to define the minimum TSS requirements:

NOTE

• Replace UIDHERE with a valid, numeric UID.
• VANTGRP represents the OMVS group that you want to assign to the user ID. Use an existing OMVS group,

or create an OMVS group that you can use specifically for the Vantage REST API security implementation.

TSS CREATE(STOREDEP) NAME('CA VANTAGE STOR DEP') -

     TYPE(DEPARTMENT)

 TSS CREATE(VANTESM) NAME('CA VANTAGE STOR STC USER') -

     TYPE(USER) -

     PASSWORD(NOPW,0) -

     DEPARTMENT(STOREDEP) -

     FACILITY(STC)

 TSS ADDTO(VANTESM) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh) -

     HOME(/bin/sh GROUP(VANTGRP) -

     UID(UIDHERE)

 TSS ADD(VANTESM) DFLTGRP(VANTGRP)

 TSS ADDTO(STC) PROCNAME(VNJRESTA) ACID(VANTESM)
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Create Security Relationship to ESM Microservice

The Vantage REST API server represents the Broadcom client application to the Broadcom ESM server. To create a
security relationship to ESM Microservice, you must first obtain the server certificate, and then generate the key ring and
connect it to the certificate using TSS.

NOTE
IBM RACF is not supported in Broadcom ESM. Therefore, you cannot set up security for the Vantage REST API
server using IBM RACF.

Obtain the Server Certificate

One of the prerequisites to install the Vantage REST API server is to have ESM Microservice with API v2 installed,
deployed, and configured. You should be familiar with the procedure to create signed server SSL/TLS certificates and
store them into a key ring for ESM Microservice (ESMSERV).

For instructions on how to create and configure the client certificate, see the information about the >ESM Microservice in
the Common Components and Services documentation.

NOTE

For more information about how to generate a certificate, see GENCERT Function - Generate a Certificate in the
Top Secret documentation.

Generate the Key Ring and Connect it to the Certificate Using Top Secret

Use Top Secret for Vantage REST API server to generate the key ring and connect it to the certificate. Replace the
following sample parameters, as appropriate, in the procedure that follows:

VANTESM
Specifies the owner ID under which the Vantage REST API server (VNJRESTA) runs.

VANTRRNG
Specifies the key ring. For more information, see the VNPAPIC configuration member.

ESMSERV
Specifies the owner ID under which the ESM Microservice server runs.

MESMERING
Specifies the name of the ESM key ring label (server key ring).

VANALIAS
Specifies the name of client certificate alias.

CAMSRV
Specifies the label of certificate authority alias.

STOREDEP
Specifies the owner ID under which the REST API server starting procedure (VNJRESTA) runs. Your SAMS SCT
must run under the same ID.

VANTAGE
Specifies APPL resource class name. For more information, see the VNPAPIC configuration member.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the client key ring:
TSS ADD(VANTESM) KEYRING(VANTRRNG) LABLRING(VANTRRNG)

2. Add the client certificate to the key ring:
TSS ADD(CERTSITE) DIGICERT('VANALIAS') DCDSN(<data.set.name.p12>) PKCSPASS('password') TRUST

TSS ADD(VANTESM) KEYRING(VANTRRNG) RINGDATA(CERTSITE,'VANALIAS') USAGE(PERSONAL)
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3. Allow the Vantage REST API server to read its key ring:
TSS PERMIT(VANTESM) IBMFAC(IRR.DIGTCERT) ACCE(CONTROL)

4. Establish Trust of Certificate Authorities in two steps:
a. Add the Vantage REST API server client certificate to the ESM Microservice key ring:

TSS ADD(ESMSERV) KEYRING(MESMRING) RINGDATA(CERTSITE,'VANALIAS') USAGE(PERSONAL)

b. Add the Certificate Authority certificate chain to the Vantage REST API server key ring:
TSS ADD(VANTESM) KEYRING(VANTRRNG) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,CAMSRV) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

5. Define the application resource class for the Vantage REST API server:
TSS ADDTO(STORDEP) APPLICATION(VANTAGE)

6. Define Vantage REST API server authorization permission to allow the application to access ESM Microservice:
TSS PE(ESMSERV) APPLICATION(VANTAGE)

Configure the Vantage REST API Server

To configure the Vantage REST API server, copy and edit the configuration file.

1. Locate and execute the J017REST member in your %%SMPPFX%%.CCTUSAMP library.
The J017REST job contains all the necessary instructions. This job allocates the Vantage REST API server PARMLIB
library and copies configuration members into this library.

2. Go to the allocated REST API server PARMLIB and edit the VNPAPIC member according to the self-contained
instructions.
Once you complete the configuration, you can start using the REST API. For more information, see Using the REST
API.

3. (Optional) Integrate with the API Mediation Layer.
For more information, see Integrate with the API Mediation Layer.

Configure for Object Data Collection

To collect Vantage object data using the REST API, you must enable the REST API object data component.

NOTE
This configuration is not required for any other Vantage REST API features, such as System Parameter or
Offline Script Management.

To enable the REST API object data component, uncomment the following statement in the CONFIG member of your
Vantage user PARMLIB. If this statement is not present, add it manually.

COMP=RAPI

You can also start and stop the REST API object data component manually as follows:

• Use the following command to start the component:
F sams,ACT,RAPI

• Use the following command to stop the component:
F sams,DEACT,RAPI

Integrate with the API Mediation Layer
API Mediation Layer for z/OS consolidates mainframe RESTful API services at a single secure point of access, including
the Vantage REST API.
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This REST API earned Zowe Conformant status. The Zowe Conformance Program gives users confidence that when
they use a product, application, or distribution that leverages Zowe, they can expect a high level of common functionality,
interoperability, and user experience. The Zowe API Mediation Layer consolidates mainframe RESTful API services into
a single, secure point of access. For information about which REST APIs are conformant with the Zowe API Mediation
Layer, see the Open Mainframe Project site.

The layer offers the following enterprise, cloud-like features:

Consistent Access
API call routing and standardization of API service URLs through the built-in Gateway component provide you
with a consistent way of accessing mainframe APIs at a static IP location.

Dynamic Discovery
You no longer need to determine the location and status of API services as the Discovery Service component
does this automatically.

Encrypted Communication
API Mediation Layer facilitates secure communication across both internal components and discovered API
services.

High-Availability
API Mediation Layer is designed with high-availability and scalability in mind.

Presentation of Services
The API Catalog component provides easy access to discovered API services and their associated
documentation in a user-friendly manner. Access to the contents of the API catalog is controlled through a z/OS
security facility.

Redundancy and Scalability
You can increase API service throughput by starting multiple API service instances without any changes in
configuration.

NOTE
Integration with the API Mediation Layer is optional. You can still use the Vantage REST API without the API
Mediation Layer. However, Integration with the API Mediation Layer provides additional benefits to your API
service.

Install the API Mediation Layer

Download the API Mediation Layer package using one of the following methods:

• Acquire the Zowe API ML pax file as part of the Brightside software package. For more information, see the Zowe API
ML documentation.

• Install the API Mediation Layer as part of the Zowe open source project. For more information, see the Zowe
documentation.
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Integrate with the API Mediation Layer

Integrate the Vantage REST API with the API Mediation Layer to make the REST API discoverable and available in the
API Catalog.

Follow these steps:

1. In PARMLIB library of the Vantage REST API server locate and edit the VNPAMLC member according to self-
contained instructions.

2. Enable HTTPS connection between the API Mediation Layer and the Vantage REST API Data Service. You must
import the public certificate of the Certificate Authority (CA) that signed the service certificate into the API Mediation
Layer trustStore. For more information about the API Mediation Layer HTTPS configuration, see Import an API Service
Certificate.

3. Restart the Vantage REST server STC.
4. Verify that you have successfully integrated Vantage.

a. Go to the API Catalog home page.
b. Wait for the Vantage tile to appear. The tile can take up to a minute to appear.
c. Open the tile. If the list of available API endpoints appears, the REST API is successfully integrated with the API

Mediation Layer. Otherwise, review the integration steps.
d. Access the API endpoints to validate that routing through the API Mediation Layer works as expected.

You can now access Vantage REST API service through the API Mediation Layer. This integration makes your service
details such as availability status and API documentation available through the API Catalog, enables you to run multiple
service instances to ensure high-availability, and lets you change the service IP location without affecting the REST API
client communication.

View IBM Function Registry for z/OS Data
View the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data for Vantage to see what product features are available and enabled at your
site.

This information helps you determine whether your site is getting the most value out of Vantage. If you do not have the
permissions to perform these steps, ask your System Programmer to assist you.

Prerequisites

Before you view the registry data, verify that your site meets the following prerequisites:

• The Feature Registration Service (FRS) has been installed. For installation instructions, see the Common Components
and Services documentation.

• Vantage PTF LU06462 has been applied.
• Common Components and Services version 15.0 is installed, and maintenance PTF LU01130 has been applied.
• Vantage has been started. Starting the product prompts the FRS to register it with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS.
• The FEATRACK Vantage system parameter is set to Yes (Y).

When Vantage is registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS, you can view the product data in the registry. Use
any of the following methods to view the data:
SYSVIEW or SYSVIEW Essentials

Displays detailed information about a single product. You must have a SYSVIEW license to use this method.
IBM FXEPRINT batch utility

Displays detailed information about all registered Broadcom mainframe products.
Your system console

Displays the feature enablement status for a single product.
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Vantage Features Enabled by Default

The following features are enabled by default:

• Catalogs
• Volumes and Storage Groups
• DFSMS constructs
• RAID Devices
• EMC RAID Devices
• IBM RAID Devices
• Hitachi RAID Devices
• Unix for Z-series
• Oracle/STK VSM
• Disk
• MasterCat
• PDSMAN
• TLMS
• CA 1
• DFSMSrmm
• BMC Control-M/Tape
• Oracle/STK TL
• FICON
• z/OS System Resources

Vantage Features Disabled by Default

The following features are disabled by default:

• Data Sets
To enable, set VKGPARMS DTOCSUPP(Y)

• DB2
Enable this with the DB2 component

• Adabas
Enable this with the ADABAS component

• Allocate
To enable, set VKGPARM SUPLS(Y)

• Automation
Enable this with the AUTO component

• DFSMShsm
To enable, set VKGPARM SUHSM(Y)

• ARM and RSTLOG
Enable this with the ARM component

• Dell EMC DLm
To enable, set VKGPARM SUVISTA(Y)

• IBM TS7700
To enable, set VKGPARM SUVISTA(Y)

• Sysview
Enabled upon first use

• Vtape
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Enable this with the VTAPE component
• Datacom

Enable this with the DATACOM component
• REST API

Enable this with the RAPI component
• Windows Client Login

Enable this with the TCP/IP component
• Web Interface login

Enable this with the TCP/IP component

View Feature Usage with SYSVIEW or SYSVIEW Essentials
Review Vantage feature enablement and usage with SYSVIEW or SYSVIEW Essentials.

SYSVIEW and SYSVIEW Essentials include commands to display the IBM Function Registry for z/OS data for your
product. This data can include the product release and maintenance level, product features, and use counts for those
features. The specific data that appears depends on the data that Vantage reports to the function registry.

1. From any SYSVIEW menu, type FXE in the Command field and select Enter.
The IBM Function Registry for z/OS panel appears.

2. Find "Broadcom" in the Vendor column and type SB in the Cmd field next to it. Select Enter.
The registered Broadcom products appear.

3. Tab to your product and select Enter.
The function registry information for the selected product appears.

Example: SYSVIEW Output

The following example shows sample SYSVIEW output for Vantage.

Vendor Products --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Path: /Broadcom                                                                                       

                                                                                                      

 PS    Product                                          ID               Instance         Description

 5     Vantage Storage Resource Manager                                  SAMS                     

                                                                                                      

Product - Vantage Storage Resource Manager -----------------------------------------------------------

Path: /Broadcom/Vantage Storage Resource Manager                                                      

                                                                                                      

Vendor           Broadcom                                                                             

Product Slot     5                                                                                    

Product          Vantage Storage Resource Manager                                                     

ID                                                                                                    

Instance         SAMS                                                                             

Description                                                                                           

Attributes       2                                                                                    

User Data        None                                                                                 

Private Data     Yes                                                                                  

Functions        34                                                                                   

                                                                                                      

Product Attributes -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Path: /Broadcom/Vantage Storage Resource Manager                                                      

AS    Attribute                                        Type     Value      

 1     Version                                          TEXT     14.00.02   
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 2     Registrations Active                             UNSIGNED 1                                            

                                        

Product Functions ----------------------------------------------------------

Path: /Broadcom/Vantage Storage Resource Manager                                                              

                                       

 FS    Function                                         Status       Used   

 1     Catalogs                                         Enabled      NotUsed

 2     Data Sets                                        Enabled      NotUsed

 3     Volumes and Storage Groups                       Enabled      NotUsed

 4     DFSMS constructs                                 Enabled      NotUsed

 5     RAID Devices                                     Enabled      NotUsed

 6     EMC RAID Devices                                 Enabled      NotUsed

 7     IBM RAID Devices                                 Enabled      NotUsed

 8     Hitachi RAID Devices                             Enabled      NotUsed

 9     DB2                                              Disabled     NotUsed

 10    ADABAS                                           Disabled     NotUsed

 11    Allocate                                         Enabled      NotUsed

 12    Automation                                       Enabled      NotUsed

 13    DFSMShsm                                         Disabled     NotUsed

 14    ARM and RSTLOG                                   Disabled     NotUsed

 15    Unix for Z-series                                Enabled      NotUsed

 16    Dell EMC DLm                                     Enabled      NotUsed

 17    IBM TS7700                                       Enabled      NotUsed

 18    Oracle/STK VSM                                   Enabled      NotUsed

 19    Sysview                                          Disabled     NotUsed

 20    Vtape                                            Disabled     NotUsed

 21    Disk                                             Enabled      NotUsed

 22    MasterCat                                        Enabled      NotUsed

 23    PDSMAN                                           Enabled      NotUsed

 24    TLMS                                             Enabled      NotUsed

 25    Datacom                                          Disabled     NotUsed

 26    REST API                                         Enabled      NotUsed

 27    Windows Client Login                             Enabled      NotUsed

 28    Web Interface login                              Enabled      NotUsed

 29    CA 1                                             Enabled      NotUsed

 30    DFSMSrmm                                         Enabled      NotUsed

 31    BMC Control-M/Tape                               Enabled      NotUsed

 32    Oracle/STK TL                                    Enabled      NotUsed

 33    FICON                                            Enabled      NotUsed

 34    z/OS System Resources                            Enabled      NotUsed

View Feature Usage with FXEPRINT
Review Vantage feature enablement and usage with the IBM FXEPRINT batch utility.

The IBM FXEPRINT batch utility generates a report that provides information about all Broadcom mainframe products that
are registered with the IBM Function Registry for z/OS. This data can include the product release and maintenance level,
product features, and use counts for those features. The specific data that appears depends on the data that Vantage
reports to the function registry.

Use the following JCL to run the IBM FXEPRINT batch utility:
//FXEPRINT EXEC PGM=FXEPRINT,TIME=1440,REGION=0K

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A,DCB=(LRECL=80)
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//SYSIN    DD DUMMY

Example: FXEPRINT Report
The following example shows a sample report for Vantage.
Product Name:         Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Instance ID:          SAMS                                         

Product Slot Path:    VS(12) PS(6,-)                                   

Product Parent:       Broadcom                                         

Product Attributes:                                                    

 Attribute Name:      Version                                          

 Attribute Value:     14.00.02                                         

 Attribute Name:      Registrations Active                             

 Attribute Value:     0                                                

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Catalogs                                         

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Catalog management           

                                                                       

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(1,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Usage Count: 2                                                

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 05:04:43.036921               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 09:05:10.036921               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Data Sets                                        

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Data Set management          

                                                                       

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(2,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     NO                                               

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.232786               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.232786               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        DFSMS constructs                                 

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for DFSMS construct management   

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(3,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Usage Count: 9                                                

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         
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  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 05:04:47.210697               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 09:05:14.210697               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        RAID Devices                                     

Function Description: VANTAGE-Common (Universal) objects for RAID manag

    ement                                                              

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(4,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Usage Count: 7                                                

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.657217               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.657217               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        EMC RAID Devices                                 

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for management of EMC RAID device

    s only                                                             

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(5,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Usage Count: 2                                                

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.676883               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.676883               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        IBM RAID Devices                                 

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for management of IBM RAID device

    s only                                                             

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(6,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.691622               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.691622               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Hitachi RAID Devices                             

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for management of Hitachi devices

     only                                                              
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Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(7,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.719818               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.719818               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        DB2                                              

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for IBM DB2 management           

                                                                       

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(8,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     NO                                               

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.734290               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.734290               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        ADABAS                                           

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for ADABAS management            

                                                                       

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(9,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     NO                                               

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.747267               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.747267               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Allocate                                         

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Allocate management          

                                                                       

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(10,AUTHONLY)                   

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     NO                                               

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             
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  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.232873               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.232873               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Automation                                       

Function Description: VANTAGE-Automation scripts (GOA, MA, LOG, AUDIT, SYST

    EM)                                                                

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(11,AUTHONLY)                   

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Usage Count: 24                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-25 03:40:09.433714               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-25 07:40:36.433714               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        DFSMShsm                                         

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for HSM management               

                                                                       

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(12,AUTHONLY)                   

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Usage Count: 2                                                

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 05:04:25.772942               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 09:04:52.772942               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Unix for Z-series                                

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Unix for Z-series management 

                                                                       

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(13,AUTHONLY)                   

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Usage Count: 6                                                

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 05:05:54.004289               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 09:06:21.004289               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Dell EMC DLm                                     

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Dell EMC DLm Virtual Tape Sto

    rage management                                                    
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Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(14,AUTHONLY)                   

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.233066               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.233066               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        IBM TS7700                                       

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for IBM TS7700 Virtual Tape Stora

    ge management                                                      

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(15,AUTHONLY)                   

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.233153               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.233153               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Oracle/STK VSM                                   

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Oracle/STK VSM VTS management                            

                      

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(16,AUTHONLY)                   

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.906323               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.906323               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Sysview                                          

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for SYSVIEW management           

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(17,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Usage Count: 2                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                             

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         
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  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 05:03:30.707970              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 09:03:57.707970              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        Vtape                                           

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Vtape management            

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(18,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Used:        NO                                              

Function Enabled:     NO                                              

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.929739              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.929739              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        Disk                                            

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Disk management             

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(19,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Used:        NO                                              

Function Enabled:     YES                                             

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.941706              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.941706              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        MasterCat                                       

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for MasterCat management        

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(20,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Used:        NO                                              

Function Enabled:     YES                                             

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.953177              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.953177              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        PDSMAN                                          

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for PDSMAN management           

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(21,AUTHONLY)                  
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Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Used:        NO                                              

Function Enabled:     YES                                             

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.967742              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.967742              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        TLMS                                            

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for TLMS management             

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(22,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Used:        NO                                              

Function Enabled:     YES                                             

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.993722              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.993722              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        Datacom                                         

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Datacom management          

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(23,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Used:        NO                                              

Function Enabled:     NO                                              

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.036443              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.036443              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        REST API                                        

Function Description: VANTAGE-Requests from Vantage REST API          

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(24,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Used:        NO                                              

Function Enabled:     YES                                             

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:55.537529              
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                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:22.537529              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        Windows Client Login                            

Function Description: VANTAGE-User logins via Vantage Windows Client  

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(25,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Usage Count: 4                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                             

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 04:34:19.705426              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 08:34:46.705426              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        Web Interface login                             

Function Description: VANTAGE-User logins via Vantage MTC-M           

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(26,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Usage Count: 1                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                             

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 05:03:02.413969              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 09:03:29.413969              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        CA 1                                            

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for CA 1 management             

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(27,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Used:        NO                                              

Function Enabled:     YES                                             

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.141313              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.141313              

----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        DFSMSrmm                                        

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for RMM management              

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(28,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 
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Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.163780               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.163780               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        BMC Control-M/Tape                               

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for BMC Control-M/Tape management

                                                                       

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(29,AUTHONLY)                   

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.179602               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.179602               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        Oracle/STK TL                                    

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Oracle/STL Real Tape Storage 

    management                                                         

                                                                       

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(30,AUTHONLY)                   

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                 

Function Used:        NO                                               

Function Enabled:     YES                                              

Function Last Update:                                                  

  Job:                SAMS                                         

  ASID:               019E                                             

  User:               VANTAGE                                          

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.198115               

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.198115               

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Function Name:        FICON                                            

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for FICON performance management 

                                                                        

                                                                        

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(31,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                  

Function Used:        NO                                                

Function Enabled:     YES                                               

Function Last Update:                                                   

  Job:                SAMS                                          

  ASID:               019E                                              

  User:               VANTAGE                                           

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:50.218128                

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:17.218128                
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----------------------------------------------------------------------  

Function Name:        z/OS System Resources                             

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for z/OS System Resources managem 

    ent                                                                 

                                                                        

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(32,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                  

Function Usage Count: 32                                                

Function Enabled:     YES                                               

Function Last Update:                                                   

  Job:                SAMS                                          

  ASID:               019E                                              

  User:               VANTAGE                                           

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-25 06:17:56.261811                

                      (UTC)   2022-05-25 10:18:23.261811                

----------------------------------------------------------------------  

Function Name:        Volumes and Storage Groups                 

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for Volume and Storage group 

   management                                                       

                                                                        

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(33,AUTHONLY)                    

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                  

Function Usage Count: 15                                                

Function Enabled:     YES                                               

Function Last Update:                                                   

  Job:                SAMS                                          

  ASID:               019E                                              

  User:               VANTAGE                                           

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 05:05:44.516813                

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 09:06:11.516813                

 -----------------------------------------------------------------------

Function Name:        ARM and RSTLOG                                  

Function Description: VANTAGE-Objects for DISK Auto Restore Manager   

                                                                      

                                                                      

Function Slot Path:   VS(12) PS(6,-) FS(34,AUTHONLY)                  

Function Parent:      Vantage Storage Resource Manager                

Function Used:        NO                                              

Function Enabled:     NO                                              

Function Last Update:                                                 

  Job:                SAMS                                        

  ASID:               019E                                            

  User:               VANTAGE                                         

  Timestamp:          (Local) 2022-05-24 02:17:49.827540              

                      (UTC)   2022-05-24 06:18:16.827540                                   

View Feature Usage with the System Console
Review Vantage feature enablement and usage with the system console.

Use the following command to display the status of the registered features for Vantage on the system console, where the
value for IID represents the name of your Vantage Started Task:
D FXE,VN=BROADCOM,PN='Vantage Storage Resource Manager',IID=SAMS,FN=*,STATE
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The feature information for Vantage appears on the system console.

Example: Console Command Output
The following example shows sample FXE output for Vantage:

MATCHING FUNCTION ENTRIES:                                             

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Catalogs                                                   

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(1,AUTHONLY)                              

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Data Sets                                                  

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(2,AUTHONLY)                              

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Volumesand Storage Groups                          

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(3,AUTHONLY)                              

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   DFSMS constructs                                           

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(4,AUTHONLY)                              

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   RAID Devices                                               

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(5,AUTHONLY)                              

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   EMC RAID Devices                                           

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(6,AUTHONLY)                              

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   IBM RAID Devices                                           
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SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(7,AUTHONLY)                              

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Hitachi RAID Devices                                       

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(8,AUTHONLY)                              

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   DB2                                                        

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(9,AUTHONLY)                              

ENABLED:    NO                                                         

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   ADABAS                                                     

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(10,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    NO                                                         

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Allocate                                                   

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(11,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Automation                                                 

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(12,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   DFSMShsm                                                   

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(13,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    NO                                                         

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   ARM and RSTLOG                                             

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(14,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    NO                                                         

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   
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PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Unix for Z-series                                          

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(15,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Dell EMC DLm                                               

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(16,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   IBM TS7700                                                 

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(17,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Oracle/STK VSM                                             

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(18,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Sysview                                                    

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(19,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    NO                                                         

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Vtape                                                      

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(20,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    NO                                                         

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Disk                                                       

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(21,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   MasterCat                                                  

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(22,AUTHONLY)                             
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ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   PDSMAN                                                     

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(23,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   TLMS                                                       

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(24,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Datacom                                                    

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(25,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    NO                                                         

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   REST API                                                   

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(26,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Windows Client Login                                       

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(27,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Web Interface login                                        

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(28,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   CA 1                                                       

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(29,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           
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INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   DFSMSrmm                                                   

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(30,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   BMC Control-M/Tape                                         

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(31,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   Oracle/STK TL                                              

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(32,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   FICON                                                      

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(33,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES                                                        

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

VENDOR:     Broadcom                                                   

PRODUCT:    Vantage Storage Resource Manager                           

INSTANCEID: SAMS                                                   

FUNCTION:   z/OS System Resources                                      

SLOTPATH:   VS(12) PS(5,-) FS(34,AUTHONLY)                             

ENABLED:    YES              
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Using
Discover Vantage features, including objects, scripts, job submission, monitoring and alerts, and more.

Vantage uses an object-oriented approach that can automate storage management tasks through a range of viewing,
analysis, and automation features.

Objects

A Vantage object is a table of data about storage resources, system settings, applications, devices, users, data sets,
etc. The object tree organizes data sources into broad, expandable object categories within a hierarchy of logical
groupings that you can navigate or search. You can customize object data collection through automation, scheduling, and
using different collection modes (e.g. real-time, last interval).

You navigate or search the object tree to select the object that you want to manage. You can filter, sort, zoom and use
other features to refine the data that appears in the selected object. You perform actions on the resulting data to resolve
problems, enforce policies, or better manage your storage.

Each object has detailed help, which can include:

• a high-level description of the object
• an explanation of how the object data is collected
• a list of the available actions that can be performed on the object
• an explanation of how to interpret the information in the table
• field descriptions, corresponding to each column in the object table

Scripts

Automate storage and system management tasks with automation scripts. You can monitor and respond to conditions
in any object using General Object Automation (GOA). You can also monitor and react to events in real time by building
automation on messages from the z/OS console, HSM, or Disk.

Vantage supports scripts that peform the following:

• General Object Automation
• Message Automation
• Audit reporting
• System maintenance
• Object data logging and trend analysis

A library of sample scripts is provided to help you get started.

Job Submission

You can use Vantage to modify JCL members and submit jobs, both directly and as part of automation. Vantage-provided
substitution variables enable you to insert global and object-specific data dynamically when a job or script runs. A library
of sample jobs is provided to help you get started.

Monitoring, Consoles and Alerts

Discover how to monitor your workshop resources using Vantage objects, Vantage consoles, and dashboards, and create
different kinds of monitors and alerts across multiple systems from within a single Vantage instance, in real-time.
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Vantage Interfaces

Learn how to use Vantage to provide insight from across your environment by interfacing with the following products:

• Datacom
• Allocate
• Tape Encryption
• ASTEX
• MasterCat
• CREWS

Data Sets
Data set objects are based on data set tables of content (DTOCs) that are created and maintained by Vantage for your
environment.

Volume Tables of Contents (VTOCs) provide you with hardware-level and volume-level views of your storage. In Vantage,
the Data Set Table of Contents (DTOC) enables you to analyze the data sets within any storage group, data set group,
or your entire system - online and in real time. DTOCs are built and kept in memory without any hooks or modifications to
your operating system.

DTOC - Data Set Table of Contents

An index is created for the system DTOC, with a direct pointer to every data set on your system. As a result, it provides
a comprehensive view of your storage. Data set views that are based on the DTOC object provide an almost unlimited
ability to manage your installation data sets. For example, you can find and process all data sets belonging to a particular
department, regardless of their physical locations or device types. You can also find and analyze all the data sets
assigned to a particular management class.

Vantage gathers attributes of data sets from different sources such as the VTOCs and VVDSs, and combines them into a
memory resident Data Set Table Of Contents (DTOC). The DTOC gives you access to information about your online data
sets.

The DTOC data is indexed and analyzed in the following ways:

• All data sets
• Data sets by volume
• Data sets by storage group
• Duplicate data sets
• HFS and PDSE (POE) data sets
• Multi-volume data sets (summaries)
• Multi-volume data sets (details)
• Uncataloged data sets
• Cataloged data sets not on disk

DTOC Content - Data Set Attributes

A data set (DTOC) view contains information from the VTOC, VVDS (catalog information), UCB, SMS control data sets,
and other sources. Each row displays the basic VTOC attributes (from the F1 and F3 DSCBs). These VTOC attributes
are combined with attributes from other sources, including the SMS MC, SC, and DC class names. If you use VSAM, the
following attributes are also included:
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• Component type (catalog, VVDS, data, or index)
• VSAM organization
• Number of Control Area (CA) splits
• Number of Control Interval (CI) splits
• CI size
• CA free space percentage
• CI free space percentage
• Allocated tracks and percent idle within the VSAM component

How Object Data is Created

Object data is created at the interval that you specify in the DTCINTVL sysparm. Vantage scans all online DASD volumes
to collect the object data. This object data is known as the VAN DTOC.

Object data is collected in the following ways:

DTOC4SYS
(All Data Sets)

Collects all data sets on all volumes.

DTOC4VOL (Data
Sets by Volume)

Collects data sets on a specific volume.

DTOC4POL (Data Sets
by Storage Group)

Collects all data sets from all the volumes belonging to a specific pool (storage group).

NOTE
Entries in the INCLEXCL member in Parmlib affect this object.

Update the Include-Exclude functions for the following parameters:

Online Volumes and
Online Devices (CUAs)

Defines volumes/patterns/CUAs to scan for the DTOC4SYS object.

DFSMS Storage Groups Provides include and exclude lists of storage groups to define which storage groups to include or exclude in
the scan for the DTOC4SYS object. Non-SMS volumes are bypassed even if the volume is specified on the
include list.

DTOC Data Sets Defines DSNs/patterns that are not scanned for the DTOC4SYS object.
DTOC Volumes Defines volumes/patterns that are not scanned for the DTOC4SYS object.

Exclude Statements and Data Set Analysis

If you exclude any data sets or volumes from processing, your data set view is incomplete. Data sets or parts of data sets
can also be temporarily not visible when data center operations take volumes offline.

You can review your excluded volumes and data sets to improve your analyses.

1. Select Include-Exclude from Host Configurations section of MTC-M. For more information, see Configure Include/
Exclude Statements.

2. Select one or more of the following parameters to find the excluded volumes.
– Online/Offline Volumes
– DTOC Volumes
– DTOC Data Sets

The SMF Component

The SMF component collects SMF record types 15 and 64. This feature enables you to observe your space allocations in
real time and analyze your storage groups to understand any data set allocation spikes.
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The system writes SMF records to the SMF data set and simultaneously, the SMF component extracts data from the SMF
records. The SMF component adds this data to the Data Set Allocations object. You can see statistics for the time since
the data set was allocated. Vantage trend collection services write the collected records to sequential files.

NOTE
For more information about configuring the SMF component, see Configuring.

Multi-Volume Data Sets
Multi-volume data set objects are based on the analysis of VTOC and VVDS entries.

Each row of a multi-volume data set corresponds to an F1 DSCB and other related attributes. A separate row is displayed
for each segment of a multi-volume data set. The multiple rows for the same data set name have different volumes and
volume segment numbers.

Actions work at the data set level. To perform an action on any segment of a multi-volume data set, select the first
segment only. To display the first segment of a multi-volume data set, update your filter string with a SeqNbr=1 test.

NOTE

• Multi-volume KSDS and LDS components do not have incremented sequence numbers.
• The data set (DTOC) object displays VSAM data sets at the component level. Multi-volume analysis routines

detect individual VSAM components that are multi-volume and does not identify multi-volume KSDS clusters.
• IBM sets values in the VTOC or VVDS for only segment 1 of a multi-volume data set. If Vantage finds

segment 1, the system copies the following fields to the other segments found:
– SMS MC, SC and DC Names
– RECFM, VSorg, CISize, PCT CA, PCT CI
Vantage finds all of the multi-volume data set segments. The system then creates the MVDETAIL object
that contains the multi-volume data set segments. The system summarizes the segments into a single row
of information for each multi-volume data set or VSAM component. You can find this information in the
MVDSNS Summary object.

• IBM does not update the LastUseDt (reference date) field for all segments simultaneously. Vantage finds the
most recent date from all available segments and displays this date for each segment. To see the individual
date values in the VTOCs, zoom to the VTOC Information for Data Set object.

Analyze Multi-volume Data Sets

Multi-volume data set objects are based on the analysis of VTOC and VVDS entries. Verify the following information when
analyzing your multi-volume data sets:

• All parts of the multi-volume data set exist. If a sequence number is missing, an error has occurred.

NOTE
Volumes that are excluded from processing can contain the missing part of a multi-volume data set.

• DADSM functions record the VOLSER of the first volume within the VTOC entry for each part of a multi-volume data
set. Regardless of the volume sequence number, the DS1DSSN VTOC field specifies the location of volume 1.

• The volumes in an IDCAMS list catalog match the volume sequence that is indicated in the Vantage displays.
Non-SMS data sets can be uncataloged. The non-SMS environment enables VOLSERs in the JCL to reference
uncataloged data sets.

When you perform a full volume restore or reinitialize a volume, individual parts of the multi-volume data set can
disappear. The specific volume returns to the state before the extent. You can still locate parts on other volumes but the
original volume of the multi-volume data set appears as a single volume data set.
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Duplicate Data Sets
Duplicate data sets are data sets with the same name on different volumes that are not portions of a multi-volume data
set.

The Duplicate Data Sets object is available in the Vantage object tree under Data Set Management. The creation of the
object is controlled by the DTOCDUPS system parameter which may have the following user-set values:

NOTE
The Vantage default setting is Y.

Y

Instructs the DTOC (data set) component to automatically create the Duplicate Data Sets object each time a new DTOC is
created and check and indicate the catalog status of each data set.

Z

Instructs the DTOC (data set) component to automatically create the Duplicate Data Sets object each time a new DTOC is
created without checking the catalog status of each data set.

N

Indicates that the Duplicate Data Sets object is created according to your schedule for the DUPEDSNS system script. The
script checks and indicates the catalog status of each duplicate data set each time the script runs. The value of the DTOC
scan and the creation of the Duplicate Data Sets objects are not synchronized.

O

Indicates that the Duplicate Data Sets object is created according to your schedule for the DUPEDSNS system script
without checking the catalog status of each data set. The value of the DTOC scan and the creation of the Duplicate Data
Sets object are not synchronized.

To install the DUPEDSNS system script, use the J01BASE job from the sample library. Alternatively, copy the DUPEDSNS
system script from the Vantage sample library to your Vantage system script library. You can configure the DUPEDNS
script using the Configure DUPEDSNS action which is available from the drop-down menu of the Duplicate Data Sets
object or through the System Script wizard which is available from the z/OS menu in the main menu toolbar.

The content of the Duplicate Data Sets object is also controlled by the following sections of the INCLEXCL member of
your local user Parmlib:

START-DUPEDSNS-VOL

Enables you to define the volumes that you want the system to include or exclude from the duplicate data sets. The
volumes in this list act as a filter on the duplicate data set name entries in the DTOC. For example, if a data set name is
found on multiple volumes and one of those volumes is excluded, the remaining duplicate data set name entries are still
listed in the DUPEDSNS object.

START-DTOCVEXC-VOL DTOC

Enables you to define the volumes with the most potential for duplicate data sets so that these volumes can be excluded
from the DTOC scan.

Duplicate data sets have a value of 1 in the Seq Nbr field in the Duplicated Data Sets object. The DUPEDSNS script
does not separate catalogued data sets from uncataloged data sets. To identify if either of the data sets from a set of
duplicate data sets is uncataloged, zoom to the IDCAMS Listcat object from the Duplicate Data Sets object. You can also
use Vantage joined objects for this purpose.
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Actions on Duplicate Data Sets

Once you identify your duplicated data sets and differentiate the duplicate data sets on volumes from the data sets that
are allocated on volumes and have a proper catalogue entry, you can perform the following actions from the Duplicate
Data Sets object:

Scratch the Uncataloged Version

Removing uncataloged data sets reduces costs and saves the time associated with excessive space usage and
unexpected job processing errors. Vantage automatically recognizes this type of data set and applies the DELETE NVR or
DELETE VVR type of delete action.

Delete the Catalogued Data Set Version with Partial Data on the Volume

Use this action when a duplicated data set exists on multiple volumes and the catalogued version with partial data on
the volume is not the version that you want to use. You can later catalog the data set that resides on the correct volumes
through the All Data Sets object using the Catalog action.

NOTE
These actions are also available for General Object Automation, creating a strong function for the automatic
retrieval of wasted space. You can use the Duplicate Data Sets with catalog factory delivered joined object to
create a General Object Automation script with the Scratch Data Sets action. The script deletes the duplicated
data sets according to the times that you schedule. Data sets with proper catalogue entries remain intact.

To display unwanted duplicate data sets only, apply a filter to the object that excludes your authorized duplicate data sets.
Save the filter as a user view and review the user view regularly to monitor the addition of unauthorized duplicate data
sets in your system.

Other Considerations

The following INCLEXCL sections have a direct effect on the content of the Duplicated Data Sets object.

START-EXCLUDE-VOL

Setting exclude for volumes causes the volumes not to be presented in any type of scan performed by Vantage.

START-EXCLUDE-CUA

Setting exclude for CUA has the same effect as the START-EXCLUDE-VOL section but based on unit address
specification instead of VOLSER specification.

START-DFSMS-STOR-GR

Include or exclude in this section causes all Vantage scans to form only on volumes in related storage groups.

NOTE
Under usual conditions, two or more entries for each DSN are displayed in a view of duplicate data sets. If only
one entry is displayed, a filter to exclude the entry or entries on the other volumes is applied. For example,
because system packs often contain duplicate data sets, the creation of this object may be configured to exclude
such volumes. Alternatively, a userview that excludes entries on certain volumes may be in use. In both cases, a
single DSN entry is displayed for a duplicate data set because the duplicates reside on the excluded volumes.

VSAM Data Sets
Discover how Vantage works with VSAM data sets, VSAM data set attributes, and actions available on VSAM
components and clusters.

Component Names Versus Cluster Name

Each row of a VSAM data set object corresponds to an F1 DSCB and other related attributes. Data set objects display
VSAM data and index component names as separate rows. Each component row has a field that contains the cluster
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name of the component. To group all components for a cluster together, perform a two-level sort using the cluster name
followed by the component name.

VSAM actions work at the cluster level. To perform an action on a component of a KSDS, select the data component only.
To remove the index component rows, update your filter string with a VScmp = D test .

VSAM components can become multi-volume. The MVDETAIL object and MVDSNS Summary object provide information
about your multi-volume VSAM components.

VSAM Data Set Attributes

The VSAM volume data set (VVDS) is a VSAM entry-sequenced data set (ESDS) that contains characteristics of VSAM
data set components from the same volume as the VVDS. The VVDS also contains the names of the Integrated Catalog
Facility (ICF) Catalogs.

SAMVVDS script collects the data from VSAM data sets. When activated, the script performs the following actions:

1. Scans and extracts all the VVDS data sets from online volumes.
2. Extracts the attributes for the VSAM data set.
3. Writes the attributes to a sequential data set.
4. Submits a job to sort the data sets in ascending order by component.

(Also see the VVDSDSN and VVDSNMBR system parameters.)

Entries in the INCLEXCL member in Parmlib can affect this object. Update the Include-Exclude function VSAM Data Set
Attributes (volumes checked) in the host configurations section of MTC-M.

Multi-Volume Considerations

IBM records most of the VSAM attributes for a component in the VVDS for first volume (segment) of each component.
Segments 2 and above record fewer attributes in their VVDS data because most attributes are already recorded in the first
segment. For example, CI-Size and SMS class names are recorded in the first segment only. Multi-volume segments do
not contain these attributes.

In the VVDSVSAM object, attributes from segment 1 of a multi-volume component are copied to all other segments. The
common attributes are available regardless of which multi-volume segment is being examined.

Identify a volume segment 1 by examining either of the following fields:

VVRCls (VVR Class) = P (Primary) indicates volume segment 1.
VVRCls (VVR Class) = S (Secondary) indicates volume segment 2 or above.

VVRType (VVR Type) = Z (Primary) indicates volume segment 1.
VVRType (VVR Type) = Q (Secondary) indicates volume segment 2 or above.

Why Attributes Are Missing

If the system cannot find segment 1, none of the common attributes are displayed for any of the following segments that
are found. Segment 1 cannot be found if any of the volumes are excluded when the VSAMVVDS script creates the object.

Relative Byte Address Values For Extended-Addressability Components

Extended-Addressability components can be greater than 4GB in size. To find Extended-Addressability components,
test for ExtAdr= Y. For these components, IBM records a Relative Control Interval (RCI) in most of the VVDS RBA
fields instead of recording a Relative Byte Address (RBA). To determine the RBA, multiply the RCI by the CiSize. The
conversion from RCI to RBA is only possible if segment 1 is found.

Actions and Zooms on VSAM Components/Clusters

Each row of a VSAM data set represents a specific component of a cluster. KSDS clusters have a row for the index
component and a row for the data component. Both rows contain the name of the owning cluster.
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When you use the Rename action on a selected row, only the specified component is renamed. To rename the cluster,
use the Rename Cluster command.

NOTE
All other VSAM data set actions automatically apply to the cluster, not only the selected component.

When you select a row and zoom to the List Catalog object or Dump VTOC object, these objects use the component
name.

Data Set Groups
Define data set groups in the GDEFS member to manage and analyze storage based on logical groups, for example, at
the application level.

Tracking usage by storage volumes or pools is considered an analysis from the physical hardware perspective. Use data
set groups to track usage with more granularity, for example, at the level of a specific business application. This approach
is based on logical associations rather than physical associations.

You create and modify data set groups for each Vantage as part of host configuration using MTC-M. For more information,
see Configure Data Set Groups.

When you create data set groups, you define logical groups and save the definitions in the GDEFS member of
your PARMLIB with a space quota set for each group. You can then use the GRPSTATS system script to retrieve the
definitions and calculate the various totals and modeling statistics automatically for all the groups. You can log the
resulting group space statistics object, and track usage of the logical groups, similarly to tracking usage at the volume or
pool level.

The GRPSTATS script uses the DTOC as input and the GDEFS member for definitions, and produces statistics for data
set groups on primary storage. If the definitions include filters for the HSM MCDS, the HSM BCDS, or for Disk data
sets, those objects are also used as input, and statistics are produced for the data set groups on secondary storage.
In addition, if the GDEFS definitions include filters for CA 1, TLMS, DFSMSrmm, or ASG-Zara, the TAPSTATS script
uses those objects as input, and statistics are also produced for the data set groups on tape storage. By combining the
statistics from GRPSTATS and TAPSTATS, you get a complete overview of the space that your logical groups of data sets
are using.

Use the Data Set Groups (Applications) object to gather data and analyze data set groups. Use the Group Definitions
object to see an overview of the data set groups that are defined in the GDEFS member.

Data Set Groups on Primary, Secondary, and Tape Storage

If a group definition statement contains the keyword parameter FLTDTOC=fltDtoc, it defines a primary group. If a group
definition statement contains the keyword parameter FLTMCDS=fltMcds, FLTBCDS=fltBcds, or FLTDISK=fltDisk,
it defines a secondary group. If a group definition statement contains the keyword parameter FLTCCA1=fltCA1,
FLTTLMS=fltTlms, FLTRRMM=fltRmm or FLTZARA=fltZara, it defines a tape group.

You can log the resulting group space statistics object, and track usage of the logical groups, similarly to tracking usage
at the volume or pool level. In addition, you can monitor these logical groups for thresholds in the same manner that you
monitor volumes or pools.

The data set group statistics object is created by performing many arithmetic calculations on all of the data sets assigned
to a group. Specifically, over 150 statistical fields are calculated for each logical group. This process can be very CPU
intensive if performed on all of your data sets, for as many groups as you have defined.

Three types of statistics are available for a data set group. The GRPSTATS script uses the DTOC as input, the GDEFS
member for definitions, and produces the statistics for data set groups on primary storage. If the definitions include
filters for the HSM MCDS, the HSM BCDS, or for Disk data sets, those objects are also used as input, and statistics are
produced for the data set groups on secondary storage. In addition, if the GDEFS definitions include filters for CA 1,
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TLMS, DFSMSrmm, or ASG-Zara, the TAPSTATS script uses those objects as input, and statistics are also produced for
the data set groups on tape storage.

By combining the statistics for these two types, you get the total perspective of the space your logical groups of data sets
are using.

System-Defined Data Set Groups

System-defined data set groups are defined as groups in the GDEFS member, but without any filter statements. The data
sets in these groups are determined automatically by the system. These groups represent totals and unassigned data sets
in primary, secondary, and tape storage. You can set quotas for these groups, but you cannot rename them.

UNASSIGNDP Represents all data sets on Primary Storage that are not assigned to other primary groups.
ZTOTSYSTMP Represents all data sets on Primary Storage.
UNASSIGNDS Represents all data sets on Secondary Storage that are not assigned to other secondary groups.
ZTOTSYSTMS Represents all data sets on Secondary Storage.
UNASSIGNDT Represents all data sets on Tape Storage that are not assigned to other tape groups.
ZTOTSYSTMT Represents all data sets on Tape Storage.

Manage Data Sets
Discover common operator commands and data set management operations.

Operator Commands

The following commands are useful for working with data sets:

        F SAMS,ACT,DTOCS

        F SAMS,DEACT,DTOCS

        F SAMS,QUIESCE,DTOCS

        F SAMS,NEWSCAN,DTOCS

        F SAMS,REFRESH,DTOCS

        F SAMS,REFRESH,DTCINTVL=mmmm

    

NOTE
For more information about commands, see Operator Commands.

Find and Scratch Unwanted Data Sets

As a storage administrator, managing your data sets to avoid wasting space with unnecessary data sets is important.

Use filters to identify data set types that you want to scratch. For example, to identify inactive, temporary data sets, use
the following filter statement:

Temp =  Y

Create Dt > Today-nn

Where nn equals enough days to ensure that the temporary data sets that meet the criteria are no longer in use. Select
the displayed data sets and apply the Scratch action.
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Automate Data Set Management

The General Object Automation (GOA) feature enables you to automate your data set management. To automate the
actions that you frequently perform, use the GOA wizard in MTC-M or Windows Client.

1. Open the GOA wizard.
2. Select an object.
3. (Optional) Apply filters.
4. (Optional) Zoom to other objects.
5. Select rows.
6. Apply actions.

The wizard records your steps in the GOA script language. Save the script and run the script when necessary.

Volume or Storage Group Out of Free Space
To increase available space on a volume or storage group, there are several actions that you can take.

• Archive data sets that are no longer in use.
• Release idle space from over allocated PS or PO data sets.
• Move data sets to a different location.

You can also pass data sets to a batch utility function. For example, your template JCL can include variables for the data
set name and volume, and the repeat control statement. Drag and drop your selected object rows onto your template JCL.
Then submit your batch utility job.

Archive Data Sets

To create more space in a volume or storage group, archive data sets that are no longer in use.

1. Select the volume or storage group.
2. Zoom to the data sets of the volume or storage group.
3. Sort the data sets in descending order by the number of days unused.
4. (Optional) Use filters to identify specific types of data sets, such as the following examples:

– Data sets of a certain Dsorg.
– Data sets of a certain size.
– Data sets that have been unused for a specified number of days.

5. Sort in descending order.
6. Select the appropriate data sets.
7. Apply the archive action.

More space is available in your volume or storage group.

Release Idle Space

To create more space in a volume or storage group, release idle space from over-allocated PS or PO data sets.

1. Select the volume or storage group.
2. Zoom to the data sets of the volume or storage group.
3. Use a filter to identify PS or PO data sets.
4. Sort the data sets in descending order by the number of idle tracks.
5. Select the appropriate data sets and release all, or a portion of the idle space.

More space is available in your volume or storage group.
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Move Data Sets

To create more space in a volume or storage group, move data sets to a different location.

1. Select the volume or storage group.
2. Zoom to the data sets of the volume or storage group.
3. (Optional) Use filters to identify the appropriate data sets.
4. Select the data sets that you want to move.
5. Apply the Move action.

More space is available in your volume or storage group.

Analyze Migration and Idle Space Policies
These example scenarios show how you can use Vantage to analyze migration and idle space policies.

Analyze Migration Policies

To measure the effectiveness of migration policies on your entire system, perform the following steps in the Windows
Client:

1. Open the All data sets object located in the Data Set Management folder of the Object Tree.
The Data Set for System (All) object opens.

2. (Optional) Click Execute if the table is not already populated with data.
The Data Set for System (All) object displays a list of your online data sets.

3. Click Operate, Modeling, and By DSN Archiving, in the object menu bar.
The Archive Data Set Modeling Data Sets for System (All) window opens.

If the resulting table displays large numbers of unused data sets that occupy considerable space, you need a more
detailed review of your archiving policies.

To analyze the effectiveness of a particular (SMS) Management Class, perform the following steps:

1. Open the Management Classes object located in the DFSMS Constructs folder.
The SMS-MC (Management Class) object opens.

2. (Optional) Click Execute if the table is not already populated with data.
The SMS-MC (Management Class) object displays a list of the management classes that are defined in your system.

NOTE
Management classes control data set backup, retention, and migration. The storage administrator defines
the attributes of each class. You can see the attributes for each management class in the columns that
display in the SMS-MC (Management Class) object.

3. Select the management class that you want to analyze and zoom to the corresponding data sets.
4. Add a filter that includes only the data sets that exceed the migration criteria for the management class.

If the system identifies any data sets, your policy is not fully enforced.
5. Select the Totals service under the View menu of the SMS-MC (Management Class) object. The Totals service

displays the additional space available if the data sets are migrated according to the policy.

NOTE
You can also use the Modeling by DSN Archiving service to observe the potential space gain in categories.

To analyze archive possibilities for all data sets not under SMS control, filter all the data sets using MC Name = NOTSMS.
Select Modeling by DSN Archiving from the View menu.
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Example - Analyze Idle Space Policies

Policies for managing idle space can be analyzed in the same way as migration policies described above. Simply select
Modeling by DSN Idle Space from the Operate, Modeling drop-down menu, instead of Modeling by DSN Archiving.

Mounted zSeries File Systems
Create, format, and mount zSeries File System (zFS) data sets.

In Unix System Services (USS), the file system is a collection of logically organized data sets. These data sets are VSAM
linear data sets (LDS) formatted to be zSeries File System (zFS) data sets. Those data sets are also named aggregates.

Create and Mount zSeries Aggregates

You can create, format, and mount those data sets to the specified mount point in the file system.

You can create zFS aggregates step by step or using the Create and Mount action. The action is available from the
following objects:

• Data Sets For System (All)
• Mounted zSeries File Systems
• VSAM data set Attributes

To create and mount a zFS aggregate, perform the following actions:

1. Create a VSAM LDS data set.
2. Format the VSAM LDS data set to a zFS aggregate.
3. Mount the zFS aggregate to a mount point. Use an empty mount point.

NOTE
Mounting zFS aggregates requires special permissions. For more information about the permissions, see
Configuring.

Mounted zFS aggregates are displayed in the Mounted zSeries File Systems object. The object is in the Last Interval
mode by default. To display the aggregates, run the ZFSDSNS system script.

From the Mounted zSeries File Systems object, you can change properties of mounted zFS aggregates. The Grow
Aggregate action dynamically increases the allocated space of any mounted zFS aggregate. For example, you can grow
an aggregate when the allocation of the aggregate is more than 80 percent. Other actions include Remount, Unmount,
and Reset Unmounts.

NOTE
The Grow Aggregate action and the Change Mount Attribute action require a special security profile. For more
information, see Configuring.

You can automate these actions using General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts.

Objects
A Vantage object is a collection of data about storage resources, system settings, applications, devices, users, etc.

You can customize object data collection through automation, scheduling, and using different collection modes (e.g. real-
time, last interval). The object tree organizes data sources into broad, expandable object categories in a hierarchy of
logical groupings that you can navigate or search using MTC-M and Windows Client.
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Capture (Export) Objects

You can capture (or export) any object to a sequential data set on the host, for later viewing or access. Intended for the
end user, the sequential data set for a captured object uses a different high-level index from the log data sets, that is, data
sets for captured objects have names of the following format:

DSN=cappfx.Oobjnbr.Cvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss

NOTE
To find and modify values that control the creation of captured objects, see the descriptions of the CAPxxxxx
system parameters in VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

Observe the following:

• Within scripts, use the CAPTURE_DATA command.
• Within the Windows GUI, use the Export to Host function.
• Within View 3270 Client, use Capture from the File menu.

From the operator console, use the following CAPTURE command:

F SAMS,CAPTURE,OBJ=objname,WIND=x,KEY=keys,T

Syntax:

OBJ=objname
Name of the object to be written to a disk data set, for example, for the complete DTOC, the objname is
DTOC4SYS, for a complete Lspace Volume object, the object name is LSPACE.

WIND=x
Indicates to the capture service whether the collection of data is going to be built from real-time data (R), which
causes a new collection to occur, or data collected during the last interval (L), which is going to be written to disk.
For objects that do not have a real-time path, last interval data is written to disk.

KEY=keyname
For data sets by volume or storage group (object is DTOC4VOL or DTOC4POOL respectively), specify the full
volume or storage group with an appended slash (/). KEY=/ (the default) or other patterns cause the capture of
the first object whose key matches the pattern.

T
Debug trace messages are written if T is used as the last parameter in the command.

Checkpoint Objects

A few system components make checkpoint copies of appropriate objects, that is, they save data when you shut down a
component or the complete system, and reload it again at startup time.

• System parameter CPKPFX must contain the DSN prefix for these data sets.
• System parameters CAPPOOL and CAPSC control the location.
• Within scripts, use the COPY_TO_DISK command.

Disk Interval (DI) Mode

An object is referred to as a DI object when its input data comes from a disk data set that is periodically updated, usually
by some utility program from another vendor. The “sample date and time” displayed with the object table is the date and
time when the utility program was run to update the disk data set. The Disk Interval mode is commonly used when another
vendor does not provide a good external API to access their data, but they do provide a utility to extract their data to a
file or to generate a report. When an object is created from the extracted data file, it is called a Disk Interval object, and it
reflects the last data and time of the data extraction.
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To reflect the DI date and time correctly, Vantage must be notified when the vendor utility is run to extract current data
into the disk data set. This notification must also indicate which objects will be created from the extracted data. This
notification can be done two ways.

If a script is used to periodically submit the extraction job, the following script statement should be inserted after the
SUBMIT_JOB statement:

SET_DI_TOKEN=Object Name=objname 

Where objname identifies the object to be created from the extracted data.

The second method is to add an extra job step to the batch extraction job itself. The sample JCL for this extra job step can
be found in member SETDITOK in the CCTUSAMP library. It looks like this:

//VANTAGE  EXEC PGM=VANSENDM                               

//*********************************************************

//***      SET VANTAGE TOKENS FOR DI OBJECTS            ***

//*********************************************************

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ca.vantage.CCTULOAD        

//MSGLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ca.vantage.CCTUMSEN        

//PARMS    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.local.vant.PARMLIB         

//         DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ca.vantage.CCTUPARM        

//VANMSG   DD *                                            

SET_DI_TOKEN=OBJECT NAME=objname

The above JCL associates the current date and time with the named DI object. If for some reason there is a need to
assign a specific date and time, rather than the current date and time, the complete form of the SET_DI_TOKEN=
statement can be used, which is:

SET_DI_TOKEN=OBJECT NAME=objname,TOKDATE=ddMONyyyy,TOKTIME=hh:mm:ss 

If there is a need to point to another system configuration when using the program VANSENDM, you can do this as
follows:

//VANTAGE  EXEC PGM=VANSENDM,COND=(0,LT),

//  PARM='VSYS=systemx

Where systemx is the configuration section you point to in the actual config member in your Parmlib.

GENMAP Utility

The GENMAP utility can generate (produce) all the Object and Field Variables, and mapping macros, for every object. It
also shows you the names and numbers assigned to every object.

NOTE
For more information, see the MAPPINGS member distributed in the CCTUSAMP library.

Log Objects and Capture Files

You can log any object to a sequential data set on the host, for later viewing or access, including trend analysis.

Intended for the storage administrator, the sequential data set for a logged object uses a different high-level index from
the capture data sets. Vantage does not write data from different objects to the same log file. To achieve this separation,
the object number is part of the dsname for the sequential data set. Data from successive logging operations of the same
object can be appended to the same log file.

Logged objects have data set names in the following formats:
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• DSN=trendpfx.Oobjnbr.Lvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss (for release 6.0 and above)
• DSN=logpfx.objname.LSSvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss (for releases prior to 6.0)

NOTE
To find and modify values that control the creation of logged objects, see the description of system parameter
TRENDPFX and all of the LOG… system parameters in Configuring.

System parameters LOGPOOL and LOGSC control the location. System parameter LOGSHOTS controls the size of the
primary and secondary space allocation for all logs except one, the message activity log. For the message log, system
parameter MSGSHOTS is used.

Within scripts, use the LOG_DATA command.

WARNING
Do not allow routines in your allocation control products (for example, DFSMS, Allocate, or STOP-X37) to
convert the DCB attributes of the log data sets or change the space parameters. One way to ensure this is to
exempt the log data sets from these products. It is permissible to route the log data sets to appropriate volumes
(multivolume data sets are ok too). Just do not let allocation control products change the DCB attributes and
space parameters.

To log objects, you must create logging scripts and ensure that the server for log scripts is running.

NOTE
For more information, see Trend Log Scripts.

To ensure the server is running, issue the following operator command:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=LOG

NOTE
To control the creation of log objects and capture files across multiple LPARs, see the section System
Parameters for Trend Objects and Capture Files from Different LPARs.

Logging Object Data to SMF

Object data can also be written to SMF, but the records written to SMF cannot be transmitted to the Windows Client for
trend analysis using the Trend Reporter.

Configure system parameter LOGSMFRT to indicate which record type to use for the SMF records. Both options (writing
to the trend log data set and to SMF) are possible in the script. The records written to SMF with a script are as follows:

SMF_HEADER(18) + OBJECT_NAME(8) + LOG_HDR(24) + OBJECT_DATA(variable length)

Test against the object name to find different object records in the SMF logs.

NOTE
The current version of MTC-M does not have trend logging capabilities or a Trend Reporter.

More (Next) Objects

Some objects are too big to read into memory all at once, these are referred to as More objects. The initial request gets
the first group of nnn records, then a More or Next request must be made to get the next group of nnn records. This can
be repeated until all records are retrieved.

There is a system parameter associated with each more-object that provides the default nnn value. You may specify
as many of these parameters as needed to provide appropriate values for your use. But remember, for each value you
specify, that is the number of records for the associated object that will be read into memory at a time. The higher the
number, the more memory required.

The following is a list of the More (Next) Objects and the related system parameter for the nnn value:
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STK ACS Volumes
System parameter for nnn value: ACSNMBRS

Disk Subfiles
(Dsnindex, Archvols, Archcmds, Dasdspcb, Dmspools, Restcmds, Retexcld, Migrecat)

DFSMShsm Control Data Sets STK ACS Volumes
System parameter for nnn value: CDSNMBRS

Find BCS Data Set Entries
System parameter for nnn value: DSNNMBRS

All objects with data collection Modes of DC, LOG, or CAP
System parameter for nnn value: LOGREAD

Tape Management System Volumes and Files
System parameter for nnn value: TMCNMBRS

Tape Management System Volumes and Files for TLMS
System parameter for nnn value: TLMSNMBR

VSAM Data Set Attributes (VVDS)
System parameter for nnn value: VVDSNMBR

When a More object is input to a join process, all parts of the More object are read into memory above the bar as part of
the join preparation. That is, the entire object is placed into memory, not just one part of it, as preparation for the join. If
a filter is not applied to the More object to find a considerably smaller subset of the object records to take part in the join,
placing the entire More object in memory, even though it is above the bar, will still consume a large amount of memory,
and impact the paging space needed to support the memory usage. So be careful to do proper planning and analysis
when implementing joins upon More objects.

NOTE
For more information, see Memory and Paging.

Object Records

Mappings for all objects can be obtained by running the GENMAP utility described in member MAPPINGS in the
CCTUSAMP library. For more information, refer to the member description.

Log and Capture Records

When you log or capture (export) an object to the host, a standard prefix (header) is appended to each object record. The
header has a length of 24 bytes.

To use the log or capture data as input to another program, you need to map both the header and the object record.
Mapping macros can be generated using the utility GENMAP residing in member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library.
Review the information in the MAPPINGS member on how to create mapping macros.

Log Data Set Records

Log records have the format:

<--log prefix--><--------------------object record------------------------->

Where the log prefix is 24 bytes long and consists of the following field names:

ID
Type: Char
Length: 2
Description: Installation/user-defined log ID (currently has a value of SS).
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VER
Type: Char
Length: 1
Description: Object Record Version Number (Change Number).

SYSID
Type: Char
Length: 4
Description: MVS sysid.

DATE
Type: DJUL
Length: 7
Description: Date in Julian format: YYYYDDD.

TIME
Type: AC03
Length: 6
Description: Time in HHMMSS format.

RSVD
Type: Char
Length: 4
Description: Reserved for future use.

Object Record Changes

The Object Record Changes object tracks changes in object records.

When PTFs are held due to mappings changes for objects, use this object to determine exactly which fields are changed
and all details for the change. Use the Filter facility to include desired fields.

Use the zoom to the Object Record Changes Report object, or the Find Field in DS action, to find occurrences of a
changed field in the SCRIPT and JCL libraries used in Vantage.

To create a general report of record field changes, use the Script Definition Wizard for General Object Automation Scripts
(GOA) and follow these steps:

1. Select the Object Record Changes object located in the object tree directory Vantage Internal Management, Analysis
Tools, Dictionary.

2. Create a new script.
3. In the filter, select the criteria relevant for your selection:
AsmDate>01JAN005

This will give you a report of all occurrences of all changed fields in the SCRIPT and JCL libraries belonging to
Vantage that are modified after Jan. 1, 2005.

Cur=Y AND Del=Y AND AsmDate > 01JAN2005
This will give you a report of all occurrences of fields in your JCLs and SCRIPTs in the current versions of the
objects that were deleted after Jan. 1, 2005.

4. Select Based on a different object and Zoom Object.
5. Select Object Record Changes Report.
6. Use the defaults until the Action Selection menu is displayed.
7. Select Send Vantage mail or Regular e-mail.
8. Select New Message, and e-mail address.
9. Type in your e-mail address and the subject.
10. Under message, select the variables you want to include in the report from the View Variables menu.
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11. Save activate and execute the script.

The report will arrive in the in box of your e-mail after a while, depending on the amount of Scripts and JCL to scan.

Object Collection Modes
Vantage can collect data in several ways, and it is important to understand the collection mode when you interpret object
data.

Every object has a default collection mode, and this is usually the mode that provides the quickest access. Typically you
select the mode only when you have a specific reason to override the default.

Collection Modes

The possible modes are:

Last Time Interval (LI)
The information displayed in the table was collected during the object's last regular scanning cycle on the host.
The scanning interval to create each LI object is controlled by either a system parameter in PARMLIB, or by a
scheduling command within its creation script.

Real Time (RT)
The information displayed in the table is collected in real-time, on demand, in response to an end-user request for
the specific object.

Snapshot Copy (SC)
The information displayed in the table is a snapshot copy of a continuously updated object that changes
dynamically as individual records within the object are being updated. When a snapshot copy is requested,
Vantage locks the object for as long as it takes to filter and copy the data. After the data is copied, Vantage
releases the object for further updates. The snapshot copy is then available for viewing while the original object is
being updated.

Disk Checkpoint (DC)
The information displayed in the table is taken from a checkpoint version written to disk at scheduled intervals.
The Disk Checkpoint mode is available to enhance performance in accessing objects in which a vendor's native
API to the data is too slow for Real Time (RT) access, or the quantity is too great to keep in memory as a Last
Interval (LI) object. Disk checkpoint data sets are created by system scripts that are configured according to
instructions in the appropriate configuration sections of Configuring. Sample system scripts for this are distributed
in the CCTUSAMP library.

NOTE
Because the purpose of Disk Checkpoint (DC) mode is to enhance response time performance, it is
usually the default mode for those objects that support it.

Disk Interval (DI)
The information displayed in the table is taken from a disk data set that is periodically updated, usually by some
utility program from another vendor. The sample date and time displayed with the object table is the date and time
when the utility program was run to update the disk data set. The Disk Interval mode is commonly used when
another vendor does not provide a good external API to access their data, but they do provide a utility to extract
their data to a file or to generate a report. When an object is created from the extracted data file, it is called a Disk
Interval object, and it reflects the last data and time of the data extraction.

Collection Mode Defaults

If you display an object without specifying a mode, the host assigns a default mode based on the following tests. Once a
default is assigned, the remaining tests are skipped.
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• If SC is valid, SC is the default.
• If LI is valid, LI is the default.
• If DC is valid and the Disk Checkpoint data set exists, DC is the default.
• If DC is valid but the Disk Checkpoint data set does not exist, RT is the default.
• If DI is valid, DI is the default.
• If RT is valid, RT is the default.
• If Log is valid, Log is the default.

NOTE
Capture (Cap) mode is never assigned as the default.

If you specify a mode when requesting a Vantage object, the host checks if the mode is a valid choice for the object. If it is
valid, it is used. If an invalid mode is specified, messages are given and the default is assigned and used.

Mode Validation

If you specify a mode when requesting a Vantage object, the host checks if the mode is a valid choice for the object. If it is
valid, it is used. If an invalid mode is specified, messages are given and the default is assigned and used.

Zoom Rules for Collection Modes

When you zoom to an object, the mode for the zoom to object is inherited from the zoom from object. Observe the
following:

• If the inherited mode is valid for the zoom to object, the inherited mode is assigned.
• If the inherited mode is not valid, the zoom to object is assigned the default mode as described above.
• If the assigned mode is DC, the mode shifts to RT if valid (because RT for one zoom record can be done efficiently).
• If the assigned mode is RT for object Pools, the mode shifts to LI (because RT for Pools is not efficient enough for

zoom path).
• If the assigned mode is LI, but the LI object does not exist, the mode shifts to RT if RT is valid.

Warmstart of Last Interval Objects
Warmstarts save time and resources by making Last-Interval (LI) objects immediately available for either online access or
automation scripts.

LI objects are objects that are created on intervals that you have configured. Once an interval collection has been done,
the object data resides in memory and is instantly available to anyone who needs the data. Fresh data for an LI object
is not available until the next interval collection time is reached. For some LI objects, these intervals are simple timers
that restart each time the LI object is created. For others, these intervals are based upon specific day and time schedules
that you set. The primary reason for producing LI objects in advance, and keeping the objects in memory, available to
everyone, is that the alternative of producing the objects on demand, in real time, is too resource and time consuming.

Because LI objects are created at intervals and reside in memory, these objects are lost when the system goes down and
is restarted. Even if an interval collection for such an object is started immediately, the interval collection can take several
minutes to complete. The object is not available until that point in time. For an LI object that is created on a day and time
schedule, the object may not be recreated for several hours or even days. Again, the object data is not available. If an
online user or an automation script wants to analyze an LI object, the object can fail after startup or restart, because the
interval creation process is not complete or has not started.

The checkpoint and warmstart ability for LI objects gives you the ability to warm start these objects at system startup or
restart time. Data for an LI object is reloaded to memory from the checkpoint copy, as long as the system has an eligible
copy in the checkpoint data set. Normal processing does not begin until the warm start process finishes. As a result, any
warm started LI object is immediately available for either online access or automation scripts.
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Warmstarts can also save time and resources. As an example, the DB2 objects built by the DB2NAMES system script
benefit. DB2NAMES may normally take a long time to complete, and because of DB2 catalog contention, may only be
able to run at night. By using the warmstart feature for these objects, DB2 data is available immediately after a system
restart, without waiting for DB2NAMES to be run the next night.

When identifying objects to add to the warmstart object list, remember that saving the collected LI data to the checkpoint
data set can cause overhead. Do not add objects to the warmstart list in the following cases:

• The object has a frequent collection of LI data.
• You do not restart the Vantage host task often.
• You plan to do a new scan at the start of the Vantage task.

Configure Warmstart for Last Interval Objects
To make LI objects immediately available (warmstart) for online access and automation scripts, add them to the
INCLEXCL member in your PARMLIB.

The warmstart or checkpoint-restart ability is available for LI objects. By default, no LI objects are check-pointed. To
enable the feature, you must specify which LI objects you want to be check-pointed in the WarmStart Last Interval Objects
section of the INCLEXCL member in your PARMLIB.

Specify Warmstart Objects in the INCLEXCL Parmlib Member 

The INCLEXCL member in the CCTUSAMP library contains a recommended list of LI objects to include. The list is in the
START-WARMSTART-OBJ section and looks as follows:

START-WARMSTART-OBJ  Warmstart Last Interval Objects         

*INCL=DTOC4SYS      Data Sets For System (All)               

*INCL=DSNCTLGD      Details of Cataloged Dsn not on DASD     

*INCL=DSNUCTL       Uncataloged Data Sets / Volumes Mismatch 

*INCL=HFSPDSE       HFS and PDSE data sets                   

*INCL=GRPCBS        Group Space on Primary Storage           

*INCL=EXTCBS        Group Space on Secondary Storage         

*INCL=TAPCBS        Group Space on Tape Storage              

*INCL=VISxxxxx      your Tape Management System Audit objects

*INCL=xxxxxx        your Scratch Tape Mismatch Audit objects

*INCL=HSMABCD       DFSMShsm BCDS Audit                      

*INCL=HSMAMCD       DFSMShsm MCDS Audit                      

*INCL=HSMAOCD       DFSMSmsh OCDS Audit                      

*INCL=HSMAMCBG      DFSMShsm MCB/MCC Audit                   

*INCL=DB2DETAL      DB2 object created by DB2NAMES script    

*INCL=DB2NAMES      DB2 object created by DB2NAMES script    

*INCL=DB2TABLS      DB2 object created by DB2NAMES script  

Copy this section from the INCLEXCL member in the CCTUSAMP library into the INCLEXCL member in your PARMLIB.
Remove any INCL statements for objects that you do not license or use, such as Tape option, DFSMShsm interface, DB2,
and so on. Adjust the INCL statements for objects that you want to use by removing the * in position one and specifying
the correct object names for your Tape Management System Audit objects.

Pattern matching is enabled, so an INCL=HSM/ includes all the listed DFSMShsm audit objects.

Also consider adding other LI objects to be warm started.

For DTOC and POOLS objects the following notes apply:
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• If you include the DTOC4SYS object, the related objects DTOC4POL, DTOC4VOL are automatically selected. You
cannot select DTOC4POL or DTOC4VOL alone.

• If you include the POOLS object (Storage Groups), also select the related POOLVOLS, LSPACEPO, XREFPV, and
DASDUCB objects. The current design does not automatically include the related objects as a group. For proper
synchronization, include all or none of the related objects.

If you want to turn around the list to include all objects except for the ones that you specifically exclude, specify the
following information:

START-WARMSTART-OBJ  Warmstart Last Interval Objects         

 INCL=/         Include all LI objects

 EXCL=DSNCTLGD  except DSNCTLGD

 EXCL=DB2/      except DB2 objects

 EXCL=HSM/      except HSM objects 

NOTE
The RAIDLVOL object is excluded from warmstart processing.

Recommended Objects for the Warmstart Process

The following list of objects are the recommended objects from the INCLEXCL member:

• DTOC4SYS Data Sets For System (All)
• DSNCTLGD Details of Cataloged Dsn not on DASD 
• DSNUCTL Uncataloged Data Sets / Volumes Mismatch 
• HFSPDSE HFS and PDSE data sets
• GRPCBS Group Space on Primary Storage
• EXTCBS Group Space on Secondary Storage
• TAPCBS Group Space on Tape Storage
• VISxxxxx your Tape Management System Audit objects
• xxxxxx your Scratch Tape Mismatch Audit objects
• HSMABCD DFSMShsm BCDS Audit
• HSMAMCD DFSMShsm MCDS Audit
• HSMAOCD DFSMSmsh OCDS Audit
• HSMAMCBG DFSMShsm MCB/MCC Audit
• DB2DETAL DB2 object created by the DB2NAMES script
• DB2NAMES DB2 object created by the DB2NAMES script
• DB2TABLS DB2 object created by the DB2NAMES script

Checkpoint Data Sets and Processing
The following sections explain checkpoint data sets and checkpoint processing.

Checkpoint Data Sets

The Checkpoint feature makes use of standard Vantage checkpoint data sets. One checkpoint data set exists for each
check-pointed LI object. These data sets have names as described in the Reference Manual for VKGPARMS parameter
CPKPFX.
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Checkpoint Processing

If included in the INCLEXCL control member, the checkpoint is taken immediately after the LI object is created (built).
The VAN0517I message is issued when the checkpoint is done. No extra checkpoints are taken during normal shutdown
except for Updatable LI objects.

Updateable LI objects are checkpointed when created, and also at shutdown time. The only updateable LI-object today
is the DTOC object. This means that after an uncontrolled shutdown, the warm start of the DTOC object may not reflect
correct information. If updates were made (as a result of taking one or more Actions on some of the data sets) after
the last DTOC scan and before the uncontrolled shutdown, the updates (from the Actions) will not be reflected after the
Warmstart.

Determining Eligibility for Warmstart
Eligibility for warmstart depends on whether an LI object is internally built or built using a script.

Use the following information to determine when to warmstart an LI object.

Internally Created Last Interval Objects

For LI objects that are created by internal object creators using specified intervals, the warmstart feature is designed to
warm start the check pointed object only if the restart time is within the collection interval of the object. Otherwise, the
object creator collects new data.

For example, if the DTCINTVL is 060 minutes, the checkpoint was created at 07:00, and the system is recycled at 07:30,
the object is warm started because the warmstart is still within the collection interval of the DTOC4SYS object. However, if
the system is stopped at 07:30 but not restarted until 08:30, the object is not warm started because the checkpoint is too
old according to the 060 interval. A normal DTOC collect and checkpoint take place.

The object creator data collection is postponed until the next interval if a warmstart is performed for an internally built
object. In the previous example, when the Vantage task is recycled at 07:30, the first DTOC collection after the restart of
the Vantage task is skipped because the object was created from the checkpoint data set which means the object was
warm started.

Determining Interval Times for Internally Built Last Interval Objects

The Log and Warmstart Status object which you can find under the Vantage Management folder in the object tree shows
when the current checkpoint was taken (Current Token), when the previous checkpoint was taken (Previous Token) and
the dynamically calculated interval (Interval Minute) which is the actual difference between the two times.

The Interval Minute value is used to determine if an internally built LI object requires a warmstart. Normally the Interval
Minute shows a value equal to or close to the value specified in the interval system parameter for the object, for example,
the DTCINTVL for the DTOC. However, if a manual NEWSCAN for the LI object is performed, the checkpoint time interval
is updated so that a potential warm start is based on the last two collections and checkpoints done for the object.

As an example, if the DTCINTVL is 360 minutes (every six hours), a collect is done at 08:00, and you do a manual
NEWSCAN,DTOCS command at 10:00, a restart at 11:00 performs a warmstart of the DTOC. A restart at 13:00 performs
a coldstart because the last two checkpoints were two hours apart even if the DTCINTVL system parameter specifies a
six hour interval.

This information applies only to internally built LI objects because LI objects built by scripts are always warm started if
included in the configuration.

Special Considerations for Interval 9998 or 9999

Special handling applies to LI objects that use an interval of 9998 or 9999.
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If the object interval is 9999, the checkpoint routine dynamically calculates the interval for the object based on how often a
NEWSCAN is performed, and use the NEWSCAN as the interval when determining whether to perform a warmstart (see
the Interval Minute field in the Log and Warmstart Status object).

For example, if the DTOCINTVL is 9999, and the user issues a NEWSCAN,DTOCS at 08:00, at 16:00 and at 00:00, the
warm start is done if the system is recycled within the eight hour span, but is coldstarted if the system is shut down for
longer than eight hours. If you shutdown the system at 10:00 and start the system again at 12:00, the DTOC is warm
started. But if you do not start the system again until 19:00, instead of 12:00, the DTOC is built from scratch during startup
(a coldstart for the object).

If the object interval is 9998, the interval is calculated in the same way unless there is only one checkpoint of the
object data. In such cases, the object is not be warm started. This rule also applies to a 9999 interval with only one
checkpoint. For example, when the system is coldstarted and the object interval is 9998, the object is built and check
pointed. If the object is then not built again by a NEWSCAN, a recycle of the system does not warm start the object
because no known interval exists. But the 9998 parameter instructs Vantage to cold start the LI object again. However,
if the 9998 object is rebuilt at a later stage by either a NEWSCAN command or by other means, two checkpoints for the
object exist, and are used as the interval the same way as in the 9999 example.

Script Created Last Interval Objects
Specific Time Scripts

Scripts that create LI objects at specific points in time as specified in the PERFORM_EVT_PROC (for example,
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=ON_DAY=ALL,AT_TIME= 0700) always have their check-pointed LI objects warm started
regardless of the time and day specified and the restart of the system. For example, if a script creating an LI object has an
ON_DAY=ALL,AT_TIME= 0700 specified, and you restart the system at 06:30, the LI object is warm started even though
the data is later recollected at 07:00 by the script.

Fire_At_Load Scripts

If the script creating an LI object includes the FIRE_AT_LOAD=Y statement, the LI object is not check pointed or warm
started because the Fire_At_Load causes the script to immediately create the LI object whenever the system is restarted,
or the script is refreshed.

Summary of Warmstart Rules for Last Interval Objects

The following lists when an LI object is warm-started and when the first new collection is done.

•  Case 1
Description: Script specifying an interval or a specific day/time in the Perf_Evt_Proc.
Warm-start: Yes
First Collection Done: Yes

•  Case 2
Description: Script with Fire_at_Load.
Warm-start: No
First Collection Done: Yes

•  Case 3
Description: Check-pointed object data is too old to be warm started, that is, data is older than the Interval Minute
indicated in the Log and Warmstart Status (LOGSTATS) object.
Warm-start: No
First Collection Done: Yes

•  Case 4
Description: Check-pointed object data is current enough to be warm started, that is, data is not older than (is within)
the Interval Minutes indicated in the Log and Warmstart Status (LOGSTATS) object.
Warm-start: Yes
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First Collection Done: No, also applies to a manual “Newscan” command issued within the interval.
•  Case 5

Description: Interval is 9998 or 9999, and only one collection done.
Warm-start: No
First Collection Done: Yes

•  Case 6
Description: Interval is 9998 or 9999, and multiple collections done.
Warm-start: Case 3 or 4 applies.
First Collection Done: Case 3 or 4 applies.

Coldstart of Last Interval Objects
A PARM='START=COLD' can be added to the startup command, the JCL for Vantage, or both. A
PARM='START=COLD' signals that none of the check-pointed LI objects should be warm started. In addition, the
Checkpoint and Warmstart information for all the LI type entries in the Log and Warmstart Status object are removed
during the cold start.

Messages

 Vantage issues messages relating to warmstarts in the following circumstances:

• Check-point an object
• Warmstart an object
• The data is too old when the warmstart is not done.
• The object data warm started when the interval collection is not done.

Object Filters
Learn Vantage filter syntax, create and use external filters, and use wildcards, single and double quotes to filter object
data.

Filter Syntax

A filter statement consists of a string in the following general format:

'field name' comparator value AND|OR 'field name' comparator value

AND|OR 'field name' comparator 'field name2' AND|OR class:mbrname

Syntax:

'field name'
The name of the field to be tested:

• A field name is usually the exact text displayed in the column header. If it contains a blank, it must be
contained within single quotes. If the field name does not contain a blank, the quotes are not needed.

• Every field has an internal name that may or may not be the same as the column header (external name).
Internal field names are also allowed. For example, Data Set Name may be an external name that has an
internal name of DSN.

NOTE
Utility program GENMAP, described in member MAPPINGS in the CCTUSAMP library, can be used
to display all substitution variables for an object. Substitution variables are the internal field names
enclosed within double percent signs.

comparator
One of the logical comparison operators:
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• For numeric fields, date, time, and hex the comparator can be any of the common LE, LT, EQ, NE, GE, or GT
comparison operators.

• For any field type the comparator can be the BETWEEN operator followed by two values within parentheses.
For example, datefield BETWEEN (today-7 today) or bytes BETWEEN (100K 8M).

• For character and text fields, use the INCL or EXCL operators to indicate that the following list of test values
are to be either included or excluded respectively. Parentheses can be used around a list of test values, and
are recommended for clarity when more than one value is given. However the parentheses are not required.
Items in a list can be separated by commas or blanks. For example:
'DATA SET NAME' INCL (PSS.A300./,SYS4/,DB2/)

value
One or more values to be compared to the value in the field:

• For numeric, date, time, and hex fields (which require LE, LT, EQ, NE, GE, or GT comparison operators), only
one test value is allowed.

• For character and text fields (which allow INCL or EXCL operators), a list of one or more test values may be
given. If more than one, it is recommended to include the list within parentheses, separating each item with
a blank or comma. The values can be either exact character strings, or pattern strings. For patterns, use the
question mark (?) to represent any variable character, and the forward slash (/) to match any characters that
follow. For example, TSO?5/ accepts any character after TSO and any suffix after the digit 5.

• For the BETWEEN operator, two values must always be given within parentheses, such as (value1 value2).

'field name2'
The name of a second field to be compared to the first one; that is, a field is to be compared to another field rather
than a test value.

• Any Character, Text, or Flag field can be compared to any other Character, Text or Flag field. The comparison
is not case sensitive (case is ignored).

• Any Numeric field can be compared to any other Numeric field.
• Any Date field can be compared to any other Date field (except field types DJPU and DJIU, which can only be

compared to another DJPU or DJIU field respectively - because they may not be real dates).
• Any Time field can be compared to any other Time field.
• A Hex field can be compared to another Hex field ONLY if they have the same length.

class:mbrname
The name of the member in the External Filter library that is to be used. In the Windows Client, use the Insert
Class service in the filter dialog to get the appropriate class:mbrname inserted into the filter string.

Remove Ambiguity Between Value and Field Comparisons
In a few cases, a test value you enter may also match a field name within the object and your intent is ambiguous.
Did you intend to compare the field against a value, or the field against another field? In these rare cases, filter
processing assumes that you intended a field-to-field comparison. Message VAN1582I is given to inform you
that operand2 is being interpreted as a field, for a field-to-field comparison. To override the assumption being
made, you can explicitly indicate how operand2 is to be treated. Prefix it with v: to indicate it is a value, or with f: to
indicate it is a field. For example:

• 'field name' comparator v:value
• 'field name' comparator f:fieldname2

Note the following additional filter syntax rules:
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• You can use as many 'field name' comparator value criteria, and ‘field name’ comparator ‘field name2’ criteria, as
necessary, connected through any combination of logical AND and OR operators. Parentheses are needed only to
clarify the desired logic when multiple AND and OR operations are specified.

• When used within a client filter dialog window, only the string appears.
• When used within automation scripts, the filter string is preceded by the FILTER= keyword. If continuation to additional

lines is needed:
– do not go beyond position 72 in a definition line
– split the filter expression between words (not in the middle of a word)
– leave a blank in position 1 of the new line

• When used within external filters, the filter string is preceded by the SET_FILTER= keyword. If continuation to
additional lines is needed:
– do not go beyond position 72 in a definition line
– split the filter expression between words (not in the middle of a word)
– leave a blank in position 1 of the new line

• When used within a summary definition, it is preceded by the SET_SUM_FILTER= keyword. If continuation to
additional lines is needed:
– do not go beyond position 72 in a definition line
– split the filter expression between words (not in the middle of a word)
– a blank in position 1 of the new line is recommended (but not required)

Filter Lengths

The filter expression entered in a standard filter dialog box must not exceed 1885 characters. If it does, a length error will
occur trying to transmit it to or from the host. If you require a filter that exceeds this length, first create it in the external
filter library and then refer to it by name (use the Insert Class icon) from within the standard filter dialog in MTC-M or
Windows Client. If you try to copy a long filter instead of referring to it by name, you get the same length error during the
attempt to copy it from the host. A filter placed in the external filter library can have unlimited length as long as the client
and the host have sufficient memory to hold it when it is requested.

External Filters

External Filters are object filters that you or others have created and saved in the External Filter library, for collaboration,
reuse or other purposes. Each member in the External Filter library must have the following general syntax:

<GENERAL> 

EVENT_TYPE=FILTER 

TITLE=OBJECTNMdescription-with-max-of-22-chars

<EVENT_PROCEDURE> 

SET_FILTER=valid-filter-string-for-OBJECTNM

Where:

• OBJECTNM is the valid internal name of the object to be filtered.
• description-with-max-of-22-chars is your description of the filter, with a maximum length of 22 characters.
• valid-filter-string-for-OBJECTNM is your filter for the named object.

Example:

To exclude data sets starting with SYS and data sets that have DB2 in the data set name, you can create the following
External Filter.

• The following filter applies to object DTOC4SYS, the All Data Sets object.
• It has a description of: Exclude SYS/, DB2.
• The filter string is: ‘Datasets’ EXCL (SYS/, !DB2/)
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<GENERAL> 

EVENT_TYPE=FILTER 

TITLE=DTOC4SYSExclude SYS/,DB2 

<EVENT_PROCEDURE> 

SET_FILTER='Datasets' EXCL (SYS/,!DB2/)

Wildcard Characters and Pattern Strings

Any field whose value consists of character or text data (data set names, volumes, messages, and so on) can be tested
against patterns using the INCL and EXCL operators within a filter expression. Vantage recognizes the following wildcard
or pattern characters:

?
If the question mark character is in the pattern, it matches any non-blank character within a character string. For
example, SYS?.LINKLIB matches both SYS1.LINKLIB and SYS2.LINKLIB. However, when ? is used for filtering
on text strings, it means any character, including blanks within the text.

*
If the asterisk character is present in a dsname string, a single level node is not checked (for example,
A.*.B.*.SOURCE). The asterisk can be placed after significant characters in a string node to indicate that any
following characters in the node are acceptable (for example, A.B*.SOURCE). Although this is the most common
usage, technically the * character in the pattern means that any character in the string is valid until the next period
or end of string is reached. Therefore, it may also be used with text strings to mean that anything is acceptable up
to the next period within the text, or if no more periods are present, to the end of the text. Note that the definition
of the * character in Vantage differs from the IBM usage. In most cases where you would use a * character in IBM
filter patterns, you should use the / character in Vantage.

/
When the forward-slash character is in the pattern, comparison to the input string terminates at the previous
character. These are called prefix entries. If the prefix matches the input string up to the slash, the comparison
is satisfied. For example, SYS/ matches all data sets whose names begin with SYS, regardless of what follows.
This usage is similar to the way in which IBM products use the * character. For example, in IBM products, the
pattern DEPT751.* finds all data sets with a first-level index of DEPT751. To obtain the same result in Vantage,
the pattern DEPT751./ should be used.

!
When the exclamation mark character (hex 5A) is encountered, the input is searched for a match on the
characters that follow it. The characters can occur anywhere in the input string. For example, the pattern !
SOURCE matches any data set name that contains the SOURCE string anywhere in the name. The pattern !
SOURCE! matches any data set that ends in the string SOURCE, regardless of what precedes that string.

Using Quotes to Find Strings with Blanks

Most displayed fields contain either character strings (uppercase strings terminated by the first blank) or numeric values
that do not allow embedded blanks. A few fields, however, contain text strings, such as message text, which can consist
of several words of both upper and lowercase letters. It is often desirable to filter these text strings looking for certain
phrases or multiple words which are separated by blanks.

Using Single Quotes

Vantage helps you filter for multiple words in text strings by allowing you to enter your test value within single quotes.
For example, you can find all messages that contain 'CI Summary' or all messages with 'RC= 4'. When the field being
tested is a text string, Vantage translates a test value within single quotes by replacing the first quote and all embedded
blanks with ! and the last quote with /, so that 'CI Summary' becomes the !CI!Summary/ test pattern. This pattern means
the following: find string CI anywhere in the text and then find string Summary anywhere after it. You could have entered
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the pattern explicitly. Using single quotes is just a shorthand notation for generating an explicit test value with pattern
characters.

Vantage generates a separate search for every word between single quotes. Blanks within the single quoted test value
are insignificant and are used by Vantage to identify the words and the order of searches. If blanks are a significant part of
your test value, specify the test value within double quotes instead of single quotes. Use the double quote character, not
two single quotes.

You can always place a test value within single quotes, but the rules for converting it to an explicit test value are different
depending on the type of field being tested:

• For character and text fields, Vantage replaces the first quote and all embedded blanks with ! and the last quote with /.
This provides the benefit just described.

• For hexadecimal, numeric, date, and time fields, Vantage strips (ignores) the quotes.

Note the following:

• Test values containing pattern-matching (wildcard) characters should be used only with INCL and EXCL, the pattern-
matching operators. Using them with other comparison operators (=,<,>) is almost always incorrect.

• If your test value is a string that contains the <, =, >, (, or ) sign, place the entire test value within single quotes. When
these symbols are not within quotes, they represent special delimiters within the filter string that designate comparison
operators and parameter groupings. Treating them as operator or grouping delimiters is incorrect if you intend them to
be part of a test value.

• If you specify test values using single quotes, and find that you are obtaining matches on more entries than desired,
you probably need to use double quotes instead.

Using Double Quotes

If blanks are a significant part of the string for which you are searching within a text field, specify your test value within
double quotes rather than single quotes. Vantage strips the double quotes and searches for an exact match on the
value between them, including any blanks. For example, "CI Summary" is interpreted as search for the 10-byte string CI
Summary that includes the blank between CI and Summary. Similarly, "RC= 4" results in a search for an exact match on a
5-byte string that includes the blank between the = and the 4.

NOTE
Make sure to include the exact number of embedded blanks within any double quoted test value.

Input Lists
Input lists are used to specify the input for the creation of an object.

For most objects, there is a well-defined process for finding the needed input data. End-users do not need to point to
an appropriate input source or input parameters every time they want to access an object. System services, well-known
algorithms, or various discovery methods can be used to find the data and create these objects.

For some objects, however, there may be either a choice of several input sources, or no available method to automatically
find the input or the appropriate input parameters. In such cases, a default source is usually explicitly defined, and the
end-user gets the option to override it (specify a different input source or parameter string) whenever needed.

Some of the system parameters in VKGPARMS serve this purpose, that is, they provide an input source. This is usually
the name of a data set that an object creator program will use. However, each system parameter is limited to a single
value on a single line within the VKGPARMS member. In other words, you cannot provide a list of input sources within a
system parameter.

To solve this problem, the syntax for specifying a system parameter also allows redirection to another location - the place
where the input list is stored. Any system parameter that supports redirection to an input list is documented as such.
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Input lists must reside within a section of the CONFIG member in PARMLIB. The section name must be enclosed within
angular brackets, for example, <section-name>. To redirect a system parameter to this location, specify the section name,
including the brackets, as the value of the parameter. (When the system sees brackets around the parameter value, it
automatically goes to the CONFIG member and searches for the matching section name.)

Multiple Vantage systems can share the same Input List, if appropriate. In such cases the system parameters identifying
the Input Lists on each system all redirect to the same Input List. However, any system that requires a different Input List
must give it a unique section-name which can also be found. For example, if systems 1, 2, and 3 can all share the same
list of FILES data sets, Input List <FILELIST> can be used by all three. If system 4 requires a different list of data sets, it
must refer to a different Input List, for example <FILELST4>.

NOTE
The JCL for the started task, the SAMS procedure, contains a CONFIG= parameter on the EXEC statement.
The value of this parameter provides the real name of the active config member. The distributed default is
CONFIG=CONFIG, but if your installation is using a different member, it must be the one that contains the input
list sections.

The following examples show a system parameter with a simple direct value, and then with a value to redirect it to an
input list section.

Example of single, direct value:

FILELIST (YOUR.FILES.DATA.SET.DSN1)

Example of redirect to a section containing a list:

FILELIST (<FILELIST>)

Sample <FILELIST> in the CONFIG member of PARMLIB:

<FILELIST>

YOUR.FILES.DATA.SET.DSN1

YOUR.FILES.DATA.SET.DSN2

* Comments are allowed after an asterisk in column 1

* Blank lines are allowed (see below)

YOUR.FILES.DATA.SET.DSN3

YOUR.FILES.DATA.SET.DSN4

* The input list ends at the end of the file or at the

* start of a new section

<NEXTSECTION>

NOTE
System parameters DB2SUBS, FILELIST, HLOGLIST, and RSTLGLST support redirection to input list sections.
For other parameters, check their current documentation to see if they support the input list feature.

Summary Objects
Vantage Summary Objects can help provide business insights from raw data and trend reports using metrics that are not
available from the original data.

Summary Objects enable you to extract meaningful information from large amounts of raw data to assist with measuring
business impacts and costs. The ability to log this summarized data also enables you to produce trend reports on metrics
that are not available from the original data.

The definition of a summary object is stored in the SUMMDEFS library. Each row in a summary object displays statistics
for a summary group. A summary group is a subset of the source object data that you define in the Summary Object
Designer wizard. The following statistic types are available for your summary groups and each record in the object table:
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• Counts
• Maximum values
• Minimum values
• Average values
• Total values

All Vantage services apply to your summary objects. You can distribute reports, generate alerts, automate actions, or
identify trends that are based on the information in a summary object.

Summary objects can be user-created or factory-supplied. Summary objects created before the release
of Vantage 12.0.04 may have non-unique names. Newer summary objects have unique names that are generated
internally based on the definition of the summary object.

All summary objects on a host are listed in the All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object. This object specifies whether
a summary object is unique (Y), non-unique (N), or factory-supplied (F). Find the GENSUMSL object in the Internal
Management folder in the Object Tree. To open a summary object from this object, perform one of the following steps:

• Right-click the row containing the object name, click Open from the drop-down menu.
• Select the row containing the object name, click Open from the Actions menu.

Factory-Supplied Summary Objects

Vantage includes factory-supplied summary objects. New factory-supplied summary objects are distributed in the
CCTUSAMP library. These new members start with S0X89. To make a new factory-supplied summary object available to
users, copy the member to the SUMMDEFS library.

NOTE
You cannot modify or delete factory-supplied summary objects.

You can differentiate summary objects by the object number:

89000 through 89999
Indicates that a summary object is factory-supplied.
90000 through 98999Indicates that a summary object is user-created.

Factory-supplied summary objects have the same internal name on all LPARs.

Example: The Summary by type defined (S0089003) factory-supplied summary object which is based on the POOLs
object has a count for each storage group type. This object uses minimum, maximum, and average statistics for different
fields.

NOTE
For more information about maintaining summary objects across all LPARS, see Configuring.

Summary Object Details
Use the Windows Client Summary Objects Designer wizard to create, modify, distribute, or delete Summary Objects.

NOTE

This procedure applies only to the Windows Client. For information about the MTC-M Summary Objects Wizard,
see Summary Objects in MTC-M.

The All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) Object

The All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object displays a list of all summary objects that are registered on the z/OS host.
You can find this object in the Vantage Internal Management folder in the Object Tree of both the Windows Client and
MTC-M.
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The Unique column indicates if a summary object has a unique name. You can only distribute summary objects with
unique names to other hosts. An F value, in the Unique column, indicates that the summary object is factory-supplied.
Factory-supplied objects are usually available on all hosts but can be distributed to another host if not already present.

You can perform the following actions to summary objects listed in the All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object from the
Windows Client. These actions are available from the Actions menu or by right-clicking a row and selecting an action from
the drop-down list.

Open
Opens the selected summary object in a separate window. Select only one row for this action.

View
Displays the settings of the selected summary object in the View Summary Object Settings dialog. Select only one
row for this action.

Modify

• Opens the Modify Summary Object Settings dialog for unique summary objects. Use the dialog to modify the
name, description, and mode of the object.

• Opens the Summary Object Designer wizard for non-unique or factory-supplied summary objects. Use the
wizard to create a new summary object that is based on the selected object and change the definition to
meet your requirements. A modified version of the object is created but the original summary object remains
unchanged.

Delete
Opens the Summary Object Delete dialog. Use this dialog to delete the summary object definition from the host
and Windows Client repositories.

NOTE
You cannot delete factory-supplied summary objects.

Distribute
Opens the Summary Object Distribution wizard. Use this wizard to copy one or more summary objects to
connected z/OS hosts. If a summary object already exists on the targeted host, the existing summary object is not
replaced on the targeted host. The system sends a message to notify you.

NOTE
Vantage r12 SP4 or later is required on the host.

The GENNMBRS System Parameter

The GENNMBRS system parameter specifies the maximum number of records (summary groups) to be shown in a
summary object. The main purpose of this parameter is to prevent memory issues while creating output data for large
summary objects.

The default value is 10000 records, and the maximum allowed value is 999999. When the limit specified in this system
parameter is reached, the message VAN1570I is written to the Vantage STC log, the process of creating summary objects
stops and the memory allocated is freed.

NOTE
The amount of CPU and time to process that the object needs increase rapidly the more records that you want
the summary object to show. We recommend that you avoid creating a single summary object that shows
numerous records. Instead, use filters to create several summary objects.

Create Summary Objects

Use the Summary Object Designer wizard in the Windows Client to guide you through the process of defining new
summary objects for any source objects. You can also use an existing unique, non-unique, or factory-supplied summary
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object as the base definition for a new summary object in the wizard. A new unique summary object is created and the
model summary object remains unchanged.

NOTE
You can only model a new summary object on a summary object that is for the same source object.

To ensure that the summary information of a summary object meets your requirements, the Summary Object Designer
enables you to:

• Define summary groups for your summary objects.
• Specify the fields that you want to see statistics for.

To start the Summary Object Designer from the Windows Client, perform one of the following steps:

• Right-click a source object in the Object Tree and select New Summary Object.
• Open a source object and select New Summary Object from the View menu.
• Right-click a non-unique or factory-supplied summary object and select Modify Summary Object.
• Open the All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object, select a non-unique or factory-supplied summary object, and use

the Modify action.

The Summary Object Designer displays in a separate window.

The following example provides an overview of the different options available when you use the Summary Object
Designer to create a new summary object. Although summary objects with non-unique names exist, you can only create
summary objects with unique names.

Follow these steps:

1. Start the Summary Object Designer.
2. (Optional) If the introductory page displays, click Next.

The Summary Object page displays.
3. Type in the Name and Description for the new summary object. Do not use special characters in these fields.
4. (Optional) Drag and drop a summary object from the Object Tree to the Model field text box. This object becomes a

model for your new summary object.

NOTE
The model feature is only available if Vantage r12 SP4 or higher is installed on the host.

The pages of the Summary Object Designer populate with the definition settings of the existing summary object from
the z/OS host.

5. Click Next.
The Source Object page displays.

6. (Optional) Click the Filter icon, specify a filter, click the Apply and Exit icon. This step is mandatory for More objects.

NOTE
Do not use N/A as a filter value for numeric columns. The N/A value appears in columns for informational
purposes only. Replace this value with -1 when defining filters. Your filter expression cannot exceed 1900
characters. For filters that exceed this length, create the filter expression in the external filter library and click
the Insert Class icon to use the filter.

The filter dialog closes.
7. (Optional) Click the Sort icon, select the sort keys, click the Apply and Exit icon.

To specify the sort order for the fields in your new summary object, double-click the Up or Down (AZ) arrow next to
each attribute.
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NOTE
If you are creating a summary object to summarize fields using the value method, apply SYSMOD
LU06691 and enable ascending or descending sorting. This helps ensure that your summary object runs
quickly.

The Sort dialog closes.
8. Select a Mode to specify where the source data comes from, and click Next.
9. (Optional) If you select LOG or CAP mode, the Period page displays. Specify the time period for the source data, then

click Next. You can specify the time period using the following options:Relative Period
Specify an arbitrary number of time units from a starting point.
Absolute Period
Specify a start date and time and an end date and time.
Cumulative Period
Specify a start date and time in the past. The current date and time is the end date and time.
The Method page displays.

10. Select the method to define the groups or buckets within your new summary object. You can select a method type
from the following options:
Value
Specify one to five fields as the key for each summary group.
Step
Specify a key field, the step size, and optionally the scale to define each summary group.
Filter
Specify a complete filter expression to define each summary group. You can define up to 1000 filters.
Node
Specify a field and specific nodes within that field to form the key for each summary group. Each node is a portion of
the value of a field.The Node field is disabled if no data set name field or directory name field is available in the source
object.

NOTE
See Summary Object Mode Definitions for more information.

11. Click Next.
The method page that corresponds with your selected method displays.

12. Define the settings for your selected method type, and click Next.
The Content page displays.

13. Specify the information that you want to appear within the summary line for each group. You can select from the
following options:Count
Specifies the number of records in each summary group.
Percent
Specifies the percent of the total number of records each group represents.
Aggregate
Specifies aggregate functions such as total, average, maximum, minimum, first value, or last value. Click in the
Aggregate column next to the field that you want calculations for. For each aggregate function that you request,
another column appears for the result in each summary line. For example, if you request the Total of Allocated Bytes
and the Total of Idle Bytes, two more columns appear in each summary line. These additional columns display values
for the requested aggregates for each group. For non-numeric fields, you can only request the first and last values.

14. Click Next.
The Save and Open page displays.

15. (Optional) Clear the checkbox if you do not want your new summary object to open immediately after you click OK.

NOTE
The default setting is for the new summary object to open immediately after you create the object. Opening a
summary object that consumes a significant amount of resources can cause problems to critical tasks on the
z/OS system.
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16. Click OK.
The new summary object is created and appears in the Object Tree.

NOTE
To modify your summary object at any time before the new object is created, click the Back button or select a
page title in the navigation tree.

Summary Object Mode Definitions

Summary groups enable your summary objects to provide you with summary information that is relevant to your
requirements. To define a summary group within a summary object, specify a method using the Summary Object Designer
wizard. The following methods are available:

Value
Defines summary groups based on the value of up to five fields. These values combine to create a key. All
records that have the same values as this key form one summary group. For this type of summary group, the
summary object creates a separate row for every change or break in the value of the key.
Example: Summarize DASD volumes by the vendor field. Each summary group represents one vendor, IBM,
EMC, HDS, StorageTek, and so on. Selected statistics are calculated for the share of DASD volumes that belong
to each vendor. This method also provides overall statistics for the entire list of DASD volumes.

Step
Defines summary groups based on a numeric field and a step size. Records with the specified numeric field and
step size form one summary group.
Example: Summarize data sets by the block size field, with a step size of 4096. Each summary group represents
data sets within block size increments of 4096, 0 through 4095, 4096 through 8191, 8192 through 12287, and so
on. Selected statistics are calculated for the data sets with block sizes that fall into these ranges. Overall statistics
for the entire list of data sets are provided.

Filter
Defines summary groups based on complete filter expressions of up to 1000 filters. Records that match each filter
expression form one summary group. Records that do not match any of your filters are assigned to a summary
group with the name UNASSIGNED. The object creates a separate row for the UNASSIGNED summary group. A
row with the name ALL RECORDS displays statistics for both summary groups.
Example: Summarize tape volumes by the number of megabytes used. One filter is set for all tape volumes using
less than 50 MB and another filter for tape volumes using more than 50 MB.

Node
Defines summary groups based on a portion of the value of a field. The "." and "/" characters are used as
delimiters. A delimiter separates each node. The common example of a Node field is the data set name or
directory name.
Example: Summarize a data set name by high-level qualifiers. A data set name summarized by node 1 identifies
all the unique high-level qualifiers that are used, and produces a summary group row for each. A subtotal or
summary line is produced for all the rows with the same values in the specified nodes.

View Summary Object Settings

You can view the settings of a summary object in the Summary Object Viewer dialog in the Windows Client. Display the
settings by performing one of the following steps:

• Open the summary object from the Object Tree and select the View Summary Object Settings from the View menu.
• Open the summary object from the Object Tree and select the View Summary Object Settings from the Definitions icon

on the Toolbar.
• Open the All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object from the Object Tree. This object displays a list of all summary

objects on the host. This object is found in the Vantage Internal Management folder in the Object Tree. Right-click the
row containing the object and click View from the drop-down list.

The Summary Object Viewer dialog opens displaying the settings of the summary object.
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Modify Summary Objects

You can modify the name, description, and mode of a unique summary object using the Modify Summary Object Settings
dialog.

NOTE
You can also modify the Unassigned and All Record indicators for summary objects that use the filter method.

To make other modifications to a unique summary object, open the Summary Object Designer and use the object as a
model to create a new summary object.

To open the Modify Summary Object Settings dialog, perform one of the following actions in the Windows Client:

• Right-click a unique summary object from the Object Tree and select Modify Summary Object.
• Open the All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object from the Object Tree. Right-click the row that contains the unique

summary object and click Modify. Alternatively, select the row that contains the unique summary object and click
Modify from the Actions menu.

If you select Modify for a non-unique or factory-supplied summary object, the Summary Object Designer opens. Check the
Create Unique Summary Object box to use the object as a model for a new summary object. Change the definition in the
Summary Object Designer to create a modified version of the original object. A new unique summary object is created and
the original object remains unchanged.

Distribute Summary Objects

You can distribute unique summary objects to other hosts across multiple z/OS systems using the Summary Objects
Distribution wizard in the Windows Client. Only hosts with Vantage r12 SP4 or higher support unique summary objects.
You can identify unique summary objects by referring to the Unique column in the All Summary Objects object.

The Summary Objects Distribution wizard copies selected summary objects from the current host to the target host.

Before you distribute summary objects, connect to the current host and the host you want to distribute the summary
objects to.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the All Summary Objects object on the host that contains the summary objects that you want to distribute.
The All Summary Objects object displays.

2. Click Execute and select the summary objects that you want to distribute.
3. Select Distribute from the Action menu or right-click the row containing the summary object and select Distribute.

The Summary Objects Distribution wizard displays.
4. Follow the prompts in the wizard to distribute your summary objects to other hosts.

NOTE

If several Vantage tasks share the SUMMDEFS library, add the summary object to the Object Tree of the task
that you want to distribute the object to. Restart the other task or use the following command on the task that
you want to make the new summary object available on:

F SAMS,DICT,SUMMARY,ADD,objname  

Where objname is the full internal name of the summary object. Unique summary object names use S00xxxxx,
where xxxxx is the object number. Old non-unique summary objects using the PARMID use Sppnnnnn, where
pp is the parmID and nnnnn is the object number.

Using Summary Objects for Trending

You can use filter or value summary objects for trending. Use the Log Hdr Date and Log Hdr Tm field values of a LOG
or CAP mode summary object to create trend summaries for the logged version of a source object. To use these fields,
select the Value or Filter method in the Summary Object Designer wizard in the Windows Client.
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NOTE
For more information, see Trend Log Scripts.

Delete Summary Objects

Delete summary object definitions that you no longer want using the Delete a Summary Object feature.

NOTE
Factory-supplied summary objects cannot be deleted.

Deleting a summary object removes the following items from the z/OS host, if present:

• Summary object definition member in the SUMMDEFS library.
• Related Object Tree entries. If the summary object is used in any of the following items, you are required to confirm the

deletion.
– Trend and Capture data sets
– Log scripts
– Automation (GOA and MA) scripts
– External filters
– JCL model lists
– Summary object lines in the JCLMLIST member of PARMLIB.

Deleting a summary object removes the following items from the Windows Client data base:

• The summary object definition
• Related object tree entries
• Trend data

The Windows Client alerts you and stops the deletion of a summary object, if any of the following conditions apply:

• The summary object has a user view.
• The summary object is present in a solution tree.
• The summary object is present in a console.
• The summary object is used in a joined object definition.

Manually resolve these conditions.

NOTE
Deleting a summary object that is distributed to multiple hosts only deletes the object from the host that you
delete the object from. Delete the summary object from each host that you want to remove the object from.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the summary object in the Object Tree and select the Delete Summary Object option.

NOTE
You can also initiate a deletion from the All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object in the Vantage Internal
Management folder in the Object Tree. Select the rows that contain the summary objects you want to delete
and click Delete from the Actions menu.

The Deleting Summary Object window displays with a list of the summary objects that you selected for the deletion.
2. Click OK to confirm and start the deletion.

The system deletes each object. A pointer icon indicates which object is being deleted.
3. Click Exit.

The Deleting Summary Object window closes. The summary objects that you selected are no longer on the host or the
Windows Client data base.
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Joined Objects
Joined objects enable you to generate reports and build automation based on a combination of metrics from multiple
objects.

Joined objects improve storage administrator productivity and efficiency by providing the ability to generate reports and
automatically solve problems based on a combination of metrics from multiple objects. A joined object combines two
existing objects using a relational operator. Joined objects enable you to report or perform actions that are based on
the information in both objects. You nominate one source object as the base object and the other source object as the
candidate object. The join requires these two objects to have a common key field. Each row within the joined object
contains all the information from the base and candidate objects. The Actions menu available for the joined object in the
Windows Client is taken directly from the base object.

NOTE
Only the EQ - equal relational operator is available.

The following join types are available:

• Inner join
• Full outer join
• Left outer join
• Right outer join

You can create a joined object using the Joined Object Designer wizard.

Each joined object is located under the corresponding base object on the Object Tree. You can also access joined objects
in the All Joined Objects (JOINSTAT) object under the Vantage Internal Management folder in the Windows Client object
tree. This object displays information about each joined object.

A member for each joined object exists in the JOINDEFS data set. This data set enables you to create and maintain your
joined objects. The JOINDEFS system parameter points to this data set.

To combine information from three or more objects, you can use a previously defined joined object as the base object or
candidate object for a subsequent joined object.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring.

Factory-distributed Joined Objects

Factory-distributed joined objects target common issues and provide real value from which you can get immediate
benefits.

Joined Object Details
Use the Windows Client Joined Objects Designer wizard to create, modify, distribute, or delete Joined Objects.

NOTE

This procedure applies only to the Windows Client. For information about the MTC-M Joined Objects Wizard,
see Joined Objects in MTC-M.

The All Joined Objects (JOINSTAT) Object

The All Joined Objects (JOINSTAT) object displays a list of all joined objects that are registered on the z/OS host. You can
find this object in the Vantage Internal Management folder in the Object Tree in all user-interfaces.

The Dist column of the object indicates if you can distribute a joined object to other z/OS hosts. You can distribute only
joined objects that combine objects with unique names.
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NOTE
You can perform the following actions to joined objects listed in the All Joined Objects (JOINSTAT) object from
the Windows Client. These actions are available from the Actions menu or by right-clicking a row and selecting
an action from the drop-down list.

• Open
Opens the selected Joined Object in a separate window. Select only one row for this action.

• View
Displays the settings of the selected joined object in the View Joined Object Settings dialog. Select only one row for
this action.

• Modify
Opens the Modify Joined Object Settings dialog. Use the dialog to modify the name, description, and mode for both the
base and candidate objects.

NOTE
To make greater changes to a joined object, create a new joined object using the existing joined object as a
model.

• Delete
Opens the Deleting Joined Object dialog. Use this dialog to delete the joined object definition from the host and
Windows Client repositories.

• Distribute
Opens the Joined Object Distribution wizard. Use this wizard to copy one or more joined objects to connected z/OS
hosts. If a joined object already exists on the targeted host, the existing joined object is not replaced on the targeted
host. The systems sends a message to notify you.

View Joined Object Settings

You can view the settings of a joined object in the Joined Object Viewer dialog.

To access the Joined Object Viewer dialog in the Windows Client, perform one of the following steps:

Open the joined object from the Object Tree and select View Joined Object Settings from the View menu of the joined
object.

• Open the joined object from the Object Tree and select View Joined Object Settings from the Definitions icon on the
Toolbar.

• Open the All Joined Objects (JOINSTAT) object from the Vantage Internal Management folder in the Object Tree.
Right-click the row that contains the joined object and click View. Alternatively, select the row that contains the joined
object and select View from the Actions menu.

The Joined Object Viewer dialog opens displaying the settings of the joined object.

Create Joined Objects

Use the Joined Object Designer wizard to guide you through the process of defining new joined objects. You can also use
an existing joined object as a model for the definition of a new joined object in the Joined Object Designer. This option
enables you to create a joined object that is similar to the original joined object, while the original joined object remains
unchanged.

NOTE
This option is only possible if your new joined object is based on the same source object as the original joined
object.

To start the Joined Object Designer in the Windows Client, perform one of the following steps:

Right-click the object that you want to use as the base object in the Object Tree. Select New Joined Object from the drop-
down list.
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• Open the object that you want to use as the base object and select New Joined Object from the View menu.
• From the All Joined Objects (JOINSTAT) object window, use the Modify action.

The Joined Object Designer displays in a separate window. Follow the pages of the wizard to define the settings of your
new joined object.

NOTE
You can use any available object, including joined objects and summary objects, as the base object or candidate
object for a joined object. The join requires the base object and the candidate object to have a common key
field.

Modify Joined Objects

You can modify the name and description of a joined object, and the mode of the joined object base and candidate
objects. To apply these modifications, use the Modify Joined Object Settings dialog. The Modify Joined Object Settings
dialog lists the settings of both the base object and the candidate object. The dialog displays all settings, but you can only
change settings in the fields that are prefixed with the Write icon. The modifiable fields are in bold, blue font.

NOTE
You cannot modify a joined object if either the base or candidate object requires an Input List.

To make other modifications, use the existing joined object as a model to create a new joined object. Change the definition
to create a modified version of the original. The original remains unchanged.

To use the Modify Joined Object Settings dialog in the Windows Client, perform one of the following steps:

Right-click the joined object from the Object Tree and select Modify Joined Object.

• Open the All Joined Objects (JOINSTAT) object from the Object Tree. Right-click the row containing the object and
click Modify. Alternatively, you can select the row containing the Joined Object and click Modify from the Actions menu.

Distribute Joined Objects

You can distribute joined objects to other hosts across multiple z/OS systems using the Joined Objects Distribution wizard.
Only joined objects that join objects with unique names are eligible for distribution. You can identify joined objects that
cannot be distributed by referring to the Dist column of the All Joined Objects (JOINSTAT) object.

The Joined Objects Distribution wizard copies selected joined objects from the current host to the target host.

Before you distribute joined objects, connect to the current host and the host you want to distribute the joined objects to.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the All Joined Objects object on the host that contains the joined objects that you want to distribute.
The All Joined Objects object displays.

2. Click Execute and select the joined objects that you want to distribute.
3. Select Distribute from the Action menu or right-click the row containing the joined object and select Distribute.

When you complete the relevant procedure, the Joined Objects Distribution wizard opens. Follow the prompts in the
wizard to distribute your joined objects to other hosts.

Delete Joined Objects

Delete joined objects that you no longer want using the Delete a Joined Object feature.

Deleting a joined object removes the following items from the z/OS host, if present:

• Joined object definition member in the JOINDEFS library.
• Related Object Tree entries. If the joined object is used in any of the following items, you are required to confirm the

deletion.
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– Trend and Capture data sets
– Log scripts
– Automation (GOA and MA) scripts
– External filters
– JCL model lists
– Joined object lines in the JCLMLIST member of PARMLIB

Deleting a joined object from the Windows Client removes the following items from the Windows Client data base:

• The joined object definition
• Related Object Tree entries
• Trend data

The Windows Client alerts you and stops the deletion of a joined object if any of the following conditions apply:

• The joined object has one or more user views.
• The joined object is present in a solution tree.
• The joined object is present in a console.
• The joined object is used in another joined object definition.
• The joined object is used in a summary object definition.

Manually resolve these conditions.

NOTE
Deleting a joined object that is distributed to multiple hosts only deletes the object from the host that you delete
the object from. Delete the joined object from each host that you want to remove the object from.

To delete a joined object in the Windows Client, start the Delete a Joined Object feature using one of the following
methods:

• Right-click the joined object that you want to delete in the Object Tree and select Delete Joined Object from the drop-
down list.

• Open the All Joined Objects (JOINSTAT) object from the Object Tree. Selecting the rows that contain the joined
objects that you want to delete. Click Delete from the Actions menu or right-click and select Delete from the drop-down
list.

The Deleting Joined Object dialog opens. Observe the progress and results in this dialog to confirm the deletion.

Joined Objects Examples

The following problems and solutions are examples of how you can use joined objects to help you solve problems as a
storage administrator:

• Problem
You are required to backup all data sets residing in storage groups where the DFSMS Automatic Backup attribute is
set to N (no).

• Solution
Create a joined object that combines the All object from the Data Set Management folder with the Storage Groups
object from the DFSMS Constructs folder. Create an automation script for this joined object to filter data sets with an
Automatic Backup attribute of N. Back up these data sets using a scheduled batch job.

• Problem
You are required to identify all data sets on volumes that are disabled for new allocations (DISNEW volumes) and
move the data sets to other DFSMS volumes.

• Solution
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Create a joined object that combines the All object from the Data Set Management folder with the Space and Other
Attributes object from the Volumes, Online directory. Create an automation script for this joined object to filter the data
sets on DISNEW volumes. Submit a batch job to move the data sets.

• Problem
You are required to run DFSMShsm Recycle processes overnight while ensuring no operator intervention is required.

• Solution
Create a joined object that combines the Tape Volumes object from the Backup and Archive management,
DFSMShsm, Control Data Sets, OCDS directory with the STK Volumes object from the Tape Resource Management,
Robotic Systems, Sun StorageTek Tape Libraries directory. Create an automation script that filters the recycle
candidates from this joined object and submits a RECYCLE job. Only tapes within robots are selected for processing.

Delta Objects
Delta objects extract information from logged data and can provide metrics and reports to reveal trends in the storage
environment.

Delta objects extract information from large amounts of logged data and help you measure business impacts and costs.
You can produce trend reports on metrics that are not available from the original data to show changes in numeric values
for object keys over time and if key elements have been added or deleted during a selected period. Delta Objects have an
object name, an entry in the Object Tree and behave the same way as all other objects. Delta Objects can use all Vantage
services such as report distribution, historical logging, trending, and automation. You can distribute reports, generate
alerts, take automated actions, and identify trends that are based on the detailed information in Delta objects. You can
open Delta Objects in all user interfaces.

NOTE
To use Delta Objects, working data in the format of Vantage LOG or CAP data sets must exist for the base
object for the time period that you specify.

To create Delta Objects, use the Delta Object Designer wizard. You can also use an existing Delta Object as a model.

In the Delta Object Designer wizard, you can select the method for defining Delta Groups and the fields that you want
to see statistics for. You can modify the design of management-level reports. You can split up the object tables and can
name the Delta Groups to match your environment. To access the Delta Object Designer wizard, click Options on the
object toolbar and select New Delta Object.

All Delta Objects on a host are listed in the All Delta Objects (GENDELTA) Object. This object is in the Vantage Internal
Management folder in the Object Tree. From this object, you can distribute a Delta Object to other hosts.

Observe the following information about Delta Objects:

• You can define Delta Objects only on source objects that have numeric fields.
• If multiple Vantage tasks share the DELTADEF data set and you create a Delta Object on one task, the new object is

not automatically added to the other tasks.
• New factory-supplied Delta Objects are distributed in the CCTUSAMP library. To make them available to users, copy

the new members (members starting with D99) to the DELTADEF library.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring.

• Delta Objects have unique names. Restrictions apply to the naming.
• Both user-defined and factory-supplied Delta Objects have hashed object numbers. User-defined Delta Object internal

names start with D00. Factory-supplied internal names start with D99.
• You cannot modify or delete factory-supplied Delta Objects. Factory-supplied Delta Objects have the same internal

name on all LPARs.
• You can view all the settings of a Delta Object in the Delta Object Viewer dialog.
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Delta Object Details
Use the All Delta Objects (GENDELTA) to view a list of all delta objects in your system.

The All Delta Objects (GENDELTA) Object

This object displays a list of all the Delta Objects that are registered on the z/OS host. In the object tree, you can find this
object in the Vantage Internal Management folder. This object is available in all clients.

NOTE
This procedure applies only to the Windows Client. For information about the MTC-M Delta Objects Wizard, see
Delta Objects in MTC-M.

When you display the All Delta Objects (GENDELTA) object in the Windows Client, you can perform the following actions:

Open
Opens the selected Delta Object in a separate window. Select only one row for this action.

View
Displays the settings of the selected Delta Object in the View Delta Object Settings dialog. Select only one row for
this action.

Modify
Starts the Modify Delta Object Setting dialog or the Delta Object Designer wizard. Use the wizard or dialog to
modify the selected Delta Object.
The Modify Delta Objects Setting dialog is displayed if you modify a Delta Object.

NOTE
You cannot modify factory-supplied Delta Objects.

Delete
Displays the Delta Object Delete dialog. Use this dialog to delete the Delta Object definition from the host and
Windows Client repositories.

NOTE
You cannot delete factory-supplied Delta Objects.

Distribute
Starts the Delta Object Distribution wizard. Use this wizard to copy selected delta objects to selected z/OS hosts.
The Distribute action has the following limitations:

• If the delta object already exists on the targeted host, you receive a message and the existing delta object is
not replaced on the targeted host.

• Only z/OS hosts that support delta objects are eligible for this action.
• You can use only connected z/OS hosts as a target for this action.

The DELTAMAX System Parameter

The DELTAMAX system parameter exists to prevent memory issues while creating delta objects. The default value of this
parameter is 1000000. If the number of records in a delta object reaches this value, a message is written to the MSG file
and the process of creating the summary object stops.

Use the Delta Objects Designer
Use the Delta Objects Designer to create, modify and delete delta objects.
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Create Delta Objects

To create delta objects, use the Delta Object Designer wizard in the Windows Client. The wizard guides you through the
process of defining your own delta object for any source object. You can also base a new delta object on the settings of an
existing delta object.

You can also use the Delta Object Designer to do the following actions:

• Create a new delta object that is based on a factory-supplied delta object.
• Create a new delta object by modeling the settings of an existing delta object, so that you do not need to enter all the

settings again. You can use only Delta objects that are based on the same Source Object as a model.

Delta Object Designer guides you through the steps to configure a new delta object. To start the Delta Object Designer
from the Windows Client, do one of the following actions:

• Right-click a Source Object in the object tree and select New Delta Object.
• Right-click a delta object and select Modify Delta Object.
• Open a source object, open the Options menu, and select New Delta Object.
• Open the All Delta Objects object, select a delta object, and select the Modify action. The All Delta Objects object

displays a list of all the delta objects registered on the z/OS host. You can find the All Delta Objects object in the
Vantage Internal Management folder in the object tree.

Navigation in the Delta Object Designer

Each wizard page represents a logical section of the delta object definition. The navigation tree presents the pages of the
delta object definition in a hierarchical view.

The wizard validates and sends the definition to the host. When accepted, the new delta object is displayed in the object
tree.

The wizard displays a yellow clock and progress bar on the button bar on the left side when it is communicating with z/OS
hosts. The progress bar shows the data exchange status. When the wizard communicates with the host, no other actions
are available.

1. Start the Delta Object Designer.
2. Click Next.
3. Type in the delta object name and description.

NOTE
Do not use special characters in the Name and Description fields.

4. (Optional) If you use an existing delta object as a model, locate the model delta object in the object tree and drag-and-
drop it in the Model text box of the delta object page. The following restrictions apply:
– This feature is available only if the host has Vantage 12.6 or higher installed and the version of the Windows Client

is 12.7 or higher.
– You can use only delta objects based on the same source object as a model.
– Ensure that you modify the name of the model definition.

5. Click Next.
The Source Object page is displayed. Use this page to apply filters and a data collection mode.

6. (Optional) Click Filter.
The Filter dialog displays. Observe the following information when defining a filter:
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– Object attributes are listed in the Filter dialog in alphabetical order.
– You can build a filter from the attributes of the objects by combining them in Boolean expressions and wildcard

characters.
– To filter text strings with blanks or values containing blanks, use single quotation marks. Use double quotation

marks if blanks are a significant part of the substring.
– You can enter a filter expression directly into the text box at the bottom of the Filter dialog, or you can use the typing

aids available in the dialog.
– The filter expression in the filter expression box of this standard Filter dialog is limited to 1900 characters. If you

require a longer filter, create the filter in the external filter library. In the Filter dialog, refer to the filter name using the
Insert Class icon.

NOTE
Do not use "N/A" as a value when filtering a numeric column even if "N/A" occurs in the column. The "N/
A" is for display purposes only. Use "-1" instead.

Click Apply and Exit on the Filter dialog to save your filter.
The Filter dialog closes and the Source Object page is displayed with the filter expression you created displayed in the
Filter (optional) box.

7. Select Comparison Data Source.
In the Source Object page, you can select Comparison Data Source to see where the source data comes from.

8. Click Next.
The Period page displays. To define the time period of the object data you want to use as input for the delta object, use
the following options:

Relative Period
Select an arbitrary number of time units from a chosen starting point, for a chosen length of time. For example,
today minus 100 days, for the next 100 days. The input consists of all the object data that is collected since the
relative start date and time until the relative end date and time.

Absolute Period
Specify a start date and time and an end date and time. The input consists of the object data that is collected
within the specified time period.

Cumulative Period
Specify only a start date and time. The input consists of the object data that is collected since the specified start
date until the current date.

NOTE
For an absolute or cumulative period, click the down arrow to the right of the date field to access a calendar.

A Period is selected with specified attributes.
9. Click Next.

On the Filed List page, you can specify the numeric fields and the interval for the Delta data. The default interval is one
day.

10. Click Next.
The Save and Open page displays.

11. Specify if you want the new delta object to open immediately when the object is created.
12. Click OK.

The new delta object is created. The new delta object appears in the object tree.
You can modify your new delta object before it is created by clicking the Back button or selecting a page title in the
navigation tree pane. By selecting a page title in the navigation tree pane, the corresponding page is displayed in the
right pane where you can make changes.
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View Delta Object Settings

You can view the settings of a delta object in the Delta Object Viewer dialog in the Windows Client. You can display the
delta object settings in the Delta Object Viewer dialog in the following ways:

• Open the delta object from the object tree. In the Options menu, select View Delta Object Settings.
• Open the delta object from the object tree and select the View Delta Object Settings from the Delta Object Definitions

icon on the Toolbar.
• Open the All Delta Objects (GENDELTA) object from the object tree. This object displays a list of all delta objects

on the host. This object is found in the Vantage Internal Management folder in the object tree. Right-click the row
containing the object and click View from the pop-up menu or you can select the row containing the delta object and
select View from the Actions menu.

The Delta Object Viewer dialog lists the settings of the delta object in the sequence of the Delta Object Designer pages.
For example, the General Section settings, the Comparison Section settings, and the Field Section settings.

The Delta Object Viewer dialog has the following toolbar options:

Adjust
Recalculates column widths and row heights according to value sizes, and displays the table accordingly.

Grid
Toggles the grid lines.

Print
Prints the definition to the default printer.

Help
Displays the Online Help topic for this dialog.

Modify Delta Objects

Delta object names are internally generated based on their definition. This naming system enables a delta object to be
distributed to any z/OS system without the risk of destroying a delta object already on the target system.

NOTE
You can only make minor changes to an existing non-unique delta object such as the name that appears on the
object tree, the delta object description, or the data source. You cannot modify factory-supplied delta objects. If
you need to make other changes, you can create a new delta object using the existing delta object as a model
so that you do not need to create the entire definition again.

The All Delta Objects (GENDELTA) object displays a list of all the delta objects registered on the z/OS host. This object is
found in the Vantage Internal Management folder in the object tree.

To modify the settings of a delta object, do one of the following actions in the Windows Client:

• Right-click the delta object from the object tree and select Modify Delta Object.
• Open the All Delta Objects (GENDELTA) object from the object tree. Right-click the row containing the delta object

you want to change and click Modify from the pop-up menu or select the row containing the delta object you want to
change and click Modify from the Actions menu.

You can modify the setting of a delta object using the Modify Delta Object Settings dialog in the Windows Client. The
Modify Delta Object Settings dialog is only available in the Windows Client.

NOTE
You cannot modify or delete factory-supplied delta objects. Factory-supplied delta objects have the same
internal name on all LPARs.

To open the Modify Delta Object Settings dialog, do one of the following actions in the Windows Client:
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• In the object tree, right-click a delta object that is not a factory-supplied delta object and select Modify Delta Object.
• In the All Delta Objects (GENDELTA) object, select a delta object that is not a factory-supplied and do one of the

following actions:
– In the Actions menu, select Modify.
– Right-click the row that contains the object and select Modify.

You can modify fields that are prefixed with the Write icon. You can modify the following fields:

• Name
This name appears in the object tree.

• Delta Object Description
• Comparison Data Source

NOTE
If you want to make more changes, create a new delta object using the Delta Object Designer and use an
existing delta object as a model.

To finish editing, press Enter. If field values display in a drop-down list, click the down arrow and select a value.

The Modify Delta Object Settings dialog has the following toolbar options:

Save
Saves the changes.

Save, Open and Execute
Saves the changes and opens and executes the delta object.

Adjust
Recalculates column widths and row heights according to value sizes, and displays the table accordingly.

Grid
Toggles the grid lines.

Print
Prints the definition to the default printer.

Help
Displays the Online Help topic for this dialog.

Delete Delta Objects

Use the Delete a Delta Object feature in the Windows Client to delete delta object definitions. The Delete a Delta Object
feature deletes files on both the Windows Client data base and the host.

NOTE
You cannot delete factory-supplied delta objects.

When you delete a delta object, all of the following associations are also deleted, when applicable:

On the z/OS host:

• Delta object definition member within the DELTADEF library
• Associated object tree entries

If the delta object being deleted is used within any of the following items, the Delete a Delta Object feature prompts you
to confirm the deletion. If you respond Yes, the following items are also deleted. If you respond No, the deletion is not
processed.

Associated Trend and Capture data sets
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• Associated Log script
• Associated Automation (GOA and MA) scripts
• Associated External Filters
• Associated JCL model lists
• Associated lines in the JCLMLIST member of PARMLIB

In the Windows Client data base:

• The delta object definition
• Associated object tree entries
• Associated Trend data

The Windows Client provides an alert and stops the deletion if any of the following occurrences apply:

• The delta object being deleted has a user view
• The delta object being deleted is present in a Solution tree
• The delta object being deleted is present in a Console
• The delta object being deleted is input to a Joined Object definition

To continue the deletion process, manually resolve these issues first. For example, if the delta object has a user view, first
delete the user view and then delete the delta object.

NOTE
If you distributed the delta object to other hosts, the delete process does not delete the distributed delta object
on the other hosts.

To confirm the deletion, follow the progress as displayed in the Deleting Delta Objects window.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the delta object in the object tree view and select Delete Delta Object.

NOTE
You can also open the All Delta Objects (GENDELTA) object from the Vantage Internal Management folder in
the object tree. In this folder, open the Actions menu, and click Delete.

The Deleting Delta Object Dialog appears.
2. Click OK.

The yellow clock appears at the left bottom corner of the window and the OK button is disabled.
When the deletion process is completed, the option to exit becomes available and you can no longer cancel the
process. The selected delta objects are deleted.

Distribute Delta Objects to Other Tasks
You can use the Delta Object Distribution wizard in the Windows Client to distribute Delta Objects from one task to
another.

The Delta Object Distribution wizard is only available in the Windows Client.

To distribute a Delta Object that is defined on one task to another task, add the Delta Object to the Object Tree of the
other task. Restart the other task, or use the following command on the other task:

F SAMS,DICT,DELTA,ADD,objname

Where objname is the full internal name of the Delta Object. Delta Object names use D00xxxxx (D plus 00 plus object
number) as naming standard.
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Use the Delta Objects Distribution Wizard

The Delta Objects Distribution wizard enables you to distribute selected Delta Objects across multiple z/OS systems.
Delta Objects have unique names to enable you to copy and share Delta Objects between multiple z/OS hosts.

The Delta Objects Distribution wizard copies the selected Delta Objects from one host to another z/OS host.

NOTE
The Delta Object Distribution wizard is only available in the Windows Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to the host that contains the Delta Objects that you want to distribute.
2. Connect to the hosts that you want to distribute the Delta Objects to.

NOTE
The hosts must have at least Vantage 12.6.00 installed.

3. Open and execute the All Delta Objects object on the host that contains the Delta Objects that you want to distribute.
4. Select the Delta Objects that you want to distribute.
5. In the Action menu, select Distribute.

The Delta Objects Distribution wizard displays.
6. Click Next.

The Delta Object page displays and lists the Delta Objects that you selected for distribution to other hosts.
7. Review your selection and click Next.

The Hosts page displays and lists the hosts that you are connected to.
8. Clear the fields of the hosts that you do not want to distribute the Delta Objects to.
9. Click Perform.

The Perform page displays. This page provides information about the distribution progress. The Perform page has the
following sections and fields:

Selected Section
Displays the numbers of the Delta Objects and z/OS hosts selected for distribution.

Processing Section
Displays the distribution status and progress.

Delta Field
Displays the number of the Delta Object that is being processed.

Name Field
Displays the name of the Delta Object that is being processed.

Host Field
Displays the name of the host that the Delta Object is being distributed to.

Phase Section
Displays the phase process and progress.

The following is an overview of the distribution process.

1. The wizard reads the definitions of each Delta Object from the source host, and then stores the definitions, ready for
distribution.

2. The wizard individually sends each stored definition to the first host.
3. After the host accepts the definition and creates the Delta Object, the wizard adds the Delta Object to the Object Tree

of the host.
4. After the wizard sends each stored definition to the host, the wizard repeats the steps with the next host. This process

continues until distribution of each Delta Object to all of the hosts is complete.
The wizard notifies the user and closes when the distribution process is complete.
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Export Object Data
You can export object data to CSV directly by using a mapping member to create mapping macros for the Vantage object.

Vantage enables you export object data to a CSV file without transferring the data to  or Windows Client. Use the Vantage
mapping member to create mapping macros for the Vantage object.

This article describes the following types of object data export that you can perform in Vantage:

Export Object Data to CSV file

Vantage converts the object data into CSV data sets and saves the object data to a sequential data set on the host. By
default, the output sequential data sets are named with the same prefix as capture data sets. However, you can rename
the data set before allocation from the Object dialog box on the Action menu. Following is the default CSV data set name
pattern for CSV data sets;

DSN=cappfx.Oobjnbr.Svssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss

For more information about finding and modifying values that control the creation of CSV files, see the descriptions for the
CAPPFX and CAPPOOL Vantage system parameters.

To Export the objects to CSV data set;

• Use the EXPORT_TO_CSV command in the GOA script on the Perform Object Action option.
• Use the Export to CSV option on the Actions menu in Windows Client and MTC-M.

WARNING

The routines in allocation control products (for example, DFSMS, Allocate, or STOP-X37) must not convert the
DCB attributes of the CSV data sets or change their space allocation parameters. Ensure that you exempt the
CSV data sets from your allocation control products.

CSV Data Set Format

The CSV format is composed of variable-length records (RECFM-VB). Each record contains the data from one object
row. Each value in a row converts into text that is separated by a semicolon (;). The converted value justifies to left and
removes the trailing blanks. The converted value with only blanks returns a single blank. The undefined object (For
example, -None) value is represented by two semicolons without any value between them. If the “date” column contains a
value, that is not a valid date, the conversion value returns ”-inval”.

By default, the first record in the CSV format contains only a header without any object data. The header is created from
the column names in the object.

For Example, Object:

Menu Level  Object Name Desc              ObjNbr      Token       Value            

1     Name1                                           -None          30      

2     Name2       Second line             02083       72FC04        150

CSV file output:

Menu Level;Object Name;Desc;ObjNbr;Token;Value

1;Name1;;;;30

2;Name2;Secondline;02083;72FC04;150

Processing parameters:
CSV file DSN Name of the output file
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• If this value is “-System” (default value), the DSN is created using prefix CAPPFX.
• If the file exists, its LRECL must be bigger than or equal to the needed LRECL for the object. If existing

LRECL is not large enough, the Vantage displays the following error message and terminates CSV.
VANCSVDS Error - New LRECL(nnn1) > Old LRECL(nnn2) 

Export Header Exports the object header, the default value is ‘Y’.
Trace Conv Errors Displays the conversion error messages in the MSGE file, the default value is 'N'.

NOTE

You cannot export CSV file objects that are defined on the client side. For example, User View.

Mapping Macros

Use the Vantage mapping member to create mapping macros for  the Vantage object. The mapping
macros provide description for the part of the output and helps you to find the object details quickly in the
output. Mapping member is located in the Vantage Sample Library. The mapping member is a batch utility. Use the
mapping member batch utility to generate the following types of output for a single object or for all the objects:

• A mapping macro for each object record
• A mapping macro for each log form of the object record
• A JCL skeleton with all the substitution variable for each object
• Basic information of each object (Such as name, number, version, and description)

You can create mapping macro for object output. To create a mapping for the object output, update the JOB
statement with the STEPLIB and parmlib information directing to the appropriate libraries for your vantage task.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify in the the STEPLIB statement that is the current CCTULOAD Vantage Library.
2. In the PARMS statement, specify your local PARMLIB. Following is the concatenation of two libraries:

//PARMS DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CA.VANT.PARMLIB 

// DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CA.VANTARG.CCTUPARM

3. Specify the INPUT Statement with the following parameters:
OBJECT

Specifies the the object name.
The object name should contain one through eight characters. To select all the objects, specify ALL.

VERSION
Specifies the version of the object.
In this field you can use one character (0-9, A-Z). By default the version is the highest number, to get the default
version number specify VERSION=/ or omit the version statement. To get all the versions, specify VERSION=ALL;

MODE
Specify the one of the types of following outputs:
BASE

Creates mapping macros without a log header.
LOG

Creates mapping macros with a log header.
SMF

Creates mapping macros with an SMF header.
JCLLIB

Creates a JCL model with all the substitution variables.
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OBJINFO
Creates a basic information report for the given object.

NOTE

The default MODE type is BASE.

SAMPLES:

1. Build mapping macros for log records, all objects, all versions:
OBJECT=ALL

Creates mapping macros for all the objects
VERSION=ALL

Creates mapping macros for all the object versions.
MODE=LOG

Creates mapping macros for long-term objects.
2. Build mapping macros for current/highest version for object DTOC4SYS:
OBJECT=DTOC4SYS

Creates mapping macros for the DTOC4SYS object.
VERSION=/

Creates mapping macros for the default object version.
MODE=LOG

Creates mapping macros for Log Form of specific object.
3. Build substitution JCL for the current version of object DTOCSYS:
OBJECT=DTOC4SYS

Creates substitution JCL for OBJECT-DTO4SYS.
MODE=JCLLIB

Creates JCL with substitution variables.
4. Build substitution JCL for the current version of all objects:
OBJECT=ALL

Creates substitution JCL for all the objects.
MODE=JCLLIB

Creates JCL with substation variables.
5. Build object information for current version all objects:
OBJECT=ALL

Creates object information for all the objects
MODE=OBJINFO

Creates the object information.

Scripts
Vantage has scripting features that enable you to automate many of the tasks and procedures that you can perform
manually in MTC-M, Windows Client, and the View 3270 Client.

You can create scripts to automatically perform actions, such as:
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• Select objects
• Apply sort and filter criteria
• Select records that exceed thresholds
• Zoom to other objects
• Apply actions to records
• Log records
• Substitute object data into other templates for jobs to submit
• Schedule jobs or submit jobs immediately

Scripts are loaded to memory and execute at scheduled times, or in response to specified events.

The wizards in MTC-M and Windows Client help you generate scripts by guiding you through the required selections and
parameters. You can also retrieve and modify scripts from the script libraries, save the scripts back to the script libraries,
and refresh the copies in memory.

You can view, analyze, and perform actions on scripts that are loaded into memory.

NOTE

Do not define or run scripts that access objects that are not licensed at your site. Remove these scripts
immediately. If this type of script starts, the following message is issued, identifying the missing license:

KNG0627D Object xxxxxxxx Not Licensed

You then receive the following CAS90 message where nn is the missing LMP key:

CAS9180E - CPU xxxxxx REQUIRES A LMP KEY TO RUN PROD (nn)

After the license violation, the following CAS90 messages appear in the console log repeatedly:

CAS9012A 00027 KEY WARNINGS/VIOLATIONS ON CPU xxxxxx

CAS9013A PRODUCT nn ABOUT TO EXPIRE OR IS EXPIRED AND IS IN USE

Types of Scripts

The following types of scripts exist in Vantage:

System Scripts
System scripts are factory-created and distributed with the product. You can customize only the name and run-
time schedule of a system script. These scripts create objects or perform standard services such as audits that
are an important part of the Vantage system. Audit scripts are a type of system script. Audit scripts analyze
objects and provide the results.

Automation Scripts
Broadcom and other users provide sample automation scripts and you select the scripts that are useful for you.
You can modify existing scripts to meet your requirements or create new scripts. Automation scripts monitor object
conditions. For example, you can verify pool space utilization, number of scratch tapes, or volume fragmentation,
and then generate automated responses. Or, you can look for messages (MVS, HSM, or Disk) and automatically
respond to them. Two types of automation scripts exist; General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts, which are
timer-driven, and Message Automation (MA) Scripts, which are event-driven.

Log Scripts
Create log scripts if you want historical information about an object. Log scripts write the object to a log data set.

Script Libraries

A library exists for each type of script:
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• System Script Library (see the SYSTSCR parameter for the library name)
• Automation Script Library (see the AUTOSCR sysparm for the library name)
• Log Script Library (see the LOGSCR sysparm for the library name)

View Scripts

You can view scripts in the following ways:

• Use the Script Manager in MTC-M.
• Open the Automation folder in the object tree, and the All Scripts objects in the various folders.
• Zoom to the scripts from the view of the servers.
• Use ISPF to view the scripts directly within the corresponding script library.
• Use Windows Client wizards.

Script Status

The following statuses are possible for scripts:

Not loaded (inactive)
The script resides only in the script library on disk and has not been loaded into memory.

Loaded but disabled (active)
The script has been loaded into memory but is not enabled for processing. The following reasons are possible:

• The script has a time window to be enabled, and the current time is outside of that window.
• A Vantage user disabled the script.

Loaded and enabled (active)
The script is loaded into memory and is enabled for processing. When the script schedule is reached, or the
server detects a message that is monitored, the script server dispatches the script. The Windows Client wizard
refers to these scripts as active scripts.

Queued
The scripts scheduled time or triggering event has occurred, but all servers for this type of script are either busy
or have been stopped. When servers are available, processing of the queued events begins. Processing can be
internal processing that is associated with the General Section of the script. For example, the accumulation of
new messages that were queued, or processing that passes control to the Event Procedure for execution.

Executing
The server has dispatched the script, and control has been passed to the Event Procedure for execution.

To find the Not-loaded, Disabled, or Enabled status of a script, select the All Scripts (Loaded or in PDS) objects from the
Object Tree. One of the displayed fields is the Status.

To find the scripts queued or being executed, select the Server (Event Type) Status object from the Object Tree.

Script Servers
This topic describes the various servers that process each type of script.

These servers load scripts into memory from the PDS libraries and dispatch the scripts appropriately.

The following sections indicate which servers are multithreaded and the parameters that control whether the servers start
automatically:
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• Server (Event Type) Status
• System Servers and Commands
• Audit Servers and Commands
• GOA Servers and Commands
• Message Servers and Commands
• Log Server and Commands

These sections also summarize the basic commands to use with each type of server and script. Many commands are also
implemented as actions that can be performed on either the servers or the scripts.

NOTE
For the complete list of operator commands, see Operator Commands.

Server (Event Type) Status

To find the status of the various servers, open the Automation folder, and select the Server (Event Type) Status object.

The Server (Event Type) Status object provides the following information:

• The servers that have started.
• The servers that are busy.
• The number of scripts for the server.
• The number of queued scripts.
• The number of executing scripts.
• The name of the executing script.

NOTE
For multi-threaded servers, the script name from only one of the servers displays.

To see all the scripts of a specific type, use the zoom function.

System Servers and Commands

System servers are multi-threaded servers that process system scripts. These servers start automatically.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring.

To start and stop the servers manually, use the following commands:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=SYSTEM

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=SYSTEM

To refresh a system script (load from the library to memory), use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=SYSTEM,scriptname 

To run a script on demand, outside of the regular schedule, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=SYSTEM,scriptname 

Audit Servers and Commands

Audit servers are multi-threaded servers that process the audit scripts. These servers start automatically.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring.

To start and stop the servers manually, use the following commands:
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F SAMS,AUTO,START=AUDIT

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=AUDIT

To refresh an audit script (load from the library to memory), use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=AUDIT,scriptname 

To run a script on demand, outside the regular schedule, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=AUDIT,scriptname 

GOA Servers and Commands

GOA servers are multi-threaded servers that process the General Object Automation (GOA) scripts. These servers start
automatically.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring.

To start and stop these servers manually, use the following commands:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=GOA

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=GOA

To refresh a GOA script (load from the library to memory), use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=GOA,scriptname 

To run a script on demand, outside the regular schedule, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=GOA,scriptname 

Message Servers and Commands

Four single-threaded message servers exist. These servers correspond with the following four types of messages that can
be managed automatically:

• MVS console messages
• HSM real-time messages
• HSM log messages
• Disk messages

The MVS console message server starts automatically, but message collection does not start automatically. Set the
WTOTABSZ sysparm to a non-zero value. 128 is recommended.

To start and stop the server manually, use the following commands:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=CONMSG

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=CONMSG

To refresh an MVS message script (load from the library to memory), use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=CONMSG,scriptname 

To run a script on demand, outside the regular schedule, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=CONMSG,scriptname 

To refresh the early screening triggers or filters from PARMLIB member MSGTRIGS, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH,MSGTRIGS
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The HSM real-time message server starts automatically, but message collection does not start automatically. If you
use the DFSMShsm real-time messaging in LOG mode, set the HSMTABSZ sysparm to a non-zero value. 128 is
recommended. HSMTABSZ is ignored for the DFSMShsm PDA real-time messaging.

To start and stop the server manually, use the following commands:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=RTHSMMSG

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=RTHSMMSG

To refresh a real-time HSM message script (load from the library to memory), use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=RTHSMMSG,scriptname 

To run a script on demand, outside the regular schedule, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=RTHSMMSG,scriptname 

To refresh the early screening triggers or filters from PARMLIB member HSMTRIGS, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH,HSMTRIGS

The HSM log message server does not start automatically. Specify yes in the AUTHSM sysparm.

To start and stop the server manually, use the following commands:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=HSMLOG

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=HSMLOG

To refresh an HSM Log message script (load from the library to memory), use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=HSMLOG,scriptname 

To run a script on demand, outside the regular schedule, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=HSMLOG,scriptname 

The Disk message server does not start automatically. Specify yes in the AUTDMS sysparm.

To start and stop the server manually, use the following commands:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=DMSMSG

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=DMSMSG

To refresh a Disk message script (load from the library to memory), use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=DMSMSG,scriptname 

To run a script on demand, outside the regular schedule, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=DMSMSG,scriptname 

To refresh the early screening triggers or filters from PARMLIB member DMSTRIGS, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH,DMSTRIGS

Log Server and Commands

Log servers are multi-threaded servers that process the log scripts. These servers start automatically.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring.

To start and stop the servers manually, use the following commands:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=LOG
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F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=LOG

To refresh a LOG script (load from the library to memory), use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=LOG,scriptname 

To run a script on demand, outside the regular schedule, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=LOG,scriptname 

Script Commands
Operator commands are available to perform the following types of automation activities:

• Establish the memory buffers into which messages are collected and set up the early trigger filters.
• Start and stop the dispatchers that control each type of event.
• Manipulate individual scripts.

Operator Commands - Manipulate Buffers and Early Filters

The command that is used to establish the memory buffers and early filters has the following syntax:

F SAMS,cmd,nnnn 

cmd
Possible values are ACT, DEACT, or REFRESH.

nnnnn
Possible values are WTOTAB, MSGTRIGS, DMSTRIGS, HSMTAB, or HSMTRIGS.

The following commands are available in this category:

F SAMS,ACT,HSMTAB
Activates the DFSMShsm real-time message triggering. If you use the DFSMShsm real-time messaging in LOG
mode, set the HSMTABSZ parameter to a value other than 0 in order to determine the size of the wraparound
table in ECSA and to start the message collection.
If you use the DFSMShsm PDA real-time messaging, the HSMTABSZ parameter is ignored and does not affect
the size of the message table.

F SAMS,ACT,WTOTAB
Activates the console command and message triggering using the VKGPARMS parameter WTOTABSZ to
determine the size of the wraparound table in ECSA.

F SAMS,ACT,HSMTAB=nnn
Activates the DFSMShsm real-time message triggering. If you use the DFSMShsm real-time messaging in LOG
mode, the parameter nnn specifies the size (in K) of the wraparound table in ECSA. The parameter does not
affect the size of the messages table in PDA mode.

F SAMS,ACT,WTOTAB=nnn
Activates the console command and message triggering using the parameter nnn to set the size (in K) of the
wraparound table in ECSA.

F SAMS,DEACT,HSMTAB
Deactivates the DFSMShsm real-time and message triggering.

F SAMS,DEACT,WTOTAB
Deactivates the console command and message triggering.

F SAMS,ACT,HSMTRIGS
Activates the early HSM message-triggering filter by loading PARMLIB(HSMTRIGS) into memory.
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F SAMS,ACT,MSGTRIGS
Activates the early console message-triggering filter by loading PARMLIB(MSGTRIGS) into memory.

F SAMS,DEACT,HSMTRIGS
Deactivates the early HSM message-triggering filter.

F SAMS,DEACT,MSGTRIGS
Deactivates the early console message-triggering filter.

F SAMS,REFRESH,HSMTRIGS
Refreshes early HSM message triggering by loading PARMLIB(HSMTRIGS) into memory.

F SAMS,REFRESH,MSGTRIGS
Refreshes early console message triggering by loading PARMLIB(MSGTRIGS into memory.

F SAMS,ACT,DMSTRIGS
Activates the early Disk message-triggering filter by loading PARMLIB(DMSGTRIGS) into memory.

F SAMS,DEACT,DMSTRIGS
Deactivates the early Disk message-triggering filter.

F SAMS,REFRESH,DMSTRIGS
Refreshes early Disk message triggering by loading PARMLIB(DMSGTRIGS) into memory.

NOTE

Whenever you change the HSMTRIGS, MSGTRIGS, or DMSTRIGS members, issue the appropriate REFRESH
command to activate your new triggering filters. If DFSMShsm is stopped and then restarted during real-time
DFSMShsm message automation, reactivate the real-time message triggering with the following commands:

F SAMS,DEACT,HSMTAB 

F SAMS,ACT,HSMTAB

Operator Commands - Manipulate Servers (Dispatchers)

The commands that are used to start or stop the server (dispatcher) for a given event type have the following syntax:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=event_type

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=event_type

event_type
The following event types are possible:

• CONMSG
• DMSMSG
• RTHSMMSG
• HSMLOG
• GOA
• AUDIT
• LOG
• SYSTEM

The following commands are available in this category:

F SAMS,AUTO,START=event
Start the specified event dispatcher. The following event types are possible:
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• CONMSG (console messages)
• HSMLOG (DFSM-Shsm log messages)
• DMSMSG (Disk messages)
• RTHSMMSG (real-time HSM messages)
• GOA (General Object Automation)
• AUDIT (audit scripts)
• LOG (logging scripts)
• SYSTEM (system scripts)

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=event
Stop the specified event dispatcher. The following event types are possible:

• CONMSG (console messages)
• HSMLOG (DFSM-Shsm log messages)
• DMSMSG (Disk messages)
• RTHSMMSG (real-time HSM messages)
• GOA (General Object Automation)
• AUDIT (audit scripts)
• LOG (logging scripts)
• SYSTEM (system scripts)

Operator Commands - Manipulate Scripts

Operator commands that are used to manipulate individual scripts have the following syntax:

F SAMS,AUTO,cmd=event_type,script 

cmd
Possible values are Collect, CollFire, Delete, Fire, FireKeep, Load, Refresh, RefrKeep, Zero, or ZeroDefr.

event_type
Possible values are CONMSG, DMSMSG, RTHSMMSG, HSMLOG, GOA, AUDIT, LOG, or SYSTEM.

script
To refer to all scripts, use *all. Otherwise, this value is the name of the script.

The following commands are available in this category:

F SAMS,AUTO,DELETE=event,script
Event Type: All
Description: Deletes the script from memory, but not from the script library.

F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=event,script
Event Type: All
Description: Passes control to the procedural section of the script to execute the script in accordance with the
existing accumulation. This action applies even if the conditions for execution that are specified in the script are
not met. The command clears internal counters and accumulations as of the next accumulation (a ZD command is
included in the FI command). The FIRE command does not work if events are not accumulated.

F SAMS,AUTO,FIREZERO=event,script
Event Type: All
Description: Same as FIRE, however this command passes control to the procedural section of the script even if
no events were accumulated.

F SAMS,AUTO,FIREKEEP=event,script
Event Type: All
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Description: Fire and Keep. Executes the script in accordance with the existing accumulation and retains internal
counters and accumulations. The FIREKEEP command does not work if events are not accumulated.

F SAMS,AUTO,LOAD=event,script
Event Type: All
Description: Loads a script into memory if the script is not already there.

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=event,script
Event Type: All
Description: Refreshes the in-memory copy of the script and clears internal counters and accumulations. If the
script is not loaded, the Refresh command loads the script. Use this command if you have modified the script then
saved the script in the script library using the TSO/ISPF interface.

F SAMS,AUTO,REFRKEEP=event,script
Event Type: All
Description: Refresh and Keep. Refreshes the in-memory copy of the script and retains all accumulations.

F SAMS,AUTO,STATUS=event,script
Event Type: All
Description: Lists the status of the specified script on the operator console. If a script name of *all is used, the
status of all the scripts is listed.

F SAMS,AUTO,ZERO=event,script
Event Types:

• CONMSG
• DMSMSG
• RTHSMMSG
• HSMLOG

Description: Sets counters to zero and clears accumulated events immediately.
F SAMS,AUTO,ZERODEFR=event,script

Event Types:

• CONMSG
• DMSMSG
• RTHSMMSG
• HSMLOG

Description: Zero Deferred. Sets counters to zero and clears accumulated events with the advent of the next
accumulation row, for real-time events. Sets counters to zero and clears accumulated events with the occasion of
the next collection, for collect-and-fire events. Tables listing scripts contain a column Delay Clr, which is set to yes
for accumulated messages that are being discarded.

F SAMS,AUTO,ENABLE=event,script
Event Type: All
Description: Enables the script and resets the execution count to zero. Variables in the Variables section are
reinitialized.

F SAMS,AUTO,ENABLEIF=event,script
Event Types:

• CONMSG
• DMSMSG
• RTHSMMSG
• HSMLOG
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Description: Reenables the script and resets the execution count to zero for scripts that have been previously
disabled because of reaching the Max_Execute count. Variables in the Variables section are reinitialized.

F SAMS,AUTO,DISABLE=event,script
Event Type: All
Description: Disables the script.

F SAMS,AUTO,CONTINUE=event,script
Event Type: GOA
Description: Passes control to the next phase, if the script has phases. If the script is in the last phase, this
command marks the script to start at the first phase of the next timer increment.

F SAMS,AUTO,FIREIF0=event,script
Event Types:

• CONMSG
• DMSMSG
• RTHSMMSG
• HSMLOG

Description: Passes control to the Event Procedure, if no records are collected or filtered between Starttime= and
Endtime=.

F SAMS,AUTO,COLLECT=event,script
Event Type: HSMLOG only
Description: Invokes the collect function. For HSMLOG events, DFSMShsm commands and messages are
collected from LOGY, LOGX, and the HSM buffer from StartTime to the current time. The event procedure is not
invoked.

F SAMS,AUTO,COLLECTX=event,script
Event Type: HSMLOG only
Description: Extended Collect. Applies only to the DFSMShsm event type. Tests DFSMShsm scripts. The entire
HSMLOGY and HSMLOGX files are processed. StartTime and EndTime are ignored.

F SAMS,AUTO,COLLFIRE=event,script
Event Type: HSMLOG only
Description: Collect and Fire. Collects and invokes the event procedure with the current contents of the
accumulated table. This command has the same effect as assigning a value of Execute to the EndTimeAction
parameter of the script.

F SAMS,AUTO,COLLFIRX=event,script
Event Type: HSMLOG only
Description: Extended Collect and Fire. Applies only to the DFSMShsm event type. Test DFSMShsm scripts.
The entire HSMLOGY and HSMLOGX files are processed. StartTime and EndTime are ignored and the action is
triggered to process the accumulated events.

F SAMS,AUTO,CANCEL=event,script
Event Types: MA or GOA
Description: Cancels an executing script. An executing script means that control has been given to the Event
Procedure and is not yet returned. The CANCEL command aborts the processing, control is returned, and the
script is marked disabled.

Script Language Structure and Content
Learn about the structure and content of the Vantage scripting language.

A script consists of the following sections:
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General
Contains declaration parameters in an insignificant order.

Variables (optional)
Defines the numeric variables that are used within the Event Procedure Section.

Event Procedure
Contains executable verb parameters in a significant order.

NOTE
Comments are only enabled for the General section. Insert comments as separate comment lines with an * in
column one. You cannot add comments to the right of a parameter value.

Script - General Section

An automation script contains the following information in the <GENERAL> section:

NAME=
Specifies the name of the script (not kept within the script but in the PDS member name).

TITLE=
Specifies the title of the script with a string of up to 30 bytes. This string appears in displays that show a list of
scripts, such as the Script Manager dialog.

DESCRIPTION1= DESCRIPTION2= DESCRIPTION3=
Describes the purpose and functionality of the script. This description can include up to three lines of text.

EVENT_TYPE=
Specifies the name of the event type. The following values are possible:
CONMSG

The script responds to messages generated at the system console. Console messages are made
available to the script as soon as they appear on the console.

HSMLOG
The script responds to messages that DFSMShsm places in the log file. HSM log messages are not
transferred continually to Vantage and are available to the script only at the time that is specified by the
EndTime parameter. Vantage runs a collection on the HSM log and passes all the results to the script at
the specified time.

RTHSMMSG
The script responds to messages that DFSMShsm places in the log file in real time. The messages are
made available to the script immediately.

DMSMSG
The script responds to messages routed from Disk. These messages are made available to the script
immediately.

GOA
General Object Automation scripts.

AUDIT
Audit scripts.

LOG
Log scripts.

SYSTEM
System scripts.
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STARTTIME=hhmm, ENDTIME=hhmm
Specifies the interval during which events are collected in a hhmm format string. For example, if you specify
a StartTime of 1400 and an EndTime of 1600 for a CONMSG type of script, the script only considers console
messages generated during this interval. The two parameters are named in the React to messages beginning
at and React to message until fields in the Advanced Parameters panel of the Message Automation Wizard. A
StartTime=0000 and EndTime=2400 have a special meaning. See the EndTimeAction parameter.

ENABLED=
Indicates if the script is enabled or disabled. The default is Y. This parameter is effective only when
StartTime=0000 and End-Time=2400 (default values). A script that is disabled does not collect messages
(CONMSG, DMSMSG, HSMLOG, RTHSMMSG) or react to timer pops launched by Perform_Evt_Proc or
Cond_Do_Evt_Proc.

LOAD_SCRIPT=
Y

Indicates that the script can be loaded or refreshed.
N

Indicates that the script cannot be loaded or refreshed. Load or refresh processing is stopped.
This parameter is the first that is checked when processing a request to load or refresh a script. The default value
is Y.

NOTE
If a script that you no longer want to load has already loaded, select Save and Activate to delete the
script from memory.

WIZARD=
Y

Indicates that the script contains statements that the wizard supports and you can use the wizard to
update the script.

N
Indicates that the script contains script statements that the wizard does not support. If you use the wizard
to select the script, a message displays with the option to use the PDS Editor to edit the script. The
default value of Y indicates that the script can be used, and syntax checks all statements.

EXCLUDE_DAYS=
Y

Indicates that the Holidays and weekend days Exclude table is valid. The dates and days to exclude for
processing are specified in the EXCLUDE-DAYS section in PARMLIB(INCLEXCL).

NOTE
If the current day or date is present in the Exclude table, control is not given to the Event
Procedure regardless of other conditions being fulfilled.

N
Indicates that the Holidays and weekend days Exclude table is not valid.

The default value is N.
SET_FILTER=

Specifies the filter expression operating on the message. Every message looked at by the script passes the filter
to be accumulated or counted toward a particular action. Using the Windows Client, view and, if necessary, modify
the filter in the filter panel of the Message Automation wizard by clicking Define Filter.

NOTE
This value applies to MA scripts only.
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ACC_FLAG=
Indicates whether the script accumulates the filtered messages in a new table. If this flag is set to N, messages
are only counted. If this flag is set to Y, you can view or substitute the filtered messages into templates being used
to respond to the message; for example, action templates for jobs, email, or Vantage mail. You can turn this flag
on and off by checking the Accumulate Filtered Messages check box in the Advanced Parameters panel of the
Message Automation wizard.

NOTE
This value applies to MA scripts only.

MAX_COUNT=
(Applies to MA scripts only) Determines the number of messages that must pass the script filter successfully
before the script action is performed. This parameter is specified in the Trigger action after ... messages text
box of the Message Automation Wizard. If you set this parameter to 1, the script's action is executed every time
an event passes the filter. The default value of 0 means that the script action is never performed based on the
number of messages that pass the filter.

MAX_EXECUTE=
(Applies to MA scripts only) Determines the maximum number of times that the script's action is allowed to
execute between the start and end time. The internal execution count is incremented each time the Max_Count
is reached and not as a result of Perform_Evt_Proc or Cond_Do_Evt_Proc. When Max_Execute is reached, the
script is disabled. The purpose of this parameter is to prevent the system from looping on a particular type of
message, especially in cases where the script action itself might cause the generation of the message to which it
responds. This parameter appears in the Advanced Parameters panel of the Message Automation Wizard as Max
times to execute action ... between the start and end time. The default value is 1.

ENDTIMEACTION=
(Applies to MA scripts only) Determines how the script treats accumulated events when it becomes disabled as a
result of reaching the EndTime. Options are:
Execute

Perform the event procedure of the script with a FIRE command even if the number of filtered or
accumulated events has not reached the Max_Count value yet. This option appears in the Advanced
Parameters panel of the Message Automation Wizard as Execute defined action. (If there are no records,
control is not passed to the event procedure.)

Hold
Do not perform the action of the script on the accumulated events but carry them forward to the next time
the script is enabled, that is, when StartTime is reached again, the script starts with the events it has
accumulated before. This option appears in the Advanced Parameters panel of the Message Automation
Wizard as Keep Accumulated Messages.

Clear
Do not perform the action of the script and do not retain the accumulated events for the next time the
script is enabled. This option appears in the Advanced Parameters panel of the Message Automation
wizard as Discard Accumulated Messages.
In the above three options, accumulated events (if any) remain available for viewing through the Event
Status screens. They are cleared only when the next event arrives after the script is enabled again, and
the option selected was not Hold.

Execifzero
If no records are collected/filtered between Starttime= and Endtime=, then control is given to the Event
Procedure.
For all options be aware that if StartTime = 0000 and EndTime=2400 there is no EndTimeAction (the
same as EndTimeAction=Hold).

SHUTDOWNACTION= (MA scripts only)
Determines how the script treats accumulated events (messages) at shutdown. Valid values are:
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Discard
The default value, messages accumulated will be discarded.

Execute
Gives control to the Event Procedure, if any messages are accumulated.

Save
Saves accumulated messages and restore them again at Vantage start up.

PERFORM_EVT_PROC=
Perform the event procedure. This parameter activates the procedure using the Scheduler. The syntax is (in the
specified order only):
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=On_Day=ddd,At_Time=hhmm

where ddd can be MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN, or ALL (every day)
or
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=On_Month=mmm,On_Day=nn,At_Time=hhmm

where mmm can be JAN, FEB, MAR, APR, MAY, JUN, JUL, AUG, SEP, OCT, NOV, DEC, or ALL (every month)
and nn can be 1 to 28,29,30,31 depending on month. Also nn can have value -0 for last day in month, -1 for next
to last day in month, and so on up to -9.
or
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=Interval=mmmm

You can specify several execution times by adding On_Day= and At_Time= lines. For example:
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=On_Day=MON,At_Time=0060

On_Day=TUE,At_Time=0600

On_Day=FRI,At_Time=1900

The Scheduler schedules the procedure for execution according to the specified timing parameters. Control is
passed to the event procedure even if no events have been accumulated. In this case your JCL, WTO, MVS
command, or Vantage Message should not contain substitution variables, because they are not substituted with
real data if no events have been accumulated.
In addition, for an MA script, if control is again given to the Event Procedure (by for instance issuing a FIRE
command) before any new events (messages) are accumulated, then the same events are processed one more
time. See COND_DO_EVT_PROC on how to prevent this.

COND_DO_EVT_PROC=
Same as Perform_Evt_Proc, but the control is passed to the event procedure only if some message events
have been accumulated, and they are not logically deleted as reported in the Delay Clr field in script objects.
For this to take effect, Accum_Flag must be set to Y. If used in a non-message script, it is identical to
PERFORM_EVT_PROC=.

SIMULATE=
Set to Y or N to indicate whether the script actions should be simulated. If set to Y, the script actions are not
performed. All actions, simulated or not, can be viewed in the Object Automation Log.

FIRE_AT_LOAD=
Set to Y or N to indicate whether control should immediately be given to the Event Procedure every time the script
is loaded or refreshed. Default is N.

SYSID= to SYSID16=
Set to the 4-character MVS system ID (SMF system ID), the 8-character MVS System name, or the JES3
Global name to specify the MVS system on which the script should be loaded. If parameter SYSID matches
the sysid/system_name, the script is loaded (or refreshed). SYSID can consist of a pattern using the wildcard
characters ?, /, and !. For more information about wildcard characters, see Wildcard Characters and Pattern
Strings.
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NOTE
SYSID2= to SYSID16= work the same as SYSID=. If the current system matches one of the 16 sysid/
system_names, the script is loaded/refreshed. For JES3 you can also specify SYSID=GLOBAL or
SYSID=LOCAL for loading on JES3 Global or Local systems respectively.

Monitor=
Set to Yes, No, or Use to indicate whether the script should be monitored, and script status should be sent to the
Internal Status Monitor. A setting of Use means use the value specified for the system parameter STMONSCR.
The default is Use.

These parameters modify and refine the conditions in which an action is performed. The action can involve substituting
variables from the accumulated event table into a JCL template, then submitting the template as a job for either immediate
or deferred execution.

Script - Variables Section

The numeric variables that are used in the Event Procedure are defined and initialized in the Variables section. For
example, to define a variable with the name COUNT and to initialize the variable to 0, statement COUNT=0 is entered in
the <VARIABLES> section of the script. After a variable is defined, the variable can be incremented or decremented within
the body of the <EVENT_PROCEDURE> section, with statements such as COUNT=COUNT+1. Numeric variables can
also be tested with the IF statement and the GT, LT, or EQ operators. For example, use IF COUNT LT 5 to conditionally
execute the script statements that are contained within the IF construct. After initialization by a LOAD or REFRESH of
the script, these variables are reinitialized when the script is enabled by the commands ENABLE and ENABLEIF, and
STARTTIME= in the General section of the script.

The GUI wizard generates scripts using numeric variables when required.

Script - Event Procedure Section

The following parameters are available in the <EVENT_PROCEDURE> section of the script:

NOTE
Parameters CMD, WTO, MSG_To, and Mail_To can be prefixed by Multi_ in case there are multiple records in
the input table which you want substituted with the // *REPEAT* command. Without the prefix Multi_, only the
first record is substituted and used.

Perform Object Action
Any Vantage can have a set of available actions that are unique to that specific object. If you selected an object
with such actions, this choice is enabled, and you may select from the list of available object actions in the GOA
Script wizard.

NOTE
The maximum number of object actions that can be performed is 100 000. If you specify more than 100
000, only the first 100 000 object actions are performed.

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN= data set name, MEMBER=member name
Accepts a table such as the Automation message table as input for substituting into the model JCL specified in
data set name and member name. If the member name is specified, the DSN is a PDS name. If not specified, the
DSN is the name of a physical sequential data set.

,STRIP=option
Specify if blanks are to be removed from substituted object variables. Leading or trailing spaces or both can be
removed, based on the option you specify. The following options are valid:
B (Both)

Removes both leading and trailing spaces from substituted variables.
L (Leading)

Removes leading spaces from substituted variables.
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T (Trailing)
Removes trailing spaces from substituted variables.

N (None)
Does not remove spaces from substituted variables.

The default value is B (Both).
SUBMIT_JOB=[ON_DAY= ddd, AT_TIME=hhmm, DESC=description]

Submits the job created by SUBSTITUTE. If ddd and hhmm are specified, the submit is scheduled accordingly.
ddd

Can be MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN, or ALL (every day).
hhmm

Represents hours and minutes.
Description

Can be a maximum of 20 characters.
For scheduled submits, specify ddd, hhmm, and description in the indicated order.

SUBMIT_JOB=DELAY=ssss, DESC=description
Submits the job created by SUBSTITUTE.
If DELAY=ssss (ssss=seconds) is specified, the job is scheduled and delayed in the number of seconds (ssss)
specified.
description can be a maximum of 20 characters.
For scheduled submits, ssss and description must be specified in the indicated order.

SET_DI_TOKEN=OBJECT NAME=objname
Save the current data and time as the DI date and time for the named object.

[MULTI__]CMD=mvs console command
Issues the specific MVS console command. Substitution variables can be used within the command.

PERFORM_CMD=[ON_DAY= ddd, AT_TIME=hhmm]
Follows one or more [MULTI_]CMD parameters and issues the command created by [MULTI_]CMD. If ddd and
hhmm are specified, the command is scheduled accordingly.
ddd

Can be MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN, or ALL (every day).
hhmm

Represents hours and minutes.
For scheduled commands, specify ddd and hhmm in the indicated order.

PERFORM_CMD=DELAY=ssss
Follows one or more [MULTI_]CMD parameters and issues the commands created by [MULTI_]_CMD=. If
DELAY=ssss (ssss=seconds) is specified, the commands are scheduled and delayed in the number of seconds
(ssss) specified.
The delay only delays a group of commands for a number of seconds. The delay does not delay the processing
of the script. If you want three different commands (or a group of commands) to be issued with a 10-second delay
between the commands, code the PERFORM_CMD=DELAY= in the following way:
<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

CMD=first command(s)

PERFORM_CMD=DELAY=0010

CMD=second command(s)

PERFORM_CMD=DELAY=0020

CMD=third command(s)

PERFORM_CMD=DELAY=0030
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[MULTI_]WTO=wto text
Issues MVS WTO with the specified wto text. Substitution variables can be used in the text.

MULTI_ WTOALERT=wto text
Issues MVS WTO with descriptor-code=11 and a token so that it can be DOMed. These WTOs are DOMed after
10 minutes or if more than 10 such WTOs are outstanding, then on a FIFO basis. Substitution variables can be
used in the text.

PERFORM_WTO=[ON_DAY= ddd, AT_TIME=hhmm]
Follows one or more [MULTI_]WTO parameters and issues the command created by [MULTI_]WTO. If ddd and
hhmm are specified, the WTO is scheduled accordingly.
ddd

Can be MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN, or ALL (every day).
hhmm

Represents hours and minutes.
For scheduled WTOs, specify ddd and hhmm in the indicated order.

PERFORM_WTO=DELAY=ssss
Follows one or more [MULTI_]WTO parameters and issues the WTOs created by [MULTI_]_WTO=. If
DELAY=ssss (ssss=seconds) is specified, the WTOs are scheduled and delayed in the number of seconds (ssss)
specified.
The delay only delays a group of WTOs for a number of seconds. The delay does not delay the processing of the
script. If you want three different WTOs (or a group of WTOs) to be issued with a 10-second delay between the
WTOs, code the PERFORM_WTO=DELAY= in the following way:
<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

WTO=first WTO(s)

PERFORM_WTO=DELAY=0010

WTO=second WTO(s)

PERFORM_WTO=DELAY=0020

WTO=third WTO(s)

PERFORM_WTO=DELAY=0030

[MULTI_]MSG_TO=userid or (ALL), SEV=severity, MSG=message text
Sends messages to a Vantage logon ID. If the user is not logged in, the message is sent to the mailbox of the
user.
Possible severity:
I

Information
E

Error
A

Alert
D

Diagnostic
Substitution variables can be used in the message text.

PERFORM_MSG=[ON_DAY= ddd, AT_TIME=hhmm]
Follows one or more [MULTI_]MSG_TO parameters and sends the message created by [MULTI_]MSG_TO. If ddd
and hhmm are specified, the message is scheduled accordingly.
ddd

Can be MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN, or ALL (every day).
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hhmm
Represent hours and minutes.

For scheduled messages, specify ddd and hhmm in the indicated order.
PERFORM_MSG=DELAY=ssss

Follows one or more [MULTI_]MSG parameters and issues the messages created by [MULTI_]_MSG=. If
DELAY=ssss (ssss=seconds) is specified, the messages are scheduled and delayed in the number of seconds
(ssss) specified.
The delay only delays a group of messages for a number of seconds. The delay does not delay the processing
of the script. If you want three different messages (or a group of messages) to be issued with a 10-second delay
between the messages, code the PERFORM_MSG=DELAY= in the following way:
<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

MSG=first messages

PERFORM_MSG=DELAY=0010

MSG=second messages

PERFORM_MSG=DELAY=0020

MSG=third messages

PERFORM_MSG=DELAY=0030

[MULTI_]MAIL_TO=userid, SEV=severity, MSG=message text
Sends mail to the mailbox of a Vantage logon ID.
Possible severity:
I

Information
E

Error
A

Alert
D

Diagnostic
Substitution variables can be used in the message text.

PERFORM_MAIL=[ON_DAY= ddd, AT_TIME=hhmm]
Follows one or more MULTI_MAIL_TO parameters and sends the mail created by MULTI_MAIL_TO. If ddd and
hhmm are specified, the mail is scheduled accordingly.
ddd

Can be MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN, or ALL (every day).
hhmm

Represent hours and minutes.
For scheduled mail, specify ddd and hhmm in the indicated order.

PERFORM_MAIL=DELAY=ssss
Follows one or more [MULTI_]MAIL_TO parameters and issues the MAILs created by [MULTI_]_MAIL_TO=. If
DELAY=ssss (ssss=seconds) is specified, the MAILs are scheduled and delayed in the number of seconds (ssss)
specified.
The delay only delays a group of MAILs for a number of seconds. The delay does not delay the processing of the
script. If you want three different MAILs (or a group of MAILs) to be issued with a 10-second delay between the
MAILs, code the PERFORM_MAIL=DELAY= in the following way:
<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

MAIL=first MAIL(s)

PERFORM_MAIL=DELAY=0010

MAIL=second MAIL(s)
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PERFORM_MAIL=DELAY=0020

MAIL=third MAIL(s)

PERFORM_MAIL=DELAY=0030

[MULTI_]EMAIL_TO=xxxx.yyy@zzz.com, FROM=vantage@ goa.script.com,SUBJECT=e-mail from
Vantage GOA automation script

Identifies the address and subject of an email that is sent to the user. The text of the email is specified in the
EMAIL_TXT= statement that follows. The FROM= and SUBJECT= keywords can include substitution variables.

NOTE
If multiple addresses are specified, each address is in a separate EMAIL_TO= statement without the
FROM= and SUBJECT= keywords. The FROM= and SUBJECT= keywords appear on only one of the
MULTI_EMAIL_TO= statements. The contents of the FROM= and SUBJECT= keywords are used when
the mail is sent to all recipients.

EMAIL_TXT=e-mail text to send
The text can include substitution variables. If “Multi” is not selected, the text can also be //*REPEAT* and //
*REPEATEND*.
The maximum text length after substitution is 124 characters. Text that is longer than 124 characters is truncated.

NOTE
For more information, see Repeat Statement.

PERFORM_EMAIL=[ON_DAY=ddd, AT_TIME=hhmm]
Follows one or more EMAIL_TXT parameters and sends the email created by [MULTI_]EMAIL_TO and
EMAIL_TXT. If ddd and hhmm are specified, the e-mail is scheduled accordingly.
ddd

Can be MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN, or ALL (every day).
hhmm

Represent hours and minutes.
For scheduled email, specify ddd and hhmm in the indicated order.

NOTE
To use the email facility in Vantage, customize the system parameter SMTPSERV.

PERFORM_EMAIL=DELAY=ssss
Follows one or more EMAIL_TXT parameters and issues the EMAILs created by [MULTI_]_EMAIL_TO= and
EMAIL_TXT. If DELAY=ssss (ssss=seconds) is specified, the EMAILs are scheduled and delayed in the number
of seconds (ssss) specified.
The delay only delays a group of EMAILs for a number of seconds. The delay does not delay the processing of
the script. If you want three different EMAILs (or a group of EMAILs) to be issued with a 10-second delay between
the EMAILs, code the PERFORM_EMAIL=DELAY= in the following way:
<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

EMAIL_TO=email address,

FROM=vantage@goa.script.com, SUBJECT=your_subject

EMAIL_TXT=your first email text

PERFORM_EMAIL=DELAY=0010

EMAIL_TXT=your second email text

PERFORM_EMAIL=DELAY=0020

EMAIL_TXT=your third email text

PERFORM_EMAIL=DELAY=0030

MULTI_ SEND_UNI=SEV=severity,MSG=message text
Sends the message text to Service Desk Manager.
Possible severity:
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I
Informational

W
Warning

C
Critical

M
Immediate

PERFORM_SEND=[ON_DAY=ddd, AT_TIME=hhmm]
Follows one or more [MULTI_]SEND_UNI parameters and sends the message created by [MULTI_]SEND_UNI. If
ddd and hhmm are specified, the message is scheduled accordingly.
ddd

Can be MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN, or ALL (every day).
hhmm

Represent hours and minutes.
For scheduled messages, specify ddd and hhmm in the indicated order.

PERFORM_SEND=DELAY=ssss
Follows one or more [MULTI_]SEND_UNI parameters and issues the messages created by
[MULTI_]_SEND_UNI=. If DELAY=ssss ssss=seconds) is specified, the messages are scheduled and delayed in
the number of seconds (ssss) specified.
The delay only delays a group of messages for a number of seconds. The delay does not delay the processing
of the script. If you want three different messages (or a group of messages) to be issued with a 10-second delay
between the messages, code the PERFORM_SEND=DELAY= in the following way:
<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

SEND_UNI=first messages

PERFORM_SEND=DELAY=0010

SEND_UNI=second messages

PERFORM_SEND=DELAY=0020

SEND_UNI=third messages

PERFORM_SEND=DELAY=0030

MULTI_ SEND_UNISD=SEV= severity,MSG=message text
Sends the message text to Service Desk Manager. Severity can be:
I

Informational
W

Warning
C

Critical
M

Immediate
PERFORM_UNISD= [ON_DAY=ddd, AT_TIME=hhmm]

Follows one or more [MULTI_]SEND_UNISD parameters and sends the message created by
[MULTI_]SEND_UNISD.
If ddd and hhmm are specified, the message is scheduled accordingly.
ddd

Can be MON, TUE, WED, THU, FRI, SAT, SUN, or ALL (every day).
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hhmm
Represent hours and minutes.

For scheduled messages, specify ddd and hhmm in the indicated order.
PERFORM_UNISD=DELAY=ssss

Follows one or more [MULTI_]SEND_UNISD parameters and issues the messages created by
[MULTI_]_SEND_UNISD=. If DELAY=ssss (ssss=seconds) is specified, the messages are scheduled and delayed
in the number of seconds (ssss) specified.
The delay only delays a group of messages for a number of seconds. The delays does not delay the processing
of the script. If you want three different messages (or a group of messages) to be issued with a 10-second delay
between the messages, code the PERFORM_UNISD=DELAY= in the following way:
<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

SEND_UNISD=first messages

PERFORM_UNISD=DELAY=0010

SEND_UNISD=second messages

PERFORM_UNISD=DELAY=0020

SEND_UNISD=third messages

PERFORM_UNISD=DELAY=0030

SELECT_OBJ=
Specifies the object to be processed.

SET_REALTIME
Sets the Real-Time (RT) mode for the object.

SET_LASTINTVL
Sets the Last Interval (LI) mode for the object.

SET_DISK_INTVL
Sets the Disk Interval (DI) mode for the object.

SET_READ_DISK
Sets Disk Checkpoint (DC) mode for the object.

SET_SNAPSHOT
Sets Snapshot Copy (SC) mode for the object.

SET_BUILD
Sets internal mode to create the LI object.

SET_FILTER=
Specifies a filter to be used for the object.

EXTERNAL_FILTER=DSN=dsname, MEMBER=mbr
Identifies the external filter data set and member name to be used.

APPLY_PHASEFILTER
Applies an internal automation filter.

SET_SORT=
Specifies a sort to be used for the object.

INPUT_LIST_SET=
Specifies input list data for creating the object.

INPUT_RANGE_SET=xxxxxxyyyyyy
Specifies input range data for creating the object. Depending on the object, the input range can be either a
volume/pattern name (up to 6 bytes) or a 12-byte volume range.
Examples:
INPUT_RANGE_SET=M047/

Specifies a range of volumes staring with M047.
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INPUT_RANGE_SET=004890004990

Specifies a range between 004890 and 004990.
EXECUTE

Executes the services to retrieve the object using the parameters that have been specified.
SET_CAPTURE_DSN=dsname

Specifies the dsname of a sequential data set that is to hold the captured object. This parameter overrides the
default conventions for the output data set.

CAPTURE_DATA
Captures the object to a capture data set on disk. A fixed data set can be specified with the
SET_CAPTURE_DSN= parameter, or a new name is generated each time, per capture convention.

SET_LOGSHOTS=nnnn
This command can specify a number from 1-9999 to override the value of sysparm LOGSHOTS when
determining the size of a new log data set for the object being logged.

LOG_DATA
Logs the object to a log data set on disk per logging convention.

SET_NUMB_RECORDS=nnnnnnnn
This command provides an estimate of the number of records in the object to be written to the disk checkpoint
data set. This command can only be used before the COPY_TO_DISK command. The value must be equal to or
greater than the number of records, as the value is used to determine the size of the target data. nnnnnnnn can
be a maximum of eight digits.

SET_SYSTEM_PARM=parmname (xxxxxxxx)
Overrides the system parameter setting during the execution of a script. Specify a valid system parameter name
and value. The override is temporary and valid only within the scope of the script execution.

COPY_TO_DISK
Copies the object to a disk checkpoint data set per the disk checkpoint convention.

SET_STATE=
Sets an automation state for the selected objects.

USE_MONITOR_OBJ
Instructs the next processing to take place to use the existing object records. No further refinement of the records
is needed.

DO_FOR_ALL
Starts the DO_FOR_ALL loop for the object. The loop processes all the records of the object.

NEXT
This command applies only to objects that have the MORE attribute. After all the records in the DO_FOR_ALL
loop are processed, the NEXT group of records is obtained, and processing begins for each of the records. NEXT
is a no-op if the object does not have the MORE attribute.

ENDDO
Ends the DO_FOR_ALL loop.

IF_RECORDS_GT nn
Begins an IF clause, which is executed only if the number of object records is greater than the nn number as
specified.

IF_RECORDS_LT nn
Begins an IF clause, which is executed only if the number of object records is less than the nn number as
specified.
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IF_RECORDS_EQ nn
Begins an IF clause, which is executed only if the number of object records is equal to the nn number as
specified.

IF variable GT nn
Begins an IF clause, which is executed only if the value of the variable is greater than the nn number as specified.

IF variable LT nn
Begins an IF clause, which is executed only if the value of the variable is less than the nn number as specified.

IF variable EQ nn
Begins an IF clause, which is executed only if the value of the variable is equal to the nn number as specified.

ELSE
Begins the ELSE clause to the IF test.

ENDIF
Ends the IF and optional ELSE clauses.

ZOOM TO_OBJ=object
Zooms to the specified object.

SUBMIT_PHASE_JOB
Submits an object automation job.

DO_NEXT_PHASE=
Performs the next phase at a specified interval or date:
INTERVAL=NNNN

ON_DAY=MON,AT_TIME=HHMM

If the script state is OK, Do_Next_Phase is a no-op. Control passes to the next phase if the script state is in
violation.

SEL_LINE=x,n
Select lines for object line action. Where:
X

Represents the number of the start-line.
n

Represents the number of lines.
SELECT_RECORDS=criterion, VSAMNAME=nametouse, SKIP=inusetest

Specifies the criterion for selecting records from the object. Possible criterion:
ALL

Selects all the records.
FIRST=nn

Selects the first nn number of records.
FREE_SPACE=pp

Selects data set records until pp is the percentage of free space on the volume, pool, or data set group.
FIELD=objfieldname,SUM=value

Selects records until the sum of the specified field reaches the given value.
Extended Data Set Options: When processing a Data Sets object and the Dsorg is VSAM, the nametouse value
indicates the name to use (substitute) as the dataset name. Possible values:

• CLUSTER (the default)
• COMPONENT

The inusetest value specifies which data sets to skip if they are allocated. The options are:
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INUSE
Skips data sets with either exclusive or shared use. SKIP=INUSE is the default.

EXCLUSIVE
Skips only data sets with exclusive use.

SHARED
Skips only data sets with shared use.

NONE
None are skipped. Processing continues for all selected data sets.

FILTER_RECORDS=criterion, VSAMNAME=nametouse, SKIP=inusetest
Specifies the criterion for passing control to script actions. Control is passed if the criterion is true. Possible
criterion:
ALL

Selects all the records.
FIRST=NN

Selects the first nn number of records.
FREE_SPACE=pp

Selects data sets records until pp is the percentage of free space on the volume, pool, or data set group.
FIELD=objfieldname,SUM=value

Selects records until the sum of the specified field reaches the given value.
Extended Data Set Options: When processing a Data Sets object and the Dsorg is VSAM, the nametouse value
indicates the name to use (substitute) as the dataset name. Possible values:

• CLUSTER (the default)
• COMPONENT

The inusetest value specifies which data sets to skip if they are allocated. The options are:
INUSE

Skips data sets with either exclusive or shared use. SKIP=INUSE is the default.
EXCLUSIVE

Skips only data sets with exclusive use.
SHARED

Skips only data sets with shared use.
NONE

None are skipped. Processing continues for all selected data sets.
EXPORT_TO_CSV

Saves the object to a sequential CSV data set on the host side.

NOTE

You cannot export to CSV file objects defined on the client side. For example, User View.

Scripting with Windows Client
Windows Client wizards help you create scripts of any type, view and modify existing scripts, or delete them.

NOTE

This section applies only to the Windows Client. For information about the Automation Scripts in MTC-M, see
GOA Scripts in MTC-M.
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Create and Modify Scripts

To create scripts of any type, or modify existing scripts, use the Windows Client wizards to guide you through the process.
For access to the wizards, begin with the z/OS menu in the Windows Client primary Toolbar.

For Automation, Audit, or System script wizards, select the z/OS menu then the Object Scripting submenu. The Object
Scripting submenu provides you with the following options:

• Automation Scripts
• Audit Scripts
• System Scripts

If you select Automation Scripts, you can select General Object Automation or Message Automation (for MVS, HSM or
Disk message scripts).

You can also create or modify automation scripts by right-clicking the object in the Object Tree and selecting General
Object Automation.

Audit and system scripts create various objects that are available in the Object Tree. When you view a script-created
object, you can also gain access to the object script under the Actions menu in the menu bar. The following options are
available:

• View Script
• Configure Script
• Run Script

The Configure Script choice takes you to the wizard.

To create or modify log scripts, right-click the object in the Object Tree and select Trend Definition.

NOTE
If you edit scripts directly using TSO/ISPF, do not use the STATS OFF command for any of the script members.
Use of this command updates the script member which removes the userID from the member statistics.
Problems occur if you select yes for the SECURSCR field, and you use the enhanced security checking of script
actions. The Vantage userID replaces the missing userID when checking the authorization to execute the action
in the script member. To update the userID correctly, update the script member using Vantage wizards.

General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts
General Object Automation (GOA) enables you to monitor Vantage objects and initiate corrective actions, and send
automatic reports or warnings.

GOA scripts run under the AUTO component. To activate the automation component, uncomment the COMP=AUTO
statement in the CONFIG member of your PARMLIB. Also, ensure that the SUAUT system parameter in your local
PARMLIB is set to Yes to activate the automation component. The default value for the SUAT system parameter is No.

Sample scripts for General Object Automation that are distributed with the product are available in the CCTUSAMP library.
To use a sample automation script, copy the script to the AUTOSCR library which is your automation script library. Then
use the wizard in the Windows client to customize the script as necessary.

To deactivate this component at startup time, preventing the component from starting, specify the following sysparm:

AUTOGOA (N)

To manually deactivate the component, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=GOA

GOA and MA scripts provide object management solutions that enable you to handle maintenance and troubleshooting
issues such as the following examples:
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• Apply automated action to a volume, if free space drops below a specified threshold.
• Monitor the number of times a hardware error occurs.
• Collect statistics on how many times a particular job ran during a specified period.
• Analyze the result of a migration job and automatically resubmit the job if there is failure, for immediate or deferred

execution.
• Provide a report about a specific event or provide a standard scheduled report.

To define or modify a GOA script, use the GOA wizard in the Windows Client. Both the View 3270 client and the Windows
client enable you to view and work with scripts and script servers, once they are defined.

Scripts that you save are stored as members in a script library (PDS) on the host. When an event dispatcher starts, all
the scripts for that event type load into memory. If the current time falls within the active period of a script, the script status
changes to enabled. If the current time does not fall within the active period of the script, the script status changes to
loaded but disabled.

If you modify and save a script, a refresh service is available to load and replace the script in memory. Other end-user
services are available for operations, such as firing the action segment of a script or deleting a script from memory. When
you delete a script from memory, the script unloads.

Overview of GOA Processing

You can use the object automation function to monitor Vantage objects to detect violations of user-defined rules. If a
violation occurs, object automation applies automated corrective actions. GOA scripts support the execution of multiple
corrective actions. You can also use GOA scripts to execute an action or send an automatic report or warning.

To begin, you select the object that you want to monitor. The object automation script executes a corrective cycle up to
five times successively, checking for the specified violation each time. If the violation persists, the script takes corrective
action.

A corrective cycle consists of the following general steps:

1. Find instances of the violation on the object.
2. Identify the target object for the corrective actions. The target object can be the object that is being monitored or a

different object.
3. Apply the corrective actions.

Each iteration of the detect violation identify target apply correction cycle is referred to as a phase.

The monitoring mechanism establishes an internal state object for each monitored object. The internal state object
provides information to indicate whether the object instance is in violation, and the current processing phase.

Each GOA script monitors one specific object for the conditions that you specify. A GOA script cannot monitor multiple
objects simultaneously. To monitor five different objects, create at least five scripts, one for each object.

You can create multiple scripts to monitor different conditions that require different actions for the one object. For example,
one script monitors volumes for high fragmentation and responds by defragging them. Another script monitors volumes
for disabled VTOC indexes and notifies the appropriate staff of such instances. A third script monitors the allocated space,
and responds with archive, migrate, or idle space release jobs.

When a violation of an object condition occurs, you can apply corrective actions to that object or shift to a different object
to apply actions.

For example, your script monitors volumes for fragmentation and you submit defrag jobs in response. These defrag jobs
apply to the monitored object. Another script monitors volumes to detect shortages of free space. To resolve identified
shortages, you migrate some of the data sets from the volumes. This corrective action applies to the data sets on the
volumes, not the object that the script is monitoring.

When you shift to a different object, the object is usually a zoom-related object. You can also use the script wizard to
select another object and continue processing.
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Enabled Time Periods - Script Start and End Times

Each script has a start time and an end time which defines the period that the script is active. You define the start time and
end time for the script in the GOA Script wizard in the Windows Client. The default active time period is 0000 to 2400.

When a script is loaded or refreshed within the start time and end time, the script is automatically enabled until the end
time. When the start time is reached again, the enabled period begins again.

24-hour scripts are permanently enabled. When loaded or refreshed, 24-hour scripts are immediately enabled. Start time
and end time processes do not apply.

You can manually disable any type of script by issuing the Disable command or the Disable line action in the Vantage All
Scripts Loaded object under the Automation and Logging section in the object tree. Alternatively, you can use GOA scripts
with Enable or Disable actions to activate or deactivate other GOA scripts.

NOTE
Script start and end times exist for both MA and GOA scripts. The Max_Execute, Max_Count, ACC_Flag,
and EndTimeAction apply only to MA scripts. MA scripts pass control to the Event Procedure based on event
schedules. GOA scripts pass control on timer schedules or EOJ notifications.

General Format of GOA Scripts
GOA scripts have the following format:

<General> 

Perform_Evt_Proc=interval=60 

<Phase1> 

Select monitored object 

Filter on monitored object 

Set state = OK 

Use monitor object 

Set violation filter 

Set state = In violation 

Take action 

<Phase2> 

: 

<Phase5>

NOTE
This representation of the general format is to help you understand script structure and usage. The wizard in the
Windows Client generates script statements that are similar to this format for you.

The following example shows typical Phase 1 processing:

<Phase1> 

Select_Obj=LSPACE 

Set_Realtime 

Set_Filter=Volume INCL SSS/

External_Filter=DSN=CA.VANT.EXTFLTDS,MEMBER=FILTER1 

Apply_Phasefilter 

Execute 

Set_State=OK 

Use_Monitor_Obj 

Set_Filter=PCTALLO GT 90 

Execute 

Set_State=Violation 

Substitute_JCL=DSN=CA.VANT.JCLLIB,MEMBER=FREEIT 
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Submit_Phase_Job

The External Filter member FILTER1 in the default library for external filters, CA.VANT.EXTFLTDS, might look

 like this:

<GENERAL> 

EVENT_TYPE=FILTER 

TITLE=LSPACE  GOA EXTERNAL FILTER 

<EVENT_PROCEDURE> 

SET_FILTER=VOLUME NE SSS201

Monitored Object and Monitor Filter
Use the monitor filter to select certain storage groups to monitor within a storage groups object.

The script selects an object to monitor. The monitor filter specifies the subset of the object that is monitored. You can use
the monitor filter to select only certain storage groups to monitor within the storage groups object.

NOTE
When monitoring or working with data set objects, the index and data components for a VSAM KSDS appear
as separate entries. Use a filer to indicate whether you want one or both components. For example, to exclude
index components, add VSCMP EXCL I.

Process Monitored Object or Violation Filter

You can process a monitored object in one of the following ways:

• Apply corrective actions directly to the monitored object, without further filtering. The monitored object is the subset of
records that meet the defined monitored object filter.

• Apply a violation filter to the monitored object to obtain a violation object. A violation object is a subset of records from
the monitored object that meet the defined violation filter.

NOTE
When you use violation objects, multiple phases are enabled. The same criteria applies to GOA scripts that
are used for providing reports or warnings.

Violation Filter

You can apply a violation filter to a monitored object to identify specific records within that monitored object. For example,
storage groups with a percentage of occupied space that is greater than a specified amount. The violation filter then
selects the records within the monitored object that meet this criteria.

The selected records are in a state of violation. All other records in the monitored object have a state of OK. If the violation
filter identifies any records, the script has a global state of violation. If the violation filter does not identify any records, the
script has a global state of OK.

Violation records are used for actions or for zooming to another object. If you zoom to another object, that object becomes
available for actions.

Example

Your script runs every day and attempts to reach at least ten percent free space on every volume in the monitored volume
object.

You apply a violation filter to the monitored object that identifies volumes with 90 percent or more occupied space.

In the first phase, the script submits a job that performs an Idle Space Release on all volumes with more than 90 percent
occupied space.
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After the Idle Space Release completes, the second phase begins. In this phase, the script zooms to the data sets
within the remaining violation volumes. The script selects any data sets that are older than 30 days and issues an MVS
DFSMShsm Migrate command to migrate these data sets and can also send an automatic email report that includes the
list of migrated data sets.

Count Violations

Use Count Violations to apply corrective actions when a count of records is reached within the monitored object. When
the count is reached, the entire subset is available for substitution and corrective action services. Zooming and phase
processing are supported for count violations, and a global state is maintained. As the violation represents a sum, an
internal state object does not exist. The individual records in the monitored object are not in violation.

For example, a script running every hour can send a Vantage mail message to the tape administrator if the Monitored
TMC Object drops to less than 100 scratch tapes.

Record Inclusion Violation

Use Record Inclusion Violations to apply corrective actions that are based on record inclusion criteria. Select a numeric
field and apply corrective actions to each record until the sum of this field exceeds a specified value.

You can apply corrective actions when a count of records is reached. Only the counted records are available for
substitution and corrective action services.

Zooming and phase processing are supported for record inclusion violations, and a global state is maintained. As the
violation represents a sum, an internal state object does not exist. The individual records in the monitored object are not in
violation. When monitoring data sets, you can skip data sets that are in use.

For example, a script running every hour can be used to monitor the DFSMShsm MCDS object. Included in the monitor
filter is a test for data sets that reside on ML1 storage. If the Monitored DFSMShsm MCDS object has enough records
from ML1 data sets to fill a tape, the script migrates the data sets to ML2.

Extended Data Set Options

When Record Inclusion is performed for an object displaying data sets, the following extended options are available:

• You can select whether to use the cluster name or the component name when VSAM data sets are processed.
• You can skip over data sets that are in use.

These options are available for the following objects:

• (DTOC4POL) Data Sets By Storage Group
• (DTOC4SYS) Data Sets For System (All)
• (DTOC4VOL) Data Sets By Volume
• (DUPEDSNS) Duplicate Data Sets For System
• (MVDETAIL) Multvol Data Sets For System
• (MVDSNS) Summary of Multvol Data Sets
• (VVDSVSAM) Vsam Data Set Attributes (VVDS)

Select Cluster Name or Component Name

By default, VSAM data set entries are identified by cluster names. In the first extended data set option, you can select to
display VSAM data set entries by component names.

Example

The index and data components for a VSAM KSDS appear in the DTOC as separate entries with unique component
names. If you use the default option to identify these components by the cluster name, these two entries have the
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same name. If you do not want to see the cluster name twice, specify a filter to exclude one of the component types, for
example, VSCMP EXCL I.

Skip or Process Allocated Data Sets

The second extended data set option, provides choices to filter out allocated data sets. You can skip all allocated data
sets, data sets with exclusive control, or data sets with shared control. Alternatively you can process all data sets
regardless of allocation. By default, this function filters out all allocated data sets from processing.

Skipping all allocated data sets is not always necessary. For example, when you intend to accumulate a data set count
without performing an action on the data sets.

Phase Processing

Script execution control moves from one phase to the next phase when the current phase meets one of the following
conditions:

• An end of job (EOJ) notification indicates that the jobs submitted by the current phase have ended.
• The allocated time limit for the current phase ends.

NOTE
If you select EOJ notifications and a time limit for the phase, control passes to the next phase when the first
condition occurs.

You can also use inter-phase timing to pass control to the next phase. Use of inter-phase processing in the last phase
causes the script to become eligible for phase processing again. Control passes back to the first phase when the time that
is specified in the Perform_Evt_Proc= parameter is reached.

End of Job (EOJ) Processing

In a submitted JCL stream, which can contain several jobs, an EOJ card is inserted automatically at the end of the
stream (for the last or only job) if no EOJ card is found. If several jobs are submitted this way, some sort of job chaining
is appropriate. However, it is preferable to insert EOJ cards into the JCL stream manually at the end of the job, or at the
end of each job if there are several jobs in the JCL stream. Several JCL streams can be submitted in a Do loop, each one
containing several EOJs. Every EOJ notification must come back to the script before control passes to the next phase.

In the skeleton JCL stream use //*REPEAT* and //*REPEATEND* to duplicate a section of the template for each record
in the object on which you want to perform the operation. The same applies to the GOA script. An action or report can be
performed on one record, all records, or subsets of records. The following syntax sends an email that includes the first
data set name record in the object, or the first data set that meets the script filter criteria:

EMAIL_TXT=%%DSN%%

The following syntax sends an email including all data set name records in the object, or the first data sets that meet the
script filter criteria:
EMAIL_TXT=//*REPEAT* 

EMAIL_TXT=%%DSN%% 

EMAIL_TXT=//*REPEATEND*

NOTE
For additional information, see Job Submission and Substitution.

External Filters

External Filters are object filters that you or others have created and saved in the External Filter library. Sysparm
EXTFLTDS, which defaults to CA.VANT.EXTFLTDS, provides the name of this library.

You can create External Filters using:
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• The object Filter dialog - when you create a filter while working with an object from the Windows Client, the object Filter
dialog provides the Save as External Filter/Class option to export the object Filter to the External Filter Library.

• The External Filter Manager - this option is available from the z/OS menu. It can be used to create, modify, and delete
External Filters.

The External Filter syntax also includes the object to which it applies and a description that you provide.

If you want to import and use an External Filter, for example in a GOA script using the Automation Scripts Builder wizard,
the Monitored Filter and Sort panel provides you with the Filter option that displays the Filter dialog. Use the Insert
External Filter option of the Filter dialog to display a list of only those filters that apply to your current object. Select the
External Filter from the list that you want to import into your GOA script filter.

GOA scripts let you reference and use an External Filter in addition to the regular monitor filter. Whenever you do this, the
External Filter is added with the monitor filter. That is, instances of the monitored object are selected only if they satisfy
both filters.

Each member in the External Filter library must have the following general syntax:

<GENERAL> 

EVENT_TYPE=FILTER 

TITLE=OBJECTNMdescription-with-max-of-22-chars 

<EVENT_PROCEDURE> 

SET_FILTER=valid-filter-string-for-OBJECTNM

Where:

• OBJECTNM is the valid internal name of the object to be filtered.
• description-with-max-of-22-chars is your description of the filter, with a maximum length of 22 characters.
• valid-filter-string-for-OBJECTNM is your filter for the named object.

Example:

To exclude data sets starting with SYS and data sets that have DB2 in the data set name, you can create the following
External Filter.

• The following filter applies to object DTOC4SYS, the All Data Sets object.
• It has a description of: Exclude SYS/, DB2.
• The filter string is: ‘Datasets’ EXCL (SYS/, !DB2/)

<GENERAL> 

EVENT_TYPE=FILTER 

TITLE=DTOC4SYSExclude SYS/,DB2 

<EVENT_PROCEDURE> 

SET_FILTER='Datasets' EXCL (SYS/,!DB2/)

This External Filter can now be imported in one or more GOA scripts that monitor the All Data Sets object.

Actions in GOA Scripts
After you select an object to monitor and filter the violations that you want to address, select the action or actions to
perform on the object.

After you use the wizard to select an object to monitor, and filter the violations that you want to address, the available
actions are listed. You can select and use these actions in any combination.

• Perform Object Action
Any Vantage object can have a set of available actions that are unique to that object. If you selected an object with
such actions, this choice for corresponding actions is enabled. You may then select actions that you want to perform
from the list of available object actions in the GOA Script wizard.
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NOTE

The maximum number of object actions that can be performed is 100 000. If you specify more than 100 000,
only the first 100 000 object actions are performed.

For example, when working with Data Sets, the following actions are available:
– Migrate
– Release Idle Space
– Move
– Delete
If you are working with Storage Groups, the following actions are available:

Add SMS Volume
Adds one spare volume to a desired Storage Group.

Add SMSVols to LWM
Adds a spare volume, or volumes, to a desired Storage Group in order to reduce Percentage Allocated to a
Vantage predefined Low Water Mark value, or to ISMF (SMS) defined value.

Add SMSVols to FGB
Adds a spare volume, or volumes, to a desired Storage Group in order to increase Free Bytes to a Vantage
predefined Free GB Threshold value.

• Submit a Job
Using the generalized JCL templates, and the substitution variables, you can monitor and detect nearly any storage-
related condition. You can then respond with corrective actions and notifications. For example, you can create a script
that monitors the percentage of allocated space in a selected storage group. If the threshold is met according to the
filtering criteria, the script zooms to the POOLVOS Storage Group Volumes object. The script then submits a job that
can execute any desired program. Use the single %%VOL%% substitution variable in SYSIN. The substitution variable
is then automatically replaced in the JCL with the volume serial numbers. You can either de-fragment the volumes, or
change the SMS status of the volumes.

NOTE
For more information, see Examples of Taking Actions in GOA Scripts and Job Submission and Substitution.

• Issue a z/OS Operator Command
This action can be done from batch too. See member JCLCONSL in the CCTUSAMP library.

• Send Vantage Mail or Regular E-mail
• Send Message to Service Desk Manager and/or the z/OS Operator
• Add a Spare Volume to Allocate Storage Group

A spare volume candidate is found within the VAM Spares table. The VAM API is then used to add the volume directly
to the target VAM storage group. This addition lasts only until Allocate is restarted, or refreshed, when it reverts to its
own storage group definitions. However, this GOA action can add spare volumes again, if and when appropriate.

• Log the Selected Records
• Limit Action Executions During Active Time Period

Tips Regarding Actions Performed in Scripts

The following tips apply to actions performed in scripts:

• Use variables in jobs that are submitted when thresholds are violated. This technique enables you to create model
JCLs. The Automation component fills in the necessary information about the object that causes the job submission.

• Always provide a notification step in the job.

Standard Automation Features

The following features are available to an end user and GOA.
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Variable substitution
Every field in an object is a variable that you can substitute into the following items:

JCL templates

• Operator commands
• Messages to users
• WTOs issued to the console

The Automation Scripts Builder wizard displays all variables for your selected object, enabling you to double-click
or drag-and-drop the variables that you want to move.

Job submission
Your JCL is read from the library that is specified in the script. JCLLIB is the default library. After all variable
substitutions are done, the job is submitted to the internal reader either immediately or at the scheduled time.

Job scheduler
You can defer the job submit to a scheduled time, if appropriate. If not scheduled, your job is submitted when all
substitutions are completed, making the script ready.

Sample User Scripts and Examples
The following examples demonstrate specific actions that you can take using GOA scripts.

Review the entries that have AUTOMATION SCRIPT listed as the target library.

Example: Notify a TSO user if a pool exceeds a specified threshold

Set up a GOA script to monitor production storage groups that reach a threshold of 90 percent utilization. If the script
submits the following job for these entries, the TSO SEND command is used to notify a TSO user. For example, the
Storage Administrator.

//NOTE%JOB    JOB   (ACCOUNT,INFORMATION),MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//STEP0010    EXEC  PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSPRINT    DD    SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT    DD    SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN     DD    *

SEND 'POOL ==> %%POOLNAME%% HAS EXCEEDED %%POOLUPCT%%.',USER(userid) NOW

TSO syntax enables more than one message to be sent at execution time. Therefore, you can add multiple SEND
commands to a job to send the same or different messages to various individuals. The Storage Administrator may want
the system to instruct an operator to perform a task, or to sound an alert, when a certain event occurs. To achieve this
requirement, direct the messages to the TSO USERID of the operator. Alternatively, you can use the WTO action in the
script to send the message to the operator console.

Example: Notify Vantage users if a pool exceeds a specified threshold

This example illustrates the use of the mail system internal to Vantage.

If a GOA script submits the following job when a storage group exceeds the storage group threshold, then the message
is sent to all users of the Windows Client and the View 3270 Client. The message is not sent to TSO users, the MVS
operator console, or as an email.

//PCMG%JOB    JOB    (ACCOUNT,INFORMATION),MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//STEP0010    EXEC   PGM=VANSENDM

//STEPLIB     DD     DISP=SHR,DSN=ca.vantarg.CCTULOAD

//VANMSG      DD     *

SEND,KEY=ALL,MSG=POOL ==> %%POOLNAME%% HAS EXCEEDED %%POOLUPCT%%.

Example: Dynamically add a spare volume to an SMS pool that is low on free space
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This example illustrates the use of the SMS_ADD_VOL action to add a spare volume to SMS storage groups with names
starting with BIGSG that are running out of space. The following section of a GOA script is the Event Procedure portion
that is used to for this action.

<EVENT_PROCEDURE> 

SELECT_OBJ=POOLS 

SET_LASTINTVL 

SET_FILTER=POOLNAME INCL BIGSG/ AND POOLOWN = SMS AND (POOLLBYX < 17MB 

OR POOLFBYX < 252MB) 

EXECUTE 

SEL_LINE=1,5

SMS_ADD_VOL=Simulate=N 

Example: Use IEBGENER to update an exception log with violations

If a GOA script submits the following job when a storage group exceeds the storage group threshold, storage
administration and other personnel are kept informed of the exception activity from the previous night by updating an
exception log. Utility program IEBGENER is used to update the exceptions log.

//NOTE%JOB    JOB    (ACCOUNT,INFORMATION),MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

//STEP0010    EXEC   PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSPRINT    DD     SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN       DD     DUMMY

//SYSUT2      DD     DSN=SOMEHLQ.STORAGE.EXCPTION.LOG,

//                         DISP=(MOD,KEEP,KEEP)

//SYSUT1      DD     *

POOL ==> %%POOLNAME%% HAS EXCEEDED %%POOLUPCT%%.

Use only a physical, sequential, permanently preallocated data set as the exception log. The data set is allocated in this
job with the modify disposition to add to the existing data, and not to overwrite the data set. The same message as the
previous examples is issued. However, the message is added to a data set not sent to a terminal or workstation. This
method saves the messages until the Storage Administrator addresses and deletes each entry.

Example: Disable new allocations to a full SMS volume

A volume can be full for the following reasons:

• The VTOC has run out of space (free DSCBs).
• The VTOC Index has run out of space (free VIRs).
• All or almost all space on the volume has been used.

When a VTOC is full, new data sets cannot be allocated and data sets already in three extents cannot obtain another
secondary extent. These limitations are regardless of free space that may be on the volume. For an SMS volume, SMS
can continue to direct new allocations to the volume, however, the new allocations fail.

When a VTOC Index becomes full, the VTOC disables itself. A non-indexed VTOC degrades performance for the entire
volume causing longer access times to find and open any of the data sets on the volume. For an SMS volume, SMS can
continue to direct new allocations to the volume which further degrades performance.

When the VTOC Index of an SMS volume becomes disabled, use an SMS command to disable the ability of the volume to
accept new allocations. Set up a GOA script to filter for SMS volumes that have a zero or low free VIR count, such as the
following filter:

SMS = Y AND FrVIRs <= 2 

The following JCL is an example of the type of job you can submit from your GOA script when free VIRs on any SMS
volume are nearly gone.
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NOTE
The JCL in the following example is member SAMPJC17 in the CCTUSAMP library.

//VARY%JOB    JOB    (ACCOUNT,INFORMATION),MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

// VARY SMS,VOL(%%VOL%%),DISABLE,(NEW)

//STEP0010    EXEC   PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSPRINT    DD     SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT    DD     SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN     DD     *

SEND 'VOLUME %%VOL%%'S VTOC INDEX HAS ONLY %%VIRSFREE%%.', USER(userid) NOW

SEND 'VIRS FREE. DISABLING %%VOL%% FOR NEW ALLOCATIONS.', USER(userid) NOW

The VARY command after the JOB statement disables the new allocations. The IKJEFT01 step is for sending a
notification message.

To enable the same job to be submitted when the free DSCB or free VIR count is low or zero, add something like AND %
%DSCBFREE%% DSCBS FREE . For SMS volumes, use a GOA filter such as the following filter:

SMS = Y AND (FrVIRs <= 2 OR FrDSCBs <= 25)

Example of disabling new allocations to a full non-SMS volume

The same VTOC and VTOC Index problems described for an SMS volume can also apply to a non-SMS volume. Non-
SMS volumes cannot be disabled for new allocations. Instead, ensure that non-specific allocations no longer go to such
a volume. Mounting it with a USE attribute of PRIVATE does this. This causes z/OS to direct new allocations to other
volumes in the same esoteric storage group, unless the volume serial had been explicitly named.

To stay informed of this volume condition and prevent the disabling of the VTOC Index, set up a GOA script to filter for
non-SMS volumes that have a zero or low free VIR count. The following filter can be used:

SMS = N AND FrVIRs <= 2

The following JCL demonstrates the type of job you can submit from your GOA script when the free VIRs on any non-SMS
volume are nearly gone.

NOTE
The JCL in the following example is member SAMPJC17 in the CCTUSAMP library.

//MONT%JOB    JOB    (ACCOUNT,INFORMATION),MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A

// MOUNT %%CUU%%,VOL=%%VOL%%,USE=PRIVATE

//STEP0010    EXEC   PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSPRINT    DD     SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT    DD     SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN     DD     *

SEND 'VOLUME %%VOL%%''S VTOC INDEX HAS ONLY %%VIRSFREE%%.',USER(userid) NOW

SEND 'VIRS FREE. REMOUNTING %%VOL%% AS PRIVATE.', USER(userid) NOW

The MOUNT command after the JOB statement mounts the volume as PRIVATE and stops non-specific volume
allocations. The IKJEFT01 step sends a notification message.

Generalize the message by adding a line similar to AND %%DSCBFREE%% DSCBS FREE.Generalizing the message
enables the same job to be submitted when either the free DSCB or free VIR count is low or zero. For non-SMS volumes,
use a GOA filter similar to the following example filter:

SMS = N AND (FrVIRs <= 2 OR FrDSCBs <= 25)
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Using the General Object Automation (GOA) Wizard
The General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts Builder wizard helps you define, modify, and remove object automation
scripts.

The General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts Builder wizard helps you define, modify, remove, or exploit an object
automation script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area.

NOTE

This procedure applies only to the Windows Client. For information about the MTC-M Automation Wizard, see
GOA Scripts in MTC-M.

Perform the following tasks using the Windows Client GOA Scripts Builder wizard:

• Name the script.
• Select, filter, and optionally sort the monitored object.
• Schedule the script executions.
• Define violation types and up to five phases for each violation type.
• Specify corrective action and identify targets for the corrective action.
• Define the interphase interval if the script is multiphase.
• Save and optionally activate the script.
• Modify, activate, deactivate, delete and view a script.
• Exploit an existing script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area.

You can start the GOA Scripts Builder wizard in one of the following ways:

• Select the menu option z/OS, Object Scripting, Automation Scripts, and click General Object Automation.
• Hold down the Ctrl key and press the G key.
• Right-click a source object in the object tree and select General Object Automation from the drop-down list.

Unless you previously select the Don’t show this page again option, the Automation Scripts Builder wizard opens an
introductory page.

Follow these steps:

1. (Optional) If the introductory page opens when you open the wizard, click Next.
The General Section opens. You can identify the script and specify the following information:
– Where and how the script loads.
– The initial status of the script.
– When and how control is given to the Event Procedure.

2. Click Next to open the Source Object Selection page.
If you started the wizard by right-clicking a source object in the object tree, the page opens with the object already
selected. Otherwise, the Object Selection dialog lists the available objects.

3. (Optional) Select the object that you want to monitor.

NOTE
A script can monitor a single Vantage source object.

4. Specify how you want the information to be collected. The following options are available:
Real-time data

Collects information live from the host.
Last interval data

Collects information from the last regular scanning cycle on the host.
Disk checkpoint data

Collects information periodically and writes to a disk checkpoint data set on the host.
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5. Click Next to display the Script Name page.
The page displays with the Create New Script option selected. Name your new script, select the script that you want to
modify, or select a script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area to download to the wizard.

NOTE
A script name can contain up to eight characters.

6. (Optional) Select Modify to edit the script.
The wizard opens the list of all defined object automation scripts that are found in the scripts PDS on the host. You can
either modify the contents of the script or perform one of the following tasks:
– Activate or deactivate a script by right-clicking the script from the list in the Scripts available for the selected object

box, select Activate or Deactivate, and click Yes on the confirmation pop-up window.
– Create a new script by copying and modifying an existing script:

a. Select a script, right-click the script, and click Save As.
The Save As dialog opens.

b. Type a new name and title for the script, and click Save.
– Remove a script from the list:

a. Select Modify to edit the script.
The Scripts available for the selected object box populates with a list of available scripts.

b. Select a script, right-click the script, and click Remove.
After you confirm the deletion, the script is deleted from memory and scratched from the PDS on the host.

– Obtain the status and other information about a script:
a. Selecting a script, right-click the script, and click View Details.

– Modify an existing script:
a. Select Modify an existing script, then select the script in the Scripts available for the selected object box.

– Download a shared script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area:
a. Select Exploit a published solution and click Browse Solutions.

If there are scripts available, the Browse Solutions dialog displays, as shown in the following example.
b. Click the row containing the script that you want to download to the wizard and click OK.

The Script Name dialog displays with the downloaded script highlighted in the Scripts available for the selected
object box.

7. Click Next to display the Title and Systems Execution page. If you are modifying an existing script, you can change the
script title, the script description, or both from this page. If you are creating a new script, then type in the script title and
the script description, based on the following fields:

Title
Appears in the various Vantage tables that list automation scripts.

Description (Optional)
Opens in the wizard only. Use this parameter to describe and monitor any changes that you make to the script.

Systems (Optional)
Changes the Systems that the script loads on. Click Systems and the Sys ID/ System Name window displays.
Use the four or eight character z/OS system ID (SMF system ID), z/OS name, or JES3 name to specify the z/OS
system that you want the script to load on. The following details apply:

• Specify up to eight characters, including wildcard characters, for system IDs.
• Specify up to 16 system IDs.
• (Optional) Do not specify systems if you want to enable the script to run on any system.
• (Optional) Specify a pattern using wildcard characters: ?, /, and !.
• For JES3, the name can be GLOBAL or LOCAL, to enable the script to load on a global or local JES3 system.

When you have provided the system IDs, click OK in the Sys ID/ System Name window to save your selections.
8. Click Next to display the Timing for Events page.
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The default setting for this page is No Timing. This setting indicates that you execute the script manually. The following
options are available in the Timing for Events page:

Active Time Period For Script:
Every script, regardless of type, is assigned a time period when it is to be active. That is, it has a start-time, when
it is typically enabled, and an end-time when it is typically disabled. During a script’s active time period, it will
pass control to its Event Procedure section based upon a schedule that you establish. GOA, Log, System and
Audit scripts use timer-driven schedules; that is, you specify time intervals or specific days and times. When
these intervals or specific times are reached, inside the active period, the Event Procedure is triggered. Message
Automation (MA) scripts typically use an event-driven schedule; that is, you specify the number of messages
an MA script must intercept inside its active period in order for the script to trigger its Event Procedure. For
example, if you specify 1, the script responds (gives control to its Event Procedure) as soon as it intercepts a
single message. But if you specify 5, it will respond after every 5th message. This event-driven schedule is most
common for MA scripts, but a timer-driven schedule can also be used for an MA script if it is more appropriate for
a particular need. The main point here is that regardless of the type of script, each script responds according to its
schedule, but only within its active time period.
To designate the active time period, enter the start and end times. If you choose 0000 and 2400, you define what
is called a continuous or 24-hour script. Continuous scripts have a few unique properties. By definition, they have
no end-time, so they are never disabled at an end-time as is routinely done for all non-continuous scripts. In this
respect, continuous 24-hour scripts are permanently enabled. When loaded or refreshed, these 24-hour scripts
are immediately enabled, and from that point on, start-time and end-time processes do not apply (are ignored).
You can manually disable any type of script, whether it runs continuously or not, by issuing the Disable command
or the Disable line action.
In the Active Time Period For Script fields specify the start and end time of the period for which the script is active
during the day. See Scheduling Method for daily, weekly and monthly cycles within the active time period.

Holidays and Weekends:
By default, scripts execute according to the schedules within their active time periods, without any concern for
those days and times falling on a holiday or a weekend. Select this option if you want to exclude holidays and
weekend days as specified in the EXCLUDE-DAYS parameter in parmlib member INCLEXCL.

Scheduling Method:
Every script has an active time period (see above). Within that time period, it automatically passes control to its
Event Procedure according to the schedules that you specify, if any. For most scripts you will specify a timer-
driven schedule; that is, you request that the Event Procedure be invoked every so many minutes within the day,
or at specific days and times within the week or month.
Object automation scripts are executed repeatedly. Using the wizard, you can automatically execute the script on
a daily, weekly or monthly cycle as follows:
Daily Cycles
Specifies the intervals within the active period displayed at the bottom of the dialog.
In the Daily Cycles box specify the number of minutes you want to elapse between consecutive executions of the
script.
Weekday Schedules
Displays schedules at the bottom of the dialog if they exist. To add a new schedule click Add. The Schedule the
Action window is displayed.
In the Schedule the Action window select the day of the week and time when you want to execute the script, then
click Set to add the schedule to the list.
You can repeat this process to schedule executions on multiple days and times.
Monthly Schedules
Displays schedules at the bottom of the dialog if they exist. To add a new schedule click Add. The Schedule the
Action window is displayed where you can specify that the script shall run on a particular month or all months,
which day or days of the month, and the time of day it shall run:
Choose either an absolute day or a relative day from the end of the month. A relative day is a digit from 0 to
9 where 0 is the last day of the month, 1 the next to the last day, and so on. For an Absolute day, enter a day
number from 1 to 31. Day number 31 always means the last day of the month, regardless of the actual number of
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days in the month. For February, 29 and 30 also mean the last day of the month. All other day numbers represent
the absolute day within the month. You must also specify the desired time within the day you want the script to
execute.
Click Set to add the schedule to the list.
You can repeat this process to schedule executions on multiple days and times.
No Timing
Allows you to omit a schedule completely, this is called a No Timing script, which can be just as useful as one with
an automation schedule. You must invoke No Timing scripts manually, use the Fire command or Fire line action
whenever its function is needed. To execute a script manually using the Fire line action, perform the following
steps:
a. Open the All Scripts Loaded object found in the Automation and Logging folder of the object tree.
The All Scripts Loaded object is displayed.
b. Locate and select the script you want to execute.
Select the menu option Actions and click Fire.
By Script
Not available for GOA scripts, it is an available choice for MA scripts only.

9. Click Next.
The Options page is displayed. The following options are available from this page:

Load Script
Allows the script to be loaded or refreshed in memory. The script is automatically loaded from the script library
when Vantage is started, and can be refreshed from that library when needed. Clear this box if you want the script
to be bypassed during load or refresh processing.
If a script has already been loaded (because Load was previously checked), and you clear it now because you no
longer want it loaded, a subsequent Save and Activate of the script will Delete the script from memory (the same
as if the host Delete command were issued).

Enable Script when Loaded
Applies to only continuous 24-hour scripts. Check this box to enable the script whenever it is loaded within its
active time period. Clear this box if you want the script disabled as soon as it is loaded.

Simulate Actions
The script monitors the selected object and performs all the necessary substitutions, but stops just before
executing the action specified by the script. The simulation function is useful in testing the operation of a new
script without applying its actions (the script’s Event Procedure will bypass any Actions defined within that
procedure). For example you can use this to verify that it selects all the intended object entries, and only those
entries, without performing any of its actions You can view the result of the simulation in the Automation Activity
log. To do this, select Object Automation, and then select Log from the Automation menu. After you confirm that
the script processes as intended you can clear theSimulate Actions box and the specified actions will execute the
next time the script is scheduled to run.

10. Click Next.
The Event Procedure Selection introductory page is displayed introducing you to this section of the wizard. The Event
Procedure Section is responsible for generating the script statements that correspond to executable instructions on
a z/OS system. You can control which z/OS systems will load and execute any given script. Return to the Title and
System Execution dialog to check or re-specify the appropriate z/OS systems for this script.

11. Click Next.
If the selected object supports an Input List then the Input List page of the Automation Scripts Builder wizard is
displayed. If the selected object does not support an Input List then the Filter/Sort page is displayed and you can skip
to Step 11.
The Input List page lets you specify input statements which affect the creation of the object. The content of the
statements may vary from one object to another. See the Help About Object help for content and format of the input list
statements for a specific object. Statements provided in the Input List page override any defaults that may have been
set.
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For many objects, there is a well-defined process for finding the needed input data and creating the object. You do
not need to provide input control statements or point to an appropriate input source every time they want to access an
object. System services, well-known algorithms, or various discovery methods can be used to find the data and create
these objects.
For some objects, however, there may be either a choice of several input sources, or no available method to
automatically find the input. In such cases, a default source is usually explicitly defined, and you have an option to
override it (provide different input statements) whenever needed.

NOTE
Because an input list is not executed in any specific object context, you cannot use Object Related variables.
Use System Related variables or System Symbols. For more information, see Input List.

The Input List page has the following options:
Clear

(Optional) Click Clear to remove all displayed statements from the edit box.
Default

(Optional) Click Default to add any default statements, that may be available, to the edit box. You can then modify
or remove them from the edit box as needed.

Edit or enter
(Optional) Click in the edit box and edit or enter the appropriate input list statements for creating the given object
table.

12. Click Next.
The Filter/Sort page is displayed. You must apply a filter to the selected object to narrow the selection of items to be
monitored. Optionally, you can sort the records in the object.
If you are working with a Data Sets object, remember that the index and data components for a VSAM KSDS appear
as separate entries. Your filter must properly indicate whether you want one or both of the components. For example,
to exclude index components, add VSCMP EXCL I.

13. Click Filter.
The Filter dialog is displayed. With the Filter dialog you can select the fields you want to filter and create the filter
statement for the object. When you have established your filter criteria remember to click Apply and Exit.
Alternatively you can use an External Filter by selecting one from the drop down list. If you have previously defined
a filter and saved it in the external filter library, you can instruct this script, and perhaps several others, to use the
saved filter at runtime. The drop down list includes all the filter members applicable to your object. When the script is
executed, the external filter you selected is retrieved from the filter library and applied to the object.

14. Click Sort (optional).
The Sort dialog is displayed. With this dialog you can select fields to determine the sort order. Sorting the records
usually rearranges the order in which they will be seen and subsequently processed, which can be very important
when the script operation is to monitor and process only a certain number of Record Inclusion Violations. When you
have established your sort criteria remember to click Apply and Exit.

15. Click Next.
The Record Selection page is displayed. You can instruct the script to continue its processing and to use the object
records that have passed the Monitor Filter, or you can specify more rules for determining which of those records
constitute a violation of the condition or threshold you want to maintain.
Click Select filtered records to continue processing with all of the records that have passed the Monitor Filter. This
path creates a single-phase script.
Click Select subset of filtered records  to select records for monitoring by violation type. The wizard proceeds
directly to the Violation Type page. This path allows you to define up to five phases.
– If you chose Select filtered records and click Next, the Different Object Selection page is displayed.

In the Different Object Selection window you can base actions on another object by selecting the Base action on a
different object box. If your current object has zoom objects, you can also choose Base action on Zoom object. In
all cases you can choose Base action on New object.
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If you select Base action on a different object and Zoom Object, then the Zoom Object page is displayed. Use
this page to select the object to base the action and select the mode.
Select Mode, when deciding to take actions on any object, it is important to ensure that the object data being
examined is current enough to make an appropriate decision about a needed action. Up to the second real time
(RT) data is always best, but it may not be available, or may even be too costly if it is available. Object data that is
a little less current may be more than satisfactory (and much more efficient to get), especially if you can coordinate
the script execution schedules with the times the object data is refreshed.
This page displays the available modes for the object you select. For a new script, the default is pre-selected. If it is
not sufficient for your case, change it to the appropriate one.

NOTE
For more information about data collection modes, see the section Modes - Where to Get the Source
Object.

If your target object is Datasets by Volume, real-time data set information is always available and quite efficient.
However, some objects provide only last-interval information. The Data Set Groups (Applications) object is an
example. And if you zoom from one of the Data Set Groups (Applications) to all of its data sets, that data set
information is also last interval only. In this and similar examples, it is important to coordinate the script schedule
with the schedules creating the last interval object data (such as the DTOC interval specified in the DTCINTVL
system parameter).
If you select Base action on a different object and New Object, then the New Object page is displayed where
you can select a completely different object from the object tree, and select the desired object mode.
Regardless of whether you chose Zoom Object or New Object and click Next, the Filter/Sort dialog is displayed.
Filter and Sort are both optional. Click the appropriate buttons in order to provide a filter or sort. As an alternative to
entering a filter directly, you can select an external filter from the drop down list.

– If you chose Select Subset of Filtered Records and click Next, the Violation Type page is displayed. You can
define a violation type to identify the records that will be affected when the script triggers an action. You can specify
one of the following violation types:

– Filter Violations
Select this option to specify another filter to find all the object records that are in violation of a needed condition or
threshold. That is, the violation filter is to find the records that require some sort of follow up action.

– Count Violations
If the need for follow up actions is to be based upon the count of records in the current (monitored) object. For
example, assume a monitor filter on tape volumes finds only 173 scratch tapes remaining. A script could use a
Count Violation of perhaps less than 200 and take appropriate actions whenever this condition is detected.

– Record Inclusion Violations
Select this option if you want to apply more tests to the currently selected records (but not another filter as in Filter
Violations) to determine which records to include for processing. For example, you can request that field x in each
record be added until the total is greater than y. All records up to that point will be included for the follow up actions.
For Record Inclusion violations, sorting the records in the order you want is important, because the location of a
record in the list can determine whether the script action applies to it.
If you are working with a Data Sets object, remember that the index and data components for a VSAM KSDS
appear as separate entries. Your filter must properly indicate whether you want one or both components. To
exclude index components, for example, add VSCMP EXCL I.

If you select Filter Violation and  Go , then the Filter Violation Definition page is displayed.
Supply the name of the violation state and a filter and sort as appropriate. The violation state name can be up to 16
characters long. The default is VIOLATION.
Click Filter to define the violation filter. Defining the filter is a requirement, and the wizard does not let you proceed
until you define one.
Using a standard Vantage filter, you can place conditions on individual record attributes. Assume, for example, that
you define a filter violation that selects volumes that are 90 percent or more full. If the filter selects at least one volume,
the violation state exists.
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If you are working with a Data Sets object, remember that the index and data components for a VSAM KSDS appear
as separate entries. Your filter should properly indicate whether you want one or both components. To exclude index
components, for example, add VSCMP EXCL I.
Click Sort to specify the order in which the records that passed the filter are to be sorted.
If you select Count Violation and click Go, then the Count Violation Definition page is displayed.
Specify the violation count and appropriate comparison operation.
A count violation identifies a violation state by counting records. You can specify the number of records needed to
trigger an action. For example, assume that you set a threshold test of greater than 1000 records for the monitored
object. A violation state occurs if the number of records exceeds 1000.
The Count Violation Definition dialog appears if you select Count Violation in the Violation Type dialog. Use this
dialog to identify a violation state by testing a condition on the number of records that passed the filter defined in
the Monitored Object dialog. When the condition on your specified number is satisfied, all records that passed the
monitored object filter are sent to the script actions. Notice that the count test only determines if the violation state
exists, it does not determine how many records are sent to the script actions. If the violation state exists, all the
records are sent for follow up actions.
Click Equal to, Greater than, or Less than, and enter the record count that you want to use to determine if a violation
state exists.
If you select Record Inclusion Violation and click Go, then the Record Inclusion page is displayed with the following
options.

Select All Records
If you select this option then the actions will be applied to all records in the object.

Select First nnn Records
If you select this option and type in a number in the Number nnn field, then this indicates the number of records
to which the script actions apply. The order in which the records are sorted affects the result. Make sure that the
records are sorted in the order you want. Use the Sort available on the Monitored Filter and Sort dialog. For a
zoomed object, use the Sort available on the Zoom Object dialog.

Select Until Free Space % is
This option is enabled only if:

• You selected one of the objects under Volumes, Storage Groups, or Data Set Groups in the Monitored Object
dialog, and

• You checked the Zoom object check box in the Different Object Selection dialog, and
• You selected Data Sets by Volume, Data Sets by Storage Group, or Data Sets by Dataset Group on the Zoom

Object dialog.

Specify the target free space percentage. The script applies the actions to as many records as needed to reach
the target percentage.

Select Until Field Total is
If you select this option, select a field to be totaled and specify a target total (sum of the values of the selected
field across records of the target object). The script applies the actions to as many records as needed to reach the
target sum. For example, if the target object is Data Sets by Storage Group, and you select Allocated Bytes as the
fields to be totaled and enter a value of 100 MB as the target sum, the script applies the actions to as many data
sets as needed to reach a total of 100 MB of allocated bytes. The order in which the records are sorted affects the
result. Make sure that the data sets are sorted in the order you want.

Use Extended Dataset Options
If you select this option then you will be given choices to skip data sets currently in use, and whether or not to use
the cluster name instead of the component name for VSAM data sets.
By default, this function identifies VSAM data sets by their cluster names and skips data sets allocated with either
exclusive or shared control. If these defaults are acceptable, leave the Use Extended Data Set Options box
unchecked. If you check the box to modify these defaults, clicking Next invokes the Extended Data Set Options
dialog.
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Remember that the index and data components for a VSAM KSDS appear as separate entries with unique
component names. If you use the (default) option to identify each component by its cluster name, these two
entries will have the same name. If you do not want to see the cluster name twice, specify a filter to exclude one
of the component types; for example, VSCMP EXCL I.
Indicate if you want to:

• Use the cluster or component names for VSAM data sets.
• Skip allocated data sets, and if so, which ones.

Defining Phases
Later you will be able to define additional phases to check for remaining violations and execute more aggressive
actions to correct the problem being addressed. You can define up to five phases.
The goal is to progress from a Violation state to an OK state. Each phase generated is reflected in the Navigation
Tree on the left side of the dialog. When modifying a multi-phase script, a single click on the appropriate phase
within the Navigation Tree positions you to that phase. Several options control how a multi-phase script moves
from one phase to the next. They are presented in the Next Phase Timing dialog.

16. Click Next.
The Conditions for Performing Actions page is displayed. The Conditions for Performing Actions page allows you
to test a condition on the number of records before continuing. By default, there are no conditions and processing
continues.
– If you select the option No conditions. Perform the actions on all selected records then all records are selected for

processing.
– If you select the option Equal to under Perform Actions Only When the Number of Records is: and type in a

number, then the actions are performed only if the number of records matches your number exactly.
– If you select the option Greater than under Perform Actions Only When the Number of Records is: and type in a

number, then the actions are performed only if the number of records is greater than your number.
– If you select the option Less than under Perform Actions Only When the Number of Records is: and type in a

number, then the actions are performed only if the number of records is less than your number.
17. Click Next.

The Action Selection page is displayed. Use the this page to indicate which actions, one or more, that you want the
script to trigger. As you click on different actions the corresponding options in the left pane will become highlighted and
available for selection.
From this page you can specify the maximum number of times actions should be executed within the start and end
time established in the Timing of Events dialog. When this number is reached the script will be disabled until its next
active period.

18. Click Next.
A dialog for each action you selected in the Action Selection page is displayed sequentially. The following list provides
an explanation of each of the Action Selection pages:

Perform Object Action
This displays the Perform Object Action dialog. Use this dialog to determine the actions that can be performed on
the object entries. You can click Help for Object Action to display descriptions for all the available actions and
the fields of the source object. These descriptions help you determine the actions that you want to perform on the
object entries. Select the object action from the list provided in the Select an Action to Perform window and then
establish the parameters of the action. Enter a value for the maximum number of rows to be processed by this
request. The maximum number of object actions that can be performed is 1000, if you specify more than 1000
only the first 1000 object actions will be performed, therefore we recommend you specify 1000 or less. This value
is a safety feature to guard against taking actions against a large number of object entries, without a conscious
decision to do so.
Observe the following:

• When object actions are performed, security checks are made with the proper access levels. The user ID
for each security check will be either the user ID associated with the Vantage started task, or the user ID
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that owns the script (the person who created or last modified it). For more information, see the description of
parameterSECURSCR.

• If there are many parameters for an action in the Parameters of the Action area of this dialog, the Parameters
of the Action area will have its own scroll bar. Once you click on a parameter cell for keying in a value, the
scroll bar and scroll arrows are disabled. To re-enable them, press one of the following on your keyboard: Tab
key, up arrow key, or down arrow key.

Submit a Job
This displays the Submit a Job page. To submit a job as an action, you must identify the library member that
contains the JCL to be submitted, and to specify when you want it to be submitted - now or later.

NOTE
If you are in the process of downloading an existing script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions
Area, the linked JCL member is displayed in an editor and you must save the job by selecting Save As
from the File menu of the editor. If more than one JCL is included with the script, then you must save all
jobs using the Submit a Job dialog (there will be a Submit a Job dialog available for each job) before you
save the script.

To submit a job:

• Specify the DSN or select one of the names you have previously used from the drop down list.
• Specify the Member, or select it from the drop-down list or click Directory and select if from the member list in

the dialog displayed. The dialog will display a sorted list of all the members in the library. You can click Edit to
create, modify, or view the JCL. The wizard displays the selected member in an editor that lets you modify and
save it.

• Select Defer Job Execution, if you want to schedule this action at a later time. To defer the action, enter the
new day and time in the appropriate boxes.

NOTE
Instead of using this feature to defer an action, it is usually better to change the schedule for the
script such that it runs at the desired day and time, and then performs its actions immediately
(without using this Defer feature).

• If variables are going to be substituted into the job stream, you can decide how spaces are to be treated by
selecting one of the options from the During substitution, which spaces should be removed? drop down list,
where you can select Both, Leading, Trailing, or None.

When variables are substituted into an action model, there are often leading or trailing blanks around the insertion
point. For example, assume the model statement looked something like the following:
ARCHIVE DSN=%%DSN%%,VOL=%%VOL%%

The %%DSN%% variable represents a character field of length 44. But most data set names are less than 44
characters, having several trailing blanks. When standard substitution is done, all the trailing blanks would be left,
which may make the syntax invalid for the action statement. To fix this, you can specify that Trailing blanks are to be
removed by selecting one of the options in the During substitution, which spaces should be removed? drop down list,
as follows:
Both - means that both leading and trailing blanks will be removed.
Leading - means that leading blanks will be removed.
Trailing - means that trailing blanks will be removed.
None - means the field will be kept untouched.

19. Issue a z/OS Operator Command
This displays the Issue a z/OS Operator Command page. If you issue a z/OS operator command as an action, the
wizard asks you to enter the command and to specify the timing of the execution.
– In the Command field specify the z/OS operator command to be issued. The z/OS operator command can be for

Vantage, DFSMShsm, or any valid command. As an aid in entering the command, the View Variable button lets you
view Global Variables as well as all field variables for the object being processed.

– Select View variables and the Substitution Variables window is displayed.
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In the Substitution Variables window double click a variable and it will appear at the cursor position in the Command
field.

– Select  Send once for the first record  or Send for all object records.
- If you select Send once for the first record then the command will be sent for only the first object record
processed.
- If you select Send for all object records then the command will be sent for every object record processed.

– Select Add to list and the command will appear in the List of Commands window.
You can change the order of commands or remove any of them from the List of Commands window. To remove a
particular command, right click it and select Remove. To move a command higher in the hierarchy right click it and
select Pop up. To remove all commands right click anywhere in the List of Commands window and select Clear
list.
If you want to specify when the command will be executed (to defer the action to occur at a later time), select Defer
command execution. The Schedule the Action dialog is displayed where you can specify the time and day you
want the execution to occur.

NOTE
Instead of using this feature to defer an action, it is usually better to change the schedule for the script
such that it runs at the desired day and time, and then performs its actions immediately (without using this
Defer command execution feature).

You can issue as many operator commands as needed.
To modify the entries in the List of Commands box, right click on one of the entries. The new menu allows you to
Remove the selected entry, Pop-it-up one position in the list, or Clear the entire list. Use these options to arrange the
entries as needed.

20. Send Vantage Mail or Regular E-Mail
The Send Vantage Mail or Regular E-Mail page opens. Use this page to:
– Automatically send Vantage mail. Sends messages to only those users who can access Vantage by one of its

clients. For Vantage mail, you get the choice of sending the message to the user’s mailbox, or to their current
session.

– Automatically send regular e-mail. Sends regular e-mail to anyone with access to an email system.
– Specify the message text and destination of the mail.
– Specify the timing of the execution.
List of Messages - if mail messages have already been defined, they are listed here. Click one of the messages to
display it in the Message Text box. Double click one of the messages to edit it. Right click one of the messages to
delete it, or to delete the entire list of messages.
Message Text - displays the message text of the message highlighted in the List of Messages box.
New Message - to create a new message click New Message. The Send Vantage Mail or Regular E-mail dialog is
displayed.
Use this dialog as follows:
Vantage Mail Box - select this if you want the message to be issued to a Vantage user’s mailbox. Use this option if
you want all recipients to receive it whether currently logged on or not.
Vantage Session - select this if you want the message to be issued to users logged on to Vantage. Use this option if
you want the message to be seen only by recipients currently logged on.
E-mail Address - select this if you want the message sent to the e-mail address you provide.
To: - For Vantage mail, enter the user’s TSO logon ID. For regular E-mail, enter a valid e-mail address. The drop-
down list can be used for addresses previously entered. You can establish a setting for this field in the Global Options
General Tab.
Severity - for Vantage mail, select the severity or importance of the message from the drop down list. The severity you
select displays in the message.
From: - this is valid only for regular e-mail. The default is a dummy address to indicate the message came from the
automation system. Provide a valid address if you want to allow a reply to that address, perhaps your own. You can
establish a setting for this field in the Global Options General Tab.
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Subject: - this is valid only for regular e-mail. Provide a meaningful subject as appropriate. The Subject field limit is
60 characters in length. The system will not allow you to enter more than 60 characters in the Subject field. Variable
substitution can be used in the Subject field. If you use variables and the total length of the subject text with the
expanded variables values results in a text length that exceeds 60 characters then the system will fail to send the
message. If this is the case, adjust the Subject field so that it does not exceed 60 characters, including expanded
variable values.
Message: - type in the message text for your mail. You can use Substitution Variables within the text.
To place variables in the text, place your cursor where you want the variable to appear and then click View Variables.

To select a variable, double-click the variable from the list. The variable name appears where your cursor was placed in
the Message Box.

Send once, for the first record or Send for all object records:

If you select Send once for the first record, the message is sent for only the first object record processed.

If you select Send for all object records, the message will be sent for every object record processed.

Defer Message/Mail execution - Select this if you want to specify a day and time for sending the message rather than
sending it immediately.

NOTE
Instead of using this feature to defer an action, it is usually better to change the schedule for the script such that
it runs at the desired day and time, and then performs its actions immediately (without using this Defer feature.

Save as new - Select this if you want to create a new email or message with these changes.

Save - Select this if you want to save your changes for an existing email or message.

Send Message to the z/OS Operator, Unicenter (FEMS/SNMP) or the Service Desk Manager
The Send Message to the z/OS Operator, Unicenter (FEMS/SNMP), or the Service Desk Manager page is
displayed. Use this page to send messages to the z/OS Operator, Unicenter (FEMS/SNMP) or the Service Desk
Manager.
The messages action supports both the FEMS (Framework Event Management Server) and SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol) interfaces to Unicenter. FEMS is the default. To use SNMP you must ensure
that the Service Desk Manager server TCP/IP address for SNMP has been specified in the UNICSNMP system
parameter. Service Desk Manager event library support is a component of Common Components and Services. It
provides a mechanism to open Service Desk Manager (USD) requests from Vantage.
Use this page to specify:

• The message text. You can include object and system variables in your messages. They will be substituted
when the message is sent. Click View Variables to select object variables.

• If the message should be sent once, for the first record only or if it should be sent for all object records.
• The severity of the message. If you select Unicenter or Service Desk Manager, then you must pick the

severity of the message from the Severity drop-down list. For z/OS Operator messages, the Information and
Warning severities generate a message that is not highlighted and rolls off the console immediately. The
Critical and Immediate severities generate a highlighted message that does not roll off until you delete it, or the
Vantage time-out period is reached.

• If the execution should be deferred. Consider carefully the implications of deferring this action. It is
recommended that you schedule the script to run when you want the action executed, rather than deferring the
action separately.

To create a new message select the destination, enter the messages text, select when the message should be
sent, and the severity. When you have completed the new message click Add to List and the new message will
appear in the List of Messages box.
Send once for the first record or Send for all object records:
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• If you select Send once for the first record then only one message will be sent.
• If you select Send for all object records then one message is sent per record in the object.

View Variables - to include a variable in the message, click View variables. Double-click the variable from the
pop-up window that appears, and the variable will be copied to the cursor position within the Message box.
List of Messages - To remove the specific message from the list, select the message, right-click and click
Remove. You can remove all the messages from the list by choosing Clear list from the right mouse button. You
can also promote messages to the top of the list by using Pop-up on the right-click mouse menu.

Add a Spare Volume to Allocate Storage Group
The Add a Spare Volume to Allocate Storage Group dialog is displayed.

NOTE
This action applies only to storage groups defined and managed by the Allocate product. This means
that the filter to find the storage groups for this action should ensure that only storage groups of this type
are found. To do this, use Type = VAM in your filter.

This action takes a reserved volume from the VAMSPARE table in your Vantage Parmlib, and dynamically adds
it into the Allocate storage group. Each spare volume is assumed to have a considerable amount of free space.
This increases the available free space in that storage group, and should also lower its used percentage. When a
volume is added, Allocate can immediately begin directing data sets to it.
If desired, you can repeat this process until enough volumes have been added to the pool to bring its used
percentage below or equal to a target low watermark that you specify. For example, if you enter 75 as the target
low water mark, spare volumes are added until the percent allocated for the pool is equal to or drops below 75
percent.
If you use this action, ensure that your spare volumes have a relatively large amount of free space. If all volumes
in the pool are the same device type, the percent allocated on a spare volume must be less than the percent
allocated for the pool, in order for the spare volume to lower the overall percent allocated for the pool. But even if
the percent allocated for the pool is not reduced, adding a spare volume with any free space will always increase
the absolute amount of free space within the pool, and help prevent future allocation errors.
The changes made by adding volumes to the pool configurations of Allocate are temporary. They last only until
Allocate is stopped and restarted. Each time Allocate is started, it reverts to its own configuration definitions.
However, any Vantage automation script using this action to add spare volumes will begin again when necessary.

NOTE
Because the additions are temporary, use an action to send a message to the Allocate administrator to
inform that a spare volume is added to a pool and why.

If you choose to interact with Allocate, use this dialog to select the method of adding spare volumes:

• Add a spare volume to the Storage Group - this method adds a single spare volume if the storage group is in
violation.

• Add spare volumes to the Storage Group until its used percentage (low water mark) drops below or equal to
this value - This method continues to add spare volumes as long as the percentage in use for the Storage
Group as a whole remains greater than the value you specify. Enter the value in the percent field provided.
When the percent used for the Storage Group equals or falls below this percentile, the action stops.

Add a Spare Volume to DFSMS Storage Group
This action applies only to storage groups defined and managed by IBM’s DFSMS. This means that the filter to
find the storage groups for this action should ensure that only storage groups of this type are found. To do this,
use Type = SMS in your filter.
This action finds an online spare volume that is empty. It does this using a filter that has been previously
configured for this purpose. It then varies the volume offline, reinitializes it with a volume name currently defined
to the SMS storage group as a dummy volume, and then varies it online again. SMS now recognizes what was
previously a dummy entry as a real online volume that belongs to the storage group, and begins using it. In short,
this dynamic action is the automation of a process that is commonly done manually. Before using this action,
ensure that its required configuration tasks on the z/OS host have been performed.
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NOTE
For more information, see Configure Action to Add a Volume to a SMS Storage Group.

This action can add a single volume and stop, or if requested, it can repeat the process until enough volumes
have been added to the pool to bring its used percentage below or equal to a target low watermark that you
specify. For example, if you enter 75 as the target low water mark, spare volumes are added until the percent
allocated for the pool is equal to or drops below 75 percent.

NOTE
When using this action, keep the appropriate personnel informed by requesting an additional action
that sends them a message. Tell them that a spare volume has been dynamically added to the storage
group, and why.

With this dialog you choose one of the following to specify whether the first storage group or all storage groups
are to be updated:

• Add a volume to the first storage group that exceeds defined thresholds
• Add a volume to all storage groups that exceed defined thresholds

Add Spare volumes until used percentage drops (or is equal to) the following low watermark value
(Optional)
Indicate if you want volumes added until a target low water mark is reached. Spare volumes are added as long
as the percentage in use for the storage group is greater than the value you specify. It stops when the target
percentage is reached. Enter the target percentage value.

Log the Selected Records
The Log the Selected Records page is displayed. Use one of the following methods to save the object records
that passed the defined filters:

• Log the records of the monitored object to a log file
• Log the records of the monitored object to SMF
• Capture the records to a specified sequential data set

If you select Log files, you must indicate if you want the records logged, the count of the records logged, or both.
If you select SMF, only the records will be logged, not the counts. Ensure that host system parameter
LOGSMFRT is specified with the SMF record type (number) to be used.
If you select Capture, only the records will be logged, not the counts. But the records are written to capture files
instead of the log files. You can optionally provide the name of an existing and permanent sequential data set,
created for just this purpose. If you do, the capture action overwrites the existing data set; that is, the old data is
replaced with the new data. If you do not provide a specific DSN, the records are appended to the default capture
files (in the same manner that Logged data is appended to the default log files).

NOTE
For more information, see Capture (Export) Objects.

Limit Action Executions During Active Time Period (Optional)
Select this option to limit the number of actions during the time period you specified in the Timing for Events
dialog. For example, if you specify an action limit of 10, but the Event Procedure is invoked 40 times within the
active period, the actions will be triggered only the first 10 times, not the last 30.

The next page to be displayed will depend on your selection in the Record Selection dialog.

• If, in the Record Selection dialog, you did not chose Select Subset of Filtered Records then the next page is the Saving
and Activation page and you should now skip to the next step in this procedure.

• If, in the Record Selection page you chose Select Subset of Filtered Records then the next page is the Next Phase
Timing dialog.

After you complete the definition of a phase, the Next Phase Timing page is displayed:
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You can define up to five phases during which you can check for a violation and execute various corrective actions in case
a violation occurs. If you define more than one phase, the script executes them successively for as long as the violation
state persists.

You can now specify inter-phase timing and proceed to define a new phase or end the script with the current phase.

If this is the last phase, control is not immediately passed to the first phase. Instead, the script becomes eligible for phase
processing again, which will start when its next scheduled time arrives (as specified in the Timing for Events dialog of the
General Section).

To set the timing for the next phase, choose an option. If one of your actions was to Submit a Job, default processing
is to provide an EOJ notification to this script. For a new script, the checkbox for EOJ Notification will indicate whether
or not one of your actions was to submit a job. The EOJ notification can be used as a condition for moving to the next
phase. But even if you did submit a job, you are not required to use its EOJ notification as a condition for moving to the
next phase. If you do not want EOJ timing, uncheck the EOJ Notification box. If you did not Submit a Job, the checkbox
for EOJ notification and the EOJ Only timing option will be disabled. If you selected After Timing Delay or At Scheduled
Time, enter the required timing parameters.

If you decide to continue with further phases then the next phase introductory dialog is displayed.

When you click Next the same sequential pages appear as they did for the first phase:

• Violation Type
• Violation Definition
• Different Object Selection
• Record Selection

These same pages appear for each of the number of phases (maximum 5) that you chose to implement.

Click Next.

The Saving and Activation page is displayed. Use this page to:

• Save the script, but not activate (load) it now. You can return to activate and execute the script later using this wizard. It
will also be activated (loaded) automatically the next time Vantage is started if Load Script was checked in the Options
dialog. You can also use z/OS operator commands to Refresh and Fire Scripts.

NOTE
For more information about these commands, see the section Log Server and Commands.

• Save and activate (load) the script, but let the scheduler execute it according to the schedules you set.
• Save, activate (load) and execute the script immediately, in addition to its scheduled times.
• Indicate you want to return to the beginning of the wizard. If you select Return to build another script then the wizard

will return to the General Section dialog so that you can create another script after saving the current script.
• Share Solution, this option is only available if you are in modify (a script) mode. Use this option to share the script to

the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area. To share a script to the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area, perform the
following steps:
a. Click Share Solution.

The Share Solution Request dialog is displayed.
b. Update the details as needed.
c. Click OK.

An email is sent to Broadcom to open an issue in the Broadcom Support system. This email contains the script
along with one or more JCL members as text in the email. When the issue is opened, Broadcom will email the
issue number to you.

NOTE

By sending the email with the script to Broadcom, you are authorizing Broadcom to share the script with
other Vantage users.
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The Share Solution Request dialog closes and the Saving the Script page is displayed.

NOTE
If you decide you do not want to save or activate the script at this time click Cancel at the bottom of the dialog.

Depending on which option you choose in the Saving and Activation page, a confirmation dialog is displayed.

NOTE
If you are in the process of downloading a script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area, then all JCL
members used in the script must be saved from the Submit a Job dialog before saving the script. If you do
not do this you will be issued a message telling you will be returned to the Submit a Job dialog. Click OK and
proceed to save all the jobs.

Message Automation (MA) Scripts
Message Automation (MA) is event-driven, compared to schedule-driven General Object Automation (GOA), but the
implementation details are similar.

Wizards are available in Windows Client to facilitate the definition of both types of scripts. The resulting scripts can be
viewed from the Windows Client and the View 3270 Client.

MA scripts run under the automation component. To activate the automation component, uncomment the COMP=AUTO
statement in the CONFIG member of your PARMLIB. Also, ensure that both the SUAUT system parameter and
the AUTMSG system parameter are set to Yes in your local PARMLIB. The default value for the SUAUT system
parameter is No. The default value of the AUTMSG system parameter is Yes.

Sample scripts for GOA that are distributed with the product are available in the CCTUSAMP library. To use a sample
automation script, copy the script to the AUTOSCR library which is your automation script library. Then use the wizard in
the Windows Client to customize the script as necessary.

To deactivate this component at startup time, preventing the component from starting, specify the following sysparm:

AUTGOA (N)

To deactivate the component manually, use the following command:

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=GOA

Vantage automates tasks by monitoring and responding to the following types of messages:

• System console messages (real-time detection and response)
• DFSMShsm messages:

– Real-time detection and response.

NOTE
For more information, including information about the configuration of DFSMShsm real-time monitoring,
see Configuring.

– Scheduled analysis of logged messages
• Disk messages (real-time detection and response).

To monitor and respond to each type of message, create an appropriate message automation script. Each script contains
the following items:

• A filter to select the messages
• An action (event procedure) to be executed when the messages are found
• Optionally a time period during which the script is enabled.

Use the MA wizard in the Windows Client to create MA scripts.
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Message Automation Features

Message Automation uses the following standard automation features in common with end-user usage and GOA
automation:

• Variable substitution
• Job submission
• Job scheduler

The following special features are also available for message automation:

• Max count
• Message accumulation (saving messages)
• Max execute
• End time action
• Enabled time periods (start and end times)

Responding to Messages - Invoking the Event Procedure

MA (Message Automation) scripts use the following parameters to pass control to the event procedure which performs the
actions:

Perform_Evt_Proc
Unconditionally passes control, regardless of whether any messages have been counted or accumulated.

Cond_Do_Evt_Proc
Conditionally passes control, based on at least one accumulated message.

Max_Count
Conditionally passes control, based on the number of messages counted.

EndTime Action
Passes control at the end of the enabled period, based on user options, except in case of continuous scripts.

Message Automation Special Features
The following special features are also available for message automation:

• Max count
• Message accumulation (saving messages)
• Max execute
• End time action
• Enabled time periods (start and end times)

Max Count

Instead of executing an action every time the script finds a specific message, messages can be counted and optionally
accumulated in a memory table. You can define an action and a max count value for these messages in the script. When
reached, the max count value triggers the script to execute the action. If you do not specify a max count value, the end
time action option or a timer-driven schedule can trigger the action.

If you specify an event procedure, a substitution service parses the accumulated messages to extract the important text.
The service substitutes the extracted text into model statements in the job JCL template. The job can run immediately, or
you can schedule the job to run on a specific day and time.
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Message Accumulation

Message scripts provide the option to accumulate specific messages in an object table in memory. This feature provides
a method for trapping particular messages, or groups of messages, for end-user review. The complete text or portions of
the text from these messages can be extracted and substituted into templates being used to respond to the message. For
example, action templates for jobs, email, or Vantage mail.

If an event procedure exists, accumulated messages are passed to the event procedure when the max count is reached.

When the Max_Count number is reached, accumulated messages are passed to the event procedure (for actions), if it
exists, and then the count and table are cleared and the process begins again. When a script reaches the end of its time
period for being enabled, the End Time Action determines the fate of the accumulated messages, and there are several
options.

Observe the following:

• Although the count and accumulated messages are cleared and it begins accumulating messages again, the
messages are not physically cleared until it is necessary. They are physically cleared when the first new message is
accumulated. Until then, the accumulated messages are only logically deleted as reported by the Delay Clr field in
script objects and they can still be viewed and acted upon.

• If message accumulation is used, but options to clear the table are not properly set, large amounts of memory can
easily be consumed.

Max Execute

As a deliberate control mechanism or as a safety check against invoking the event procedure (with actions) far more times
than intended, you can specify a Max_Execute number for the number of times the event procedure of a script should be
executed within its enabled period. If the Max_Execute number is reached before the EndTime of the script, the script is
disabled. The script is enabled again at its next StartTime, or in the case of continuous scripts, at midnight.

End Time Action

The End Time Action indicates what should be done when a script reaches the end of its enabled period.

NOTE
End time actions do not apply to continuous scripts, that is, those scripts with StartTime=0000 and
EndTime=2400. (See Example 4 later in this section.)

When a script reaches the end of its enabled time period, several messages may have been accumulated without
reaching the trigger count value, or no messages were counted at all.

The most common usage when working with messages is to monitor for them and to respond to them when they occur.
That is, you accumulate one or more messages because you want to react to them. You must indicate what should be
done with any remaining messages when the end of the enabled period is reached.

• EXECUTE passes them to the event procedure (for the actions)

NOTE
If no messages remain, or none were ever accumulated, control is not passed to the event procedure. The
same occurs if ACC_FLAG=N (no accumulation) is specified.

• HOLD carries them into the next enabled period

NOTE
If no messages remain, or none were ever accumulated, there are no actual messages to hold. However,
if messages were seen and counted, but not accumulated because ACC_FLAG=N (no accumulation), the
count is held and forward.

• CLEAR discards (ignore) them when the next enabled period begins
Observe the following notes:
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– Accumulated messages marked to be discarded are retained in the table until the script is re-enabled and the first
message in the next enabled period arrives. This characteristic allows you to view and process the messages
manually, even if normal script processing calls for them to be discarded. Tables listing scripts contain a column
Delay Clr. If the accumulated messages are to be discarded, this column is set to Y.

– If records are only being counted because ACC_FLAG=N (no accumulation), the CLEAR action clears the count
field.

The more uncommon usage is to monitor for messages and react when they do not occur. With this type of script, the end
time action should be EXECIFZERO to pass control to the event procedure only when the count of messages is zero, that
is, execute only if the count is zero.

Enabled Time Periods - Script Start and End Times

Each script contains a StartTime and an EndTime, which define the time period during which the script is to be enabled.
When a script is loaded or refreshed within this period, it is automatically enabled. When its EndTime is reached, the script
is disabled and its specified EndTimeAction is executed.

When the StartTime is reached again, the script is enabled and its execution count is set to zero.

Since continuous 24-hour scripts (start time of 0000 and end time of 2400) do not end (have no true end-time), they
are never disabled as is routinely done for all non-continuous scripts. In this respect, continuous 24-hour scripts are
permanently enabled. When loaded or refreshed, these 24-hour scripts are immediately enabled, and from that point on,
end-time processes do not apply (are ignored).

If the Max_Execute count of a real-time script is reached before its EndTime is reached, it is immediately disabled and no
EndTimeAction is taken. (The Max_Execute count is compared with an internal execution count, the number of times the
event procedure obtained control during the enable period.) For an EndTime Dispatching script, if the Max_Execute count
is reached before all the input events are read, processing is stopped and no EndTimeAction is taken. For continuous
scripts that have been disabled because the Max_Execute count has been reached, the script is re-enabled at midnight
and the internal execution count is reset to zero.

NOTE
For more information about EndTime Dispatching, see the section EndTime Dispatching.

You can manually disable any type of script, whether it runs continuously or not, by issuing the Disable command or the
Disable line action.

NOTE
Script start and end times exist for both MA and GOA scripts. However, the Max_Execute, Max_Count,
ACC_Flag, and EndTimeAction apply only to MA scripts, not GOA. MA scripts pass control to the Event
Procedure based on event schedules, while GOA scripts pass control on timer schedules or EOJ notifications.

Example of StartTime=0800 and EndTime=0801
This script is enabled for 1 minute each day, between 0800 and 0801. At 0801, it is disabled and the
EndTimeAction associated with the script is executed (unless the Max_Execute count was reached before
0801). The script is enabled again at 0800 the next day.
Example of StartTime=0801 and EndTime=0800
This script is enabled for 23 hours and 59 minutes. It is enabled at 0801 one day, which records the
starting date and time, and disabled the next day at 0800. The EndTimeAction is taken at 0800 (unless the
Max_Execute count was reached before that time).
Example of StartTime=0800 and EndTime=0800
This script is enabled for a full 24-hour period. The script is (re)enabled at 0800 each day in order to associate
the new day with the StartTime and to reset the execution count to zero for the new 24-hour period. The
EndTimeAction is invoked immediately after it has been (re)enabled. This action causes any accumulated
events remaining from the prior 24-hour period to be processed as expected. (Scripts with the same start and
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end times are never disabled. They are merely (re)enabled to be started over again, and remaining events
from the prior period are acted upon according to the EndTimeAction defined in the script).
Example of StartTime=0000 and EndTime=2400 (Continuous Script)
This setting is the default one when specific times are not specified. Scripts that have a StartTime of 0000
and an EndTime of 2400 are considered to be continuous and are treated as if they do not have an EndTime
action. However, every day at midnight, if the script is disabled because the Max_Execute count has been
reached, the script is (re)enabled and the internal execution count is reset to zero.

NOTE
Only scripts with both a StartTime=0000 and an EndTime=2400 are treated in this way.
All other start and end times are real, and they invoke standard StartTime and EndTime
processing.

When loaded or refreshed, continuous scripts are immediately enabled, and from that point on the standard
EndTime and StartTime processes are ignored. This means that an EndTime is never recognized, so
no EndTimeAction is ever invoked. It follows that such scripts are never disabled except by use of the
Max_Execute count or an explicit Disable command. Also, if the Max_Execute count is reached, the script is
(re)enabled and the execution count is reset every day at midnight. A continuous script counts, accumulates,
invokes the action, and clears the table based only on the value in Max_Count (trigger count) and eventually
on Perform_Evt_Proc or Cond_Do_Evt_Proc. At midnight, the EndTimeAction does not take effect. Instead,
the accumulated events continue to be counted and accumulated until the trigger count is reached. If no
trigger count is specified, messages are counted and accumulated indefinitely, and should be processed
or cleared manually by using the appropriate action, line command, or operator command. For HSM log
messages (whose scripts are dispatched at their associated EndTimes), a 0000-to-2400 script is never
dispatched automatically. Such scripts can still be useful. Although they are not dispatched automatically,
you can invoke message collection, accumulation, and so on, manually by issuing the appropriate command
regarding the script.

Message Automation Script Format and Dispatching
This section describes MA script formatting and dispatching, and includes an example.

Message Automation Script Format

A script that is defined in the following manner generates a member that has the following contents:

<GENERAL>

EVENT_TYPE=RTHSMMSG

TITLE=RETRY ARCO734I FAILURE

SET_FILTER='MESSAGE TEXT'INCL 'ARC0734I' AND 'MESSAGE TEXT' INCL

    'MIGRATE' AND 'MESSAGE TEXT' INCL '19,'

MAX_COUNT=1000

STARTTIME=0000

ENDTIME=2400

MAX_EXECUTE=10

ACC_FLAG=Y

<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=CA.VANT.JCLLIB,MEMBER=MIGTRY SUBMIT_JOB=ON_DAY=ALL,AT_TIME=2300,DESC=SUBMIT MIGRATE JOB

Message Automation Script Dispatching

Vantage uses standard MVS interfaces and hooks to detect several types of events in the MVS environment and place
event elements (input messages) in the queues that are serviced by their respective event dispatchers. When an event
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dispatcher is started, it loads all the automation scripts of its event type from the script PDS into memory. If the current
time falls between the StartTime and EndTime of the script, each script is enabled .

However, the scripts that process the different event types (console messages, Disk messages, and DFSMShsm log
messages) are dispatched in the following two different ways:

• Real-time dispatching
• Endtime dispatching

Real-time Dispatching

Scripts that process MVS console messages, Disk messages, and DFSMShsm messages in real-time are dispatched in
real-time (DFSMShsm log message can also be processed at EndTime, as described below). Messages of these types
are passed to the appropriate scripts when they occur. A typical real-time event accumulation and action triggering takes
place in the following manner:

1. The event sensor detects a message. If the message passes through the early trigger filter, the sensor places an event
element in the event queue of the dispatcher.

2. The dispatcher passes the queued event element to the enabled scripts of the associated event type. (A portion of
each script definition specifies the time period when it is to be enabled.)

3. If the script contains a filter, it is applied to the input event element (the input message). Any message that is not
filtered out is counted and optionally accumulated in a table.

4. If a maximum (trigger) count is specified, the action is invoked when the count or number of rows in the accumulation
table reaches the specified trigger count. (Alternatively, you can use the parameter Perform_Evt_Proc or
Cond_Do_Evt_Proc to schedule the transfer of control to the event procedure.) After the action is invoked (or if no
action is specified), the count and the accumulated events are cleared and started again. If a trigger count is not
specified, the events are counted and optionally accumulated until the end of the enabled period.

5. When the script reaches the end of its enabled period, the dispatcher acts as indicated by the EndTimeAction variable,
which can be Hold, Clear, Execute, or Execifzero (except in case of continuous scripts).

EndTime Dispatching

Scripts that process DFSMShsm log messages can be dispatched both in real-time and at the EndTime specified for
the enabled period. The Event_Type parameter determines the method of dispatching: a value of HSMLOG specifies
EndTime dispatching, RTHSMMSG specifies real-time dispatching.

In the case of EndTime dispatching, an internal service is called to read the HSM logy data set, followed by the logx data
set. Messages written to the logs within the start and end times are queued as events to be processed.

NOTE
When running with a single HSM address space, EndTime Dispatching is functionally equivalent to Real-time
Dispatching in that the script processes all messages within the enabled period. The difference is that EndTime
dispatching initiates the work of finding the appropriate messages only when the end of the enabled period is
reached, rather than in real-time, as the messages occur. When running with multiple HSM address spaces,
as is allowed in HSM 2.10 or above, each HSM address space must have its own log. As a result, EndTime
dispatching will process only the HSM log or logs as defined by the VKGPARMS parameters, while real-time
processing intercepts messages from all of the HSM address spaces.

A typical EndTime event accumulation and action triggering takes place in the following manner:

1. When the EndTime of a script is reached, the HSM log y and log x reader service is invoked to scan for messages
within the enabled period that just ended.

2. If the script contains a filter, it is applied to the input event elements (the input messages). Messages that are not
filtered out are counted and optionally accumulated in a table.

3. If a maximum (trigger) count is specified, the action is invoked when the count or number of rows in the accumulation
table reaches the specified trigger count. After the action is invoked (or if no action is specified), the count and the
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accumulated events are cleared and started again. If a trigger count is not specified, the events are counted and
optionally accumulated.

4. When all the appropriate messages in the logs have been read, the dispatcher takes the action as indicated by the
EndTimeAction variable, which can be Hold, Clear, or Execute.

NOTE
The Vantage HSM log reader for automation scripts always processes the logy data set first followed by the
logx data set. Ensure that the log data sets are not swapped more than once in the 24-hour period preceding
the EndTime of HSMLOG scripts. If two or more swaps take place, the logs may no longer contain the desired
messages. In HSM R2.10 or above, each HSM must have its own log. Vantage EndTime processing only
processes the logs as defined within the VKGPARMS parameters.

Example - Detect HSM Migration Failures and Retry
This example illustrates how to customize member MIGRTRY in the CCTUSAMP library to submit a MIGRATE
data set command for every data set that was reported in the HSM log to have failed migration during the
accumulation period. Member MIGRTRY in the CCTUSAMP library has the following contents:
%%INCLUDE DSN=CA.VANT.JCLLIB,MEMBER=JCARD

//******************************************************************

//***   EXAMPLE OF HOW TO SEND MIGRATE COMMAND TO DFHSM FROM      **

//***   VANTAGE.                                                   **

//***   CUSTOMIZE THIS EXAMPLE FOR YOUR INSTALLATION NEEDS        **

//***                                                              **

//******************************************************************

//MESSAGE       EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSPRINT      DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT      DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN       DD *

//*REPEAT*

//*REPEAT*

HSENDCMD MIGRATE DSNAME(%%HLOTXT:17%%)

The script substitutes the variable %%HLOTXT:17%% in the MIGRTRY JCL with the DSN name of the
data set that appears in the accumulated ARC0734I DFSMShsm messages. The messages that are being
accumulated have a fixed structure that can be broken down into tokens that are separated by delimiters.
Spaces, commas, and equal signs are treated as delimiters (any contiguous sequence of delimiters is treated
as one). A string between two delimiters is a token. Splitting the message string into tokens in this way makes
it possible to isolate the elements of the message that are used in substitution, specifically, the DSN names of
the data sets that must be supplied to the job submitted by the script. In the following ARC0734I message, the
DSN name is the 17th token:
ARC0734I ACTION=MIGRATE FRVOL=PR0T61 TOVOL=HS1T03 TRACKS=1 RC= 19,

REASON= 1, AGE=20,DSN=F1HEVT2.HOPT14.SWE

Using the previous string, Tokens are counted as follows:
Token Number: 1

RC0734I, followed by a space delimiter
Token Number: 2

ACTION, followed by an equal sign delimiter
Token Number: 3

MIGRATE, followed by a space delimiter
Token Number: 16

DSN, followed by an equal sign delimiter
Token Number: 17

F1HEVT2.HOPT14.SWE
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In the following model command syntax:
HSENDCMD MIGRATE DSNAME(%%HLOTXT:17%%)

HLOTXT:17 identifies the 17th token in the HSM log text. This variable is substituted with the data set name
that is found in the token. For every record accumulated by the script, one HSENDCMD line is repeated and
substituted with the data set name that resides in the DFSMShsm message ARC0734I. This is the action of
the //*REPEAT* statement, which generates a MIGRATE command for each accumulated message. Make
sure you use exact variable names in your filter statements and in the actions you define to substitute field
values into JCL or command statements.

NOTE
For a list of substitution variable names, see Variables for Message Filtering and
Substitution.

REPEAT causes the substitution mechanism to duplicate the last section of the template as many times
as there are accumulated messages, so that the MIGRATE statement is repeated as many times, and the
result appended to the substituted JCL. Without the REPEAT statement in the JCL, a separate batch job is
submitted for every accumulated message.

Variables for Message Filtering and Substitution
This section desribes how to use filtering and substution variables in your message automation scripts.

When you define filters for your message automation scripts, you need to use the correct field names in your filter
statements. These field names are usually the column headings in the object displays, but the internal variable (field)
name can also be used. Similarly, if you are defining actions that substitute field values into JCL or command statements,
you must use the exact variable (field) names.

You can apply tests to the following field names when defining filters for message automation scripts. The same names
within double percent signs (for example, %%HLODATE%%) can be used for substitution within JCL/command templates.

The following sections describe the variable names available for each type of message:

• HSM Message Variables (OBJ=RTHSMMSG and OBJ=HSMMLOG)
• MVS Console Message Variables (OBJ=CONMCN)
• Disk Message Variables (OBJ=DMSMSG)

HSM Message Variables (OBJ=RTHSMMSG and OBJ=HSMMLOG)

HLODATE 

Date when written (DDMONYYYY)

HLOTIME 

Time when written (HHMMSSTH)

HLOTO 

Sent to

HLOTXT 

Message text

HLODATEJ 

Julian date when written (YYYYDDD)
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MVS Console Message Variables (OBJ=CONMCN)

MCNSYSID 

MVS System ID

MCNSYSNM 

MVS System name

MCNTSJUL 

Date (YYYYDDD) when issued

MCNTSTIM 

Time (HHMMSS) when issued

MCNTXT 

WTO/Command text

MCNTRNO 

Trigger number

MCNCNID 

Console ID

MCNCNNAM 

Console name

MCNASNAM 

Address space name

MCNUSER 

Logon ID

Disk Message Variables (OBJ=DMSMSG)

SDMSYSID 

MVS system ID

SDMSYSNM 

MVS system name

SDMTSJUL 

Date (DDMONYYYY) when issued

SDMTSTIM 

Time (HHMMSS) when issued

SDMASNAM 

Address space name

SDMUSER 

Logon ID

SDMTXT 
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Disk message text

Automation Tips

Firing a Message Script when Nothing Has Been Accumulated

If no messages have been accumulated, control is not passed to the event procedure for any of the following: an
EndTimeAction=Execute, an explicit FIRE command, or a Cond_Do_Evt_Proc. Instead, the following message is issued:

VAN0771I FIRE of Automation script event NOT Done - No messages accumulated

However, if no messages have been accumulated and you use an explicit FIREZERO (fire even if zero) command or the
unconditional Perform_Evt_Procedure statement, control is passed to the event procedure. But since no messages exist,
no field values can be substituted into any variables that may in the action to be taken. For example, if the Substitute_JCL
statement is used, the following informational message will be given:

VKG0400I Object data does not exist, substitution continues

This means that processing continues, substituting nothing, and ignoring any //*REPEAT* statements if present.

Accordingly, if substitution variables are present, it is preferable to pass control to the event procedure by using the FIRE
command, not the FIREZERO.

Precautions Using Automation

If used carelessly, automation requests can hurt the performance of your system. Consider the extreme example in which
a script monitors every console message and submits a job in response toeach message. Every job, in turn, generates
several new console messages, each of which causes more jobs to be submitted, and so on.

Although Vantage helps you avoid making such mistakes, you should be aware how they can happen and be careful to
avoid them. Consider the following points each time you create a script:

• Avoid automation loops by specifying an appropriate Max_Execute value.
The Max_Execute parameter has a default value of 1. See Script Language - Structure and Content. The value of this
parameter limits the number of times an automation script can respond before it is disabled. The default value of 1
helps avoid unintended loops.

• Avoid using the string on which you are filtering as a script name.
For example, if you specify Set_Filter=MCNTXT PI 'IEC161I', do not name the script IEC161I because IEC161I
console messages may be embedded in automation messages, which are then triggered again.

• Control job submissions by specifying an appropriate Max_Count value.
Review the meaning of the parameters Max_Count, Acc_Flag, and EndTimeAction.

NOTE
For more information about these parameters, see Script Language - Structure and Content.

• Avoid massive job submissions by appropriate use of the //*REPEAT* statement.
When model JCL and commands are being submitted, default processing substitutes variables from the first row
(message) into the model statements, then duplicates all the model statements and substitutes the variables from
the second row (message), and so on, until the model has been repeated with variables substituted for every row
(message) that was accumulated. This means that 1000 accumulated messages result in 1000 jobs in the input
stream.
The //*REPEAT* statement instructs Vantage to duplicate and substitute into the model starting at that location. The //
*REPEAT* statement allows for a maximum of 999,999 records to be inserted.

NOTE
For more information about Repeat, see Repeat Statement.
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Statements above the //*REPEAT* statement have variables substituted only from the first row. Statements below the //
*REPEAT* statement are duplicated, with variables substituted for the first and every accumulated row (message).
The following model JCL example illustrates this intended usage. Variable %%HLOTXT:17%% identifies the data set
name that appears in each message accumulated by the script. This model results in only one job, but as many input
command statements as there are messages in the accumulated table.
%%INCLUDE   DSN=CA.VANT.JCLLIB,MEMBER=JCARD

//MESSAGE   EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSPRT  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSTSIN   DD *

//*REPEAT*

HSENDCMD MIGRATE DSNAME(%%HLOTXT:17%%)

• Use your security system to limit access to automation objects.
Vantage controls access to automation objects under the FUNC.I data set class profile. Use this feature to apply the
appropriate restrictions. Protect the PDS containing the scripts against unauthorized updates from outside the Vantage
system.

Sample Message Automation Scripts
Use the sample scripts in the CCTUSAMP library to get started with your own message automation scripts.

A selection of sample scripts are distributed in the CCTUSAMP library, to be used as starting points for your own message
automation scripts. The following sections list some of the sample scripts available:

Before sample scripts can be customized and activated by the Script Wizard, the samples must be copied to the
associated script library.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring.

Sample Scripts for HSM Messages

The following sample scripts monitor DFSMShsm messages. Except for ARCRC19, which has been selected to show the
sequence and mechanism of script processing. These scripts do not execute any jobs. They only collect data, which can
then be viewed using the View 3270 Client or the Windows Client.

ARCRCALL
SHOW ALL HSM MIGRATIONS

ARCRC05
NO MIGRATION VOLUMES AVAILABLE RC=05

ARCRC14
MIG DSN SCRATCH ERROR RC=14

ARCRC16
MIG PRIMARY COPY READ ERROR RC=16

ARCRC17
MIG PDS DIRECTORY READ ERROR RC=17

ARCRC19
MIG DATASET IN USE RC=19

ARCRC24
MIG DSN NOT AVAIL FOR MIGRATION RC=24
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ARCRC30
MIG DATASET NOT CATALOGED RC=30

ARCRC44
MIG TARGET VOLUME VTOC ERROR RC=44

ARCRC58
MIG MIGRATION OR DBA DBU FAILED RC=58

ARCRC68
MIG DFDSS ERROR RC=68

ARCRC70
MIG DFSMS DSN ERROR RC=70

ARCRC99
MIG UNSUPPORTED DSNAMES RC=99

ARC0120I
ARC0120I MESSAGE PRIMARY VOLUME ADDED

ARC1001I
ARC1001I MESSAGE RC=19

BCKINUSE
ARC1319I SHOW ALL DSN IN USE BACKUP

BCKRC00
ALL BACKUPS RC = 0

BCKRC17
BCK PDS DIRECTORY ERROR RC=17

BCKRC19
BCK DATASETS IN USE RC=19

BCKRC56
BCK VSAM BACKUP ERROR RC=56

BCKRC68
BCK FAILS DFDSS ERRORS RC=68

BCKRC70
BCK DFSMS DS ERROR RC=70

BCKRC99
BCK UNSUPPORTED DSNAMES RC=99

RETRYM19
RETRY MIGRATION FAILED DUE TO RC=19, DATASET ENQUEUED

Sample Scripts for MVS Console Messages

The following sample scripts monitor console messages:

CONBCDS
BCDS HAS REACHED 90% OF ALLOCATED SPACE

CONJOURN
JOURNAL REACHED 80% OF ALLOCATED SPACE

CONLOG
KEEP LAST 5000 CONSOLE MESSAGES
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CONMCDS
MCDS HAS REACHED 90% OF ALLOCATED SPACE

Sample Scripts for Disk Messages

The following sample scripts monitor Disk messages:

DMS0035
MESSAGE 0035 DATASET NOT ARCHIVED OR ALLOCATED

DMS0063
MESSAGE 0063 DSN ON VOL IS DISCONNEDTED FROM CATLG

DMS0185
MESSAGE 0185 (FFF) OVERFLOW BLOCKS (NNN)

DMS2173
MESSAGE 2173 RACF HAS DENIED ACCESS TO VOL, DSN

DMS3060
MESSAGE 3060 ISSUED FOR PDS ANOMALIES

SAMSDISK
KEEP 5000 CA DISK MESSAGES

Using the Message Automation (MA) Wizard
Use the Message Automation (MA) Script Builder wizard to:

• Create a MA script by copying an existing one
• Exploit an existing MA script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area
• Modify an existing MA script
• Activate or deactivate a MA script
• Remove a MA script
• View MA script details, such as status and other information about a script

The following example shows the procedure for using the Automation Script Builder wizard and explains the different
Message Automation (MA) Script Builder wizard page options.

1. Start the Message Automation Wizard using one of the following methods:
– Select the menu option z/OS, Object Scripting, Automation Scripts, and then select Message Automation.
– On your keyboard, hold down the Ctrl key and press the M key.
The Automation Scripts Builder wizard opens.

2. (Optional) If the introductory page of the wizard displays, select Next to open the MA General Section page.
The General Section page contains the basic parameters that apply to the entire script. This section enables you to
name the script and specify the z/OS systems on which you want to execute the script. You must also decide whether
the script should be loaded into z/OS memory for execution when you exit the wizard.

3. Select Next to open the Event Types page. Use this page to select the source object (type of message event) for
which you want to create or modify a MA script.

4. Select Next to open the Script Name page.
Use this page to give the name of your new script, to select the script you want to modify, or to select a script from
the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area for downloading to the wizard.
The new script name can have a maximum of eight characters.
If you select Modify an existing script, the wizard displays the list of all defined object automation scripts that are found
in the scripts PDS on the host. You can either modify the contents of the script or enable the script:
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– To activate or deactivate a script, select the script from the list in the Scripts available for the selected object box,
click the right mouse button, and select Activate or Deactivate. Select Yes on the confirmation pop-up window.

– To create a new script by copying an existing one and modifying it, follow these steps:
a. Select a script, right-click the script, and select Save As.
b. When the Save As dialog appears, enter a new name and title for the script and select Save.

– To remove a script from the list, follow these steps:
a. Select Modify an existing script.

The Scripts available for the selected object box is populated with a list of available scripts.
b. Select a script.
c. Right-click the script and select Remove.

After you confirm the deletion, the script is deleted from memory and scratched from the PDS on the host.
– To obtain status and other information about a script, select a script, right-click the script in the Scripts available for

the selected object box, and select View Details.
– To modify an existing script, select Modify an existing script, and then select it in the Scripts available for the

selected object box.
– To download a shared script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area, select Exploit a published solution and

select Browse Solutions. If there are scripts available, then the Browse Solutions dialog opens. Select the row that
contains the script you want to download to the wizard and select OK. The Script Name dialog displays with the
downloaded script highlighted in the Scripts available for the selected object box.

5. Select Next.
If you are creating a new script, then the Title and System Execution page opens.
If you are modifying an existing script or exploiting an existing MA script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions
Area, you can change the script title, the script description, or both from this page. If you are creating a new script,
then type in the script title and the script description. This page provides the following options:

Title
A free form string that appears in the various Vantage tables that list automation scripts.

Description
(Optional) The only place that you see this description is in this wizard, but you can use it to help describe and
track any changes you make to the script in the future.

Systems
(Optional) Change or add the Systems on which the script should be loaded (or refreshed). Select
the Systems button and the Sys ID/ System Name window opens.
Use the four or eight character z/OS sysid (SMF sysid), z/OS name, or JES3 name to specify on which z/OS
system you want the script loaded:

• Enter up to eight characters for system IDs, including wildcard characters.
• You can enter up to 16 system IDs.
• If no systems are entered, the script is allowed to run on any system.
• You can enter a pattern using the wildcard characters ?, /, and !.
• For JES3, the name can also be GLOBAL or LOCAL, which allows the script to be loaded on a global or local

JES3 system respectively.

In the example SYS/ is entered, the script loads on any system that starts with the id: SYS
When you have provided the system IDs, select OK in the Sys ID/ System Name window to save your selections.

6. Select Next to open the Filter/Sort page.
Message Automation scripts are typically intended to look for a specific message, so a filter to identify the desired
message is needed. Select Filter to start the process of defining the needed filter.
Object attributes are listed in the Filter dialog in alphabetical order by field name. You can select
the Description column header cell to sort rows by description name. You can reverse the sort order by clicking again
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at the top of either column. You can also select and re-select the Field Header or Name column header cells to sort
rows by them.
You can build a filter from the attributes of the objects that are displayed in a window by combining them in Boolean
expressions. Filter expressions can contain patterns that are created with wildcard characters ?, /, and !.
You can use single quotes to filter text strings with blanks or any values containing blanks. If blanks are a significant
part of the substring for which you are searching within a text field, you can use double quotes rather than single
quotes.
When filtering on date fields, you can compare against either an absolute date or one calculated by adding or
subtracting nnn days from the current date. You can refine your filter by using the AND and the OR logical operators to
combine several expressions. You can also use parentheses to group sub-expressions.
The Filter dialog helps you in the process of defining the filter expression by enabling and disabling the appropriate
fields and controls at every step. You can enter a filter expression directly into the text box at the bottom of the Define
Filter dialog, or use the typing aids available in the dialog. Whichever way you created the filter expression, you can
edit it in the text box.

7. Select Next to open the Timing For Events page. The default is By script, which means the script executes when the
number of messages you designate is exceeded.
This page provides the following options:

Active Time Period For Script
Every script, regardless of type, is assigned a time period when it is to be active. That is, it has a start-time, when
it is typically enabled, and an end-time when it is typically disabled. During the active time period of a script, it
passes control to its Event Procedure section based on a schedule that you establish. GOA, Log, System, and
Audit scripts use timer-driven schedules; that is, you specify time intervals or specific days and times. When
these intervals or specific times are reached, inside the active period, the Event Procedure is triggered. Message
Automation (MA) scripts typically use an event-driven schedule; that is, you specify the number of messages an
MA script must intercept inside its active period for the script to trigger its Event Procedure. For example, if you
specify 1, the script responds (gives control to its Event Procedure) when it intercepts a single message. But if
you specify 5, it will respond after every fifth message. This event-driven schedule is most common for MA scripts,
but a timer-driven schedule can also be used for an MA script if it is more appropriate for a particular need. The
main point here is that regardless of the type of script, each script responds according to its schedule, but only
within its active time period.
To designate the active time period, enter the start and end times. If you enter 0000 and 2400, you define what is
called a continuous or 24-hour script. Continuous scripts have a few unique properties. By definition, they have
no end-time, so they are never disabled at an end-time as is routinely done for all non-continuous scripts. In this
respect, continuous 24-hour scripts are permanently enabled. When loaded or refreshed, these 24-hour scripts
are immediately enabled, and from that point on, start-time and end-time processes do not apply (are ignored).
You can manually disable any type of script, whether it runs continuously or not, by issuing the Disable command
or the Disable line action. In addition, MA scripts automatically disable themselves if and when their execution
count reaches the Max_Execute count. All non-continuous scripts automatically re-enable when they reach their
next start-time. For an MA script, this also means that its execution count is reset to zero. A continuous 24-hour
MA script also re-enables automatically, every day at midnight. But all other continuous 24-hour scripts do not
automatically re-enable. You must re-enable them manually by issuing the Enable command, the Enable line
action, or by refreshing the script from its script library.
Continuous 24-hour MA scripts have another property that must be properly managed. An MA script typically
accumulates messages in memory until its trigger count is reached. If no trigger count is specified, these
messages are counted and accumulated indefinitely and can consume a large amount of memory and paging
space. So be sure to set an appropriate trigger count, or ensure that the accumulated messages are processed or
cleared manually by using an appropriate line action or operator command, such as Fire or Clear.
In the Active Time Period For Script fields specify the start and end time of the period for which the script is active
during the day. See Scheduling Method for daily, weekly and monthly cycles within the active time period.
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Holidays and Weekends
By default, scripts execute according to the schedules within their active time periods, without any concern for
those days and times falling on a holiday or a weekend. Select this option if you want to exclude holidays and
weekend days as specified in the EXCLUDE-DAYS parameter in parmlib member INCLEXCL.

Scheduling Method
Every script has an active time period (see above). Within that time period, it automatically passes control to its
Event Procedure according to the schedules that you specify, if any. For most scripts you will specify a timer-
driven schedule; that is, you request that the Event Procedure be invoked every so many minutes within the day,
or at specific days and times within the week or month.
Object automation scripts are executed repeatedly. Using the wizard, you can automatically execute the script on
a daily, weekly or monthly cycle by using specifying one of the following Scheduling Methods:
Daily Cycles

(Typically used for GOA, not MA) option specifies the intervals within the active period displayed at the
bottom of the dialog.
In the Daily Cycles box specify the number of minutes you want to elapse between consecutive
executions of the script.

Weekday Schedules
(Typically used for GOA, not MA) this option displays schedules at the bottom of the dialog if they exist.
To add a new schedule, click the Add button. The Schedule the Action window is displayed.
In the Schedule the Action window select the day of the week and time when you want to execute the
script, then click the Set button to add the schedule to the list.
You can repeat this process to schedule executions on multiple days and times.

Monthly Schedules
(Typically used for GOA, not MA) this option displays schedules at the bottom of the dialog if they exist.
To add a new schedule, click the Add button. The Schedule the Action window is displayed where you
can specify that the script shall run on a particular month or all months, which day or days of the month,
and the time of day it shall run.
Choose either an absolute day or a relative day from the end of the month. A relative day is a digit from
0 to 9 where 0 is the last day of the month, 1 the next to the last day, and so on. For an Absolute day,
enter a day number from 1 to 31. Day number 31 always means the last day of the month, regardless of
the actual number of days in the month. For February, 29 and 30 also mean the last day of the month. All
other day numbers represent the absolute day within the month. You must also specify the desired time
within the day you want the script to execute.
Click the Set button to add the schedule to the list.
You can repeat this process to schedule executions on multiple days and times.

No Timing
In some cases you may want to omit a schedule completely, this is called a No Timing script, which can be just as
useful as one with an automation schedule. You must invoke No Timing scripts manually, use the Fire command
or Fire line action whenever its function is needed. To execute a script manually using the Fire line action, perform
the following steps:

1. Open the All Scripts Loaded object found in the Automation and Logging folder of the object tree.
The All Scripts Loaded object is displayed.

2. Locate and select the script you want to execute.
3. Select the menu option Actions and click Fire.

By Script
(Typically used for MA, does not apply to GOA) the script executes when the number of messages you designate
is exceeded. In the Number of Messages box, enter the number of messages at which you want the execution of
the script to occur.

8. Click Next to open the Options page.
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This page provides the following options:
Load Script

Check this box to allow the script to be loaded or refreshed in memory. The script is automatically loaded from the
script library when Vantage is started, and can be refreshed from that library when needed. Clear this box if you
want the script to be bypassed during load or refresh processing.
If a script has already been loaded (because Load was previously checked), and you clear it now because you no
longer want it loaded, a subsequent Save and Activate of the script will Delete the script from memory (the same
as if the host Delete command were issued).

Enable Script when Loaded
This option applies to only continuous 24-hour scripts. Check this box to enable the script whenever it is loaded
within its active time period. Clear this box if you want the script disabled as soon as it is loaded.

Simulate Actions
Not available for MA scripts, it is available for GOA scripts only.

9. Select an option and click Next to open the Advanced Options page.
The Advanced Parameters page offers you the choice of modifying several advanced options that control the script's
behavior. These are the maximum number of times to execute, whether the messages have to be accumulated or
counted, the actions to take at the end of the script's active time period, and the actions to take at shutdown time. The
default options are as follows:

Max Times to Execute
This parameter determines the maximum number of times that the script will give control to its Event Procedure
between the start and end time. This parameter can be used as a safety measure to prevent the system from
looping on a particular type of message, especially in cases where the script action itself might cause the
generation of the message to which it responds. That is why the default value is 1. But in most cases you will want
a higher value, so set it appropriately.

Accumulate Filtered Messages
By default, this box is checked and the script accumulates all messages that match the script's filter. If you
clear the box, messages are only counted. If you want to view the trapped messages, or substitute some of the
message text into the models you are using for your script's actions (such as model JCL for submitting a job, a
model operator command, or model text for sending email or notification messages to other systems and users),
you must leave this box checked.

End Time Actions
If you chose start or end times other than 0000 and 2400 in the dialog, you need to instruct the script what to do
when it reaches the end of its Active Time Period; that is, what end-time actions are to be done. The following are
the options available:
Execute defined action

Gives control to the script's Event Procedure regardless of the number of messages counted and
accumulated.

Keep accumulated messages
Does not give control to the script's Event Procedure but keep the count and accumulated messages for
the script's next active time period (the default).

Discard accumulated messages
Does not give control to the script's Event Procedure, and discard the accumulated messages (the next
active time period starts without any messages).

Execute if zero records
Gives control to the script's Event Procedure if no messages were counted during its active time period.

Shutdown Time Actions
You can also specify the action to take at shutdown time. The following are the options available:
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Execute
Gives control to the script's Event Procedure.

Save
Saves the count and accumulated messages. When the system is brought up again, and the script
becomes active, it will warm start with the count and messages that were saved.

Discard
Discards the accumulated messages.

10. Click Next to open the Event Procedure Section introductory page.
The Event Procedure Section is responsible for generating the script statements that correspond to executable
instructions on a z/OS system. You can control which z/OS systems will load and execute any given script. Return to
the Title and System Execution page to check or re-specify the appropriate z/OS systems for this script.

11. Click Next to open the Conditions for Performing Actions.
The Conditions for Performing Actions page enables you to test a condition on the number of records before
continuing. Observe the following:
– If you select the option No conditions. Perform the actions on all selected records then all records are selected for

processing.
– If you select the option Equal to, located under Perform Actions Only When the Number of Records is, and type in a

number, then the actions are performed only if the number of records matches your number exactly.
– If you select the option Greater than, located under Perform Actions Only When the Number of Records is, and type

in a number, then the actions are performed only if the number of records is greater than your number.
– If you select the option Less than under Perform Actions Only When the Number of Records is, and type in a

number, then the actions are performed only if the number of records is less than your number.
12. Click Next to open the Action Selection page.

Use this page to indicate which actions, one or more, that you want the script to trigger. As you click on different
actions the corresponding options in the left pane will become highlighted and available for selection.
Notice that the options Perform Object Action, Add a Spare Volume to an Allocate Storage Group, Add a Spare
Volume to a DFSMS Storage Group, and Log the Selected Records are not highlighted for MA scripts. These options
are for GOA scripts only.
From this dialog you can specify the maximum number of times actions should be executed within the start and end
time established in the Timing of Events page. When this number is reached the script will be disabled until its next
active period.

13. Click Next.
A page for each action you selected in the Action Selection page is displayed sequentially. The following provides an
example and explanation of each of the Action Selection pages.

NOTE
If you are in the process of downloading an existing script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area,
the linked JCL member is displayed in an editor and you must save the job by selecting Save As from the
File menu of the editor. If more than one JCL is included with the script, then you must save all jobs using the
Submit a Job dialog (there will be a Submit a Job dialog available for each job) before you save the script.

To submit a job as an action, you must identify the library member that contains the JCL to be submitted, and to
specify when you want it to be submitted - now or later.
To submit a job:
– Specify the DSN or select one of the names you have previously used from the drop down list.
– Specify the Member, or select it from the drop down list or click Directory and select if from the member list in the

dialog displayed. The dialog will display a sorted list of all the members in the library. You can click the Edit button
to create, modify, or view the JCL. The wizard displays the selected member in an editor that lets you modify and
save it.

– Select Defer Job Execution, if you want to schedule this action at a later time. To defer the action, enter the new
day and time in the appropriate boxes.
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NOTE
 Instead of using this feature to defer an action, it is usually better to change the schedule for the script
such that it runs at the desired day and time, and then performs its actions immediately (without using this
Defer feature).

– If variables are going to be substituted into the job stream, you can decide how spaces are to be treated by
selecting one of the options from the Strip spaces on variable substitutiondrop down list. The options are Both,
Leading, Trailing, or None.

– When variables are substituted into an action model, there are often leading or trailing blanks around the insertion
point. For example, assume the model statement looked something like this:
ARCHIVE DSN=%%DSN%%,VOL=%%VOL%%
The %%DSN%% variable represents a character field of length 44. But most data set names are less than 44
characters, having several trailing blanks. When standard substitution is done, all the trailing blanks would be left,
which may make the syntax invalid for the action statement. To fix this, you can specify that Trailing blanks are to be
removed, as follows:
Both - means that both leading and trailing blanks will be removed.
Leading - means that leading blanks will be removed.
Trailing - means that trailing blanks will be removed.
None - means the field will be kept untouched.

– Issue a z/OS Operator Command 
If you issue a z/OS operator command as an action, the wizard asks you to enter the command and to specify the
timing of the execution.
• In the Command field specify the z/OS operator command to be issued. The z/OS operator command can be

for Vantage, DFSMShsm, or any valid command. As an aid in entering the command, the View Variable button
lets you view Global Variables as well as all field variables for the object being processed.

• Select View variables and the Substitution Variables window is displayed showing the variables available for the
object.
In the Substitution Variables window double click a variable and it will appear at the cursor position in the
Command field.

• Select Send once for the first record or Send for all object records.
- If you select Send once for the first record then the command will be sent for only the first object record
processed.
- If you select Send for all object records then the command will be sent for every object record processed.

• Select Add to list and the command will appear in the List of Commands window.
• You can change the order of commands or remove any of them from the List of Commands window. To

remove a particular command, right click the command and select remove. To move a command higher in the
hierarchy, right click the command and select Pop up. To remove all commands right click anywhere in the List of
Commands window and select Clear list.

• If you want to specify when the command will be executed (to defer the action to occur at a later time),
select Defer command execution. The Schedule the Action dialog is displayed. You can specify the time and day
you want the execution to occur.

NOTE
Instead of using this feature to defer an action, it is usually better to change the schedule for the script
such that it runs at the desired day and time, and then performs its actions immediately (without using
this Defer command execution feature).

You can issue as many operator commands as needed.
To modify the entries in the List of Commands box, right click on one of the entries. The new menu allows you to
Remove the selected entry, Pop-it-up one position in the list, or Clear the entire list. Use these options to arrange
the entries as needed.

– Send Vantage Mail or Regular E-Mail 
Use this page to:
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• automatically send Vantage mail. Sends messages to only those users who can access Vantage by one of its
clients. For Vantage mail, you get the choice of sending the message to the user's mailbox, or to their current
session.

• automatically send regular e-mail. Sends regular e-mail to anyone with access to an email system.
• specify the message text and destination of the mail.
• specify the timing of the execution.
List of Messages - if mail messages have already been defined, they are listed here. Click on one and its text is
displayed in the Message Text box. Double click on one and you are put into edit mode. Right click on one and you
can delete it or the entire list of messages.
Message Text - displays the message text of the message highlighted in the List of Messages box.
New Message - to create a new message click the New Message button. The Send Vantage Mail or Regular E-mail
dialog is displayed.
Use this dialog as follows:
Vantage Mail Box - select this if you want the message to be issued to a Vantage user's mailbox. Use this option if
you want all recipients to receive it whether currently logged on or not.
Vantage Session - select this if you want the message to be issued to users logged on to Vantage. Use this option
if you want the message to be seen only by recipients currently logged on.
E-mail Address - select this if you want the message sent to the e-mail address you provide.
To: - for Vantage mail, enter the user's TSO logon ID. For regular E-mail, enter a valid e-mail address. The drop
down list can be used for addresses previously entered.
Severity - for Vantage mail, select the severity or importance of the message from the drop down list.
From: - this is valid only for regular e-mail. The default is a dummy address to indicate the message came from the
automation system. Provide a valid address if you want to allow a reply to that address, perhaps your own.
Subject: - this is valid only for regular e-mail. Provide a meaningful subject as appropriate. The subject field limit is
60 characters in length. The system will not allow you to enter more than 60 characters in the subject field. Variable
substitution can be used in the subject field. If you use variables and the total length of the subject text with the
expanded variables values results in a text length that exceeds 60 characters then the system will fail to send the
message. If this is the case, adjust the Subject field so that it does not exceed 60 characters, including expanded
variable values.
Message: - type in the message text for your mail. You can use Substitution Variables within the text.
To place variables in the text, place your cursor where you want the variable to appear and then click View
Variables.
Select the desired variable from the list by double clicking it (Message Text was selected in this example). The
variable name now appears where your cursor was placed in the Message Box.
• Send once, for the first record or Send for all object records: 
• If you select Send once, for the first record, the message is sent for only the first object record processed.
• If you select Send for all object records, the message will be sent for every object record processed.
• Defer Message/Mail execution

Select this option if you want to specify a day and time for sending the message rather than sending the
message immediately.
Note: Instead of using this feature to defer an action, change the schedule for the script to run the script on a
specific day and time. The script then performs the script actions immediately (without using this Defer feature).

• Save as new
Select this if you want to create a new email or message with these changes.

• Save
Select this if you want to save your changes for an existing email or message.

– Send Message to Unicenter and/or the z/OS Operator
The Send Message to Unicenter and/or the z/OS Operator page is displayed.
Use this page to send messages to the z/OS Operator, as an alert to Unicenter, or to the Service Desk Manager.
The messages action supports both the FEMS (Framework Event Management Server) and SNMP (Simple
Network Management Protocol) interfaces to Unicenter. FEMS is the default. To use SNMP you must ensure
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that the Unicenter server TCP/IP address for SNMP has been specified in the UNICSNMP system parameter.
Service Desk Manager event library support is a component of Common Components and Services. It provides a
mechanism to open Service Desk Manager (USD) requests from Vantage.
Use this page to specify:
• The message text. You can include object and system variables in your messages. They will be substituted when

the message is sent. Click the View Variables button to select object variables.
• If the message should be sent once, for the first record only or if it should be sent for all object records.
• The severity of the message. If you select Unicenter or Service Desk Manager, then you must pick the

severity of the message from the Severity drop-down list. For z/OS Operator messages, the Information and
Warning severities generate a message that is not highlighted and rolls off the console immediately. The
Critical and Immediate severities generate a highlighted message that does not roll off until you delete it, or
the Vantage time-out period is reached.

• If the execution should be deferred. Consider carefully the implications of deferring this action. It is
recommended that you schedule the script to run when you want the action executed, rather than deferring the
action separately.

To create a new message select the destination, enter the messages text, select when the message should be
sent, and the severity. When you have completed the new message click Add to List and the new message will
appear in the List of Messages box.
•  Send once for the first record or Send for all object records: 
• If you select Send once for the first record, then only one message will be sent.
• If you select Send for all object records, then one message will be sent per record in the object.
•  View Variables

To include a variable in the message, click the View variables button. Double click the variable from the pop-up
window that appears, and the variable will be copied to the cursor position within the Message box.

•  List of Messages 
You can remove messages from the list by selecting a message, clicking the right mouse button, and selecting
Remove. You can remove all the messages from the list by selecting Clear list from the right mouse button. You
can also promote messages to the top of the list by using Pop-up on the right-click mouse menu.

–  Limit Action Executions During Active Time Period
(Optional) select this option to limit the number of actions during the time period you specified in the Timing for
Events dialog. For example, if you specify an action limit of 10, but the Event Procedure is invoked 40 times within
the active period, the actions will be triggered only the first 10 times, not the last 30.

14. Click Next to open the Saving and Activation page.
Use this page to save and optionally activate the script or to share a script to the Vantage Best Practice Solutions
Area:
– Save the script, but not activate (load) it now. You can return to activate and execute the script later using this

wizard. It will also be activated (loaded) automatically the next time Vantage is started if Load Script was checked in
the Options dialog. You can also use z/OS operator commands to Refresh and Fire Scripts.

– Save and activate (load) the script, but let the scheduler execute it according to the schedules you set.
– Save, activate (load) and execute the script immediately, in addition to its scheduled times.
– Share Solution, this option is only available if you are in modify (a script) mode. Use this option to share the script

to the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area. To share a script to the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area, perform
the following steps:
a. Click Share Solution.

The Share Solution Request dialog is displayed.
b. Update the details as needed and click Ok.

An email is sent to Broadcom to open an issue in the Broadcom Support system. This email contains the script
along with one or more JCL members as text in the email. When the issue is opened, Broadcom will email the
issue number to you.
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NOTE
By sending the email with the script to Broadcom, you are authorizing Broadcom to share the script
with other Vantage users.

The Share Solution Request dialog closes and the Saving the Script page is displayed.
15. Depending on which option you choose in the Saving and Activation page, a confirmation message is displayed.

NOTE
If you are in the process of downloading a script from the Vantage Best Practice Solutions Area, then all JCL
members used in the script must be saved from the Submit a Job dialog before saving the script. If you do
not do this you will be issued a message telling you will be returned to the Submit a Job dialog. Click OK and
proceed to save all the jobs.

Audit Scripts
Vantage audit reports show the discrepancies between entries in VTOC/TTOC and MVS catalogs, and between entries
in the control files of virtual or real tape managements systems, such as DFSMShsm, DFSMSrmm, CA 1, Vtape, and
TLMS. Audit reports are based on customizable audit scripts. If these audit scripts are not activated and executed, the
corresponding audit report objects are not available to view. Some Vantage audit scripts call and execute Vantage batch
jobs when the audit script is processing. These batch jobs prepare the data for the scripts and Vantage objects.

Perform the following tasks before you use the Audit Script wizard to customize and activate a script or job:

• Copy the script samples to the System Script Library
• Copy the batch jobs to the Vantage JCLLIB Library

To run the jobs without any errors, see Startup Step 5.2 Establish Authority to Submit Batch Jobs from the Statups Steps
in Startup Configuration for New Customers.

Audit scripts run under the automation component which you require to activate. To activate the automation component,
uncomment the COMP=AUTO statement in the CONFIG member of your PARMLIB and use Host Configuration to set the
AUTAUDIT system parameter to Yes. The default setting of this system parameter is Yes.

The Windows Client provides the Audit Scripts Builder wizard to help you customize and activate audit scripts for your
specific needs. Scripts are available to create objects for the following audit reports:

• Disk ARCHVOLS Audit Report
• DFSMShsm BCDS Audit Report
• DFSMShsm MCDS Audit Report
• DFSMShsm OCDS Audit Report
• DFSMShsm MCB/MCC Audit Report
• Tape Management System Audit Reports
• Scratch Tape Mismatch Audit Reports
• Uncataloged Data Sets Audit Report
• Cataloged Data Sets Audit Report

NOTE
For more information about sample audit scripts, see Configuring.

View, Customize and Activate Audit Scripts

View Audit Scripts

To view the current list of audit scripts, use the Audit Scripts Builder wizard in the Windows Client.
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Follow these steps: 

1. In the Windows Client, select the z/OS menu option, Object Scripting, and then click Audit Scripts.
The Audit Scripts Builder wizard is displayed.

2. Click Next or click the Script Selection option in the navigation tree.The Script Selection dialog opens, showing a list of
all current audit scripts.

Customize and Activate Audit Scripts

Use the Audit Scripts Builder wizard to customize and activate an audit script.

Follow these steps: 

The following is an example procedure for using the Audit Scripts Builder wizard to customize and activate scripts,
including explanations of some of the Audit Scripts Builder wizard options.

1. From the main Windows Client z/OS menu, select Object Scripting, and then click Audit Scripts.
2. (Optional) If the Audit/System script definition wizard initial dialog displays, click Next.

The Select Script dialog appears.

NOTE
You can also use the Select Script dialog to delete an audit script.

3. Select a script from the list, and click Next.
The General Section dialog appears.

4. Click Next
The Title, Systems dialog appears.

5. To enter a system ID, click Systems.
The Sys ID / System Name window appears.

NOTE
You can type up to eight characters for system IDs, including wildcard characters.

6. Click OK.
The Sys ID / System Name window closes.

7. Click Next on the Title, Systems dialog.
The Timing for Events dialog appears. The default is No Timing. The following options are available:
– No Timing

Manual execution of the script is necessary. To execute a script manually, perform the following steps:
a. Open the All Scripts Loaded object found in the Automation and Logging folder of the object tree.

The All Scripts Loaded object is displayed.
b. Locate and select the script that you want to execute.
c. Select the Actions menu option, and click Fire.

– Daily Cycles
If you select Daily Cycles, the option to specify the intervals in the day appears at the bottom of the dialog.

– Monthly Schedules
If you select Monthly Schedules, the Time of Day option appears at the bottom of the dialog. If you then click the
Add button, the Schedule the Action window appears. You can specify the month, or all months, the day, or days of
the month, and the time of day that the script runs.

– Weekly Schedules
If you select Weekday Schedules, the Time of Day option appears at the bottom of the dialog. If you then click the
Add button, the Schedule the Action window appears. You can specify the day or days of the week, and the time of
day the script runs.

8. Click Next. The Options dialog appears.
9. Click Next.

The Event Procedure Selection dialog appears.
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10. Click Next.
For the TMSAUDIT and MISMATCH scripts, the Tape Management dialog appears. For all other scripts, skip this
step. 

11. Select the appropriate tape management system and audit types, and click Next.
The Saving and Activation dialog appears.

12. Select the appropriate save option and then click OK:
A dialog appears to confirm your selection.

Run Audit Scripts Appropriately
Audit scripts can consume valuable system resources, so select and configure the sample Vantage audit scripts carefully.

Many sample audit scripts are delivered with your Vantage installation. However, you need to select, configure, and
actively use the audit scripts to meet your business needs. Audit scripts can be quite intensive regarding the amount of I/
O, memory, CPU, and elapsed time that is consumed. The following information is important:

• Running scripts that you do not need, or running scripts more often than needed, wastes valuable resources.
• Running scripts at inappropriate times consumes resources that may be needed by other workloads.
• Running scripts simultaneously not only causes contention for the I/O, memory, and CPU resources, but also causes

the I/O, memory, and CPU usage to spike at a much higher value. If I/O and CPU are already constrained, these
spikes can impact both Vantage and system performance. However, if Vantage memory is constrained or already in
use for other functions, the memory spikes caused by running scripts concurrently can cause needed functions to fail
due to the lack of sufficient memory.

To improve performance and keep all functions running smoothly, ensure that you run your scripts at times and
frequencies that are appropriate to your needs and overlap other scripts as little as possible. For example, run scripts
once a week or once a month rather than every day or several times a day. Consider running audits at inactive times,
such as on weekends or late at night, in the following ways:

• Run scripts only if you are going to respond to the reported errors immediately.
• Use the Include/Exclude facility (member INCLEXCL in your user PARMLIB) to limit audit reports to the appropriate

catalogs, volumes, and so on.

NOTE
To find specific information related to each audit type, see INCLEXCL - Local PARMLIB Member.

For HSM audits, review the following system parameters and ensure the appropriate values are set:

• AUDITERR
• AUDITNUM
• AUDITOUT

Available Audit Scripts

The following list of audit scripts provides the description, required license, resource consumption, and Broadcom
recommendations for when and how often to run each script. The list is followed by specific tasks to help you adjust the
schedules for each script.

MISMATCH
Creates LI objects with scratch tape mismatches between your selected tape management system
(TMC,TLMS,DFSMSrmm) and your silos(HACC,STK,349x,VTAPE). Include the appropriate objects in your
warmstart list.
License Required: CA 1, TLMS, or Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: High I/O, moderate CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Avoid high tape usage periods
How Often: Weekly or as needed
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TMSAUDIT
Creates LI objects with validation results comparing tape entries in catalogs, archives, silos and virtual tape
systems with those in your tape management system. Include the appropriate VISxxxxx objects in your warmstart
list.
License Required: CA 1, TLMS, or Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: High I/O, memory, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Avoid high tape usage periods
How Often: Monthly or as needed

GETALIAS
Creates LI object OBJ02383 showing the number of data set entries for each alias in the catalog. Include the
OBJ02383 object in your warmstart list.
License Required: any Vantage GMI qualified product
Resource Usage: High I/O, memory, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Monthly or as needed

ARCHIVED
Creates LI object OBJ04012 showing archived data sets in the catalog but not found in the Disk archives. Include
object OBJ04012 in your warmstart list.
License Required: Disk
Resource Usage: High I/O, memory, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Monthly or as needed

AUDITARC
Creates LI object AUDITARC showing data sets in the Disk archives but not indicated as archived in the z/OS
catalog. Include object AUDITARC in your warmstart list.
License Required: Disk
Resource Usage: High I/O, memory, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Monthly or as needed

DSNCTLG
Creates LI objects DSNCTLGD and DSNCTLGO to show cataloged data sets that cannot be found on disk and
object showing datasets pointing to offline volumes. Include the objects in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Base System
Resource Usage: High I/O, memory, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: As needed to do catalog cleanup

DSNUCTL
Creates LI object DSNUCTL to show disk data sets that are not cataloged, but which are on the disk. Include the
object in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Base System
Resource Usage: High I/O, memory, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: As needed to do disk and catalog cleanup

NOTE
For more information, see Analyzing Uncataloged Data Sets.

DSNDISK
Creates LI object OBJ04013 to show disk data sets not backed up by Disk. Include the object in your warmstart
list.
License Required: Vantage Base System and Disk
Resource Usage: High I/O and elapsed time
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When to Run: After Disk backups end
How Often: As needed to identify and fix backup policy errors

AUDITBCD
Creates LI object HSMABCD to show the results of the BCDS audit. Include the object in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM backup periods
How Often: As needed to identify and fix BCDS problems

AUDITMCB
Creates LI object HSMAMCBG to show the results of the BCDS audit of MCB and MCC records. Include the
object in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM backup periods
How Often: As needed to identify and fix BCDS problems

AUDITMCD
Creates LI object HSMAMCD to show the results of the MCDS audit. Include the object in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time.
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM migration periods
How Often: As needed to identify and fix MCDS problems

AUDITOCD
Creates LI object HSMAOCD to show the results of the OCDS audit. Include the object in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid high HSM tape activity periods
How Often: As needed to identify and fix OCDS problems

BACKEDUP
Creates LI object OBJ06110 to show disk data sets not backed up by HSM. Include the object in your warmstart
list.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O and elapsed time
When to Run: After HSM backups end
How Often: As needed to identify and fix backup policy errors

STKAUDIT
Submits batch job  JCLAUDIT which triggers the STK HSC utility.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Batch job has moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, do not run during silo maintenance such as ejecting or adding tapes audit will put
lock on all silos until audit is finished
How Often: Weekly or as needed

Run Scripts at Appropriate Times

To ensure that you are running the appropriate scripts at the appropriate times, start by identifying the scripts that
you want to run. The list of available scripts in the previous section provides general and relative guidelines about the
resources consumed by each script process and the suggested frequencies to run each script. Measure and assess the
values for your needs and your specific installation. Many of the scripts provide configuration options that range from
process everything to process a small subset. Then, identify any scripts that collide with each other and adjust the start
times and frequencies.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the Automation and Logging folder in the object tree.
The Automation and Logging folder is expanded.

2. Click the Automation Script Schedules object.
The Automation and Script Schedules object is displayed.

3. Click the Filter icon.
The Filter dialog is displayed.

4. Create a filter with the following filter statement:
"Event Type" INCL aud/
This filter statement finds all the Audit scripts you currently have scheduled.

5. Click the Apply and Execute icon.
The Filter dialog closes and the Automation Script Schedules object is displayed with the filter applied.

6. Examine the Scheduled Run Date and Scheduled Run Time columns and mark any scripts that start at the same time
on the same date, or close.
You have identified the scripts with processing times that need to be updated to avoid resource conflicts.

After amending the processing times of your scripts that are scheduled to run concurrently, find the elapsed time of your
audit scripts to determine the proper spacing of start times.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Automation and Logging folder in the object tree.
The Automation and Logging folder expands.

2. Click the Audit Script Activity Log object.
The Audit Script Activity Log object is displayed.

3. Click the Filter icon.
The Filter dialog is displayed.

4. Create a Filter with the following filter statement:
Number = VKG0903 OR Number = VKG0904

5. Click the Apply and Execute icon.
The Filter dialog closes and the Audit Script Activity Log object is updated with the filter applied.

6. Click the Sort icon.
The Sort dialog is displayed.

7. Create a sort.
The Sort dialog has the following information displayed in the Sort order pane with the Sort symbol arrow pointing
down:
– Script Name
– Message Dt
– Time

8. Click the Apply and Exit icon.
The Sort dialog closes and the Audit Script Activity Log object is displayed with the filter and sort applied.

NOTE
The Audit Script Activity Log object shows only those entries from the current memory buffer. If you do not
see your scripts, select Vantage Internal Management, System Activity, and then click the Vantage Messages
object. In the Vantage Messages object select the menu option View, Mode and then Log, and apply the
same filter and sort.

9. Compute and record the elapsed time for each script for reference when making the adjustments in the last step.

After identifying the elapsed time of your audit scripts, find the CPU usage for each script.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Automation and Logging folder from the object tree.
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The Automation and Logging folder expands.
2. Click the All Scripts Loaded object.

The All Scripts Loaded object is displayed.
3. Click the Filter icon.

The Filter dialog is displayed.
4. Create a Filter with the following filter statement:

"Event Type" INCL AUD/
5. Click the Apply and Execute icon.

The Filter dialog closes and the All Scripts Loaded object is updated and displayed with only audit scripts.
6. Scroll to the far right in the All Scripts Loaded object to find the CPU m-sec shift column, and sort the column in

descending order by clicking on the column heading until the column contents is sorted that way or use the Sort icon.

To reduce the CPU usage of a high consumer, reduce the run frequency, specify configuration options that reduce the
scope of processing, or both.

NOTE
For more information about configuration options that reduce the scope of processing, see INCLEXCL - Local
PARMLIB Member.

Adjust the script start dates and times to distribute resource consumption as appropriate. Use the results from all of the
previous steps and determine appropriate start times and frequencies for each script. Remember to run high resource
consuming audits only as frequently as you plan to examine the results and make the needed corrections. Running these
audits frequently but routinely ignoring the results is a large waste of resources. Instead, leave these scripts without any
scheduled times, and then fire the scripts when you are ready to do any cleanup that may be needed. When you are
ready to make changes, use the Audit Script wizard to modify each script and assign the appropriate execution schedule.

NOTE
For more information about the Audit Script wizard, see Customizing and Activating an Audit Script.

Avoid Catalog Contention

The IBM IDCAMS EXPORT service is commonly used to back up catalogs. A common implementation of this service
results in EXPORT taking exclusive control of the catalog. This causes contention with any audit that needs only shared
access.

NOTE
To avoid this contention with the EXPORT backup service, see Catalog ENQ Contention.

System Scripts
Copy and customize the Vantage sample system scripts to create objects that provide commonly needed data storage
statistics.

Vantage on the z/OS host provides the system scripts responsible for creating several Vantage objects that provide
commonly needed statistics on data storage. If you do not activate and execute these scripts, the corresponding objects
are not available to view. The system script component is activated through the AUTSYS (Y) local PARMLIB system
parameter.

Some Vantage system scripts call and execute Vantage batch jobs when the system script is processing. These batch
jobs prepare the data for the scripts and Vantage objects.

Before you use the System Script wizard to customize and activate a script or job, you need to:

• Copy the script samples to the System Script Library.
• Copy the batch jobs to the Vantage JCLLIB library.

To run the jobs without any errors, see Perform Initial Startup.
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For the current list of system scripts, click the System Scripts menu option under the z/OS, Object Scripting in the
Windows Client main menu. Wizards help you to customize and activate these scripts.

NOTE
For more information, see Configuring.

Customize System Scripts
The System Script wizard enables you to set an appropriate schedule for each system script that you plan to use.

Select and customize the appropriate system scripts by using the System Script wizard. The main purpose of this wizard
is to provide you with a tool for setting an appropriate schedule for each system script that you plan to use.

1. Launch the System Script wizard in one of the following ways:
– From the z/OS branch of the main menu select z/OS, Object Scripting, then System Scripts.
– From the menu of an individual object select Actions, then Configure scriptname.
The initial System Scripts wizard dialog displays.

2. Click Next.
The Select Script dialog is displayed.

3. Select the script that you want to schedule and click Next until you reach the Timing for Events dialog.

NOTE
For more information about scheduling System Scripts appropriately, see Run System Scripts Appropriately.

The default setting is No Timing. The following options are available:

Active Time Period For Script
Every script, regardless of type, is assigned a time period when the script is to be active. In the Active Time Period
For Script fields, specify the start and end time of the period for which the script is active during the day. See
Scheduling Method for daily, weekly and monthly cycles within the active time period.

Holidays and Weekends
By default, scripts execute according to the schedules within their active time periods, without any concern for
those days and times falling on a holiday or a weekend. Select this option if you want to exclude holidays and
weekend days as specified in the EXCLUDE-DAYS parameter in local PARMLIB member INCLEXCL.

Scheduling Method
The following scheduling methods are available:
No Timing

Manual execution of the script is necessary.
Daily Cycles

If you select Daily Cycles, the option to specify the intervals in the day appears at the bottom of the
dialog.

Monthly Schedules
If you select Monthly Schedules, the Time of Day option appears at the bottom of the dialog. If you then
click the Add button, the Schedule the Action window appears where you can specify that the script shall
run on a particular month or all months, which day or days of the month, and the time of day it shall run.

Weekly Schedules
If you select Weekday Schedules, the Time of Day option appears at the bottom of the dialog. If you then
click the Add button, the Schedule the Action window appears where you can specify the days and times
that the script runs.
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Example: No Timing Scheduling Method

If the No Timing scheduling method is selected for your script, manually execute the script.

1. Open the All Scripts Loaded object found in the Automation and Logging folder of the object tree.
The All Scripts Loaded object is displayed.

2. Locate and select the script you want to execute.
Select the menu option Actions and click Fire.

Example: Weekly Schedules Scheduling Method

When the Weekly Schedules option is selected for your script, specify the day and time that the script runs in the Action
window.

1. Select the time and day that you want the script to schedule the script to run.

NOTE
If you are scheduling several system scripts, schedule each script at a slightly different time to avoid a
performance impact on your system.

2. Click Next continuously, until you reach the Saving and Activation dialog.
3. Select Save and Activate the script.

The script executes according to the schedule that you specified.

Run System Scripts Appropriately
System scripts can consume valuable system resources, so select and configure the Vantage sample scripts carefully.

Many sample system scripts are delivered with your Vantage installation. However, you need to select, configure, and
actively use the system scripts to meet your business needs. Certain system scripts can be quite intensive regarding the
amount of I/O, memory, CPU, and elapsed time is consumed. The following information is important:

• Running scripts that you do not need, or running scripts more often than needed, wastes valuable resources.
• Running scripts at inappropriate times consumes resources that may be needed by other workloads.
• Running scripts simultaneously not only causes contention for the I/O, memory, and CPU resources, but also causes

the I/O, memory, and CPU usage to spike at a much higher value. If I/O and CPU are already constrained, these
spikes can impact both Vantage and system performance. If Vantage memory is constrained or already in use for other
functions, the memory spikes caused by running scripts concurrently can cause needed functions to fail due to the lack
of sufficient memory.

To improve performance and keep all functions running smoothly, ensure that you run your scripts at time and frequencies
that are appropriate to your needs and overlap other scripts as little as possible. For example, run scripts once a week
or once a month rather than every day or several times a day. Consider running audits at inactive times, such as on
weekends or late at night.

Available System Scripts

The following list of system scripts provides the description, required license, resource consumption, and Broadcom
recommendations for when and how often to run each script. The list is followed by specific tasks to help you adjust the
schedules for each script.

ACESCR
Submits batch CREWSACE which creates the data for Vantage objects for CREWS, such as “Free space from
CREWSCHK,CREWSCHK Using defaults” and several others.
License Required: GMI CREWS
Resource Usage: Batch job has high I/O and elapsed time (unloads catalogs)
When to Run: Not prime shift
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How Often: Weekly or as needed
ADAFILE

Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object ADAFCB for the ADABAS Database files object
License Required: Vantage Database Option
Resource Usage: Low resource usage but moderate elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily

ASTEX00
Creates ASTEX00 LI object in memory for Vantage objects for support ASTEX. Include object ASTEX00 in your
warmstart list.
License Required: GMI ASTEX
Resource Usage: Low
When to Run: Intervals throughout the day
How Often: Every 30 minutes or as needed

CA7SCR
Submits batch job CREWSCA7 which creates the data for Vantage objects for CA 7 interface.
License Required: GMI CREWS
Resource Usage: Batch job has high I/O and elapsed time (unloads CA 7 and catalog data)
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

DATACOM
Creates DATACOM LI objects in memory. Include objects DATACOMM, DATACOMA, DATACOMB, DATACOMT
and DATACOMZ in your warmstart list.
License Required: GMI Datacom
Resource Usage: Moderate memory usage
When to Run: Intervals throughout the day
How Often: Every 120 minutes or as needed

DB2LITS
Creates LI object OBJ12029 to show DB2 Table Space Occupancy.
License Required: Vantage Database Option
Resource Usage: Moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: After the RUNSTAT utility ends
How Often: Weekly or as needed

DB2NAMES
Creates LI objects DB2DETAL, DB2NAMES and DB2TABLS to show DB2 Indexspaces and Tablespaces. Include
the objects in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Database Option
Resource Usage: Moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: After the VSAMVVDS script ends and the flat file is sorted
How Often: Weekly or as needed

DB2RTS
Creates LI objects OBJ12027 and OBJ12028 to show DB2 REAL TIME Indexspaces and Tablespaces. Include
the objects in your warmstart list.

WARNING

• The statistics data is as fresh as when the RUNSTAT utility was executed on that particular DB2
system.

• This script should not be run at the same time as the script DB2NAMES.

License Required: Vantage Database Option
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Resource Usage: Moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: After the VSAMVVDS script ends and the flat file is sorted
How Often: Weekly or as needed

DLMDISCR
Submits batch job  DLMDIJCL which creates Disk Interval data for  several Vantage objects for EMC DLm
support, such as EMC DLm Space utilization, EMC DLm Virtual Tape Drives,EMC DLm replication status
License Required: Vantage Base System
Resource Usage: High CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Dailyor as needed

DSKCIDSD
Copies the OBJ06111 DFSMShsm CIDS details real time records to a sequential (PS) check point data set for
further use.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM backup periods of CIDS data set
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKHSMCB
Copies the HSMCB BCDS Data Set Records records to a sequential (PS) check point data set.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM backup periods of BCDS data set
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKHSMCC
Copies the HSMCC BCDS Data Set Records records to a sequential (PS) check point data set.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM backup periods of BCDS data set
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKHSMCD
Copies the HSMCD MCDS Data Set Records records to a sequential (PS) check point data set.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM backup periods of MCDS data set
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKHSMRC
Copies the HSMTTORC OCDS recycle candidates to a sequential (PS) check point data set.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM backup periods of OCDS data set
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKHSMTD
Copies the HSMTTDSN  OCDS tape dataset  records to a sequential (PS) check point data set.
License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM backup periods of OCDS data set
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKHSMTT
Copies the HSMTTOC  OCDS tape volumes  records to a sequential (PS) check point data set.
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License Required: Vantage Interface for DFSMShsm
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift, and avoid HSM backup periods of OCDS data set
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKIBMAU
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object VISIVTAU for the IBM VTS Copy Audit report (for TS7700).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Low
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKIBMCC
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object VISIVTCC for the IBM VTS Cache Contents Information (for TS7700 and
3494).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Low
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKIBMPL
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object  VISIVTPL for the IBM VTS Physical to Logical Volume Mapping (for
TS7700 and 3494).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Low
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKIBMPM
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object VISIVTPM for the IBM VTS Physical Media Pool (for TS7700 only).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Low
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKIBMPP
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object VISIVTPP for the IBM VTS PTP Volume Status Info (for 3494 only).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Low
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKIBMPV
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object VISIVTPV for the IBM VTS Physical Volume Status (for TS7700 only).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Low
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKIBMVH
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object VISIVTVH for the IBM VTS Vnode and Hnode history objects (for TS7700
only).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Low resource usage but moderate elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily
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DSKIBMVP
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object VISIVTVP for the IBM VTS Vnode and Hnode point-in-time objects (for
TS7700 only).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Low resource usage but moderate elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily

DSKIBMVS
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object VISIVTVS for the IBM VTS Volume Status Information (for TS7700 only).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Low
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKIBMVT
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for object IBMTAPVT for the IBM VTS Virtual Tape Volumes (for TS7700 and 3494).
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKRMMF
Submits batch job RMMFRPT to run the IBM DFSMSrmm Extract Utility. Batch job unloads the RMM control file
files on volumes information to the Disk Imterval object flat file.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

DSKRMMV
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for VISRMMV object for IBM DFSMSrmm Volumes.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

DSKTLMSF
Submits batch job  TLMSDSKF which creates the data for several Vantage “files” object for TLMS support
(Common Tape Services Utility).
License Required: GMI TLMS
Resource Usage: High I/O
When to Run: Avoid high tape usage periods
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKTLMSU
Submits batch job  TLMSDSKU which uses the Common Tape Services Utility to read the TLMS VMF and creates
the Disk Interval data for Vantage object for TLMS support.
License Required: GMI TLMS
Resource Usage: High I/O
When to Run: Avoid high tape usage periods
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKTLMSV
Submits batch job  TLMSDSKV which creates the data for several Vantage “volumes” object for TLMS support
(Common Tape Services Utility).
License Required: GMI TLMS
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Resource Usage: Moderate I/O
When to Run: Avoid high tape usage periods
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKTMCF
Create a Disk Checkpoint file for Vantage tape volume objects for CA 1 interface.
License Required: GMI CA 1
Resource Usage: High I/O
When to Run: Avoid high tape usage periods
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKTMCV
Create a Disk Checkpoint file for Vantage tape files objects for CA 1 interface.
License Required: GMI CA 1
Resource Usage: Moderate I/O
When to Run: Avoid high tape usage periods
How Often: Daily or as needed

DSKZARF
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for VISZDSNB object for ASG-Zara Files.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

DSKZARV
Creates Disk Checkpoint file for VISZARA object for ASG-Zara Volumes.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

DUPEDSNS
Creates LI object DUPEDSNS showing all duplicate named data sets found on primary disk storage. Include the
object in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Base System
Resource Usage: Low to moderate CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Weekly or as needed, depend on if you using DTOCDUPS Y/Z instead of N/O
How Often: Object can be created during each DTOC scan (without using the script)

GRPSTATS
Creates LI object GRPCBS with statistics about all disk data sets on primary storage belonging to each
application. Include the object in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Base System
Resource Usage: High CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

HFSPDSE
Creates LI object HFSPDSE to show idle space (and other attributes) for HFS and PDSE data sets. Include the
object in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Base System
Resource Usage: Low to moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Any time
How Often: Weekly or as needed
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MCAT
Submits batch job  MCTBATCH which creates the data for several Vantage object fo MasterCat support.
License Required: GMI MasterCat
Resource Usage: Batch job has high I/O and elapsed time (unloads all catalogs, sorts, and reloads to a single
VSAM cluster)
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

MVDETAIL
Creates LI objects MVDETAIL and MVDSNS showing all multi-volume data sets and their segment details.
Include the objects in your warmstart list.
License Required: Vantage Base System
Resource Usage: Low CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Run only when you modify the default setting of sysparm DTOCMVDS from (Y) to (N).
How Often: Objects are created each DTOC scan (without using the script)

SCRIDMS
Submits batch job JCLIDMS which creates Vantage IDMSAREA,IDMSSDMCL,IDMSRECS object for IDMS
interface.
License Required: GMI IDMS
Resource Usage: Batch job has low to moderate I/O
When to Run: Intervals throughout the day
How Often: Every 120 minutes or as needed

STK10058
Submits batch job STKJOBRE to run the STK SMCUUUI report/extract utility. Batch job creates flat files for
VOLRPT data.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Batch job has moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

STK10060
Submits batch job STKJOBVI to run the STK SMCUUUI report/extract utility. Batch job creates flat files for
VTVRPT data.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Batch job has moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Daily or as needed

STKACS
Submits batch job ACSRPT to run the STK SLUADMIN report utility. Batch job creates the Disk Interval object flat
files with Volume information.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Batch job has moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

STKACSX
Submits batch job ACSRPTX to run the STK SLUADMIN report utility. Batch job creates the Disk Interval object
flat file with command DISPLAY ACS information in XML format. HSC 6.2 and higher is required.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Batch job has moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed
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STKVSM
Submits batch job VSMRPT to run the STK SWSADMIN report/extract utility. Batch job creates flat files for MVC,
VTV, and MVC Pools Vantage object.
License Required: Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: Batch job has moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

TAPSTATS
Creates LI object TAPCBS with statistics about all tape data sets in each application using CA 1. Include the
object in your warmstart list.
License Required: GMI CA 1, TLMS, or Vantage Tape Resource Option
Resource Usage: High I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Monthly or weekly

TMCDSNB
Creates LI object VISTMCM with DSNB usage for each volume CA 1. Include the object in your warmstart list.
License Required: GMI CA 1
Resource Usage: Moderate I/O and memory usage
When to Run: Run this only if you use Real Time (RT) access to the CA 1 Volumes object. In this case, run it after
your daily TMC clean process has ended.
How Often: Daily

VNS12030
Creates LI object OBJ12030 to show DB2 Index Space Occupancy.
License Required: Vantage Database Option
Resource Usage: Moderate I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: After the RUNSTAT utility ends
How Often: Weekly or as needed

VSAMVVDS
Unloads VVDS records from all volumes to a flat file and then submits a job VVDSORT which sorts the records for
Vantage object.
License Required: Vantage Base System
Resource Usage: Moderate to high I/O, CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
Weekly or as needed

ZFSDSNS
Creates Last Interval object OBJ11100 Mounted zSeries File Systems showing space and other attributes for zFS
file systems.
License Required: Vantage Base System
Resource Usage: High CPU and elapsed time
When to Run: Not prime shift
How Often: Weekly or as needed

Run Scripts at Appropriate Times

To ensure that you are running the appropriate scripts at the appropriate times, start by identifying the scripts that
you want to run. The list of available scripts in the previous section provides general and relative guidelines about the
resources consumed by each script process and the suggested frequencies to run each script. Measure and assess the
values for your needs and your specific installation. Many of the scripts provide configuration options that range from
process everything to process a small subset. Then, identify any scripts that collide with each other and adjust the start
times and frequencies.
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Follow these steps:

1. Select the Automation and Logging folder in the object tree.
The Automation and Logging folder expands.

2. Click the Automation Script Schedules object.
The Automation and Script Schedules object is displayed.

3. Click the Filter icon.
The Filter dialog is displayed.

4. Create a filter with the following statement:
"Event Type" INCL sys/
This filter statement finds all the System scripts you currently have scheduled.

5. Click the Apply and Execute icon.
The Filter dialog closes and the Automation Script Schedules object is displayed with the filter applied.

6. Examine the Scheduled Run Date and Scheduled Run Time columns and mark any scripts that start at the time on the
same date, or close.
You have identified the scripts with processing times that need to be updated to avoid resource conflicts.

After amending the processing times of your scripts that are scheduled to run concurrently, find the elapsed time of your
system scripts to determine the proper spacing of start times.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Automation and Logging folder in the object tree.
The Automation and Logging folder expands.

2. Click the System Script Activity Log object.
The System Script Activity Log object is displayed.

3. Click the Filter icon.
The Filter dialog is displayed.

4. Create a Filter with the following filter statement:
Number = VKG0903 OR Number = VKG0904

5. Click the Apply and Execute icon.
The Filter dialog closes and the System Script Activity Log object is updated with the filter applied.

6. Click the Sort icon and create a Sort.
The Sort dialog has the following information displayed in the Sort order pane with the Sort symbol arrow pointing
down:
– Script Name
– Message Dt
– Time

7. Click the Apply and Exit icon.
The Sort dialog closes and the System Script Activity Log object is updated with both the filter and sort applied.

NOTE
The System Script Activity Log object shows only those entries from the current memory buffer. If you do not
see your scripts, select Vantage Internal Management, System Activity, and then click the Vantage Messages
object. In the Vantage Messages object select the menu option View, Mode and then Log, and apply the
same filter and sort.

8. Compute and record the elapsed time for each script for reference when making the adjustments in the last step.

After identifying the elapsed time of your audit scripts, find the CPU usage for each script.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Automation and Logging folder from the object tree.
The Automation and Logging folder expands.

2. Click the All Scripts Loaded object.
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The All Scripts Loaded object is displayed.
3. Click the Filter icon.

The Filter dialog is displayed.
4. Create a Filter with the following filter statement:

"Event Type" INCL sys/
5. Click the Apply and Execute icon.

The Filter dialog closes and the All Scripts Loaded object is updated and displayed with only system scripts.
6. Scroll to the far right in the All Scripts Loaded object to find the CPU m-sec shift column, and sort the column in

descending order by clicking on the column heading until the column contents are sorted that way or use the Sort icon.

To reduce the CPU usage of a high consumer, reduce the run frequency, specify configuration options that reduce the
scope of processing, or both.

NOTE
For more information about configuration options that reduce the scope of processing, see INCLEXCL - Local
PARMLIB Member.

Adjust the script start dates and times to distribute resource consumption as appropriate. Use the results from all of the
previous steps and determine appropriate start times and frequencies for each script. Remember to run high resource
consuming system scripts only as frequently as you plan to examine the results and make any needed corrections.
Running these scripts frequently but routinely ignoring the results is a large waste of resources. Instead, leave these
scripts without any scheduled times, and then fire the scripts when you are ready to do any cleanup that may be needed.
When you are ready to make changes, use the System Script wizard to modify each script and assign the appropriate
execution schedule.

NOTE
For more information about the System Script wizard, see Customize System Scripts.

Trend Log Scripts
Define and manage trend log data scripts to log object data for trend analysis.

Logging Data for Trending

Object data can be saved in sequential data sets on the host. Log data includes a separate log data set for each object
that is logged; that is, data from two or more objects is never placed in the same log data set on the host. Storage
Administrators typically use these logs to do historical trend analysis and to forecast the trends.

The Windows Client provides the analysis and trending functions, but the log data residing on the z/OS host must be
transferred (made available) to the PC. The most automated and efficient means to do this is to configure Trend Definition
such that the log data from the z/OS hosts is collected in a Windows Client database, which is referred to as the Local
Database. The default location of this database was specified when the Windows Client was installed, and it can reside on
either the local PC drive (the default) or a network drive.

NOTE
For more information about the option to collect and save data in a local database, see Using the Log Scripts
Builder. The option to collect and save data in a local database is described in the step that explains the Local
Database Properties dialog.

Trending can be done, even if you choose not to collect and save the log data in the local database.

NOTE
For more information about manual method, see Trending from the z/OS Logs (Light Trend).
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Overview of Trend Log Scripts

If you want to log object data for trend analysis, you must define and manage trend log data scripts. There can be only
one trend log data script per object.

Log scripts that are run under the AUTO component that requires to be activated in the CONFIG member of your
PARMLIB by uncommenting the COMP=AUTO statement.

NOTE
To define or modify trend log scripts and optionally collect the data in a local database, see Using the Log
Scripts Builder.

To view a trend log data script, either an existing script or as you create a new one, select the Show Script option in the
Log Scripts Builder wizard. The script opens in a separate window.

Follow these steps: 

1. Define the trend log script on the host (create a Trend Definition).
2. Collect trend log data on the host (activate and execute the trend log script on the host).
3. Transfer trend log data from the host to the local database or temporarily transfer trend log data to the Windows Client.
4. Create trend reports from trend log data that is located in the local database, or create Light Trend reports from trend

log data transferred to the Windows Client on demand and then discarded.

NOTE
For more information about Light Trend, see Trending from the z/OS Logs (Light Trend).

If trend log data has been transferred to the local database, you can select the Trend icon in the lower left corner of the
object display. The Trend view of the object is then displayed. The Trend icon does not appear in the lower left corner of
the object display unless trend log data has been collected and transferred to the local database. The Trend view of the
object shows the historical trend, but can also forecast future usage based on historical data. The Trend view of object
data provides you with a multitude of report customization possibilities.

Observe the following:

• For more information about report customization possibilities, see Trending from the Client's Database.
• For information about how to delete trend log data scripts, see Deleting Trend Log Scripts Using the Log Scripts

Builder.
• Trend logs for volumes, data set groups, external groups, and storage groups that are created with versions of the

Windows Client prior to version 4.0 are not compatible with the trend and reporting system included in the current
release.

Using the Log Scripts Builder

To create or modify a trend log data script, use the Log Scripts Builder.

Follow these steps: 

1. You can start the Log Script Builder in the following ways:
– From the menu select z/OS, Object Scripting, and then Object Logging.
– Right click in the Object Tree on the object for which you want to create a trend log data script, and in the pop-up

menu, select Object Logging.
– Open the view of the object for which you want to create a trend log data script and select View, Object Logging.
– Open the view of the object for which you want to create a trend log data script, click on the arrow to the right of the

definition icon, and select Object Logging.
The Log Scripts Builder is displayed.
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NOTE
Only one Trend Log script is allowed for each object after if you select an object where a Trend Log script
already exists for the object then the Scripts Builder find and present the existing Trend Log script for
modification. In the above example, the heading of the dialog has “Create New Script”, if a Trend Log script
already exists then the dialog heading says “Modify Script” followed with the script name.

2. Click Next.
The General Section page is displayed, introducing you to logging on the z/OS host. Use the General Section of this
wizard to do the following:
– Provide a title for the script
– Specify the z/OS systems on which the script will execute
– Decide whether the script should be loaded into z/OS memory for execution when you exit the Logging Wizard
– Determine the time period that the script is active
– Determine when the script will log the object data during the active time period

3. Click Next.
The Source Object Selection page is displayed. One script can monitor a single Vantage source object. The Source
Object Selection page lists all of the available objects in the tree. Select the one you want to monitor. (If you started the
wizard from the right mouse button in the Object Tree, the Object Selection page is displayed with the object already
selected.)

4. Click Next.
The Title and System Execution page is displayed. Only one-log script per object is allowed. The name of the object to
be logged is automatically assigned as the name of the log script. For example, if you select object ABC to be logged,
the script name will also be ABC. However, you can add a title and description that give clearer meaning to the script.
Use this page to do the following:
– Provide a title for the log script, the title appears within the display of automation scripts.
– Give a short description explaining what the script does (a meaningful explanation of what the this does can be

helpful later).
– Specify the z/OS systems on which the script will execute.

5. Select the Systems button to define one or more systems on which this script can run. If this facility is not used, the
trend log data script can run on any system.

6. Click Next.
The Timing for Events page is displayed. Use this dialog to do the following:
– Establish the active time period for the script.
– Indicate if holiday and weekends are excluded.
– Schedule the execution (logging) times within the active period. You can specify daily cycles, weekday schedules,

or monthly schedules. If you do not want logging done automatically, select No Timing.
7. Click Next.

The Options page is displayed. Use this page to specify the following:
Load Script

When selected the script shall be loaded or refreshed in memory. The script is automatically loaded from the
script library when Vantage is started, and can be refreshed from that library when needed. No (unchecked)
means that the script is left in the script library when Vantage is started, it is bypassed and not loaded to memory
in preparation to be executed.

Enable Script when Loaded
When selected the script shall be enabled when loaded. Once loaded, a script also has a status of enabled for
execution or not. Leaving this unchecked means that it is marked disabled for execution, even if it has been
loaded.

8. Click Next.
The Event Procedure Section page is displayed. This page introduces you to the subsection of Host Logging that
allows you to do the following:
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– Filter the object before it is logged.
– Specify parameters about the logging process.

9. Click Next.
The Filter Definition dialog is displayed. Optionally use the dialog to filter the object records to find only the subset you
want to log. You can define a new filter or can use an external filter.

10. Click Next.
The Log File Creation page is displayed. Use this page to indicate the following:
– When you would like to create a new log file.
– The number of loggings expected within each new log file.
– If you want the real data logged, only the record count logged, or both.
– If the snapshot should be based on the Default Mode or real-time   data.

NOTE
You can indicate if you want the data that is acquired during the default scanning interval on the host
(select Base snapshot Default Mode) or collect the data on demand before taking the snapshot of the
object (select Base snapshot on real time data). Selecting the default mode in the wizard directs the host
to use the mode defined for the object when the script is executed. The default mode is typically either LI
(last interval), DI (disk interval) or DC (disk checkpoint). For some objects, the default mode can be RT
(real-time) and in such cases selecting either of the mode options has the same result on execution of the
script.

– If you want to log object records to SMF in addition to the Vantage object log files.
11. Click Next.

The Local Database Properties section initial page is displayed. This section is where you specify the following:
– If trend log data for this object is to be saved in a local database, and which one.
– What object field data is to be transferred to the local database.
– When this data is transferred to the local database.
– What local database consolidation occurs.
– When local database consolidation occurs.

12. Click Next.
The Local Database page is displayed. You have the choice to collect data on the z/OS host only or you can request
that the data be transferred to a local database periodically.
The default local database was defined when the Windows Client was installed. It can be on either the local PC drive,
or a network server.

NOTE
It is desirable to transfer and save trend data in a local database regularly. If not done, a large volume of
trend data can be collected over time on the z/OS host. If a trend report is, then needed, this large quantity
of data must be transferred to the PC (Windows Client) all at once, and can take considerable time. Keeping
the local database up to date allows trend reports to be produced instantly, at any time.

If you do not want to collect trend data in a local database then clear the Save in the local database option, then click
Next and you will bypass the Fields, Schedules, Maintenance, and Maintenance Schedules dialogs and will go to the
Saving and Activation dialog.

NOTE
For information about producing a trend report directly from the z/OS log data (not from the local database),
see Trending from the z/OS Logs (Light Trend).

Use the Local Database dialog to indicate the following task:
– Save the z/OS log data in a local database.
– The earliest date of the z/OS host data to be transferred to the local database.
– The name of the database file and directory where the local database is filed. This can be a shared file for log data

from one or more objects, or a unique file for each object.
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NOTE
In the Timing for Events option of the wizard, you indicated when log data is created by the z/OS host. In
the Log File Creation option of the wizard, you indicated where the z/OS log file is kept. The Local Database
page is used just for indicating when you want the trend log data transferred from the z/OS host to the local
database.

13. Click Next.
If you checked Save in Local Database then the Fields page is displayed. The Fields page allows you to select the
object fields you want transferred from the z/OS logs to the local database.
If you did not check Save in Local Database then the Saving and Activation page is displayed, and you can skip to
Step 16.

14. Click Next.
The Schedules page is displayed. Use the Schedules page to specify the schedule for the z/OS log data to be
collected and transferred to the PC or server database. This is the recommended method for collecting log data from
the z/OS host, because it gives you control over the times when this network activity is to take place. However, you
may also omit scheduled times, in which case data collection is done as follows:
– When you connect to a host

When no collection schedules are provided, as soon as you logon to a host, the client asks the host if there is any
new log data for the objects that were configured to be collected in the PC database. If there is, the collection is
routed to the Scheduler to be done immediately.

– As soon as the z/OS host completes a new log operation
When an object is logged on the host, it notifies all the clients that are currently connected that new log data is
available. If that object was configured as one to be collected in the PC database, the collection is routed to the
Scheduler to be done immediately.

WARNING
When you create a schedule for collecting log data from the z/OS host, the Scheduler must also be properly
set up and proper authority to access hosts and servers given. The Windows Client has two Schedulers.

The Schedules page also indicates from which host the data shall be collected (the z/OS host represented by the
object tree which you are currently using).

15. Click Next.
The Maintenance page is displayed. Use the Maintenance page to specify how you would like to consolidate the log
data in the local database. When you tell the system to consolidate log data you are telling it to accumulate all the data
from a given time slice (which can be minutes, hours, days, weeks, or months) and put it into a single record. This
will reduce the amount of data stored in the local database for the object table that you are logging.

NOTE
The default Maintenance Policy is “Skip Month, Consolidate every 7 days” and the default schedule is “Every
Week on Sunday at 6:00.” You can add and delete policies but at least one policy is required.

The Windows Client maintains a cumulative trend database that tracks data storage trends over time, which is
invaluable in anticipating future data storage needs. The size of the trend database may grow rapidly if it tracks
several objects at high frequency. To continue data accumulation without the size of the trend database bloating to an
unacceptable size, use the Maintenance function to consolidate your old data.
The Maintenance page has the following options:

Maintenance Policy
The Maintenance function consolidates data according to rules you define. You define your rules in the
Maintenance Policy window. The Maintenance function replaces all the records accumulated over a specified
period of time with three value records: minimum, maximum, and average.
When you define a maintenance policy, you also specify a grace period (between the present and a
designated date in the past) during which the Maintenance function performs no consolidation. For example,
assume you want to monitor (consolidate) your data on a weekly basis prior to your grace period of a month.
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If the current month is March, the month grace period protects (preserves) all the detailed logging records for
February as well. But for January and prior months, all log records within each week will be consolidated to 1
record that represents that week. That record contains 3 values - the minimum, maximum and average values for
the week.

NOTE
If the maintenance function cannot find at least three detail records within the consolidation period, then
the consolidation operation is ignored for that period.

Use the Maintenance dialog to define a new maintenance policy or modify an existing one. This tab lists all the
policies that have been defined for the collector.
In the Policy dialog you define a period of time for the consolidation policy (in minutes, hours, days, weeks, or
months). You also define the grace period, a period of time unaffected by the consolidation policy (in minutes,
hours, days, weeks, or months). Define your time values as follows:

• Consolidate records from every time slice of - To specify when you want collected data to be consolidated
into a one-record, three-value set, enter a value in the field and select a unit from the drop-down list. You
can specify Minutes, Hours, Days, Weeks, or Months. For example, if you want to consolidate data for every
three month period, enter 3 in the of field and select Months from the drop-down list.

• Grace period - Define the grace period between the current date and time and some point in the past during
which you do not want your data to be consolidated. In the example above, we specified that we want each
day's records up to but not including last month to be consolidated. If the current month is March, the policy
would consolidate Data for January into daily three-record sets, but would not consolidate data for the prior
month of February. To specify the grace period, enter a value in the While leaving the last field and select a
unit from the drop-down list. You can specify Minutes, Hours, Days, Weeks, or Months. For example, if you
want data collected during the last month not to be affected by consolidation, enter 1 in the While leaving the
last field and select Months from the drop-down list.

You can repeat the process to add as many policies as needed.
Maintenance Schedule (Optional)

You can also use the Maintenance dialog to indicate when you would like to run maintenance on the local
database.
You should try to schedule maintenance to run at times when users are not logged on and working, and when no
collectors are running to retrieve trend data from the host. If a user has any type of window open for an object, or
if a collector is retrieving trend data for that object, database maintenance for that object will be skipped (cannot
be performed). Maintenance processing will, however, be performed on all the objects that are not currently in
use.
When you select the Add button you will be given a dialog that allows you to select maintenance schedule
parameters.

16. Click Next.
The Saving and Activation page is displayed. Use this page to indicate if you want to:
– Save the script, but do not want to activate (load) it now. You can return to activate and execute the script later

using the Log Scripts Builder. It will also be activated (loaded) automatically the next time Vantage is started if Load
Script was checked in the Options dialog. You can also use z/OS operator commands to Refresh and Fire Scripts.

NOTE
For more information about Refresh and Fire Scripts, see Log Server and Commands.

– Save and activate (load) the script, but let the scheduler execute it according to the schedules you set.
– Save, activate (load) and execute the script immediately, in addition to its scheduled times.
– Execute each time it is activated (loaded). This option applies not only to the activate (load) process now but also

to any other activate (load) process, for example during startup of the Vantage system, or other manual requests to
activate (load) the script.

17. Click OK.
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A confirmation dialog is displayed telling you the script is created and saved. The script is activated and will execute
depending on the settings you have created in the script.

Deleting Trend Log Scripts Using the Log Scripts Builder

Use the Log Scripts Builder to delete existing Trend Log scripts.

NOTE
You cannot delete all of the scripts at once. At least one script needs to remain.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Log Scripts Builder as described in Using the Log Scripts Builder.
The Log Scripts Builder is displayed.

2. Select the List of Existing Scripts option.
All the log scripts on the connected z/OS host are displayed in the List of Existing Scripts dialog.

3. Select the Trend Log script you want to delete.
4. Click Delete.

A confirmation dialog is displayed.
5. Confirm you want to delete the script.

After you confirm the deletion, the script is deleted from memory and scratched from the PDS on the host.

Trending from the Client's Database

If you defined logging for an object and specified the option to get and save the data in the client's local database, you
can create trend reports for that object. As soon as data is available in the local database, the Trend Report view icon
will appear in the lower left corner of the object window.

Click on the Trend Report view icon to display the Trend view.

NOTE
For more information about using Trend Report View options, see Trend Report View.

In the Trend view you can use the Trend Scratchpad. The Trend Scratchpad opens the Trend view in a separate Trend
Scratchpad dialog. Use the Trend Scratchpad dialog to modify the Scratchpad trend report without affecting the original
Trend view.

Trending from the z/OS Logs (Light Trend)

You can generate Light Trend Reports by using the object's View menu. The Windows Client bases Light Trend reports on
log data retrieved directly from the z/OS host; the Windows Client does not store this data in the local trend database, nor
use any data already in the local database.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Open the Table view of the object you want to trend.
2. From the View menu, select Mode, Log.

The Log Collection period dialog displays.
3. Define the start and end dates and times for the z/OS log data that you want to retrieve. The following options are

available:
Relative Period

Specify an arbitrary number of time units from a given starting point, such as today minus 100 days, for the next
100 days. The input will consist of all the object data collected since the relative start date and time until the
relative end date and time.
Additional examples of a relative period are: Start from now, minus 10 days, for 10 days. Start from the start of the
month, minus 24 months, for 12 months.
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Absolute Period
Specify a specific start date and time and specific end date and time. The input will consist of all the object data
collected between these two specific dates and times. (Click the down arrow to the right of the date fields to
access a calendar that helps you make the date selection.)

Cumulative Period
Specify a specific start date and time in the past. The time period will end on the current date. The input
will consist of all the object data collected since the start date and time until the current date and time. (Click the
down arrow to the right of the date field to access a calendar that helps you make the date selection.)

4. Click OK.
The log data for the period you have defined is transferred from the z/OS host and displayed, and the Trend view icon
appears in the lower left corner of the object view window.

5. Click the Trend view icon in the lower left corner of the object view window.
The Light Trend report is generated and displayed. 

NOTE
The number of log records displayed in the table is determined by the setting of the system parameter
LOGREAD.

Alerts
Alerts are configured using GOA automation, and you can review all alerts in the All Generated Alerts object.

An alert contains a description and information about the severity and type of a specific problem. While you can invoke
an alert manually on an object, the most typical use case is to automate alerts using General Object Automation (GOA)
Scripts. In a GOA script you can specify the active period and thresholds which, when reached, trigger the alert action on
an object of your choice.

IMPORTANT
Alerts are supported only when the Vantage STC is started in WARM mode. Alerts are not supported in COLD
mode.

Alert Values and Actions

The following values can be specified for an alert:

Alert Severity Defines the severity of the alert. Supports numbers from 1 to 99. Typically, alert severity of 1 would be
considered to be the most severe alert.

Type of the Alert Defines the type of alert for easy classification and filtering of alerts. For example "Performance", "Storage"
or "Volume".

Alert Description Gives details on the purpose of the alert.

Alerts are collected in the All Generated Alerts object, located under Alert Management in the Vantage object tree. The All
Generated Alerts object supports the following actions:

Acknowledge Changes the status of the alert record from “New” to “Acknowledged”, updates date and time stamps for
“Ack” columns.

Resolve Changes the status of the alert record from “New” or “Acknowledged” to “Resolved”, updates date and time
stamps for “Res” column.

Delete to Log Deletes the record from the object and stores the record with status “deleted” into the object log allowing
you to see the deleted records by displaying log data for the object.

NOTE

To activate the ALERT component, uncomment the COMP=ALERT statement in the CONFIG member of your
user PARMLIB. Alternatively, use the /F SAMS,ACT,ALERT command to activate the alert component.
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Use /F SAMS,DEACT,ALERT to deactivate the component.

Create an Alert in MTC-M

You can create alerts using MTC-M.

1. Call the Create Alert dialog by clicking the Actions button and selecting Create Alert with the required field selected
in the object’s view.

2. In the Create Alert dialog, specify the Alert Severity.
3. Specify the Type of the alert.
4. Specify the Description of the alert field. You can use substitution variable to propagate a specific value from the

record on which the alert is being raised into the alert Description record itself.
5. Click Execute or Execute All depending on how many records the alert needs to be created for.

The alert is created.

Create an Alert in Windows Client

You can create alerts using Windows Client.

1. Call the Actions Dialog by using the Create Alert context menu option on a field of the required object’s view.
Alternatively open the object’s view main menu and select Actions and Create Alert.

2. Specify the Alert Severity.
3. Specify the Type of the alert.
4. (Optional) Specify the Description of the alert field. You can use substitution variable to propagate a specific value

from the record on which the alert is being raised into the alert Description record itself.
5. Click Accept All.

The alert is created.

Use Substitution Variables in the Alert Description

You can use global and object-specific substitution variables in an alert description. Variables are substituted with their
current values when the alert is created. The alert description can be up to 72 characters, including spaces.

For a full list of the available global variables, see Vantage System Variables in Job Submission and Substitution.

IMPORTANT
The %%NUMBRECS%% global variable is not supported and will not be substituted in the alert description.

Understanding the Character Limit

If the overall length of the description text exceeds the limit of 72 characters it will get truncated including the value of a
substitution variable if it is put in the end of the description text. For instance, consider the following description text:

AN EXAMPLE OF A STRING WHICH GETS TRUNCATED %%DSNAME%% (55 characters)

The %%DSNAME%% value can take up to 44 characters, for example:

QLFR1.QLFR2.QLFR3.QLFR4.QLFR5.QLFR6

The actual description text that will be displayed is truncated to:

AN EXAMPLE OF A STRING WHICH GETS TRUNCATED QLFR1.QLFR2.QLFR3.QLFR4.QLFR

Consoles
Vantage Consoles display collections of columns of information from one or more objects from one or more hosts.
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You can use the Consoles drop-down list under Client in the Windows Client main menu option to display the list of
available consoles and to access the Console Designer. Alternatively, click a console button in the toolbar. Use the
Console Designer to add, modify, or delete a console.

NOTE
Consoles are currently supported in the Windows Client only.

Vantage consoles provide a high-level enterprise view of several systems at once. When several communication sessions
start simultaneously, the Windows Client integrates the sessions into one console. Each individual system is accessible
through the same Windows Client interface.

With consoles, you can display the consolidated information that is obtained from different hosts. For example, if you have
active host connections running under four different systems that you want to monitor hardware errors on, you can define
a console that shows the number of hardware errors on all of the active systems.

For each active session, the console provides at-a-glance information that may be important to the operation of your site.
In the console, each system is listed as a row. The columns contain the information that you specified to include in the
display. The information in each cell can be a statistic such as the number or percentage of volumes that exceed a certain
threshold, or the information can represent a query performed on data that is collected from several objects. In all cases,
the value that appears in the columns represents a calculated value or status information, for example held or not held for
DFSMShsm functions.

You can define color coding to cell backgrounds so that values that meet thresholds or certain statuses are highlighted
when you display the console. You can also define alert messages for cell values that are displayed when the console is
selected or on each update interval.

You can open the detailed view of the source object from a cell in the console. The Open function opens the relevant
object for each selected cell or for all of the columns of a selected row.

NOTE
If several cells are based on the same object, the zoom function opens a table for each cell.

The Console Designer provides the tools to specify the objects and the range of data that you want collected. You can
also define the queries that you want to perform on the data to produce the value that appears in each column.

Some console definitions are supplied with the Windows Client. You can modify these definitions and add your own.

NOTE
In a multi-host environment, you can only receive trend data from one database.

View Consoles
You can display the Consoles drop-down list by clicking the Consoles icon on the Windows Client toolbar, or by clicking
Client on the Windows Client main menu and selecting Consoles.

NOTE
Consoles are currently supported in the Windows Client only.

The Consoles drop-down list displays the following options:

Customize
Click this option to start the Console Designer.

A list of defined consoles
This is a list of all consoles including the consoles that are provided with the Windows Client and the consoles that
you created. Click a console from the list to display that console in table format.

Switch to:
Use the icons in the bottom left corner of the console to view the console in the following formats:
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• Table
• Graph
• List

All formats display the Switch to: icons in the bottom left corner of the console display. All formats also provide the
Console Description and Number of Records at the bottom of the display.

Table Format

When you click a console from the Consoles drop-down list, the console displays in table format. Consoles display the
consolidated information obtained from different hosts. The table displays each host in a row and the first two columns
display the host name and the system and subsystem IDs defined in the Host Definition for the host. The rest of the
columns display data depending on what you define using the Console Designer. The data displayed in cells may include
the data source, filters, sorts, query, color coding, and data collection timing mode definitions depending on what you
define in the Console Designer. The order that the column information is displayed in the table depends on the order of
the columns specified in the Columns dialog of the Console Designer.

In addition to rows and columns, the table format display has the following features:

Menu bar and toolbar
Provides options for managing the table.

Data cell status
When the console is initially displayed in table format or when cell information is refreshed, a diamond icon in data
cells displays the status of the cell. You can right-click in a table cell to obtain details of the status of the data in
that cell, even when data is displayed in the cell.

Alert messages
When data is received from the host and displayed, and if the information in the cell meets alert criteria, an alert
message is displayed. Alert criteria and messages are defined using the Console Designer.

Switch to
Switches the display between table format, graph format, and list format.

Console Description
Provides a description of the console based on the Console Description field in the console definition.

Number of Records
Represents the number of rows in the display, and is calculated by the system. The number of records is
displayed at the bottom of the table.

Data Cell Statuses
The following statuses are possible:
Green diamond icon

Indicates that the cell is connecting to the host for data collection. When the data is obtained, the Green
diamond icon disappears and the data is displayed. The Green status icon can reappear if you request
a data refresh. If Alerts have been defined and the cell data meets the criteria, Alert messages are
displayed. If color-coding is defined and the cell data meets the criteria, the cell background color is
displayed accordingly.

Red diamond icon
Indicates that an error occurred during data collection or calculation. Right-click the cell to obtain details of
the error.

NOTE
For columns that relate to an object or view that does not belong to the corresponding host, no icon is
displayed in the cell.
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You can right-click in a table cell to obtain details of the status of the data in that cell, even when data is displayed
in the cell. The Status window provides the following information:
Status

Displays the status of the cell. The following statuses are possible:
Wait

Indicates that the Console is waiting for data from the host.
Idle

Indicates that the data is displayed and the cell is idle. The cell data can be updated manually
using the Refresh Selected or Refresh All Cells menu options, or automatically depending on the
Update Frequency specified in the Console definition.

Error
Indicates that an error has occurred. If an error has occurred, the bottom part of the Status
window explains the error further.

Last Update
Displays the date and time that the data was received from the host.

Update Frequency
Displays the frequency in minutes of the time for the next automatic data refresh. If the number of minutes
have been specified in the Column Definition, that value is displayed in this column. If the Column
Definition does not have Update Frequency specified then this field is blank.
You can refresh the data in all the table cells by clicking Refresh Console Data, or in selected cells only by
selecting the cells and clicking Refresh Selected Cells.

Alert Messages
Data cells display a status symbol until data is received from the host and displayed. If the information
in the cell meets alert criteria, an alert message is displayed. Alert messages can also be displayed if
cell data is refreshed. If you leave the Console displayed and if the data is refreshed and the updated
information in the cell meets alert criteria, an alert message is displayed.

Graph Format

The graph displays numeric information from objects from each host specified in the Console. The x-Axis source are the
hosts. Using the graph x-Axis Source option, you specify if the x-Axis legend displays either the host name, or the system
and subsystem name defined in the Host Definition for the host.

The data displayed in the graph is dependent on the Column definition made in the Console Designer. For example, the
data source, filters, sorts, query, color coding, and data collection timing mode definitions determine what is displayed
in the graph. The order of graph bars is dependent on the order of the columns specified in the Columns dialog of the
Console Designer.

Each time the Console data is refreshed, the graph data is also updated. Automatic Console data refresh occurs in the
interval specified in the Update Frequency (Minutes) field in the Query dialog of the Console Designer.

The Windows Client offers many graph types to present console data in various formats. Some of the available graph
types are Line, Point, Area-curve, Bar, Pie, Doughnut, Pyramid, and Cube. You can specify the graph type and format to
obtain the kind of display you prefer. You can preview the general look of a graph while defining the various features.

The Windows Client can display the graphs in 2D or 3D views and supports special 3D effects, zoom capabilities, and
rotation. The Graph view includes Graph menu options. You can define your graph properties from this menu. Use the
Graph toolbar to modify how the data displays.
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List Format

The List format displays User View objects as icons, similar to the way you view folders and files in Windows Explorer.
In addition, if you define the object source and value source, this information is included beneath the object icon. Use
the Value Source option to specify the object values to be displayed in the Consoles List display. Use the List Criteria of
console_name dialog to color code the backgrounds of the object icons according to value ranges. You can specify four
background color criteria to value ranges.

Use the Console Designer
Use the Console Designer to add a new console, or to review, modify, or delete an existing console.

NOTE
Consoles are currently supported in the Windows Client only.

1. Click the Consoles icon on the toolbar, then select Customize, or select Client in the Windows client main menu, then
select Consoles, Customize.
The Console Designer appears.

2. Click Next if the Welcome page is displayed.
The Operations dialog is displayed.

3. Select the operation that you want to perform.
4. If you are adding a new console or reviewing and modifying an existing console, do one of the following options:

– Click Next on each Console Designer dialog to sequentially step through all the Console Designer dialogs to specify
new settings or review and modify existing settings. We recommend this method if you are creating a new console.

– Select the dialogs in the navigation tree in the left pane to go directly to the dialogs to specify settings for a new
console or review and modify the settings of an existing console.

5. Use the dialogs in the Console Designer to specify the new console or change an existing console. The following
sections describe the dialogs available in the Console Designer:

Console Name For defining the name and description of the console table.
Hosts For defining the hosts that you want to retrieve data from.

Columns For defining the appearance and content of the columns.
New Column (Heading) For defining the column heading and description.

Object For defining the object source, filter, sort, and data collection mode.
Query For defining the query used to extract the values from the object.

Options For defining alerts and color-coding.

After you define a new console or change an existing console and close the Console Designer, the console is available in
the Console menu.

Console cells are refreshed according to the refresh interval that you set for each cell. Data is collected in the mode that
you select for the object. If you use the main Refresh button from the Consoles toolbar, the data is collected sequentially
starting with the first line of the first column. Columns in the first line represent one host, and are refreshed sequentially
from left to right. At the same time, the second line is refreshed because no dependency exists between the lines or host
order in the console for data collection execution. Always ensure that you use the appropriate mode for the data collection
of source objects for the cells. Last-Interval (LI) data is preferable when possible. When you refresh the cells, the console
asks for the data in the same mode as defined for the source object. Requesting Real-Time (RT) data consumes more
CPU. Verify that your system parameters for the collector are the same as the object modes in the GOA script to ensure
that the data collection process does not overlap or conflict with the console refresh intervals. For example, if you perform
a pool scan every 30 minutes using the PAWINTVL system parameter to obtain the most current LI data for the Storage
Groups object, and you use RT mode for the same source object for the console cell with 30 minute cell refresh intervals,
two unnecessary RT data scans are processed. To preserve CPU, use LI mode for the Storage Groups console cell
source object with 15 minute refresh intervals.
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Job Submission and Substitution
This section describes the job submission and variable substitution services available to help prepare template JCL for
jobs to submit.

Vantage supports two methods of job submission:

• end-user initiated
• automatically initiated jobs

Storage managers (or other authorized users) submit end-user jobs manually from one of the available clients. Automatic
job submission is carried out in response to predefined limits having been reached or conditions having been satisfied.
The storage manager defines these limits and conditions as part of the customization process as well as the jobs to be
submitted and any timing involved, whenever the limits or conditions are reached.

Model JCL - JCL Templates

When you create a job (JCL stream) to submit, you determine the type of job being submitted, the number of steps, and
so on. The job can involve a standard storage management package (such as Disk), standard IBM utility programs, your
own utility programs, or any combination of these. These programs perform archiving, disk-to-disk migration, idle space
release, volume defrags, reporting, or any other function. You can also use IEFBR14 jobs for testing purposes.

Vantage helps you specify substitution variables (symbolic parameters) in the sample JCL you provide, allowing you to
create very generalized model JCL. Whenever Vantage submits a job (JCL stream) to the internal reader, it first scans the
entire JCL stream, finds all the variable names, and substitutes the current values for all the variables that were used.

The Windows Client also has an Edit Member (and Submit) function under the z/OS menu. You can use the Drag and
Drop feature to drag rows from object displays and drop them onto a JCL template in the Edit window. Substitution from
the rows into the Variables in the template will be done.

Vantage has a feature for helping you manage JCL, the JCL Model List feature.

NOTE
Substitution of variables uses the whole template record and changes all of its content. If the record is
determined as a JCL statement (if it starts by "/" and its length is 80), the substitution is limited to columns 1
through 71.

Edit PDS or PDSE Member
Use the Windows Client ability to edit any PDS or PDSE member containing 80-byte records. They may contain source
code, configuration data, JCL templates, or other text files.

This generic editor supports standard text editing functions such as Cut, Copy, Paste, Save, and Save As. It also includes
specialized edit tools to:

• Insert the variable name for any field in any object
• Drag rows from an object table and drop them into the member being edited (drag and drop)
• Show substitution of the field values (from the drag and drop) into the field variables that appear in the member being

edited
• Repeat entire sections of the member (bounded by //*REPEAT* and //*REPEATEND* statements) for each row being

dropped into the member
• Submit the member to the internal reader (submit a job)

To open the editor, select z/OS, Edit Member (Submit) from the Main menu bar.
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Open a Member

1. Click on the folder icon, from the editor toolbar, or open the File menu, and select Open to display the Open Member
dialog.

2. Type a PDS name in the PDS field.
3. Click Directory to view a list of all the members in a selected PDS.

The system displays a list of members. Additional member information includes the date and time of the last
modification, member size, and user ID.

4. Click on the member you intend to edit (or key in its name in the member field), and click OK.
The member appears in the PDS Member Editor dialog.

Special Tools and Services

Edit the member using the standard text editing functions such as Cut, Copy, Paste, Save and Save As. Or use the
specialized tools to insert object field variables, drag and drop records into the member, show the substitution, and submit
the job (assuming it is a JCL member, of course).

The Edit Member Dialog includes these menus:

• File menu - this includes the commands New, Open, Save, Save As, and Exit.
• Edit menu - this includes the commands Undo, Redo, Cut, Copy, Paste, Find, and Replace.
• Tools menu - this includes the commands Variables, Show Substitution, and Submit.

The most frequently used functions are also available from the toolbar. If you place your cursor over an icon in the toolbar,
a help label describes the icon.

The editor provides access to the following set of text and file manipulation commands:

• Use the Cut, Copy, and Paste commands to perform standard text editing functions.
• Use the Find, Find Next, and Replace commands to search for text and to perform global text replacements.
• Use the Undo command to reverse the last operation you performed.
• Use the Open command to open a new member.
• Use the Save command to save a modified member under its existing name.
• Use the Save As command to save a modified member under a new name.
• Use the Close command to exit the editor.
• Use the Variables command to display the list of object field names, and click on a field name to insert the field's

Variable name into the member at the current cursor position. Click on the
Display (and insert) Variables icon to list all the objects and their fields. Clicking on a field name moves the variable
name for that field into the member at the cursor location.

• Use the Substitute command to substitute the variables in the templates with values extracted from selected objects.
Click on the Show substitutions icon after dragging and dropping object records onto the (template) member being
edited if you want to see the resulting member after all field variables have been substituted with their respective field
values. Sections repeated due to the //*REPEAT* and //*REPEATEND* statements are also shown.

• Use the Submit command to submit the member to the internal reader. Use this only for JCL members. The submit
command also includes a scheduler which allows the job submit to be deferred until a later date and time, if desired.
Click on the Submit member to internal reader icon only for JCL members. A scheduler function enables the submit
function to be done at a later date and time, if required.

Drag and Drop Feature

The drag-and-drop feature is available in the Windows Client as part of the Edit Member option in the z/OS menu. This
feature lets you drag-and-drop rows from an object table into the Edit window to substitute variables in a JCL template.

1. Open the PDS member containing the appropriate JCL template using the Edit Member option in the z/OS menu.
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2. Select the object table row or rows you want to drag onto the template. You can use any of the selection methods
available. To select:

a single row
Click on the row number of the row you want to select.

multiple non-contiguous rows
Click on the row number of the first row you want to select and release the mouse, then Ctrl-click on any
additional row numbers of rows you want to select.

contiguous rows
Click the left mouse button and drag the pointer over the row numbers of the rows you want to select. (You can
also click on the row number of the first row you want to select and release the mouse, then hold down the Shift
key and click on the last row number of the last row you want to select.)

all the rows in a table
Click Select All Lines from the Edit menu.

3. After you have selected the rows you want to include, release the mouse button.
4. Move your cursor to position it on top of (any) one of the row numbers selected, then click and hold your left mouse

button. While holding the mouse button move the mouse slightly and the drag-and-drop icon will appear. The
appearance of the icon indicates that the Windows Client is ready to copy your selected rows. Do not release the
mouse button.

5. Once you see the icon, continue to drag the selected rows (indicated by the icon following your moving cursor) to the
template and drop them by releasing the mouse button.

NOTE
For more information, this feature is further described in the Windows Client help system under the topics Using
Drag and Drop, and Edit Member.

Substitution Variables and Services
Vantage supports five types of substitution variables.

• Vantage System Variables, for example, %%DATE%%
• Vantage Object and Field Variables, for example, %%DEVTYPE%%
• Vantage Old Format Variables, for example, %VOLUM
• z/OS System Symbols, for example, &SYSCLONE
• z/OS System Parameters, for example, !SYSNAME ('!' = X'5A')

The Vantage System Variables and Vantage Object and Field Variables can also be tokenized and sub-stringed. Detailed
information about all five types, tokenizing, sub-stringing, and other related topics compose the rest of this section.

NOTE
Substitution of variables uses the whole template record and changes all of its content. If the record is
determined as a JCL statement (if it starts by "/" and its length is 80), the substitution is limited to columns 1
through 71.

Vantage System Variables

Vantage system variables are available at all times, they can be used in any context, including work being done with any
object. The following is a list of the Vantage system variables:

%%DATE+nnnn%% %%DATE-nnnn%%
Variable: Today's date plus or minus nnnn number of days, returned in Gregorian format.
Format: DDMMMYYYY
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%%TIME%%
Variable: Time
Format: HH:MM

%%DATEG%%
Variable: Gregorian date
Format: DDMMMYYYY

NOTE
This variable is obsolete and removed from the Windows Client Substitution Variables window, but it is
still supported on the host side.

%%DATEJ+nnnn%% %%DATEJ-nnnn%%
Variable: Today's date plus or minus nnnn number of days, returned in Julian format.
Format: YYYYDDD

%%DATEN+nnnn%% %%DATEN-nnnn%%
Variable: Today's date plus or minus nnnn number of days, returned in Gregorian format with numeric month.
Format: DDMMYYYY

%%HHMMSS%%
Variable: Time with seconds
Format: HHMMSS

%%SYSID%%
Variable: System ID used by JES2 to identify the operating system. If SMF is not installed, SYSID defaults to 4
asterisks.
Format: 4 character alphanumeric string

%%SYSNAME%%
Variable: GRS name for current system ownership used by MVS and other major components to identify the
system on which Vantage runs.
Format: 8 character alphanumeric string

%%TODAY+nnnn%% %%TODAY-nnnn%%
Variable: Today's date plus or minus nnnn number of days, returned in Gregorian format.
Format: DDMMMYYYY”

%%TODAYG+nnnn%% %%TODAYG-nnnn%%
Variable: Today's date plus or minus nnnn number of days, returned in Gregorian format.
Format: DDMMMYYYY

NOTE
This variable is obsolete and removed from the Windows Client Substitution Variables window, but it is
still supported on the host side.

%%TODAYJ+nnnn%% %%TODAYJ-nnnn%%
Variable: Today's date plus or minus nnnn number of days, returned in Julian format.
Format: YYYYDDD

NOTE
This variable is obsolete and removed from the Windows Client Substitution Variables window, but it is
still supported on the host side.

%%DSNPFX%%
Variable: The value assigned to system parameter DSNPFX.
Format: 1 to 35 character DSN prefix

%%HSMPFX%%
Variable: The value assigned to system parameter HSMPFX.
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Format: 1 to 35 character DSN prefix
%%SCREVENT%%

Variable: The event type of the executing script. “GOA”, “SYSTEM”, and so on.
Format: 8 character Script Event Type

%%SCRNAME%%
Variable: The name of the executing script.
Format: 8 character Script Name

%%SCRPHASE%%
Variable: The phase number of the executing script. “1”, “2”, “3”, and so on.
Format: 1 character Script Phase Number

%%SCRSIMUL%%
Variable: Is the script running in simulation mode?
Format: 1 character Script Simulation Mode

%%NUMBRECS%%
Variable: Selected number of elements from an object.
Format: 1 - 15 character Selected number of records

Vantage System Parameters

Vantage system parameters are also available for substitution and can be used in any context, including work being done
with any object. The system parameter substitution will appear as the following:

%%system_parameter_name%%

NOTE
For more information about system parameters, see System Parameters.

Vantage Object and Field Variables

Vantage Object and Field Variables are available (can be resolved) only when working in the context of a specific object.
For example, when working with object POOLS, there are variables for every field within that object. Model JCL (a JCL
template) intended for use with this object, can use any or all of the field variables for that object. When Vantage is asked
to use that template with the POOLS object, it applies the template to each row it processes and substitutes the actual
contents of the referenced fields into the generated output, for example, the JCL stream being submitted.

If the same template is applied to a different object, few if any of the fields can be substituted because most, if not all, of
the field names are different between the two objects.

Since there are hundreds of objects, and many fields within each object, the complete list of these substitution variables is
too large to include here. However, to obtain the list for one or all objects, use the GENMAP utility.

Vantage Old Format Variables

The following substitution variables use a format from very old releases. Even though these old format variables may still
work, it is highly recommended that you use the new Object and Field Variables described above (and convert any old
variables, if still in use, to the new ones).
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• The old %VOLUM parameter was used to get the actual volume name when using old volume threshold support. The
current variable when working with the volumes object is %%VOLUME%%.

• The old %DCB parameter was used to get the actual number of free DSCBs in the VTOC when monitoring volumes.
The current variable when working with the volumes object is %%DSCBFREE%%.

• The old %VIR parameter was used to acquire the actual number of free VTOC Index Records when monitoring
volumes. The current variable when working with the volumes object is %%VIRSFREE%%.

• The old %JOB parameter was intended for use as part of the job name. When found in a template, it was usually
replaced with the last three characters of the object name. This variable helped provide unique job names for all jobs
submitted. The exception was when it was used with the old threshold support for logical data set groups (on primary
storage). In this case, it was replaced with the last three characters of the name of the logical group. In most cases, the
above usage can be replaced by using a substring of the appropriate object field, for example, %%VOLUME(3,3)%%
will use the last three characters of the volume name, and %%GRPNAME(7,3)%% will use the last three of the group
name.

• The old %GROUPNAME and %GROUPNM parameters were used with logical data set groups on primary storage.
• When %GROUPNAME was found in a template, it was replaced with all ten characters of the group name. When

%GROUPNM was found, it was replaced with only the first eight characters of the group name. The current variable
when working with the logical data set groups on primary storage is %%GRPNAME%%, which is the ten character
field. To get only the first eight characters, use the substring function, that is, specify %%GRPNAME(0,8)%%.

• The old %UNI parameter was used with the old defrag monitor. When found in a template, it was replaced with the unit
type of the monitored disk volume. The current variable when working with the volumes object is %%DEVTYPE%%.

• The old %PR parameter was used with the old volume or storage group threshold monitors. When found in a template,
it was replaced with the number that represents the percent of the monitored volume or storage group that is currently
allocated, that is, the percent allocated. The current variable when working with the volumes object is %%PCTALLO%
%, and when working with pools (storage groups) it is %%POOLUPCT%%.

z/OS System Symbols

System Symbols are all z/OS system related. IBM introduced them in MVS along with the SYSPLEX feature to motivate
sharing one SYS1.PARMLIB between as many systems as possible.

The Vantage substitution feature can now use the same symbols for substitution into both JCL and Vantage system
parameters. The following is one example of this:

&SYSNAME  (substitute to system name in z/OS, for example: XAE1)

Vantage system parameter example:

HSMLOGX (DFHSM.&SYSNAME..LOGX)

NOTE
For a description of IBM's z/OS System Symbols, see the appropriate IBM literature, for example their
Initialization and Tuning Reference manual.

z/OS System Parameters

System parameters hold values that control the initialization and performance of z/OS. Some parameters identify other
members of SYS1.PARMLIB that are to be used. For example, the GRSCNF system parameter identifies the GRSCNFxx
member. The IEASYSxx PARMLIB member specifies the system parameters that the system is to use. The operators can
specify system parameters during initialization, or accept the system parameters specified in IEASYSxx. The operators
may also modify the value of the system parameters when the system is up and running.

The Vantage substitution feature can now use the same symbols for substitution into both JCL and Vantage system
parameters. The following is one example of this:

!SYSNAME (substitute to system name in z/OS, for example: XAE1)
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Vantage system parameter example:

MCDSDSN (DFHSM.!SYSNAME..MCDS)   * MCDS DATASET 

SYSNAME happens to be a variable that is both a z/OS System Symbol and a z/OS System Parameter. Both should
resolve to the same value.

NOTE
For a description of IBM's z/OS System Parameters, see the appropriate IBM literature, for example their
Initialization and Tuning Reference manual.

Tokens

Some Vantage Object Variables hold text strings of several words rather than simple values. You can extract a
word (token) from the total string and use it for substitution by placing the token number you want after a colon in
the substitution variable. If, for example, an object variable named TEXT is a text string, the substitution variable %
%TEXT:12%% specifies the twelfth word of the string TEXT.

When parsing the total string to extract the individual tokens (words), white spaces are used the same way as in some
high level programming languages, such as C. In Vantage substitution, the white-space characters are the comma, the
blank, and the equal sign. White-space characters separate individual tokens. Any number of consecutive white-space
characters serve as a single separator between tokens.

Example of token values

The object variable named TEXT in the following example has seven tokens:

MSG1234E Error in program = PROG1, RC=16

If specified as tokens, then during substitution the token variables get the expanded values indicated:

%%TEXT:1%%
Becomes MSG1234E

%%TEXT:2%%
Becomes Error

%%TEXT:3%%
Becomes in

%%TEXT:4%%
Becomes program

%%TEXT:5%%
Becomes PROG1

%%TEXT:6%%
Becomes RC

%%TEXT:7%%
Becomes 16

NOTE
The character sequences “ = ” (blank, equal sign, blank) between Token 4 and Token 5, and “, ” (comma,
blank) between Token 5 and Token 6, are consecutive white-space characters and serve as single separators.
Therefore, they are not counted as tokens.
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Substrings

In Vantage System or Object Variables, you can specify a substring of the complete replacement text. The notation for
a substring is to specify the offset of the starting character and the desired length, in parenthesis. (Compare this to the
notation for a token, which uses the colon followed by the number of the word in the text.)

To obtain the rest of a string, specify 0 (zero) or a high number for length. If, for example:

%%HHMMSS%% substitutes to 085230

then:

%%HHMMSS(0,4)%% substitutes to 0852, and

      %%HHMMSS(2,99)%% substitutes to 5230.

To combine token and substring substitution, the token number must come before the substring specification. Vantage
uses the token number first, to find the desired token. Then it extracts the substring from the token. If, for example:

%%TEXT%% substitutes to I am from Czechoslovakia,

%%TEXT(0,10)%%%%TEXT:4(5,4)%% becomes I am from Oslo.

Substitution Failures

If variables fail to be substituted into your templates (message VAN0835E or VAN0836E), the combined length of the
substituted values may exceed the length of the output area. If so, either remove some of the variables or use tokens to
substitute shorter strings into the templates.

The maximum length of substituted variable substring is 124 characters. The following is an example of the variable
substitution with the maximum substring length: %%HLOTXT(0,124)%%.

GENMAP Utility - List Field Variables

The GENMAP utility can generate (produce) all the Object and Field Variables, and mapping macros, for every Vantage
object. It also shows you the names and numbers assigned to every object.

NOTE
For more information, see the member MAPPINGS distributed in the CCTUSAMP library.

INCLUDE Statement

JCL templates can contain %%INCLUDE statements. The INCLUDE statement points to the name of a sequential data
set or to the data set and member name of a PDS. When a template that contains an INCLUDE statement is opened, it is
automatically expanded and the contents of the designated file included in the parent template. INCLUDE statements can
be recursive.

The syntax of the INCLUDE statement is:

%%INCLUDE DSNAME datasetname MEMBER membername 

The keyword DSNAME can be abbreviated as DSN, MEMBER can be abbreviated as MEM.

Also, the blank delimiters can be replaced by a comma (,) or an equal sign (=). Any number of consecutive delimiters is
allowed. The above statement could also be written as:

%%INCLUDE DSN=datasetname, MEM = membername 

The DSN can be up to 44 characters long, the member name up to 8 characters.

NOTE
If DSN is omitted, the system assumes that the included file resides in the same library as the parent template.
Therefore, when using a single library for JCL templates, there is no need to specify the DSN.
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INCLUDE statements are intended for the reuse of existing templates in the creation of new ones. They provide a
convenient way to create standard building blocks for JCL streams. For example, INCLUDE statements allow for job card
customization in a standard storage management job template.

Member JCARD in DSN=CA.VANT.JCLLIB can contain your customized version of the following:

//JOBNAME   JOB  (ACCT-INFO),'YOUR-NAME',CLASS=C,MSGCLASS=X, 

//          NOTIFY=&SYSUID

Member JDEFRAG in DSN=CA.VANT.JCLLIB can then contain:

%%INCLUDE DSN=CA.VANT.JCLLIB,MEMBER=JCARD                        

//***************************************************************

//*** JCL TEMPLATE FOR DEFRAG OF A VOLUME                      **

//***************************************************************

//DEFRAG   EXEC PGM=ADRDSSU                                      

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                           

//SYSIN    DD *                                                  

 DEFRAG  DYNAM(%%VOL%%)                                          

/* 

If an error occurs during the expansion of an INCLUDE statement (for example, a referenced member is not found),
processing stops and an error message appears instead of the expanded statement.

REPEAT Statement

By including a REPEAT statement (or a pair of REPEAT/REPEATEND statements) in the JCL template, you can perform
the same substitution on more than one object record.

REPEAT causes the substitution mechanism to duplicate the last section of the template for each record on which you
want to perform the operation. (REPEAT duplicates the last portion of the template as many times as there are selected
records, variables that appear before the REPEAT statement are substituted only for the first record selected.)

The pair REPEAT/REPEATEND causes the substitution mechanism to duplicate the section of the template located inside
the pair, as many times as there are selected records. Variables that appear outside the REPEAT/REPEATEND pair are
substituted only for the first record selected.

The //*REPEAT* statement allows for a maximum of 999,999 records to be inserted.

The syntax of the REPEAT statement is:

//*REPEAT*

The syntax of the REPEAT/REPEATEND statement is:

//*REPEAT*

//%%YOUR_VARIABLE%%

//*REPEATEND*

New Template

If you want to repeat the JCL template when the value of a selected object field changes, use the keyword "NEWTEMP=".

The sections below and above the REPEAT/REPEATEND section will be added to the substituted text and substitution
processing will continue in the REPEAT/REPEATEND section of the new template.

The following is the syntax for NEWTEMP:

 //*REPEAT*,NEWTEMP=field_name

 //%%YOUR_FIELD_NAMES%% AND TEXT

 //*REPEATEND*
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The input object must be sorted on the field name selected in NEWTEMP.

Example of using NEWTEMP

//VOLJM%%MODEL%% JOB (01026),'BJART',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),

 //          REGION=0K,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

 //QURYCMD  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

 //SYSUT2    DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

 //SYSIN     DD  DUMMY

 //SYSUT1    DD  DATA,DLM=ZZ

   PROFILE NOPREFIX NOMSGID

 //*REPEAT*,NEWTEMP=MODEL

  VOLUME %%VOLUME%%   %%DEVTYPE%%  %%MODEL%%

//*REPEATEND*

ZZ

//*

This expands into:

//VOLJM1 JOB (01026),'BJART',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(1,1), 

//          REGION=0K,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//QURYCMD  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSUT2    DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN     DD  DUMMY

//SYSUT1    DD  DATA,DLM=ZZ

  PROFILE NOPREFIX NOMSGID

  VOLUME ALLOC1   3390  1

  VOLUME ALLOC2   3390  1

  VOLUME TSO93P   3390  1

ZZ

//*

//VOLJM9 JOB (01026),'BJART',CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=A,MSGLEVEL=(1,1), 

//          REGION=0K,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//QURYCMD  EXEC PGM=IEBGENER

//SYSUT2    DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN     DD  DUMMY

//SYSUT1    DD  DATA,DLM=ZZ

  PROFILE NOPREFIX NOMSGID

  VOLUME VTC025   3390  9

  VOLUME VTC026   3390  9

  VOLUME VTC027   3390  9

ZZ

//*

When the value of the field "MODEL" changes, a new template is written to the substituted JCL.

NOTE
Only one //*REPEAT*,NEWTEMP= section can exist in the JCL template. If multiple sections are coded, only
the first //*REPEAT*,NEWTEMP= will work correctly. Subsequent sections will not be substituted. However,
using multiple //*REPEAT* sections without the NEWTEMP works well. You can circumvent the NEWTEMP
restrictions. The following is an example of how you can circumvent the NEWTEMP restrictions.
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Example of using multiple REPEAT sections without the NEWTEMP

1. Use the Summary Designer and create a Value Summary Object from the DTOC4SYS object with Volume as the
value field. Set the optional "DSN INCL" filter on the source object. The following is an example of Summary Designer
entries to create the Summary Object:

General Section
Name: Test NEWTEMP workaround
Description: Test NEWTEMP workaround
Base Object: Data Sets For System (All) (DTOC4SYS)
Filter: "Data Set Name" INCL dsn.data.setname/
Mode: LI - Last Interval
Method: VALUE
Method applies on fields: Field 1 "Volume"

Content Section
Count: Yes
Percent: No
Fields included: ( Field ] Aggregations ): "Data Set Name" First

2. Create a script and JCL template like the following example. Use the same filter in the script as in the summary.
<GENERAL>

EVENT_TYPE=GOA

TITLE=Testing Newtemp workaround

SIMULATE=N

ENABLED=Y

LOAD_SCRIPT=Y

STARTTIME=0000

ENDTIME=2400

<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

SELECT_OBJ=S00DMV4A

SET_REALTIME

SET_FILTER=VOL <> X

EXECUTE

DO_FOR_ALL

ZOOM_TO_OBJ=DTOC4SYS

SET_LASTINTVL

SET_FILTER=DSN INCL dsn.data.setname/

EXECUTE

IF_RECORDS_GT=0

SUBSTITUTE_JCL=DSN=jcl.data.setname.JCL,MEMBER=TNEWTEMP,STRIP=B

SUBMIT_JOB

ELSE

ENDIF

NEXT

ENDDO

Where the following is the TNEWTEMP JCL member:
//jobcard   REGION=0K,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//EXECUTE EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14

//* First REPEAT

//* %%VOL%%

//*REPEAT*

//* %%DSN%%

//*REPEATEND*

//*
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//*

//* Second REPEAT

//*REPEAT*

//* %%DSN%%

//*REPEATEND*

//*

//*

This expands into:
//jobcard   REGION=0K,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//EXECUTE EXEC  PGM=IEFBR14

//* VOLUME1

//* DSN.DATA.SETNAME1 

//*

//*

//* DSN.DATA.SETNAME2

//*

//*

Control Stripping of Spaces of the Values

Use the Vantage sysparm STRIP to control variable substitution in Edit Member - Drag-and-Drop Feature.

NOTE
For more information, see the description of the STRIP parameter in System Parameters.

Sample Job Templates with Substitution Variables
Member SAMPJCL5 from the CCTUSAMP library is shown below, and illustrates the use of substitution variables in a
model JCL template.

FDR Compactor to defrag a volume:

(Member = SAMPJCL5 from the CCTUSAMP library.)

%%INCLUDE DSN=CA.VANT.JCLLIB,MEMBER=JCARD                        

//***************************************************************

//***    EXAMPLE JCL FOR FDR COMPAKTOR                         **

//***                                                          **

//***    CUSTOMIZE THIS EXAMPLE FOR YOUR INSTALLATION NEEDS    **

//***                                                          **

//***************************************************************

//COMPAKT  EXEC PGM=FDRCPK                                       

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                                           

//SYSMAP   DD SYSOUT=*                                           

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*                                           

//CPKWORK  DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))                       

//TAPE1    DD UNIT=T3480,                                        

//         DSN=YOUR.DATASET.%%VOL%%,DISP=(,CATLG)                

//DISK1    DD UNIT=%%UNIT%%,VOL=SER=%%VOL%%,DISP=OLD             

//SYSIN    DD *                                                  

  COMPAKT DUMP=YES,PSRLSE=ALL,PORLSE=ALL,TEMPS=KEEP              

  SELECT  ALLDSN,DSORG=(PO,PS)                                   

/*

The following JCL examples can be found in the CCTUSAMP library:
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JCLCONSL
Batch utility job to issue operator commands.

SAMPJCL1
Disk DSCL job to archive data sets.

SAMPJCL2
Disk DSCL job to move data sets.

SAMPJCL3
Disk DSCL job to release idle space.

SAMPJCL4
DFSMSdss job to defrag a volume.

SAMPJCL5
FDR compactor job to defrag a volume.

SAMPJCL6
DFSMSdss job to run idle space release and defrag a volume.

SAMPJCL7
DFSMShsm MIGRATE command to archive data sets.

SAMPJCL8
TSO SEND command to send a message to a TSO logon ID for a storage group threshold.

SAMPJCL9
TSO SEND command to send a message to a TSO logon ID for a volume threshold.

SAMPJC10
TSO SEND command to send a message to a TSO logon ID for a group threshold.

SAMPJC11
DFSMSdss job for a full dump operation to be used by the Hardware Monitor.

SAMPJC12
No longer included (was another defrag example).

SAMPJC13
Job to send e mail from Vantage.

SAMPJC14
Job to scratch ASG-Zara tape volumes.

SAMPJC15
Job to expire ASG-Zara volume chains.

SAMPJC16
Job to update ASG-Zara volume account info.

VANSENDM
Job to send Vantage mail or messages to Vantage users.

Special Job Submission Services
Vantage provides special job submission services including EOJ, security, scheduling and batch services.

EOJ Services

Whenever General Object Automation (GOA) executes a SUBMIT_PHASE_JOB, it automatically inserts an //EOJ
statement at the end of the job being submitted, if it is not already present.
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The Submit Processor used by automation components searches for //EOJ within the template JCL. If it finds one,
it changes it to execute the appropriate API (PGM=KNGEJ001), which will pass information back to the automation
component of the subsystem.

The EOJ API indicates the job has ended, but also passes the subsystem the highest return code from the submitted job.
The highest return code from the job is also set (indicated) for the EOJ step itself.

GOA processing of a multi-phase automation script can shift to the next phase based upon either the EOJ notification or
timing parameters.

Security Services

To allow both automated and end-user job submissions, the security access of both Vantage and of individual jobs must
be addressed as explained below.

NOTE
For more information regarding Security Services, see Startup Step 5: Establish Proper Security Environment in
Startup Steps.

Security - Maintaining Security when Users Submit Jobs

If the Vantage security support is active (which is the default), users can submit jobs from many of the object
displays. To establish proper security for these jobs, Vantage automatically inserts keywords USER=logon ID and
PASSWORD=password into the job statement of the JCL being submitted.

If for some reason you do not want this substitution, specify system parameter USERIDPW (N) in the VKGPARMS
member of PARMLIB. If you do so, the proper security for these jobs becomes the responsibility of your local installation
standards and procedures.

Security - Maintaining Security when Automation Submits Jobs

In RACF and Top Secret environments, the model job statement in any JCL to be submitted should not contain the logon
ID and password parameters. Instead, let the internal reader exit add the logon ID and password (associated with the
Vantage started task) to the job when the job is submitted.

Be sure that the logon ID and password associated with the Vantage started task (usually the storage administrator logon
ID, or one with equivalent authority), has full authority to the data the automation job must process.

ACF2, however, does not substitute the task logon ID and password into the job through the reader exit. Instead, a
special logon ID should be created for these submitted jobs. The model JCL references it in either a //*LOGONID logon ID
statement or the USER=logon ID parameter of the JOB statement.

NOTE
For more information, see ACF2 Example in Step 5: Establish Proper Access Authority in Perform Initial Startup.

Whichever security system you use, verify that the logon ID associated with the submitted jobs has the proper authority as
outlined above.

Job Scheduling Services

Vantage can submit jobs immediately for end-user requests or for any condition it has been asked to monitor. But in both
cases, job submission can also be scheduled for execution at a later time.

The Vantage scheduler lets you schedule jobs using one of two methods:

• Specifying an absolute day and time when you want the job to be executed
• Specifying a delay in days, hours, or minutes
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Batch Utility to Issue Operator Commands

You can issue operator commands to Vantage or other systems by using the batch job step provided in the JCLCONSL
member of the CCTUSAMP library. You can provide one or more operator commands as the SYSIN stream to this utility,
or a single command using the PARM= parameter on the EXEC statement. When the PARM= parameter is used, the
SYSIN stream is ignored.

An example of when this utility may be useful is as follows. Assume GOA script XXX submits a batch process that may
require an extended period of time to complete, and that you want to ensure that script XXX does not even try to submit
the job again until after it completes the first time.

This can be achieved by adding a step to disable the script as follows:

//STEP1 EXEC PGM=VANCONSL

      //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=ca.vantarg.LOADLIB

      //SYSIN    DD   *

      F SAMS,AUTO,DISABLE=GOA,XXX  

And a final step to enable it again:

//STEPLAST EXEC PGM=VANCONSL                     

      //STEPLIB  DD   DISP=SHR,DSN=ca.vantarg.LOADLIB

      //SYSIN    DD   *                                

      F SAMS,AUTO,ENABLE=GOA,XXX

JCL Model List
The JCL Model List object associates specific JCL members with one or more Vantage objects.

You can find the complete list under the Vantage Management object tree folder. This List feature helps you manage JCL.
The JCL Model List feature provides the same functionality as the Member Editor (Submit) function however it presents
your JCL working environment (the Object Table, the Associated JCL Members, the Substitution Variable List, and the
PDS Member Editor) in one window so that working with your JCL is much easier.

You can use the JCL Model List feature to select JCL models to be used by objects or a group of objects using pattern
matching. These models can be used to perform actions or storage management functions in batch jobs. The models can
contain object variables that are substituted upon request or at submit time.

You can start the JCL Model List feature two ways:

• By right-clicking an object in the object tree, and selecting JCL Model List from the object tree pop-up menu.
• By clicking the down-arrow next to the Definitions icon on the object toolbar and selecting JCL Model List from the

drop-down list.

Both options will result in the appearance of the JCL Model List dialog. The JCL Model List dialog displays the object data
and the list of JCL members associated with that object in separate panes.

The Object Table pane displays the object selected. You can use the object view menu options in the pane to change the
object view, such as sort, filter, zoom, and so on.

The Associated JCL Members pane displays the JCL models you have created and linked to the object selected. You can
use the Associated JCL Members pane Action options to modify the JCL Model information displayed in the pane, add
new JCL models, and to delete JCL Models.

NOTE
For more information about the Associated JCL Members pane, click the Associated JCL Members pane menu
bar Help option and select Help About Object.
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• Double-click a model line, and two additional panes appear in the JCL Model List dialog: the Substitution Variable List
for the object, and the PDS Member Editor with the model JCL.

Using the PDS Member Editor pane you can edit the model JCL, create new JCL Models, insert variables, substitute
variables with object information, submit the JCL, and so on.

NOTE
For more information about PDS Member Editor options click the Help option on the PDS Member Editor pane
Menu Bar.

• Click in the JCL in the PDS Member Editor pane where you want a variable to be inserted, and then double-click the
desired variable in the Substitution Variable List pane.
The variable appears in the PDS Member Editor pane where you indicated.

• Repeat Step 3 until you have included all your variables in the PDS Member Editor pane.
Now you are ready to substitute the variables in your JCL with object line information.

• Click a line or multiple lines in the Object Table pane, then drag-and-drop them into the PDS Member Editor.
When you do this, a new PDS Member Editor dialog is opened with the resulting JCL; that is, the field values from
your selected object table lines are substituted into the variable locations in a copy of your JCL model in a new PDS
Member Editor dialog.

• Click the Submit icon in the PDS Member Editor toolbar when your JCL is complete and you are ready to submit it.
A message dialog appears advising that your JCL has been submitted.

Working with the Complete JCL Model List

It is usually most convenient to work with a specific object and retrieve the model JCL associated with that object as just
described. However, there may be times when you want to review your complete list of JCL members associated with all
the various objects. You may want to add, modify or delete entries in the list itself, edit and save the contents of one or
more of the referenced JCL members, or open a specific JCL member to use with the drag and drop feature, or to submit
the JCL directly.

For all of these, select the Vantage Management folder in the object tree, and open the JCL Model List object. The table
will display all records from the JCLMLIST member in your PARMLIB; that is, member names and JCL libraries are
shown for all objects. Double click a specific entry to open the JCL member within an edit pane and make use of its many
features.

To modify the contents of the JCLMLIST itself, use one of the three available Actions.

If the table does not contain any records, a dummy entry will be created which can be used as a template with the Modify
Row action. The member name in this dummy entry is NONE. This member name is reserved and you have to change it
before you click accept. Updates will be saved in the member JCLMLIST in your user PARMLIB.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure JCL Model List.

Work with Trend Data in Another LPAR
Vantage enables you to work with trend and historical data on a different LPAR than the system on which the data was
generated.

Vantage system parameters LPARLOGR and LPARLOGW can be used to work with Vantage historical data on an LPAR
where the Vantage object logs (trends) or capture data sets were not originally created, or to create new historical data in
the same way that they would be created on another system. Vantage log or capture data set names include a part of the
MVS system ID (LPAR) on which they were created.

By default, log and capture data set names have the following format:

DSN=prefix.Oobjnb.tvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss 
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where:

ssid
Is the MVS system ID (SID)

For more information about the data set name format, see the system parameters TRENDPFX and CAPPFX. For
more information about how to set the MVS system ID (SID) for reading and writing logs, see the system parameters
LPARLOGR and LPARLOGW.

Special considerations and limitations

• You can only read the log or capture data sets created on another system if they are accessible. Data sets are
accessible if they are transferred to a system or allocated on shared volumes, and all the systems involved share the
ICF catalog.

• Once you set the parameters LPARLOGR, LPARLOGW, or both, for a Vantage host, do not use the same HLQ prefix
TRENDPFX or CAPPFX and MVS system ID (&SYS) for other Vantage hosts running simultaneously in a shared
environment (shared volumes, shared ICF catalog).

• The parameter LPARLOGW ensures that the log and capture data sets are created with the SSID that you specify.
However, the data inside these trend data sets will be labeled with the SSID of the system where the Vantage host task
is running. The column Log Hdr Sysid in the log data shows the SSID of the system where the data was collected and
recorded.

Use Case A: Setting up Vantage if you rename an LPAR

If you rename the system where the Vantage log or capture data sets were created, you must update the system
parameter LPARLOGR to include the former name of the system.

For example, if the former MVS system ID was SYSA and the new ID is SYSB, the LPARLOGR should have one of the
following values:

• LPARLOGR(&SYS,SYSA)
• LPARLOGR(SYSA,SYSB)
• LPARLOGR(SYS*)

If you use either of those values, log data sets are read from both the new system SYSB and the former system SYSA.

Use Case B: Setting up Vantage if the host has to be started on a different LPAR than usual

In this example, SYSA is the main system where Vantage usually runs. If SYSA is under maintenance or it is affected by
an outage, the Vantage host can run on SYSB with the ability to read logs from SYSA and to create new logs like they
would be created on SYSA. Set LPARLOGR and LPARLOGW system parameters to the following values:

LPARLOGR(SYSA)
Log data sets created in system SYSA, and data sets created in any system with MVS system ID SYSA in the
name are read

LPARLOGW(SYSA)
Log data sets are created with the MVS system ID SYSA, regardless where the Vantage host is running

Peer to Peer Communication
Peer to peer communication between running Vantage tasks uses TCP/IP and must be defined in the P2PLIST parmlib
member.

You have the following options:

• Select one or more members of a source PDS and distribute the members to one or more target systems with running
Vantage tasks.
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– From a PDS Directory Information object when you zoom from the Data Sets for System (All) object.
– From a PDS Directory Information object when you zoom from the Configuration Data Sets object.
– From the Automation Loaded Scripts object.

WARNING
The Peer to Peer distribution is supported only if the system parameter Activate the Security Interface
SECURITY is set to (Y) in all participants.
NOTE
You can distribute only source members with record length of 80 and FB record format.

• Collect existing SMF records from one or more systems.

Distribute Source Members from the Data Sets for System (All) Object

You can distribute members to another running Vantage subsystem on the same Sysplex or on a remote system.

1. In the Data Set Management, select All Data Sets.
2. In the Data Set for System (ALL) object, select one PDS data set and zoom to the PDS Directory Information object.

The PDS member names are listed.
3. Select one or more members and then select the action Distribute Mbr.
4. In the action window, enter the target participant name. Enter a name or a definition that exists in the member where

the peer to peer connections are defined.
5. (Optional) Select Simulate.
6. (Optional) Select Replace.
7. Specify the target PDS.
8. Click Execute.

Distribute Source Members from the Configuration Data Sets Object

If you zoom from the Configuration Data Sets object, special rules apply. Columns from this object like Sysparm and
ConfigGrp are used to find target PDS. If Sysparm equals -NA, ConfiGrp is used to find the target DD name. If only one
data set exists for that DD name, this data set is used. If more data sets exist in concatenation, the target system returns
the name of the data set where the member currently exists. If the member does not yet exist, a new member is written to
the first data set in the DD concatenation. If Sysparm is not -NA, the data set name is resolved by a request to the target
system for that specific Sysparm. The related data set is used during the copy operation. If you specify Target PDS in the
Action panel, this value is used for all target participants and it overrides the Sysparms or DD name.

Distribute Source Members Using Vantage Internal Management

You can distribute members to another running Vantage subsystem on the same Sysplex or on a remote system.

1. In the Vantage Internal Management, select Data Sets and then select Configuration.
2. In the Vantage Configuration Data Sets object, select one PDS data set and zoom to the PDS Directory Information

object.
The PDS member names are listed.

3. Select one or more members and then select the action Distribute Mbr.
4. In the action window, enter the target participant name. Enter a name or a definition that exists in the member where

the peer to peer connections are defined.
5. (Optional) Select Simulate.
6. (Optional) Select Replace.
7. (Optional) Specify the target PDS.
8. Click Execute.

Distribute Source Members Using Data Set Management
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You can distribute members to another running Vantage subsystem on the same Sysplex or on a remote system.

1. In Data Set Management, select Vantage Configuration DSNs.
2. In the Vantage Configuration Data Sets object, select one PDS data set and zoom to the PDS Directory Information

object.
The PDS member names are listed.

3. Select one or more members and then select the action Distribute Mbr.
4. In the action window, enter the target participant name. Enter a name or a definition that exists in the member where

the peer to peer connections are defined.
5. (Optional) Select Simulate.
6. (Optional) Select Replace.
7. (Optional) Specify the target PDS.
8. Click Execute.

Distribute Source Members from the Automation Loaded Scripts Object

You can distribute members to another running Vantage subsystem on the same Sysplex or on a remote system.

1. In Automation and Logging, select All Scripts Loaded.
2. In the Automation Loaded Scripts object, select one or more members and then select the action Distribute Mbr.
3. (Optional) Select Simulate.
4. Click Execute.

The system automatically resolves the target library according to the specification in the target PARMLIB(VKGPARMS)
member.

WARNING
When you distribute members from the Automation Loaded Scripts object and the members already exist in the
target participant, they are always replaced.

Collect SMF Records from One or More Systems

You can distribute existing SMF records to other Peer to Peer participants.

1. Uncomment the following two lines in the CONFIG member in your PARMLIB.
*COMP=SMF           UNCOMMENT IF THE SMF INTERFACE IS USED
*COMP=P2P           UNCOMMENT IF THE P2P INTERFACE IS USED

2. Define Y in position 72 in the P2PLIST PARMLIB member for the P2P entry that you want to send SMF records to.
– Example:
VANTSTC 00777 SYS1                                    VANTAGE USERID1 Y
The system sends the SMF record to VANTSTC, port 00777 on SYS1. A passticket is used for the connection to
VANTSTC. VANTAGE is the passticket name and USERID1 is the user ID for the logon to VANTSTC, port 000777 on
SYS1.
If you define the running system as an entry in the P2PLIST table, it is ignored. This system does not send and
process SMF records using P2P.

3. Use the /F SAMS,SMF,DIAG command to display the SMF transfer.
The information about the P2P SMF transfer is printed in the MSGE output file.
If you update the P2PLIST definitions in your PARMLIB, use the /F SAMS,P2P,REFRESH command to activate the
P2P and SMF P2P definitions.

NOTE
The Peer to Peer Communication feature does not create SMF records, neither it helps create SMF records.
You can only transfer existing SMF records using Peer to Peer Communication.
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Monitor Internal Status
The Vantage Internal Status Monitor is an object that gathers information about the state of different components and
collectors.

The Internal Status Monitor maintains a viewable object that keeps track of all monitored resources and the states of
these resources. Actions and commands may be issued from this object to start or stop some of the resource types. You
can find the Internal Status Monitor object in the object tree under CA Vantage Internal Management, Status Monitors.

Usage

The Internal Status Monitor initializes during startup, before the initialization of the monitored resources, and continues to
run until Vantage is shut down. At all times each, monitored resource has a current state. The current state of a resource
may be OK, Warning, or Failed. Within these common states, resources have sub-states which are displayed in the
Substate field.

All monitored resources call a common API each time the resource detects a state change that qualifies for monitoring.
These calls reach the status monitor in real time and are used to save the new State and Substate. Calls to the API are
also used to issue alerts. Currently, console messages are the only type of alert available.

The Internal Status Monitor object is a standard Vantage object. You can use normal filtering to display resources of
interest. Using the Windows Client, you can color-code the various State and Substate values for increased visibility of
problems. Automated monitoring and reporting are also possible.

A checkpoint is taken each a state change occurs. A log entry is created if the STMONLOG parameter is set to Y. If this
parameter is set to N, the Internal Status Monitor displays only the current status of the monitored resources and no
historical data for monitored resources is kept.

NOTE
For more information about logging this information, see the STMONLOG parameter in System Parameters.

When the state of a resource changes, the previous state is kept for display and reporting purposes. For example, a
resource with a previous state of Failed, that was later restarted may now have a state of OK. Transient state changes
such as changes that occur during normal shutdown and startup, or through internal recovery processing, do not apply.
Instead, the previous state remains the last checkpoint state during these changes.

NOTE
For details regarding the various resources that are monitored, the state definitions, and other field descriptions,
see the object help for the Internal Status Monitor object.

Implementation Considerations

Vantage is a robust system that is structured in a modular way. Failures in one area of the product do not cause the
entire product to stop operating. Knowing the status of services that are necessary for performing mission-critical tasks is
important.

The Internal Status Monitor issues the VAN1545I console message whenever a state change occurs in any monitored
resource. In addition, if a resource fails, the VAN1546E console message is issued.

Vantage message automation scripts can monitor these messages, issue alerts, and take actions such as attempted
restarts. The affected resource and status information can be extracted from these messages for use by the alerts and
actions.

For message automation to work in this way, the CONMSG script server resource within Vantage needs to be operational.
An automated operations product outside of Vantage, such as OPS/MVS, can be used to monitor the specific console
message for this resource.

NOTE
For more information about Vantage message automation scripts, see Message Automation (MA) Scripts.
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Customization Example - Color Coding the Current State

The Current St columns represents the current state of a resource (Ok, Warning, or Failed). In this example, we will apply
color coding to this column, to provide a visual cue when there is an issue with a resource.

NOTE
You have the same options to customize the Internal Status Monitor object as you do any object in the object
tree. You can similarly color code any column in the table view of any object.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Internal Status Monitor object.
The Internal Status Monitor object is displayed in table format.

2. Right-click the Current St column heading.
The following column heading options are displayed:
– Column Color Coding
– Find
– Sort Ascending
– Sort Descending

3. Left-click the Column Color Coding option.
The Color Coding for Current State dialog is displayed.

4. Click the first top cell in the Condition column and type an equal (=) sign or click the down arrow that appears and
select the equal (=) sign.

5. Click the first top cell in the Value column and type Ok

NOTE
Ensure that you use an upper case O and a lower case k.

6. Click the first top cell in the Color column
The Color dialog appears enabling you to select the Green color.

7. Click OK.
The Color Coding for Current State dialog is displayed.

8. Repeat steps 4 to 7 for the second row of cells, using the following information:
– Condition: =
– Value: Warning
– Color: Yellow

9. Repeat steps 4 to 7 for the third row of cells, using the following information:
– Condition: =
– Value: Failed
– Color: Red

10. Click the OK button.
The Internal Status Monitor object Table View dialog is displayed with the Current St column color coded.

11. Click File, and select Save, to save your settings.
When you open the Internal Status Monitor, the color codes are displayed in the Current St column.

Customization Example - Freezing the Resource Type Column

You can freeze columns so that when you scroll to the right in a table view, certain columns remain in view. Before you
perform these steps, observe the following options:

• You can include as many columns as you want as Freeze Columns in any table view of an object.
• You can move the freeze column line in the table view of any object.
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Follow these steps:

1. Click on the vertical line between the ResName and the ResType columns and drag-and-drop the line to the vertical
line between the ResType and the Current St columns.

NOTE
This step does not work if you click and drag the section of the line between the column headings.

The Freeze Column Line is displayed between the ResType and the Current St columns. When you scroll to the right
in the Internal Status Monitor object, the ResName and the ResType columns are always displayed in the left columns
of the view.

2. Click File, and select Save to save your settings.When you open the Internal Status Monitor, the Freeze Columns line
is between the ResType and the Current St columns.

Customization Example - Restore the Internal Status Monitor Table View to Factory Settings

When you return the Internal Status Monitor table view to the factory settings, you erase all customized settings in the
table view, for example the Column Color Coding settings and the Freeze Columns settings. Before you perform this
action, note the following options:

• To remove only the color coding settings, open the Color Coding dialog for the column colors that you want to remove
and remove the conditions.

• To remove only the Freeze Columns settings, move the Freeze Columns line to where you want the line.

Follow these steps:

1. Right-click the Internal Status Monitor object in the Object Tree, and select Return to Default Settings from the object
options menu.
A confirmation dialog is displayed.

2. Click Yes.
All changes to the Internal Status Monitor are replaced with factory default settings. This change is visible the next
time that you open the Internal Status Monitor object.

CPU and Memory Usage
These best practices can help you configure and use Vantage to avoid excess CPU and memory usage within your
storage environment.

Vantage system defaults are designed to achieve optimized performance, however, improper usage of some features can
lead to unnecessary CPU and memory usage overhead. This section outlines some best practices that can help you to
avoid CPU and memory constraints within your unique storage environment.

Collection of Data

Requesting Real-Time (RT) data ensures that you work with the most current type of data, but consumes the largest
amount of system resources. To reduce excessive use of system resources, Last-Interval (LI) data is available for some
objects. Once the object data is collected by a collector (for example, Volume/Pool Space Collector or DTOC Collector) or
system script, the data is immediately available for all requests.

NOTE
One RT request is equivalent to one collection of LI data.

The following Vantage features can request data:

• General Object Automation scripts
• System scripts
• Standard Windows and Consoles in the Vantage Windows client
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Instead of requesting RT data, request data for the last interval using the mode that you specify in the script, the console
definition, or directly in the Vantage Windows client. Once the data is collected, operations against LI data consume
considerably fewer resources than operations against RT data.

Processing Too Many Records for Objects or Reports

When you process a large number of records for an object or report simultaneously, you consume unnecessary CPU
resources and memory. To avoid excessive consumption, set appropriate limits for the number of records that are
processed based on the object mode. You can also filter records before executing a data collection which reduces the
memory usage.

NOTE
The Sort feature increases the use of CPU, but can considerably reduce memory usage.

Example: Using GOA Scripts

Problem: 

Several GOA scripts require LI data for one of the following objects that are created during a Volume/Pool Space
collection:

• Storage Groups (POOLS)
• Volume Space (LSPACEPO)
• Storage Group (POOLVOLS)
• All DASD UCBs (DASDUCBS)

You run these scripts several times a day. When viewing the data in the Vantage client, you require current data.

Solution: 

Set the PAWINTVL parameter to a value that stipulates that LI data is created for the objects every 20 minutes. If you run
the GOA scripts once a day and access the POOLs objects just a few times each week, setting the PAWINTVL parameter
to a value of 240 or higher is sufficient.

Using a DTOC collector

A DTOC collector may run in multiple threads. The more threads the DTOC collector uses, the faster the scan is
performed but the more CPU capacity Vantage requires. The DTOCRDRS parameter specifies the number of threads
that the DTOC collector uses. This parameter also specifies the number of threads for any other RT request for DTOC
objects such as the DTOC4SYS and DTOC4POL objects. A value of four threads provides a sufficient balance between
the amount of elapsed time and the amount of CPU the Vantage task uses.

System Parameters

To tune the Vantage task properly, review the following system parameters.

DTOC parameters: 

• DTCINTVL
• DTOCDUPS
• DTOCRDRS
• DTOCMOPT
• DTOCMVDS

Memory-related parameters: 
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• AUDITNUM
• AUDITOUT
• CDSNMBRS
• DSNNMBRS
• GENNMBRS
• GRPOVLAP
• LOGREAD
• MSGNMBRS
• VVDSNMBR

Other parameters: 

• EMCINTVL
• EXTINTVL
• HTCNTVL
• PAVINTVL
• PAWINTVL
• PPRCNTVL

For more information about how CPU and memory usage affects performance, see Performance.

FlashCopy Support
Vantage supports FlashCopy by providing a FlashCopy Volumes object and line actions.

The FlashCopy Volumes object is located in the RAID Devices folder of the Object Tree.

About FlashCopy

FlashCopy is part of IBM’s Copy Services. It can be used on enterprise subsystems like the DS series. FlashCopy
works on extents and full volume copy. The maximum number of FlashCopy sessions per volume is 255. Data set level
FlashCopy extents can be on more than one volume. FlashCopy Relationship is used to refer to all the individual source
and target FlashCopy pairs that are required to form a volume or data set copy.

FlashCopy enables you to make copies of a set of tracks, with the copies immediately available for read or write access.
This set of tracks can consist of an entire volume, a data set, or just a selected set of tracks.

FlashCopy has the following phases:

Establish
The Establish phase is very fast, it just involves setting up pointers to a bitmap mask. Once it is complete, the
source and target disks can be accessed independently. From an applications point of view, the copy is complete
once the Establish phase is over. This is sometimes called the T0 data position.

Copy
The way the Copy phase is performed depends on if FlashCopy is running in Copy or NoCopy mode.

Termination
The Termination phase can happen automatically once all the data from the source has been copied over, or
as a response to a FCWITHDRAW command or Withdr FlashCopy line action. At this time, there is no longer a
FlashCopy relationship between source and target, they are independent volumes again.

Types of FlashCopy

FlashCopy can be used in the following ways:
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Volume Level FlashCopy
The target volume must be the same size or bigger than the source and have the same logical track format.
A target volume can only be in one FlashCopy relationship at a time. The volumes needed to be in the same
logical subsystem. In newer releases of FlashCopy, the source and target volumes must be in the same Storage
Complex, but they can be in different logical subsystems. For an IBM DS8000 series raid box in LPAR mode, the
source and target volumes must be in the same storage LPAR.

Copy Mode
All the data from the source to the target volume will be physically copied as a background task. When the copy
is complete, there is no longer a relationship between source and target. The target disk is an exact copy of the
source disk.

NoCopy Mode
Data will only be copied to the target disk when it is updated on the source disk.
The relationship between source and target lasts until it is manually terminated, or all the data on the target disk
has been updated.

FlashCopy Actions in Vantage

The FlashCopy Volumes object is located in the RAID Devices folder of the Object Tree. For information about the object
and its fields, see the Help About Object. The following FlashCopy line actions are available for the FlashCopy Volumes
object:

Establ FlashCopy
Use the Establ FlashCopy line action to set up a FlashCopy relationship:

1. Open the FlashCopy Volumes object.
The FlashCopy Volumes object is located in the RAID Devices folder of the Object Tree.

2. Determine the source and target volume CUAX numbers for the FlashCopy.
3. Select the line of the source volume in the FlashCopy Volumes object.
4. Click Actions, then Establ FlashCopy.

The Actions dialog opens.
5. Click in the Target Device Number field and enter the target volume CUAX number.
6. Choose additional options as needed and click Accept.

The system performs the FlashCopy as specified.

Withdr FlashCopy
Use the Withdr FlashCopy line action to withdraw (delete) a FlashCopy relationship:

1. Open the FlashCopy Volumes object.
2. Select the line in the FlashCopy Volumes object that shows the FlashCopy relationship you want to withdraw

(delete).
NOTE
The FlashCopy relationship is indicated when the value in the RCuax field is greater than 0000. The
SrcTgt field indicates if the CUAX volume is a (S)ource or (T)arget volume.

3. Click Actions, then Withdr FlashCopy.
The Actions dialog opens.

4. Click Accept to perform the action.
The system withdraws (deletes) the FlashCopy relationships shown on the selected line.

DFSMShsm Fast Replication
DFSMShsm Fast Replication is a lightweight mirroring solution that and provides immediate access to a copy of the
mirrored data.
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DFSMShsm Fast Replication uses FlashCopy, which is a point-in-time copy of a volume. A FlashCopy point-in-time copy
provides an almost immediate volume copy.

The process of fast data replication builds a map to the source volume tracks or extents. You can access the data
without the need to wait for the physical copy to complete. Both the source and target data are available for read/write
access almost immediately. The copy process continues in the background. The contents of the target volume are an
exact duplicate of the source volume at that point in time. From that point in time, you can back up, recover to, and
resume processing. For more information about DFSMShsm Fast Replication, see the IBM document DFSMShsm Fast
Replication Technical Guide.

You can use the following DFSMShsm Fast Replication objects:

• DFSMShsm Fast Replication Status
• DFSMShsm Fast Replication Backup
• DFSMShsm Fast Replication Dump
• DFSMShsm Fast Replication Volume Pairs
• SMS Copy Pool
• DFSMShsm Fast Replication CIDS Data Sets
• DFSMShsm Fast Replication CIDS Details

NOTE
DFSMShsm Fast Replication works only if you have the Backup option configured.

DFSMShsm Fast Replication Status

The DFSMShsm Fast Replication Status object provides information that is related to Fast Replication for all DFSMShsm
tasks that are active in one MVS image. If a DFSMShsm task has been shut down, only the task name is shown.

The program reads real-time data from each running DFSMShsm task. Fast Replication Global Control Block (FRGCB) is
the source for most data.

NOTE
In the object tree, this object is stated as FR Status.

DFSMShsm Fast Replication Backup

The DFSMShsm Fast Replication Backup object provides information about the backup versions that are created for a
copy pool. The object record contains the number of versions that are created for the copy pool. The object record also
contains important information about each version, such as the token, time, and date when the backup occurred. The
record provides information about how many dump versions exist and if a particular version is valid.

To generate object data, the program reads Fast Replication Backup (FRB) records located in the backup control data set.

NOTE
In the object tree, this object is stated as FR Backup.

DFSMShsm Fast Replication Dump

The DFSMShsm Fast Replication Dump object (FRD) provides information about the FRD versions that are created for
existing copy pools and dump classes.

To generate object data, the program reads the FRD control block records located in the backup control data set.

NOTE
In the object tree, this object is called FR Dump.
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DFSMShsm Fast Replication Volume Pairs

The DFSMShsm Fast Replication Volume Pairs object provides information about the source and target pairs for backup
versions of a storage group.

To generate object data, the program reads the Fast Replication Volume Pairs (FRVP) records that are located in the
backup control data set.

NOTE
In the object tree, this object is called FR Volume Pairs.

SMS Copy Pool

The SMS Copy Pool object (SCPYPOOL) contains detailed information about copy pools defined in your system. A copy
pool is an SMS construct that logically groups storage groups. Up to 256 SMS storage groups can be mapped to this SMS
construct.

To create the object data, the program queries SMS for copy pool definitions.

NOTE
In the object tree, this object is called Copy Pools.

DFSMShsm Fast Replication CIDS Data Sets

The DFSMShsm Fast Replication CIDS Data Sets object displays the cataloged data sets that match the pattern
BPREFIX.HSMCIDS.*. These data sets are created when you perform an FRBACKUP and they contain information about
cataloged data sets that were backed up.

To create the object, the Catalog is queried for data sets that match the BPREFIX.HSMCIDS.* pattern.

NOTE
In the object tree, this object is called FR CIDS Data Sets.

DFSMShsm Fast Replication CIDS Details

The DFSMShsm Fast Replication CIDS Details object provides information about the catalog records stored within the
CIDS data set. This kind of information is necessary for data set level recoveries to function correctly.

To generate the object data, the program parses the Catalog Capture Information (CCI) records within the CIDS data set.

NOTE
In the object tree, the object is called FR CIDS Details.

The Allocation Option
The Vantage Allocation Option is the Vantage component that interacts with the Allocate product.

Together, Vantage and Allocate provide a rich set of DASD space-usage enforcement tools. The Vantage Allocation
Option provides the following functions:

• Configuring Allocate (accessible by selecting Allocation Manager from the z/OS menu in the Windows Client)
• Viewing the status of Allocate quotas (accessible from the Allocation Control folder in the object tree)
• Configuring the spare Allocate volumes table. For more information, see Configure Spare Allocate Volumes.
• Viewing the status of the spare volume table (accessible from the Allocation Control folder in the object tree)

To resolve the problems that arise when multiple users share the same pool of disk storage, the Vantage Allocation
Option monitors DASD pool usage by user, group, or department and gives the storage administrators control over how
much space is used at any level. The Vantage Allocation Option can monitor an entire installation and enforce corporate
allocation standards and policy.
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As a system utility program for z/OS operating systems, Allocate controls how storage space is allocated. It intercepts
requests for storage space and executes an Allocation Selection Routine (ASR) that is written in a CLIST-like language.
It also provides many built-in variables, such as DSN and USER, which are used to make decisions for controlling
allocations.

Allocate provides direct interfaces to the ACF2, Top Secret, and RACF security systems. It interfaces with the installed
security system to determine logon IDs and to make sure that allocations for certain data sets are allowed on certain
volumes.

Allocate can also be used to enforce an installation's naming standards. You do this by either defining what names (or
name patterns) are allowed or, optionally, which users are authorized to use each data set name.

Allocate can control the assignment of retention periods and expiration dates during the allocation process. The minimum,
maximum, and default retention periods can be set at the data set, pool, or system-wide level.

If data set usage is tracked by groups rather than by individual users, Allocate provides additional features. It can define
groups explicitly or, if using its RACF security interface, Allocate can obtain the group ID with which the user is associated
in RACF. This use of groups minimizes the repetition of logon IDs when defining installation options.

The Allocation Selection Routine (ASR) can call up to ten User Exits at any point in the routine. If special requirements
exist at an installation, these exits can be coded to further tailor Allocate.

However, Allocate is designed with sufficient flexibility so that most installations can use the product to provide the needed
functions without coding special routines of their own.

Interactions

Allocate and Vantage interact in the following ways:

• Vantage can read and display storage groups defined by Allocate.
• Vantage General Object Automation (GOA) features can be applied to the Allocate storage groups.
• Vantage provides a special automation feature that can add spare volumes to Allocate storage groups based upon

user specified conditions.
• Vantage provides trend logging and analysis for the Allocate storage groups and quota groups.

When sysparm INCLVAMS (Y) is specified, Vantage automatically retrieves the Allocate storage group definitions and
monitors them, your Allocate storage groups, the same as other storage groups (SMS, MVS, and USR defined). Space
and other attributes are collected for analysis and display from the Windows Client, and all results are available to the
General Object Automation (GOA) component.

Use the GOA Wizard to create scripts to automatically manage your Allocate storage groups, such as set appropriate
thresholds and actions to take when the thresholds are violated.

In addition to all the standard actions, a special GOA action is available to dynamically add a volume into an Allocate
storage group. When you request this action, it takes a reserved volume from your VAMSPARE table in PARMLIB and
dynamically adds it into the Allocate storage group. When this is done, Allocate can immediately begin directing data
sets to the newly added volume. You do this to increase the average free space in that storage group, that is, to bring the
amount of allocated space below the low watermark or below the threshold that triggered the Vantage action. Toward that
objective, your VAMSPARE table in PARMLIB must specify a list of volumes that have a relatively large amount of free
space.

The changes made by adding volumes to the Allocate pool configurations are temporary. They last only until Allocate is
brought down, a REFRESH command is issued to the Allocate started task or an INIT,VAMSPARE command is issued
from Vantage. Each time Allocate is started, it reverts to its own configuration definitions. But any GOA actions to add
spare volumes to storage groups will also begin again, if and when appropriate.

Observe the following:
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• To activate the interactions between the two products and ensure proper configuration, see Configuring Allocation
Option.

• To establish scripts for automatically monitoring Allocate storage groups, and take actions such as adding spare
volumes, use the Windows Client GOA wizard. For additional information, see Scripts and General Object Automation
(GOA) Scripts.

Configure and Use Allocate from Vantage
Select Allocation Manager from the z/OS menu option, to launch the Vantage Allocation Option Configuration feature. The
Allocation Manager Parameters Configuration window is displayed.

This parameter configuration table is used only to display the current values of Allocate parameters. Each system
parameter has the following values:

Default
A factory-installed default value. Factory provided defaults of all system parameters reside in members in the
CCTUPARM library.

User Override
A user-defined value. Local overrides to system parameters (the results of customization) reside in member
VKGPARMS in your local PARMLIB.

Active Value
A value present in the memory table. When Vantage starts, it creates a memory table of active values for all
system parameters by loading first the CCTUPARM members, then the overrides residing in VKGPARMS.
Therefore, the active value of each parameter is the value in CCTUPARM members, unless you provide a local
override in VKGPARMS.

Set System Parameters

For information about modifying Vantage system parameters settings, see Host Configuration.

Allocate has many system parameters that can also reside in the same VKGPARMS member of your local PARMLIB data
set. You must set the following Vantage system parameters to activate the interfaces between Vantage and Allocate:

SUPLS
If you are licensed to run the Vantage Allocation Option selectable unit of Allocate, specify (Y) to activate the
Windows Client support for the Vantage Allocation Option. The default value is (N).

INCLVAMS
Specify (Y) to have the system automatically retrieve the storage group (pool) definitions from your Allocate
system and monitor the amount of space being used on each of them. The default value is No (N).

PLSPRGDS
Specify the name of the PDS that contains the Allocate Allocation Selection Routines (ASRs), storage pool
definitions, and the Quota configuration file members. The default value is (VAM.INSTALL).

PLSSTCN
Specify the name of the Allocate started task. The default value is (VAM).

NOTE
For information on setting Allocate system parameters for configuring the Allocate product itself, see the Allocate
documentation set.

If you change system parameter settings for SUPLS or INCLVAMS, you must restart the subsystem by issuing the
following commands:

F SAMS,SHUTDOWN - to shut the subsystem down

S SAMS - to bring it up again.
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Configuration Actions

The following Allocate functions can be performed from the Actions menu of the Allocation Manager Parameters
Configuration dialog:

Compile
Invokes the ASR Compile dialog, which initiates the compilation of the ASRs following the editing of the ASR
members.
To invoke the compiler select, Compile from the Actions menu of the Allocation Manager Parameters
Configuration dialog.
The ASR Compile dialog lets you select the configuration (group of members) that will be compiled. The default
configuration is the active one.
In the Select Members group of controls, you can clear the members you do not want compiled.
The View Members and Datasets buttons let you view the data sets that will be compiled for each configuration.
However, you cannot compile data sets, only members.
To execute the compilation, click the Compile button on the ASR Compile dialog.
While compilation is in progress on the host, messages appear in the Compile Messages window at the bottom
of the dialog. Clicking a message brings up the name of the member in which the error occurred. Clicking the
member name brings it up in an edit window, in which you can make and save the needed corrections, and then
try the compile again.
The ASR compiler works serially. You can compile an ASR, change the selections in the ASR Compile dialog, and
issue a compile command once again.

Install
Causes the Allocate started task to dynamically install its allocation interfaces into the operating system. The
command should be issued only after the ASRs have been compiled successfully.
To install the compiled ASRs, select Install from the Actions menu of the Allocation Manager Parameters
Configuration dialog.

Refresh
Causes the Allocate started task to load any parameter files that have changed since Allocate was installed.
During a refresh operation, Allocate loads and validates the Quota Configuration file, compiles the three ASRs,
and loads and validates the STORGP member.

Remove
Unhooks Allocate from the operating system.

Status
Displays the current status of Allocate, and information about its configuration members and parameters.

Other Actions
Allows you to issue any of the Allocate commands that are listed in PARMLIB member PLSCMDS. You may
customize this member as desired. The Windows Client retrieves and displays this member, so you can easily
select and execute any of the listed commands.

System Messages Window

When you request a configuration action such as Compile or Install, Allocate usually generates messages related to
the processing. When the Windows Client receives the first message, the System Messages window is displayed. The
System Messages window remains open until you close the window. If other windows open, you can bring the System
Messages window back to the top of the stack by selecting the window from the list of open windows and switching to
the window. If you close the System Messages window, the next message arriving from the host reopens the window. All
previous messages are discarded.
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Quota Display

The Quota table enables you to view the status of space quotas defined and monitored by the Quota Manager component
of Allocate. The information is displayed for viewing only. You can take no direct actions from the Windows Client with
regard to Allocate Quota groups.

To display the Allocate Quota object, select Allocation Control, then Allocate, and then click the User Space Quotas object
from the z/OS Object Tree.

Spare Volumes Display

The Spare Volumes table lets you view the current status of the volumes in the spare volumes table, such as whether
or not they are still available, or have been taken and added to a VAM storage group. The information is displayed for
viewing only, you can take no direct actions from the Windows Client with regard to the spare volumes table.

Follow these steps:

1. Expand the Allocation Control folder, and then the Allocate folder in the object tree.
The Allocate folder is expanded and lists the Spare Volumes Candidates object.

2. Click the Spare Volume Candidates object.

Spare Volumes Configuration

To modify the contents of the Spare Volumes table, use the VAM Spares feature in host configuration. The Define Allocate
Spare Volumes dialog is displayed.

The Spare Volumes table for Allocate dialog displays volumes that can be dynamically added to any Allocate Storage
Group. This is typically done when an automation (GOA) script detects that a Storage Group exceeds its space threshold.
The Spare Volume definitions reside in the VAMSPARE member of PARMLIB.

All Spare Volumes currently defined are shown in the Define Allocate Spare Volumes dialog. The Define Allocate Spare
Volumes dialog displays the following columns:

Item
The item number represents the order the items are displayed.

Volume
The volume name or volume pattern that can be added to an Allocate storage group. The volume or volume
pattern name can be a maximum of six characters.

%FreeSpace
The free space percentage that Allocate is to maintain on the volume when it is added to a storage group. The
%Freespace has to be an integer value between 0 and 99.

Description
Description of the volume. Description is a free text field of a maximum of 50 characters.

You can define a new spare volume (or volume pattern) entry, or you can modify or delete an existing one as follows:

• To define a new Spare Volume entry, select the <New> volume in the last row, and key in the volume or volume
pattern. For example, ABC/ means all volumes that starts with ABC. Key in the %Freespace for the volume.

• To modify a Volume, %Freespace or Description entry, double-click the cell and type in the new value.
• To delete an entry, select the row and use the Delete button.
• To reposition an entry, select the row and use the Up and Down buttons.

The following options are available from this dialog:

Delete
Delete an entry from the Spare Volumes table. The selected row will be deleted from the table.
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Save
Save the Spare Volumes table on the host. The definitions will be saved in the VAMSPARE member of PARMLIB.

Refresh
The modify command F SAMS,REFRESH,VAMSPARE is sent to the host. It refreshes the active table of Spare
Volumes from its VAMSPARE member in PARMLIB.

Close
The Close button takes you back to the main Host Configuration dialog. If any changes were made to the Spare
Volumes table, you will be asked to verify if the changed table should be saved in the VAMSPARE member of
PARMLIB on the host, or not.

Up
Move an entry up. Select a row in the table, and use the Up button to reposition the entry higher in the table.

Down
Move an entry down. Select a row in the table, and use the Down button to reposition the entry lower in the table.

Operator Commands

Several operator commands can be reached from the Commands option of the Allocation Manager Parameters
Configuration dialog. To display the Allocation Manager Parameters Configuration dialog, select the option Allocation
Manager from the Windows Client z/OS menu. The table provides access to the following commands:

REFRESH,VAMSPARE
Refresh the active table of spare volumes from its member in PARMLIB. No previous information is carried
forward to the new table. All volumes listed in the member are available as new spares.

FREE,VAMSPARE
Delete/free the active table of spare volumes.

LIST,VAMSPARE
List the active table of spare volumes.

INIT,VAMSPARE
Initialize the active table of spare volumes from its member in PARMLIB.

REFRESH,VAMSPARE=vamstg
Spare volumes previously marked as assigned to Allocate storage group=vamstg are remarked as available
spares, so they can be assigned anew.

ADD,VAMSPARE=vamstg
Find a volume in the table of spare volumes and add it to the Allocate storage group=vamstg.

REFRESH,PLSPARMS
Reread all Vantage Allocation Option system parameters and update the active memory table.

Datacom/DB Interface
The Datacom/DB Interface is the Vantage component that interacts with Datacom/DB. 

Overview of Datacom/DB Interface

Together, Vantage and Datacom/DB provide a rich set of controls for this RDBMS (Relational Database Management
System). The Datacom/DB Interface provides for the following functions:
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• A GUI based z/OS command interface to control MUF (Multi-User Facility) address spaces
• A GUI based batch job interface that allows rows of Datacom/DB objects to be dragged and dropped into a JCL

skeleton so specific knowledge of Datacom/DB utility syntax is not needed to perform common tasks
• Trending analysis of Datacom/DB performance and capacity characteristics

NOTE
Logging and trending capabilities require licensing of the base Vantage product.

• Powerful automation can be implemented for all the Datacom/DB objects

NOTE
Automation capabilities requires licensing of the base Vantage product plus the Vantage Automation Option.

As DBMS products continue to increase in complexity to satisfy end user requirements, it becomes more difficult for data
centers to adequately staff the necessary functions that a RDBMS entails, such as:

• Monitoring database DASD usage
• Performing a mass delete or mass load of all data within an area
• Backing up mission critical areas or databases (native backup or physical backup)
• Reorganizing one or more areas to improve database processing efficiency
• Rebuilding an index for a database for recovery purposes
• Locking an area to prevent access and later unlocking the area
• Producing reports

The Datacom/DB Interface provides an object oriented view from a PC of all MUF environments, including
detailed information on databases, areas, tables, and associated data sets. This interface coupled with the power
of Vantage allows customers to increase productivity while decreasing their employees' learning curve.

Interactions

The Datacom/DB Interface and Vantage interact in the following ways:

• The Datacom/DB Interface can obtain information on databases, areas, tables, and data sets from active MUF address
spaces.

• By default, Datacom/DB objects display accumulated database, area, table, and data set information for every MUF
address space.

• The Vantage zoom feature can be used to drill down to display all databases, areas, tables, or data sets for a single
MUF address space; or every area included in a single database; or every table included in a single area - to give just
a few examples.

• Any other Datacom/DB object can be zoomed-to, from any Datacom/DB object.
• The Vantage z/OS console command facility can be used to control active MUF address spaces.
• The Vantage batch job submission facility can be used to run syntactically correct Datacom/DB utility jobs to perform

common DBA functions.
• Vantage General Object Automation (GOA) features can be applied to any Vantage object.

NOTE
GOA requires licensing of the base Vantage product, plus the Vantage Automation Option.

• Vantage provides trend logging and analysis for any Vantage object.

NOTE
Logging and trending capabilities require licensing of the base Vantage product.

z/OS Command Actions

The following Datacom/DB functions can be performed from the Actions menu of any Datacom/DB object:
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• View the DATACOM script that collects data for the Last Interval (LI) view of each Datacom/DB object.
• Run the DATACOM script to collect data for the LI view of each Datacom/DB object and wait until the script completes.
• Run the DATACOM script to collect data for the LI view of each Datacom/DB object and do not wait until the script

completes.
• Cancel an already running DATACOM script.
• Configure the Datacom/DB Interface by setting appropriate Vantage parameters.

Because all Datacom/DB objects are Last Interval (LI) data by default, the data displayed by each Datacom/DB object
is collected only when the DATACOM script executes. This saves repeatedly incurring the overhead inherently involved
in collecting data from every active MUF address space. While it is recommended that the script be automatically
re-executed periodically, it may become desirable to manually recollect data for the LI objects. Use one of the Run
DATACOM script options in the Actions menu of the Datacom/DB objects to manually recollect data for the LI objects.

NOTE
A single real-time, or RT, collection can be initiated from the Mode option of RT in the View menu followed by
selecting the Refresh data button.

Actions Against MUF Address Spaces

The following Datacom/DB functions can be performed from the MUF Address Spaces object. Select the row representing
the MUF to which the action is to be applied, and then select the appropriate option from the Actions menu:

• End the MUF address space normally (and potentially override the MUF startup CSAFREE option)
• End the MUF address space abnormally (for use when all MUF processing must be halted abruptly and immediately)
• Cancel a previous request to end a MUF address space
• Close every database defined to a MUF address space
• Change the ACCESS characteristics of every database defined to a MUF address space
• Display a status report of a MUF address space
• Clear the PXX of a MUF address space
• Write MUF statistics to the CXX 
• View, Run, or Configure the DATACOM script

Actions Against Databases

The following Datacom/DB functions can be performed from the Databases object. Select one or more rows representing
the databases to which the action is to be applied, and then select the appropriate option from the Actions menu:

• Close selected databases
• Change the ACCESS characteristics of selected databases
• Refresh database statistics in the CXX
• View, Run, or Configure the DATACOM script

Actions Against Areas

The following Datacom/DB functions can be performed from the Areas object. Select one or more rows representing the
areas to which the action is to be applied, and then select the appropriate option from the Actions menu:

• Refresh area statistics in the CXX
• View, Run, or Configure the DATACOM script

Actions Against Tables

The following Datacom/DB functions can be performed from the Tables object. Select one or more rows reprnd-
substitution.ditaesenting the tables to which the action is to be applied, and then select the appropriate option from the
Actions menu:

• Refresh table statistics in the CXX
• View, Run, or Configure the DATACOM script
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Actions Against Data Sets

The following Datacom/DB functions can be performed from the Data Sets object. Select one or more rows representing
the data sets to which the action is to be applied, and then selecting the appropriate option from the Actions menu:

• Refresh area statistics in the CXX (because there is a one-to-one correspondence between an area and the data set
that contains the data on DASD)

• View, Run, or Configure the DATACOM script

Submitting Batch DBUTLTY Jobs with Variable Substitution

Datacom/DB JCL skeletons are provided which can be used with the Vantage job submission and variable substitution
facility to construct and submit batch jobs to perform many common DBA functions.

NOTE
 For a general description of the Vantage job submission facility, see Job Submission and Substitution.

Using a Datacom/DB JCL skeleton begins with the Edit Member (Submit) option of the z/OS menu found in the outermost
window of the Windows Client. When you click Open PDS Member, the Specify PDS Member dialog is displayed.

The PDS drop-down list is used to select the JCLLIB data set containing the JCL skeletons. The Member drop-down list is
used to select the PDS member containing the JCL skeleton.

NOTE
An installation option in the J09DTCOM job in the CCTUSAMP library may result in four specialized JCLLIB data
sets being allocated for Datacom/DB, suffixed with AREA, DATABASE, MUFADDSP, and TABLE.

Once the PDS data set name is selected, the Directory button can be used to list all members in the PDS. Clicking one
of the displayed member names copies the selected name to the Member drop-down list. Once the member name of
the desired JCL skeleton is selected, the OK button is used to begin the pre-submit edit process in a separate window
titled PDS Member Editor (PDS Member Data Record) from which any changes to the JCL can be made before the batch
job is submitted.

As outlined in Job Submission and Substitution, rows from an appropriate Datacom/DB object can be dragged and
dropped into the PDS Member Editor (PDS Member Data Record) window to populate the variable place holders. This
results in a JCL job stream which is free of syntax errors. The first character of the name of a JCL skeleton (or the data set
name suffix if the J09DTCOM option was used to allocate 4 JCLLIB data sets suffixed with AREA, DAT list:

1st Character of Member Name: M
Optional Data Set Name Suffix: MUFADDSP
Corresponding Datacom/DB Object Description: MUF Address Spaces
Corresponding Datacom/DB Object Name: DATACOMM

1st Character of Member Name: B
Optional Data Set Name Suffix: DATABASE
Corresponding Datacom/DB Object Description: Databases
Corresponding Datacom/DB Object Name: DATACOMB

1st Character of Member Name: A
Optional Data Set Name Suffix: AREA
Corresponding Datacom/DB Object Description: Areas
Corresponding Datacom/DB Object Name: DATACOMA

1st Character of Member Name: T
Optional Data Set Name Suffix: TABLE
Corresponding Datacom/DB Object Description: Tables
Corresponding Datacom/DB Object Name: DATACOMT

Dragging the correct type of Datacom/DB object rows into an appropriate JCL skeleton will result in a pop-up window
containing the message “Substitution received n selected rows. To see results click Show Substitution.” where n will reflect
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the number of object rows dragged and dropped. The substituted values are not shown until you click Show Substitution,
which results in the final JCL job stream being displayed in a separate window. You can still edit the final changes in the
JCL job stream before the batch job is submitted. Once the Submit button is selected, a “Submit” window is displayed.

Dragging the wrong type of Datacom/DB object rows into an inappropriate JCL skeleton will result in JCL errors because
the variable place holders will not be resolved and will, therefore, remain as is in the JCL job stream. Because an
unresolved variable place holder has the form of “%%variable_name%%” which is not a valid JCL element, a JCL error
from the submitted job is a near certainty. If you are uncertain if substitution was done correctly, the Find option of the Edit
menu can be used to search for “%%” which should find no occurrences after Show Substitution is selected.

Parameters Applied to Every Submitted Batch Job

The first three statements of every batch job submitted are (before substitution) as follows:

%%INCLUDE MEMBER=JCARD

%%INCLUDE MEMBER=DCMPROC

%%INCLUDE MEMBER=DCMPARMS

NOTE
For more information about the %%INCLUDE statement, see Include Statement.

The first %%INCLUDE statement found in every submitted batch job copies in the member named JCARD. This member
should be updated with any JOB statement information that batch jobs in your data center may require, including such
JCL statements as JOB or OUPUT; JES2 statements such as /*JOBPARM or /*PRIORITY; or JES3 statements such as //
*MAIN or //*ROUTE. Any JCL statement that you want to appear at the beginning of every submitted batch job should
be included in the JCARD member. The CCTUSAMP library contains the member JCARD that should be copied to
your Vantage JCLLIB data set and customized.

The second %%INCLUDE statement copies in the member named DCMPROC. This member should be updated to
specify on the // JCLLIB JCL statement the name of the data set where the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY stored JCL procedure
can be found.

The third %%INCLUDE statement copies in the member named DCMPARMS. This member contains the following // SET
statements that populate parameters with values used later in the batch job stream:

• // SET DCMSHLQ='CAI.SHLQ' specifies the value to pass to the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY stored JCL procedure by the
AXSHLQ parameter.

• // SET DCMCHLQ='CAI.CHLQ' specifies the value to pass to the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY stored JCL procedure by the
AXCHLQ parameter.

• // SET DCMHLQ='CAI.HLQ' specifies the value to pass to the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY stored JCL procedure by the
AXHLQ parameter.

• // SET DCMUTLL='CAI.CACSS.CAILIB' specifies the value to pass to the Datacom/DB DBUTLTY stored JCL
procedure by the AXWUTLL parameter.

• // SET DCMBKUP='BKUP.VANT' specifies the high-order value of the data set name of a backup file.
• // SET DCMCLIST='CA.VANTARG.CCTUSAMP' specifies the name of the data set containing the 'DCMGDG' CLIST

explained in the next section.
• // SET DCMSOUT='A' specifies the SYSOUT class for most SYSOUT output.
• // SET DCMTAPE=VTAPE specifies the UNIT= value for backup files.

Because the JCARD, DCMPROC, and DCMPARMS members are text members in a PDS, any mainframe-based editor
(for example, the ISPF/PDF Edit option) can be used to update these members to reflect the requirements of your data
center.
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Generation Data Group (GDG) Usage within Submitted Batch Jobs

The backup batch JCL is set up to write backup files to a GDG data set on tape because it is a very common practice
to back up mission critical databases to tape for recovery purposes. Datacom/DB and Vantage have absolutely no
requirement that backups be written to GDG data sets or to tape. You can specify either of the following to back up to
DASD:

• // SET DCMTAPE=3390 specifies a desire to back up to 3390 DASD.
• // SET DCMTAPE=SYSDA specifies a desire to back up to any DASD volume

Similarly, the JCL skeletons can be updated to replace the (+1) and (+0) GDG references with any form of back up data
set naming convention preferred by your data center.

Each back up step in the JCL skeletons is preceded by a step that looks like the following example:

//GDG EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=2M,DYNAMBR=20,COND=EVEN

// PARM='%DCMGDG &DCMBKUP..BACKUP.AREA'

//SYSPROC DD DISP=SHR,DSN=&DCMCLIST

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=&DCMSOUT

//SYSTSIN DD DUMMY

In this example, the batch TSO step invokes the 'DCMGDG' CLIST which ensures the GDG data set name passed as a
CLIST parameter ('&DCMBKUP..BACKUP.AREA' in the above example) exists and has been defined as a GDG. If the
decision is made to not back up to GDG data sets then the above CLIST invocation needs to be nullified by one of the
following techniques:

• Change the PGM=IKJEFT01 to become PGM=IEFBR14 in each GDG step within the JCL skeletons.
• Update the DCMGDG CLIST to add the following statement immediately after the very first PROC statement at the

beginning of the CLIST:
EXIT

This statement will cause an immediate return when the CLIST is invoked.

NOTE
The Clist DCMGDG is distributed in the installation CCTUSAMP library.

Operator Commands

The following commands are useful for controlling the Datacom/DB component:

F SAMS,DEACT,DATCM

F SAMS,ACT,DATCM

The first command above deactivates the Datacom/DB component which deletes the in-memory copy of the Datacom/
DB API load module. The second command above activates the Datacom/DB component which loads the Datacom/DB
component API load module into ECSA where it is available to all Datacom/DB objects.

Issuing the above two commands can be used to install Datacom/DB maintenance updates to the Datacom/DB API
load module without incurring a Vantage outage. After the first command is issued, the updated copy of the Datacom/
DB API load module should be made available to Vantage (for example, by copying the updated load module into its
STEPLIB referenced data set). After the second command is issued, the updated API load module is loaded into ECSA to
implement the newly installed maintenance.

Tape Encryption Interface
The Tape Encryption interface for Vantage enables you to view and manage information related to tape encryption in your
z/OS environment.
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The Tape Encryption interface is the Vantage component that interacts with the Tape Encryption product. Vantage GMI
enables you to view and manage information about the Tape Encryption product. Tape Encryption is a software-based
encryption appliance that provides a convenient and secure method for automating the encryption and decryption of
confidential data on tape volumes in the z/OS operating environment. The following features are available:

• Support for asymmetric cryptography using public key/private key pairs for sending tapes to business partners
• Support for symmetric cryptography using algorithms that comply with Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Data

Encryption Standard (DES), and Triple Data Encryption Standard (TDES)
• Exploitation of IBM hardware cryptographic coprocessors
• Encryption and decryption of any application tape data without application or JCL changes
• Automated and transparent encryption and decryption, including the selection of files to encrypt
• Exploitation of IBM's Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) to create and manage cryptographic keys and

perform encryption processes, when available
• Support to restrict encryption algorithms to those approved by the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS

140-2)
• Graphical management capabilities for auditing tape encryption activity using Vantage GMI, available as a free

component of Tape Encryption
• Automated key management, including scheduling key generation and managing expired keys
• Integration with the leading tape management systems, and with Disk and Vtape, through the following options:

– Tape Encryption for Disk
– Tape Encryption for Vtape
– Tape Encryption for CA 1
– Tape Encryption for TLMS
– Tape Encryption Third Party Option

NOTE
For more information about these options, see the Tape Encryption documentation.

• Support for up to eight independent Tape Encryption subsystems on the same LPAR, for failover and separate test
subsystems

• Transparent integration with ACF2, Top Secret, and IBM Security Server RACF to create and maintain digital
certificates for use when sending tapes to business partners

The Tape Encryption objects are listed under Tape Resource Management in the Vantage object tree.

NOTE
For more information about these objects, see the Tape Encryption documentation.

ASTEX Interface
Use the Vantage ASTEX Interface to enable a rich set of I/O subsystem performance and capacity management tools.

The ASTEX Interface is the Vantage component that interacts with the ASTEX product. Together, Vantage and ASTEX
provide a rich set of I/O subsystem performance and capacity management tools. This ASTEX Interface component
provides for the following functions:

• The ASTEX statistical analysis of DASD and Cache performance and capacity, run in the background
within Vantage on a scheduled basis

• The logging and trending of DASD and Cache performance and capacity statistics (note that logging and trending
capabilities require the purchase of the full Vantage product)

• Viewing ASTEX performance information from any workstation using the Windows Client (no need to logon to TSO
using 3270 emulation)

With technical advances such as z/OS's HIPERSPACE, VLF, LLA, 3390 advanced function controllers, RAID storage
subsystems, and DFSMS, managing the performance of your I/O subsystem no longer means merely managing your
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DASD resources. As storage environments become more complicated, performance analysts have a greater need for
systems that monitor, analyze, and optimize performance of all of the resources in the storage hierarchy.

ASTEX (an acronym for Automated Storage Expert) is a program product that improves the performance and capacity of
your z/OS operating systems by improving the performance of those storage resources.

The Performance Management Component (PMC) of ASTEX, when active, monitors every I/O that occurs in your z/
OS environment and stores that information (in raw form) in special ASTEX data areas maintained in common storage
(some information is also maintained in the PMC private address space). Normally, ASTEX users can perform proprietary
statistical analysis of this raw data and view the results through either the TSO/ISPF-based ASTEX user interface or
through an ASTEX batch report utility.

With the new Vantage interface, this information can now be viewed through any workstation using the Windows Client
user interface (GUI). The Windows Client also provides the ability to produce your own custom reports as well as a
comprehensive set of graphs and charts to graphically represent real-time and trended ASTEX performance data.

How the Interface Works

The PMC component of ASTEX captures and maintains raw data about all I/O's that occur on your systems. This raw
information is maintained in a combination of CSA and the private area of the PMC address space. To make use of
this information, both the ASTEX TSO/ISPF and batch report utilities access this raw data and process the data using
proprietary statistical analysis routines. This statistical analysis is the basis and the power behind the ASTEX program
product.

The Vantage interface to ASTEX is based upon performing this analysis within the Vantage environment and retaining
the statistical results in the Vantage private area. This analysis is performed through the creation of the Vantage ASTEX
Analysis Execution object, which is defined as a last-interval object. When installed, there is also a Vantage system script
(ASTEX00) that is automatically set to run at a user-defined interval so that this analysis is automatically performed on a
regular basis in the background.

The statistical results of the ASTEX Analysis Execution object are stored and retained in the Vantage private area and
made available to each of the other ASTEX Interface objects. The primary reason for performing the statistical analysis
in one object and using the other objects to display or access this information using some other method is so that the
information is seen in a common context.

Since PMC is constantly monitoring and maintaining raw I/O statistics, the statistical results produced by analyzing this
raw data is constantly changing slightly (or sometimes greatly). Therefore, both the ASTEX ISPF and batch report utilities
basically create a statistical snapshot and retain that snapshot so that the information may be viewed or reported on
in many different ways. With the ISPF interface, the user may move from screen-to-screen and all of the information
presented will be within the context of a single, common run of the ASTEX statistical analysis. The user has the option
to refresh (rerun) this analysis, but also has the ability to see the results in many different ways without performing a new
analysis.

This same approach has been taken in the ASTEX Interface within Vantage. Running the ASTEX Analysis Execution
object is equivalent to requesting a refresh (or rerun) of the statistical analysis. As with the ISPF interface, the results are
stored in in-memory buffers and retained so that every request to view this information is based upon a common analysis
(not a moving target).

Unlike the ISPF interface, the Vantage interface shares this result with every request from every user who accesses one
of the ASTEX objects in Vantage. Also, while the ASTEX00 system script normally controls the running of the ASTEX
Analysis Execution object, users have the ability to manually request a refresh (rerun) of the analysis information at any
time (either using a newly created ASTEX Rerun button found in the Windows Client Release 6.3 or opening the ASTEX
Analysis Execution object and then executing the object).

Unlike the ASTEX ISPF and batch utilities that normally perform a single-view analysis of the raw data that is either
based upon ASTEX contention or storage groups, and is based upon either the current interval or all day information, the
ASTEX Analysis Execution object will run all four (4) runs. These runs include one that is based upon the current real-time
interval and contention groups, one that is based upon the current real-time interval and storage groups, one that is based
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upon all day data and contention groups, and finally one that is based upon all day data and storage groups. The results
from each of these runs is stored, maintained, and is available in the form of Vantage objects.

CREWS Interface
The CREWS interface is the component of Vantage that interacts with the CREWS (Catalog Recovery Early Warning
System) product. 

Together, Vantage and CREWS provide tools to assist data center personnel responsible for overseeing and maintaining
ICF catalogs.

The interface supports the following components of CREWS:

CREWSCHK
The Catalog Checkup Tool provides a snapshot of your entire system catalog environment. It displays all catalogs
connected to the target system and various catalog settings. It can tell you, for example, which catalogs have
grown into more than 5 extents or which catalogs have incurred more than 50 ca-splits. This tool also performs
the task of verifying that the correct SMF records are being stored for use during possible disaster recovery
situations.

CREWSACE
The ACE (Automated Catalog Environment) feature automatically gathers data about the many catalog, VTOC,
and VVDS exceptions which occur in a catalog environment. This data is input to CREWSABT for further analysis.

CREWSABT
This component provides analysis of the exception data produced by CREWSACE.

CREWSCA7
The CA 7 Catalog Dependency Analysis Tool extracts catalog information from the system catalog where it runs.
It then extracts job related   information from CA 7 and correlates catalog dependencies of these jobs. In addition,
this tool produces early warnings for possible catalog problems which might occur during your production job
cycle. To take advantage of this feature, you must also have CA 7 and be running at least release 3.3.
CREWSCA7 summarizes its analysis in the following reports:

• CA 7 Catalog Dependency by Application System
• CA 7 Catalog Dependency by Catalog
• CA 7 Catalog Dependency by Job

Catalog BACKUP, Catalog Restore and Catalog Diagnose
Taking a backup of a catalog is accomplished by taking an action on a Vantage object. JCL is presented
which can be modified and then submitted for batch execution. The name of the catalog being backed up is
automatically placed in the JCL stream. Restoring a catalog or performing a DIAGNOSE is merely as easy.

CREWS Objects

Expanding the Catalog Management folder of the Vantage object tree, displays the CREWS folder.

Expanding the CREWS folder displays the CREWS object tree. CREWS objects are listed under the following folders in
the CREWS folder: CREWSCHK, Crews CA 7 Interface, and CREWSACE.

Each CREWS object provides a fixed set of default parameters which is intended to be executed on a routine basis
through the Vantage script CREWSACE. But you can also execute the script on demand, if and when that is required.
If you want to override one or more of the default values, use the Input List feature and specify the appropriate CREWS
control statements for the specific object.

For more information about the control statements, see the CREWS Catalog Recovery bookshelf.
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CREWSCHK
CREWSCHK can be run using the default set of threshold values. In addition, you can click to override one or
more of the default threshold values by using the input list.
Example, list the catalogs that have gone into more than 7 extents:

1. Create an input list containing: EXTENT(7)
2. Click the execute button.

CREWSACE
CREWSACE can be run with a fixed set of values, CAT(ALL) VOLUME(ALL), or using user control statements.
Enter  the user control statements into an input list.
Example, perform an analysis on a user catalog named MY.CATALOG and on VOLUME(TSO001):

1. Create an input list containing: cat(my.catalog) vol(tso001)
2. Click the execute button.

NOTE
When CREWSACE completes you must use the CREWSABT objects to display the results.
CREWSACE creates a VSAM file. The fixed set of values creates a VSAM data set specified in the
Vantage system parameter CREWSABT. The user VSAM data set is specified in Vantage system
parameter CREWSACE. The CREWSACE system parameter contains %%USERID%% as the first
node, thereby personalizing the data set.

CREWSABT
The CREWSABT objects display data from the VSAM data set created by CREWSACE. Each object uses an
input list containing the name of the VSAM file created by CREWSACE. The default input list contains the %
%CREWSABT%% system parameter.
Uncataloged Data Sets

Lists the data sets found on the requested volumes which are not in the catalog that was specified.
Scratched Data Sets

Lists the data sets found in the specified catalog which are not found on the device that the catalog points
to. These data sets can be safely uncataloged from the specified catalog.

NotMounted Volumes
Lists the data sets found in the specified catalog that cannot be verified because the volume that the
catalog points to was not mounted.

Incorrectly Cataloged Data Sets
Lists the data sets found in the specified catalog where it has been determined that they should have
been cataloged into a User Catalog.

NoAlias Report
Lists the data sets found in the specified catalog where no alias has been defined.

NoUserCat Report
Lists the data sets found in the specified catalog where no related User Catalog exists.

UnUsedAlias Report
Lists the entries that are found in the specified catalog that have no associated data sets.

VVDSVTOC Report
Lists the entries that are found in the specified catalog where either the VVDS record or the VTOC record
is missing, or both.

CREWSCA7
The CREWSCA7 objects display either the fixed data obtained by running the script or the user data created
by running CREWSCA7 dynamically. When you run CREWSCA7 dynamically, you provide an input list with the
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appropriate CREWSCA7 control statement. For more information about the control statements, see the CREWS
Catalog Recovery bookshelf.
When either or both of these data sources are available, you can request the following objects. The input list for
these objects is the word fixed or the word user, which indicates to the object creators which data source they are
to use. The default value is the word fixed, which results in objects based upon the fixed data produced by the
script. For objects based on your user data, use the input list feature and specify the word user.
The following is a list of the available objects:

• Application Summary Data
• Application Detail Data
• Job Summary Data
• Job Detail Data
• Catalog Summary Data
• Catalog Detail Data

MasterCat Interface
Use Vantage with the MasterCat interface to help maintain and control ICF catalogs.

The MasterCat interface is the Vantage component that interacts with the MasterCat product. Together, these
products maintain and control ICF catalogs using features that are not available through IDCAMS or other utilities:

MasterCat search facility
Supports the search of all catalogs. Search results only include information for data sets that match the
specified criteria.

Vantage display facility
Displays information about NON-VSAM and VSAM files, defined paths, user catalogs, GDG entries, and alias
entries.

Vantage actions
Applies Vantage actions to the displayed rows. For NON-VSAM files, you can DELETE or RENAME a file. For
VSAM files, you can BACKUP, RESTORE, or DELETE a file. For User Catalogs, you can BACKUP or RESTORE
a file.

The Vantage component gives you the ability to look at two types of MasterCat data:

Period data
Period data is created and periodically refreshed automatically by executing the Vantage MCAT script. When you
generate periodic data, the data is immediately available to all users.

Dynamic data
With the dynamic interface, you can enter a request that is sent directly to MasterCat. Only you can access the
output and the output remains available until you make another dynamic request. Each user has access to two
types of data: the shared data that the script periodically updates, and the dynamic data that users generate, as
needed.

MasterCat Objects

To view the MasterCat objects, open the Vantage object tree, expand Catalog Management, then expand
MasterCat. MasterCat includes two types of objects: static objects and dynamic objects.

Static Objects
Views the MasterCat static objects, run the MCAT script.
Static objects include NON-VSAM files, VSAM files, alias records, path records, GDG records, and user catalogs.
Also, a view for each status object exists. Each static object uses a Vantage Input List. The Input List contains the
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data set name of the VSAM file that is created when you run the MCAT script. To view the VSAM files data, click
on the NON-VSAM Files menu item and then click the Execute button.

Dynamic Objects
Views the MasterCat dynamic objects, expand the Dynamic MasterCat Interface option in the Vantage object tree.

Two dynamic interfaces are available.

• The first dynamic interface uses an Input List which contains only a high-level qualifier to be passed to MasterCat. The
default for this Input List is the current userID.
Examples: 
– To list all catalog entries for your userID, click Execute (the default Input List contains your userID).
– To list catalog entries that start with SYS1.HAS, create an Input List with SYS1.HAS*, and click Execute.

• The second dynamic interface requires knowledge of the MasterCat control statements. This interface supports free
form MasterCat control statements that are entered from the Input List.
Examples:
– To list all catalog entries for the current userID that can be found in any catalog, create an Input List with

entries(userID.+) cat(all).
– To list catalog entries where the data set resides on the DASD01 or DASD02 DASD volume, create an Input List

with entries(userID.+), and search((VOLSER=DASD01) or (VOLSER=DASD02)). 

NOTE
For more information, see the MasterCat documentation.
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Clients
Vantage offers several client user interfaces, including MTC-M, Windows Client, and a View 3270 client.

MTC-M

MTC-M is a browser interface that can be used from any PC with network access to the  MTC-M application server. MTC-
M provides the user-driven features view, analyze, filter, sort, zoom, and run actions on selected entries. You can also
create summary, joined and delta objects, as well as general object automation and log scripts. Use the factory-supplied
dashboards, or create your own customized ones. You can share your dashboards with the rest of your organization. You
can also create and export customized colored reports in different formats, for example, tables and graphs. This interface
also supports PDS member editing, and some host configuration tasks.

Windows Client

Windows Client installs on a PC and provides view and analysis features, filter and sort, zoom (drill-down) to related
objects, and enables you to run actions on objects. You can create customized reports in a variety of formats, including
tables and charts in HTML, PDF, and XLS. The Scheduler component manages scheduled tasks that are defined in the
Windows Client, e.g. tasks that are scheduled using the View and Output Definitions, and Object Logging functions. You
can create, manage, and view Summary Objects, Joined Objects, and Delta Objects. This client also provides wizards to
create automation scripts that monitor and respond to any condition, exceptional or routine.

When you install the Windows Client on a PC, you also install the Host Configuration Client on the same PC.

Host Configuration Client

The Host Configuration Client (HCC) is a Windows-based GUI that installs together with Windows Client. You can use
this client to configure and manage a Vantage subsystem after the initial host installation and configuration has been
completed and the SAMS task is running. This client enables you to set system parameters, manage include/exclude
statements, configure SMS and VAM spares, manage user storage groups and data set groups, and configure VTOC/
VVDS settings.

View 3270 Client

This 3270-based client provides user-driven functionality of view and analysis, filtering and sorting, zooming, and the
ability to act on selected entries. The automation services are not supported in this client.

For all installation and configuration issues, see Configuring GMI. For information about using the View 3270 Client, see
View 3270 Client.

MTC-M
MTC-M is an easy-to-use browser interface for Vantage, with centralized monitoring, configuration, and policy-based
automation features.

Vantage MTC-M provides a simple user interface to communicate with the Vantage host that runs in a network accessible
LPAR. MTC-M provides an intuitive and interactive user experience with enhanced features and reduced maintenance
requirements. Vantage MTC-M is also known as Mainframe Team Center Management.

Advantages

MTC-M provides the following advantages:
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• A web-based interface that does not need to be installed on each user's PC
• A centralized point from which concurrent users can manage multiple systems
• Install only one instance in a Data Center and use to manage multiple LPARs from network connectivity via TCP/IP
• Single installation eliminates the need for individual fixes and long approvals
• Available from any PC with access to the MTC-M application server
• Maximize your use of existing storage resources and ensure protection and high availability of applications and

business information

Features

MTC-M provides the following user-driven features:

• Configure product components, and customize host tasks, including Vantage system parameters, include-exclude
statements, spare volume definitions, and more

• Create dashboards to display the status of your selected host
• Make your dashboards public to share them with the rest of your organization
• Export charts, tables and dashboards
• Add an image as a logo to your exported files
• Automate storage tasks
• View, analyze, filter, sort, zoom, and take other actions on selected entries
• Perform management actions. For example, migrating data sets or adding volumes to the Storage Group
• Create Summary Objects and Joined Objects
• View Delta Objects
• Create single and multiphase General Object Automation Scripts, and Log Scripts
• Track the data in dynamic objects. Monitoring feature helps you obtain the most up-to-date data or to see how data

changes over time
• Dependent widget inherits the properties of the object that it represents
• Create alerts with the usage of colors to define the data that helps in easy analytics
• Graph algorithms (grouping) help you visualize the data for easy comparisons
• Offline Mode helps to save data and view the data when you are not connected to the Vantage

Overview

The Vantage MTC-M is a web server that provides a simple user interface. The interface communicates with Vantage
host tasks/STC that runs in a network accessible LPAR. Use the instance to manage multiple LPARs that have network
connectivity through TCP/IP.

MTC-M is an Apache/Tomcat application. The Apache/Tomcat server is a Java-based web server.

MTC-M includes the following components:

Database
The database is an embedded Derby database. This relational database connects to one application at a time. If
multiple applications try to connect, the first application gets access and errors are generated for the remaining
applications. The main objectives of this behavior are to avoid the applications interlock and to maintain database
integrity.

Web Server
The web server manages the connections from your Web browser. The browser serves rich HTML with
embedded JavaScript pages and translates your actions into EWS messages. The browser also reads and writes
records from the database.
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Communication Layer
EWS (Enterprise workstation) is the communication layer. EWS sends and receives data from any Vantage
host. The communication layer abstracts TCP/IP specific packets into well-known Vantage entities such as hosts,
objects, actions, and data tables. This communication layer is not open and you cannot construct other services
on top of the communication layer.

User Roles
System Programmer

Installs and maintains z/OS applications. The System Programmer is responsible for the following installation and
application prerequisites:

• Security Definitions
• Storage Allocation
• TCP/IP Connectivity

Application Product Profile (APP)

The APP user is responsible for the following UI administration tasks:

• Defines new Public Hosts that are used to authenticate users.

NOTE

Public Hosts authenticate users in MTC-M. Hosts appear in the host list for every user of MTC-M.
• Manages the Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence configuration
• Ensures that the database is working and the entries are removed or changed as needed.

User

Anyone who can log in to MTC-M. The user is the main consumer of the application. The user can define private hosts.

Video: Getting Started With MTC-M

The following Vantage MTC-M video complements the documentation, and demonstrates the basic produce features and
functionalities:

TIP

• The video is available on the Educate YouTube channels on the Vantage Playlists. If your network has
YouTube blocked contact your administrator.

• To play this video in full screen, click the YouTube logo to the right of Settings at the bottom of the video.

Install or Upgrade MTC-M
Before you install MTC-M, review the process, requirements, and necessary access and skills.

Installation and upgrade follow the same wizard-based procedure. The main difference is that during an upgrade, you
specify the location of your existing database rather than installing a new database.

MTC-M installs and runs as a zFS cluster/Java application using Apache Tomcat, and is not managed by CSM.

Process Overview

The following steps provide a high-level summary of the MTC-M installation and upgrade procedures:

1. Review maintenance, access, and skills requirements.
2. Print and complete the parameter worksheet.
3. Prepare the zFS and USS file systems.
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4. Download, FTP, and extract the solution PAX file.
5. Customize the installer properties.
6. Review the install/upgrade workflow and run the wizard.
7. Customize the MTC-M started task and log in as the APP user.

System Requirements
File System

zSeries File System (zFS) with at least 4500 cylinders of space
Broadcom Software and Maintenance

Vantage 14.1 GENLEVEL 0000 (SRM or GMI)
No maintenance is required. The following recommended SYSMODS apply several fixes and enhancements:

• LU07445: UPDATES TO VANTAGE CONFIGURATION OBJECTS
• LU07233: VANTAGE DFSMSHSM AUTOMATIC FUNCTIONS UPDATE
• LU07481: SUBSTITUTION VARIABLES IN MTC-M AND U3333 ABEND IN VANCZIIP

IBM Software
Supported version of z/OS
IBM 64-bit SDK for z/OS, Java Technology Edition V8 or later
JZOS Batch Launcher

End-user PCs
Google Chrome (recommended), Mozilla Firefox, or Microsoft Edge

Access and Skills Requirements

Installation and maintenance of MTC-M requires the following skills and privileges:

• Experience with OMVS, to prepare the z/OS UNIX System Services (USS) file systems
• Experience with Java applications on z/OS, to set up the correct version of Java JRE
• USS authority to grant permissions and change ownership of the MTC-M directories
• An OMVS segment set up correctly, with the home directory defined (both for the user who installs MTC-M and the

user who runs the MTC-M started task)
• To configure HTTPS, you should be familiar with certificates and network security configuration
• (for HTTPS) Permissions for the keyring / certificate used to secure the application (both the user who installs MTC-M

and the user who runs the MTC-M started task)

TIP
Ideally, the user ID that starts the MTC-M started task is also the owner of the MTC-M /runtime and /webclientdb
directories.

Parameter Worksheet
Use the following worksheet to record the parameter values for your MTC-M installation or upgrade.

This worksheet helps record the values that you specify during the installation of MTC-M. Download and print this
Parameter Worksheet and write your custom values in the right-most column.
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Table 1: MTC-M System Information

Parameter Comment/Description Default/Example Value Custom Value

MTC-M root directory Parent directory for the MTC-M
application

/u/users/cai/vantagegmi

install directory Directory for the extracted MTC-
M PAX file, and post-installation
summary and log files

/u/users/cai/vantagegmi/install

database directory Directory for the MTC-M
databases

/u/users/cai/vantagegmi/webclie
ntdb

runtime directory Location for Apache Tomcat and
other runtime processes

/u/users/cai/vantagegmi/runtime

DSN prefix Data set qualifier for the MTC-M
zFS clusters

VANT.MTCM.ZFS

Volser Volume serial number for the
storage medium where you
allocate the zFS clusters.

[VOLSER]

JAVAPATH Environment variable that
identifies the JDK packages
that are required by Java
applications.

/sys/java64bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/jav
a/J8.0_64

WCTEMPPATH Optional override for temporary
files during installation.

[none]

Owner of root, install, database,
and runtime directories.

The user ID that owns the USS
directories and files should
be the same user ID that
starts the MTC-M started task
(VANWEBUI).

[by default, the user who creates
the file system]

Server Startup Port The TCP/IP port number on
which the Tomcat server waits
for a startup command.

8080

Server Shutdown Port The TCP/IP port number on
which the Tomcat server waits
for a shutdown command.

8005

Secure Protocol Version
(sslEnabledProtocols)

The level of transport layer
security to use.

+TLSv1.2,+TLSv1.1,+TLSv1

Keystore Type The keystore type used to
connect to MTC-M. Value
can be JCERACFKS or
JCECCARACFKS.

JCERACFKS

Keyring Owner User ID of the keyring owner. none
Keyring Name Name of the keyring none
Database Boot Password Password that is used to encrypt

the database.
none

Database Administrator
Password

Password that is used to secure
the application database.

none

APP user Application Product Profile user;
administrator of the MTC-M
system. This username cannot
be customized.

APP APP
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Prepare the MTC-M Environment
Before you install MTC-M, you must prepare the file system by allocating zFS clusters and creating the required USS
directories.

To help plan and implement your installation or upgrade, download and print the Parameter Worksheet.

To prepare your system for MTC-M, ensure the system requirements and customize and run the sample job WEBZFSM.
This job prepares the necessary zFS clusters and USS directories.

1. Verify the following system requirements:
– Identify the USS root directory for your MTC-M system (default: /u/users/cai/vantagegmi)
– TSO REGION SIZE of 1024 MB or higher
– USS system MAXFILEPROC limit set to 64000 or higher

NOTE
If a .profile file exists in the home directory of the user ID performing the installation, it will override the
settings of the default system profile file /etc/profile. If you do not have an individual user profile in your home
directory, the values in the /etc/profile file are used.

2. Copy the WEBZFSM member from the Vantage CCTUSAMP library to your install library.
3. Follow the customization instructions in the WEBZFSM member. Update the JCL with your MTC-M root directory, DSN

prefix and VOLSER, and submit the job.

The WEBZFSM job allocates zFS clusters, sets the mount point for each cluster, and specifies the AGGRGROW
parameter to enable the file system to grow dynamically.

The job also creates the following USS directories in the MTC-M root directory, with the required permissions (775) and
allocates 1500 cylinders to each directory:

/install
This directory holds the unpackaged installation files, the post-installation logs, and the summary report.

/runtime
This directory contains the installed MTC-M application and Apache Tomcat server.

/webclientdb
This directory contains the application database.

Your environment is ready for the installation MTC-M. Next, download and extract the solution PAX, customize the
installation properties, and execute the installation wizard.

Download and Prepare the Installation Files
To install or upgrade MTC-M, unpack the solution PAX, customize the properties file, and proceed through the installation
wizard.

Use this procedure for new installations, or to upgrade your current installation.

IMPORTANT

Before you perform an upgrade, stop the VANWEBUI started task and take a copy of your database as a
backup.

Download the MTC-M solution package from Product Downloads. The package has a .pax.Z file extension, which is case-
sensitive. Before you install or upgrade MTC-M, verify the following:

• Your system meets the prerequisites listed in Installing MTC-M.
• You have completed the steps in Prepare the MTC-M Environment.

The USS directory and subdirectories are created with 775 permissions and at least 1500 cylinders of allocated space
each, for example:
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          /u/users/cai/vantagegmi/

           /install

           /runtime

           /webclientdb

        

The following zFS clusters have been created and are mounted to the USS directories:

            yourDSNprefix.RUN

            yourDSNprefix.INSTALL

            yourDSNprefix.VANTDB

        

• Verify the following requirements of the user ID that performs the installation:
– Your OMVS segment is defined and accessible, with privileges and your home directory set.
– The $DISPLAY environment variable is not set

NOTE
If a .profile file exists in the home directory of the user ID performing the installation, it will override the
settings of the default system profile file /etc/profile. If you do not have an individual user profile in your home
directory, the values in the /etc/profile file are used.

Extract the Package and Customize the Properties File

Before you launch the installation script, first unpack the solution PAX file and customize the properties file with values
specific to your environment.

1. FTP the installation package to your MTC-M install directory in binary mode.
2. In OMVS, issue the following command from the MTC-M install directory:

pax -rvf <package-name>.pax.Z

The installation files are extracted.
3. Use OEdit to customize the WCSetupDefault.properties file with the following values:
JAVAPATH=

The location where the Java 64-bit 1.8 SDK is installed in your system, for example:
JAVAPATH= /sys/java64bt/v8r0m0/usr/lpp/java/J8.0_64

WCTEMPPATH=
(Optional) The location of the tmp directory. When set to NONE, the system default tmp directory is used. You can
specify a custom tmp directory to avoid out-of-space problems that may arise when using a shared system tmp
directory.

Review the Install/Upgrade Wizard Workflow
Both installations and upgrades use the following installation wizard workflow. The options that you select during the
process affect the tasks that you must perform.
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Run the Install/Upgrade Wizard
Run the MTC-M installation script to upgrade or install the solution in your environment.

After you have prepared the environment, and downloaded and customized the solution PAX files, you are ready to run
the installation wizard. You can cancel the installation or upgrade at any point up to and including the Pre-Installation
Summary by typing "exit". Type "back" at any point to return to the previous step. When the wizard is complete, you
customize the MTC-M started task and log in as the APP user.

If you are installing MTC-M into an existing Apache Tomcat instance, stop all processes of the related applications before
you launch the wizard.

1. Launch the wizard.
Issue the following command from the MTC-M install directory:
./WebClientSetup.sh

The installer starts.
2. Review the License Agreement

Review the license agreement and use the End/Exit command (typically PF3) to close the session.
Enter Y to accept the agreement.

3. Introduction
Review the introduction and type Enter to continue.

4. Installation Directory
Specify the directory where the MTC-M runtime application will be installed. To use the default runtime directory (/u/
users/cai/vantagegmi/runtime), leave the field blank.
Type Enter.

5. Apache Tomcat
Select one of the following options:

1 - Apache Tomcat Web Server will be installed.
Installs Apache Tomcat.

2 - Use existing Tomcat installation.
The Apache Tomcat runtime environment from your current MTC-M installation is used.

NOTE
It is always better to install a fresh Apache Tomcat server. This ensures that you apply a clean
configuration and avail of the latest features and security updates.

6. Apache Tomcat Location
Provide the target location for the Apache Tomcat installation, or the location of your current server.
– If you are installing a new Apache Tomcat, specify the target runtime directory and type Enter. To use the default

USS runtime directory (/u/users/cai/vantagegmi/runtime), leave the field blank.
The wizard continues to the Server Port Value Source step.

– If you are installing MTC-M into an existing runtime environment, enter the runtime directory of the Apache Tomcat
server.
The wizard continues to the Application Database step.

7. Server Port Value Source
Select one of the following options:

1 - Apache Tomcat will use the default startup/shutdown port numbers
Select this option to use the default startup and shutdown ports.

2 - Do NOT use the default startup/shutdown port numbers
Select this option if you want to use custom startup and shutdown port numbers. Your network administrator can
provide you with port numbers for exclusive use by the MTC-M application. You enter the startup and shutdown
port numbers in a later step.
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8. Connection Configuration
Select the MTC-M connection protocol:

1 - HTTPS - Secure
Select this option to use a secure protocol.

IMPORTANT
To connect using HTTPS, you must use a Key Ring. Ensure that you meet the prerequisites before you
select this option. For more information, see Configuring MTC-M to Use HTTPS.

2 - HTTP - Non Secure
Select this option to connect using a non-secure protocol.

9. Startup Port
Specify your Apache Tomcat startup port. To use the default startup port, leave the field blank. Type Enter.

10. Shutdown Port
Specify your Apache Tomcat shutdown port. To use the default shutdown port, leave the field blank. Type Enter.
If you chose HTTPS, the wizard continues to the SSL Protocol Version step. If you chose HTTP, the wizard continues
to the Application Database step.

NOTE
If you do not want to specify a shutdown port or use the default, enter a value of -1.

11. SSL Protocol Version
Select the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol that you want to use to connect to MTC-M:
a. TLS 1.2
b. TLS 1.1 and higher
c. TLS 1.0 and higher

12. Keystore Type
Select the keystore type that you want to use to connect to MTC-M:
a. JCERACFKS
b. JCECCARACFKS

13. Keyring Owner
Specify the ID of the keyring owner and type Enter. The keyring owner is the user that runs the Apache Tomcat server.

14. Keyring Name
Specify the name of the keyring and type Enter.

15. Application Database
Select whether you want to install a new MTC-M database, or use an existing one.

IMPORTANT

For upgrades, select option 2 - Do NOT install application database. You can specify the path to your
existing database in the next installation step.

1 - Application Database will be installed
Select this option to install a new MTC-M database. Any existing databases will be overwritten.

2 - Do NOT install application database
Select this option to reuse an existing MTC-M database.

16. Database Location
If you are installing a new database, specify the database path (default: /u/users/cai/vantagegmi/webclientdb).
If you want to reuse an existing database, specify the path to the database directory.

17. Database Boot Password
For a new installation, create a database boot password of eight characters or more. This password is used to encrypt
the database.
For upgrades, enter your database boot password.
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18. Database Administrator Password
Create a database administrator password. This password is used by the APP user to access the application
database.

19. Change Group and Owner
The owner and group of the installed application should be the same as the user ID that runs the MTC-M started task
(VANWEBUI). By default, the owner is the user who installs the MTC-M. If you are installing MTC-M for use by another
user or service account, change the owner and group of the files.

1 - Change owner and group for installed files
Select this option to assign a different owner and group for the installed files. The wizard continues to the Files
owner step.

2 - Do NOT change owner and group for installed files
Select this option to use your user ID and primary group for the installed files. The wizard continues to the Pre-
Installation Summary step.

20. Files Owner
Specify the owner for the installed files. If you want to use your user ID, leave the field blank and type Enter.

21. Files Group
Specify the group for all the installed files. If you want to use your primary group, leave the field blank and type Enter.

22. Pre-Installation Summary
Review the pre-installation summary and type Enter to execute the installation.

23. Installation Complete
The installation is complete. In the /install directory, view the following files for information about the installation:
– GMI_Install_Log
– vantagegmi.log
– VantageSummaryReport.txt

The MTC-M application, server, and database are installed or upgraded. Next, you customize and run the MTC-M started
task and log in as the APP user.

Configure the MTC-M Started Task and Log In
After you complete the installation/upgrade wizard, copy and customize the VANWEBUI member to configure the MTC-M
started task.

Customize and Start the MTC-M Started Task

Customize the sample started task JCL and submit the job to start the MTC-M server.

1. Copy the VANWEBUI member from the CCTUSAMP library to your user PROCLIB.
2. Assign a user ID as the owner of the started task. Verify the following user attributes:

– The user has READ access to the EZB.STACKACCESS facility.
– The user has an OMVS segment that is defined correctly, with the home directory set.
– The user is in the same security group as the owner of the application /runtime and /webclientdb directories.

TIP
Ideally, the user ID that starts the MTC-M started task is also the owner of the MTC-M /runtime and /
webclientdb directories.

3. Follow the instructions in the sample JCL and save the job.
4. Submit the VANWEBUI JCL member or start the VANWEBUI PROCLIB member.

The MTC-M application server address space starts up.
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Log in to MTC-M as the APP User

After you install or upgrade MTC-M and start the MTC-M started task, you must log in as the application administrator
(APP) to initialize the database (installation) or confirm the database upgrade (upgrade, if applicable).

1. Open a browser and navigate to the following URL:
protocol://ip-address:port/VantageGMI/

protocol
The communications protocol: HTTP or HTTPS

ip-address
The address of the machine where the Apache Tomcat server is running.

port
The startup port for the Apache Tomcat server.

You can view the protocol, ip-address, and startup port that were specified during the installation in the file
VantageSummaryReport.txt in the MTC-M root/install directory.

2. Log in using the username "APP" and the database administrator password that you set during the installation.
3. Follow the on-screen instructions to initialize or confirm the database, if prompted.

You have logged in to MTC-M and initialized or confirmed the database. If you are upgrading MTC-M, the process is
complete.

For new installations, you must define a public host. For more information, see Defining Public Host Connections.

Uninstall MTC-M
To uninstall MTC-M from your z/OS environment, stop the server in USS and delete the installation directories.

The MTC-M application uses an Apache server running in USS to provide your users with a browser interface to Vantage.

To uninstall MTC-M from USS, delete the installation directory and do the clean-up manually.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop MTC-M on USS.
a. Enter the following MVS system command:

P VANWEBUI

The MTC-M application on USS stops.
2. Delete all 4 HFS or zFS file structures. Or you can keep the file structures and only delete the directories in OMVS.
3. Delete the following folders:

– /users/cai/vantagegmi/install
– /u/users/cai/vantagegmi/runtime
– /u/users/cai/vantagegmi/webclientdb
– /u/users/cai/vantagegmi/reports

The MTC-M files and folders are deleted from USS.

Configuring MTC-M
This section describes the steps to follow to configure MTC-M. A System Administrator and a User Interface Administrator
must configure MTC-M after you install it. This section provides information about following configurations:
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Configuring MTC-M to Use HTTPS

By default, you can use HTTP to access the MTC-M. You can also configure MTC-M to use HTTPS for user access. For
more information, see Configuring MTC-M to Use HTTPS.

Defining Public Host Connections

The UI Administrator defines the new Public Host Connections that are used to authenticate users. After the UI
Administrator defines the public hosts, they are visible in the following locations:

• The MTC-M login screen in the Authenticate Hosts drop-down list
• The Host Tree

For more information about configuring Public Host Connection, see Defining Public Host Connections.

MTC-M Logs

The MTC-M daily logs are stored in the runtime folder. By default, the maximum size for each log file is 20 MB, and the
maximum number of log files that are stored is 10. Once this limit is reached, each new log file replaces the oldest one,
keeping the number of files at 10.

Both the number of files and the maximum file size can be modified in the log configuration file.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the MTC-M started task.
2. Go to the MTC-M runtime environment.

Example: /u/users/cai/vantagegmi/runtime
3. Go to the tomcat instance.

Example: apache-tomcat-9.0.50
4. Follow the path webapps/VantageGMI/WEB-INF/conf/cmn
5. Open the file  vantagelog4j.properties

NOTE

Do not change any values other than the ones described in the following steps.
6. To change the maximum size of each log file, specify a new size in MB using the property

log4j.appender.rollingfileapp.MaxFileSize
Example: log4j.appender.rollingfileapp.MaxFileSize=20MB

7. To change the limit on the number of files, specify a new amount using the property
log4j.appender.rollingfileapp.MaxBackupIndex

NOTE

• The MaxBackupIndex option determines the number of previously rolled files to preserve. This option
takes a positive integer value. If set to zero, no roll-over occurs and the log file is truncated when it
reaches MaxFileSize .

• For efficiency reasons, do not set the value of the MaxBackupIndex option higher than 10, and that you
increase the MaxFileSize instead of the MaxBackupIndex .

Example: log4j.appender.rollingfileapp.MaxBackupIndex=10
8. Start the MTC-M.

MTC-M starts with the new configuration applied.
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Integrating with MOI

Mainframe Team Center - Operational Intelligence lets you visualize and explore historical Vantage data that is analyzed
to determine what is expected. MOI models your historical data and provides multiple ways of viewing it in your Web
browser. You can perform the following tasks with MOI:

• Easily access many months of historical data from your system.
• View a historical graph of a metric that is overlaid with colored prediction bands that illustrate decreasing the likeliness

of metric performance. Alerts are produced using a subset of Western Electric rules. The "green highway" is produced
using a Kernel Density Estimator algorithm.

• Perform analysis to answer questions about a specific metric, such as:
– What is normal for this metric in my shop?
– Is the current value of this metric outside of the expected value?
– Based on past observations, how tightly could I set a threshold without producing too many false-positive alarms?

For more about configuring MOI, see Integrate with MOI.

Application Product Profile

When you log in to the MTC-M database (VantageDB) using an Application Product Profile (APP),you can perform the
following actions:

• Modify analytics settings.
• Create, edit, or remove alternative APP profiles.
• Upload images, such as a company logo. For more information, see Upload Image.
• Enable or disable offline mode. For more information, see Offline Mode.
• Add public hosts. For more information, see Defining Public Host Connections.

Configuring MTC-M to Use HTTPS
Set up MTC-M to use encrypted communication protocol (HTTPS) and secure your user connections to Vantage.

The MTC-M uses HTTP for user access by default. You can also configure an HTTPS connection during the MTC-M
installation process. The started task owner of MTC-M must have READ access to the keyring where the certificate is
stored. For more information about how to store certificates in SAF keyrings, see Configure Apache Tomcat to Use SSL
with Keyrings in the Common Components and Services documentation.

If you choose to install without HTTPS, you can configure a secure connection later following one of the procedures
below. The certificate in a Key Ring or in a USS file is still prerequisite.

(Recommended) Enable HTTPS with Certificates Stored in SAF Keyring

A keyring is a collection of digital certificates that are associated with an individual user. Keyrings provide enhanced
security over keystores because they are stored within the external security manager rather than exported to an HFS file.
We recommend using keyrings to secure server communication for MTC-M and for ease of use and security.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a MTC-M certificate and attach the certificate to a SAF key ring.

NOTE

• The procedure that you use to attach the certificate to the key ring depends on your external security
manager.

• You can find examples for generating the certificate in the Top Secret for z/OS 16.0 documentation,
GENCERT Function.

We recommend that you generate the certificate using the RSA algorithm.
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2. Stop the MTC-M started task.
3. Configure the MTC-M Apache Tomcat server as follows:

a. Go to yourUSSpath/runtime/apache-tomcat-x.x.xx/conf and open the server.xml file with ASCII
encoding.

b. Uncomment or replace the part with the SSL connector, as follows:
<Connector port="30308" maxHttpHeaderSize="8192"

                maxThreads="150" minSpareThreads="25"

                enableLookups="false" disableUploadTimeout="true"

                SSLEnabled="true"

                algorithm="IbmX509"

                useSendfile="false"

                acceptCount="100" scheme="https" secure="true"

                clientAuth="false"

                sslProtocol="TLS"

                sslEnabledProtocols="+TLSv1.2,+TLSv1.1,+TLSv1"

                keystoreType="JCERACFKS"

                keystoreFile="safkeyring://KEY_RING_OWNER/KEY_RING_NAME"

                sslImplementationName="com.ca.sslsocket.CASSLImplementation" />

• Change the port parameter to fit your needs.
• Change the keystoreFile parameter so that it describes the SAF key ring containing the certificate:
a. Replace KEY_RING_OWNER with the ID of the user that runs the Apache Tomcat server. The user must have

READ authority for that key ring.
b. Replace KEY_RING_NAME with the name of the key ring.

Example:
keystoreFile="safkeyring://VANTSTC/VANTRING"

• (As applicable) Change the keystore type to accommodate ICSF management of digital certificates.
This step applies if your site uses the IBM Integrated Cryptographic Services Facility (ICSF) to manage digital
certificates in the external security manager.
Specify the keystore type in the parameter file as follows:
keystoreType=JCECCARACFKS 

4. Start the MTC-M started task.
5. Access the MTC-M HTTPS URL.
6. Click Yes to add this certificate to your trusted certificates.

(Alternative) Enable HTTPS with Self-Signed Certificates Stored in USS Files (TrustStore)

You can enable MTC-M use HTTPS to access certificates that are stored in USS files (TrustStore).

Follow these steps:

1. Generate a keystore as follows:
a. Start an OMVS session and enter the following command:

keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA

NOTE

Keytool is a Java command that resides in the Java libraries. These libraries have a name similar to /
Customer-Java-Prefix/ java/J8.0_64/bin/ , where Customer-Java-Prefix is the Java
USS directory name at your site. You can add this directory name in your USS profile path variable for
successful command execution.

b. Specify the requested information.
c. Press Enter to keep the default password.
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The system creates a default keystore containing a self-signed certificate and saves the keystore in your home
directory.

d. (Optional) Save the keystore in an alternate location by issuing the following command:
keytool -genkey -alias tomcat -keyalg RSA \ -keystore /location/keystore_name 

2. Stop the MTC-M started task.
3. Configure the MTC-M Apache Tomcat server as follows:

a. Go to yourUSSpath/runtime/apache-tomcat-x.x.xx/conf and open the server.xml file with ASCII
encoding.

b. Uncomment, add or edit, or replace the part with the SSL connector, as follows:
<Connector port="30308" maxHttpHeaderSize="8192"

        maxThreads="150" minSpareThreads="25"

        enableLookups="false" disableUploadTimeout="true"

        SSLEnabled="true"

        algorithm="IbmX509"

        useSendfile="false" 

        acceptCount="100" scheme="https" secure="true"

        clientAuth="false" sslProtocol="TLS" 

        sslEnabledProtocols="+TLSv1.2,+TLSv1.1,+TLSv1"

        keystoreType="JKS"

        keystoreFile="USS_FILE/.keystore"

        keystorePass="MY_KEYSTORE_PASSWORD"" />

• Change the port and keystoreFile parameters to fit your needs.
• Ensure that keystorePass matches the password that you specified in the previous step.
• In the standard HTTP connector, provide the redirectPort to match the one you specified in the SSL

connector, as follows:
<!-- Define a non-SSL HTTP/1.1 Connector on port 8080 -->

    <Connector port="30305" maxHttpHeaderSize="8192"

               maxThreads="150" minSpareThreads="25" maxSpareThreads="75"

               enableLookups="false" redirectPort="30308"

               acceptCount="100"

               connectionTimeout="20000" disableUploadTimeout="true" />

    <!-- Note : To disable connection timeouts, set connectionTimeout

     value to 0 -->

4. Start the MTC-M started task.
5. Access the HTTPS URL.The client might prompt you to confirm that you trust the certificate the first time that you

access the secure URL.
6. Click Yes to add this certificate to your trusted certificates.

Defining Public Host Connections
A public host is an authenticating host available to all users, and is defined by the Application Product Profile (APP) user.

A host is a Vantage address space running in a specific LPAR. The Application Product Profile (APP) user defines new
public hosts. The public host is available to all users.

Public Hosts authenticate users in MTC-M. Use the Host feature to perform the following functions:

Create New Public Host

Define a public host connection to use the host as an authenticating host when you log in to the client.
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Follow these steps:

1. Connect to VantageDB using an Application Product Profile (APP) that was created during the installation.
NOTE
The Application Product Profile username is case-sensitive

2. Select the user menu in the upper right corner and select HOST.
The Host page opens.

3. Select Add and enter the following information:
Host Name

Specifies the new public host name.
IP Address

Specifies the Vantage Task IP address.
Port

Specifies the Vantage Task port.
Ensure that the Public Host is selected.

4. Select Save.
The new public host is saved.

You can see the new defined public host in the Host page and under the Host Tree section. The newly created host is
added in Authenticating Host drop-down list on the login page. The Authenticating Host drop-down list in the login page
includes the defined public hosts, VantageDB (database) host, and Offline Demo.

Test Public Host

Use the Test option to verify the availability of the host.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the private host that you want to test on the Host page.
2. Select Test.

One of the following messages opens:
Host Connectivity is successful

Indicates that the host is running and available.
The host connectivity test failed

Indicates that the host is not available because the host is not running or the host definition is wrong.
If the host is not available, use the Edit feature to correct the host definition.

Edit Public Host

Use Edit to modify both public host and private hosts of the APP profile. Do not edit the hosts that you are connected to.

Follow these steps:

1. If the host is connected, select the host in the Host Tree that you want to disconnect under Host Tree to disconnect.
2. Select the Disconnect from Selected Hosts icon.
3. On the Host page, select the host that you want to edit.
4. Select Edit.

The Host Definition dialog opens.
5. Complete editing the required fields.
6. Select Save.

The public host is edited.
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Create Copy of Public Host

Use the Copy option to create a copy of a public or private host and save the host as public or private.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Host page, select the host that you want to create a copy.
2. Select Copy.
3. Rename the host to create a copy of the host.
4. Edit the required fields.
5. Select Save.

The copy of public host connection is created with a new name.

Delete Public Host

Use the Delete option to remove the public host connection from the Host Tree and hosts list.

Follow these steps:

1. If the host is connected, select the host in the Host Tree that you want to disconnect under Host Tree to disconnect.
2. Select Disconnect from Selected Hosts icon.
3. Select the public host that you want to remove from the list on the Host page.
4. Select Delete and confirm deleting the host.

The host is deleted from the host tree and the list.

Using MTC-M
Vantage uses an object-oriented approach that automates storage management tasks through a range of viewing,
analysis, and automation facilities.

Vantage uses an object-oriented approach that is designed to automate both personal and system-managed storage
management tasks through a range of viewing, analysis, and automation facilities. You select the object that you want
to manage. For example, a volume, storage group, dataset group, or data set. You can filter, sort, zoom, and use other
features to find or isolate the selected object. Perform actions on the resulting data to resolve problems, enforce policies,
or better manage your storage.

The MTC-M provides an intuitive and interactive user experience with improved options and decreased maintenance
requirements. This section provides information about how to connect and navigate the MTC-M, and a detailed description
on its functionalities, including dashboards, widgets, objects, and scripts.

Access MTC-M
This section of the document gives the guideline on how to access MTC-M from a PC with IP Access to the MTC-M.

You can access the MTC-M from the following systems:

• A PC with IP access to the MTC-M server
• The MTC-M server

Ensure that the computer also has IP access to the Vantage hosts that you want to connect to.

The specific URL address that you use to access MTC-M depends on your configuration. The address always ends with /
VantageGMI/ .

Access MTC-M through any of the following supported browsers:
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• Google Chrome (Recommended)
• Mozilla Firefox
• Microsoft Edge

Connecting
The MTC-M login page provides options to log in to the Vantage Database or to a particular Vantage host.

You can also connect to additional Vantage hosts after you log in.

Log in to the Vantage Database

Log in to Vantage database to manage host connection definitions.

NOTE
To manage public host connection definitions connect to the Vantage database using an Application Product
Profile (APP), that was created during the MTC-M installation.

Follow these steps:

1. Select VantageDB from the Authenticating host drop-down list.
2. Specify APP in the Username field.
3. Specify the password in the Password field.

Use the Vantage database password that you created during the MTC-M installation.
4. Select LOG IN.

You are now logged in to the Vantage database using an Application Product Profile which allows you to configure the
MTC-M interface.

Log in to the MTC-M

You can only access Vantage data through MTC-M in the following situations:

• You are connected to the Vantage host where the data resides.
• The data is stored offline.

For more information, see Offline Mode

TIP

Vantage MTC-M supports both password and password phrase login. The maximum length for a password is
8 characters. The minimum length for a password phrase is 9 characters. Use the Password box to enter your
password or password phrase.

Log in to the MTC-M host to access data from Vantage hosts. The following procedure shows how to connect to a
particular host from the log in page.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a host from the Authenticating Host drop-down list.
2. Specify your username.
3. Do one of the following actions:

– Specify your password or password phrase.

NOTE

The MTC-M does not provide the TSO admin utility as an option to renew expired passwords or password
phrases.

– Enable the option RSA Multi-factor authentication and enter your RSA PIN and a token.
4. Select LOG IN.
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The MTC-M connects to the selected host.

After you log in, you can also connect to additional hosts.

Navigating
Become familiar with the MTC-M screen and navigation.

The MTC-M screen contains the following items:

Home

The Home tab contains links to favorite dashboards, a selection of important factory dashboards, and links to useful
resources to get you started with Vantage. To add or remove a private dashboard from your favorites, go to Dashboard
Actions > Dashboard Settings.

Help

The help menu contains the following options:

Online Documentation
Open the Vantage documentation in another tab.

Offline Documentation (PDF)
Open the Vantage documentation in another tab and download it in a PDF format.

Legal Notices
Open the Legal Notices section of the MTC-M documentation.

Contact Us
Connect with Broadcom Support.

About
Get product specifications.

User Menu

The user menu contains the following options:

Load Tabs from Previous Session
Reload saved tabs.

Import
Import dashboard definitions or user views.

Hosts
Manage host definitions.

Host Info
Get information about connected hosts.

Settings
Apply user settings according to your needs.

Log out
End your MTC-M session.

Navigation Pane

To expand or collapse the navigation pane, click the hamburger button in the top-left corner of your screen.
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The navigation pane contains the following sections:

Menu
Show or hide the navigation trees.

Home
Open the Home tab to access favorite dashboards and more.

Hosts
Connect to user defined hosts. For more information, see Connect to Additional Hosts.

Objects
View the Vantage objects. MTC-M retrieves all objects from all connected Vantage hosts.

Dashboards
View all dashboards and modify user defined dashboards. For more information, see Dashboards.

Analytics
Manage the metrics that you send to MOI. For more information, see Integrate with MOI.

Script Manager
View, edit and delete General Object Automation and Log Scripts.

z/OS Utilities
Open, edit and save PDS members, and submit jobs to the mainframe. For more information, see PDS Member
Editor in MTC-M.

User View Management
View all your user views, as well as factory user views, and perform certain actions. For more information, see
User Views in MTC-M.

Host Configurations

Click the icon at the top of the Hosts table to open the host configuration options. Use host configuration to set up and
manage Vantage host features, including system parameters, data set groups, VTOC/VVDS settings, and more.

System Parameters
Set values for Vantage system parameters and configure host features and components.

Include / Exclude Statements
Define and manage include/exclude statemenets to control what data is processed.

User Storage Groups
User storage groups enable you to manage custom storage pools using filter criteria, add descriptions to generic
storage groups, and exclude pools from processing.

Data Set Groups
Define data set groups in the GDEFS member to manage and analyze storage based on logical groups, for
example, at the application level.

VAM Spares
VAM Spare definitions identify candidate volumes that Vantage can dynamically add to Allocate storage groups
when a group exceeds its target free space threshold.

SMS Spares
SMS Spare definitions match eligible SMS storage groups with spare candidate volumes. SMS Spares are used
when you execute any Add SMS Volume action.

VTOC/VVDS
Specify the VTOC and VVDS parameters that are used when spare SMS volumes are initialized and added to
SMS storage groups.
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Private Host Definitions
To work with Vantage object data in a private space according to your preferences, define a private host.

A host is a Vantage address space that is running in a specific LPAR. You can define a private host to work with object
data in a private space according to your preferences. You can define private host connections only when at least one
public host definition exists on your MTC-M server.

Use the Host feature to perform the following private host definition functions:

Create New Private Host

When you create a new private host, other users cannot connect to the private hosts that you define. However, other
users can define the same private hosts as you defined with a different host name.

NOTE

You cannot log in to a private host as your authenticating host from the primary login page.

Follow these steps:

1. Access the MTC-M URL
2. Specify your credentials, select an Authenticating Host, and select LOG IN.
3. Click the user name in the upper right corner and select Hosts.

The Host page opens.
4. Click Add and enter the following information:
Host Name

Specifies the new private host name
IP Address

Specifies the Vantage Task IP address
Port

Specifies the Vantage Task port
(Optional) User Name

Specifies the z/OS user name
5. Click Save.

The new host name is listed under Host Tree section and in the Host page at the end of hosts list.

The application saves the private host definition and grants permission only to you. You can connect to the private host as
an additional connection.

Test Private Host

Use the Test option to verify the availability of the host.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the private host that you want to test on the host page.
2. Click Test.

One of the following messages opens:
Host Connectivity is successful

Indicates that the host is running and available.
The host connectivity test failed

Indicates that the host is not available because the host is not running or the host definition is wrong.
If the host definition is wrong, edit the host definition.
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Edit Private Host

Use the Edit option to edit a private host.

NOTE

Do not edit the hosts that you are connected to. Disconnect from a host before you edit.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the host that you want to edit.

NOTE

To edit the public host, you must create a local copy of a public host as private host. You cannot edit the
original public host.

2. Click Edit.
The Host Definition dialog opens.

3. Edit the required fields.
4. Click Save.

The host is edited as you entered in the Host Definition section.

Create Copy of Private Host

Use the Copy option to create a copy of the private host and add a new name.

Follow these steps:

1. On the Host page, select the host that you want to create a copy.
2. Click Copy.
3. Specify a new name in the Host Name field.
4. Edit the required fields.
5. Click Save.

The copy of private host is created with a new name.

Delete Private Host

The Delete option lets you remove the private host from the Host Tree.

Follow these steps:

1. Ensure that the host is not selected and disconnected in the host tree.
2. Select the host that you want to delete under in the Host page.
3. Click Delete and confirm the deletion.

The host is deleted from the host tree and from the list.

Connect to Additional Hosts

You can select the primary host from the Authenticating Host drop-down list when you log in to the MTC-M. You can
also connect to other hosts after you log in. The object tree contains the following information for all connected hosts as
follows:

• The objects that appear in the tree might change when you connect to an additional host.
• The order of the objects in the tree might shift when you connect to an additional host.

A widget loads data from a host that is connected and selected in the Host Tree. Connect to the appropriate host before
you open or reload the widget.
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The action drop-down list contains only actions that are common to all hosts that widget loads data from.

Connect to additional hosts to get object data from those hosts.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Host tree in the navigation menu and select the hosts that you want to connect to.
2. Click the Connect to Selected Hosts icon and enter your credentials.
3. Click OK.

The application connects to the selected hosts.

The dashboards show information from all the connected hosts provided that they share the same object definitions. If the
object definitions differ between the hosts that you are connected to, the dashboard shows an error message. To show
data, change the hosts that you selected.

User Settings
Use user settings to configure objects according to your preferences.

MTC-M allows you to set up the following user settings:

• Enable or disable the predefined object configuration.
• Customize the object tree to show or hide unauthorized and unlicensed objects

Predefined Object Configuration

Enable or disable the predefined object configuration in MTC-M.

MTC-M provides you an option to use the predefined object configuration for certain objects. The predefined object
configuration is enabled by default. Objects that support the predefined configuration are displayed with a certain scaling,
coloring, sorting and filtering. Disabling the predefined object configuration results in showing raw object data. You can
disable or enable the predefined object configuration at any time.

To disable the predefined object configuration, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to MTC-M.
NOTE
The settings for the predefined object configuration are preserved during the same session, even if you are
using different user profiles for different hosts.

2. Select User menu Settings.
A new Settings tab opens.

3. Select Predefined Object Configuration to expand the configuration menu.
4. Deselect the Load predefined object configuration option.
5. Select Apply.

The configuration is successfully updated, and objects with predefined configuration now show raw data.

Objects with Predefined Configuration
This article provides a list of objects that support the predefined object configuration.

The following objects have a predefined configuration:

GRPCBS
Group Space on Primary Storage

POOLS
Storage Groups
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SY010000
ACTIVITY System activity

SY024000
APPLMON VTAM application monitor

SY026000
ASLIST Address space list

SY156200
JRESOURC JES2 resources

SY185000
LPA Link pack area modules

SY285000
WTOR WTO reply required messages

SY335000
SPACE DASD free space

SY393502
VSMTRACK VSM common storage tracking

SY501800
CAILMP CA LMP information

SY575200
ROSLIST List monitored ROSCOE jobs

SY580200
MQCHSTAT MQ channel status

SY580500
MQLIST MQ subsystem list

SY581800
MQQLOCAL MQ local queues

SY583100
MQALERTS MQ exception alerts

SY600500
CICSLIST CICS regions

SY600600
CTASKS CICS active tasks

SY601500
CDSAS CICS dynamic storage areas

SY603600
CSTATUS CICS resource status summary

SY604500
CTRANS CICS transaction summary

SY605900
CICSLOGR CICS data loggers

SY620200
SCMSYS System condition monitor system

SY620300
SCMENTRY System condition monitor detail
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SY620400
SCMMSG System condition monitor msgs

SY620700
CALERTS CICS exception alerts

SY701500
HSMREQ HSM request status

SY702400
PAGING System paging

SY702500
SWAPPING System swapping

SY702700
ALERTS MVS exception alerts

SY703000
DASDRESP DASD response time

SY704200
WMDELAY WLM workload activity delay

SY704400
WMSYSSUM WLM system summary

SY705400
WMSYSCAP WLM system capacity information

SY705500
STORAGE System storage

SY705600
ACTJOB Job activity

SY705800
DELAYS Job degradation delay analysis

SY706100
CPCSUM CPC LPAR capacity summary

SY706200
XLOG Exception log

SY706201
XLOG Exception log

SY706202
XLOG Exception log

SY706203
XLOG Exception log

SY706204
XLOG Exception log

SY706205
XLOG Exception log

SY731400
UFILES USS open files

SY740500
IMSTRANS IMS transaction codes
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SY741300
IMSALERT IMS exception alerts

SY742700
IMSTIMES IMS transaction times

SY750100
CAPLIST Captured event list

SY750200
CAPEVENT Captured event

SY750400
CAPMAINT Capture index maintenance

SY755000
RMCAP RMF CPC system information

SY755300
RMJOBS RMF job information

SY755500
RMSTG RMF storage information

SY760000
TCPLIST TCP/IP Images

SY761600
TCPALERT TCP/IP exception alerts

SY800800
XSLIST XSystem list

SY803200
SCM System condition monitor

SY803400
OPCODES Assembler opcodes

SY803500
SYSTEMS Systems overview

SY804000
LGSTREAM Log stream definitions

SY804700
LGCONN Log stream connections

SY804800
LGJOBS Job log stream connections

SY804900
LGPLEX Sysplex log stream connections

SY805000
LGLOGS Data logs

SY805500
ACTSUM Job activity summary

SY806700
GRAPH Graph data metrics

SY807000
PVTUSAGE Private storage usage
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SY807200
HCHECKER Health checker

SY808000
LGSTAGE Logger staging data sets

SY870300
MIMLIST MIM list

SY870600
MIMSYS MIM systems

Unauthorized and Unlicensed Objects

Use MTC-M to manipulate unauthorized and unlicensed objects in the object tree.

Unauthorized and unlicensed objects are hidden by default. MTC-M allows you to show or hide unauthorized and
unlicensed objects in the object tree.

You can use unlicensed objects in dashboards and user views. When accessing unlicensed objects, or when creating
automation scripts or dynamic objects that are based on the unlicensed object, there is a message that informs you
about the missing license. You can continue to work with the object, or script, after you  select the Confirm button in the
message dialog.

NOTE
If you continue to use the unlicensed object, the CAS operator message is issued in the system log. For more
information, see LMP Keys.

You cannot access unauthorized objects. You also cannot use unauthorized objects to create automation scripts or
dynamic objects. Access to unauthorized objects is denied with the corresponding informational message.

To show unlicensed and unauthorized objects in the object tree, complete the following steps:

1. Log in to MTC-M.
NOTE
The settings for unauthorized and unlicensed objects are preserved during the same session, even if you are
using different user profiles for different hosts.

2. Select User menu Settings.
A new Settings tab opens.

3. Select Unauthorized and Unlicensed Objects Configuration to expand the configuration menu.
4. Select one, or both of the following options:

– Unauthorized objects
Lists the objects that you are not permitted to access in the object tree. You cannot access the data in such objects.

– Unlicensed objects
Lists the objects with a missing license in the object tree. You can access and view object data.

5. Select Apply.
The configuration is successfully updated and the object tree is refreshed.

Dashboards
In MTC-M a dashboard is a customizable collection of widgets that presents selected object data as tables and/or charts.

A MTC-M dashboard is a collection of widgets that offers you a quick view of objects. The MTC-M dashboards let you
display high-level data of your objects in the form of tables and charts.

Vantage MTC-M includes the following kinds of dashboards:
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Factory dashboards
Factory dashboards are the predefined dashboards.
You cannot edit factory dashboards. You can create copies of factory dashboards to use them as templates for
new dashboards. To create a duplicate of a factory dashboard, use the Duplicate and Open option. You can edit
this new dashboard to meet your needs. To export charts from the dashboard use the Export Charts option, while
Reload Data allows you to reload the data for all of the widgets in the factory dashboard.

NOTE

For some of the Vantage MTC-M factory dashboards, you require Link Management Protocol (LMP)
codes applied to the system for proper functionality. For more information about the Vantage MTC-M
Factory Dashboards and their corresponding LMP codes, see Access Factory Dashboards.

User dashboards
Create and edit custom dashboards that are based on your preferences. You can modify the privacy settings of
your dashboards to make them private or public:
Private dashboards

The dashboards are only visible to the user that creates them. All users can create private dashboards.
Public dashboards

The dashboards are shared with all the users in your organization, who can view them and can create
copies. All users can create public dashboards.

The dashboard displays the host data to support the following basic purposes:

Quick View of data
Offers quick view of host data in the form of graph and chart

Monitoring
Obtain the most up-to-date data or to see how data changes over time

Problem identification
Alerts table and chart helps in quick identification of the problem

Historical trend analysis
Helps you create single pane of glass of historical data that is grouped by functionality

NOTE

For more information, see:

• Working with Dashboards
• Configure Widgets
• Working with Charts
• Working with Tables
• Monitor Objects

Working with Dashboards

This section of the document provides information about the following functions that you can perform with MTC-M user
and factory dashboards:

Create Dashboard

MTC-M dashboards provide you options to customize the object view as follows:
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Multiple widgets with the same object
Displays same object in different widgets with different settings such as filter, sort, historical views, tables, and
charts

Multiple widgets with different objects
Displays different objects in different widgets with the same or different widget settings

Follow these steps:

1. Select the plus sign to open a new tab in the dashboard space.
The dashboard layout wizard page appears.

2. Select the preferred dashboard layout.
Your dashboard opens with the selected number of widgets.

3. (Optional) Customize the dashboard layout based on the number of widgets that you want to display in the dashboard.
The maximum size of the dashboard is six columns and six rows. Every space in the grid is a cell where you can place
a widget. Use the following options to customize the dashboard layout:

Plus
Adds columns or rows.

Minus
Removes columns or rows.

Span
Merges columns or rows.
To merge columns or rows, at least one cell should be blank.

Split
Splits columns or rows.

NOTE

The icons Span and Split are available only based on the layout.
4. Use the Object drop-down menu and select the object to display on each widget.
5. Select Layout Done to exit the layout editing mode.
6. (Optional) Configure the widget settings.

For more information about widget configuration, see Configure Widgets.

NOTE
If you configure widgets after you saved the dashboard, ensure that you click Dashboard Actions and
Save. Otherwise, the configuration of widgets is not saved.

7. Select Save as Dashboard.
The Save as Dashboard dialog appears.

8. Specify a name of the dashboard, up to 50 characters.
9. Specify a description for the dashboard, up to 100 characters.
10. (Optional) Select Favorite to add your dashboard to the Home tab. This option is available for private dashboards

only.
11. (Optional) Make your dashboard public, or keep it private.
12. Select Save.

The new dashboard appears in the Dashboards navigation pane under My Dashboards.

Change Dashboard Layout

Modify your customized dashboards to accommodate changes in your preferences. You cannot modify factory, or public
dashboards shared with you. You can duplicate factory and public dashboards and modify them. For more information,
see Duplicate Dashboard and Open.

The Change Layout option lets you perform the following actions:
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• Add more widgets, or remove the existing widgets from the dashboard.
• Change the existing widgets.
• Modify the layout of the dashboard.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Dashboards and select the dashboard that you want to edit.
The dashboard opens.

2. Select Change Layout to make changes in the layout.
3. Once you modified the layout, select Layout Done.
4. (Optional) Configure the widget settings.

NOTE
If you configure widgets after you saved the dashboard, ensure you select Dashboard Actions and Save.
Otherwise, the configuration of widgets is not saved.

For more information about widget configuration, see Configure Widgets.
5. Select Save Changes.

The application saves the modified dashboard.

Duplicate Dashboard and Open

Use the Duplicate and Open option to duplicate any dashboard. You can use this option to create copies of factory and
public dashboards, as well as dashboards shared with you, and edit those dashboards to meet your needs.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Dashboards and select the dashboard that you want to duplicate.
The dashboard opens.

2. Select Dashboard Actions, and select Duplicate and Open.
A copy of the dashboard opens.

NOTE

Dashboard copies are not saved automatically. If you do not want to lose your dashboard copy, ensure that
you save it before you exit the MTC-M. For information about how to save a dashboard copy, see step 6.

3. (Optional) Select Change Layout to modify a layout of the dashboard.
For more information, see Change Dashboard Layout.

4. (Optional) Configure the widget settings.

NOTE
If you configure widgets after you saved the dashboard, ensure that you select Dashboard Actions and
Save. Otherwise, the configuration of widgets is not saved.

For more information about widget configuration, see Configure Widgets.
5. Select Save as Dashboard.

The Save as Dashboard dialog appears.
6. Specify a name and description of the dashboard.
7. (Optional) Make your dashboard public, or keep it private.
8. Select Save.

The new dashboard appears in Dashboards navigation pane under My Dashboards.

Delete Dashboard

Use the Delete option to delete dashboards that you created.
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Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Dashboards menu and select the dashboard that you want to delete.
The dashboard opens.

2. Select Dashboard Actions and select Delete.
The Delete Dashboard dialog appears.

3. Select Delete.
The dashboard is removed from the dashboard panel, but it does not close. You can save the dashboard again before
you close it.

Upload Image

The Upload Image option lets you save images that can later be added as a logo to any dashboards, tables or charts that
you export.

NOTE

• Only the Vantage MTC-M administrator can upload images. Uploaded images are available for all the users
in the organization.

• MTC-M supports the following image formats: SVG, PNG, and JPEG in RGB color mode. The maximum file
size is 2MB.

IMPORTANT

To use this feature, ensure that the following JVM configuration parameter is set to true in your starting task
procedure for the MTC-M, initially delivered as VANWEBUI member in the CCTUSAMP library:

IJO="$IJO -Djava.awt.headless=true"

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Vantage MTC-M Database.
For more information, see Log in to the Vantage Database.

2. Select Settings.
3. Select Export Settings.

The images that are already uploaded, if any, show.
4. Select Upload Image.

A file explorer window opens.
5. Select the image that you want to upload and click Open.

You have uploaded an image.

Export Dashboard Definition

The Export Definition option lets you export a dashboard with the widget settings to share with other users of MTC-M.

NOTE

You cannot export definitions of the factory dashboards.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to the Dashboards menu and select the dashboard that you want to export.
The dashboard opens.

2. Select Dashboard Actions and select Export Definition.

The dashboard exports as a plain XML file.
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Export Dashboard Charts

The Export Charts option lets you export charts from dashboards and save them as an image.

Follow these steps:

1. Go to Dashboards and select the dashboard that you want to export.
The dashboard opens.

2. Select Dashboard Actions and select Export Charts.
The export window opens.

3. Select the format for the exported file.

NOTE

The image formats available depend on the browser that you use. Those formats can include SVG, PNG,
and JPEG.

4. (Optional) Enable Add Image, and select the image that you want to attach to your exported dashboard as a logo.

NOTE

This option is only available if there are images uploaded to the MTC-M Database. For more information, see
Upload Image.

5. Select Export.
The charts export as a single file in the format that you selected.

Import Dashboard

The Import option lets you import dashboard definitions that other users created and shared with you in XML format. You
can use the imported dashboards as a template and customize them according to your preference.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the user name drop-down menu and select Import, Import Dashboard.
The file explorer opens.

2. Select the dashboard definition that you want to import and click Open.
The dashboard is imported, and it opens in the MTC-M.

Private and Public Dashboards

MTC-M user-created dashboards can be private or public. Private dashboards are only visible to the user that creates
them. Public dashboards are visible to all the users in the organization. All users can create private and public
dashboards.

NOTE

Public dashboards cannot be restricted to specific users. If you want to share a dashboard only with specific
users, you must export the dashboard definition. For more information about exporting a dashboard definition,
see Export Dashboard Definition. You can also export the dashboard charts. For more information about
exporting dashboard charts, see Export Dashboard Charts.

You can edit private and public dashboards that you create. Dashboards that you create show in the Dashboards section
under My Dashboards. Your public dashboards show a share icon next to the dashboard name. When you open one of
your public dashboards, the world icon shows next to the description.

You can view public dashboards created by other users and modify the view locally, but the changes are only visible to
you and they cannot be saved. Dashboards that other users create and make public show in the Dashboards section
under Shared with Me. The name of the owner and a world icon display next to the dashboard name. When you open a
public dashboard from another user, the world icon and the owner name show next to the description.

You can modify the privacy settings of your dashboards at any time.
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Follow these steps:

• To save a dashboard and make it public, select Dashboard Actions, Dashboard Settings and select Make Public.
• To save a dashboard and make it private, select Dashboard Actions, Dashboard Settings and select Make Private.

Access Factory Dashboards

The following table gives a list of MTC-M factory dashboards and their corresponding LMP codes that are applied to the
system for proper functionality:

Factory Dashboard LMP1 LMP2 LMP3 LMP4

My Storage 0C K6 N/A N/A

Alerts 0C N/A N/A N/A

Automation Script
Schedules

0F 0G 0H K6

Coupling Facility FU N/A N/A N/A

DASD and SGs analyses 0C K6 NA N/A

Logger FU N/A N/A N/A

Unused data sets 0C N/A N/A N/A

Vantage CPU & Memory 0C K6 N/A N/A

Vantage state 0C K6 N/A N/A

Volume types in SG 0C K6 N/A N/A

Volumes analyses 0C K6 N/A N/A

SYSVIEW CEC Overview FU N/A N/A N/A

SYSVIEW CICS
Overview

FU N/A N/A N/A

SYSVIEW LPAR Alert
Summary and WTO
Display

FU N/A N/A N/A

SYSVIEW LPAR
Overview

FU N/A N/A N/A

SYSVIEW LPAR
Performance Overview

FU NA N/A N/A

SYSVIEW MQ
Subsystem Overview

FU N/A N/A N/A

SYSVIEW TCO/IP
Overview

FU N/A N/A N/A

Widgets
MTC-M dashboards are built using widgets. Each widget is a representation of a Vantage object, and determines the data
that appears in the dashboard.

Widgets are the basic building blocks of Vantage MTC-M dashboards. A widget represents a Vantage object. A widget
inherits the properties of the object that it represents, and it offers you a quick view of objects. Widgets determine how
object data appears in a dashboard.
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You can see the following widget formats in the MTC-M:

Table Format
Displays the object data in the record-level.
Table format allows you to sort and filter the data. The filter option in the table helps you to restrict the records that
are listed in the table. You can create charts that are based on the records available in the table.

Chart Format
Displays the object data in different types of charts. For example, pie chart, bar chart or line chart.
The widget helps you visualize the host data using the interactive charts. With the help of chart widget, you can
visually summarize and trend your data.

You can customize the MTC-M widget settings according to your preferences. You can also use the widget chart
monitoring option to monitor the Vantage object data at regular intervals.

Configure Widgets

Widgets are customizable dashboard elements that control how data is presented.

Vantage MTC-M widget settings define how the application collects and presents object data, and what you can do with
the data. Widgets can be customized to display only the relevant information in an easy-to-read way. 

Click the Object Settings icon to configure a widget. Update the following sections to configure the widget:

Dashboard Widget Title

Use the Widget Configuration option to edit the title of the widget.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select Widget Configuration.
3. Under Dashboard Widget Title, enter a new title for the widget, or select Default to use object name as the widget

name.
4. Select Apply.

The new title is added to the widget.

View Type

The View Type option lets you define the time interval to display the data in the widget.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select View Type.
3. Select one of the following options:
Data

Displays the latest data available in the host.
The Data option uses the Trend Log data sets that are created when LOG scripts are executed. For more
information, see Trend Log Script.

Log
Displays the data for specified intervals that are logged in the host.

NOTE

If the data collection takes more than 5 minutes, you will get a timeout error message once the data is
ready. Select Reload Vantage Object Data to display the data.
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Extra columns add in the table for log data. Select one of the following options to display log data.
From/To

Enter the time range.
Last

Enter the time range that you want to view the data in the host for the latest period such as hours, days,
weeks, months, and years.
Notice the time zone difference for server time and host time.

4. Select Reload Vantage Object Data to reload the data in the widget.
The data displays in table and chart that is based on the View Type selection.

Object Modes

Use the Object Modes to select the method to collect data.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select Object Modes.
3. Select one of the following modes:

NOTE

The object mode options that are available differ for each object.

RT (Real Time)
Collects the object data from the host in real time in response to the user request for the specified object.

LI (Last Interval)
Collects the object data from the last regular scanning cycle on the host.

SC (Snapshot Copy)
The information that is displayed in the table is a snapshot copy of a continuously updated object that changes
dynamically as individual records within the object are being updated.
When a snapshot copy is requested, Vantage locks the object for as long as it takes to filter and copy the data.
After the data is copied, Vantage releases the object for further updates. The snapshot copy is then available for
viewing while the original object is being updated.

DC (Disk Checkpoint)
Collects object data from a checkpoint version that is written to disk at scheduled intervals.
The Disk Checkpoint mode is available to enhance performance in accessing objects in which a vendor's native
API to the data is too slow for Real Time (RT) access, or the quantity is too great to keep in memory as a Last
Interval (LI) object. The DC mode is available for only specific objects. DC is the default mode for those objects
that support it.

DI (Disk Interval)
Collects the disk data set that is periodically updated, usually by some utility program from another vendor.
The DI mode is commonly used when another vendor does not provide a good external API to access their data,
but they do provide a utility to extract their data to a file or to generate a report. When an object is created from
the extracted data file, it is called a Disk Interval object, and it reflects the last date and time of the data extraction.

4. Select Reload Vantage Object Data to reload the data in the widget.
The data in table and chart table displays based on the object mode selection.

Input List

Use the Input List option to enter input statements that affect the creation of the object. The content in the input list varies
from one object to another.
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NOTE

The input list is not available for all objects and modes.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select Input List.
3. Enter the input statements.
4. Select Reload Vantage Object Data to reload the data in the widget.

For more information about input list option, see Input Option.

Filter

The Filter option lets you narrow the list of data that appears on the table. The Filter helps you define the filter expression
to enable and disable the appropriate fields and controls.

Expand the Filter option in Object Settings to define a filter expression. For more information about filter option, see
Define Filters.

Sort

The sort option helps you classify the object data according to specified criteria in table and chart. Use the Sort option to
sort the data multiple fields in the table and chart.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select Sort.
3. Select one or more columns to add it to the sort hierarchy. Sorting is applied by column from left to right, so records

are sorted by the left-most column first. The second sort column applies sorting for records with common values in the
first column, and so on.

TIP

Carefully plan the sort order that you want to use. Select Undo to correct mistakes, or Clear to start again.
4. To organize records in ascending or descending order, click the arrow in a selected sort column.

NOTE

The multi-host view shows the sorted data from each host separately. You cannot sort LparVan data or
SubsystemVan data in the multi-host view.

5. Click Reload Vantage Object Data to reload the data in the widget
The sort applies in table columns and charts is based on the fields in Sort Order.

Rows Limit Configuration

Use the Rows Limit Configuration to set the number of rows in the widget that MTC-M retrieves from the host.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select Rows Limit Configuration.
3. Select one of the following options:
Display All Rows

Displays all the rows that are retrieved from the host.
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Limit Rows
Displays the maximum up to the specified number of rows that are retrieved from the host.

4. Select Reload Vantage Object Data to reload the data in the widget.

NOTE

Typically, the sort is applied to each host independently and the rows are concatenated in the Vantage object
view. When you apply rows limit configuration, the sort applies to complete data for all the hosts together.

Hosts

Use the Hosts option to select from which hosts the data in the widget is displayed.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select Hosts.
3. Select one of the following options:
Selected in the Host tree

Displays data from all hosts selected in the Host tree.
Selected from the list below

Displays data from hosts selected in the list only.
4. Select Reload Vantage Object Data to reload the data in the widget.

The widget now displays data in the table based on the host selection.

Column Configuration

Use the Column Configuration option to rename, color, reorder, show, and hide columns. The fields under the Column
Configuration section represent the column names in the table.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select Column Configuration.
3. You can perform following functions under Columns section:
Rename column

Select the edit icon in a column name, type a new name, and select the check mark to confirm.
The new column name is visible in the Table view and the Graph view.

NOTE
The maximum limit for column name length is 50 characters. The column name changes only in the
Column Configuration section. The column name does not change under Filter and Sort sections.

Show or hide column
Select the eyeball icon to toggle the Show/Hide column setting.

Change the order of columns in the table
The display of visible columns in a table is based on the column order, from left to right.
Select the left or right arrow in each column configuration panel to change the position of that column in the table.

Apply color coding
The coloring option lets you define coloring for object records in cells in tables and charts.
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NOTE

When you apply two coloring conditions, if the conditions override, the table and chart apply the first
condition that you specified.

1. Select the coloring icon on a column configuration panel
The Color Configuration panel opens.

2. Select one of the following condition qualifiers:
– INCL

Colors the values that match the specified value.
– EXCL

Excludes the values from coloring that matches the specified value.
– =

Colors the values that are equal to the specified value.
– <>

Colors the values that are not equal to the specified value.
– >=

Colors the values that are greater than or equal to the specified value.
– <=

Colors the values that are less than or equal to the specified value.
– BTWN

Colors the values between two values, and the two values provided.
3. Enter the conditional value.
4. Select the coloring icon, select the color, and select OK.
5. Select Done to apply your coloring, or press Esc to cancel.

4. Select Reload Vantage Object Data to reload the data in the widget.
The data displays in tables and charts that are based on color coding.

Alerts

Use the Alert option to get the email notification when the specified conditions are met for the object.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select Alerts.
3. Select New Alert.

The new panel opens to define the new alert. You can define multiple alerts for a single widget.
4. In the Alert Name field, type the alert name.

The maximum limit for character length is 20.
5. Select the Severity of the alert to be created.
6. Enter the type of the alert in the Type field.
7. Define the conditions to create an alert in the Condition field.
8. Select the Object Mode in which the data to be collected.
9. Select the time range to define the frequency of data collection from the host in the Scheduling field.
10. Specify the email address, subject, and message to be sent when the conditions are met to send the email alert.
11. Select Overview to see the preview of the alert script.
12. Select Activate to activate the alert and start collecting the data at the scheduled intervals as defined under

Scheduling.
13. Select Activate & Execute to activate the alert and start collecting the data immediately.
14. Select Delete to remove the alert script and stop receiving the email notification.
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15. Select Reload Vantage Object Data to reload the data in the widget.
An alert is generated based on the conditions that you define, and you can monitor this alert. Based on the conditions
defined in the Alert section, you can also receive email notifications.

Monitoring

Use the Monitoring option to set up a time interval for automatic data reload in a widget.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
2. Select Monitoring.
3. Enter the interval for the widget to refresh the data.

NOTE

Minimum interval is 10 seconds.
4. Specify the number of samples that you want to accumulate in the monitoring chart.
5. Select Enable Monitoring.

For more information about Monitoring, see Monitor Object.

Define Filters
Understanding filter syntax and rules, and using wildcards enables you to determine exactly what data you process,
gather, and display.

The Filter feature in MTC-M enables you to narrow the list of objects that display in the table. The Filter component
helps you define the filter expression to enable and disable the appropriate fields and controls.

Expand the Filter option in Object Settings to define a filter expression. You can use the search box to find attributes.

Filtering on Date Fields

Most data fields contain a real absolute date. You can filter for date fields in the following methods:

Find Null Dates
To find null dates, compare a date field to the word None. For example, you can use the following expression to
find all data sets without expiration dates:
'Expire Date' = -None

Testing against Gregorian date 00Jan1900 or Julian date 1900000 achieves the same results.
Find Invalid Dates

To find invalid dates, compare against the word Invalid. For example, you can use the following expression:
'Last Use Date' = Invalid

Testing against Gregorian date 99Dec2155 or Julian date 2155999 achieves the same results.
Absolute Dates

To compare against real absolute dates, you can enter a test date in the Gregorian (ddMONyyyy) or Julian
(yyyyddd) format (z/OS only) as shown in the following example:
'Create Dt' = 15Jul1999

Relative Dates
You can make more useful date comparisons to a date relative to the current date. To do the comparison, use one
of the following statements:
Today+nnn

Today-nnn
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Where nnn represents a number of days. These filters are especially useful in the MTC-M. For example, the
following filter expression returns all entries that are created within the last seven days: MTC-M. For example, the
following filter expression returns all entries that are created within the last seven days:
'Create Dt' > Today-7

Filter Length Limitation

The maximum length of filter expression can be up to 1900 characters (including spaces and other symbols).

TIP

Filter expressions with more than one word must be enclosed in inverted commas. For example, 'Seq Nbr' .
To avoid mistakes, click the expressions from the filter menu instead.

Wildcards Characters

The fields that consist character data (data set names, volumes, RECFMs, and so on) can be tested against patterns
using the INCL and EXCL operators. MTC-M recognizes the following wildcard characters:

?
The ? (question mark) character matches any non-blank character within a character string. For example,
SYS?.LINKLIN matches SYS1.LINKLIB and SYS2.LINKLIB .

NOTE
When you use ? to filter on text strings, it means any character, including blanks, within the text.

*
The * (asterisk) character acts as an inclusive wildcard; single level nodes are not checked (for example,
A.*.B.*.SOURCE).
For example, A.* .B.* .SOURCE. You can place the asterisk after important characters in a string node to indicate
that any following characters in the node are acceptable. In A.B* .SOURCE, the * character means that any
character in the string is valid until the next period, or end of the string is reached.

NOTE
The definition of the * character in MTC-M differs from the IBM usage. If you would use a * character in
IBM products, you should use the / character in the MTC-M.

/
The / (forward slash) character specifies that comparison to the input string is to terminate at the previous
character. These entries are called prefix entries. If the prefix matches the input string up to the slash, the
comparison is satisfied.
For example, SYS/ matches all data sets whose names begin with SYS, regardless of what follows. This usage
is similar to the IBM products use the * character. For example, in IBM products, the pattern DEPT751.* finds all
data sets with the first-level index of DEPT751. To obtain the same result in MTC-M, use the pattern DEPT751./.

!
Searches for a match on the characters that follow the exclamation when the character is encountered
The pattern characters can occur anywhere in the input string. For example, the pattern ! SOURCE matches any
data set name that contains the SOURCE string anywhere in the name. The pattern ! SOURCE! matches any
data set that ends in the string SOURCE, regardless of what precedes that string.

Using Single Quotes

Fields typically contain character strings or numeric values that do not allow embedded blanks. Character strings are
uppercase strings that are terminated by the first blank. Some fields contain text strings, such as message text, which can
consist of several words of uppercase and lowercase letters.
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If you have to filter text strings that contain phrases or multiple words that are separated by blanks, enter the test value
within single quotes. For example, 'CI Summary' or 'RC= 4'. The MTC-M translates the text string within the single quotes
by replacing the first quote and all embedded blanks with ! and the last quote with /, so that 'CI Summary' becomes !CI!
Summary/. You can enter this string directly, although it is easier to place a text string within single quotes.

MTC-M generates a separate search for each word between single quotes. The MTC-M considers blanks within the
quoted test value to be insignificant and uses them to identify the words and the order of searches. If blanks are a
significant part of the test value, they should be contained within double quotes, rather than single quotes, as described
in Using Double Quotes.

NOTE
Use only the double quote character, do not use two single quotes.

You can always place your test values within single quotes; however, consider the following facts:

• For hexadecimal, numeric, and date fields, MTC-M strips the quotes
• For character fields, MTC-M strips the quotes and replaces all embedded blanks with !

MTC-M treats character fields in quotes differently from text fields. Because short character fields (VOLSER, for example)
typically consist of five or six characters (for example, VOLSER INCL 'VOL123'), MTC-M cannot change the quotes to
pattern characters because it would make the pattern longer than the 6-byte maximum length of the field. For character
strings, MTC-M strips the quotes. For text fields, MTC-M changes the quotes to pattern characters because the length of
the field allows it.

NOTE
If your test value is a string that contains the <, =, >, (, or ) sign (that is a less than, equal to, greater than,
opening parenthesis, or closing parenthesis sign), place the entire test value within single quotes. When these
symbols are not within quotes, they represent special delimiters within the filter string that designate comparison
operators and parameter groupings. Treating them as operator or grouping delimiters is incorrect if you want
MTC-M to interpret them as part of a test value.

Using Double Quotes

If blanks are important in the sub-string for that are searching within a text field, specify your test value within double
quotes rather than single quotes. MTC-M strips the double quotes and searches for an exact match on the value between
them, including any blanks.

For example, "CI Summary" is interpreted as "search for the 10-byte string CI Summary that includes the blank between
CI and Summary". Similarly, "RC= 4" results in a search for an exact match on a 5-byte string that includes the blank
between the = and the 4.

NOTE
If you specify test values using single quotes, and find that you are obtaining matches on more entries than
desired, you probably required to double quotes. Ensure to include the exact number of embedded blanks within
your test values.

Filter Expressions and Operators (Typing Aids)

A filter expression is a string that indicates that the value of a field in a table row is to be compared against one or more
test values that you provide, or against the value of another field. Several of these comparisons can be combined using
AND and OR operations to build a more complex filter expression. Parentheses must be used to clarify the order of
applying the comparisons and evaluating the result.

When selected, the typing aid appears in the Filter Expression box and you can type in a value. The following is the list of
selectable typing aids in the Filter dialog:

INCL
Includes items that match the pattern provided
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EXCL
Excludes items that match the pattern provided

BTWN
Includes items with values between and including the two user-entered values. A filter test of “fldname between
(value1value2)” is merely a quick way of generating these two tests:
fldname >= value1 AND fldname <= value2

or
A filter test of “fldname between (field1field2)” is merely a quick way of generating these two tests:
fldname >= field1 AND fldname <= field2

Notice that it uses the >= and <= comparison operators, not >, and <. For example, the expression
“blksize between (800 3120)” will find all entries with a blksize of 800 and larger, up to and including 3120.

=
Includes only items with the value

<>
Includes items not equal to the value provided

<
Includes items less than the value provided

<=
Includes items less than or equal to the value provided

>
Includes items greater than the value provided

>=
Includes items greater than or equal to the value provided

Select Value
Lists examples of selectable values for the field, some fields might have more possible values than are provided
in the list. This is available for certain fields where the possible field values are limited. For example, there are
only four types of storage groups in the "Type" field in the Storage Group object, they are MVS, SMS, USR, and
VAM. And for example, the Select Value list for the Dso (Data Set Organization) field in the Data Sets for System
(All) object, lists PS, PO, and VS followed by .... The ... indicates that more types of Dso are possible than are
included in the Select Value list and you have to type those in manually. For example, you might have VSE, POE,
PSS, or some other Data Set Organization.

AND
Enters the AND operator.

OR
Enters the OR operator.

(
Enters the beginning parenthesis. Parentheses must be used to clarify any ambiguity of Boolean logic as
indicated by the AND and OR operators.

)
Enters the ending parenthesis.

To compare a field to one ore more test values, use a filter expression with the general form of Fieldname Operator Test-
Value.

Field to Field Comparisons

A field within a table row can be compared to any other field in the row according to the following rules.
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• If the following field-to-field compatibility rules are violated, you receive an error message.
• The INCL and EXCL operators cannot be used.
• Any Character, Text, or Flag field can be compared to any other Character, Text, or Flag field.
• The comparison is not case-sensitive (case is ignored). Any Numeric field can be compared to any other Numeric field.
• Any Date field can be compared to any other Date field (except field types DJPU and DJIU, which can only be

compared to another DJPU or DJIU field respectively - because they might not be real dates).
• Any Time field can be compared to any other Time field.
• A Hex field can be compared to another Hex field ONLY if they have the same length.

Examples of field-to-field comparison filter statements:

The following field-to-field comparison filter statement, for the Data Sets For System (All) object, identifies data sets that
were created but have not been used since the creation date.

'Create Dt' = LastUseDt

This could be expanded to list only data sets that were created and last used on the same date, but in addition, have not
been used within the last 100 days.

This combined test eliminates displaying recently created data sets:

'Create Dt' = LastUseDt AND DaysUn > 100

Another example of a field-to-field comparison filter statement using the Data Sets For System (All) object, is to compare
the logical record length value and the block size value. The result is a list of data set names where logical record length is
the same as the block size. The results can indicate poorly blocked data sets.

Lrecl = Blksz

Remove Ambiguity Between Value and Field Comparisons

In a few cases, a test value you enter might also match a field name within the object and your intent is ambiguous. Did
you intend to compare the field against a value, or the field against another field? In these rare cases, filter processing
assumes that you intended a field-to-field comparison. Message VAN1582I is given to inform you that operand2 is being
interpreted as a field, for a field-to-field comparison.

To override the assumption being made, you can explicitly indicate how operand2 is to be treated. Prefix it with v: to
indicate it is a value, or with f: to indicate it is a field. For example:

• fieldname comparator v:value
• field name comparator f:fieldname2

Testing Character and Text Strings

Fields that consist of character or text strings are often compared against patterns instead of another complete string.
That is, you can use wildcard characters and single quotes in filter expressions. Use the INCL and EXCL operators to
compare a character field with a test value that contains one or more pattern-matching characters. For example, the
following expression includes all data sets whose names match the DEPT751./ pattern:

'Data Set Name' INCL DEPT751./ 

By contrast, the following example instructs MTC-M to find data sets whose first-level index is exactly DEPT751./:

'Data Set Name' = DEPT751./

In this case, the filter does not attempt any pattern matching and looks for a / in position 9 of the data set name. (Because
IBM does not allow this on an z/OS system, the statement returns no matches.)
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It is a common mistake to use DSNAMES= DEPT751./ The = operator means “exactly equal” or, in this case, data sets
starting with DEPT751 and ending with ./ in bytes 8 and 9. This exactly equal comparison is seldom what was intended.
To pattern match on the / sign, use the pattern include operator, INCL.
The following examples illustrate the correct use of patterns:
To match all volumes starting with TSO, use the following statement:

Volumes INCL TSO/

To match all data sets that have fixed-length records (whose record format is F, FA, FM, FBA, or FBM), use the following
statement:

Recfm INCL F/

When no pattern characters are specified in the test value, you can use either INCL or the = operator with the same result.
The following statements are equivalent:

'Data Set Name' INCL an.exact.name

'Data Set Name'= an.exact.name

Using the = operator in the example is more efficient and produces a faster search.
The INCL and EXCL operators also allow a list of patterns to be provided, such as shown in the following example:
Datasets INCL ( DEPT10./ DEPT20./ DEPT30./ )

Testing Numeric, Date, Time, and Hex Fields

These fields must be compared using these comparison operators:

• < (Less Than)
• <= (Less Than or Equal)
• = (Equal)
• <> (Not Equal)
• >= (Greater Than or Equal)
• > (Greater Than)

The pattern matching operators INCL and EXCL must not be used with Numeric, Date, Time, or Hex fields.

You can enter exact numeric test values or append values with one of the following suffixes:

K, KB, KBB,

M, MB, MBB,

G, GB, GBB,

T, TB, TBB.

To allow quick and easy calculation of sizes using decimal multiplication, MTC-M uses decimal-based definitions for K and
KB, M and MB, G, and GB, and T and TB within filter expressions:

nn and nnB = nn 

nnK and nnKB = nn(1,000) 

nnM and nnMB = nn(1,000)(1,000)

nnG and nnGB = nn(1,000)(1,000)(1,000) 

nnT and nnTB = nn(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)(1,000) 

For example, you can enter the following expression to indicate 'Allocated Space' > 5000000000:

'Allocated Space' > 5GB

However, you can use the second B in the suffix if you want MTC-M to use the binary-based definitions of K, M, G and T:

nnKBB = nn(1,024) 
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nnMBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)

nnGBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024) 

nnTBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)

For example, you can enter the following expression to indicate 'Allocated Space' > 5368709120:

'Allocated Space' > 5GB

Example: Filter expression to identify data sets that have idle space
The following example illustrates how you might use the filter to identify quickly sequential data sets that have idle space
so that you could release idle space to solve a space shortage problem, and possibly avoid jobs to abend.
Specify a filter to select the data sets that belong to the desired storage group AND have a Dsorg of PS sets AND have
some idle space. The filter statements might look like following statement:

'SG-Name' = groupname AND 'Dso' INCL PS AND 'I-Trks' > 0

In Dso, you can also use PO instead of PS. This would identify idle space in PO data sets.

NOTE

Compare a Field to Another Field filter expression has the general form of Fieldname1 Operator Fieldname2.
For example, Blksize <= Lrecl .

External Filters in MTC-M
MTC-M enables you to use previously saved external filters to narrow the list of data that appears in the selected object.

External filters are filters that you or other users created and saved in the external filter library. Use external filters to
narrow the list of data that appears in the selected object. You create a filter by defining the filter string in the filter dialog
box. For more information about filters, see Define Filters.

MTC-M provides the following options for inserting external filters:

Insert Filter
Inserts an existing external filter class name into the filter dialog box. The filter class name is a reference to a
specific external filter. The filter dialog box shows CLASS: followed by the name of the member from the external
filter library, not the filter string. Use this option if you create a filter string that exceeds the filter string limit.

Insert Class
Inserts a reference to an existing external filter class into a filter dialog box. The filter dialog box shows CLASS:
followed by the name of the filter that MTC-M is referencing, not the filter string.

NOTE

• The filter string may not exceed the maximum of 1885 characters, including spaces and other symbols. If
your filter string exceeds the limit, use the Insert Class option to shorten the filter string

• Each host has access only to external filters saved to that particular host.
• Hosts may have external filters with the same name but with different filter strings.

External filters and classes are available in the following elements of MTC-M:

Object Settings
Filters

Allow you to use external filters and classes. You can save or replace external filters only from Object
SettingsFilters .

Alerts
Allow you to insert external filters. Classes are not available in Alerts.

Wizards
Allow you to use external filters and classes.
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GOA and LOG Scripts
Allow you to use external filters. Classes are not available in the scripts.

Analytics
Allow you to use external filters. Classes are not available in Analytics.

Replace External Filters

MTC-M allows you to update and replace the existing external filters on hosts.

To replace external filters, perform the following steps:

1. Select Object Settings.
The Object Settings page opens.

2. Expand Filters.
3. Select Insert Filter.

The dropdown list opens, containing the existing external filters.
4. Select the filter that you want to insert.

A filter string is inserted in the filter dialog box.
5. Edit the filter string.
6. Click Save Filter.

The Save Filter dialog opens.
7. Assign the same name as the existing filter that you want to replace.
8. Add the external filter description.
9. Select the hosts that you want to save the filter to.
10. Select Save.

The Replace Filter dialog opens.
11. Select Replace.

The filter string is successfully replaced for the saved external filter on the selected hosts.

Monitor Objects

The monitoring feature helps you track the data in dynamic objects. Use this feature obtain the most up-to-date data or to
see how data changes over time.

Define Monitor

Use the Monitoring option to set up a time interval for automatically reload the data in a widget.

Follow these steps:

1. Click the Widget Configuration icon in the widget toolbar.
2. Click Monitoring to expand.
3. Enter the interval for the widget to refresh the data.

Limits: Minimum interval is 10 seconds
4. Specify the number of samples you want to accumulate in the monitoring chart.
5. Select Enable Monitoring.

Starts automatic data reload in a widget.

Start or Stop Monitoring

Start monitoring to ensure that the application automatically reloads object data at the specified interval.

Stop monitoring to switch views, to reload an object, or to refresh object statistics.
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NOTE

You cannot complete these actions while monitoring is running, but you can restart monitoring after you
complete the action.

Click the monitoring icon in the Object panel of an open widget. Monitoring stops if you click the icon when monitoring is
already running; otherwise, this action starts monitoring. The monitoring icon is active only in widgets that have monitoring
enabled.

View Monitoring Data

View update data values each time that the data refreshes, or generate a chart of monitoring data.

NOTE

You cannot edit or customize the widget when monitoring is running.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a widget that has monitoring enabled.
2. Perform one of the following functions:

– Switch to the table view and start monitoring.
– Switch to the chart view, select your chart type, and specify your chart preferences as follows:

Monitoring chart
Select a parameter for the Y-axis and a parameter for the Group by option.

Other chart types
Select the data source and type, and then start monitoring.

NOTE

The monitoring chart is not created for every interval. Instead, it adds new data to the chart.

The application displays monitoring data in the type of chart that you specified, and refreshes according to the
interval. When you stop monitoring, the chart does not refresh.

Working with Tables

Vantage MTC-M displays data in tables that you can sort and filter, perform statistical analysis, and export.

MTC-M displays the widget data in the table and chart view. With the table, you can sort and filter the data that is retrieved
from the host, and perform statistical analysis. You can also export the table in an editable format that you can use for
further reference in the future.

Select the Table View icon in the widget toolbar to perform the following functions:

Perform Relations

MTC-M Relation displays the related breakdown information for the selected object in the table.

Select the Relations icon and select one of the following options from the menu.

Dependent object
A dependent widget takes the data to the target object based on the lines that are selected from the base widget.
Dependent widgets enable MTC-M to have dynamic dashboards where the data changes depending on the
selected lines.
You can have multiple dependent widgets from the same base object and they all change dynamically according
to the selected lines.
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NOTE

• Dependent widgets change dynamically when you select different lines in the base widget
• Dependent widgets are removed when the base widget is removed

Zoom
Drills down to a particular section of the object data, and opens the data in a new dashboard

Statistics
Opens a numeric analysis of object data in a new dashboard
The statistics refresh whenever you reload the parent object. You can refresh statistics manually, but the option
is not available when monitoring is running on the parent object. The statistics relation adopts the monitoring
settings from the parent object.

Actions

An action changes the data that a widget represents. To perform an action on an object, click Action, and select the menu
option that you want to perform.

Actions can also be performed on one or multiple rows. Select the rows that you want to perform the action on, click
Action, and select the menu option that you want to perform.

The action drop-down list contents vary depending on the object. The multi-host view action drop-down list contains only
actions that are common for all hosts in the view. Some actions require you to enter relevant parameter values.

The Actions window helps you perform actions on selected rows, and object actions that require parameters. The window
shows the results of the action and, if applicable, the rows on which you are performing the action and the parameters that
are relevant to it.

For actions on selected rows, the action is applied to your object entries from top to bottom as they show in the window.

Before you execute the action, enter any required parameter values. Then, use the following buttons as appropriate:

Execute
Performs the action on the object or, if you selected specific rows, on the next entry.

Execute All
Starts performing the action on all the rows consecutively.

Stop
Stops the Execute All process. The action being processed in the current row will finish normally, but no more
actions execute automatically on subsequent rows.

Skip to Next
Ignores the following row.

Close
Exits the Actions window.

Quick Sort and Filter

All the columns in the table contain Sort and Filter options. You can sort and filter the data based on the individual column
values.

Follow these steps:

1. Hover over a column header, click the options arrow, and select one of the following options:
Sort

Select Ascending or Descending, and click Apply to sort the entries according to the values in the
column. Select Default and click Apply to clear the sort.
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Filter
Defines filter for individual column:

• Enter the filter INCL parameter and select Apply.
• Select Reset to remove the filter expression from the column.

The data in the table shows based on the sort and filter settings.
2. To view the conditions that are applied to the object data in the table, hover over the Sort and Filter indicators.
3. To remove the Sort or Filter settings, hover over the indicator and click the X icon (Remove All).

Export Table

The MTC-M helps you view data in different formats and run simple analyses. The Export to  File feature provides the
option to save object data in an editable format. Use this option to ensure that you can work further with the data in the
future.

Follow these steps:

1. Select Export to File icon in the widget toolbar.
The export options window opens

2. Select one of the following formats:
– EXCEL
– CSV

NOTE

• CSV format uses semicolon-separated values
• An EXCEL export might take up to 10 minutes, depending on the object size. The application does not

indicate the progress on exports. Do not close or reload your browser.
3. (Optional) If you are exporting to EXCEL format, enable Add Image, and select the image that you want to attach to

your exported XML file as a logo.

NOTE

This option is only available if there are images uploaded to the MTC-M database. For more information, see
Upload Image.

4. Select Export
The object data saves in CSV or XLS format.

Working with Charts

MTC-M charts provide quick and easy visualization of object data that is retrieved from the Vantage host.

Constant monitoring of host data with the help of charts helps you forecast the irregularities in the data. MTC-M enables
you to create alerts that are based on the analysis and take preventive actions to mitigate risks.

Select the Chart View icon to open the widget in the chart format to perform the following functions:

Create Chart

MTC-M lets you create different types of charts for object data and customize the chart to meet your requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the Chart Type icon in the widget to select one of the following types of charts:
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– Column chart
– Line chart
– Pie Chart

The Pie chart includes following types of charts that are based on the row and column you select in the table:
• Column Selection Pie Chart
• Row Selection Pie Chart

NOTE

• Pie charts allow only one Y-axis.
• Column Selection Pie Charts do not support multiple columns for the Y-axis.
• Row Selection Pie Charts only display the data from the row that is specified in the record range.

– Bar chart
– Area chart
– Scatter Chart

NOTE

Scatter charts support only numeric and time values in both axes. Date values are not supported.
– Monitoring chart

Monitoring chart is also known as the dynamic chart. For information about how to define the data to monitor, see
Monitor Objects.

2. Select Data Source on the chart toolbar to open the chart menu.
3. Select the column names for X-axis Source.

You can select single or multiple values for X-axis Source. If you select multiple columns, the values concatenate in
the X-axis Source.

4. Select the column names for Y-axis Source.
You can select up to two Y-axes. You can select single or multiple columns for each Y-axis Source. Y-axes
support only numeric and time values. The values that are selected in Y-axis Source create series.

5. Select the following options:
Group By

Groups the data in the chart based on the parameters or column values in the table. Every group creates a series
for each Y-axis value.

Tooltip Description
Provides more description about a data point in the tooltip

Chart Title
Specify a new title for the chart. The title can contain up to 50 alphanumeric characters.

Show Values
Shows the values in the chart for every data point

Show Legend
Shows the object values in legends in the chart. To show and hide the series, select legend in the chart.

Show X-Axis Grid
Shows the vertical lines that help to notice the small differences of the object data in the chart

Show Y-axis Grid
Shows the horizontal lines that improve the precision to view the values in the chart

Show Y-axis Labels
Shows a label that identifies the values that are displayed in each Y-axis.

Logarithmic X-axis
Changes the X-axis to a logarithmic scale. This option is available only for scatter chart.
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Logarithmic Y-axis
Changes the Y-axis to a logarithmic scale. If you are using multiple Y-axes, you can apply this setting to each of
them individually.

NOTE

You cannot use a logarithmic scale for negative values and it automatically turns off when the object
data is negative.

Show Overview Chart
Provides a complete view of object data in a single chart and highlights where you zoom in the related chart

6. Select Alert to define the category of data in the specified color as an alert in the chart.
An Alert is the background color that the data displays when specific conditions are met. For more information about
applying color coding to set as an alert, see Column Configuration.

7. Select Stack to depict the series that is stacked one on top (column) of the other or side-by-side. Use the stacked
graph to view the object data that changes over time.

NOTE

• The Stack option is not available for pie charts.
• The Stack option works independently for each Y-axis.

The following options are available:
Stack All

Stacks all the series together in a single column
Stack Group

Stacks the Y-axis values based on the selection in Group By under Data Source.
None

Disables Stacking
8. Select Split to split the charts into multiple charts for each series.

The charts are interconnected under split charts.

Zoom

The Zoom functionality lets you drill down to a specific section of the object data in the chart.

1. To zoom in the chart, click and select the area in the chat.
2. (Optional) Under Data Source, select Show Over View Chart.

NOTE

• The overview chart provides a complete object data in a single view. You can also select in the overview
chart to zoom.

• In the Split charts, when you zoom in one chart, it also zooms in the other charts.
• Use the mouse wheel to browse through zoomed complete object data.

3. Select Reset Zoom to see the complete chart.

Record Range

The Record Range functionality lets you select the interval of records that you want to view in the chart. Use the forward
and backward arrows to switch the range view in 10000 record intervals. Use the first and last arrow to show a range of
10000 records at either extreme. Select Custom Range to configure the view to a different interval.

NOTE

The maximum number of records in any chart interval is 10000.
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Export Chart

The Export to File option lets you export the chart in a widget as an image.

1. Select the Export to File icon in the widget toolbar
The export options window opens

2. Select the format for the exported file

NOTE

The image formats available depend on the browser that you use. Those formats can include SVG, PNG,
and JPEG.

3. (Optional) Enable Add Image, and select the image that you want to attach to your exported chart as a logo.

NOTE

This option is only available if there are images uploaded to the MTC-M Database. For more information, see
Upload Image.

4. Select Export
The chart exports in the format that you selected.

PDS Member Editor
Use the PDS Member Editor in MTC-M to modify configuration files, JCL templates, Allocation Selection Routines (ASRs),
or other text files.

This editor supports standard text editing functions such as cut, copy, paste, as well as Save and Save as. For specialized
objects, such as JCL templates and ASRs, the editor supports variable substitution, job submission, and storage group
definition editing.

You can access PDS Member Editor from the following locations:

Objects and User Views
Access from the Relations menu from any user view or object, including joined, summary, and delta objects.

z/OS Utilities
Navigate to the z/OS Utilities pane and open PDS Member Editor.

Automation script
Access PDS Member Editor when configuring the Submit a job step.

View script
View and edit the Vantage script using PDS Member Editor.

NOTE
Use the REFRESH line action or an operator command for changes to take effect immediately.

Zoom into PDS Member
Access PDS Member Editor using the zoom option.

PDS Member Editor allows you to perform the following actions:

• Create PDS members.
• Load and edit existing PDS members.
• Use global and object-dependent substitution variables to create PDS member templates and collect necessary data in

the expected time.
• Submit jobs for execution directly from PDS Member Editor, or save them as PDS members for later execution.

NOTE
PDS Member Editor is limited to 72 characters per row.
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Working with PDS Member Editor

PDS Member Editor allows you to modify existing PDS members, create PDS members, and submit jobs directly from
PDS Member Editor.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to z/OS Utilities, and select PDS Member Editor.
The PDS Member Editor opens together with Layouts, where you can select one of the available layouts.

NOTE
The Layouts tab allows you to choose which tabs appear in PDS Member Editor.

2. Select Open PDS Member.
The Open tab appears.
a. Select a host that is used to retrieve the data.
b. Enter the PDS/E library, where a PDS member is located.
c. Select Browse, and select the PDS member, or enter the PDS member name directly.
d. Select Open.

The selected PDS member is loaded in PDS Member Editor.
3. Select Close to hide the Open tab.
4. Edit the PDS member.

NOTE
PDS Member Editor allows you to insert substitution variables that are replaced with real data. For more
information, see Inserting Substitution Variables.

5. Select Save to store changes that you made to the PDS member.
6. (Optional) Select Submit Job to send the job for execution.

NOTE
The Save As option allows you to store the edited PDS member as a new PDS member.

Inserting Substitution Variables

Substitution variables enable you to create a general PDS member template that uses actual, real-time data.

PDS Member Editor enables you to create a general PDS member template using substitution variables. These variables
are replaced with real data during the automatic job execution, or you can replace them manually by selecting one of the
Substitute Variables option.

You can use two types of substitution variables:

• Global substitution variables
Represent general information, such as time, date, system, and other. These variables are independent on the object
selection in PDS Member Editor, and always available.

• Object-dependent substitution variables
Represent a column in the object. During the execution, these variables are replaced with real data from the object.
Object-dependent substitution variables are available only after you select the object in PDS Member Editor.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a PDS member in PDS Member Editor.
2. Select Show Vantage Object, or select a layout with an object.

The Object tab appears.
3. Select an object that you want to work with.
4. (Optional) Configure the object to narrow down the results in the table.

For more information, see Configure Widgets.
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5. Select Show Substitution Variables.
The Substitution Variables tab appears.

6. Select substitution variables from the Substitution Variables tab.
The selected variables are inserted in PDS Member Editor at the selected cursor position.

7. Select one of the following options to execute the substitution:
– Select one or multiple rows in the object manually, and select Substitute Variables in the object tab.

You execute the substitution for the selected rows only.
NOTE

• If you select multiple rows, place substitution variables inside the Start Repeat / End Repeat pair.
• The maximum number of rows that you can select manually is 200.

OR
– Select Substitute Variables for All Rows to insert the variables for all rows in the object.

NOTE

• Place substitution variables inside the Start Repeat / End Repeat pair. Otherwise, the substitution is
done for the first row only.

• The maximum number of rows that can be used for substitution is 30,000.
Preview of Substituted Variables opens, and substitution variables are replaced with real data from the object.

8. (Optional) Select Save As to save a new PDS member from Preview of Substituted Variables.
9. (Optional) Select Submit Job to send the job for execution.

NOTE
The Layouts tab allows you to choose between different layouts of the PDS Member Editor tab. Other tabs
open without losing the data that is loaded in PDS Member Editor.

Start Repeat / End Repeat Substitution Variables

The Start Repeat and End Repeat variables are global variables that are always available in PDS Member Editor.

• Start Repeat substitution variable
Duplicates everything after the Start Repeat substitution variable and replaces substitution variables with real data.
The process is replicated for all rows that you select in the object table.

• Start Repeat / End Repeat substitution variables
Duplicates everything inside the Start Repeat / End Repeat pair and replaces substitution variables with real data.
The process is replicated for all rows that you select in the object table. If you insert more substitution variables outside
of the Start Repeat / End Repeat pair, those variables are substituted with real data for the first selected row only.
The following example shows the PDS member with Start Repeat / End Repeat substitution variables.
Example of Start Repeat / End Repeat pair:
//REPEAT

//DD1 DD DSN=%%DSN%%

//DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE)

//REPEATEND

The following example shows substitution variables without Start Repeat / End Repeat pair. These variables are
substituted for the first selected row only.
Example of substitution variables without Start Repeat / End Repeat pair:
//DD2 DD DSN=%%DSN%%

//DISP=(OLD,DELETE,DELETE)

User Views in MTC-M
User Views provide a personalized view of Vantage source objects, with user-defined filters, data collection mode, and
other customizations.
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This section explains how to use MTC-M to take advantage of user views created in the Windows Client. A user view is
a collection of information about a specific component, or group of components, that belongs to a host (mainframe) or
network.

User views enable you to define a customized view of the source objects. For example, you can modify the name of the
user view, apply different filters, define the data collection mode, or define the user view as a chart. The newly created
user view is saved in a folder with your username. This folder is located in a respective User Views folder under the
source object in the object tree.

MTC-M includes the following types of user views:

Factory user view
Indicates a predefined user view.
You can use factory user views as a template to create your own user views. Edit the factory user view to meet
your needs and use the Save User View As option to save this user view as your private user view.

Private user view
Indicates a user view that is visible only to the user that created it.

Working with User Views

This section provides information about actions you can perform on the source objects, and helps you import, create, and
manage your user views.

Import User View

MTC-M allows you to import user views from Windows Client one at a time, or to import all user views from the respective
Windows Client database. Export user views or the database with user views from Windows Client to your PC or
mainframe, and select one of the options to import user views. For more information about the export process, please see
Help, SRM and Vantage Help Topics in the Windows Client.

NOTE

• The Import User View option is available only if you are connected to a host.
• If the host definition of the user view you want to import does not exist in the MTC-M, the host definition is

imported together with the user view. This host is displayed as a private host.
• When you import the user view chart, the configuration of the user view is kept. However, the appearance of

the chart is automatically set to the default Column chart type.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the user menu, and select Import, Import User View.
The Import User View dialog appears.

2. Select one of the following options to import user views:
– Import a local file:

To import an .mdb file stored on your local system:
a. Select Local File.
b. Select Select File and browse to the user view you want to import.

NOTE
The maximum size for local files is 25 MB.

– Import files from the mainframe:
a. Select Remote File.
b. Enter the USS path.

3. Select users that can access the user view.
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NOTE
At least one user must be selected to enable the user view import. If you use the same user for different
hosts, keep your username selected.

4. Select Import.

Your user view is now available in MTC-M.

Create User View

You can customize source objects to meet your needs and save them to your user views. You can create user views for
any object, except for zoom and statistics objects, and dependent widgets. You can create user views from the following
locations:

Dashboard
Contains the Create User View option on all object widgets in the dashboard. You can use any widget on any
dashboard (factory, private, or public) to create user views.

Object tree
Contains the Create User View option when you open the object from the object tree. This option is also available
when you select the ellipsis option next to the object in the object tree.

NOTE
If you use the ellipsis option from the object tree to create a user view, you cannot modify the user
view before you create it. You can modify this user view after you create it, and then save the changes.

Follow these steps:

1. Select the source object from the object tree, or select a widget from one of the dashboards (factory, private, or public).
2. (Optional) Modify the object or widget to meet your needs.

For more information, see Configure Widgets.
3. Select Create User View.

The Create User View dialog appears.
4. Specify the name of the user view.
5. Select users that can access the user view.

NOTE
At least one user must be selected to enable the user view creation. If you use the same user for different
hosts, keep your username selected.

6. Select Create.

The newly created user view is saved in a folder with your username. This folder is located in a respective User Views
folder under the source object in the object tree.

Edit User View

Modify your existing user view to accommodate changes in your preferences. You cannot save changes into the factory
user views. You can edit the factory user views, and save them as your private user views.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a user view that you want to edit from the object tree.
The selected user view is opened.

2. (Optional) Configure the user view as needed.
For more information, see Configure Widgets.

3. Select Save.
The Save User View dialog appears.

4. Select Save.
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The application saves the modified user view.

Save User View As

Use the Save User View As option to modify the existing user view as needed, and save it as a new user view.

Follow these steps:

1. Select a user view that you want to edit from the object tree.
The selected user view opens.

2. (Optional) Configure the user view as needed.
For more information, see Configure Widgets.

3. Select Save User View As.
The Save User View As dialog appears.

4. Specify the name of the user view.
5. Select users that can access the user view.

NOTE
At least one user must be selected to enable the user view creation. If you use the same user for different
hosts, keep your username selected.

6. Select Save.
The created user view opens in a separate tab.

Rename User View

The Rename User View option allows you to rename your user views.

NOTE
Before you rename a user view, ensure that the user view, and any dashboards that reference the user view are
closed.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to a user view in the object tree.
2. Select the ellipsis option next to the user view you want to rename.
3. Select Rename User View option.

The Rename User View dialog appears.
4. Rename the user view.
5. Select Rename.

Your user view is renamed.

Delete User View

Use the Delete option to delete user views that you created.

NOTE

• Deletion removes only the user view, and does not remove the data itself from the z/OS host or MTC-M.
• Before you delete a user view, ensure that the user view, and any dashboards that reference the user view

are closed.
• If you delete a user view that is added as a widget to a dashboard, the user view is deleted. However, the

widget is displayed on the dashboard as an object.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to a user view in the object tree.
2. Select the ellipsis option next to the user view you want to delete.
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3. Select Delete User View.
The Delete User View dialog appears.

4. Select Delete.
Your user view is deleted and removed from the object tree.

User View Management

The User View Management section lists all your user views, including the factory user views, and provides details about
hosts, users, and dashboards associated with the selected user view.

You can manage your user views, and perform the following actions:

Rename
Allows you to rename your user view. For more information, see Rename User View.

Open
Opens a user view in a separate tab and allows you to perform different actions. For more information, see
corresponding topics in Working with User Views.

Delete
Deletes the selected user view. User view is then removed from the object tree and User View Management tree.
For more information, see Delete User View.

Reload
Reloads information about the user view in the Info Area.

Delete All Selected
Deletes all user views selected in the User View Management tree. Select user views that you want to delete and
select Delete All Selected option.

NOTE
You cannot delete or rename factory user views. You can open the factory user view from the User View
Management tree to edit and save it as your own user view.

Offline Mode
Use Offline Mode to store Vantage data and to access that data when you are not connected to the Vantage. You can also
perform certain object actions in this mode.

Enable Offline Mode

You need to enable offline demo mode in the MTC-M database (VantageDB) to be able to record data for offline mode,
and access the recorded data.

Follow these steps:

1. Connect to VantageDB using an Application Product Profile (APP).
NOTE
The Application Product Profile username is case-sensitive.

2. Navigate to Settings, Offline Demo Mode.
3. Enable Offline Demo Mode.

Offline mode is now enabled, and you can proceed with data recording.

Record Data for Offline Mode

Record data to ensure that you have access to the data from the offline demo version of the MTC-M.
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IMPORTANT

When you record data, the new recording overwrites the currently stored data.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate /VantageGMI in the MTC-M URL, and add - /recorder.
2. Select ON.

The application begins recording data.
3. Select Go Back to Main Page.
4. Authenticate yourself to any selected host that you want to record the data from.
5. Return /VantageGMI recorder when you finish data recording and click OFF.

The application stops recording data.
6. (Optional) Select STATUS to view information about the status of the recorder.

Access Recorded Data

Offline Mode provides access to recorded data without a connection to a Vantage host.

Follow these steps:

1. Specify your authentication ID.
2. Specify "demo" as the password.
3. Select Offline demo from the Authenticating Host drop-down list.
4. Select LOGIN.

Summary Objects in MTC-M
MTC-M Summary objects enable you to create custom objects and metrics by summarizing data from native Vantage
objects.

As a storage administrator, you need to extract meaningful information from a large amount of raw data to measure
business impacts and cost. MTC-M summary objects enable you to create custom objects and metrics by summarizing
data from native Vantage objects. For example, you can filter all data sets that contain a large amount of idle space,
or that have been unused for an extended period of time, so that you can adjust data set allocation and optimize storage
use.

Each row in a summary object displays statistics for a Summary Group. A summary group is a sub-set of source object
data that is defined in the summary object designer wizard. The following statistic types are available for the summary
groups and for each record in the object table:

• Count
• Maximum value
• Minimum value
• Average value
• First value
• Last value
• Total value

Use summary objects to distribute reports, generate alerts, automate actions, and identify trends.

Types of Summary Objects

MTC-M includes the following types of summary objects:
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Factory-Supplied Summary Objects
Refers to summary objects that are created by Vantage.
You cannot modify or delete factory-supplied summary objects. Factory-supplied summary objects are within the
range from 89000 through 89999.

User-Defined Summary Objects
Refers to summary objects that are user-created.
You can delete user-defined summary objects, but you cannot modify them. User-defined summary objects are
within the range from 90000 through 98999.

All summary objects on a host are listed in the All Summary Objects (GENSUMSL) object. This object specifies whether
a summary object is unique (Y), non-unique (N), or factory-supplied (F). Find the GENSUMSL object in the Internal
Management folder in the object tree. To open a summary object, browse the object tree and click the summary object.

Summary Object Methods

Summary object methods enable your summary objects to provide you with summary information that is relevant to your
requirements. You can classify and filter the object records based on the method you select when you create a summary
object. Following are the methods available to create summary objects:

Value Method
Groups all records that have the same value in up to five specified fields. The combination of these values defines
a key. All records that have the same values as this key form one summary group. For this type of summary
group, the summary object creates a separate row for every unique key. MTC-M creates a separate summary
object row that provides overall statistics for the complete summary object.

Step Method
Groups all records within defined step-size increments of a numeric field. After you specify the numeric field and
step size, all records containing numeric field values within the first increment create one group. The records that
contain the next numeric field values within the next increment create the next group. MTC-M creates a separate
summary object row for each group.

Filter Method
Groups all records according to the specified filter expressions. MTC-M lets you enter up to 1000 groups, each
with their own filter. Records that match a filter expression form one summary group. Records that do not match
any of the filter expressions form a summary group called "Unassigned". You can create a separate row for the
unassigned summary group. You can also create a row with the name All Records to display statistics for all
summary groups.

Node Method
Groups the records that contain the same value in the specified nodes of a given field. For example, the nodes
within the fields Data set name or Cluster name. In the Node method, you use specific parts of the field value to
define the contents of the summary group. Use a comma as delimiter to separate the nodes that you want to use
as key for each summary group.

Create a Summary Object

Use the Summary Object wizard to define new Summary Objects for any source objects.

Follow these steps:

1. To open the Summary Object wizard, go to the object tree, click the ellipsis button next to the object that you want to
use as source, and click Create Summary Object.
The Summary Object wizard opens

2. Type the Name and Description of the new summary object using alphanumeric characters only.
3. (Optional) If you want to base the new summary object on an existing one, select the model object from the drop-down

menu and click Load. Only summary objects that are based on the same source object can be used as a model.
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NOTE
If you load an existing summary object, the wizard fields are prefilled with the saved settings. Follow the
wizard to modify the settings.

4. Click Next.
5. (Optional) Select Configure Filter to show the filter options. Specify the filter expressions to limit the amount of input

data. You can use the search box to find attributes. Select Apply Filter.

NOTE

• Do not specify N/A as a filter value for numeric columns. Replace N/A with -1 when you define filters.
• The maximum number of characters for filter expression is 1900. For the filters that exceed 1900

characters, create a filter expression in the external filter library, and click Insert Class to use the filter.
6. (Optional) Click Sort to show and define the sort fields in the summary object, and click Confirm Sort Configuration.

NOTE
If you are creating a summary object to summarize fields using the value method,
apply SYSMOD LU06691 and enable ascending or descending sorting. This helps ensure that your
summary object runs quickly.

7. Select one of the following Object Modes:
RT - Real Time

Displays the object data in real time, on demand, in response to an end-user request for specific object.
LI - Last Interval

Displays the object data that is collected during the last regular scanning cycle on the host.
LOG - Logged Data

Displays the object data that is logged on the host for certain period.
CAP - Captured Data

Displays captured data for a certain period.
8. Click Next.
9. Select one of the summary object methods and click Next.

The method page shows
10. Define the settings for your selected method as follows:
Value Method

Select one to five fields to serve as the key to form separate groups.
Step Method

Select a field and specify the step size to define each summary group. If applicable, specify the scale.
Filter Method

Select the filters that you want to apply on the data to form separate summary groups. Select whether to display
the Unassigned and All Records groups.

Node Method
Select the field that contains the nodes that you want to use as filter. Specify the nodes that define the content of
each summary group.

11. Click Next.
The Content page shows

12. Specify the information that you want to display for each summary group:
a. Specify whether you want to view the number of records in each summary group, the percentage of the total

number of records that each group represents, or both:
• Count
• Percent
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b. Specify the fields that you want calculations for, and select the aggregate functions for each field in the drop-down
list. The following aggregate functions are available:

FST
First value

LST
Last value

MAX
Maximum

MIN
Minimum

TOT
Total

AVG
Average

For non-numeric fields, you can only request the first and last values. For each aggregate function that you
request, another column appears for the result in each summary line.

13. Click Next.
The Save and Open page shows

14. If you want the summary object to open automatically when you exit the wizard, select Open the object upon its
creation. Clear the box to save the summary object and return to the previous view.

15. Click Finish.
A confirmation message shows

16. Click OK.
You have created a summary object

Delete a Summary Object

Deleting a summary object removes the following items from the z/OS host, if present:

• Summary object definition member in the SUMMDEFS library
• Related object tree entries. If the summary object is used in any of the following items, you are required to confirm the

deletion:
– Trend and Capture data sets
– Log scripts
– Automation (GOA and MA) scripts
– External filters
– JCL model lists
– Summary object lines in the JCLMLIST member of PARMLIB

Deleting a summary object removes the following items from the MTC-M database:

• The summary object definition
• Related object tree entries
• Trend data

Summary objects can be saved in several hosts. Ensure that you are logged in the hosts that you want to remove the
summary object from.
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IMPORTANT

• When you delete a summary object from the MTC-M, you remove it from the z/OS host. This action cannot
be undone.

• When you delete a summary object that contains user views, you also delete all associated user views. This
action cannot be undone.

NOTE

• Factory-supplied summary objects, and summary objects that are used in a joined object definition, cannot
be deleted.

• Before you delete a summary object, ensure that you close all the dashboards that use it.
• If you delete a summary object that is used in a dashboard, the dashboard widget for that object will stop

working.

Follow these steps:

1. In the object tree, click the ellipsis button next to the object that you want to delete
2. Select Delete Summary Object

A confirmation message shows
3. Click Confirm

The Action Completed message shows
4. Click OK

You deleted the summary object

Video: Summary Objects

The following tutorial video complements the documentation, and shows how to create a summary object with MTC-M.

TIP

To play this video in full screen, click the YouTube logo to the right of Settings at the bottom of the video.

Joined Objects in MTC-M
Joined objects enable you to combine information from two existing Vantage objects: a base object and a candidate
object.

As a storage administrator, you need to generate reports that are based on multiple metrics to prevent problems and
improve your productivity. Vantage Joined objects enable you to create reports that combine information from two existing
objects: a base object and a candidate object. Each row within a joined object contains all the information from the two
objects that were used to create it. The base object and the candidate object must have a common field.

For example, you can use a joined object to help you back up the data sets residing in Storage Groups that have the
automatic backup option disabled. Create a joined object that combines the All Data Sets object from the Data Set
Management folder with the Storage Groups object from the DFSMS Constructs folder, and filter the data sets with an
Automatic Backup attribute of "N". Use a scheduled batch job to back up all the data sets in the joined object.

Create a Joined Object

Use the Joined Object wizard to define new joined objects for any source objects.

1. To open the Joined Object wizard, go to the object tree, click the ellipsis button next to the object that you want to use
as base object, and click Create Joined Object
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TIP

You can use summary objects and other joined objects as a base object.

The wizard opens on the Joined Object page.
2. Type the Name and Description of the new joined object using alphanumeric characters only.
3. (Optional) If you want to base the new joined object on an existing one, select the model object from the drop-down

menu and click Load. Only joined objects that are based on the same source object can be used as a model.
NOTE

If you load an existing joined object, the wizard fields are prefilled with the saved settings. Follow the wizard
to modify the settings.

4. Click Next.
The Base Object page opens.

5. Select one of the following object modes:
LI - Last Interval

Displays the object data that is collected during the last regular scanning cycle on the host
RT - Real Time

Displays the object data in real time, on demand, in response to an end-user request for specific object
DI - Disk Interval

Displays object data from a disk data set that is periodically updated
DC - Disk Checkpoint

Displays object data from a checkpoint version that is written to disk at scheduled intervals
SC - Snapshot Copy

Displays object data that is a snapshot copy of an object that is constantly updated
6. (Optional) Select Configure Filter to show the filter options. Specify the filter expressions to limit the amount of input

data. You can use the search box to find attributes. Select Apply Filter.
7. Click Next.

The Candidate Object page opens.
8. Click Specify Candidate Object to select the candidate object.
9. Select the object that you want to use as candidate object, and click OK.
10. Select an object mode.
11. (Optional) Select Configure Filter to show the filter options. Specify the filter expressions to limit the amount of input

data. You can use the search box to find attributes. Select Apply Filter.
12. Click Next.

The Relationship page opens.
13. Select a joined field from both the base and the candidate objects. These key fields define the relationship between

the objects.

NOTE

The joined fields that are available for the candidate object depend on the joined field that you select for the
base object.

14. Select one of the following join types:
Inner Join

Shows only the combined results for the rows that have matching records in both objects.
Full Outer Join

Shows all records from both objects. An empty cell displays when there is no match in the objects.
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Left Outer Join
Shows the combined results for the rows that have matching records in both objects, and all the rows from the
base object.

Right Outer Join
Shows the combined results for the rows that have matching records in both objects, and all the rows from the
candidate object.

15. Click Next.
The Save and Open page opens.

16. If you want the joined object to open automatically when you exit the wizard, select Open the object upon its creation.
Clear the box to save the joined object and return to the previous view.

17. Click Finish.
A confirmation message opens.

18. Click OK.
You have created a joined object

View the Settings of a Joined Object

You can view the settings of any existing joined object using MTC-M. To view the settings, locate the joined object in the
object tree, click the ellipsis button next to it, and select View Joined Object Settings.

Joined object settings cannot be modified. If the settings are incorrect, create a new joined object and delete the existing
one.

Delete a Joined Object

Use the object tree to delete joined objects.

IMPORTANT

• When you delete a joined object from the MTC-M, you remove it from the z/OS host. This action cannot be
undone.

• When you delete a joined object that contains user views, you also delete all associated user views. This
action cannot be undone.

1. In the object tree, click the ellipsis button next to the object that you want to delete
2. Select Delete Joined Object

A confirmation message shows
3. Click Confirm

The Action Completed message shows
4. Click OK

You have deleted a joined object

Delta Objects in MTC-M
MTC-M delta objects enable you to extract information from large amounts of logged data for trend analysis.

Delta objects enable you to generate trend reports using metrics that are not available from the original data. Use delta
objects to show changes in numeric values for object keys over a specific period of time. You can also show if key
elements were added or deleted during the selected period of time. Delta objects behave the same way as all other
objects.

You can use delta objects in MTC-M in the following situations:
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• Add delta objects in General Object Automation (GOA) scripts
• Create user views, summary or joined objects that are based on delta objects
• Add delta objects as widgets to the dashboard

Create Delta Objects

This section provides information on how to create delta objects. You can create delta objects only for source objects that
contain numeric fields. Use the following locations to create delta objects:

• Dashboard
Contains the Create Delta Object option in Relations Related Objects.

NOTE
You cannot create delta objects from another delta object, or user view.

• Object tree
Contains the Create Delta Object option when you select the ellipsis option next to the source object in the object
tree.

To create delta objects in MTC-M, perform the following steps:

1. Select Create Delta Object.
The Create Delta Object Delta Object wizard page opens.

2. Specify a name for the delta object.
NOTE
The maximum character length is 33.

3. Specify a description for the delta object.
NOTE
The maximum character length is 59.

4. (Optional) Load the existing delta object, and use it as a template to create your own delta object.
Populates all wizard pages with information from the loaded delta object. You can navigate through the wizard and
modify the object data.

NOTE
You can load delta objects which are created based on the selected source object.

5. Select Next.
The Source Object wizard page opens.

6. (Optional) Configure a filter.
For more information, see Define Filters.

7. Select one of the following options for data collection in the Comparison Data Source area:
– LOG - Logged Data

Specifies logged data. Content of all the data sets that match the high-level qualifier must be only LOG files.
– CAP - Captured Data

Specifies captured data. Content of all the data sets that match the high-level qualifier must be only CAPTURE
files.

– DSN - Data Set Prefix or GDG
Specifies the data set name and data set pattern using wildcard characters * ,/ , and % , or GDG . All of the data
sets that match the pattern must be either Vantage MTC-M LOG or CAPTURE data sets. The system reads all of
the data sets that match the pattern, which may trigger restore/recall of the data sets.

8. Select Next.
The Period wizard page opens.

9. Select one of the following data collection periods:
– Relative Period

Specifies the relative start point and duration of the period.
– Absolute Period
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Specifies the absolute date and time of the period start and end points.
– Cumulative Period

Specifies a period that begins at a start point and lasts up to the current date.
10. Select Next.

The Field List wizard page opens.
11. Select fields to define the delta object structure.

NOTE
You can select a maximum of five fields.

12. Specify the interval value for data sampling.
13. Select Next.

The Save and Open wizard page opens.
14. (Optional) Deselect the Open the object upon its creation option, or keep the defaults.
15. Select Finish.

The newly created delta object is saved in the Delta Objects folder which is located under the source object in the object
tree.

Delete Delta Object

Use the Delete option to remove delta objects that you created.

IMPORTANT

• When you delete a delta object from MTC-M, you remove it from the z/OS host. This action cannot be
undone.

• When you delete a delta object that is used in the GOA script, the GOA script stops working on the
corresponding host.

• When you delete a delta object which contains user views, you also delete all associated user views. This
action cannot be undone.

• You cannot delete a delta object which is contained in a summary, or joined object. Those objects must be
deleted first.

To delete delta objects, perform the following steps:

1. Navigate to a delta object in the object tree.
2. Select the ellipsis option next to the delta object that you want to delete.

The dropdown list opens.
3. Select the Delete Delta Object option.

The Delete Delta Object dialog opens.
4. Select Delete.

The selected delta object is deleted and removed from the object tree and the connected host.

View Delta Object Settings

Use the View Delta Object Settings option to view general information about the selected delta object. Locate the delta
object in the object tree, select the ellipsis option, and select View Delta Object Settings. The Delta Object Settings
dialog provides the following information:

• General Section
Lists basic information about the selected delta object, such as the name, description, and the base object.

• Comparison Section
Provides information about the selected data source type, as well as the period and interval of the data collection.

• Field Section
Displays the fields that are used for the delta object structure.
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NOTE
You cannot edit or modify any delta object settings.

GOA Scripts in MTC-M
General Object Automation (GOA) scripts enable you to monitor Vantage objects, start corrective actions, and send
automated reports and warnings.

As a storage administrator, you need to monitor Vantage objects to execute automatic actions when specific conditions
are met. General Object Automation (GOA) scripts enable you to monitor Vantage objects, start corrective actions, and
send automatic reports or warnings. You can configure these scripts to act on monitored objects when the conditions that
you have defined are met. GOA scripts run at scheduled times.

For example, you can define a GOA script to monitor the percentage of allocated space on selected volumes. If the
percentage exceeds a specified level, the script archives selected data sets to lower the allocated space.

The Automation Wizard helps you to define GOA scripts. You can view the scripts that you previously created from the
MTC-M, the Windows Client, and the View 3270 Client.

Single-Phase and Multiphase GOA Scripts

The Automation Wizard lets you create two types of GOA Scripts:

Single-phase GOA scripts
Once you have defined the conditions that you want to monitor, you execute a single set of actions on the objects
that have passed the monitoring conditions.

Multiphase GOA scripts
You can specify more rules to determine which of the records that have passed the monitoring filter constitute
a violation of the condition that you want to maintain. You can define up to five phases to check for a violation,
and execute more aggressive actions in each phase to correct the problem being addressed.

Object Selection

Scripts are used to monitor an object to find problems or discover policy violations. All General Object Automation scripts
require you to select or define a source object. The source object is an object that Vantage monitors, and based on the
criteria that you set in your GOA script, specified actions can be taken.

In many cases, your source object is also the object on which those actions run. For example, consider the following case:
you want to monitor free space in a specific set of storage groups, and when free space in any storage group decreases
below a threshold, you want to automatically add more volumes to those groups. In this situation, your source object (a
filtered set of storage groups) is also the target of the action (allocate more free space) that you set.

However, sometimes it is necessary to base remedial actions on a different object than the source object. You can use the
different object option to define new objects on which to run actions. If your source object has any zoom object defined,
you can run actions on a zoom object. For example, you want to monitor volume capacity and address low capacity by
archiving data sets that were not used for 30 days or more. In this scenario, the source object is Volumes and the action
runs on a different object - Data Sets by Volume. In this case, the different object is a zoom object of the source object.

Script Active and Execution Times

Every script is enabled during a period of time that is known as the active time. You define the start and end times for the
script active time in the Automation Wizard. The default active time period is 0000 through 2400.

If you load or refresh a script within the active time, it is automatically enabled until the end time. 24-hour scripts are
permanently enabled by default. If you want to disable a 24-hour script, clear the option Enable Script when Loaded
in the Automation Wizard when you create it. You can also disable saved scripts. In the Object Tree, navigate to
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Automation and Logging and select All Scripts Loaded. Select the script that you want to disable, click the Actions
button, and select Disable.

During the active time, the script passes control to its Event Procedure based on the schedules that you specify. You
define the script execution times in the Automation Wizard. When these intervals or specific times are reached during the
active period, the Event Procedure is triggered.

Create a GOA Script

Use the Automation Wizard to define new GOA Scripts. Select Preview in any step of the wizard to view the saved script
settings. The settings for each step are saved when you click Next.

Follow these steps:

1. To open the Automation Wizard, go to the Object Tree, click the ellipsis button next to the source object, and select
Create Automation Script.
The wizard opens on the Source Object Selection page

2. Type a unique name for the script that you want to create.

NOTE

• If you load an existing script, the wizard fields are prefilled with the saved settings. Follow the wizard to
modify the settings.

• The script name can have a maximum length of 8 alphanumeric or national (#, $, @) characters. The first
character cannot be a number.

• If the name that you type is already in use, you are asked to either override the existing script or type a
different name.

3. Select one of the Object Modes that are available for your source object:
RT - Real Time

Displays object data in real time
LI - Last Interval

Displays object data from the last regular scanning cycle on the host
DC - Disk Checkpoint

Displays object data from a checkpoint version that is written to disk at scheduled intervals
DI - Disk Interval

Displays object data from a disk data set that is periodically updated
For more information about Object Modes, see Configure Widgets.

4. Click Next.
The Title and Description page shows

5. Type the title and, optionally, the description of the new GOA script.
The title shows in the automation script dashboards, and it does not have to be unique. The description shows only in
the wizard. You can use the description to record any modifications that you make to the script.

6. Click Next.
The Timing for Events page shows

7. Specify the time frame when you want your script to be active, and select if you want to exclude the holidays and
weekends.

8. Specify the script execution schedule:
Daily schedules

Specify the script execution frequency in minutes.
Weekly schedules

Specify the day of the week and the time that you want the script to execute. Repeat the process as many times
as needed.
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Monthly schedules
Specify the month, day, and time that you want the script to execute. Repeat the process as many times as
needed.

No timing, execute script manually
Scripts with no timing must be executed manually. To execute a script manually, navigate the Object Tree to
Automation and Logging and select All Scripts Loaded. Select the script that you want to execute, click the
Actions button, and select Fire.

9. Click Next.
If the source object supports input list, range or pattern, the corresponding Input page shows. Go to step 10.
If the source object does not support these features, the Filter Definition page shows. Go to step 12.

10. (Optional) Use the following steps as appropriate to restrict the amount of input data:

NOTE

Each of the following steps is only available for objects that support that feature, and only if the Object Mode
is Real Time.

Input List
Specify input statements that affect the creation of the object. The content of the statements is specific for each
object. Statements that are provided in the Input List step override any other defaults.

NOTE
Some objects have defaults values for the input parameters. Select Default Input List to view the
default values for the object. If there are no default values, message VAN1550I shows.

For more information, see Input Lists.
Input Range 1: Volume Pattern

Specify a value that the key field in the object must match. Only the object entries with key fields that match this
pattern value are processed. The forward slash (/ ) is the only valid wildcard character.

Input Range 2
Specify a range that the key field in the object must fall within. Only the object entries with key fields within this
range value are processed. Each value must specify a complete key. The From and To values are included in the
range.

11. Click Next.
The Filter Definition page shows

12. Select Configure Filter to show the filter options. Specify the filter expressions to limit the number of records to be
monitored. You can use the search box to find attributes. Select Apply Filter.

13. (Optional) Click Sort to show and define the sort fields in the GOA Script, and click Confirm Sort Configuration

WARNING

The order in which the records are sorted affects the record inclusion conditions. If you want to specify limits
for record inclusion, ensure that the records are sorted in the order that you want to process them.

14. (Optional) Enable Select subset of filtered records to apply more rules on the records that meet the filter
conditions. This option lets you narrow down the records that you want to act on. Select this option to create a
multiphase GOA Script. To create a single phase GOA script, do not enable this option.

15. Click Next.
If you enable Select subset of filtered records, the Violation Type page shows. Go to step 16.
If you do not enable Select subset of filtered records, the Conditions for Performing Actions page shows. Go to step
18

16. Select one of the following Violation Types, and click Next:
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Filter Violation
Specify the violation name and filter conditions for individual record attributes. You can also add sort conditions to
order the records that meet the filter conditions.

Count Violation
Specify the violation name and the number of records that must meet the filter criteria to trigger an action.

Record Inclusion Violation
Specify the violation name and conditions to select records to process. Select Use Extended Dataset Options to
decide whether to skip data sets currently in use, and whether to use the cluster name instead of the component
name for VSAM data sets.
By default, the record inclusion violation skips data sets allocated with either exclusive or shared control, and it
identifies VSAM data sets by their cluster names.

17. Once you have configured the violation definition, click Next.
The Different Object Selection Page shows

18. (Optional) Enable Base action on a different object. This option lets you run actions on a different object than your
source object.
If you enable Base action on a different object, go to step 19.
If you do not enable Base action on a different object, go to step 23.

19. To specify a different object, select one of the following options:
Zoom Object

Select the zoom object on which to run actions from the list of available zoom objects.

NOTE
Zoom objects are available for source objects that have at least one zoom defined.

New Object
Select the different object on which to run actions from the object tree.

20. Select one of the Object Modes that are available for your different object.
RT - Real Time

Displays object data in real time
LI - Last Interval

Displays object data from the last regular scanning cycle on the host
DC - Disk Checkpoint

Displays object data from a checkpoint version that is written to disk at scheduled intervals
DI - Disk Interval

Displays object data from a disk data set that is periodically updated
For more information about Object Modes, see Configure Widgets.

21. (Optional) If you select a different object that supports the Input List or Input Range option, the relevant screen
appears. You can use these options to restrict the scope of data on which the actions will be run. Define your Input
List or Input Range and click Next.
The Different Object Filter and Sort page appears.

22. (Optional) Define Filter and Sort conditions to apply to your different object.
23. Click Next.

The Conditions for Performing Actions page shows
24. Select whether you want the actions to be performed On all selected records (no conditions), or specify conditions

that are based on the number of records.
25. Click Next.

The Record Inclusion page shows
26. Select whether you want to process all records, or specify conditions to select records to process.
27. Click Next.
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The Select Actions page shows
28. Specify the actions that you want the script to trigger. For each selected option, a new step is added to the wizard.

Follow the wizard to complete the action settings:
Perform Object Action

Select one of the actions from the list. If prompted, define the parameters for that action.
Submit a Job

Specify the data set and the member that contains the JCL to be submitted. If you want to schedule the action for
a later time, select Defer execution and specify the execution time. Specify if you want to remove trailing blanks,
leading blanks, none, or both in the drop-down list.

NOTE

The Defer execution option is not available for multiphase GOA scripts.

Issue a z/OS operator command
Define the operator command, and specify whether you want it to be sent only for the first record or for every
record. You can click Variables to select substitution variables. You can also specify the command execution
time. Define as many operator commands as needed.

Send Email Message
Create e-mails that are sent automatically to the specified recipients after the GOA script is executed. You can
click Variables to add substitution variables to the body of the e-mail. Once created, the e-mail can be modified or
deleted. You can create as many e-mails as needed.

Send Message to Unicenter and/or the z/OS Operator
Create messages that are sent automatically after the GOA script is executed. You can send the message to the
z/OS operator, to Unicenter (FEMS/SNMP), or to the Unicenter Service Desk. You can click Variables to add
substitution variables to the body of the message. If you want to schedule the message delivery for a later time,
select Defer execution and specify the delivery time. Once created, the message can be modified or deleted. You
can create as many messages as needed.

Log the Selected Records
Select one of the following methods to save the object data that passed the defined filters:
Log Data

Indicate whether you want to log the records, the count of records, or both.
Log to SMF

Only logs the records, not the counts. Ensure that the host system parameter LOGSMFRT is specified
with the SMF record type (number) to be used.

Capture
Only logs the records, not the counts. However, the records are written to capture files instead of the log
files. You can optionally provide a name of a sequential data set name to be allocated for this purpose. If
you do, the capture action allocates the data set and writes the records to it. If a data set with that name
already exist, it will be deleted and a new data set allocated. The previously captured records from earlier
script executions are replaced with the new records.
If you do not provide a specific DSN, a default capture data set is allocated and the records are written to
that data set. Subsequent executions of the script will allocate a new default capture file and leave the old
data set intact.

For more information, see Capture (Export) Objects.
29. (Optional) Limit the number of actions that can be executed during the script active time, and click Next.

The configuration steps for the actions that you selected show in order. Once you have completed the configuration,
the following pages appear according to your previous selections:
– For multiphase scripts, the Next Phase page opens. Go to step 30.
– For single phase GOA scripts, the Save and Activate Script page shows. Go to step 33.
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30. (Optional) If you want to add another phase, select Enable next phase.
You can define up to five phases to check for a violation, and execute corrective actions in case the violation occurs. If
you define more than one phase, the script executes them successively for as long as the violation state persists.

31. If you select Enable next phase, specify whether you want the next phase to run immediately, or schedule a delay.
Multiphase GOA scripts can shift to the next phase based on timing parameters. If one of the actions in the previous
phase was to submit a job, you can also select EOJ Notification to use it as a condition for moving to the next phase.

32. Click Next.
The Save and Activate Script page shows

33. (Optional) If you want to execute the script each time it is activated, select Execute the script every time. If you select
this box, the option Save, Activate, and Execute is disabled. If the box is cleared, all the saving options are available.

34. Specify your saving preferences:
Save, activate and execute

Saves and immediately executes the script
Save and activate

Saves the script without executing it
Save

Saves the script without activating it. To execute the script, you must modify the settings or execute it manually
35. Specify your load preferences:
Load Script

Allows the script to load or refresh in the memory. The script loads automatically from the script library
when Vantage is started. The script can also be refreshed from that library as needed. If not selected, the script is
bypassed during load or refresh processing.
When you modify a script that is loaded in the memory and you unselect this option, selecting Save and Activate
deletes the script from the memory.

Enable Script when Loaded
Enables 24-hours scripts when they are loaded within their active period. If not selected, the script is loaded as
disabled.

36. Click Finish.
A confirmation message shows

37. Click OK.
You have created or modified a GOA script.

Modify a GOA Script

Use the Script Manager to edit GOA Scripts.

Follow these steps:

1. In the navigation pane, select Script Manager
A list of all the scripts available for the hosts that you are connected to opens

2. (Optional) Select Reload to refresh the list of scripts.
3. Click the Edit icon next to the script that you want to modify.

The GOA Script Wizard opens. The fields are prefilled with the saved settings.
4. Follow the wizard steps to modify the script settings. In the last step, click Finish.

A confirmation message shows
5. Click OK.

You have modified a GOA Script.

GOA Script Samples

Example: Dynamically add a spare volume to an SMS pool that is low on free space
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The following example shows the use of the SMS_ADD_VOL action to add a spare volume to SMS storage groups with
names starting with BIGSG that are running out of space. This example shows only the Event Procedure section of the
GOA script:

<EVENT_PROCEDURE> 

SELECT_OBJ=POOLS 

SET_LASTINTVL 

SET_FILTER=POOLNAME INCL BIGSG/ AND POOLOWN = SMS AND (POOLLBYX < 17MB 

OR POOLFBYX < 252MB) 

EXECUTE 

SEL_LINE=1,5

SMS_ADD_VOL=Simulate=N 

Delete a GOA Script from the Memory

Use the GOA Scripts (Loaded or in PDS) object to delete General Object Automation scripts from the memory only. If you
want to delete a GOA Script from the library, see Delete a GOA Script from the Library.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Object Tree, navigate to Automation and Logging, General Object Automation (GOA), and click GOA
Scripts (Loaded or in PDS).
The GOA Scripts (Loaded or in PDS) object opens

2. Select the script that you want to delete
3. Click Actions, and select Delete.

The Action confirmation message shows
4. Click Confirm.

A confirmation message appears. You have deleted a General Object Automation script from the Vantage memory.

Delete a GOA Script from the Library

Use the Script Manager to delete General Object Automation scripts from both the memory and the library. If you want to
delete a GOA Script only from the memory, see Delete a GOA Script from the Memory.

Follow these steps:

1. In the navigation pane, select Script Manager
A list of all the scripts available for the hosts that you are connected to opens

2. (Optional) Select Reload to refresh the list of scripts.
3. Click the Delete icon next to the script that you want to delete.

A confirmation message shows
4. Click OK.

A confirmation message appears. You have deleted a General Object Automation script from both the Vantage
memory and the library.

Video: General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts

The following tutorial video complements the documentation, and it shows how to create General Object Automation
(GOA) Scripts with Vantage MTC-M.

TIP

To play this video in full screen, click the YouTube logo to the right of Settings at the bottom of the video.
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Log Scripts in MTC-M
Use Vantage Log Scripts to define how and when trend data is collected from an object and stored in log files on the host.

As a storage administrator, you need to collect object data at set intervals to create historical or trend reports. MTC-M Log
Scripts are sets of instructions that tell the z/OS host how and when to collect data from an object and store it in log files
on the host. The data that is logged is also referred to as "trend data".

The Log Scripts Wizard lets you define Log Scripts. You can view Log Scripts that you previously created from the MTC-
M, the Windows Client, and the View 3270 Client.

Script Active and Execution Times

Every script is enabled during a period of time that is known as the active time. You define the start and end times for the
script active time in the Log Scripts Wizard. The default active time period is 0000 through 2400.

If you load or refresh a script within the active time, it is automatically enabled until the end time. 24-hour scripts are
permanently enabled by default. If you want to disable a 24-hour script, clear the option Enable Script when Loaded
in the Log Scripts Wizard when you create it. You can also disable saved scripts. In the Object Tree, navigate to
Automation and Logging and select All Scripts Loaded. Select the script that you want to disable, click the Actions
button, and select Disable.

During the active time, the script passes control to its Event Procedure based on the schedules that you specify. You
define the script execution times in the Log Scripts Wizard. When these intervals or specific times are reached during the
active period, the Event Procedure is triggered.

Create a Log Script

Use the Log Scripts Wizard to define new Log Scripts. Select Preview in any step of the wizard to view the saved script
settings. The settings for each step are saved when you click Next.

NOTE

You can only have one Log Script for each object. If a Log Script already exists for the source object, the Log
Scripts Wizard lets you modify it.

Follow these steps:

1. To open the Log Scripts Wizard, go to the Object Tree, click the ellipsis button next to the source object, and select
Create Log Script.
The wizard opens on the Title and Description page

2. The default script title is the name of the source object. Optionally, you can type a new title and a description for the
script.

NOTE

If you load an existing script, the wizard fields are prefilled with the saved settings. Follow the wizard to
modify the settings.

3. Click Next.
The Filter Definition page shows

4. (Optional) Click Configure Filter to show the filter options. Specify the filter expressions to limit the amount of input
data, and click Apply Filter.

5. Click Next.
The Timing for Events page shows

6. Specify the time frame when you want the script to be active, and select if you want to exclude the holidays and
weekends.

7. Specify the script execution schedule:
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Daily schedules
Specify the script execution frequency in minutes.

Weekly schedules
Specify the day of the week and the time that you want the script to execute. Repeat the process as many times
as needed.

Monthly schedules
Specify the month, day, and time that you want the script to execute. Repeat the process as many times as
needed.

No timing, execute script manually
Scripts with no timing must be executed manually. To execute a script manually, navigate the Object Tree to
Automation and Logging and select All Scripts Loaded. Select the script that you want to execute, click the
Actions button, and select Fire.

NOTE

Log Scripts show the source object ID in the column Script Name.
8. Click Next.

The Log File Creation page shows
9. Specify when to create a new file.

NOTE

The conditions to create a new file are prefiled with the recommended settings according to the script
execution schedule. You can modify the values to meet your needs. If you plan to run the script both
manually and at scheduled times, we recommend that you increase the number of loggings.

When log file reaches n loggings
Creates a log file each time the existing one reaches the specified number of loggings

Daily
Creates a log file every day

Weekly
Creates a log file every week

Monthly
Creates a log file every month

Every time the script is executed
Creates a log file each time that the script is triggered

10. Specify whether you want to log data, object count, or both.
11. Specify whether you want to log object records to SMF in addition to the Vantage object log files.
12. Specify the data that you want to base the snapshot on:
Default Mode

Use the data that is collected though the default mode defined for the object.
Real Time Mode

Collect data on demand before taking the snapshot of the object.
13. Click Next.

If the source object supports input list, range or pattern, the corresponding Input page shows. Go to step 14.
If the source object does not support these features, the Save and Activate Script page shows. Go to step 16.

14. (Optional) Use the following steps as appropriate to restrict the amount of input data:
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NOTE

Each of the following steps is only available for objects that support that feature, and only if the snapshot is
based on Real Time Mode.

Input List
Specify input statements that affect the creation of the object. The content of the statements is specific for each
object. Statements that are provided in the Input List step override any other defaults.

NOTE
Some objects have defaults values for the input parameters. Select Default Input List to view the
default values for the object. If there are no default values, message VAN1550I shows.

For more information, see Input Lists.
Input Range 1: Volume Pattern

Specify a value that the key field in the object must match. Only the object entries with key fields that match this
pattern value are processed. The forward slash (/ ) is the only valid wildcard character.

Input Range 2
Specify a range that the key field in the object must fall within. Only the object entries with key fields within this
range value are processed. Each value must specify a complete key. The From and To values are included in the
range.

15. Click Next.
The Save and Activate Script page shows.

16. (Optional) If you want to execute the script each time it is activated, select Execute the script every time. If you select
this box, the option Save, Activate, and Execute is disabled. If the box is cleared, all the saving options are available.

17. Specify your saving preferences:
Save, activate and execute

Saves and immediately executes the script
Save and activate

Saves the script without executing it
Save

Saves the script without activating it. To execute the script, you must modify the settings or execute it manually
18. Specify your load preferences:
Load Script

Allows the script to load or refresh in the memory. The script loads automatically from the script library
when Vantage is started. The script can also be refreshed from that library as needed. If not selected, the script is
bypassed during load or refresh processing.
When you modify a script that is loaded in the memory and you unselect this option, selecting Save and Activate
deletes the script from the memory.

Enable Script when Loaded
Enables 24-hours scripts when they are loaded within their active period. If not selected, the script is loaded as
disabled.

19. Click Finish.
A confirmation message shows

20. Click OK.
You have created or modified a Log Script.

Modify a Log Script

Use the Script Manager to edit Log Scripts.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the navigation pane, select Script Manager
A list of all the scripts available for the hosts that you are connected to opens

2. (Optional) Select Reload to refresh the list of scripts.
3. Click the Edit icon next to the script that you want to modify.

NOTE

Log Scripts show the source object ID in the column Script Name.

The Log Script Wizard opens. The fields are prefilled with the saved settings.
4. Follow the wizard steps to modify the script settings. In the last step, click Finish.

A confirmation message shows
5. Click OK.

You have modified a Log Script.

Delete a Log Script

Use the Script Manager to delete Log Scripts.

Follow these steps:

1. In the navigation pane, select Script Manager
A list of all the scripts available for the hosts that you are connected to opens

2. (Optional) Select Reload to refresh the list of scripts.
3. Click the Delete icon next to the script that you want to delete.

NOTE

Log Scripts show the source object ID in the column Script Name.

The Action confirmation message shows
4. Click Confirm.

A confirmation message appears. You have deleted a Log Script.

Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting information for common issues, including issues with startup, connectivity, and blank screen problems.

This article explains what to do when you encounter problems using the MTC-M.

Initial Startup Connection Problems

If the MTC-M URL fails to connect to the application from the internet browser, verify the following information:

• VantageGMI.war exists in the <tomcat>/webapps folder.
You can copy this file from the war file from the install directory to <tomcat>/webapps folder.
sh CreateVantageGMI.sh  DBPATHDB_BOOTPASSWORDTOMCAT_PATH 

where:
DBPATH

Specifies the path where the MTC-M database is installed
DB_BOOTPASSWORD

Specifies the boot password of the database
TOMCAT_PATH

Specifies the full <tomcat> path.
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• The database directory and boot password are correct.
To verify this information, change the file type from ASCII to EBCDIC.
To change the file type to EBCDIC, issue the following command:
iconv -f UTF-8 -t IBM-1047 VantageGMI.xml > VantageGMI.xml.ebcdic

If the database directory and boot password are not correctly updated, go to <install_dir>/dbtools and run the following
command:
iconv -f UTF-8 -t IBM-1047 VantageGMI.xml > VantageGMI.xml.ebcdic

Update the password and review the changes. If the data is correct, return to ASCII using the following command:
iconv -f IBM-1047 -t UTF-8 VantageGMI.xml.ebcdic > VantageGMI.xml

• The derby.jar file exists in the directory <tomcat>/lib.
You can copy this file from the directory <install_dir>/dbtools to the <tomcat>/lib folder.

• The Apache Tomcat port is updated correctly in the server.xml file.
Update the port as follows:
a. Go to the <tomcat>/conf folder.
b. Issue the following command:

iconv -f UTF-8 -t IBM-1047 server.xml > server.xml.ebcdic

c. Verify that the server is set to the port entered during installation.
d. Save the file.
e. Issue the following command:

iconv -f IBM-1047 -t UTF-8 server.xml.ebcdic > server.xml 

Apache Tomcat Web Server and MTC-M Host Lost Connectivity Considerations

You might lose communication connections when you are operating the MTC-M. This topic explains what might cause lost
connectivity and details the messages that you might receive when connectivity problems occur.

Problems Establishing Connectivity

You might experience problems establishing a connection with the Tomcat server the first time that you start the MTC-
M. For more information, see Initial Startup Connection Problems.

Apache Tomcat Web Server Connectivity

Sometimes the application cannot re-establish a lost connection between the browser and the Tomcat server.
This problem occurs when the server shuts down while you are operating the MTC-M.

The application issues a message and redirects you to the login page. The login page loads only when the server is back
up and running.

MTC-M Host Connectivity

You might lose connectivity between your MTC-M and a MTC-M host while you are working on that host.

The application notifies you of the lost connection when you click on the object tree. Click OK in the error message pop-up
box toInternet browser re-establish a connection. The MTC-M might require you to log in again.

Automatic re-connection and manual log in both fail when the MTC-M host is down. The MTC-M issues a connection error
message to notify you that the host is down. Verify that the host is up and running, and then try to log in again.

Missing Cryptography Package Provider class

MTC-M is configured to use HTTPS as its access protocol. Apache Tomcat server output contains an error on its startup.

Example:

Sep 28, 2017 1:54:39 PM org.apache.coyote.AbstractProtocol init

SEVERE: Failed to initialize end point associated with ProtocolHandler ["http-nio-30308"]

java.io.IOException: no such provider: XXXXXXX
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Where, XXXXXXXX specifies the name of a Cryptography Package Provider class.

When you encounter this type of error, open the "<JAVAHOME>/lib/security/java.security" file, and add the
missing Cryptography Package Provider class name.

For example,

security.provider.1=company.security.provider.XXXXXXX 

Where “company.security.provider.XXXXXXX” stands for the missing class name.

Operational Intelligence Service DAAS00001 Error

Encounter an error when you Click the Operational Intelligence Icon to connect between Vantage MTC-M and MOI.

Error Message in UI: An error occurred while calling the Operational Intelligence Service, DAAS00001: Resources are
unavailable that match the filter.

Reason: DAAS works incorrectly.

Solution: Contact Customer Support and provide the log.

Error Message in UI: An error has occurred when the system verifies if the Operational Intelligence Service is
available. Contact your administrator. Verify whether a valid MTCOI_DAAS_CONNECTOR value is provided in the
CONFIGURATION table.

Error in Web UI Log:

19 Oct 2017 10:26:02,874 DEBUG http-nio-8081-exec-4 VantageServiceProductionImpl:921 get MPM url for

 connection POOLS15084220772 or row 13

19 Oct 2017 10:26:04,363 ERROR http-nio-8081-exec-4 MPMUtils:54 An error has occurred when the system verifies

 if the Operational Intelligence Service is available. Contact your administrator. Verify whether a valid

 MTCOI_DAAS_CONNECTOR value is provided in the

CONFIGURATIONS table.

javax.ws.rs.ProcessingException: java.net.SocketException: Unexpected end of file from server

Reason: A secure configuration HTTPS URL is added in MTC-M Analytics Setting instead of a non-secure HTTP URL.

Solution: Contact your administrator or Log in to Mainframe Team Center - Management as an administrator. Go to
Settings, Analytics Settings. Verify if a valid MTCOI_DAAS_CONNECTOR value is provided in the Operational
Intelligence URL field.

For more information, see Integrate with MOI.

MTC-M shows a blank screen

After entering the URL in the address bar, MTC-M might display a blank screen instead of the login screen. The issue can
be related to one of the following causes:

Browser cache is preventing the connection

Symptoms:

• MTC-M shows a blank screen on a web browser, but loads correctly in incognito mode or on a different browser.
• There is no error message in the browser console log.

Solution: Clear your web browser cache, and reload the page.

Serialization error

NOTE

This problem might occur after you update MTC-M using only a WAR file.
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Symptoms:

• MTC-M shows a blank screen on a web browser, but loads correctly in incognito mode or on a different browser.
• There is an error message regarding serialization in the browser console log. The following example shows a

serialization error:
'com.ca.vantage.gwt.client.models.LoginBeanModel' was not assignable to

 'com.google.gwt.user.client.rpc.IsSerialiazable' and did not have a customer field serializer. For

 security purposes, this type will not be deserialized.

Solution:

• Clear your web browsing data, including cookies and temporary files, and reload the page.
• Wait 24 hours and try again. During that time, you can use a different web browser or incognito mode to work with

MTC-M.

JavaScript is not loaded correctly

Symptoms:

MTC-M shows a blank screen, and a highcharts error message shows in the browser console log. The following example
shows a highcharts error:

Uncaught SyntaxError: Unexpected end of input highcharts-5.0.14.js:397

Uncaught ReferenceError: Highcharts is not defined…

When you inspect the highcharts javascript file in the browser console, the file ends in the middle of the function. The
highcharts license header shows twice in the file. The following example shows a highcharts license header:

/*

Highcharts JS v5.0.14 (2017-03-08)

(c) 2009-2016 Torstein Honsi

License: www.highcharts.com/license

*/

Solution:

• Install MTC-M version 14.0.004 or higher using a PAX file, and let the server configure automatically.
• If you installed the MTC-M WAR file without performing a full product installation or upgrade, you must update the

application ownership and permissions manually, and modify the server. xml file.

Follow these steps:

1. Stop the MTC-M started task.
2. Delete the file VantageGMI.war from <MTC-M Home>/runtime/apache-tomcat-8.0.29/webapps/
3. Use the following command to delete the VantageGMI directory:

rm -R VantageGMI

4. Upload the new VantageGMI.war  as a binary file to <MTC-M Home>/runtime/apache-tomcat-8.0.29/
webapps/

5. Run the following commands to update the ownership and permissions properties:

NOTE

Replace webUiUserID with your user ID.

chown -R <webUiUserID> webapps

chmod -R 775 webapps

cd webapps
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chmod u+s VantageGMI.war

6. Open the server.xml file in <MTC-M Home>/runtime/apache-tomcat-8.0.29/conf/ in a text editor and find
the following line:
<Connector connectionTimeout="20000" port="<CONNECTOR_PORT>" protocol="HTTP/1.1" redirectPort="8443"/>

7. Replace the previous line with the following one:

NOTE

Replace <CONNECTOR_PORT> with the existing port number for your environment.

<Connector connectionTimeout="20000" port="<CONNECTOR_PORT>" protocol="HTTP/1.1" redirectPort="8443"

 useSendfile="false"/>

8. Save the server.xml file and start the MTC-M started task.

JavaScript is not enabled

Symptoms:

• MTC-M shows a blank screen.
• In Chrome, the address bar shows an icon warning that JavaScript is blocked.

IMPORTANT

For security reasons, your company might have disabled JavaScript. Contact your security administrator before
you attempt to enable this feature.

Solution: Enable JavaScript in your browser.

Windows Client
This section provides an overview of the Windows Client, the products using the Windows Client, Open Systems hosts, z/
OS hosts, User Views, available objects, and automation wizards.

The Vantage Windows Client (Windows Client) and SRM Windows Client (Windows Client) are the common Windows
GUIs for managing your storage with:

• SRM - for distributed systems
• Vantage - for z/OS systems
• Vantage GMI qualified products - for z/OS systems. GMI is the Graphical Management Interface component of

Vantage used by several other Broadcom products. It is provided free of charge to customers licensed for the qualified
products.

NOTE
The term Windows refers to the Microsoft Windows operating systems: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows
2000, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows Server 2003, and Windows Server 2008,
Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2016, and Windows Server 2019. Unless
designated, Windows refers to any of the above Microsoft Windows operating systems.

The Windows Client is a graphical user interface running under Windows on a PC workstation. It brings the functionality of
the SRM, Vantage, and Vantage GMI products to the PC user. The Windows Client enhances your storage management
abilities on distributed networks and z/OS systems in the following areas:
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• Analyzing storage
• Planning and forecasting
• Defining constructs
• Automating policies
• Measuring effectiveness
• Modeling changes
• Performing on-demand operations
• Troubleshooting
• Recovering from hardware errors
• Scheduling system management tasks

NOTE
The Windows Client uses Central and Database folders and subfolders. Users are required to be granted with
full control to these folders to operate the Windows Client correctly. This full control is required to be granted
to the user ID regardless of folders are on a local machine or on a server. The Windows Client Scheduler also
has access requirements, for more information see the topic Windows Client Scheduler Access Rights and
Authorities.

WARNING

• The Windows Client requires .NET framework 3.5 and higher. Frequent security vulnerabilities are
encountered in the .NET framework. Broadcom does not take any responsibility for damage caused by these
vulnerabilities. To minimize the risk of these vulnerabilities, ensure that your .NET framework is always us up
to date.

• Before you start an upgrade of the Vantage Windows Client, stop any Windows Client services that are
running in the current version. For example, the Scheduler.

SRM

SRM is a cross-platform solution that lets you centrally manage your distributed storage resources from a single global
view on one workstation. Wherever you store your business-critical data across Open Systems environments-across
Microsoft Windows 2000, Windows XP, Windows Server 2003, Novell NetWare, UNIX, and Linux. SRM provides the tools
and technology you need for cohesive control and optimization of your networked storage assets.

You can use SRM to designate storage resources like file systems, databases, RAID array devices, tapes, drives, and
servers, and manage these resources from a central location. SRM automation services eliminate redundant manual
tasks, producing greater efficiency in your enterprise operations by providing a central storage management facility.

SRM significantly simplifies the tasks that you typically perform to gather storage information that is related to the following
aspects:

• Where data is located
• How data is organized
• When data is needed
• How data is used

SRM offers centralized analysis, reporting, monitoring, logical objects grouping, event-oriented or threshold alerting and
automation, and remote task execution.

Vantage

Vantage is an automated storage management system for your z/OS systems that provides comprehensive reporting,
monitoring, and automation capabilities. It reduces storage-related costs, increases productivity, and improves service
levels.

Vantage is designed to:
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• Automate storage tasks to maintain desired states.
• Monitor for situations that create performance problems.
• Reduce job failures due to storage-related problems.
• Improve productivity with online problem resolution.
• Deliver meaningful information with the integrated reporting tools.
• Provide remote access for anytime, anywhere problem resolution.

Vantage helps you meet the business objective of keeping the critical storage systems of your organization available.
Its comprehensive automation, interactive reporting, analysis, and predictive modeling capabilities provide the tools to
manage a complex storage environment. In addition, it is the only product to provide device-specific information across
multiple RAID storage subsystems to help you maximize RAID performance.

Support is provided for the following products from Broadcom, and products from many other vendors:

• CA 1
• ACF2
• Allocate
• ASTEX
• CREWS
• Datacom/DB
• Disk
• Enterprise Backup
• Encryption Key Manager
• Auditor
• IDMS/DB
• MasterCat
• PDSMAN
• CA Portal
• SYSVIEW
• Tape Encryption
• Top Secret
• TLMS
• Vtape
• IBM DB2
• Software-AG ADABAS
• EMC, IBM, and HDS RAID systems
• IBM 3494/5 and StorageTek ACS robotic tape systems
• IBM VTS and Sun StorageTek VSM virtual tape systems
• IBM DFSMShsm and DFSMSrmm
• Allen Systems Group ASG-Zara

Vantage GMI

The primary user interface to Vantage is the Windows Client. With the Windows Client, you access the basic z/OS server
functions that support the client requests. The Graphical Management Interface (GMI) uses the PC clients and the z/OS
server support. Together, this subset of Vantage is referred to as Vantage GMI.

NOTE
All orders for the Vantage base product (with or without additional options) include Vantage GMI. That is, it is
included with all Vantage product licenses. Therefore customers who order or have already installed the base
product should not order or install Vantage GMI separately.
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A separate order and installation of Vantage GMI is available only if you satisfy both of the following conditions:

• You are not licensed for the Vantage base product.
• You are licensed for one of the “qualifying Broadcom products”, which are:

– CA 1
– ASTEX
– CREWS
– Datacom/DB
– Disk
– Encryption Key Manager
– IDMS/DB
– MasterCat
– PDSMAN
– SYSVIEW
– TLMS
– Vtape
– Tape Encryption

Regardless of the licensing method, Vantage GMI provides the graphical management interface for viewing and analysis
of the following objects and Vantage services:

• CA 1
• ASTEX
• CREWS
• Datacom/DB
• Disk
• IDMS/DB
• Encryption Key Manager
• PDSMAN
• SYSVIEW
• Tape Encryption
• TLMS
• Vtape
• Vantage objects and services:

– Volumes
– Storage Groups (Pools)
– DFSMS Constructs
– Catalogs
– Hardware Errors
– z/OS System Resources (APF list, Link list, and so on)
– System Activity (Message Log)
– Analysis Tools
– View and Output Definition
– Windows Client Scheduler
– JCL Model List
– Summary Objects
– Joined Objects
– Delta Objects
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Open System Hosts

A SRM Open Systems host is a machine on which you install and run SRM Application Server software. This machine
gathers and manages network storage data, which you access using the Windows Client. You can install and run the SRM
Application Server and the Windows Client on the same or separate machines.

The Windows Client communicates with the Open Systems Application Server through Remote Procedure Call (RPC).
RPC is a protocol that runs on top of TCP/IP.

The SRM agent identifies and collects data from each Open Systems host. For Network Offline agents, SRM specifies a
path to a shared directory as one of the agent properties. You can use the Host List to define a host, and to maintain data
collection and connections for your hosts.

NOTE
The Application Server installation program creates a shared directory named BSRM on the SRM directory of
the Application Server computer. Only the user who installed the Application Server software has access rights
to the BSRM directory. If the BSRM directory access rights differ from the access rights you have when you
log on to the Windows Client computer, then you must modify your access rights to the BSRM directory on the
Application Server.

z/OS Hosts

A z/OS host is any z/OS (mainframe) system on which Vantage (with its GMI component) has been installed. The
Windows Client communicates with z/OS hosts through TCP/IP. You can request z/OS system and storage management
status information and initiate actions using TCP/IP.

The Windows Client provides enhanced editing and printing facilities and lets you export data from z/OS hosts to other
Windows applications for further analysis and reporting.

From the Windows Client, you perform storage administration and manage objects that are related to storage
management. You filter and sort any object using any combination of attributes. For example, you filter, sort, and view the
data sets in each storage group, application group, or even the entire system, as if they resided on a single virtual volume.

On the z/OS mainframe, the Windows Client displays data graphically through the user interface. It also compliments the
online facilities with logging options and historical analysis reports for any time period you want to examine.

Vantage on a z/OS host provides generalized threshold monitors for all objects. With the Windows Client, you can
automate responses to various conditions and can schedule the time of the response. You can implement a system-
managed storage environment in which Vantage automatically takes the actions you specified. You can also perform ad-
hoc storage management by using the real-time actions available directly from the Windows Client.

Objects

The Windows Client and the supporting software on each host identify and manage storage resources in the form of
objects. Default views of these source objects may be displayed in table, graph, list, or trend formats.

The object-oriented approach is designed to automate both personal and system-managed storage management tasks
through a range of viewing, analysis, and automation facilities.

Objects on distributed system hosts include:

Applications Assets Backups

Clients Computers Databases

Devices Disk Arrays Domains

Drives Events Filers

Files Jobs Messages
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Mount Points Policies Ports

Queries Quotas Schedules

Servers Services Snapshots

Switches System Activities Traps

Users Volumes

Objects on z/OS hosts include:

Applications Archives Audits

Backups Catalogs Data Sets

Databases Disk Controllers Enterprise Storage

Hardware Errors Messages Quotas

Performance Pools Restores

RAID Configs Schedules Scripts

Summaries System Activity Tape Devices

Tape Media Tape Silos Tape Systems

Trend Data UNIX File Systems Users

Virtual Tape Systems Volumes

User Views

In addition to the default views of each source object, you can create customized User Views of the objects. A User View
is a user-customized collection of information about a specific object belonging to a host (z/OS or Open Systems). A User
View represents a modification to the default view of an object. A User View typically includes filter and sort criteria and
displays only a subset of the fields, perhaps in a re-arranged order.

The Windows Client includes a comprehensive set of standard User Views. However, you can also modify existing views
or create new ones, to serve your specific needs.

NOTE
For detailed information about configuring and managing User Views, see User Views.

You can use the User-Defined View List option to manage User Views within a single window. The User-Defined View List
option provides a complete list of all your User Views, including factory supplied User Views. The User View list can be
printed or exported to Excel. Select a line and click the Open View icon on the toolbar to open the User View. If you are
unsure of the location of view in the Object Tree, then select a User View in the list and click the Find View in Object Tree
icon. Right-click a User View in the list to delete, rename, or save as a new User View.

Click the User-Defined View List icon on the Windows Client main menu toolbar to invoke the User-Defined List option.
Otherwise, select the User-Defined View List option from the Windows Client main menu Tools Menu option.

Host Configuration Client
The Host Configuration Client is a Windows-based GUI that enables you to configure a Vantage subsystem after the initial
installation.

During the installation of Vantage, the system programmer performs the minimum configuration to enable the Vantage
subsystem (with the default name of SAMS) to be started. Once SAMS is running, a storage administrator can use this
client to configure components of the Vantage system.
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For the initial configuration, we recommend the following process:

1. Configure GMI.
This configuration step is the first one that all (GMI and Base System) customers must perform.

2. Configure for GMI-qualified products.
All customers must do this step for each of the listed products being used. The qualifying Broadcom products are listed
in Configuring and in a structured view within the client. If you have none of the listed products, there is nothing to do
in this step.

3. If you license the base system product (have LMP key 0C), then configure the base system.
If you do not have the Base System license, there is nothing to do in this step, and you are done. Nothing else should
be configured, because the Base System license is a prerequisite for all the options in Step 4.

4. Configure other licensed options.
For each optionally licensed portion of the product that remains, there is a corresponding configuration section in
Configuring and a configuration folder in the Host Configuration Client. Use the appropriate section and folder to
configure that portion of the product. Configuration of these optionally licensed portions of the product can be done in
any order.

After the initial configuration and usage of the product, you may need or want to re-configure parts of the product from
time to time. Whenever that happens, return to the client, select the appropriate configuration folder, and proceed to
modify the configuration as needed.

NOTE

• Use MTC-M Host Configuration, the Host Configuration Client, or the native TSO/ISPF interface to add,
change, or delete system parameter entries in the VKGPARMS member.

• To edit message parameter entries in the CAMPARMS member, use the native TSO/ISPF interface.
• For details about system parameters in the VKGPARMS member, see System Parameters.

Using the Host Configuration Client

Use the Host Configuration Client to set Vantage system parameters. The Vantage Windows Client installation includes
the Host Configuration Client.

1. Launch Windows Client and connect to a Vantage host.
2. Go to z/OS > Launch Host Configuration.

The Vantage Host Configuration Client opens. You can now use the client to configure your product.

The client consists of the following parts:

Title bar
Show the host ID and the client title.
The settings that you configure apply to the specified host only.

Main Menu Bar
Select from the following options:
File

Open a drop-down list that includes the items on the Secondary Menu Bar.
Help

Help, information about build dates, and release information.
Secondary Menu Bar

Select from the following options:
Sysparms

Change sysparm settings.
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Storage Groups
Define user storage groups, and exclude storage groups.

Include-Exclude
Specify what you want to include or exclude from processing.

SMS Spares
Configure for adding spare volumes to DFSMS storage groups.

VTOC/VVDS
Specify the VVDS and VTOC size allocations for spare volumes added to the DFSMS storage groups.

VAM Spares
Configure for adding spare volumes to Allocate storage groups.

Data Set Groups
Define application groups for primary, secondary, and tape storage.

Release News
Get release information (news and changes).

Exit
Close the client.

Navigation Tree
Show the "host_ID Configuration Options".
The settings that you configure apply to the specified host only.
The navigation tree consists of the following components:

• Minimum startup configuration components
• Vantage GMI components
• Base system components
• Separately licensed option components

Expand the appropriate directory in the tree and navigate down to configure items. Click a configurable item to
open a separate dialog where you complete the configuration.
The configuration sections follow the navigation tree sequence of the Host Configuration Client. The instructions
in each section direct you to the appropriate menu options.

Run multiple instances of the client to connect to configure all hosts in a multi-host environment. Use each instance to
configure the specific that you connect to from that instance.

The online Help system provides additional information about the client and the parameters that you configure.

Automation Wizards and Utilities
The Windows Client provides wizards and utilities to help you automate and manage your storage tasks.

Scripts for z/OS Systems

To automate storage management tasks on z/OS systems, you can define scripts using the Script Wizards.

Following are the types of scripts for z/OS:

• General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts
Monitors and responds to conditions of any object at administrative time frames or schedules.

• Message Automation (MA) Scripts
Monitors and respond to MVS, DFSMShsm, and Disk messages. Many examples are provided.

• Audit Scripts
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Run operations that are typically intended to identify discrepancies between entries in files and catalogs. The audit
scripts are provided with the system.

• System Scripts
Creates objects or performs services that are a part of the Vantage system. These scripts are provided with the
system.

• Log Scripts
Copies object data to log data sets for historical analysis and trend forecasting. Logging intervals or specific logging
times must be specified.

You can modify the runtime schedules in the scripts to suit the specific needs of your organization.

Wizards are also used to define:

• User Views and Output
• Summary Objects
• Joined Objects
• Delta Objects

Utilities

Utilities are provided to help you and are designed to perform or facilitate certain operations or configure the system. You
can access most of the utilities can be accessed by clicking Start, Programs, CA, CA SRM and then Utilities. Some of the
utilities can also be accessed from the menu bar, for example, the z/OS Host Configuration Client can be launched from
the z/OS menu option.

How to use the utilities is further explained in the Windows Client online help system. Click Help in the menu bar and
under contents click Utilities to find the list of utilities. Click the title of the utility you want to learn more about. Utilities used
only by SRM are also described in the SRM documentation.

Users that have installed the Windows Client for SRM and Vantage have the following utilities:

• Application Server Configuration Utility
• Application Server Maintenance Utility
• Database Movement
• Diagnostic Report Manager
• Trace Manager
• z/OS Host Configuration Client
• z/OS Host Password Utility
• Mail Tester

Users that have installed the Windows Client for only Vantage have the following utilities:

• Diagnostic Report Manager
• z/OS Host Configuration Client
• z/OS Host Password Utility
• Mail Tester

Application Server Configuration Utility and Application Server Maintenance Utility

These utilities help you configure and maintain the operation mode of the Application Server. These utilities are further
explained in the Windows Client online help system.

Database Movement Utility

Database Movement (DBMove) is a utility used to move the SRM database to a new volume on the same machine. The
utility:
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• Copies the database files to a new location.
• Makes all the necessary changes for the Application Server to be able to access the database at its new location.
• Deletes the old database.

This utility is further explained in the Windows Client online help system.

Diagnostic Report Manager

The Diagnostic Report Manager utility (BSRMAnalyzer) collects information from your Application Server, Windows Client,
or Managed Computer to make it easier for you to give diagnostic information to Broadcom Support.

You can execute the BSRMAnalyzer and it to collect environmental and user data from the machines running SRM
software. You can run the BSRMAnalyzer on the SRM Application Server machine, the Windows Client machines, and
Windows managed computers.

You can also use it to extract tables from the MS SQL database. The dbm32.exe is the Database Manager utility which
provides access to the SRM databases located in CA\BrightStor SRM\Bin folder.

The following groups of data are collected:

System
Collects ini files from %WINDOWS% directory, registry entries for Broadcom, regional settings information,
operating system and patches, TCP/IP/IP setup, memory usage, and executing services.

Application Server
Collects ini files from directories like log, export, Configuration, ADSM, Trend, DC, and so on. Select All Listed
Components if you want to collect all available information from the Application Server machine.

Windows Client
Collects information from the Central directory, and from the log directories,
such as Log, Doc, Web Publishing, and so forth. Select All Listed Components if you want to collect all available
information from the Windows Client machine.

Tables
Enables you to select groups of tables, and use Database Manager (in script mode) to export data.

System information is always collected, but the other collections are all configurable. The results of all the collected data
are placed in a zip file.

z/OS Host Configuration Client

The z/OS Host Configuration Client provides a convenient way for you to configure z/OS host components and processes.
This client organizes the Vantage host into components and organizes the system parameters that apply to each
component. Use the Host Configuration Client to configure or view the following:

Sysparms
This option lets you set or modify system parameters. You can select the sysparm that you want to edit by
navigating the Component Tree or by selecting a specific sysparm from a scrollable list.

Storage Groups
This option lets you define new Storage Groups (Pools). You can also modify or delete existing definitions.

Include-Exclude
This option lets you update the optional include-exclude lists for various objects and functions.

SMS Spares
This option lets you identify spare volumes for SMS storage groups.

VTOC/VVDS
This option lets you specify appropriate VTOC and VVDS sizes to be used when spare volumes are re-initialized
and added to SMS storage groups.
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VAM Spares
This option lets you identify spare volumes for Allocate (VAM) storage groups.

Data Set Groups
This option lets you define new Data Set Groups (Applications). You can also modify or delete existing definitions.

Release News
This option lets you review Vantage updates in the current and prior releases.

Exit
This option terminates the Host Configuration Client.

NOTE
For more information see Host Configuration Client.

z/OS Host Password Utility

Use the z/OS Host Password Utility to change passwords for your z/OS hosts. If you are working with more than one host,
this is a simple way to take care of your security needs.

The utility displays all your z/OS hosts. You can select all the available hosts and can assign a password using the text
boxes at the bottom of the dialog, or you can select each host individually and can enter a new password in the Password
and Confirm text boxes.

This utility is further explained in the Windows Client online help system.

Mail Tester

Use the Mail Tester to troubleshoot email problems. There are four test scenarios you can run. Some companies’ mail
environment might cause one of the three known security problems. Using this utility that you can test the Windows Client
mail engine to find a solution for these problems.

This utility is further explained in the Windows Client online help system.

Customization
This section provides instructions on customizing and uninstalling your Windows Client.

For more information about customizing the products supported by this Windows Client, see the appropriate product
documentation.

Windows Client customization includes:

• Start the Windows Client
• Log in to the Windows Client
• Select Options in the Tools menu to set Windows Client behaviors
• Define Hosts

– Define one or more z/OS hosts running Vantage with which you want the Windows Client to communicate.
– Define one or more distributed system hosts running the SRM Application Server with which you want the Windows

Client to communicate.
• Define User Views

– Defining object colors
– Defining units for numeric fields
– Defining sorting
– Defining filters
– Defining which fields to display and in what order

• Define Solutions
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Start the Windows Client

To run the Windows Client, click: Start, Programs, CA, SRM, and select Windows Client.

Log in to the Windows Client

By default when you start the Windows Client, you automatically log in as the ADMIN user (the default administrator)
and no Login dialog appears. If you want a Login dialog to open every time the Windows Client is started, change the
password assigned to the ADMIN user, define a new user ID for the Windows Client, or do both using the User Manager.

The User Manager provides an easy way to create and manage users and administrators who are allowed to start and
log in to the Windows Client. Access the User Manager from the list of Quick Start options in the Home View or the Tools
menu option. Use the User Manager to create additional users and administrators. Only users with the administrator
attributes are allowed to use this facility; that is, only administrators can add, modify, or delete user IDs.

Check the Administrator box in the User dialog to grant the new user administrator rights.

Changing a Windows Client Password

Use the User Manager dialog to set or change a password that is required to start the Windows Client. Only users with the
administrator attributes are allowed to use this facility.

Follow these steps:

1. Click User Manager from the Tools menu.
2. The User Manager dialog is displayed.
3. Right-click the User ID of the user you want to set or change the password for in the User Manager dialog and click

User Properties from the pop-up menu.
The Modify User dialog is displayed.

4. Set or change a defined user's full name, description, and password.
5. Click OK to enable your changes.

After you change the default password, each time you start the Windows Client, it prompts for your client user login ID and
password.

NOTE
Only users with ADMIN authority can change passwords.

Use Tools Menu to Set Windows Client Options

To set options (global options) that apply to the Windows Client and its host connections, click Options from the Tools
menu.

Hosts

Storage objects represent physical and conceptual components associated with one or more z/OS hosts. Each z/OS host
must be running Vantage.

You can define and list several z/OS hosts in the Host List. You can connect to multiple z/OS hosts at a time.

If you have defined only one host, the Windows Client automatically connects to it when you log in. If you define more
than one host, you can manually connect to the host you want to access after you activate the Windows Client, or you can
customize the Windows Client to automatically connect to one or more of the specified hosts.

Follow these steps:

1. Click Tools, and then Options.
The Windows Client Options wizard is displayed.

2. In the Windows Client Options wizard, click the Hosts node.
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3. The Hosts page of the Windows Client Options wizard is displayed.
4. Click the check box next to the name of the hosts you want the system to automatically connect to when you startup

the Windows Client.

NOTE
Uncheck a host if you want do not want the system to automatically connect to it when you startup the
Windows Client.

5. Click OK, your setting is saved and the next time you start the Windows Client you will connect to the hosts selected.

Define a z/OS Host

Use the Host Definition dialog to add a new z/OS host definition.

You can start the Host Definition dialog the following ways:

• Click the New Host Definition icon in the Host List window toolbar.
• Right-click in the Host List window and select New Host from the pop-up menu.

The Host Definition dialog displays all of the parameter settings for that specific host. You can modify any of the
parameters with this dialog.

To change an existing host definition, do one of the following:

• Select the host definition you want to modify in the Host List window and select the View Host Definition icon in the
Host List window toolbar.

• Right-click the host definition you want to modify in the Host List window, and select Host Definition from the pop-up
menu.

The user ID and password defined in the host definition are for the login to the z/OS host. That is, the ID and password
known to the z/OS Security System. Do not confuse these with the optional user ID and password for starting the
Windows Client itself.

The Windows Client retains existing host definitions from version to version. If you have defined hosts with a previous
version of the Windows Client and then upgrade, all your hosts still display in the Host List window. If you click Host List in
the Client menu, the list of the defined hosts for the Windows Client opens.

The connection symbol to the immediate left of the host name in the Host List window visually shows you the connection
status between the Windows Client and the host.

User Views

The Windows Client maintains a context for each user that logs in. This context is the collection of options and settings
that tells the Windows Client how to configure your system each time you log in. It also remembers the position and state
(open or closed) of your solutions, Object Tree, and Host List and opens or closes them as appropriate each time you log
in.

When a filter and sort are applied to an object, it may be desirable to save that customized view of the object so it can
easily be re-used. This customized and saved view of an object is called a User View.

NOTE
For detailed information about how to configure and manage User Views see User Views.

Central Database

For multiple Vantage users who work collaboratively, you can use a centralized Windows client environment. The
Windows client stores all user definitions (User Views, passwords, and so on) in a central database that is defined when
you install the Windows Client. By default this is in the local PC disk. However, you can place the database on a shared
disk in your network, and multiple copies of the Windows Client can point to this shared database. As a result, the context
for each unique user that logs in is known, regardless of the PC from which the user logs in. If the central database is
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stored on a network drive, you can start the Windows Client from any machine and have your settings loaded after you log
in.

When you install the Windows Client, you are asked where you want the Central directory to be located. If you want a
single Central directory for all Windows Client users, you need to make sure that the directory is shared and accessible to
all users. Each time you install another Windows Client, point to the same Central directory when asked for the location of
the Central database.

NOTE
From the User Manager, you can add a user, delete a user, change a user name, and modify the property
definitions for a user. For more information about the User Manager, see the User Manager.

Set up Centralized z/OS Environment Scanning and Reporting Functions

Using a single Vantage scan to scan the z/OS storage environment for reporting purposes reduces the total combined
CPU and I/O resources. You can also use the Vantage Scheduler function to email reports to multiple users or
automatically update a web site with the report information. This approach is possible for both DASD and tape
management systems.

Follow these steps:

1. Identify programs that scan the storage environment. Example: Disk, IBM DCOLLECT, Innovation FDREPORT, or
various user SAS and REXX programs.

2. Determine the information that the programs provide and how often.
3. Ensure that the Vantage collectors for the information that you need are operating. The following examples are the

most common:
– Data Set Information (DTOC)

Set the DTCINTVL system parameter to the frequency that you want.
– Storage Group and Volume InformationSet the PAWINTVL system parameter to the frequency that you want.

4. (Optional) Implement a centralized Windows client environment on a Microsoft Windows server to ensure that the
scheduled operations occur even if the individual user PCs are not turned on or connected.

5. Log on to the centralized Windows client environment.
6. Create user views of objects and output definitions using the View and Output Definition wizard.

Your Vantage environment is set up for centralized z/OS environment scanning and reporting functions.

Define Solutions

A solution is a subset of Object Tree information that lets you view only the Object Tree information that you want to view.
You create a solution by selecting categories, objects, or User Views from the Object Tree and grouping them in a window.

You can save your solutions as a part of your user ID and later select them from the Solutions drop-down menu under
Client in the main menu. You can keep certain solutions always open so that each time you log in to the Windows Client,
the solution automatically displays the information you need to see. You can also close the Object Tree and rely only on
your solutions.

Uninstalling the Windows Client

NOTE
For SRM customers, the uninstall process can be used for the other components of SRM as well. That is, the
Application and Agent components can also be uninstalled, not just the Windows Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Add/Remove Programs tab of the Windows Control Panel and click the SRM Windows Client.
2. Click Remove. The Uninstall Wizard will guide you through the remaining steps.
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z/OS Systems Features
The Windows Client provides a variety of capabilities for working with storage on z/OS systems using Vantage.

The z/OS Menu has the following options:

Commands

Use the Commands menu to send commands to one or several z/OS hosts. When you click the Commands option in the
z/OS menu, a table opens listing all Vantage related system commands.

You can also open commands tables from the Commands option in the Options menu in the object menu bar. The
Commands option in the Options menu provides two options:

Object Related Commands
- Opens a table listing all system commands or the commands relevant for the current object.

All Vantage Commands
- Opens a table listing all Vantage related system commands.

NOTE
For a complete list of z/OS operator commands, see Operator Commands.

To execute a command from an object, perform these steps 

1. Select an object from the object tree. The Object is displayed.
2. Open the User View Commands menu, and select Object. The Windows Client displays the available commands for

that object.
3. In the Commands view, select the desired command from the list of commands.
4. Open the Actions menu, and select one of the following options:

– Exec on Cur Host (Execute on Current Host)
– Exec on Sel Host (Execute on Selected Host)
The Commands Storage Groups dialog opens. 

5. (Optional) Select the appropriate hosts, then click Accept or Accept All.

NOTE
The Command Environment Key field is a non-modifiable parameter used in conjunction with the Exec on
Sel Hosts to indicate what subsystem (HSM, VAN, CAS, HSC, PLS, and VSM) the command is issued for.

The Selected Hosts field shows what hosts this command will be issued on.

Edit Member (Submit)

Use the PDS Member Editor to edit configuration files, JCL templates, ASRs, or other text files. This editor supports
standard text editing functions such as cut, copy, paste, save, and save as. For specialized objects, such as JCL
templates and ASRs, the editor supports variable substitution, job submission, and storage group definition editing.

Object Scripting

Scripts create objects and perform automation services. The following are the types of scripts:

Automation Scripts
These are further divided into two categories: General Object Automation (GOA) scripts and Message Automation
(MA) scripts. You must create these scripts to meet your specific needs, but many samples are provided.
On the Menu Bar select z/OS, Object Scripting, Automation Scripts, then General Object Automation or
Message Automation to see the list of Automation Scripts in your automation script library, identified by sysparm
AUTOSCR.
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NOTE
For more information about General Object Automation Scripts, see General Object Automation (GOA)
Scripts. For more information about Message Automation Scripts, see Message Automation (MA)
Scripts.

Audit Scripts
These scripts validate file, VTOC and catalog information, displaying any discrepancies that are found. The
available audits are predefined in the factory, but must be customized and activated to meet your needs. On the
Menu Bar select z/OS, Object Scripting, Audit Scripts to see the list of Audit Scripts in your system script library,
identified by sysparm SYSTSCR.

NOTE
For more information about Audit Scripts, see Audit Scripts.

System Scripts
These scripts create objects or perform services that are an integral part of the product. They are predefined in
the factory and distributed with the product. You only have to provide correct names and run-time schedules. On
the Menu Bar select z/OS, Object Scripting, System Scripts to see the list of System Scripts in your system script
library, identified by sysparm SYSTSCR.

NOTE
For more information about System Scripts, see System Scripts.

Object Logging (Scripts)
Scripts that log trend data.

NOTE
For more information about Object Logging (Scripts), see Trend Log Scripts.

A wizard guides you through defining and activating each of these scripts. The procedure is the same for all scripts.

Allocation Manager

Use the Allocation Manager to view the Allocate system parameters. The system parameter display includes the following
fields:

Default
A factory-installed default value.

User Override
A user-defined value. Whenever you customize a setting, you create a user override.

Active Value
A value present in the memory table. When Vantage starts on the z/OS host, it creates a memory table of active
values for all system parameters by first loading the default values, and then the user override values. The active
value of each parameter is the user override value if specified; otherwise it is the default value.

NOTE
For more information about the Vantage Allocation Option see The Allocation Option. For information on specific
Allocation Manager parameters, see the Allocate User Guide.

Launch Host Configuration Client

When Launch Host Configuration Client is selected under the z/OS menu, the Host Configuration Client is started. If you
have defined the host, user ID, or passwords in the Host Definition then the Welcome panel opens. 

If you have not defined the host, user ID, or passwords in the Host Definition then the Host Configuration Client Logon
dialog is displayed. After you provide a valid host, user ID, and password the Host Configuration Client Welcome panel
opens.
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The Host Configuration Client can also be launched:

• From Windows. Select Start, Programs, CA, CA Resource Manager, Utilities, then zOS Host Configuration Client.
• From the Windows Client Home View. Select the Host Configuration Client link under z/OS Configurations found under

the heading Setup Environment to Be Managed.

The Host Configuration Client provides a convenient way for you to configure z/OS host components and processes. This
client organizes the Vantage host into components and organizes the system parameters that apply to each component.
Use the Host Configuration Client to configure or view the following:

Sysparm
This option lets you set or modify system parameters. You can select the sysparm you want to edit by navigating
the Component Tree or by selecting a specific sysparm from a scrollable list.

Storage Groups
This option lets you define new Storage Groups (Pools). You can also modify or delete existing definitions.

Include-Exclude
This option lets you update the optional include-exclude lists for various objects and functions.

SMS Spares
This option lets you identify spare volumes for SMS storage groups.

VTOC/VVDS
This option lets you specify appropriate VTOC and VVDS sizes to be used when spare volumes are re-initialized
and added to SMS storage groups.

VAM Spares
This option lets you identify spare volumes for Allocate (VAM) storage groups.

Data Set Groups
This option lets you define new Data Set Groups (Applications). You can also modify or delete existing definitions.

Release News
This option lets you review Vantage updates in the current and prior releases.

Exit
This option terminates the Host Configuration Client.

NOTE
See the Installing, Configuring, Using, and Reference sections for more information about Host Configuration
Client functions and features.

External Filter/Class Manager
Use the External Filter/Class Manager in the Windows Client to add, modify, or delete External Filters/Classes.

The External Filter/Classes Manager option is located in the z/OS menu.

NOTE
You can also use the object Filter option to save an object filter as an External Filter. For more information,
see View Menu.

Filters let you specify, in detail, the type of data you want to gather. You can save filters in a common global repository
on the host (the External Filter Library) and make them available for reuse by any user, these are referred to as External
Filters/Classes. To apply an External Filters/Class you refer to it in a standard filter.

NOTE
For an overview of the External Filters that exist in the External Filter Library on a host, display the External
Filters object located in the System Activity subfolder in the Vantage Internal Management folder of the host's
Object Tree.
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When you add a new External Filter/Class or edit an existing External Filter/Class, basically the same options apply as
building a standard object filter and when you apply a standard filter to an object view you transmit the filter from the PC
to the z/OS host. When you create an External Filter, that External Filter is stored on the host. You can refer to External
Filters in two ways using icons on the toolbar in the object Filter dialog:

Insert External Filter 

Lets you select and insert an External Filter's filter string from the External Filter library which is applicable to the current
object displayed. When you select an External Filter using this option, the External Filter's filter string is copied to the filter
string area of the Filter dialog. You can then change the copied External Filter filter string without effecting the External
Filter's filter string in the External Filter library. Observe the following:An object filter string can have a maximum of about
1900 characters. Use Insert Class if you want to use an External Filter that is over this limit or causes the total characters
in the object filter string to exceed this limit.When an External Filter is imported to the Filter dialog, you can use the Filter
dialog to modify the imported External Filter's filter string without effecting the filter string in the External Filter stored in
the External Filter library. If you save the object view with the External Filter string imported in the Filter dialog and a user
modifies or deletes the External Filter in the External Filter/Class library, then the External Filter modification or delete
is not carried over to your object filter and the modification or delete does not effect the object view the next time it is
activated.

Insert Class 

Lets you select an applicable filter from the External Filter library and insert a reference to it using its Class name. When
you select an External Filter using the Insert Class option, the filter expression refers to it by its Class name, instead of
copying the actual filter string into the Filter dialog. Observe the following:Using the Insert Class option you can refer to
multiple Classes in your object filter string.Using the Insert Class option provides a method for circumventing the limit of
roughly 1900 characters in an object filter. You cannot modify the filter string of an inserted Class from the object Filter
dialog. You must use the External Filter/Class Manager to modify External Filter expressions. You can use the External
Filters/Class Manager to create External Filters that have a filter string that exceeds 1900 characters and then use
the Insert Class option to include it in an object filter string.If you save the object view with the Class name inserted in the
filter and a user modifies or deletes the Class in the External Filter/Class library, then the Class modification or delete can
affect the object view the next time it is activated. If you open an object that has a Class inserted in its filter and the Class
has been deleted from the External Filters/Class library, you will first receive an error message that the External Filter is
not found and then the object is displayed without the External Filter applied.

You cannot create External Filter/Classes from any of the wizards (for example; the Summary Object Designer, the
Automation Scripts Builder, the Log Scripts Builder, and so on). However, wizards allow you to insert existing External
Filters/Classes. That is, you have to first create the External Filter first and then you can insert existing External Filters
using the Filter option in the Object display or the Filter page in the wizards. For more information about External Filters
and Classes, see the Help topic External Filters. This Help topic advises you on creating long (or short) filters and saving
them in the external filter library. You should also review External Filter Member Syntax, Filter Syntax Rules, and Filter
Lengths. 

The External Filter/Class Manager

The External Filter/Classes Manager is displayed when you select External Filters/Classes from the z/OS menu. Use the
External Filter/Class Manager to manage External Filters:

• Add a new External Filter

NOTE
You can also use the object Filter option to save an object filter as an External Filter. For more information,
see View Menu .

• Modify an existing External Filter
The Modify option also allows you to create a new External Filter but using an existing External Filter as a template.

• Delete an existing External Filter
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The External Filter/Classes Manager works only with one z/OS host at a time. Before you start the External Filter/Classes
Manager, login to a host and select it in the Host List. Observe the following:

• If you are logged on to multiple hosts, then in the Host List select the host you want the External Filter/Classes
Manager to work with before you start the External Filter/Classes Manager.

• If you are logged on to multiple hosts and multiple hosts are selected in the Host List, then the External Filter/Classes
Manager works with (displays) the first host selected in the Host List.

After you have selected the host you want the External Filter/Classes Manager to work with, you can start the External
Filter/Classes Manager by selecting External Filters/Classes from the z/OS menu.

The External Filter/Classes Manager mainly consists of an Available Objects pane, an Available Filters pane, and a
bottom pane consisting of number of filters and option buttons:

Available Objects pane
Displays the Object Tree of the first host connected and selected in the Host List. Click an object in the Object
Tree and the External Filters that are associated with that object are displayed in the Available Filters pane. The
following toolbar options are available:
Expand All Nodes

Expands the Object Tree to show all folder and subfolder objects.
Collapse All Nodes

Expands the Object Tree to show main folders only.
Search for an Object in the Tree

Displays the Find in Tree dialog. Use this dialog to find an object in the Object Tree. Enter part or all of the
object name as it is displayed in the Object Tree. (You cannot use this dialog to search on internal object
names.) You have the option to specify the search direction, find whole text, and match case.

Available Filters pane
Displays all the existing External Filters:

• For the object selected in the Object Tree. If no object is selected in the Object Tree or if no External Filter
exists for the selected object then no External Filters are listed.

• On the host, if you click the List all Available Filters icon.

The Available Filters pane has a toolbar and the available External Filters are listed in columns as follows:
Toolbar

The following toolbar options are available:
Show or Hide List Headers

Toggles between displaying and hiding column headers.
Search for Filter in the List

Displays the Find in List dialog. Use this dialog to search by External Filter name, for an External
Filter in the list displayed. Enter part or all of the External Filter name. You have the option to
specify the search direction, find whole text, and match case.

List all Available Filters
Displays all External Filter on the host.

Columns
You can click a column heading to sort the list of External Filters accordingly. Click the heading again to
toggle between ascending and descending order. The following columns are displayed:
Name

Displays the External Filter name.
Description

Displays the External Filter description.
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Object
Displays the object the External Filter pertains to.

Size
Displays the number of lines in the External Filter member in the External Filter Library.

User ID
Displays the user ID of the user that created or last updated the External Filter member in the
External Filter Library.

Filters: n of x
Displayed only when one or more External Filters are displayed in the Available Filters pane. n represents
the number of filters in the Available Filters pane. x represents the total number of filters that exist for the
host.

Available Filters Pane Options:
The following options are available for the Available Filters pane:
New

Select an object in the Object Tree and click New to create a new External Filter.
Modify

Select an External Filter in the Available Filters pane and click Modify to modify it or to create a new
External Filter and use the selected External Filter as a template. Modify is enabled only when a filter is
selected in the Available Filter pane.

Delete
Select an External Filter in the Available Filters pane and click Delete to delete it. Delete is enabled only
when a filter is selected in the Available Filter pane.

Exit
Closes the External Filter/Class Manager.

Help
Displays the online help for the External Filter/Class Manager.

Create a New External Filter

Use the External Filter/Classes Manager to add a new external filter.

NOTE
You can also use the object Filter option to save an object filter as an External Filter. For more information
see Defining a Filter.

To create a new external filter using the External Filter/Classes Manager 

1. Log in to and then select the Host in the Host List that you want to create the External Filter for.
You are connected to the Host and that Host is highlighted in the Host List.

2. Select the z/OS menu option External Filter/Classes.
The External Filters/Classes Manager dialog is displayed.

3. Click the object in the Available Objects pane that you want to create the new External Filter for. The Available
Filters pane in the External Filters/Classes Manager displays all the External Filters that exist for the object or advises
that no External Filters exist. This gives you the opportunity to see if an External Filter that meets your needs already
exists.

NOTE
The New icon is enabled only when an object is selected in the Available Objects pane.

4. Click the New icon.
The External Filter/Class - New Name dialog is displayed.

5. Type the Filter Name and the Description.
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NOTE
The Filter Name can be a maximum of eight characters.The Filter Name must be unique.The Description
can be a maximum of 28 characters.The Source Object field cannot be changed in this dialog. To change the
Source Object you must click Cancel and then select another object in the Available Objects pane. A valid
external filter must have a Source Object.Click OK.The External Filter/Class dialog is displayed. The External
Filter/Class dialog shows the new external filter name in the title bar. 

6. Specify the filter expression. After you have created the filter expression, you can optionally click Verify Filter on
Host on the External Filter/Class dialog toolbar to test if the filter expression is valid.

NOTE
For more information about filter expressions, see Defining a Filter.

7. Click Apply and Exit. After the filter is saved, the External Filter/Class dialog closes and a confirmation dialog is
displayed.Click OK.The confirmation dialog closes and the External Filters/Classes Manager dialog displays with the
new external filter listed. The following is an example of our NEWNAME external filter now listed in the External Filters/
Classes Manager dialog for the Storage Group's Space and Other Attributes (POOLs) object: 

Modify an Existing External Filter

Use the External Filter/Class Manager to modify an External Filter.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in and then select the Host in the Host List that you want to create the External Filter for.
You are connected to the Host and that Host is highlighted in the Host List.

2. Select the External Filter/Classes z/OS menu option.
The External Filters/Classes Manager dialog is displayed.

3. Click the object in the Available Objects pane that contains the External Filter that you want to modify.
The External Filter you want to modify is listed in the Available Filters pane.

4. Select the External Filter that you want to modify in the Available Filter pane.
The Modify option is enabled once you select an External Filter. 

5. Click Modify.

NOTE
External Filters must have a Source Object to be valid. You cannot create an External Filter without
specifying a Source Object if you are using the External Filters/Classes Manager. However, External Filters
are stored in a PDS and it is possible for users to write a filter directly to its member. Such filters might not
contain a Source Object. If you are using the External Filters/Classes Manager to modify an External Filter
that does not contain a Source Object then an error message is displayed when you click Modify and the
modify process stops. The syntax of the External Filter must be corrected manually in the PDS member. For
more information, see Reference.

The External Filters/Classes Manager Modify dialog is displayed. 
6. (Optional) Change the Filter Name and Description.

A new External Filter is created with the new name using the existing External Filter as a template.

NOTE
Ensure that the Filter Name is a maximum of eight characters and the Description is a maximum of 28
characters. Only unique Filter Names are possible. 

7. Click OK.
The External Filters/Classes Manager Modify dialog closes and the External Filters/Class dialog is displayed.

8. (Optional) Modify the filter expression and click Verify Filter on Host on the External Filters/Class dialog toolbar to test
if the filter expression is valid.

NOTE
For more information about filter expressions, see Defining a Filter.
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9. Click Apply and Exit.
The External Filter/Class dialog closes and a confirmation dialog is displayed.

10. Click OK.
The confirmation dialog closes and the External Filters/Classes Manager dialog is displayed.

Delete an Existing External Filter

Use the External Filter/Class Manager to delete an External Filter.

Follow these steps: 

1. Log in and then select the Host in the Host List that you want to create the External Filter for.
You are connected to the Host and that Host is highlighted in the Host List.

2. Select the z/OS menu option External Filter/Classes.
The External Filters/Classes Manager dialog is displayed.

3. Click the object in the Available Objects pane that contains the External Filter you want to delete.
The External Filter is listed in the Available Filters pane.

4. Select the External Filter you want to delete in the Available Filters pane.

NOTE
Delete is enabled only when an External Filter is selected in the Available Filter pane.

5. Click Delete.
A delete confirmation dialog is displayed.

6. Click Yes.
The External Filter is deleted and a confirmation dialog is displayed.

7. Click OK.

z/OS Systems Trend Collection Info
This z/OS menu item summarizes the log information from the host that has been collected and stored in the trend
database.

The summary displays each object and host from which log data has been retrieved, the first date and time on which data
was retrieved from that host, the most recent date and time of retrieval, and the number of log records retrieved.

Collecting and summarizing trend data consists of two stages:

• On each host, log scripts write object data to their respective log data sets.
• The Windows Client collects the historical log data from the host, storing it in the trend data base.

After information is collected in the Windows Client data base, it can use it to graph the historical trend for each object for
which it has data. To see the historical trend for an object, request the object, and then switch to its Trend Report View
(instead of the Table, Graph, or List View of the object).

NOTE
For more information regarding how to create and output trend collection information, or maintenance policy
(scheduling of collecting trend data in a local database), see Trend Log Scripts.

Asset Management

The management and maintenance of information related specifically to storage resources, both logical and physical. See
also Storage Assets.
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Class

A logical collection of database objects. When you define a class, you combine related or similar objects and their
attributes, then define the relationships between objects, predefined keywords, and operators. A Class Definition can also
reference another class. You can use a class wherever you would otherwise use an existing SRM object.

Computer Registration Wizard

A configuration tool that lets you select the machines from which you want to collect storage data, install the SRM agent or
daemon, and define collection properties.

Configuration Management

The means by which you can determine how existing storage resources are best arranged to manage the data, the
servers, and the applications that depend on those resources.

Disk Array

A way of storing data across multiple disks.

End-to-End Management

The management capabilities extended across the complete geographic boundaries of a networked organization - from
the laptop on the periphery to the mainframe in the center.

Enterprise Definition language (EDL)

A high-level, special-purpose language that helps you select managed objects and define services and procedures for
those objects. You can, for example, define classes and compose time and filter statements.

Host

A computer that serves as a source of data.

Journaling File System

A fault-resilient file system that ensures data integrity. Updates to directories and bitmaps are constantly written to a serial
log on disk before the original disk log is updated. In the event of a system failure, this file system ensures that the data
has been restored to its pre-failure status. It also recovers unsaved data and stores it in the location where it would have
gone had the computer not failed.

Managed Computer

A computer from which SRM collects storage information. This machine can host a SRM agent, or third-party software can
collect the data by utilizing NFS or DFS connectivity.

Object Tree

A hierarchical display in the main Windows Client window that shows the organization of all the objects, constructs, and
services you have defined in the Windows Client.

Performance Management

The means to monitor and extract performance data and present it in report form, making it possible to see trends that
have occurred over specific periods.
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Procedure

A list of SRM services executed in a sequence or concurrently.

Query

A service that retrieves information about storage management objects from the network and the database. You can query
the system about any object, directory, or file residing in the database, and manipulate that data for reporting.

Remote Server Control (RSC)

A component installed on any Windows-managed computer that performs as an interface to various data collection agents
to collect the required storage data.

Service

A tool used to define and customize storage management operations in the Windows Client. Examples of services are
Trend, Query, and Threshold.

Service Builder Wizard

A tool that lets you specify the properties of a service. The Service Builder Wizard creates EDL statements using the
values you supply. You can use this wizard only to define Trend, Query, and Threshold services.

Solutions

Formerly referred to as Working Sets, these are subsets of the Object Tree that you can create to manage a specific
group of managed objects.

Space Usage Management

The means to manage and optimize storage usage through space reclamation (deleting outdated files), user quota
management, and so on.

Storage Administrator

A person with the authority to log on to the Windows Client, access its functions, and create users.

Storage Area Network (SAN)

Storage Area Network (SAN) is a high-speed subnetwork of shared storage devices. A SAN's architecture works in a way
that makes all storage devices available to all servers on a LAN or WAN. As more storage devices are added to a SAN,
they are accessible from any server in the larger network. In this case, the server merely acts as a pathway between the
end user and the stored data. Because stored data does not reside directly on any of a network's servers, server power is
utilized for business applications, and network capacity is released to the end user.

Storage Assets

Storage assets comprise data that is both tangible (physical assets, such as disk storage systems, tape libraries, and
storage area network (SAN) communications gear), and intangible (logical volumes, files, and data constructed by specific
applications, such as application databases, tables, and mailboxes).

Storage Manager

See Storage Administrator.
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Storage Resource

A physical device on which data is stored.

Storage Resource Manager (SRM)

The software application responsible for managing storage assets and resources. The Storage Resource Manager
collects data from various physical and logical storage resources, such as servers, applications, users, and so on, and
stores it in a central data repository. The storage administrator then uses the Storage Resource Manager's monitoring,
reporting, trend analysis, forecasting, alerting, and storage task automation capabilities on the data.

Threshold

A service you can use to define limits in storage capacity for your storage resources. When storage reaches critical levels,
alerts are automatically issued.

Tivoli Storage Manager (TSM)

A collective term for the IBM family of software that manages distributed storage devices, such as mainframe volumes, PC
disk drives, and zip drives.

Utilities

Specific command line procedures that are executed on request to perform Storage Resource Management functions.

User Views
In Vantage, a User View is a collection of information about a specific component or group of components belonging to a
mainframe host or network

This section explains how to take advantage of Windows Client User View features. The Windows Client includes a
comprehensive set of standard User Views. You can modify existing views or create new ones.

The Object Tree organizes host and network components into broad categories, called object categories. Each object
category contains source objects within the category. These objects consist of data inventories, data volumes or other
specific groupings of stored data, storage devices, or data storage applications. These source objects have default views,
but can also have User Views, which are more focused or re-categorized views of the source objects. User Views are
customized views of source objects, and they can be created by users or they can be provided by the factory.

What is a Default Object View

Each source object has a factory supplied default view that typically displays all the available information about the source
object. You can filter, sort, modify which columns to display, change the format of the view to table, graph, or list view, and
so on. If you then Save the object, by clicking File, and then Save in the File menu, the result will be a modified default
view. When you reopen the source object it will appear with the settings you made as the modified default view. (You can
return a modified default view back to the factory supplied default view by right clicking the object in the Object Tree and
selecting Return to Default Settings.)

Or you can save your changes as a new User View (a user-defined view) by clicking File and then Save As in the File
menu, this will result in a new User View being created and it will appear as a new object entry under the source object in
the Object Tree.
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What is a User View

A user-defined User View is a customized view of a source object that has been given a name and saved. The
customization to obtain the desired output is what is saved, not the resulting output of the view. This allows the User View
to be requested at any time, and the new output to that customized view to be obtained.

A User View definition contains:

• Its name
• Data collection mode and consolidation criteria
• Filter criteria
• Sort criteria
• List of table columns
• Output actions (which include print, text file, and web publishing settings)
• Web publishing information
• Graph definitions

A factory-supplied User View is a customized view of the source provided by the factory. The factory-supplied User Views
are listed under the source object and can be modified like any source object.

When you select a source object or User View, the Windows Client displays a window that contains object information.
Most of the User Views provided with the Windows Client display object information in tables. At the lower left of the User
View window are as many as four icons, depending on how many of the object view formats (table, graph, list, and trend)
are available.

Use these icons to toggle between the table, graph, list, and trend views. The trend view is available only if you create a
Trend Definition which gathers data periodically. Once a Trend Definition has been made that indicates data from the z/OS
host is to be collected in a local database available to the PC, the collection will be done automatically when you connect
to that z/OS host. If the z/OS host creates more log data during the connected session, it notifies the PC and the new data
is collected in the local database. If you want to avoid the automatic collection as soon as new data is available, you can
schedule specific times to do the collection.

Creating a User View

When you have configured a view, for example added filter, sorts, or created a graph view of an object you can save that
view as a user-defined view and give it the name you want. Once you have created and saved a user-defined view of an
object you can select it in the object tree and it will display according to the configuration you have created.

Follow these steps: 

1. Configure the view according to your needs. For example, sort columns, create a filter, or change the view from the
Table view to the Graphic view. When you have completed configuring the view go to the next step.

2. Select the File menu, and click Save As.
The Save As... dialog is displayed.

3. Enter a name for your new view. 
4. Click OK.

The Windows Client saves the view under the object category containing the original view from which the new view
was saved. 

Listing User Views

You can use the User-Defined View List option to list and manage User Views within a single window. You can invoke the
User-Defined View List option by clicking the User-Defined View List icon on the Windows Client main menu tool bar or by
selecting the User-Defined View List option from the Windows Client main menu Tools Menu option.

The User-Defined View List option provides a complete list of all your User Views, including factory supplied User Views.
The User View list can be printed or exported to Excel. A User View can be opened by selecting a line and then clicking
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the Open View icon on the tool bar. If you are unsure of where the User View is located in the Object Tree then you can
select a User View in the list and click the Find View in Object Tree icon. By right clicking a User View in the list you are
able to delete it, rename it, or save it as a new User View.

View Formats

The following view formats are available:

• Table View
• Graph View
• List View
• Trend Report View

Sorting and Filtering
Use sorting and filtering to refine object data and display only the data you need.

Defining a Sort

Use the Sort function to sort the instances of the object listed in a table according to one or more object fields.

Every object attribute (or field for z/OS) in a table can serve as a sort key. For data sets, for example, possible sort keys
are Data Set Name, VolTyp, Idle Bytes, DSO, and so on.

The Windows Client lists the object attributes or fields in the sort window in alphabetical order by name. You can click at
the top of the Description column to sort entries by description name. You can reverse the sort order by clicking again at
the top of either column.

Use the right and left arrows to move the selected attribute from the Available Fields to the Sort Order window. The first
sort key selected (the one at the top of the list in the Sort Order window) is the primary sort key. You can define up to eight
sort criteria. When you save your user-defined view, you automatically save the sort criteria that you have defined for a
given window. The criteria remain in effect until you change and save them.

Observe the following considerations: 

• If you also want to filter your data, do not click Execute at this point. First, define your filter criteria by invoking the Filter
dialog. Then click Execute in the Filter dialog.

• Regarding the sorting of date fields, Vantage supports real dates in the range of 1900,001 (the lowest or earliest date)
to 3999,365 (the highest or greatest date into the future). Date fields that have never been assigned a real date are
assigned a value of 1900,000, which is now the lowest possible value.

Similarly, a date field that has been assigned a value, but is meaningless, is assigned the field a value of 2155.999.
Because this date is still 150 years into the future, it is going to be higher than almost every other date that shows up.

The only time when invalid dates do not sort to the top occurs when fields with real dates ranging from year 2156 to 3999
are present. Dates in this high range are unlikely, but the Windows Client supports dates through Julian 3999.365
(31Dec3999).

NOTE
Tape data storage objects, often contain date fields. Sometimes these are provided in standard date format,
but often they are provided in the form of a numeric date code, typically created by a tape backup software
vendor. Vantage usually displays these date-like fields in what looks like the Julian yyyyddd (or ccyyddd) format.
This allows the special numeric codes to display in their exact format as well, which is the seven digits numeric
value nnnnnnn.

Many of these special codes are higher in value than the standard invalid date of 2155999, such as the CA 1 code for
catalog control, which is 9990000. Remember, when examining these date-like fields, the Windows Client displays them
as nnnnnnn numbers, some of which are Julian dates, others just codes.
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Defining a Filter

Use the Filter function to narrow the list of objects displayed in the table. The Windows Client lists the object fields in the
Filter window in alphabetical order by field name. The Filter dialog guides you to define the filter expression by enabling
and disabling the appropriate fields and controls at every step. To create a filter, click a field in the top pane, and then the
operator (INCL, EXCL, =, <, >, and so on). As you do this the filter expression is displayed in the bottom pane of the Filter
dialog where you can then enter the test value after the operator.

Click the top of the Description column to sort entries by description name. You can reverse the sort order by clicking
again at the top of either column.

You can build a filter from the fields of the objects displayed in a window by combining them into Boolean expressions. In
the case of volumes, for example, objects have fields such as Volume Name, Device Number, Device Type, Model Type.
Filter expressions can contain patterns that are created with wildcard characters.

NOTE
For more information about Wildcard Characters, see Wildcard Characters.

You can use single quotes to filter text strings with blanks or any values containing blanks. If blanks are a significant part
of the substring, you can use double quotes rather than single quotes.

You can refine your filter by using the AND/OR logical operators to combine several expressions. You can also use
parentheses to group sub-expressions.

You can enter a filter expression directly into the text box at the bottom of the Define Filter dialog or use the typing aids
in the dialog. You can edit any expression in the text box. You can also Insert an External Filter from the common global
repository on the host. This function copies the selected filter expression from the external library into the Define Filter
window at the position of the cursor, where you can use it as is or modify it. However, if there is no need to modify it, the
better alternative is to just refer to it by its (class) name. To do this, use the Insert Class icon. Referring to an external filter
by its (class) name avoids the unnecessary work of copying the complete filter expression from the host to the PC, just to
send it back again unchanged. Referring to an external filter by its name also has the benefit that the filter expression in
the external library can be of unlimited length (as long as there is a memory to hold it).

NOTE
For more information, see z/SO External Filters.

You cannot create External Filters from any of the wizards (for example; the Summary Object Designer, the Automation
Scripts Builder, the Log Scripts Builder, and so on). However, most wizards allow you to insert existing External Filters,
that is, you have to first create the External Filter from the z/OS menu option External Filters/Classes or from the Filter
option on the object menu.

NOTE
If you also want to sort your data, do not click Execute yet. First define your sort criteria by invoking the Sort
dialog, then click Execute in the Sort dialog.

Filter Length Limitation

When a filter string is copied to or from the host from the standard filter dialog, the filter expression must be roughly 1900
characters or less. If not, a length error occurs and the complete filter expression is not copied. Filters that exceed this
length (long filters) must be placed in the external filter library, and then referred to by name by using the Insert Class icon.

To create a long filter in the external filter library, select from the z/OS menu. This displays the External Filters/Classes
Manager. External Filters/Classes Manager lets you define a filter of unlimited length and save it to the library.

NOTE
For more information, see External Filters/Classes.
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Syntax of Filter Expressions

Take note of the following filter expression syntax examples:

INCL and EXCL
Use the INCL and EXCL operators to compare character fields with test values that contain one or more pattern-
matching characters. For example, the following statement includes all data sets with names matching the
DEPT751./ pattern:
Datasets INCL DEPT751./

By contrast, the following statement attempts to find data sets whose first-level index is exactly
DEPT751./. The filter does not attempt pattern matching. Instead it looks for a forward slash (/) in position
nine of the data set name.
Since IBM does not allow the slash as part of the data set name on z/OS systems, the following statement returns
no matches:
Datasets = DEPT751./

Exactly Equal
It is a common mistake to use DSNAMES = DEPT751./ The = operator means exactly equal or, in this case, data
sets starting with DEPT751 and ending with ./ in bytes 8 and 9. This exactly equal comparison is usually not what
users intended. To pattern match on the / sign, use the pattern include operator, INCL.

Patterns

The following examples illustrate the correct use of patterns.

To match all volumes starting with TSO, use the following statement:

Volumes INCL TSO/

To match all data sets that have fixed-length records (whose record format is F, FA, FM, FBA, or FBM), use the following
statement:

Recfm INCL F/

If you do not specify pattern characters in the test value, you can obtain the same result by using INCL or the = operator.
The following statements are equivalent:

Dataset INCL an.exact.name

Dataset = an.exact.name

Using the = operator in the previous example is more efficient and produces a faster search.

INCL and EXCL Lists

To provide more than one pattern at a time, enclose the list of patterns within parentheses. For example:

Dataset INCL (AB/, DEPT751./, SYS4/)

Field to Field Comparisons

A field within a table row can be compared to any other field in the row according to the following rules. If the
following field-to-field compatibility rules are violated, you will receive an error message when using the filter dialog. The
INCL and EXCL operators cannot be used.
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• Any Character, Text, or Flag field can be compared to any other Character, Text or Flag field. The comparison is not
case sensitive (case is ignored).

• Any Numeric field can be compared to any other Numeric field.
• Any Date field can be compared to any other Date field (except field types DJPU and DJIU, which can only be

compared to another DJPU or DJIU field respectively - because they may not be real dates).
• Any Time field can be compared to any other Time field.
• A Hex field can be compared to another Hex field ONLY if they have the same length.

Examples of field-to-field comparison filter statements:

The following field-to-field comparison filter statement, for the Data Sets For System (All) object, identifies data sets that
were created but have not been used since the creation date:

Create Dt = LastUseDt

This could be expanded to list only data sets that were created and last used on the same date, but in addition, have not
been used within the last 100 days. This combined test eliminates displaying recently created data sets:

Create Dt = LastUseDt AND DaysUn > 100

Another example of a field-to-field comparison filter statement using the Data Sets For System (All) object, is to compare
the logical record length value and the block size value. The result is a list of data set names where logical record length is
the same as the block size. The results can indicate poorly blocked data sets:

Lrecl = Blksz

Remove Ambiguity Between Value and Field Comparisons

In a few cases, a test value you enter may also match a field name within the object and your intent is ambiguous. Did
you intend to compare the field against a value, or the field against another field? In these rare cases, filter processing
assumes that you intended a field-to-field comparison. Message VAN1582I is given to inform you that operand2 is being
interpreted as a field, for a field-to-field comparison.

To override the assumption being made, you can explicitly indicate how operand2 is to be treated. Prefix it with v: to
indicate it is a value, or with f: to indicate it is a field. For example:

• fieldname comparator v:value 
• field name comparator f:fieldname2

Numeric Test Values

You can enter exact numeric test values or append values with one of the following suffixes: K, KB, M, MB, G, GB, T, TB,
P, and PB.

NOTE
For z/OS add another B so that the suffixes are KBB, MBB, GBB, TBB, and PBB.

Decimal Definitions
To allow quick and easy calculation of sizes using decimal multiplication, the following decimal-based definitions
for K, M, G, T, and P are used within filter expressions.

• nn = nn 
• nnK = nn(1,000)
• nnM = nn(1,000)(1,000)
• nnG = nn(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)
• nnT = nn(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)
• nnP = nn(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)
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NOTE
For z/OS, these are KB, MB, GB, TB, and PB.

For example, you can enter the following expression to mean allocated space greater than 5,000,000,000:
'Allocated Space' > 5G

Binary Definitions
Add another B in the suffix if you want the binary-based definitions to be used.
In Open Systems use the following definitions:

• nnKB = nn(1,024)
• nnMB = nn(1,024)(1,024)
• nnGB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)
• nnTB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)
• nnPB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)

In z/OS use the following definitions:

• nnKBB = nn(1,024)
• nnMBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)
• nnGBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)
• nnTBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)
• nnPBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)

For example, you can enter the following expression to mean allocated space greater than 5,368,709,120:
'Allocated Space' > 5GB

Example filter expression to identify data sets that have idle space 

The following example illustrates the procedure you might use the filter to quickly identify sequential data sets that have
idle space so that you could release idle space to solve a space shortage problem, and possibly avoid jobs to abend.

Specify a filter to select the data sets that belong to the desired storage group AND have a Dsorg of ps AND have some
idle space. The filter statements might look like this:

SG-Name = groupxx AND

Dsorg INCL ps AND

Tracks_Idle > 0

In Dsorg, you can also use po instead of ps. This would identify idle space in po data sets.

Filtering on Date Fields

Most date fields contain a real absolute date. If not, they should contain the Windows Client standard null date or its
standard invalid date. You can filter for these in various ways.

Find Null Dates
To find null dates, compare a date field to the word None. For example, you can use the following expression to
find all data sets without expiration dates:
'Expire Date' = None

Testing against Gregorian date 00Jan1900 or Julian date 1900000 achieves the same results.
Find Invalid Dates

To find invalid dates, compare against the word Invalid. For example, you can use the following expression:
'Last Use Date' = Invalid

Testing against Gregorian date 99Dec2155 or Julian date 2155999 achieves the same results.
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Absolute Dates
To compare against real absolute dates, you can enter a test date in the Gregorian (ddMONyyyy) or Julian
(yyyyddd) format (z/OS only) as shown in the following example:
'Create Dt' = 15Jul1999

Relative Dates
You can make more useful date comparisons to a date relative to the current date. To do this, use the following:
Today+nnn or Today-nnn

Where nnn represents a number of days. These filters are especially useful in User Views and automation scripts.
For example, the following filter expression returns all entries created within the last seven days:
'Create Dt' > Today-7

Wildcard Characters

Any field whose value consists of character data (data set names, volumes, RECFMs, and so on) can be tested against
patterns using the INCL and EXCL operators.

The Windows Client recognizes the following wildcard characters:

?
The ? (question mark) character matches any non-blank character within a character string. For example,
SYS?.LINKLIN matches SYS1.LINKLIB and SYS2.LINKLIB.

NOTE
When you use ?  to filter on text strings, it means any character, including blanks, within the text.

*
The * (asterisk) character acts as an inclusive wildcard; single level nodes are not checked (for example,
A.*.B.*.SOURCE). Place the asterisk after characters in a string node to indicate that any following characters in
the same node are acceptable (for example, A.B*.SOURCE).
Although this is the most common usage, the * character in the pattern means that any character in the string is
valid until the next period or the end of the string is reached. You can also use an asterisk within a text string to
indicate that anything is acceptable up to the next period within the text or, if no more periods are present, to the
end of the text.

NOTE
The Windows Client definition of the * character differs from the IBM usage. Usually where you would
use a * character in IBM products use the / (forward slash) character in the Windows Client.

/
The / (forward slash) character specifies that comparison to the input string is to terminate at the previous
character. These are called prefix entries. If the prefix matches the input string up to the forward slash, the
comparison is satisfied. For example, SYS/ matches all data sets with names beginning with SYS, regardless of
what follows.
This usage is similar to how IBM products use the * character. For example, in IBM products, the pattern
DEPT751.* finds all data sets with the first-level index of DEPT751. To obtain the same result in the Windows
Client, use the pattern DEPT751./.

!
The ! (English exclamation mark) character specifies that the input is to be searched for a match on the
characters that follow it. The pattern characters can occur anywhere in the input string.
For example, the pattern !SYS1 matches all data set names that contain the SYS1 string anywhere in the name.
The pattern !SYS1! matches all data sets that end in the string SYS1, regardless of what precedes that string.
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NOTE
The ! character is often translated to various other characters on international keyboards. To find the
correct national characters on the View 3270, enter the filter window for any object, press F1 for Help,
then browse the Wild Characters for Pattern Matching section (z/OS systems only).

Using Single Quotes

Fields typically contain character strings (uppercase strings terminated by the first blank) or numeric values that do not
allow embedded blanks. Some fields contain text strings, such as message text, which can consist of several words of
upper- and lower-case letters.

If you have to filter text strings that contain phrases or multiple words separated by blanks, enter the test value within
single quotes. For example, 'CI Summary' or 'RC= 4'. The Windows Client translates the text string within the single
quotes by replacing the first quote and all embedded blanks with ! and the last quote with /, so that 'CI Summary'
becomes !CI!Summary/. You can enter this string directly, although it is easier to place a text string within single quotes.

The Windows Client generates a separate search for each word between single quotes. The Windows Client considers
blanks within the quoted test value to be insignificant and uses them to identify the words and the order of searches. If
blanks are a significant part of the test value, they should be contained within double quotes, rather than single quotes, as
described in Using Double Quotes.

NOTE
Use only the double quote character, never two single quotes.

You can always place your test values within single quotes; however, consider the following:

• For hexadecimal, numeric, and date fields, the Windows Client strips the quotes.
• For character fields, the Windows Client strips the quotes and replaces all embedded blanks with !. (z/OS systems

only)

The Windows Client treats character fields in quotes differently from text fields. Because short character fields (VOLSER,
for example) typically consist of five or six characters (for example, VOLSER INCL 'VOL123'), the Windows Client cannot
change the quotes to pattern characters because it would make the pattern longer than the 6-byte maximum length of the
field. For character strings, the Windows Client strips the quotes. For text fields, the Windows Client changes the quotes
to pattern characters because the length of the field allows it.

NOTE
If your test value is a string that contains the <, =, >, (, or ) sign (that is a less than, equal to, greater than,
opening parenthesis, or closing parenthesis sign), place the entire test value within single quotes. When these
symbols are not within quotes, they represent special delimiters within the filter string that designate comparison
operators and parameter groupings. Treating them as operator or grouping delimiters is incorrect if you want the
Windows Client to interpret them as part of a test value.

Using Double Quotes

If blanks are a significant part of the substring for which you are searching, specify your test value within double quotes
rather than single quotes. The Windows Client strips the double quotes and searches for an exact match on the value
between them, including any blanks. For example, “CI Summary” is interpreted as “search for the 10-byte string CI
Summary that includes the blank between CI and Summary”. Similarly, “RC= 4” results in a search for an exact match on
a 5-byte string that includes the blank between the = and the 4.

If you specify test values using single quotes and find that you are obtaining matches on too many entries, try using
double quotes in place of the single quotes. Make sure to include the exact number of embedded blanks within your test
values.
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z/OS External Filters

You can also save filters in a common global repository on the z/OS host known as the external filter/class library. Placing
filters in this shared library makes them available for reuse by any user. Each shared filter defines a class for a specific
object. Any user can copy (insert) a filter string from this library and can use it, or refer to the external filter/class by its
name. Any object views or User Views that contain filters that only refer to a filter/class name will automatically pick up the
class changes whenever someone modifies the filter string that defines that particular class.

To create or add a filter to the z/OS external filter/class repository using the object Filter dialog 

1. From the Object menu bar, click the Filter icon.
The Filter dialog opens.

2. Define the filter as explained in Defining a Filter.
3. Click Save as External Filter/Class on the Filter dialog toolbar, as shown in the above example. This displays the Save

External Filter/Class As dialog.
4. Enter a name and description:

– The Filter Name can be a maximum of eight characters.
– The Filter Name must be unique.
– The Description can be a maximum of 28 characters.

Observe the following: 

• You can also create a new External Filter/Class from the z/OS menu option External Filters/Classes. The only way
to modify an existing External Filter/Class and delete an existing External Filter/Class is by using the External Filters/
Classes Manager.

• You cannot create External Filters from any of the wizards (for example; the Summary Object Designer, the Automation
Scripts Builder, the Log Scripts Builder, and so on). However, most wizards allow you to insert existing External Filters.
The point is, you have to first create the External Filter from the z/OS menu option External Filters/Classes or from the
Filter option on the object menu before you can insert it using one of the wizards.

To refer to a filter by its External Filter/Class name 

1. From the Object menu bar, click the Filter icon.
The Filter dialog opens.

2. (Optional) Create a filter string using the standard procedure.
3. Click in the filter expression window where you want the Class name inserted. You can insert Classes anywhere in the

filter string and it becomes part of the string.
4. Click Insert Class on the Filter dialog toolbar to display the list of External Filter/Class names available for your object.
5. Click the desired External Filter/Class name you want to use, and the reference to the Class name is copied into the

filter dialog window.
6. You can repeat steps 2 to 5 to meet your need. Observe the following:

– A z/OS filter expression can have a maximum of about 1900 characters.
– If you save the object view with the Class name inserted in the filter and a user modifies the Class in the External

Filter/Class library, then the Class modification can affect the object view the next time it is activated.

To import a filter string from the External Filter/Class library, instead of just referring to it 

1. From the Object menu bar, click the Filter icon.
The Filter dialog is displayed.

2. Optionally, create a filter string using the standard procedure.
3. Click in the filter expression window where you want the External Filter inserted. You can insert External Filters

anywhere in the filter string and it becomes part of the string.
4. Click Insert External Filter on the Filter dialog toolbar to display the list of External Filter/Class names available for your

object.
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5. Click the desired External Filter/Class name that you want to use, and its filter string is imported into the Filter dialog
window.

6. You can repeat steps 2 to 5 to meet your need. Observe the following:
– A z/OS filter expression can have a maximum of about 1900 characters.
– You can modify the External Filter's filter string after it is displayed in the filter expression window without affecting

the filter string stored in the External Filter library.
– If you save the object view with the External Filter expression imported in the filter and a user modifies the External

Filter in the External Filter/Class library, then the External Filter modification is not carried over to your object filter
and the modification does not affect the object view the next time it is activated.

Table View
The default view format for the Windows Client is Table view.

NOTE
This topic relates to view formats in Windows Client.

Table view format displays objects in configurable tables. You can change display characteristics (such as the width and
number of table columns, the number of rows displayed, and so on) and characteristics that apply to specific objects,
such as sort and filter criteria. The display and object-specific characteristics determine the appearance of the table.
When you save your changes to the view, you automatically save those changes (filters, sorts, and so on) and the object
characteristics.

The window title identifies the source object name or the User View name. The status line shows the name and
description of the host system and subsystem from which the data is derived. For user-defined views, the status line also
shows the view name and description. The number of records found displays at the far right of the status line.

Rows and columns of information about storage management objects make up the body of the table. Each row
corresponds to an object instance and is numbered in ascending order along the left edge of the window. Each column
displays information about a particular attribute of the object. The first column of the table, generally containing the name
of the records, remains in view while you scroll the table columns horizontally.

NOTE
A few objects displayed in a Table view may render the first field of data too wide, making the viewing of
successive fields impossible. If this occurs, use the Automatic Column Adjustment feature to reduce the field
width to facilitate viewing the entire table.

The Windows Client simultaneously displays both the object tree and object view in two ways; single-pane or double-pane
modes. Choose the mode that best suits your needs.

• Single pane mode separates the current object view from the Object Tree so that they appear in separate windows.
You can move the windows independently on your desktop, and have multiple objects open at the same time.

• Double pane mode attaches the object view to the Object Tree so that you see one floating window. The Object Tree
and the selected object table move as one window. As a result you can view only one object at a time.

Table View Toolbar

The icons on the Table View toolbar of an object view can vary depending on the object displayed. Most of the icons are
representing functions that can also be found in one of the object Menu Bar options. The functions that can be found
in the object Menu Bar are described in Object Menu Bar. For example, the Display Detail Line icon represents a View
option and this option is described in View Menu.

Moving Object View Tables and Resizing Table Columns and Rows

You can resize, and reposition the tables that the Windows Client displays on the screen. The next time you open the
same window, the table appears in the same size and position it was in when you last viewed it.
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• To move an Object View inside the Windows Client window, position the mouse cursor in the title area at the top of
the user view, then left-click and hold down the left mouse button. Drag the User View window to a new location, and
release the mouse button.

• To resize the height or width of a User View table, position the mouse cursor along the top, bottom, or side borders,
until a double-ended arrow appears. Left-click and hold the left mouse button, then drag the line to increase or
decrease the height or width of the object view window.

• To simultaneously resize the height and width of a User View table, position the mouse cursor over any of the User
View window corners, until a diagonal double-ended arrow appears. Left-click and hold the left mouse button, and then
drag the corner to increase or decrease the width and height of the object view window.

• To adjust all column widths to fit the data contained in the columns, click the Adjust icon in the Object Toolbar or click
the Adjust Column Width menu option in the Edit menu. To do this adjustment automatically, for all objects:
a. Select Tools, Options from the Main Menu Bar to open the Options wizard.
b. Select the Host Defaults page.
c. Select the check-box next to Automatic Column Adjustment.

View Info Area

Some objects have an information area. These objects display a separate information area (Info Area) window above the
object in the Windows Client when you open that object.

This Info Area contains general information about the entire object that has not been repeated in every row, or contains
information not appropriate to include in every row. For example, consider an object that displays the members in a
specific PDS and the attributes of each of those members. Each row describes a single member in the library. In order to
provide the name of the PDS data set itself, the name can be repeated in each member row, or presented just once in the
Info Area. Another use of the Info Area is to provide summary information about the rows.

NOTE
To see an explanation of the information displayed in the information area window, open the Help About Object
online help system from the object toolbar.

Show Line

Use the Show Line option on the Table View toolbar to go to a particular row in the table.

To use the Show Line function in the Table View

1. In the Show Line text box, type in the number of the row you want to go to.
2. Press the Enter button on your keyboard.

The line you entered is now displayed in the top row of the table.

Additional Table View Options

In addition to the Table View menu and toolbar options you can also perform some quick appearance changes to the
Table View as follows:

• Quick Find in Column
• Quick Sort on Columns
• Quick Color Code a Column
• Move the Freeze Column Line
• Return a Table View to Factory Settings

How to perform these changes is explained in the following procedures.

NOTE
The following options and more options for customizing a view are available in the View and Output Definition
option. For more information, see View and Output Definition Dialog.
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To Quick Find in Column

Instead of scrolling down to a row you can quickly find a particular item. To do this you can use the Find in Column option
by following these steps:

1. Right-click the column heading which contains the item you want to find.
2. Click the Find option in the Column Options Menu.

The Find dialog is displayed.
3. In the Find What field, type in the item you want to find. You can type in part of the item, for example if you wanted to

find ABC123 then you could type in ABC, ABC1, and so on.
4. Click Find Next.

The Table View of the object is updated and the first item containing your find criteria is displayed. If the criterion is not
found in the column then you will receive a message advising it is not found.

To Quick Sort on Columns

You can perform quick sorts in the Table View by clicking a column heading title cell and the table will sort by that
column in descending order. Click the column heading title cell again and the table will sort by that column in ascending
order. You can also right-click a column heading and the Column Options Menu is displayed where you can select the Sort
Ascending or Sort Descending options.

NOTE
After you have created a Table View column sort in this manner you may want to remove it; to remove a Table
View column sort, click the Sort icon and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all Fields option. For
more information, see Defining a Sort.

To Quick Color Code a Column

You can highlight certain values in columns by color coding them when specific criteria is met. You have two options for
color coding, you can use the Quick Color Code a Column option or you can use the View and Output Destination - Fields
option (see View - Fields).

Example of how to use the Quick Color Code a Column option

The following is an example procedure of how to use the Quick Color Code a Column option on the Volumes column in
the Storage Group Volumes object:

1. Right-click the column heading of the column you want to color code.
The Column Options Menu is displayed.

2. Click the Column Color Coding option in the Column Options Menu.
The Column Color Code dialog is displayed.

3. Click in the first empty Condition cell.
A down arrow appears on the right side of the cell.

4. Click the down arrow on the right side of the cell.
The Condition options are displayed.

5. Select the condition you want.
The condition selected is displayed in the cell.

6. Click the Value cell of the same row you selected the condition. Type in the value that you want the condition applied
to.
The value is displayed in the cell.

7. Click the Color cell of the same row you selected the condition and typed in a value.
The Color dialog is displayed.

8. In the Color dialog select the color you want to appear as the background for the items that meet your criteria and click
OK.
The Column Color Code dialog is displayed showing the condition, value, and color you have specified.

9. Click OK.
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The Table View of the object is displayed with your color code settings.
10. (Optional) In the Table View menu select File and then click Save, to save your settings.

Observe the following:

• If you save the Table View with the column color code setting then every time you open the object the color codes are
applied.

• To remove the column color coding; display the object, right click the column, select No Colors, and then click OK in
the Column Color Code dialog.

• You can apply the color coding to the cells in the column selected or you can apply the color coding to the whole row
by selecting the Apply to Row option.

• You can apply predefined color code values by selecting the Use predefined colors button.
• You can save the column color codes you have created so that you can use them later by selecting the Store these

colors as predefined button.
• You can have multiple conditions, values, and colors to the same column. However, the GMI Windows Client checks

the conditions sequentially until the first match occurs and it uses ANSII character sort order for the comparison (for
example: 0-9, A-Z, and a-z). If one value meets two or more conditions then the first condition is applied.
For example: if you color code two conditions in the dialog such that ‘= AAAA1 Blue’ is listed first, and then ‘> AAAA0
Red’ is listed second in the dialog then the GMI Windows Client will apply the ‘= AAAA1 Blue’ condition to all AAAA1
items, then it will apply the second condition, ‘> AAAA0 Red’, to any items that meets the second condition but where
the first condition has not been applied. If the conditions are reversed in the dialog so that ‘> AAAA0 Red’ is first and ‘=
AAAA1 Blue’ is listed second in the dialog, then the second condition, ‘=AAAA1 Blue’, would be ignored because items
with values AAAA1 have already met the first condition and the red color coding is already applied to them.

• There are no "and" or "or" condition statements available for color coding multiple conditions, values, and colors to the
same column. The following conditions for comparison to values that you specify are available: 'less than', 'less than or
equal to', 'equal to', 'greater than', 'greater than or equal to', 'less than or greater than' and ‘Range’ (for numerical fields
only).

To Move the Freeze Column Line

Frozen columns are the left most columns that remain visible when the table is scrolled horizontally. The black vertical line
separating columns is the Freeze Column Line, it divides the frozen columns from the scrollable area. For most objects,
the Windows Client freezes the first left column. You may change the number of frozen columns by drag-and-dropping the
Freeze Column Line to the right or to the left. Dragging the Freeze Column Line to the left, past the first column makes all
the columns scrollable.

Example of how to include the Type and Volumes columns as Freeze Columns

NOTE
You can similarly include as many columns as you want as freeze columns in any Table View of an object.

1. Drag-and-drop the vertical line from between the SG Name and the Type columns, to the vertical line between the
Volume and the CUA1 columns.

NOTE
Drag-and-drop the line from anywhere below the column heading portion of the line, that is, it will not work if
you drag-and-drop the section of the line between the column headings.

The Freeze Column Line is now displayed between the Volume and the CUA1 columns. When you now scroll to the
right in the Storage Group Volumes object the SG Name, Type and Volume columns will always be displayed in the left
columns of the view.

2. In the object view menu click File and then Save, to save your settings.

Observe the following:
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• If you save your settings then every time you open the object the Freeze Columns line will be where you saved it.
Alternatively you can just close the Table View without saving your Freeze Column Line change and the next time you
open the Table View for the object the Freeze Column Line will be where it was with the factory setting.

• The horizontal scroll bar may disappear if you drag the Freeze Column Line to the far right past the table visible area.
If that occurs then resize the object window to be wide enough to view both the frozen columns and columns in the
scrollable area.

Return an Object View to Factory Settings

Before you return an object view to factory settings note the following:

• By following this procedure you will erase all your settings in the view of the object, for example the Sort settings,
Column Color Coding settings, Freeze Columns settings, Filter settings and so on.

• If you only want to remove a particular setting but not all your customized settings then open the tool option for the
setting you want to remove and remove it (remember to save your new settings). The following are a few examples of
how to remove particular settings:
– To remove column color code settings, open the Color Coding dialog for the column colors you want to remove and

select No Colors.
– To remove a filter, open the Filter dialog and click the Clear icon then Save. For more information, see Defining a

Filter.
– To remove your Freeze Columns settings, move the Freeze Columns line to the dividing line between the first and

second column.
– To remove column sorts, click the Sort icon and use the Exclude a Field option or the Exclude all Fields option. For

more information, see Defining a Sort.

To return an object view to factory settings

1. Right click the object in the Object Tree.
The Object Options Menu is displayed.

2. Click Return to Default Settings.
A confirmation dialog is displayed.

3. Click Yes.

All the changes to the object that you have previously saved will now be replaced with factory default settings. You will see
this change the next time you open the object.

Graph View
Use Graph View to display a selected set of data in a graph format. Access the Graph view using the Graph icon in the
lower left corner of the object window.

NOTE
This topic relates to view formats in Windows Client.

For an explanation of Graph menu options, see Graph Menu.

Types of Graphs

Graphs for data collected from z/OS hosts can be static (point-in-time) or dynamic (auto-refreshed). Static graphs acquire
data from the table once, when you invoke the Graph function. Auto-refreshed graphs (Monitor function) acquire and
refresh data at predefined intervals. Each time the Windows Client refreshes the table data, it passes the data to the
graph window.

The Windows Client offers 30 graph types to present your data in a variety of formats. Some of the available graph types
are as follows: Line, Point, Area-curve, Bar, Pie, Doughnut, Pyramid, and Cube. You can specify the graph type and its
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format to obtain the kind of display you prefer. You can preview the general look of a graph while defining its various
features.

The Windows Client can display the graphs in 2D or 3D views and supports special 3D effects, zoom capabilities, and
rotation.

The Graph view includes a Graph menu option. You can define your graph properties from this menu. Use the Graph
toolbar to modify how the data displays.

Additional Graph View Options

In addition to the Graph View menu and toolbar options you can also perform some quick appearance changes to the
Graph View as follows:

• Increase or Decrease Number of Items Displayed
• Quick Gallery Option (to change graph type)
• Quick Color Option (to change graph color)
• Quick Multiple Colors Option

How to perform these changes is explained in the following procedures.

NOTE
The following options and more options for customizing a view are available in the View and Output Definition
option. For more information, see View and Output Definition Dialog.

Increase or Decrease Number of Items Displayed
When you switch the object view from Table View to Graph View by clicking the Graph icon in the bottom left
corner of the view, the Graph View will display the same amount of items that were displayed in the Table View.
For example, if the Table View displayed 8 rows of X records found then the Graph View will display only those
8 items. If you want the Graph View to display more items then switch back to the Table View and expand the
window to display more rows. Then when you switch back to the Graph View it will display the same amount of
items. For example, if the Table View displayed 8 rows and you expand the Table View to display 10 rows then
when you switch to the Graph View it will display 10 items.
You can also use the Sort Option and the Filter Option in order to specify the order of the items and reduce the
amount of items you want to display in the graph, prior to switching to the Graph View.

NOTE
When you print a Graph View, all records (not only the ones displayed in Graph View on your screen)
will be included in the printout unless you specify a range in the print option.

Quick Gallery Option to Change Graph Type
When a Graph View is displayed you can use the Quick Gallery option to change the graph type. (This option is
the same as the Gallery icon option found on the Graph View toolbar, this is another method for initializing the
same option.)
To use the Quick Graph Type Change option

1. Right-click in the graph of the Graph View.
The Graph Options Menu is displayed.

2. Click the Gallery option and a list of graph types is displayed.
3. Click the graph type you want to change to.

The Graph View is updated and the new graph type selected is displayed.

Quick Color Option to Change Graph Colors
When you switch to the Graph View, all the bars in the graph will have the same color. To apply different colors
to the bars you first use the Quick Multiple Colors Option. Then you can right-click a particular bar and specify a
color for that bar. The following procedure assumes you have the object displayed in the Graph View and all the
bars have the same color.
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• To use the Quick Graph Color option to specify a color

1. Right-click a particular item (for example a bar) in the graph.
The Graph Options Menu is displayed.

2. Select the Multiple Colors option.
The Graph View is displayed and the graph items are displayed by a different color.

3. Right-click the item (for example a bar) in the graph you want to specify a color for.
The Graph Options Menu is displayed.

4. Click the Color option.
A color chart is displayed.

5. Click the color you want the item changed to.
The item in the Graph View is displayed with the color selected.

Quick Multiple Colors Option
When you switch to the Graph View, all the bars will have the same color. To apply different colors to the bars you
can use the Quick Multiple Colors Option. Then you can right click a particular bar and specify a color for that bar
as described in the section Quick Color Option. The following procedure assumes you have the object displayed
in the Graph View and all the bars have the same color.To use the Multiple Colors Option

1. Right-click any item (for example a bar) in the graph.
The Graph Options Menu is displayed.

2. Click the Multiple Colors option.
The Graph View is updated with each item displayed by a different color.

NOTE
To return the Graph View so that all items use the same color, right-click an item (for example a bar)
in the graph and select the Multiple Colors option.

List View
The List view displays User View objects as icons, similar to the way you view folders and files in Windows Explorer.

NOTE
This topic relates to view formats in Windows Client.

In addition object source and value source, if defined, are included beneath the object icon.

NOTE
To find out how to define object source and value source see Defining Object and Value Source. For an
explanation of List menu options, see Other Object Menu Bar Options.

Trend Report View
The Trend Report view presents a graphical display of the historical trend for an object for which it has data.

NOTE
This topic relates to view formats in Windows Client.

If no trend data has been collected for the object the Trend Report view is not available. If trend data has been collected
for an object then the Trend Report View icon will appear in the bottom left corner of the object dialog as shown in the
following example. When you click the icon the Trend Report View will be displayed as shown in the following example.
The Trend Report View menu has its own set of menu options and additional toolbar icons.

To create a trend report you need to perform the following:

• Instruct the host to log object data and store it in the log data set on the host. Use Trend Definitions to do this.
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NOTE
To find out how to use Trend Definitions see Trend Log Scripts.

With the Trend Definitions you define parameters for the log script on the host. The parameters include the title and
systems, time period for when the script will collect data, loading and enabling of the script, establishing of filters, log
data creation criteria, and so on.

• Establish a local database to which the host can send the data. Use Trend Definitions to do this.

NOTE
To find out how to use Trend Definitions see Trend Log Scripts.

You can optionally define where historical host log data shall be collected by the Windows Client from the host and
where it shall be stored on your PC, or on a local server so others can access the same information. The Windows
Client can then access the information to create graphical trends and to project future needs.

NOTE
If you have defined collection of data for trending you can see the collected data by selecting Trend
Collection Info in the z/OS Menu, see Trend Collection Info.

• Design trend reports. Once you have instructed the host to perform logging of data and you've established the local
data base to store the trend data, then you need to tell the Windows Client what you want the trend reports to look like
and where it should publish the reports. Use the View and Output Definition option to do this, see the trend topics in
View and Output Definition Dialog.

Object Menu Bar
The Object Menu bar changes depending on the object you are viewing and whether you are working in a Table, Graph,
List, or Trend view.

Some of the more common Object Menu bar entries are:

• File Menu (varies with object)
• View Menu
• List Menu (available only in the List Pane)
• Graph Menu (available only in the Graph Pane)
• Trend Menu (available only in the Trend Pane)
• Edit Menu (available only in the Table Pane)
• Configuration Menu (SRM objects)
• Operate Menu (z/OS objects)
• Actions Menu (z/OS objects)
• Options Menu
• Help Menu

Some of the Menu options are also provided as Toolbar icon options. The Toolbar icons displayed can vary depending on
the object you are viewing and whether you are working in a Table, Graph, List, or Trend view.

File Menu

The File menu provides tools for managing the reporting and output of gathered data. The File menu options are:

Output Report
Provides options to create and send output from the view to a printer, html file, email file, text file, or a file that can
be exported to the host computer. The Windows Client can create one or several kinds of output for the same
report.
The Windows Client creates and sends the output generated using this option. You can also define and schedule
output to be sent according to a schedule you specify.
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Preview Report
Displays a print preview window that shows what the report will look like when it is printed. A maximum of 100
table rows are used for the preview. If you have defined a Record Range, the Preview uses that starting row
number and number of rows, up to the maximum of 100 rows as input to the preview. You can zoom in on specific
information, page through a multi-page report, or print the report from the preview window.

Save
Saves the view with the current settings (sort, filter, and so on), and retains those settings as the default view for
the table. The next time you open the table, the Windows Client displays it using these settings.

Save As
Lets you save the current view as a User View under a new name. The Windows Client saves the following
characteristics: table size and position, number of rows, number of columns, selected columns, sort and filter
definitions, graph definitions, data collection mode definitions, and autowrap settings. The new user-defined view
displays in the list of views. You can also include the new view in a solution.

NOTE
For information about creating a User View, see Creating a User View.

Save for Demo
Lets you save the data in a table for later viewing in Demo Mode. When you select this, the Record Range page
of the Output Report wizard is displayed. Use the Record Range page to specify the rows to include in your demo
data, then click Perform and your demo data is saved in the Windows Client's demo data repository.

NOTE
Some objects have factory-supplied object demo data. You can create your own using this Save Data
for Demo option or by importing object demo data using the Demo Objects page of the Import wizard.

Observe the following:

• You can display an object in Demo Mode by:
– Right-clicking the object and selecting Display as Demo Mode Table from the Object Tree pop-up menu.
– Clicking an object in the object tree where the host is set to Demo Mode. The host can be set to Demo

Mode by right-clicking the Host in the Host list and using the Host-specific Options dialog. or by using
the Host Defaults page of the Options wizard.

Save Definition for Portal
Lets you save the view definition of a User View for use in a portal. The view definition is saved in XML format.
When you select this option, a confirmation message displays and the XML file is saved in the directory
\BrightStor SRM Data\Database\PortalFiles.

Close
Closes the Table, Graph, List, or Trend view that is currently open.

Creating Output and Reports

The settings you select here apply only to the report generated by your manual execution. They are not saved in the view
definition.
Observe the following:

• The format (graph, table, trend or a combination of these) of the report generated by the Output Report option is
determined by the settings in the Contents dialog of the View and Output Definitions option. For example, if you select
Table and deselect Graph and Trend in the Contents dialog of the View & Output Definitions option and then generate
the report from the Output Report option, the report will be table format only. The request for a Trend report is ignored if
trend data is not available (that is, if trend data is not collected).

• If you want to save parameters for reports generated on a fixed schedule, see View and Output Definitions Wizard.
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To create different kinds of output with the Windows Client and send output to different destinations

1. Select File, Output Report to display the Output Report dialog. Select how much of the report you want the Windows
Client to generate as output.

2. (Optional) You can specify you want a separate report created for each row by selecting the Create a separate report
for each row option.
When this option is selected a separate report is created for each row specified and the reports are published at the
destinations specified in the Destination dialog.
Each report file is given a unique name by adding a key value to its name. The syntax of the file name is given_name
(key_value).file_extension. You can specify thegiven_name in the destinations dialogs, if no given_name is provided
then the default is used. For example, the default file name for the APCDASD Storage Group PDF will appear as
“POOLS Report (APCDASD).PDF”.
With this option only reports with table, trend, or both components are produced, and only the following report
destinations and formats are supported:
– Print
– File - PDF format
– File - HTML format
– FTP Server - PDF format
– FTP Server - HTML format
– FTP Server - Excel Workbook (XLSX)
– FTP Server - XML, Excel compatible (XML+XSD)
– FTP Server - XML, CSV, Excel compatible (XLS)
– FTP Server - CSV, Comma delimited (TXT)

NOTE
Reports based on Light-Trend or Multi-Host views ignore this option.

If either the destination or the format are not supported then the request is ignored. For example, requests for separate
row reports for e-Mail, Web Publishing, Export into Excel and File (Raw Data) destinations are ignored, also requests
for File - XML format, File - TXT format, and FTP Server - Excel (XSD+XML) format are ignored, and so on.
This option has a significant effect on the report output, including the number of reports. For example, if you have
specified 200 rows then 200 reports will be created. The Record Range dialog has a Click here for details link, if
selected a window appears explaining this option further.

3. Select Destinations in the left pane. Choose one or more destinations for your output.

Output Destinations

The Output Destinations page enables you to choose the output destination for the report. The reports are divided into two
parts Formatted Report Destinations and Raw Data Destinations. The Raw Data reports have no limits to the number of
records you can output. You can choose one or more Destinations.

When you select a destination the relevant page node becomes selectable in the navigation tree. You cn then select the
relevant node and specify the format and the exact location where the reports are sent. For example, if you select the e-
Mail destination then the e-Mail node becomes selectable in the navigation tree. You use the e-Mail page to specify the
email addresses, subject and message text.

Click each left pane option for each destination created and set the output and destination parameters for that type of
output. When you are finished, click the Output button.

The following Output destinations are available:

Printer
Displays a simple print dialog where you can specify the printer, number of copies, orientation, and paper size.
When you click the Perform button, the Windows Client displays execution information as the output is generated,
and then prints the output.
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Web Publishing
Displays a destination table with blank green and white rows. Click one of the rows and then navigate to the
directory on your local drive where you want the reports published.
When you click the Perform button, execution information is displayed as the output is generated, and the newly
generated HTML version of the report is published to the web directory that you specify.
You can include the following with your reports:

• PDFs
• Tables
• Comma delimited files

You can also add interactive SVG graphs in the following formats (you can select more than one):

• Line
• Bar
• Pie
• Gantt
• Stack Bar
• % Stack Bar

NOTE
For information about Web Publishing on a web server on your domain or on a file server on your
domain, see View and Output Definition Wizard. For information about how to delete web published
files, see Deleting Web Publishing Files.

Observe the following:

• When exporting views to Web Publishing, you must use alphabetic characters (A-Z), numbers (0-9),
underscore (_), dash (-), space ( ), %, (), and {} to name the view.

• Reports published in languages other than English do not contain graphs.

e-Mail
Use the e-Mail option, shown in the following example, to specify a destination address for the email, provide a
subject and email message, and specify a report attachment format. To specify an address, enter the address in
the To field, or click the To button to access your email address book. The mail function automatically populates
the subject line with the report name. You can overwrite this to enter your own subject. The email function
populates the Text field with a default text. You can overwrite this to enter your own text.
By default, the report is sent as an attachment. The default attachment format is PDF. However, you can specify
any of the following formats:

• Web Page (HTML)
• PDF document
• Excel Workbook (XLSX)

NOTE
For the attachment format Excel Workbook (XLSX), the Excel application must be installed on the
machine where the output is performed.

• XML, Excel compatible (XML+XSD)
• CSV, Excel compatible (XLS)
• CSV, Comma delimited (TXT)

NOTE
A PDF file is recommended because generally speaking it is much smaller than the equivalent HTML or
Excel (XSD+XML) file.
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File (PDF, HTML, XML, TXT)
Formatted reports, lets you specify the file location and type to generate for formatted reports. You can specify
PDF, HTML, XML, and TXT formats for reports.
When you click the Perform button, execution information is displayed as the output is generated, and the newly
generated reports are published to the local directory that you specified.
Observe the following:

• Writing to a TXT file provides the best performance, especially when copying a large number of records.
• For information about sending reports to a file server on your domain, see View and Output Definition Wizard.

Export into Excel
Use the Export into Excel option, shown in the following example, to specify a destination address and the format
for the file.
The following file formats are available:

• Excel Workbook (XLSX)
• XML, Excel compatible (XML+XSD)
• CSV, Excel compatible (XLS)

The default file format is Excel Workbook (XLSX).
Click the Perform button to create the report.

NOTE

We recommend that you wait until the report is generated and avoid any interruption.

Observe the following:

• If Excel Workbook (XLSX) is the specified output format, the Microsoft Excel application must be installed on
the machine where output is performed.

• If XML format is specified, the schema file (.xsd) is created at the output path. The required data is collected in
an XML file with the format supported by Excel and then paste to Excel. When you click Perform, Excel opens
and Excel displays an Open XML dialog box with several selection options. We recommend you select the As
an XML table option. Selecting this option creates a new spreadsheet with the table data. If numeric cells do
not display properly in Excel, try expanding the cell width. See the Excel Help for sizing cells.

• Importing XML to Excel converts ‘-0’ to ‘0’ and ‘-None’ to ‘None’ for numeric field types.
• If the data you are exporting contains hexadecimal values, or values with significant leading zeroes (for

example, volume serial numbers), Excel might misinterpret your data. In this case, you should first export the
data to a comma delimited file (use the File (MDB, TXT, EXCEL-XML) option under Raw Data Destinations in
the Destinations dialog), and then using Excel, import the comma delimited file to Excel manually, being sure
to specify the "Text" format for the fields with hexadecimal values or significant leading zeroes.

• The following is the default file destination:
C:\BRIGHTSTOR SRM DATA\DATABASE\Doc\filename Excel.XLSX.
Use the Browse button to browse to a different location if you want to change the output report destination
default.

• For information about sending spreadsheets to a file server on your domain, see View and Output Definition
Wizard.

FTP Server
- Select this option to send the report to an FTP Server. When selected the FTP Server dialog appears, as shown
in the following example. The FTP Server dialog allows you to specify the FTP Server you want the report sent to
and it allows you to select the format of the report. The following formats are available:
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• Web Page (HTML)
• PDF document
• Excel Workbook (XLSX)
• XML, Excel compatible (XML+XSD)
• CSV, Excel compatible (XLS)
• CSV, Comma delimited (TXT)

Publish in Home Page's Storage Summary Section
If you have the My Storage Summary section open in the Home View and then select this option and click
Perform, the graph of the object view is displayed in the My Storage Summary section immediately. If the graph
is already displayed in the My Storage Summary section and you click Perform, then the graph is refreshed
immediately.

NOTE
Use the View and Output Definition wizard if you want to publish to the My Storage Summary section of
the Home View automatically each time the Home view is displayed or on a scheduled basis.

File (MDB, TXT, XML, EXCEL-XML)
Raw data reports, lets you specify the file location and type to generate for raw data reports. You can specify
MDB, TXT, XML, and Excel (XML+XSD) formats for the raw reports.
The output destination default is C:\BRIGHTSTOR SRM DATA\DATABASE\Doc\filename.fileformat. The file is
named after the object table by default. You can enter a new name and location.
Click the Perform button, the data is created in the file type specified in the local directory specified.
Observe the following:

• Writing to a TXT file provides the best performance, especially when copying a large number of records.
• You have the option to have the reports filed on your local drive or a file server on your domain:

– If you want the reports filed on your local drive then select the local directory where you want them filed.
– If you want the reports filed on a file server on your domain, see the instructions in Outputting Reports to a

File Server.

Export to Host
Raw data reports, if you check the Export to Host check box and then click the Perform button, a copy of the
object (capture data) is written to a sequential data set on the host using naming conventions established as part
of the host configuration. Because the destination parameter needed to perform this function is established in
sysparm CAPPFX, an Export to Host option is not displayed in the left pane.
The capture data exported to the host can be viewed from the object Operate Menu, Show Log/Cap, Capture
option.

NOTE
For more information about system parameter CAPPFX, see System Parameters.

View Menu

The Windows Client View menu provides a number of tools that assist in the manipulation of the object data. Some of the
more common View menu options are:

Table Pane
Displays the data as a table.

Graph Pane
Displays the data as a graph.

List Pane
Displays the data as icons.
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Trend Pane
Displays the historical data as a graphical trend report.

NOTE
If you have not created a Trend View of the object, then Trend is not displayed in the View Menu, nor is
the Trend View icon displayed in the bottom left corner of the User View.

Detail
Displays one selected row in detail by listing the column values as rows in the detail window; that is, the fields
in the row are displayed vertically instead of horizontal in a separate window so you can use it to view all the
columns of a wide table at once and not have to scroll laterally through the columns of the table.
To Use the Display Detailed Line Option

1. Click a row in the Table View that you want to view.
2. Click the Detail option in the View menu or click the Display Detailed Line icon on the toolbar.

The Details window appears with the line information displayed vertically.
3. In the Details window, use the Display Previous Line or Display Next Line buttons to view the previous or next

record in the table.

Filter
Lets you create formulas to filter the data displayed in the table.

NOTE
For more information about Filter, see Defining a Filter.

Sort
Displays a sort dialog that you can use to sort the table by the values in the columns of the table.

NOTE
For more information about Sort, see the section Defining a Sort.

Input List
Use this function to specify input to the creation of the object. The type of input can vary from object to object.
Sometimes, working with the Disk archive and backup data, the Input List provides the names of one or more data
sets from which the object data is extracted; that is, the Disk data sets. If the "BCS Data Set Entries" object (lists
catalog entries), the Input List is a data set name or data set name pattern to be found in the system catalogs. For
other objects, the Input List is an input command to the specific product that produces the object.
Usually, each Input List can be configured to provide system defaults. The Input List dialog allows you to override
the default values. Click the Help button in the Input List dialog to find out how to use the dialog.
When the Input List consists of data set names, and GDGs are appropriate, either relative or absolute names can
be entered. You can also specify System variables and System Symbols within the Input List, and their active
values are substituted.

NOTE
Because an Input List is not executed in any specific object context, you cannot use Object Related
variables for substitution.

Range
This item appears in tape objects to limit the scan to a range of tape volume serial numbers.The lmitation
improves the response time because the entire control file does not need to be scanned.

Statistics
Reports statistics for the object data:
Full Statistics

The Full option of the View, Statistics menu displays the total of the values in columns containing numeric
data.
The Full (Statistics) displays in a separate window the total, average, minimum, and maximum values for
every numeric column in the table if those values are applicable to the given column. The Total column is
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preceded by a column named CanTot indicates whether the given value can (Y) or cannot (N) be totaled.
Similarly, CanAvg and CanMinMax columns specify whether the values can be averaged and whether
minimum and maximum values are applicable.

Totals Statistics
The Totals option of the View, Statistics menu displays the total of the values in columns containing
numeric data.
The Totals (Statistics) displays in a separate window, the rows list the numeric columns with their total
values.

NOTE
You can show totals in reports using output actions, such as Output Report and View and Output
Definition. The totals that are displayed in the reports can differ with the totals shown in Statistics
tables. The totals that are shown in the reports is the sum that is calculated by the Windows Client
based on data retrieved from the z/OS host and rounding factors used can result in different totals. The
totals shown in the Statistics window are calculated on the z/OS host.

Rebuild Table
Use this function to update table properties (color and scale base) while the object is being displayed. If you
change the color or scale base of a displayed object and want to redisplay the table with the new settings without
having to close and reopen the table, select Rebuild Table from the View menu.

Variables
Displays a list of variables you can select to substitute real values for the template variables in Vantage. Suppose
the action that you are defining is a backup and the substitution variable is DSN (data set name). To generate the
JCL code that executes the backup, substitute the names of all the data sets that you want to back up for the %
%DSN%% variable in the template.

Operate Menu

The Operate menu provides tools for managing object data.

The Operate menu options are:

Execute
Requests the fresh collection, filtering, and sorting of data from the host when an object is first opened and does
not yet display any data. If you change the filter expressions (terms and operators), this command also requests a
new collection from the host according to your filter criteria. If you change the sort settings, this command updates
the object data from memory. To force a new collection, use the Refresh command.

NOTE
If you have the View z/OS Execution option set to Automatic in the Options wizard General page then
Execute is not displayed in the Operate Menu nor is the Execute icon displayed in the toolbar of z/OS
objects. If you have the Open System View Execution option set to Automatic in the Options wizard
General page then Execute is not displayed in the Operate Menu nor is the Execute icon displayed in
the toolbar of Open System objects.

Refresh
Initiates data collection on the host when it is otherwise not needed to fill a request for data. For example, if you
change the sort and filter settings of a table that is open, and if the request can be satisfied using data already in
memory, a data collection cycle is not initiated after you click Execute.

More
The Next toolbar icon and the Next menu option in the Operate menu, instructs the system to retrieve the
Next chunk of a "More" object, or Next block of records. These "More" objects usually have Vantage system
parameters controlling the amount of records to be selected in the Next chunk.
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Some z/OS objects are too big to read into memory all at once, these are called "more" objects. The initial request
gets the first group of nnn records, then a More or Next request must be made to get the next group of nnn
records. This can be repeated until all records are retrieved.
There is a system parameter associated with each more-object that provides the default nnn value. You may
specify as many of these parameters as needed to provide appropriate values for your use. But remember, for
each value you specify, that is the number of records for the associated object that will be read into memory at a
time. The higher the number, the more memory required.
When a More object is input to a join process, all parts of the More object are read into memory above the bar as
part of the join preparation. That is, the entire object is placed into memory, not just one part of it, as preparation
for the join. If a filter is not applied to the More object to find a considerably smaller subset of the object records to
take part in the join, placing the entire More object in memory, even though it is above the bar, will still consume a
large amount of memory, and impact the paging space needed to support the memory usage. So be careful to do
proper planning and analysis when implementing joins upon More objects.

NOTE
For more information, see Memory and Paging.

Next (Next block of records)
The Next icon toolbar icon and the Next menu option in the Operate menu instructs the system to retrieve the
data sets for the next volume or storage group in the data sets By Volume and By Storage Group objects. (These
objects are located in the Data Set Management folder.)
Filter and sort criteria defined for the object are observed when you click Next.

NOTE
The Next icon is also available on More objects.

Example of using the Next icon or the Next menu option
In the Data sets by volume object, you can click the Next icon or select the Next menu option to page through all
the volumes defined on the system. Similarly, if the table shows data sets by storage group, clicking the Next icon
or the Next menu option displays the list of data sets in the next pool or group.

Open Zoom
Use the Open Zoom function from the Operate menu or the Open Zoom icon on the object toolbar to obtain more
information about a selected record. After you select Open Zoom from the Edit menu or click the Open Zoom
toolbar icon, the Windows Client displays all the source objects to which you can zoom from the current table.
Click the zoom view you want to display.

Monitor
Allows the user to immediately collect a specific range of data, and reporting interval in minutes.

NOTE
For more information about Monitor, see Monitor Mode.

Mode
Use Mode to specify the source of the data you want to view. Depending on the object, options can include: Last
Interval (LI), Real-Time (RT), Snapshot Copy (SC), Disk Checkpoint (DC), and Disk Interval (DI).

NOTE
For more information about data collection Modes, see Selecting an Object Mode.

Show Log/Cap

• Log - Opens the Log Collection Period dialog for the object. Use this dialog to specify the time period of logged
data you want displayed.

• Cap - Opens the Capture Collection Period dialog for the object. Use this dialog to specify the time period of
captured data you want displayed.
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Execute

When you select an object from the Object Tree menu, the Windows Client displays a default empty table. To fill a table
with data, click Execute.

Observe the following:

• If you have the View z/OS Execution option set to Automatic under the Tools - Options General tab then Execute
automatically occurs each time you open a z/OS object from the Object Tree menu. Also, if you have the View z/OS
Execution option set to Automatic in the Options wizard Hosts Defaults Page then Execute is not displayed in the View
Menu. If you have the Open System View Execution option set to Automatic in the Options wizard Hosts Defaults
Page then Execute occurs automatically when you open an Open Systems object from the Object Tree menu. Also,
if you have the Open System View Execution option set to Automatic in the Options wizard Hosts Defaults Page then
Execute is not displayed in the View Menu nor is the Execute icon displayed in the User View toolbar of Open System
objects.

• The Execute function does not display a dialog and has no parameters.

The Execute command causes the Windows Client to request the host to collect, filter, and sort the necessary data, then
send the results to your computer for viewing.

If you change sort keys and click Execute again, the Windows Client re-displays the table using data stored in memory on
the host, without requesting a new collection.

If you create a new filter and click Execute again, the Windows Client initiates a new collection.

If you add a new term to the filter expression using the AND operator, the Windows Client re-displays the table with the
new filter using data stored in memory on the host, without requesting a new collection.

Example One
- For example, if the original filter expression is:
Volumes INCL TSO/

And the revised filter expression is:
Volumes INCL TSO/ AND % Allot>90

Then clicking Execute redisplays the table without initiating a new collection because the term following the AND
operator is a refinement on the original expression, which has not changed.

Example Two
- However, if the revised filter expression is one of the following:
Volumes INCL T/ AND % Allot>90

Volumes INCL TSO/ OR Volumes INCL F/

Then clicking Execute initiates a new collection because, in the first case, the original term of the filter has
changed, and in the second, the term following the OR operator calls for an expansion of the filter rather than a
refinement.
To force a new collection, use the Refresh function from the View menu or click the Refresh data button on the
toolbar.
Definitions of sort keys and filters for a window remain in effect only for as long as the window is open, unless you
save them with the Save or Save As commands.

Refresh

Refresh retrieves the latest data from the database so that the table displays current data. Refresh differs from Execute;
typically, Execute initiates a process.

Monitor Mode

For z/OS systems, the Windows Client can display the object tables in two modes:
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• In the default Static mode, this gives you a fixed point-in-time snapshot of your object data.
• In the dynamic Monitor mode, this gives you a regularly refreshed, historical view of your object data.

You can export each snapshot of the monitored rows to a workstation log file. The setting remains in effect as long as the
table displays in Monitor mode.

When you save your Monitor view, you automatically save your settings for Monitor mode. If you save the view of the
object table with Monitor mode enabled, then the table displays in Monitor mode the next time you select this view.

Monitor mode provides the basis for graphic monitoring of an object. For example, you can start Monitor mode in the
Volumes table, then define a real-time graph for this view. The Windows Client updates the graph automatically according
to the time interval you specified and for as long as the table remains open, even if you minimize the table. If you close the
table, the system ceases to update the data.

When a table displays in Monitor mode, its Execute button is disabled (dimmed).

You specify the rows that you want monitored by specifying:

• The time interval between updates, in minutes
• The first row you want processed
• The number of rows you want processed (including the first row)

For example, if you want to monitor the first five rows of your object table on a minute-by-minute basis, you would enter
1 in the Time interval in minutes field, 1 in the First row to process field, and  5 in the Number of rows to process. If you
wanted to monitor the seventh row of you object table every half hour, you would enter 30 in the Time interval in minutes
field, 7 in the First row to process field, and 1 in the Number of rows to process field.

To start the Monitor Mode function

1. Select Monitor from the View menu of the table, the Monitor dialog is displayed.
2. In the Time Interval in minutes: field, specify the number of minutes after which the display is to be updated. For

example, if you want to monitor an object on a minute-by-minute basis, you enter 1; if you want to monitor an object an
hourly basis, you enter 60.

3. In the First row to process: field, define the starting row for the range of rows to monitor in the corresponding text box.
For example, if you want to start processing with the first row, you enter 1; if you want to start processing with the
second row, enter 2.

4. In the Number of rows to process: field, specify the range of rows and the number of rows in the corresponding text
box. For example, if you want to process the first five rows, enter 5; if you want to process the first twenty rows, enter
20.

5. Click the Start button. The Monitor dialog closes, and the table display is dynamically updated according to the
parameters you specified.

To stop monitoring

1. Select Monitor from the View menu of the table, the Monitor dialog is displayed.
2. Click Stop, and then Exit. The Monitor dialog closes and the Execute button is enabled.

Selecting an Object Mode

To specify a data collection timing Mode

From the Operate menu of the Object menu, click Mode and then one of the Modes in the expanded menu. For
information about collection modes, defaults, and zoom settings, see Object Collection Modes.
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Log or Capture Collection Period Dialog

The dialog appears if you chose to show logged or captured data from the Show Log/Cap, Log or Capture function of
the Operate menu of the object Menu bar. Use this dialog to specify the time period of logged or captured data you want
displayed.

NOTE
There is no log or capture data to display unless you have set up logging or capturing. For more information
about logging data for trending, see Using. To capture data, use the Export to Host option in the page of the
Output Report wizard, or the Destinations page of the View and Output wizard.

To use the Log or Capture Collection Period dialogs:

1. Click the appropriate button to select a period:
Relative Period

-- determines relative start point and duration of the period.
Enter the relative start date and the time duration needed:

1. Select a starting point from the Start from drop-down list.
2. Enter a value in the Minus spin box specifying the count-back to the beginning of the period.
3. Enter a value in the For spin box and select a unit of time to specify the duration of the period.

Examples of a relative period are:

• Start from now, minus 10 days, for 10 days.
• Start from the start of the month, minus 12 months, for 12 months.

Absolute Period
-- determines absolute date and time of the period start and end points
Select values for Start date and Start time, and then select values for End date and End time. Click the down
arrow to the right of the date fields to access a calendar that helps you make a selection.

Cumulative Period
-- determines the period that begins at start point and lasts up to current date
Select values for the Start date and Start time only. The traces displays all the data collected from the start date
until the execution time.

2. Click OK.
The Log or Capture table window opens with logged or captured data.

Options Menu

This page describes the functionality available from the Options menu.

 

The Options menu provides access to the following functions:

View and Output Definition
Displays the View and Output Definition dialog.

NOTE
For more information about creating view definitions, see View and Output Definitions Wizard.

Selection Method

• Select Table Rows - If this option is selected, the whole row is selected if you click any cell in the row.
• Select Table Cells - If this option is selected, only the cell is selected when you click a cell. For example, with

this option, you can copy contents in a specific cell by right-clicking and Ctrl-C.
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Commands

• Object Related Commands - Opens a table listing all system commands or the commands relevant for the
current object.

• All Vantage Commands - Opens a table listing all Vantage related system commands.

NOTE
To access help for commands, click the Help on Object icon in the commands tables.

Object Logging
Allows you to define or modify scripts for logging of trend data.

Object General Automation
Opens the Automation Script Builder wizard.

New Summary Object
Opens the Summary Object Designer wizard.

View Summary Object Settings
Opens the View Summary Object Settings dialog.

New Joined Object
Opens the Joined Object Designer wizard.

View Joined Object Settings
Opens the View Joined Object Settings dialog.

New Delta Object
Opens the Delta Object Designer wizard.

View Delta Object Settings
Opens the Delta Object Settings dialog.

JCL Model List
Enables you to select JCL models used by objects or a group of objects using pattern matching. You can use
these models to perform actions or storage management functions in batch jobs. The models can contain object
variables that will be substituted upon request or at submit time. Available on z/OS objects only.

For more information about any of these functions, see Using.

View and Output Definition Wizard

While you can use the Outputs Report option under the File menu to generate reports on demand, you can use the View
and Output Definition wizard to automate report generation. Start the View and Output Definition wizard by selecting View
and Output Definition in the Operate menu. Use this wizard to define, schedule, and generate reports (or capture snap
shots of object data) according to any schedule you specify. The View and Output Definition wizard, shown in the following
example, includes features for defining report design, output format, and destination.

NOTE
To capture snap shots of object data, select the Export to Host Destination option.

The wizard is a multiple-page dialog that has a title bar at the top which provides the wizard title, a navigation tree pane
on the left side, the page pane in the center where , the scroll bar on the right side, and the button bar at the bottom. Each
wizard page represents a logical section of the definition.

To create or modify the View and Output Definition, you move from page to page in the wizard, providing or modifying
information until the definition is completed. The wizard provides defaults whenever they are available.

View Definition

Use the View section of the View and Output Definition wizard to access the pages that define the following functions:
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Hosts
Define Hosts from which you want to gather data

Fields
Define the data fields you want to view.

Options
Define multi-host options and the mode of execution.

Each of these functions is described in the following sections.

View - Hosts

Use the Host page of the View and Output Definition wizard to define those hosts from which you want to gather data. To
access the Host dialog, select Hosts from the navigation tree. 

The following options are available on the Host page:

All hosts
Choose this option to connect to all hosts in the Host List, and retrieve data.
Selected hosts (Default)
Choose this option to connect to only your currently selected hosts in the Host List, and retrieve data. If you are
connected to a host not selected in the Host List, the client does not retrieve data from it.

Specific hosts (from list below)
Choose this option to ignore your current connections, but connect and retrieve data from the specific hosts that
you check in this dialog. You may use this option for online viewing, but you must use this option if you want to
schedule output using the Output - Schedule function. That is, once the hosts are specified Output - Schedule
becomes active in the tree pane on the left and you can schedule and route output to different destinations.

NOTE
For scheduled output, the Host Definition for all the specified hosts must contain the z/OS user ID and
password for the log on connection. If they do not, the connection at the schedule time for the desired
report will fail. Also, if selected hosts are not available or the object (component) is disabled at the time
the data retrieval occurs then the system will skip the unavailable hosts and report on available hosts
only.

Selected hosts (Defaults)
Check this to limit the hosts displayed in this dialog to only those selected. When the check is removed it displays
all hosts defined in the Host List.

View - Fields

Use the Fields page of the View and Output Definition wizard to define the types of data you want to view and how you
want the data to be prioritized. 

Use the Fields page to do the following:

NOTE
For more information about the following options, use the online Help system by clicking the Help button in the
Fields page.

Define the order of fields to be displayed
In the Fields column, drag-and-drop the fields so they appear in the order you want them displayed in the report.

Define which fields are to be included
In the Visible column, select the items you want to appear in the report and clear the items you do not want to
appear. You can also use the Make all fields visible, Hide all fields, and Show visible fields only icon options found
above the Field column.
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Define fields sort direction
Click in the Sort column of the field row and select Asc (for Ascending) or Desc (for Descending).

Define field color coding and establish color coding conditions
Click in the Color column of the field row and the Color Coding dialog is displayed. Use this dialog to define the
condition, value, and color.

Define the scale for fields
Click in the Scale column of the field row and select the scale (unit of measure) you want from the scale drop-
down menu.

Trend Definition

Use the Trend page of the View and Output Definition wizard to define and report data storage and management trends
over time. This feature has four sets of parameters:

• Periods
• Titles
• Aggregation
• Y-Axis

View - Options

Use the Options page of the View and Output Definition wizard to define multi-host data display options, and to set your
report execute preference. 

The following options are available in the Multi-host options section:

Display data in a separate window for each host
Select this option to display the data from each host in a separate window, differentiating the data you are
retrieving on a host-by-host basis.

Display data for all hosts in a single window
Select this option to merge the data from multiple hosts. Use this option when the identification of the host from
which the Windows Client retrieved the data is not important.

One window for all hosts, consolidate identical records
Select this option to merge data from identical records and display them in one window.

The following options are available in the Execution Mode for This View section:

Use Default
Select this option to use the Windows Client default to generate the report.

Manual execution by clicking Execute button
Select this option to take manual control over when the Windows Client creates the report.

Automatic execution when view is opened
Select this option to execute a data collection and report when the view is opened. You may have to reset the
Windows Client execution setting to enable Execute in the User View. To do this, open the host window, and right-
click the host to which the User View belongs. Select Options, and scroll to the View Execution line. Click in
Value cell and set the parameter to Manual.

Trend - Periods

Use the Periods page of the View and Output Definition wizard to incrementally define data collection schedule periods.

You can define three types of periods:
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• Relative Periods
• Absolute Period
• Cumulative Period

These period types are explained in the following sections.

Relative Periods

Use Relative Periods to select an arbitrary number of time units from a given starting point, such as daily for the next 100
days, starting today.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Relative Period radio button to enable Relative Period parameters.
2. In the Start from the field, select a value from the drop-down menu.
3. In the Minus field, use the up and down arrows to back-date the starting point. Set this value to 0 to disable this

feature.
4. In the For field, use the up and down arrows to set the numeric value for the units of time. Then select the unit type

from the drop-down menu.
5. Click OK to save the new configuration.

Absolute Period

Use Absolute Periods to define a set starting and ending point for the trend report schedule.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Absolute Period radio button to enable Absolute Period parameters.
2. In the Start date field, use the down arrow to open the calendar dialog.
3. Click a start date. Use the Month Locate arrow buttons to advance or back-scroll to a different month.
4. Click an end date. Use the Month Locate arrow buttons to advance or back-scroll to a different month.
5. Use the up and down arrow buttons in the Start time and End time fields to set the start and end times.
6. Click OK to save the new configuration.

Cumulative Period

Use the Cumulative Period to gather and report data from a user-defined past point through to the present.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Cumulative Period radio button to enable Cumulative Period parameters.
2. In the Start Date field, use the down arrow to open the calendar dialog.
3. Click a start date. Use the Month Locate arrow buttons to advance or back-scroll to a different month.
4. In the Start time field, use the up and down arrow buttons to set the start time.
5. Click OK to save the new configuration.

Trend - Titles

Use the Titles page of the View and Output Definition wizard to define a name for your new trend report. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Chart Title field, enter a title for the new trend report.
2. In the Value (Y) Axis Title field, enter a unit measurement for the Y-Axis.
3. Click OK to save the new configuration.
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Trend - Aggregation

Use the Aggregation page of the View and Output Definition wizard to combine multiple data trends into a single one, or to
focus on specific trend characteristics. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Click the Summarize Graph Traces check box to enable the aggregation parameters.
2. Select one of the following options:

– Summarize Visible Traces to consolidate all selected or displayed object values into a single trace.
– Summarize All Traces to consolidate all available object values into a single trace.

3. Click OK to compile the new trend report.

Follow these steps: 

1. Leave the Summarize Graph Traces box unchecked.
2. In the Show one point for every field, click the down arrow and select an interval:
3. In the Aggregate points by field, select the Average, Minimum, or Maximum check box.
4. Click OK to compile the new trend report.

Trend - Y Axis

Use the Trend Y Axis page of the View and Output Definition wizard to define the minimum, maximum, and reference
scale values in your trend report. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In the Minimum scale value field, set a value below your anticipated lowest value.
2. In the Maximum scale value set a value above your anticipated highest value.
3. In the Reference line value, set a nominal, average, or baseline value against which lower or higher values can be

easily compared.

Output Definition

The following are available in the Output section of the View and Output Definition wizard:

• Layout
• Record Range
• Schedule
• Destinations

Layout Design

Use the layout section of the View and Output Destination wizard to define the design and contents of your report. The
Design portion of the layout section includes pages for the following:

• Style
• Titles and Logos
• Headers and Footers

These layout features are explained in the following sections.

Style

Use the Style page of the View and Output Destination wizard to select design parameters for your report, including font
type and size.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Under Output, click the plus (+) sign to the left of Layout to expand layout options.
2. Click the plus sign to the left of Design in the navigation tree, and select Style. The Style page is displayed. Each of

the styles includes typeface and other design elements.
3. Select the style elements you want to include.
4. Click Preview at any time to see how the output report will appear. A maximum of 100 table rows are used for the

preview. If you have defined a Record Range, the Preview uses that starting row number and the number of rows, up
to the maximum of 100 rows as input to the preview.

5. Click OK to save your settings.

Titles and Logos

Use the Title/Logo page of the View and Output Definition wizard to define your report title and to import a logo. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In the left pane click Title/Logo. 
The Title/Logo page shows

2. Type in a title in the Title text field.
3. If you want to import a logo into your report, click the Show Logo check box, and use the browse button to browse to

the location of the logo file you want to import. You can place it on the left, right or in the center of the report. The logo
appears at the top of the report for destinations FILE (Formatted Report) PDF and EMAIL PDF.
The Windows Client supports the following image formats for logos:
– BMP
– GIF
– JPG

NOTE
The logo is not included in Web outputs or HTML email outputs.

4. Indicate whether you want the Logo and Title to only show on the first page of the report or on each component page.
5. Click OK to save your title and logo settings.

Headers and Footers

You can create headers and footers for your report using the Headers/Footers page of the View and Output Definition
wizard.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the left pane click Header/Footer.
The Header/Footer page shows

2. Use the element codes provided by the page instructions to define the headers and footers for your report.
3. When you have made changes you can select the “Store these header & footer as predefined” icon, this will save the

changes as the predefined header and footer. Or you can revert back to the previously defined header and footer by
selecting the “Use predefined header & footer” icon.

4. Click OK to save your settings.

Layout - Contents

The Contents portion of the View and Output Definition wizard includes pages for configuring tables, graphs, and trends.
To include table, graph, and trend formatted data in your report, check the appropriate check box. 
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NOTE
The format (graph, table, trend or a combination of these) of the report generated by the Output Report option
(the option found in the object File menu) is determined by the settings in the Contents page of the View and
Output Definition wizard. For example, if you select Table and deselect Graph and Trend in the Contents page of
the View and Output Definition wizard and then generate the report from the Output Report option, the report will
be table format only. The request for a Trend report is ignored if trend data is not available (that is, if trend data
is not collected).

Contents - Table - Groupings

The Table section of the View and Output Definition wizard includes Groupings and Options features. Use the Groupings
page to organize a maximum of four fields for your report. 

Follow these steps: 

1. Left-click and hold the mouse button on the field you would like to see as the first column in your report.
2. Drag the field to the area directly above the data fields, as shown in the previous example, and release the mouse

button. Note that the field is now shown in an orange box.
3. Repeat the process with up to three additional fields, in the order in which you want them to appear in your report.

Contents - Table - Options

Use the Options page of the View and Output Definition wizard to add table grid lines, show group subtotals and grand
totals, and display and position group names. 

Contents - Graph

The Graph page under the Contents portion of the View and Output Definition wizard allows you to specify the number of
rows to appear in the graph and the text to be displayed above and below the graph.

Contents - Trend

The Trend page under the Contents portion of the View and Output Definition wizard allows you to specify the number of
rows to appear in the trend and the text to be displayed above and below the trend. 

Output - Record Range

Use the Record Range page of the View and Output Definition wizard to define the number of records you want to include.

The Record Range can also affect what you see when you click the Preview button in any of the View and Output
Definition pages. The Preview option allows you to preview your progress and a maximum of 100 table rows are used
for the preview. If you specify a Record Range, the Preview feature will use that starting row and range of rows, up to a
maximum of 100 rows as input to the preview.

Follow these steps: 

1. Click the appropriate radio button. Your options are:
– Include all rows
– Include a defined number of rows, beginning with the first row
– Include a defined range of rows.

2. Click OK to save your configuration or Next to continue to the next page of the View and Output Definition wizard.
3. (Optional) You can specify you want a separate report created for each row by selecting the Create a separate report

for each row option.
When this option is selected a separate report is created for each row specified and the reports are published at the
destinations specified in the Destination page.
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Each report file is given a unique name by adding a key value to its name. The syntax of the file name
is given_name (key_value).file_extension. You can specify the given_name in the destinations dialogs if
no given_name is provided then the default is used. For example, the default file name for the APCDASD Storage
Group PDF will appear as “POOLS Report (APCDASD).PDF”.
With this option only reports with table, trend, or both components are produced, and only the following report
destinations and formats are supported:
– Print
– File - PDF format
– File - HTML format
– FTP Server - PDF format
– FTP Server - HTML format

NOTE
Reports based on Light-Trend or Multi-Host views ignore this option.

If either the destination or the format are not supported then the request is ignored. For example, requests for separate
row reports for e-Mail, Web Publishing, Export into Excel and File (Raw Data) destinations are ignored, also requests
for File - XML format, File - TXT format, and FTP Server - XLS format are ignored, and so on.
This option has a significant effect on the report output, including the number of reports. For example, if you have
specified 200 rows then 200 reports will be created. The Record Range page has a Click here for details link if
selected a window appears explaining this option further. 

4. Click OK to save your settings.

Output - Schedule

Use the Output Schedule page of the View and Output Definition wizard to define when you want the Windows Client to
generate reports. You can also use this page to do the following:

• Modify schedules
• Delete schedules
• Review logged output activities
• Set a particular working time limit for the scheduled output

Observe the following: 

• The Output - Schedule node in the navigation tree is not active (cannot be selected) unless the Specific Hosts option in
the View - Hosts page has been used to specify one or more specific hosts, see View - Hosts.

• You must define a valid login ID and password in the Host Definition dialog for the hosts you want to connect to for the
schedule function.

• If selected hosts are not available or the object (component) is disabled at the time the data retrieval occurs then the
system will skip the unavailable hosts and include data from available hosts only.

• If you are creating a schedule to output reports to a server on your domain you must provide a user ID and password,
for the Scheduler, that has the authority to write to the server. For more information, see Giving the Scheduler Write
Access for Publishing.

Follow these steps: 

1. Select Schedule in the navigation tree of the View and Output Definition wizard to open the Schedule page.
2. Click Add to open the Schedule Output Action pane.
3. Specify the following to create a schedule:

Every
This statement specifies how frequently the output report should be started. Its form is "every n <time_period>". You
provide n and time_period values. For the time period, you can select Minutes, Hours, Days, Weeks, or Months.
For example:
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– Every 30 minutes - specifies that the output will be started every 30 minutes. You will get 48 reports each day
including weekends.

– Every 1 week - specifies that the output report will be started once a week.
On
This statement appears when the Weeks or Months period is selected. It determines on what day of the week or
month the output report should be started.
For the Week period, a week day (Monday, Tuesday… Sunday) should be set.
For the Month period, a day number within the month (1, 2 … 31) should be set.

TIP

Specify 31 if you want the report to start each end of the month.

For example:
– On Monday - specifies that the output will be started each Monday.
– On 31 - specifies that the output will be started each end of the month.
At
This statement appears when Days, Weeks, or Months period is selected. It determines at what time (in 24H format)
the output report should be started.
For example:
– At 08:00 - specifies that the output will be started at 8 o’clock in the morning.
The whole schedule expression can be one of following:
– Every n Minutes
– Every n Hours
– Every n Weeks On <Week_day> At <time>
– Every n Month on <Day_number> At <time>

4. Click OK to create the schedule.
You can define as many schedules as you want. Scheduled tasks appear in the Schedule List.

NOTE
If there is a scheduled task running that involves a very large table and you initiate the same task manually
by clicking Perform in an Output page, an error may occur. To avoid this, when you export very large tables
create an MDB file and do not use the default.

The Windows Client passes information to the Scheduler. Once the Scheduler is activated it waits in the background,
ready to generate the output according to the parameters that you set.

5. To Modify a schedule
Follow these steps:
a. Select the schedule and click the Modify button to open the Schedule Definition panel populated with the selected

schedule definition.
b. Change the schedule definition.
c. Click OK to confirm the changes and update the schedule, or click Cancel, to discard the change and close the

panel.
6. To Delete a schedule

To delete a schedule, select the schedule and click Delete.
7. To Review Logged Output Activities

To review logged output activities, follow these steps:
a. Click Show Log to open the Logged Activities panel.

It shows the recent run trace (run began, ended, result, and next run date) for each schedule defined for this
output.
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NOTE
The Show Log button is disabled if there are no logged activities (that is, output has been never executed
yet).

b. Click Close Log to close the Logged Activities panel.
8. To Set a Working Time Limit for the Scheduled Report

To define a particular time limit for generating the report, specify it in the This task time limit (min.) field.
Consider the following:
– Report creation stops if the working time limit is reached before the system has completed creating the report.
– This time limit overrides the global working time limit. Specify a time limit if the time to create the report is expected

to exceed the global working time limit (Windows Client Options, Scheduler Time Limit), and, for example, you want
to allow the system more time to create the report.

– The time limit specified in this field applies to all schedules defined for this output.

Observe the following: 

• If the Scheduler is activated then you do not need to be logged on to the Windows Client for scheduled activities to
occur. However, for activities scheduled to one or more host servers, the host user ID and password must be defined in
the Host Definition dialog.

Giving the Scheduler Write Access for Publishing

This topic relates to the Scheduler service.

By default, services run under system user account and do not have enough privilege to access secured remote locations.
You may want to change the Scheduler service account to have it to use the credential that allows accessing server
locations.

You can use the Scheduler to schedule when to generate and publish reports by the Windows Client in the View and
Output Definition dialog. You need to set up a user ID and a password in the Scheduler to ensure that it has write authority
to the server.

To set up a user ID and password in the Scheduler service  

1. Open the Windows Control Panel.
The Control Panel is displayed.

2. Double-click Administrative Tools.
Administrative Tools is displayed.

3. Double-click Services.
The Services dialog is displayed.

4. Double click the SRM and Vantage Scheduler service.
The SRM and Vantage Scheduler Properties dialog is displayed.

5. Click the Log On tab.
6. Select the This account: option.
7. Enter a user ID and password with the appropriate write authority.
8. Click OK.

NOTE
If the password to the server is changed (for example, due to your company’s password or security policy), then
you must also change it here in the Scheduler service.

For scheduled activities to obtain information from a host, you need a valid host user ID and password defined in the Host
Definition dialog in addition to a valid user ID and password defined in the Scheduler service.
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Output - Destinations

Use the Destinations page of the View and Output Definition wizard to send output to one or more destinations. Select
Destinations in the navigation tree to display the Destinations page. 

When you check any of the destination options, the corresponding left pane becomes selectable because additional
parameters are needed. Publish in Home Page's Storage Summary Section and Export to Host do not require further
parameters, so navigation tree options for these functions are not provided. You have the option of selecting the
corresponding navigation tree node (page title) or the link under each option (for example under the Printer option you can
select the link Define the printer) to view the corresponding page where you specify further parameters needed.

The following options are available in the Destinations page:

Printer
Select this option if you want to print the view. It displays a simple print dialog where you can specify the printer,
number of copies, and orientation.

Web Publishing
Select this option if you want to publish the reports as web pages on your local drive, a file server on your domain,
or a web server on your domain.
When you select this option and then the link Define the Web destination on the page, a destination table is
displayed allowing you to navigate to the directory where you want the reports published.
Observe the following:

• If you want to publish the reports as web pages on your local drive then select the local directory where you
want them published. Once you select the Perform button, the reports are generated and you can use Internet
Explorer to open the web page “WebPublishing.htm” in the directory selected. It appears similar to a website
with sub-view options.

• If you want to publish the reports as web pages on a file server on your domain, see the instructions
in Outputting Reports to a File Server. Once the reports are generated you can use Internet Explorer to open
the web page “WebPublishing.htm” in the directory. It will appear similar to a website with sub-view options.

• If you want to publish the reports as web pages on a web server on your domain then follow the instructions
in Web Publishing to a Web Server.

E-Mail
Select this option to specify a destination address for the email, provide a subject and email message, and specify
a report format. To specify an address, enter the address in the To field, or click the To button to access your email
address book. The mail function automatically populates the subject line with the report name. You can overwrite
this to enter your own subject. The email function populates the Text field with a default text. You can overwrite
this to enter your own text. The report is sent as an email attachment. Click the format radio button to specify the
format for the attachment.
The following attachment report formats are available:

• Web Page (HTML)
• PDF
• Excel Workbook (XLSX)
• XML, Excel compatible (XML+XSD)
• CSV, Excel compatible (XLS)
• CSV, Comma delimited (TXT)

The default format is PDF.

NOTE
A PDF file is recommended because generally speaking it is much smaller than the equivalent HTML or
Excel (XML+XSD) file.
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File (PDF, HTML, XML, TXT) - Formatted reports
Select this option to specify the file location and type to generate for formatted reports. You can specify the report
format or you can select any combination of formats for reports.
The following report formats are available:

• PDF
• HTML (web page)
• XML, Excel compatible (XML+XSD)
• TXT, (delimited (TXT)

Observe the following:

• Writing to a TXT file provides the best performance, especially when copying a large number of records.
• You have the option to have the reports filed on your local drive or a file server on your domain:

– If you want the reports filed on your local drive then select the local directory where you want them
published.

– If you want the reports filed on a file server on your domain then follow the instructions in Outputting
Reports to a File Server.

• Depending on your network performance, data transmission from the z/OS host to the Windows Client may
take a considerable amount of time.

• Building a large formatted report can consume significant processor and memory resources and may affect
performance. Exceeding available resources causes a report failure.

Export into Excel
Select this option to specify a destination address for the Excel spreadsheet, and to specify formatting.

WARNING

Ensure that the Scheduler runs as an application before you export to Excel workbook. If the Scheduler
runs as a service, it is possible that you will be unable to create an Excel workbook due to Microsoft
Automation objects limitation.

The following formats are available:

• Excel Workbook (XLSX)
• XML, Excel compatible (XML+XSD)
• CSV, Excel compatible (XLS)

Click the Perform button, the data is written to a comma-delimited text file and automatically imported into an Excel
spreadsheet. The spreadsheet is displayed in Excel and is filed in the directory specified.

Observe the following: 

FTP Server
Select this option to send the report to an FTP Server. When selected the FTP Server dialog appears. The FTP
Server dialog allows you to specify the FTP Server you want the report sent to and it allows you to select the
format of the report. The following report formats are available:

• Web Page (HTML)
• PDF
• Excel Workbook (XLSX)
• XML, Excel compatible (XML+XSD)
• CSV, Excel compatible (XLS)
• CSV, Comma delimited (TXT)
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Publish in Home Page's Storage Summary Section
Select this option to have a trend or graph of your storage resources appear in the My Storage Summary section
of the Home view:

• Immediately (by clicking perform)
• When the Home view is displayed
• On a scheduled basis (see Output - Schedule)

File (MDB, TXT, XML, EXCEL-XML) - Raw data destinations
Select this option to specify the file location and format of raw data reports. The following report formats are
available:

• MDB (Access database)
When you select MDB, by default the Windows Client creates a database in Microsoft Access 2002 - 2003
format. This is the native format for Office XP/2003. You can also use Office 2005. If you specify an existing
Access 95/97/2000 database, you can output data to those older formats also.

• TXT (comma-delimited text)
• XML
• Excel compatible (XML+XSD)

Observe the following: 

• Writing to a TXT file provides the best performance, especially when copying a large number of records.
• You have the option to have the reports filed on your local drive or a file server on your domain:

– If you want the reports filed on your local drive, select the local directory where you want them filed.
– If you want the reports filed on a file server on your domain, follow the instructions in Outputting Reports to

a File Server.

Export to Host
Select this option to export a copy of the object to the host. If you check the Export to Host check box and
then click the Perform button, a copy of the object (capture data) is written to a sequential data set on the host
using naming conventions established as part of the host configuration. The capture data exported to the host
(according to the Schedule option or click Perform to export data immediately) can be viewed from the object
Operate menu, Show Log/Cap, Capture option.
If multiple hosts are selected in the Hosts page of the wizard, one snapshot (capture data) is created on each host
regardless of what you select for Multi-host Options in the Options page of the wizard. No multi-host combination
of records occurs.

Deleting Web Publishing Files

There are two ways to delete Web Publishing Files using Windows Client options:

• By using the Delete option in the User View pop-up menu. This option will delete the User View and it will also delete
any web published files that were created by the User View output destination Web Publishing. For example; if you
had a Web Publishing file output destination defined to the default directory (\BrightStor SRM Data\Database\Web
Publishing) then those files will be deleted also. If your Web Publishing destination was to a directory other than the
default then the system will delete the User View and it will also delete both the Web Publishing files from the directory
\BrightStor SRM Data\Database\Web Publishing and the directory you defined.

• By using the Delete Web Publishing Files option in the Folder pop-up menu, the Object pop-up menu, or the User View
pop-up menu. This option can also be used to delete Web Publishing files even if the Web Publishing destination was
previously removed from the User View. This option does not delete the User View.

NOTE
When you specify that Web Publishing files are to be published to a directory other than the default directory
(\BrightStor SRM Data\Database\Web Publishing); a copy is also output to the \BrightStor SRM Data
\Database\Web Publishing directory. Subsequently, if you want to delete all Web Publishing files produced by
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a User View then you need to specify both the default directory location of \BrightStor SRM Data\Database
\Web Publishing and the other directories you specified in Web Publishing.

To issue the Delete Web Publishing Files command

1. There are two ways to issue the Delete Web Publishing Files command:
– Right-click an object in the Object Tree and select Delete Web Publishing Files from the Object pop-up menu.
– Right-click a User View in the Object Tree and select Delete Web Publishing Files from the User View pop-up

menu.
By choosing either of these options the Clean Web Publishing Files dialog is displayed.

2. Click a row in the Directory box of the Clean Web Publishing Files dialog.
The Browse for Folder dialog is displayed.

3. Select the default directory \BrightStor SRM Data\Database\Web Publishing or open the directory \BrightStor SRM
Data\Database\Web Publishing and select the directory containing the published files you want to delete.

NOTE

If you also want to delete web published files that you defined to be published on another directory other than
the default directory, you must perform these steps again and select the directory you defined.

4. Click OK.
The Clean Web Publishing Files dialog is displayed with the directory you selected. 

5. Click Perform.
The Clean Web Publishing Files dialog disappears and the web published files are deleted from the directory.

Web Publishing to a Web Server

Reports can be published to a web server location within your domain.

Follow these steps: 

1. Map a network drive for the web server directory using the Microsoft wizard. You can then instruct the Windows Client
to publish web reports in that location.

2. Open Explorer on the web server and create a subdirectory where you want the Windows Client to publish
the Vantage reports. For example: “\Vantage\Webpublishing”.

NOTE
The reason for creating a clean subdirectory for Windows Client generated web pages is that the Windows
Client is going to send icon graphics, scripts, and web pages to that sub-directory. This way, the files and file
names do not clash with existing files on your web server.

3. In the Windows Client, open the User View that you published on your web server.
a. On the object view toolbar, click the Definitions icon and select View & Output Destinations.

The View and Output Definition wizard is displayed.
b. Select Destinations and click “Web Publishing”. The link Define the Web destination is highlighted.
c. Click the link Define the Web destination, the Web Publishing page is displayed.
d. Click the first row in the Directory box and the Browse for Folder window is displayed.

NOTE
Do not select a mapped letter drive under “My Computer” to your web server. If you select a mapped
letter drive under “My Computer” to your web server, then you cannot use the Scheduler to schedule
output to the web server.

e. Click Network. A list of your network drives is displayed. Select the network drive for your web server.
f. Click OK. The full address of the web server appears in the Directory box.

4. Create a link to the Windows Client produced report on your web server. Once a web page has been generated (either
by clicking Perform from the User View, or generated by the Scheduler), create a link to the web page produced by
the Windows Client from somewhere on your intranet. Using your web page editor, insert a link on one of your existing
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web pages (for example your “Home page”), to the web page “WebPublishing.htm”. The “WebPublishing.htm” page is
located in the subdirectory of your web server where you instructed the Windows Client to produce the web reports, for
example in the directory \\Webserver\Vantage\WebPublishing.

NOTE
To view the web pages that are created by the Windows Client, you need a Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG)
Viewer. If you do not have an SVG Viewer installed and you open WebPublishing.htm for the first time, you
are prompted to install an SVG Viewer.

Observe the following: 
– You can use the Scheduler to schedule when web reports are generated and published by the Windows Client in

the View and Output Destination wizard. If you are using the Scheduler service, set up a user ID and password in
the Scheduler service. Ensure that the Scheduler has write authority for the Web Server.

– For scheduled activities to obtain information from a host, define a valid host user ID and password in the Host
Definition dialog. The system needs a valid host user ID defined in the Host Definition dialog. The system also
needs a valid server user ID and password with write authority that is defined in the Scheduler service.

Outputting Reports to a File Server

All reports sent to an output destination, as well as Object Log data collected from the host, can be directed to a file server
location within your domain. To have reports sent to a file server within your domain you can choose any of the following
Destinations or any combinations of the Destinations from the View and Output Destination wizard:

• Web Publishing

NOTE
If you want to use Web Publishing to send web style reports to your file server you can do so and the
published reports will appear as if you are looking on a web-site. When the Web Publishing reports have
been published by the Windows Client you can view them by using Internet Explorer to open the published
file WebPublishing.htm. For more information about how to use Web Publishing to publish to a web server on
your domain, see Web Publishing to a Web Server.

• File (PDF, HTML, XML, TXT)
• Export to Excel
• File (MDB, TXT, XML, EXCEL-XML) Raw Data Destinations 

WARNING
Using the View and Output Destination wizard, you can type in the full address in the File field however you
must not select a mapped letter drive under My Computer for a server on your network, if you select a mapped
letter drive under My Computer for a server on your network then you cannot use the Scheduler to schedule
output to the file server now or at a later date.

To send output reports to a server using the View and Output Destinations wizard 

1. Create a Network Place for the directory where you want the Windows Client to send the output report to. The
Microsoft Add a network place wizard will guide you through the steps for creating a Network Place.

NOTE
If you are going to use Web Publishing to send web style reports to your file server then you should create a
new directory for this purpose on your file server. The reason is that the Windows Client is going to send web
style files and graphics to this directory and you do not want them to clash with existing files and graphics.

2. Open up the Windows Client and open the User View you want reports sent from to your file server:
a. Select View & Output Definition from the Definitions icon on the object view toolbar.

The View and Output Definition wizard is displayed.
b. Select Destinations in the View and Output Definition wizard navigation tree and the Destinations page is

displayed.
c. Click the reports type you want to create and then click the link under the report type selected.
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A new Destinations page is displayed where you specify where the report should be output to.
d. Click the Browse button next to the File field.

The Browse for File to Save in the window is displayed. 
e. Click My Network Places, the list of your network places is displayed. Select the network server where you want

the reports to be sent.

NOTE
You must not select a mapped letter drive under My Computer for your file server, if you select a mapped
letter drive under My Computer for your file server then you cannot use the Scheduler to schedule output
to the file server now or at a later date.

f. Scroll down to the sub-directory where you want the reports sent and select or create the desired directory. In
the File name box type in the file name you want the Windows Client to use or use the default file name and click
Save. The File (Formatted Report) dialog is displayed showing the full address in the File: box. 

You can use the Scheduler to schedule when reports are to be generated and published by the Windows Client in the
View and Output Destination wizard. If you are using the Scheduler service, then you must also set up a user ID and
password in the Scheduler service to ensure that the Scheduler has write authority for the File Server, see Giving the
Scheduler Write Access for Publishing.
For scheduled activities to obtain information from a host, a valid host user ID and password must be defined in the Host
Definition dialog. Therefore, the system needs a valid host user ID defined in the Host Definition dialog and a valid server
user ID and password, with write authority, defined in the Scheduler service.

List Menu

The Windows Client List menu displays only when the table data is in List view.

The List menu options are:

Object Source
A descriptive label that displays beneath the list item icons. This label can include:
Name

The name of the object (for example, a computer name).
Operating System Family

The type of operating system that the object is running.
Operating System

The operating system version.
Value Source

A numeric value that displays beneath the object source label. The value can include:
% Occupied

How full the object's media is, as a percentage.
Size

The capacity of the media, in gigabytes.
Occupied Space

The amount of space filled with data, in gigabytes.
Free Space

The amount of space available for data, in gigabytes.
List Criteria

Displays the List Criteria for View Display dialog. Use it to color code the labels beneath the object icons
according to value ranges.
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Display Mode
Provides four display options for object icons, including: Large Icons, Small Icons, List Icons, and Details.

Defining Object and Value Source

In the List view of an object, you can modify the information displayed below the object by modifying the source of the
object name and the source of the value. Use the List menu options to perform this customization.

You can also color-code the values. Use the List Criteria option in the List menu to do this.

Example of how to display the Storage Group type, rather than Storage Group name 

1. Click the List menu and select Object Source, as shown in the following example.
2. In the sub menu, click Type.

The List view shows each of the objects by its system type rather than object name.
3. Select Value Source from the List menu.

A list of numeric data measurements is displayed.
4. Select %Allo (percentage allocated).

The previous numeric values (capacity in bytes) displayed in the object list view is now changed to percentage of
allocated bytes.

Graph Menu

The Windows ClientGraph menu displays only when you view table data in a Graph view.

The Graph menu options are:

• X-axis Source
• Y-axis Sources
• Data Acquisition
• Secondary Y-axis
• Graph Properties

X-Axis Source

Use X-axis Source to select attributes for the X-axis. These attributes are text labels, such as object name or type of
operating system. The options from which you can select depend on the Object or User View, possible options are:

Name
The name of the object (for example, a computer name).

Operating System Family
The type of operating system that the object is running.

Operating System
The operating system version.

You can select only one text column for labels. Selected Text columns appear in red.

Y-Axis Source

Use Y-axis Source to select attributes for the Y-axis. These attributes are numeric labels such as size or free space. They
depend on the selected Object or User View. Possible criteria for plotting you can specify are:

% Occupied
How full the object's media is, as a percentage.
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Size
The capacity of the media, in gigabytes.

Occupied Space
The amount of space filled with data, in gigabytes.

Free Space
The amount of space available for data, in gigabytes.

Data Acquisition

Use Data Acquisition to display the most recent data samples collected or to display multiple accumulated historical
samples. This function applies only to z/OS hosts.

Use this command to determine the type of data you will collect:

Last Samples
The most recently collected data.

Accumulated Samples
All samples currently stored in the database.

Secondary Y-axis

Use the Secondary Y-axis toggle to display two scales for the Y-axis. The secondary Y-axis displays on the right side of
the chart. You can use this function only if you selected exactly two numeric value columns for your data source.

Graph Properties

The Windows Client Graph Properties feature enables you to specify several chart display details such as to set maximum
and minimum values for your data. You can also set the primary and secondary Y-axis titles.

The Graph Properties window has the following tabs:

• Y-axis Scale
• Alert Region
• Titles
• Stack Graph

Y-axis Scale

Use the Y-axis Scale tab to set the Y-axis scale minimum and maximum values. 

The following options are available on the Y-axis Scale tab:

Scale minimum value
Enter the lowest relevant value for your graph.

Scale maximum value
Enter a value that will somewhat higher than the highest anticipated value.

Alert Region

Use the Alert Region tab to specify marginal parameter values to provide a visual indication of any data that exceeds
user-defined nominal limits. 

The following options are available on the Alert Region tab:
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Region bottom value
Enter the value at which you want notification at the lowest end of the desired scale. For example, if you want to
be notified when only 10% of total storage capacity is still available, enter 10.

Region top value
Enter the value at which you want notification at the lowest end of the desired scale. For example, if you want to
be notified when 90% of total storage capacity has been used, enter 90.

Titles

Use the Titles tab to change the chart title, and the primary and secondary Y-axis titles. 

The following options are available on the Titles Tab:

Top Title
Enter a name for the table.

Left (primary Y-axis) Title
Enter a label representing the data provided, such as a time stamp, or type of measurement.

Right (second Y-axis) Title
Enter an additional label representing the data provided.

Stack Graph

Use the Stack Graph tab to stack values within Bar and Area graphs. The Stack option does not apply to other graph
formats.

Trend Menu

The Windows Client Trend menu displays only when you view trend data in the Trend view, subsequently the Trend menu
only appears on objects where trend data has been collected for the object.

The Trend Menu options let you maintain trend definition and how the graphical trend is displayed. The following options
are available for the Trend menu:

Trace Source
Use this menu option to display source objects of the trend data.

Data Source
Use this menu option to select the object fields for which you want to collect trend data.

Trend Period
Use this menu option to select the trend period. When selected the View and Output Definitions wizard will be
displayed at the Trend Period dialog.

NOTE
For instructions on how to use the Trend Period dialog, see Trend - Periods.

Titles
Use this menu option to maintain the name of your trend report. When selected the View and Output Definitions
wizard will be displayed at the Trend Titles dialog.

NOTE
For instructions on how to use the Trend Titles dialog in the View and Output Definitions wizard,
see Trend - Titles.
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Aggregation
Use this menu option to maintain combinations of multiple data trends into the displayed trend, or to focus on
specific trend characteristics. When selected the View and Output Definitions wizard will be displayed at the
Aggregation dialog.

NOTE
For instructions on how to use the Aggregation dialog in the View and Output Definitions wizard,
see Trend - Aggregation.

Y-Axis
Use this menu option to define the minimum, maximum, and reference scale values in your trend report. When
selected the View and Output Definitions wizard will be displayed at the Y-Axis dialog.

NOTE
For instructions on how to use the Y-Axis dialog in the View and Output Definitions wizard, see Trend -
Y Axis.

Trend Data Sheet
Use this menu option to display the list of raw data used to create the trend graph.

Trend Scratchpad

The Trend Scratchpad opens the Trend view in a separate Trend Scratchpad dialog. Use the Trend Scratchpad dialog to
modify the Scratchpad trend report without affecting the original Trend view.

You can access the Trend Scratchpad dialog by either clicking the Trend Scratchpad icon in the Trend view or you can
click View, then Trend Scratchpad from a Trend view of an object.

In the Trend Scratchpad dialog you can modify the Trend Scratchpad report by selecting Trend Scratchpad dialog menu
options or by right clicking on the report and selecting options:

Trace Selection
This option allows you to select the observations of the object to be included in the trend data collection. A list of
possible observations in the object is provided so you can select or deselect the items you want included in the
Trend Scratchpad report.

Trend Analysis
This option allows you to select trend parameters (Series) for the observations of the object you want to project
an analysis of. You can also select the Method and how far into the future (Unit) you want the projection created.
In determining what Method to use, Logarithmic trending is more realistic where there’s a large change in values
over short periods verses Linear.

Detail Graph Add and Detail Graph View
This option allows you to take a snap shot of a certain time period or many time periods from the Trend
Scratchpad report.
To add a time period snapshot to the Detail Graph snapshot

1. In the Trend Scratchpad report right-click a certain time period.
2. Click Detail Graph Add in the options list.

A new graph will be displayed showing a snapshot of the time period selected.
If you want to add additional time periods to the snapshot continue with steps 3 and 4.

3. Right-click another time period in the Trend Scratchpad report.
4. Click Detail Graph Add.

A snapshot of this time period will be added to the separate snapshot Detail Graph report created when you
first clicked on Detail Graph Add.

You can add as many time period snapshots to the Detail Graph as you want.
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While adding snapshots to the Detail Graph, the report may disappear from view, to display it again; right click the
Trend Scratchpad report and click Detail Graph View, the Detail Graph containing your time period snapshots will
be displayed.

Zoom
To zoom on a certain part of the graph in the Trend Scratchpad report: left click and hold down the left mouse
button and drag the mouse to cover the area of the graph you want to zoom in on. Then release the left mouse
button when you have highlighted the area you want to zoom in on and the zoom will be displayed.
You can zoom again on the zoomed report as many times as you want. Perform steps 1 and 2 again on the
displayed zoomed Trend Scratchpad report to zoom further in.
To Unzoom

• One zoom at a time, by right clicking on the zoomed Trend Scratchpad report and left clicking Unzoom or by
clicking Zoom then Unzoom from the Trend Scratchpad menu. In this manner you can continue unzooming for
each time you zoomed-in on the report.

• To the original unzoomed Trend Scratchpad report, all unzooms at once, by right clicking on the zoomed Trend
Scratchpad report and left clicking Reset or by clicking Zoom then Reset from the Trend Scratchpad menu.

Output
This option allows you to print the Trend Scratchpad report or save the Trend Scratchpad report as a BMP file.

Horizontal Makeup
This option allows you to display (static) horizontal guide lines or display a dynamic cross-hair on your Trend
Scratchpad report.
To display (static) horizontal guide lines
Place your cursor in the position of the Trend Scratchpad report where you would like the horizontal guide line to
be displayed then right click, then left click Horizontal Makeup, and then Static. The (static) horizontal guide line is
displayed. Repeat these steps to place many (static) horizontal guide lines on your Trend Scratchpad report.
To display a dynamic cross-hair that moves as you move the mouse on your Trend Scratchpad report
Right click anywhere on the Trend Scratchpad report, then left click Horizontal Makeup, and then Dynamic. The
dynamic cross hair is displayed and moves as you move your cursor.
To remove the (static) horizontal guide lines or the dynamic cross hair on your Trend Scratchpad report
Right click anywhere on the Trend Scratchpad, then left click Horizontal Makeup, and then Invisible.

Edit Menu

The Windows Client Edit menu provides access to the following functions:

• Select All Lines 
• Deselect

You can do the following to select or deselect table lines (rows):
Select all lines

. The Select All Line option is available in the Edit menu. This option selects all lines in the table.
Deselect all selected lines

. The Deselect option is available in the Edit menu. Deselects all selected lines in the table.
Select a single line

, by clicking in the line number field (the field on far left of the line).
Select a block of lines

, by doing one of the following:

• Clicking the left mouse button and drag the pointer over the numbers of the lines you want to select.
• Clicking the top row (number field) and then press down the Ctrl+Shift keyboard buttons and click the bottom

line (number field) of the block you want to select.
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Select multiple non-contiguous lines
, by Ctrl-clicking the line numbers of the lines you want to select.

Drag-and-drop one or more lines into another table
.

NOTE
This option is available for some Open System (SRM) objects only.

To drag-and-drop one or more lines into another table:

1. Select the row or rows you want to drag. You can use any of the selection methods available:
- To select a single row, click the row or enter the row number in the Show line box and click Enter to go to an
invisible row.
- To select multiple non-contiguous rows, Ctrl-click the line numbers of the lines you want to select.
- To select contiguous rows, click the left mouse button and drag the pointer over the numbers of the lines you
want to select.
- To select all the rows in a table, choose Select All Lines from the Edit menu.

2. Without releasing the mouse button, drag the mouse to the right until you see the drag-and-drop button inside
the table. (If you released the mouse and you are in the process of dragging a selection of non-continuous
rows, hold Ctrl before clicking the mouse again to retain the selection.)

3. Drag the button to the desired location.
• Copy (copy to clipboard)

Copies the highlighted row in a table to the clipboard. You can then paste the data into a word processor or other
application. You can select either rows or groups of cells in a table, depending on the method of data selection you
defined in the Tools, Options, General page of the Options wizard..

• Adjust Column Widths
Allows for you to adjust the column to the minimum allowable width and height that will permit the viewing of all column
data.
Observe the following:
– A few objects displayed in a table view may render the first field of data too wide, making the viewing of successive

fields impossible. If this occurs, use the Automatic Column Adjustment feature to reduce the field width to facilitate
viewing the entire table.

– If you have the Automatic Column Adjust option selected in the Options wizard General page, (to open the Options
wizard click Tools, Options in the Main Menu), then the Adjust Column Widths is not displayed in the View Menu nor
is the Adjust Column Widths icon displayed in the object toolbar.

• Go to Row (or Show Line)
Use the Show Line field in the object toolbar or the Go to Row option in the Edit menu, to go to a particular row in the
table.
Enter the number of the row in the Show Line text box, and click Enter.

• Find (row)
The Find function allows you to search table column contents for a text pattern through all the rows. You can quickly
find a record by name, description, or other attribute that appears in the table.
Observe the following:
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– The Find dialog title bar indicates the column it will search.
– If you invoke the Find dialog by right-clicking a column heading and selecting Find in the pop-up menu, it searches

only the column you right-clicked.
– If you invoke the Find dialog by selecting Find from the Edit menu, it only searches in the first column. However, if a

cell or column heading is selected before you invoke the Find dialog in this manner, only the column of the selected
cell is searched.

– The Find function is only available for character- or text-defined columns. Numeric, Date and Time, Hex, and so on
columns are not supported.

– Use the Edit menu Locate function for more sophisticated searches.
• Locate

Use Locate to position to the next row in the table that satisfies the locate filter.

Other Object Menu Bar Options

In addition to the File, View, Operate, Options, List, Graph, Trend and Edit menus, the Windows Client object menu bar
includes the following menus:

• Configuration Menu
• Actions Menu
• Help Menu

Configuration Menu

Use the Open Systems Configuration Menu to access configuration functions. This menu is only visible when the
Windows Client displays an open systems User View. 

The Configuration menu functions are:

Register
Lets you access the SRM Application Server Computer Registration Wizard. This wizard guides you through the
process of registering network computers.

Delete
Lets you delete selected items from the User View.

Modify
Lets you change the value of fields for an Object. The data fields you can change include Data Collection
Frequency, IP Address, Manufacturer, Model, Telnet Password, and Telnet User ID. You cannot change the Name
field.

Collect Now
Lets you collect data for a selected item.

Collect Using
Lets you specify which computers can be used to collect information on a given NFS/DFS computer.

Move to NIS
Lets you move data to a Network Information System (NIS), a network naming and administration system for
UNIX networks. Only UNIX computers can belong to an NIS.

Actions Menu

The Actions menu lists the actions that are applicable to the Object displayed. You can execute actions by selecting lines
in the table, and then selecting the action you want to perform in the Action menu.
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Help Menu

The Help menu provides the following options:

Help On Object
Describes the object, the available actions for the object, and the fields in the object.

Help On Window
Describes navigation options for the object.

Documentation Set
This documentation set is publicly available online outside the firewall, and you can access the documentation using
search engines.

When you install the Windows Client user interface, a downloaded copy of the documentation set is available within the
user interface.

When you install the Windows Client on a PC, the Vantage documentation is also installed on the PC. After the Windows
Client installation on your PC is complete, you can access the Vantage documentation in the following ways:

• Click Start, Programs, CA, SRM, Documentation, and then Manuals z OS.
• Open the Windows Client and from the main menu, click Help and then Documentation z/OS.

If the documentation has been updated since your installation, the updated documentation is available online at https://
techdocs.broadcom.com.

TIP

To view PDF files, download and install the latest Adobe Reader from the Adobe website.

Known Issues
This section describes any known technical problems, workarounds, or documentation errors of Vantage (that are found
after beta):

• In some cases, after installing Office 2010, a Microsoft library is removed causing the GOA wizard to fail with a
Runtime Error 713. The Library that is missing is MSSTDFMT.DLL. The name is also mentioned in the Run Time
Error message. To fix this issue, download and register the MSSTDFMT.DLL. For assistance, contact your System
Administrator or Broadcom Support for Vantage.

• If you are running the Vantage Windows Client in multiple monitor setup, some pop-up windows always appear on the
primary monitor.

• If you are running the Windows Client on a Windows Server 2003 PC, the Host Definition panel cannot hide the SQL
server credentials and host credentials (for PassPhrase password type) in a multi-line text box due to a Microsoft
problem. The login PassPhrase string text box is a single-line text box. If your PassPhrase exceeds the length of the
single-line text box, the text scrolls to the right. The left part of the PassPhrase is no longer visible but the complete
PassPhrase is accepted. You can use your right and left arrow keys to see the full PassPhrase.

• If you are running Vantage on a double-byte language operating system, you may experience some problems when
you enter non-English characters for Joined Objects, Summary Objects, Solutions, and external filters.

• In release 12.7 SP2 and earlier, the Vantage Scheduler service can fail to create scheduled Excel reports with error
code 1004. This problem may relate to a Windows OS update that prevents the Windows service from exporting Excel
reports. Alternatively, you can start the scheduler as an application to generate an Excel report. For assistance, contact
your System Administrator or Broadcom Support for Vantage.

• SVG Viewer does not work with Windows 7.
• If you modify the description of an existing Summary Object, any scheduled tasks that you later create for it might not

reflect the change. For example, you modify the description of an existing Summary Object from “FIRST description”
to “SECOND description”. When you open the modified Summary Object and you create a scheduled task for it, the
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Object column in the Schedule List window shows “FIRST description” instead of “SECOND description”. This defect in
the description does not affect the functionality of the Summary Object.
Circumvention consists in creating a new Summary Object using the original one as a model. Modeling a new
Summary Object on the original one lets you save it with a different description while preserving the rest of the
settings. Once you have successfully created the new Summary Object, you can delete the original one. Scheduled
tasks created for the new Summary Object will show the correct description.

Using the REST API
As a system administrator, you use the Vantage REST Application Program Interface (API) to modify and monitor the
configuration of your Vantage system parameters without accessing a standardVantage UI. You can also create, read,
update and delete the Vantage scripts from the script libraries. The REST API lets you request data from any Vantage
object. Use asynchronous calls to send several requests at the same time, or perform an individual request for a smaller
object using a synchronous call. Leveraging the Vantage REST API lets you create your own workflows and integrate
them into your own applications and interfaces.

The calls to the Vantage REST API can be made through cURL, POSTMAN, or other REST API clients.

For Vantage REST API server requirements, see REST API Server Requirements.

REST API Architecture

A REST API Microservice runs in the same LPAR as the Vantage host. This microservice accesses the host definition
data sets that provide service endpoints to manage the Vantage host configuration and automation scripts. ESM
Microservice is used as an interface into the SAF to prevent unauthorized access to the Vantage configuration resources
and the automation scripts.

Use Cases

The Vantage REST API can be used in the following ways, depending on your role:
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Vantage Administrator
Review the settings for all Vantage system parameters on various hosts, and modify them according to the
needs of your organization. Issue Vantage commands to dynamically modify and adjust your Vantage settings for
optimized use.

System Administrator
Collect data about Vantage performance and system resource consumption. Collect z/OS(MVS) and hardware-
related data from Vantage native objects to balance the system workload and maximize the performance.

Storage Administrator
Create and delete Vantage automation scripts. Gather data about storage resources in your workshop.

REST API Methods

Vantage REST API uses TLS 1.2 HTTPS encrypted protocol to communicate with ESM. The communication protocol
between the REST API Server and the clients can be HTTP or HTTPS.

NOTE

You can set the client communication protocol in the VNPAPIC configuration member. For more information, see
Configure the REST API Server.

In the RESTful architectural style, data and functionality are considered resources, which are represented and accessed
by URIs. These resources can be manipulated by a set of well-defined operations: Create, Read, Update, and Delete. To
perform these operations on the resources, your client program uses the following HTTP methods:

GET
Reads resources

POST
Creates resources

PUT
Updates resources

DELETE
Removes resources

The method used for each request depends on the action that you want to perform.

URL Structure

All Vantage RESTful actions have the same base URL, which has the following structure:

protocol://server:port/version/vant/

NOTE
All URLs are case-sensitive.

where:

• protocol
Is the communication protocol (http or https ) that you set in the VNPAPIC configuration member

• server
Is the IP addess or DNS of the system where the REST API server is running

• port
Is the port number that is specified for the REST API Server application in the VNPAPIC configuration member

• version
Is the current version of the REST API Server
Example: v1
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Example: URL

The following example represents a Vantage REST API URL:

http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/

Authentication

Use this call to log in and receive an ESM token. You need an ESM token to replace your credentials in the header for all
other REST calls.

Method and URI

POST protocol://server:port/version/vant/login

Authorization Header

The Authentication call uses the Authorization header. This header has the following format:

Authorization: Basic {encoded credentials} 

where:

• {encoded credentials}
Is the string resulting of base64 encoding your mainframe username and password, separated by a colon, as follows:
username:password

Example: dmFudHVzcjptZnBzd2Q=

Examples: Call input and responses

The following list shows examples of call input and responses:

Example: Login request call input

Request method: POST

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/login

Authorization type: Basic Auth

Header: Authorization: Basic dmFudHVzcjptZnBzd2Q=

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Example: Successful response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Date →Tue, 23 Jan 2018 14:48:12 GMT

Transfer-Encoding →chunked

Response in JSON format:

{

    "token": "{token string}",

    "userId": "userx01",

    "applicationResourceClass": "APPL",

    "applicationResourceName": "VAN",

    "applicationResourceAccess": "READ",

    "creation": "1516718785212",

    "expiration": "1516761985212",

    "userPermission": "UPDATE"
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}

Example: Unsuccessful responses

The following example shows an authorization error:

{

    "datetime": "2018-01-23T15:19:48.699Z",

    "status": 400,

    "error": "BAD_REQUEST",

    "message": "Missing request header 'Authorization' for method parameter of type String",

    "path": "/v1/vant/login"

}

The following example shows a user that is not authorized:

{

    "datetime": "2018-01-23T15:20:08.948Z",

    "status": 401,

    "error": "UNAUTHORIZED",

    "message": "User Authentication has failed",

    "path": "/v1/vant/login"

}

Get Application Information

Use this call to request general information about the application. This call also returns general setup information, which
is stored in the VNPAPIC configuration member.

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/application/info

Examples: Call input and responses

The following list shows examples of call input and responses:

Example: Call input

Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/application/info

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Length →2124

Content-Type →application/xml

Date →Wed, 24 Jan 2018 08:43:52 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "Vantage Host Task PARMLIB:": "AAA.BBB.CCC.PARMLIB",

    "JCL for issuing commands to Vantage Host Task:": "AAA.BBB.CCC.JCLLIB(VNJRESTC)",

    "Company": "https://www.ca.com/us.html",

    "Description": "Vantage Rest Server is spring boot Rest application for Vantage",

    "Vantage SMPE DSN prefix:": "DDD.EEE.FFF",
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    "Vantage Host Task name:": "SAMS",

    "ESM host:": "caXX.ca.com",

    "Name": "Vantage Rest Server",

    "log path:": "/aaa/bbb/ccc/logs",

    "Copyright": "Copyright Vantage 2017",

    "ESM port:": "7100",

    "Version": "1.0 (V1)",

    "REST API Server info: ": "hostName:caXX.ca.com,ipAddress:111.222.333.444,port:8080",

    "Sysview SMPE DSN prefix:": "GGG.HHH.III",

}

Troubleshoot Errors

For errors that occur during request processing, the API returns an HTTP status code to the calling client. An error is
indicated by a 4nn code or a 5nn code. HTTP status codes include:

200 Successful
Standard response for successful HTTP requests

400 Bad Request
The server cannot process the request due to an apparent client error

401 Unauthorized
The required authentication has failed or has not yet been provided

404 Not Found
The requested resource could not be found but may be available in the future. Subsequent requests by the client
are permissible.

500 Internal Server Error
The server has encountered an error and no more specific message is suitable.

In addition, some errors might include a JSON object/response that contains a message that describes the error. Use this
information to diagnose the error or provide it to Broadcom Support, if required.

REST API Calls

This section contains the detailed API documentation in JSON format.

Please refer to the online format for Open API content.

NOTE

Once you have installed the REST API Server, you can find more information about the Vantage REST API in
the following URL:

protocol://server:port/version/vant/swagger-ui.html

Repository Operations Examples
Use this API to retrieve information about Vantage system parameters (VKGPARMS) without accessing the UI.

Call Syntax

All the Vantage REST API calls below share the following syntax elements:

NOTE

All URLs are case-sensitive.

protocol://server:port/version/vant/
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where:

• protocol
Is the communication protocol (http  or https ) that you set in the VNPAPIC configuration member

• server
Is the IP address or DNS of the system where the REST API server is running

• port
Is the port number that is specified for the REST API Server application in the VNPAPIC configuration member

• version
Is the current version of the REST API Server
Example: v1

Replace these elements as appropriate for all the calls. You must also replace the syntax elements that are required for
each individual call. 

Find Parameters by Partial Name
Use this call to look for Vantage system parameters that contain in their name a character or text string that you specify:

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/vkgparms/search/findByNameContaining?name=string  

where:

• string 
Is the character or text string that the parameter name must contain 

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByNameContaining?name=ZII

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding chunked

Content-Encoding gzip

Vary Accept-Encoding

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 08:50:42 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "_embedded": {

        "api/parameters": [

            {

                "id": 193,

                "description": "Exploit zIIP processors",

                "range": "Y/N",

                "hccRange": "Yes/No",

                "maxValueLength": 1,

                "type": "C",

                "defaultValue": "N",

                "userOverrideValue": "Y",
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                "helpMember": "ZIIPIT",

                "_links": {

                    "self": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/ZIIPIT"

                    },

                    "vkgparm": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/ZIIPIT"

                    }

                }

            }

        ]

    },

    "_links": {

        "self": {

            "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByNameContaining?name=ZII"

        }

    }

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that no parameters that contain the string ABCD  were found:
{

    "_embedded": {

        "api/parameters": []

    },

    "_links": {

        "self": {

            "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByNameContaining?name=ABCD"

        }

    }

}

• The following example shows that a user is not authorized or a token is invalid:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS082E",

            "messageContent": "Unauthorized: 'User Authentication has failed'"

        }

    ]

}

Find a Parameter by Name
Use this call to look for a Vantage system parameter using its full name:

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/vkgparms/search/findByName?name=parameter  

where:

• parameter
Is the full name of the system parameter that you want to find 
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Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByName?name=ZIIPIT

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding chunked

Content-Encoding gzip

Vary Accept-Encoding

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 08:50:42 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "id": 193,

    "description": "Exploit zIIP processors",

    "range": "Y/N",

    "hccRange": "Yes/No",

    "maxValueLength": 1,

    "type": "C",

    "defaultValue": "N",

    "userOverrideValue": "Y",

    "helpMember": "ZIIPIT",

    "_links": {

        "self": {

            "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/ZIIPIT"

        },

        "vkgparm": {

            "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/ZIIPIT"

        }

    }

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that the Esm-context is missing in the header:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS005E",

            "messageContent": "Authentication object not found in the SecurityContext"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that a user is not authorized or a token is invalid:
{

    "messages": [

        {
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            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS082E",

            "messageContent": "Unauthorized: 'User Authentication has failed'"

        }

    ]

}

Find Parameters by Default Value
Use this call to look for Vantage system parameters using their default value:

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/vkgparms/search/findByDefaultValue?value=default

where:

• default 
Is the default value of the system parameters that you want to find 

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByDefaultValue?value=Y

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding chunked

Content-Encoding gzip

Vary Accept-Encoding

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 08:50:42 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "_embedded": {

        "api/parameters": [

            {

                "id": 3,

                "description": "Use Resource Facility Check for Security",

                "range": "Y/N",

                "hccRange": "Yes/No",

                "maxValueLength": 1,

                "type": "C",

                "defaultValue": "Y",

                "userOverrideValue": null,

                "helpMember": "SECURRES",

                "_links": {

                    "self": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/SECURRES"

                    },

                    "vkgparm": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/SECURRES"
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                    }

                }

            },

            {

                "id": 43,

                "description": "Use Users ID and Password In Job Submits",

                "range": "Y/N",

                "hccRange": "Yes/No",

                "maxValueLength": 1,

                "type": "C",

...

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that the Esm-context is missing in the header:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS005E",

            "messageContent": "Authentication object not found in the SecurityContext"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that a user is not authorized or a token is invalid:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS082E",

            "messageContent": "Unauthorized: 'User Authentication has failed'"

        }

    ]

}

Find Parameters by User Override Value
Use this call to look for Vantage system parameters using their user override value:

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/vkgparms/search/findByUserOverrideValue?
value=userOverrideValue

where:

userOverrideValue
Is the user override value of the system parameters that you want to find.

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByUserOverrideValue?value=9998

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:
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Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding →chunked

Content-Encoding →gzip

Vary →Accept-Encoding

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 08:50:42 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "_embedded": {

        "api/parameters": [

            {

                "id": 233,

                "description": "DTOC Refresh Interval In Minutes",

                "range": "0001-9999",

                "hccRange": "0001-9999",

                "maxValueLength": 4,

                "type": "N",

                "defaultValue": "9999",

                "userOverrideValue": "9998",

                "helpMember": "DTCINTVL",

                "_links": {

                    "self": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/DTCINTVL"

                    },

                    "vkgparm": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/DTCINTVL"

                    }

                }

            },

            {

                "id": 176,

                "description": "PAV Stats Collection Interval--Minutes",

                "range": "0001-9999",

                "hccRange": "0001-9999",

                "maxValueLength": 4,

                "type": "N",

                "defaultValue": "0030",

                "userOverrideValue": "9998",

                "helpMember": "PAVINTVL",

                "_links": {

                    "self": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/PAVINTVL"

                    },

                    "vkgparm": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/PAVINTVL"

                    }

                }

            },

            {

                "id": 116,

                "description": "Pool Space Collection Interval--Minutes",
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                "range": "0001-9999",

                "hccRange": "0001-9999",

                "maxValueLength": 4,

                "type": "N",

                "defaultValue": "0020",

                "userOverrideValue": "9998",

                "helpMember": "PAWINTVL",

                "_links": {

                    "self": {

                        "href": "/http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/PAWINTVL"

                    },

                    "vkgparm": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/PAWINTVL"

                    }

                }

            }

        ]

    },

    "_links": {

        "self": {

            "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByUserOverrideValue?value=9998"

        }

    }

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that the Esm-context is missing in the header:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS005E",

            "messageContent": "Authentication object not found in the SecurityContext"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that a user is not authorized or a token is invalid:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS082E",

            "messageContent": "Unauthorized: 'User Authentication has failed'"

        }

    ]

}

Find Parameters by Range
Use this call to look for Vantage system parameters using their range:

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/vkgparms/search/findByRange?range=value  
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where:

• value 
Is the range of the parameters that you want to find 

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByRange?range=01-99

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding chunked

Content-Encoding gzip

Vary Accept-Encoding

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 08:50:42 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "_embedded": {

        "api/parameters": [

            {

                "id": 17,

                "description": "Max Number of Megabytes for each SMF obj",

                "range": "01-99",

                "hccRange": "01-99",

                "maxValueLength": 2,

                "type": "N",

                "defaultValue": "16",

                "userOverrideValue": null,

                "helpMember": "VTSHWM",

                "_links": {

                    "self": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/VTSHWM"

                    },

                    "vkgparm": {

                        "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/VTSHWM"

                    }

                }

            },

            {

                "id": 50,

                "description": "Pct for Shifting to Red in View/3270",

                "range": "01-99",

                "hccRange": "01-99",

                "maxValueLength": 2,

                "type": "N",

                "defaultValue": "70",

                "userOverrideValue": null,
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...

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that the Esm-context is missing in the header:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS005E",

            "messageContent": "Authentication object not found in the SecurityContext"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that a user is not authorized or a token is invalid:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS082E",

            "messageContent": "Unauthorized: 'User Authentication has failed'"

        }

    ]

}

Find a Parameter by Description
Use this call to look for a Vantage system parameter using its description:

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/vkgparms/search/findByDescription?
description=fulldescription  

where:

• fulldescription
Is the complete description of the system parameter that you want to find 

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByDescription?description=Pct for Shifting to Yellow in

 View/3270 

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding chunked

Content-Encoding gzip

Vary Accept-Encoding

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 08:50:42 GMT
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Response in JSON format:

{

  "_embedded": {

    "api/parameters": [

      {

        "id": 373,

        "description": "Pct for Shifting to Yellow in View/3270",

        "range": "01-99",

        "hccRange": "01-99",

        "maxValueLength": 2,

        "type": "N",

        "defaultValue": "40",

        "userOverrideValue": "66",

        "helpMember": "YELLOW",

        "_links": {

          "self": {

            "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/YELLOW"

          },

          "vkgparm": {

            "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/YELLOW"

          }

        }

      }

    ]

  },

  "_links": {

    "self": {

      "href": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/vkgparms/search/findByDescription?description=Pct%20for%20Shifting

%20to%20Yellow%20in%20View/3270"

    }

  }

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that the Esm-context is missing in the header:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS005E",

            "messageContent": "Authentication object not found in the SecurityContext"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that a user is not authorized or a token is invalid:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS082E",

            "messageContent": "Unauthorized: 'User Authentication has failed'"
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        }

    ]

}

VKGPARMS Management Examples
You can use the Vantage REST API to manage VKGPARMS.

Use this API to configure Vantage VKGPARMS without accessing the UI. Vantage VKGPARMS API enables you
to perform the following functions:

WARNING

• The behavior of the user override values for the GET calls in the REST API is different from other Vantage
Clients. We recommend that you familiarize yourself with this new behavior before using the REST API. For
more information, see User Override Values.

• The interaction between the Vantage REST API and host task is not currenly implemented. No refresh is
done after you create, update or delete system parameters.

User Override Values

The response from the GET calls provides information and status of the Vantage available system parameters. If the
userValue is not part of the response, then it not physically presented in the VKGPARMS parmlib member. The following
example shows that you did not override the value for Vantage system parameter JRNLDSN:

{

    "settings": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "maxValueLength": 44,

                    "defaultValue": "%%HSMPFX%%.JRNL",

                    "name": "JRNLDSN",

                    "description": "1st or Only JRNL Data Set",

                    "id": 412,

                    "type": "A",

                    "helpMember": "JRNLDSN"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

The Vantage host task uses the active value that is loaded in the memory, in this example,  %%HSMPFX%%.JRNL . The
variable (%%HSMPFX%%) is replaced by the value that is specified in the Vantage system parameter HSMPFX. For this
example, if the value is HSMPFX (MY.SYS1.HSMPROD) , the Vantage host task replaces it with the value JRNLDSN
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(MY.SYS1.HSMPROD.JRNL) . If you override or update the system parameter value for JRNLDSN with the value
MY.SYS1.HSMPROD.JRNL , the response from the call shows as follows:

{

    "settings": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "maxValueLength": 44,

                    "defaultValue": "%%HSMPFX%%.JRNL",

                    "name": "JRNLDSN",

                    "description": "1st or Only JRNL Data Set",

                    "id": 412,

                    "type": "A",

                    "userOverrideValue": MY.SYS1.HSMPROD.JRNL,

                    "helpMember": "JRNLDSN"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Call Syntax

All the Vantage REST API calls below share the following syntax elements:

NOTE

All URLs are case-sensitive.

protocol://server:port/version/vant/

where:

• protocol
Is the communication protocol (http or https ) that you set in the VNPAPIC configuration file

• server
Is the IP address or DNS of the system where the REST API server is running

• port
Is the port number that is specified for the REST API Server application in the VNPAPIC configuration file

• version
Is the current version of the REST API Server
Example: v1

Replace these elements as appropriate for all the calls. You must also replace the syntax elements that are required for
each individual call.
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Available Calls

• List All System Parameters
• Get the System Parameter Tree
• Get System Parameters
• Get Help for a System Parameter
• Update a System Parameter
• Delete REST API Server Internal Database

List All System Parameters
You can use a Vantage REST API call to request a list of all system parameters. The response includes details for each
parameter.

Use this call to request a list of all the system parameters. This list includes all the details of each system parameter. The
number of system parameters can vary according to the current Vantage maintenance level, and the configuration with
other Broadcom products.  

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/settings/systemparameters  

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/settings/systemparameters

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding →chunked

Content-Encoding →gzip

Vary →Accept-Encoding

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 08:50:42 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "settings": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "maxValueLength": 44,
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                    "defaultValue": "YOUR.OWN.DISK.PARMLIB",

                    "name": "DMSPARMS",

                    "description": "Name of the CA Disk Parmlib Data Set",

                    "id": 1,

                    "type": "A",

                    "helpMember": "DMSPARMS"

                },

                {

                    "maxValueLength": 3,

                    "hccRange": "128-256",

                    "defaultValue": "256",

                    "name": "LOGSMFRT",

                    "description": "SMF Record Type Nbr if Logging to SMF",

                    "range": "128-256",

                    "id": 2,

                    "type": "N",

                    "helpMember": "LOGSMFRT",

                    "userOverrideValue": "128"

                },

                …

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that the Esm-context is missing in the header:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS005E",

            "messageContent": "Authentication object not found in the SecurityContext"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that a user is not authorized or a token is invalid:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS082E",

            "messageContent": "Unauthorized: 'User Authentication has failed'"

        }

    ]

}

Get the System Parameter Tree
This REST API call returns a tree of all system parameters, grouped by category.
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Use this call to request a system parameter tree. The tree contains all the system parameters, grouped by category. A
system parameter can be part of more than one category.

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/settings/systemparameters/generateTree  

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/settings/systemparameters/generateTree

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding →chunked

Content-Encoding →gzip

Vary →Accept-Encoding

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 10:41:18 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "settings": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "COMPONENTS": {

                        "COMP": [

                            {

                                "COMP": [

                                    {

                                        "Desc": "Help System",

                                        "OBJECTS": {

                                            "OBJECT": {

                                                "Desc": "description 1",

                                                "Name": "object1"

                                            }

                                        },

                                        "SYSPARMS": {

                                            "Desc": "Typical Parameters",

                                            "Type": "Req",
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                                            "SPARM": {

                                                "Desc": "Name of the Help Data Set               ",

                                                "N": "HELP    "

                                            }

                                        },

                                        "Name": "Help"

                                    },

                                    {

                                        "Desc": "Message System",

                                        "TEXT": {

                                            "P": "This component identifies the elements of the message

 system."

                                        },

                                        "OBJECTS": {

                                            "OBJECT": {

                                                "Desc": "System Activity Log",

                                                "Name": "OBJCMSG"

                                            }

                                        },

                                        "SYSPARMS": {

                                            "Desc": "Optional Parameters",

                                            "Type": "Opt",

                                            "SPARM": [

                                                {

                                                    "Desc": "Activate the Message (Activity) Log     ",

                                                    "N": "MSGLGSUP"

                                                },

                                                {

                                                    "Desc": "When to Create a New Log for Message Log",

                                                    "N": "MSGBREAK"

                                                },

                                                {

                                                    "Desc": "Nbr of Logs Taken in a Msgbreak Period  ",

                                                    "N": "MSGSHOTS"

                                                }

                                            ]

                                        },

                                        …

                                    }

                                ]

                            }

                        ]

                    }

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Get System Parameters
Use this call to request a single parameter or a list of multiple parameters:
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GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/settings/systemparameters/parm?
parameterNames=parameters   

where:

• parameters
Are the system parameters that you want to request, separated by a comma. You can also request a single system
parameter.
Example: YELLOW,ZIIPIT

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/settings/systemparameters/parm?parameterNames=YELLOW,ZIIPIT

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →553

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 10:49:21 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "settings": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "maxValueLength": 2,

                    "hccRange": "01-99",

                    "defaultValue": "40",

                    "name": "YELLOW",

                    "description": "Pct for Shifting to Yellow in View/3270",

                    "range": "01-99",

                    "id": 373,

                    "type": "N",

                    "helpMember": "YELLOW",

                    "userOverrideValue": "66"

                },

                {

                    "maxValueLength": 1,
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                    "hccRange": "Yes/No",

                    "defaultValue": "N",

                    "name": "ZIIPIT",

                    "description": "Exploit zIIP processors",

                    "range": "Y/N",

                    "id": 193,

                    "type": "C",

                    "helpMember": "ZIIPIT",

                    "userOverrideValue": "Y"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that the parameter YELLOWW was not found or does not exist:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS035E",

            "messageContent": "VKGPARMS system parameter with name 'YELLOWW' not found"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that ZIIPIT is a valid factory defined Vantage parameter, but the parameter YELLOWW is
not defined:
{

    "settings": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC002I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation completed with exception. VKGPARMS '[YELLOWW]' not found"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "maxValueLength": 1,

                    "hccRange": "Yes/No",

                    "defaultValue": "N",

                    "name": "ZIIPIT",

                    "description": "Exploit zIIP processors",

                    "range": "Y/N",

                    "id": 193,

                    "type": "C",

                    "helpMember": "ZIIPIT",

                    "userOverrideValue": "Y"
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                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Get Help for a System Parameter
Use this call to request help for a system parameter. The response format is XML for a successful request, and JSON for
an unsuccessful request.

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/settings/systemparameters/help/parm?name=parameter

where:

• parameter
Is the system parameter that you want to request information about.

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/settings/systemparameters/help/parm?name=CAPPFX 

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/xml

Transfer-Encoding →chunked

Content-Encoding →gzip

Vary →Accept-Encoding

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:01:19 GMT

Response in XML format:

<section id="CAPPFX">

    <title>

        <parameter>CAPPFX</parameter>

    </title>

    <para> Specifies the data set name prefix (up to 13 bytes) the system is to use when it allocates a data

 set to contain an object in response to a CAPTURE command (export to host from the Windows client), or an

 Export to CSV action. The names given to the sequential data sets consist of two parts: a 1 to 13 character

 prefix that the installation specifies, and an appended suffix as described below. The default prefix value

 is (%%DSNPFX%%.X). </para>

    <para>

        <warning> Different prefixes should be used for TRENDPFX, CAPPFX, and CPKPFX. </warning>

    </para>

    <para> The CAPTURE_DATA command takes the prefix from CAPPFX and produces a data set with the following

 name format: </para>

    <para> DSN=prefix.Oobjnb.Cvssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss </para>

    <para> By default, the Export to CSV action takes the prefix from CAPPFX and produces a data set with the

 following name format: </para>
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    <para> DSN=prefix.Oobjnb.Svssid.Dyyyyddd.Thhmmss </para>

    <para> where </para>

    <para>

        <emphasis> prefix </emphasis> is the CAPPFX value

    </para>

…

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the parameter CAPPFXX was not found or does not exist:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS035E",

            "messageContent": "VKGPARMS system parameter with name 'CAPPFXX' not found"

        }

    ]

}

Update a System Parameter
Use this call to update the value of one system parameter:

PUT protocol://server:port/version/vant/settings/systemparameters/parm?name=parameter   

where:

• parameter
Is the system parameter that you want to update. 

NOTE

• It is not possible to update multiple system parameters with one request call.
• During this call, before update is performed, VKGPARMS member is backed up to VKGPBCKP member,

which is located in your PARMLIB.

Request Body:
{

  "userOverrideValue": "overrideValue"

}

where:

overrideValue
Is the new value that you want to set. This value must respect the length, range and character limitations for that
system parameter.
Example: N

Example: Call Input
Request method: PUT

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/settings/systemparameters/parm?name=ZIIPIT

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}
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Request input body in JSON format:

{

  "userOverrideValue": "N"

}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →338

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:02:59 GM

Response in JSON format:

{

    "settings": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "maxValueLength": 1,

                    "hccRange": "Yes/No",

                    "defaultValue": "N",

                    "name": "ZIIPIT",

                    "description": "Exploit zIIP processors",

                    "range": "Y/N",

                    "id": 193,

                    "type": "C",

                    "helpMember": "ZIIPIT",

                    "userOverrideValue": "N"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Unsuccessful Responses

• The following example shows that the parameter ZIIPITI was not found or does not exist:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",
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            "messageNumber": "VANS035E",

            "messageContent": "VKGPARMS system parameter with name 'ZIIPITI' not found"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that the new value has unsupported characters, or does not match predefined values:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS044E",

            "messageContent": "Override value 'X' for parameter 'ZIIPIT' of type C contains invalid

 character(s), or does not match predefined values"

        }

    ]

}

Delete REST API Server Internal Database
Use this call to request deletion of the REST API Server internal database, which contains all the system parameters data.

This call is used when you apply the Vantage host task maintenance, and a new system parameter is added. You can also
use the call to handle certain unexpected situations of the server. For example, inconsistency of the database and the
actual state of system parameters in VKGPARMS member.

NOTE

After performing this call, we recommend that you to perform GET all parameters call or GET one or more
parameters call to repopulate the database.

DELETE protocol://server:port/version/vant/settings/systemparameters  

Example: Call Input
Request method: DELETE

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/settings/systemparameters/

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →131

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:05:37 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "settings": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {
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                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            

        }

    ]

}

Script Management Examples
Use the REST API to manage Vantage scripts without accessing the UI.

WARNING

No automatic refresh is done after you create or delete scripts. To refresh the scripts, use the Execute Host
Command call.

Vantage Scripts

The following list shows the types of scripts, their location, subtypes, and categories:

Automation Scripts
Location: AUTOSCR System Parameter

• GOA - General Object Automation Scripts
• MA - Message Automation Scripts:

– CONMSG - Console Scripts
– HSMLOG - DFSMShsm Scripts
– RTHSMMSG - DFSMShsm Realtime Scripts
– DMSMSG - Disk Scripts

System Scripts
Location: SYSTSCR System Parameter

• SYSTEM - System Script
• AUDIT - Audit Scripts

Login Scripts
Location: LOGSCR System Parameter

• LOG Scripts

NOTE

Ensure that the system parameters AUTOSCR, SYSTSCR, and LOGSCR are set correctly and that they point to
the actual host task script libraries.

Script Values

Script management works only with the members in the libraries. When you use the REST API to retrieve a script, the
response shows the static values in the member. The Vantage host task uses the static values when it loads a script
into the memory. However, those values can be changed dynamically, for example, using an operator command. When
Vantage host task runs a script, it uses the values that are loaded in the memory. The static values can differ from the
active values that the Vantage task uses. For example, the name and type of script values that you retrieve using the
REST API always correspond with the value that Vantage currently uses. However, the parameters enableScript
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(ENABLED) or loadScript (LOAD_SCRIPT) retrieved by the REST API are static definitions that are stored in the
member.

WARNING

The information retrieved by the REST API calls might not reflect the actual status in running Vantage task.

Example: Script values

Values in the member:

<GENERAL> 

EVENT_TYPE=GOA 

TITLE=ME000001 

DESCRIPTION1=ME000001, POOLS 

SIMULATE=N 

ENABLED=N 

LOAD_SCRIPT=Y 

STARTTIME=0000 

ENDTIME=2400 

PERFORM_EVT_PROC=INTERVAL=20 

<EVENT_PROCEDURE> 

SELECT_OBJ=POOLS 

SET_REALTIME 

SET_FILTER=POOLNAME INCL / 

EXECUTE 

SEL_LINE=1,999999 

SEND_METRIC_DATA

Response in Get a Script request call:

{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptDefinition": [

                        "<GENERAL>",

                        "EVENT_TYPE=GOA",

                        "TITLE=ME000001",

                        "DESCRIPTION1=ME000001, POOLS",

                        "SIMULATE=N",

                        "ENABLED=N",

                        "LOAD_SCRIPT=Y",

                        "STARTTIME=0000",

                        "ENDTIME=2400",
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                        "PERFORM_EVT_PROC=INTERVAL=20",

                        "<EVENT_PROCEDURE>",

                        "SELECT_OBJ=POOLS",

                        "SET_REALTIME",

                        "SET_FILTER=POOLNAME INCL  /",

                        "EXECUTE",

                        "SEL_LINE=1,999999",

                        "SEND_METRIC_DATA"

                    ],

                    "scriptName": "ME000001",

                    "objectName": "POOLS",

                    "title": "ME000001",

                    "type": "GOA",

                    "enableScript": "No"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Call Syntax

All the Vantage REST API calls below share the following syntax elements:

NOTE

All URLs are case-sensitive.

protocol://server:port/version/vant/

where:

• protocol
Is the communication protocol (http or https ) that you set in the VNPAPIC configuration file.

• server
Is the IP address or DNS of the system where the REST API server is running

• port
Is the port number that is specified for the REST API Server application in the VNPAPIC configuration file

• version
Is the current version of the REST API Server
Example: v1

Replace these elements as appropriate for all the calls. You must also replace the syntax elements that are required for
each individual call.

List All Scripts
This REST API call returns a list of all scripts in the AUTOSCR, SYSTSCR and LOGSCR libraries.

Use this call to request a list of all the scripts in the AUTOSCR, SYSTSCR and LOGSCR libraries. If at least one of the
libraries exists, you receive a successful response.

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/automation/scripts/  

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET
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URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/automation/scripts/

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding →chunked

Content-Encoding →gzip

Vary →Accept-Encoding

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:25:57 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "metadata": [

                {

                    "scriptTypes": [

                        "GOA",

                        "SYSTEM",

                        "AUDIT",

                        "LOG",

                        "CONMSG",

                        "DMSMSG",

                        "HSMLOG",

                        "RTHSMMSG"

                    ]

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptName": "ME000001",

                    "objectName": "POOLS",

                    "title": "ME000001",

                    "type": "GOA",

                    "enableScript": "No"
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                },

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptName": "ME000002",

                    "objectName": "OBJ02231",

                    "title": "ME000002",

                    "type": "GOA",

                    "enableScript": "No"

                },

                …

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptName": "VSAMVVDS",

                    "objectName": "VVDRVSAM",

                    "title": "Writes the VSAM VVDS to Data S",

                    "type": "SYSTEM",

                    "enableScript": "Yes"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that it is impossible to retrieve the script library datasets because the system parameters
are not loaded in the database:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS035E",

            "messageContent": "VKGPARMS system parameter with name 'DSNPFX' not found"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that none of the script libraries were found because the system parameters AUTOSCR,
LOGSCR and SYSTSCR were set incorrectly:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS065E",

            "messageContent": "No script library found - review AUTOSCR, LOGSCR and SYSTSCR system

 parameters"

        }

    ]

}

List Scripts of One Type
Use this call to request a list of one type of script:
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GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/automation/scripts/type   

where:

• type 
Is they type of script that you want to request a list for, for example goa , system , audit  or log .

NOTE

This call is not available for Message Automation scripts.

Example: Call Input 

The following example shows a call input to get a list of all GOA scripts:

Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/automation/scripts/goa

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length 1389

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:31:07 GMT

Response in JSON format: 

{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "metadata": [

                {

                    "scriptTypes": [

                        "GOA"

                    ]

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptName": "ME000001",
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                    "objectName": "POOLS",

                    "title": "ME000001",

                    "type": "GOA",

                    "enableScript": "No"

                },

                …

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptName": "ME000010",

                    "objectName": "OBJ11100",

                    "title": "ME000010",

                    "type": "GOA",

                    "enableScript": "No"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the REST API Server was unable to find the AUTOSCR dataset:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS021E",

            "messageContent": "Data set '//'AAA.BBB.CCC.AUTOSCR'' not found"

        }

    ]

}

List All Scripts of a Message Automation Type
Use this call to request a list of one type of Message Automation scripts:

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/automation/scripts/ma/matype   

where:

• matype 
Is they type of Message Automation script that you want to request a list for, for example conmsg , hsmlog
, rthsmmsg  or dmsmsg . 

Example: Call Input

The following example shows a call input to get a list of all CONMSG scripts:

Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/automation/scripts/ma/conmsg

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}
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Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length 582

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:33:42 GMT

Response in JSON format: 

{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "metadata": [

                {

                    "scriptTypes": [

                        "CONMSG"

                    ]

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptName": "CONMCO01",

                    "objectName": null,

                    "title": "Alert Volume add on STGGRP01",

                    "type": "CONMSG",

                    "enableScript": null

                },

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptName": "CONMCO02",

                    "objectName": null,

                    "title": "Alert Volume add on STGGRP01",

                    "type": "CONMSG",

                    "enableScript": null

                },

                …

            ]

        }

    ]
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}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the REST API Server was unable to obtain enqueue for one of the scripts, because it
was open for editing by another user:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS025E",

            "messageContent": "Failed to enqueue member '//'AAA.BBB.CCC.AUTOSCR(MMBRNAME)''"

        }

    ]

}

Get a Script
This REST API call returns information about a script of a given type, with details in the scriptDefinition section of the
response.

Use this call to request information about one script of one type. Use the details in the scriptDefinition  section of
the response to create the same script on another system using the Create a Script call.

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/automation/scripts/ type/script?name=scriptname    

where:

• type 
Is they type of script that you want to request a list for, for example goa , system , audit  or log .

NOTE

For Message Automation scripts, see the call Get a Message Automation Script.
• scriptname 

Is the name of the script that you want to request information about.

Example: Call Input

The following example shows a call input to get information about the GOA script ME000001 :

Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/automation/scripts/goa/script?name=ME000001

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →597

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:40:44 GMT

Response in JSON format: 
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{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptDefinition": [

                        "<GENERAL>",

                        "EVENT_TYPE=GOA",

                        "TITLE=ME000001",

                        "DESCRIPTION1=ME000001, POOLS",

                        "SIMULATE=N",

                        "ENABLED=N",

                        "LOAD_SCRIPT=Y",

                        "STARTTIME=0000",

                        "ENDTIME=2400",

                        "PERFORM_EVT_PROC=INTERVAL=20",

                        "<EVENT_PROCEDURE>",

                        "SELECT_OBJ=POOLS",

                        "SET_REALTIME",

                        "SET_FILTER=POOLNAME INCL  /",

                        "EXECUTE",

                        "SEL_LINE=1,999999",

                        "SEND_METRIC_DATA"

                    ],

                    "scriptName": "ME000001",

                    "objectName": "POOLS",

                    "title": "ME000001",

                    "type": "GOA",

                    "enableScript": "No"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the REST API Server found the script in the expected library, but the type of the script
does not match the requested type:

{

    "messages": [

        {
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            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS062E",

            "messageContent": "Script 'MMBRNAM1' found in '//'AAA.BBB.CCC.AUTOSCR'' library, but the script

 type does not match the requested type 'goa'"

        }

    ]

}

Get a Message Automation Script
Use this GET call to request information about a Message Automation script.

Use this Vantage REST API call to request information about a Message Automation script. Use the details in
the scriptDefinition  section of the response to create the same script on another system using the Create a
Message Automation Script request call.

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/automation/scripts/ma/ matype/script?
name=scriptname    

where:

• matype 
Is they type of Message Automation script that you want to request a list for, for example conmsg , hsmlog
, rthsmmsg  or dmsmsg . 

• scriptname 
Is the name of the script that you want to request information about.

Example: Call Input

The following example shows a call input to get information about the CONMSG script LOGUSERS :

Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/automation/scripts/ma/conmsg/script?name=LOGUSERS

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client: 

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →596

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:43:58 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"
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                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "loadScript": "Yes",

                    "scriptDefinition": [

                        "<GENERAL>",

                        "EVENT_TYPE=CONMSG",

                        "TITLE=Log users",

                        "ENABLED=Y",

                        "LOAD_SCRIPT=Y",

                        "STARTTIME=0000",

                        "ENDTIME=2400",

                        "MAX_EXECUTE=80",

                        "ACC_FLAG=N",

                        "ENDTIMEACTION=EXECUTE",

                        "MAX_COUNT=5",

                        "SHUTDOWNACTION=DISCARD",

                        "SET_FILTER=MCNTXT INCL  VAN0485I",

                        "<EVENT_PROCEDURE>",

                        "CMD=F VANDEV14,AUTO,FIRE=LOG,LOGUSER",

                        "PERFORM_CMD"

                    ],

                    "scriptName": "LOGUSERS",

                    "objectName": null,

                    "title": "Log users",

                    "type": "CONMSG",

                    "enableScript": "Yes"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the REST API Server was unable to find the requested script:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS030E",

            "messageContent": "Member '//'AAA.BBB.CCC.AUTOSCR(MMBRNAME)'' not found"

        }

    ]

}

Create a Script
Use this call to replicate a script from one system on another system.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Use Get a Script call to see the details of an existing script
2. Copy the scriptDefinition  section in the response
3. In the target system, use the scriptDefinition  section that you copied as input for the Create a Script call

POST protocol://server:port/version/vant/automation/scripts/ type/script?name=scriptname  
 

where:

• type 
Is they type of script that you want to create, for example goa , system , audit  or log .

NOTE

For Message Automation scripts, see the call Create a Message Automation Script.
• scriptname 

Is the name of the script that you want to create.

Request Body:
{

"scriptDefinition": [

        "{script definition details}"

    ]

}

where:

• {script definition details} 
Are the contents of the scriptDefinition  section that you receive in the response of a Get a Script call. 

Example: Call Input

The following example shows a call input to create the LOG script POOLS :

Request method: POST

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/automation/scripts/log/script?name=POOLS

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Request input body in JSON format:

{

"scriptDefinition": [

        "<GENERAL>",

        "EVENT_TYPE=LOG",

        "TITLE=Storage Groups",

        "DESCRIPTION1=no timing + filter D/",

        "ENABLED=N",

        "LOAD_SCRIPT=Y",

        "STARTTIME=0000",

        "ENDTIME=2400",

        "<EVENT_PROCEDURE>",

        "SELECT_OBJ=POOLS",

        "SET_FILTER=POOLNAME INCL  D/",

        "SET_LOGBREAK=FULL",
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        "SET_LOGSHOTS=0100",

        "EXECUTE",

        "DO_FOR_ALL",

        "LOG_DATA",

        "NEXT",

        "ENDDO"

    ]

}

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →133

Date →Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:47:28 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the REST API Server was unable to create the script because it already exists:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS032E",

            "messageContent": "Member '//'AAA.BBB.CCC.LOGSCR(POOLS)'' already exists"

        }

    ]

}

Create a Message Automation Script
Use this call to replicate a Message Automation script from one system on another system.
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Follow these steps: 

1. Use Get a Message Automation Script call to see the details of an existing script
2. Copy the scriptDefinition  section in the response
3. In the target system, use the scriptDefinition  section that you copied as input for the Create a Message

Automation Script call

POST protocol://server:port/version/vant/automation/scripts/ma/matype/script?
name=scriptname   

where:

• matype 
Is they type of Message Automation script that you want to create, for example conmsg , hsmlog , rthsmmsg
 or dmsmsg . 

• scriptname 
Is the name of the script that you want to create.

Request Body:
{

"scriptDefinition": [

        "{script definition details}"

    ]

}

where:

• {script definition details} 
Are the contents of the scriptDefinition  section that you receive in the response of a Get a Message
Automation Script call. 

Example: Call Input 

The following example shows a call input to create the CONMSG script LOGUSERS :

Request method: POST

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/automation/scripts/ma/conmsg/script?name=LOGUSERS

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Request input body in JSON format:

{

"scriptDefinition": [

        "<GENERAL>",

        "EVENT_TYPE=CONMSG",

        "TITLE=Log users",

        "ENABLED=Y",

        "LOAD_SCRIPT=Y",

        "STARTTIME=0000",

        "ENDTIME=2400",

        "MAX_EXECUTE=80",

        "ACC_FLAG=N",

        "ENDTIMEACTION=EXECUTE",

        "MAX_COUNT=5",

        "SHUTDOWNACTION=DISCARD",
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        "SET_FILTER=MCNTXT INCL  VAN0485I",

        "<EVENT_PROCEDURE>",

        "CMD=F VANDEV14,AUTO,FIRE=LOG,LOGUSER",

        "PERFORM_CMD"

    ]

}

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length 133

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 11:55:23 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response  

The following example shows that the member name is available in the script library. However, the script is not created
because the type of the script in URL and type of the script in the body do not match.

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS063E",

            "messageContent": "Script name 'MMBRNAM2' is available in '//'AAA.BBB.CCC.AUTOSCR'' library, but

 the script type in the request body does not match the script type 'conmsg' in the URL"

        }

    ]

}

Delete a Script
Use this call to delete one script:

DELETE protocol://server:port/version/vant/automation/scripts/ type/script?
name=scriptname    
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where:

• type 
Is they type of script that you want to delete, for example goa , system , audit  or log .

NOTE

For Message Automation scripts, see the call Delete a Message Automation Script.
• scriptname 

Is the name of the script that you want to delete.

Example: Call Input

The following example shows a call input to delete the GOA script ADDSMS01 :

Request method: DELETE

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/automation/scripts/goa/script?name=ADDSMS01

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length 133

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 12:06:25 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the REST API Server was unable to find the requested script. The script does not exist
in the dataset, or the type of the script was not selected correctly.

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS030E",

            "messageContent": "Member '//AAA.BBB.CCC.AUTOSCR(ADDSMS02)'' not found"
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        }

    ]

}

Delete a Message Automation Script
Use this call to delete a Message Automation script:

DELETE protocol://server:port/version/vant/automation/scripts/ma/ matype/script?
name=scriptname    

where:

• matype 
Is they type of Message Automation script that you want to delete, for example conmsg , hsmlog , rthsmmsg
 or dmsmsg . 

• scriptname 
Is the name of the script that you want to delete.

Example: Call Input

The following example shows a call input to delete the CONMSG script LOGUSERS :

Request method: DELETE

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/automation/scripts/ma/conmsg/script?name=LOGUSERS

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in the REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length 133

Date Thu, 31 Jan 2019 12:20:59 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "automation": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}
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Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the REST API Server found the script in the library, but the script type did not match the
type specified in the URL:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS062E",

            "messageContent": "Script 'MMBRNAM3' found in '//AAA.BBB.CCC.AUTOSCR''

library, but the script type does not match the requested type 'conmsg'"

        }

    ]

}

Command Management Examples
Use this API to execute Vantage commands without accessing the UI.

Call Syntax

All the Vantage REST API calls below share the following syntax elements:

NOTE
All URLs are case-sensitive.

protocol://server:port/version/vant/

where:

• protocol
Is the communication protocol (http  or https ) that you set in the VNPAPIC configuration member 

• server
Is the IP address or DNS of the system where the REST API server is running

• port
Is the port number that is specified for the REST API Server application in the VNPAPIC configuration member

• version
Is the current version of the REST API Server
Example: v1

Replace these elements as appropriate for all the calls. You must also replace the syntax elements that are required for
each individual call. 

Execute Host Command
Use the Execute Host Command REST API call to execute a Vantage host command.

Use this call to execute a Vantage host command. You can only execute commands on the Vantage host task that you are
connected to, according to the configuration in the VNPAPIC configuration file:

NOTE

This call has an optional parameter. We recommend that you use it only if you want to set it to Y .

POST protocol://server:port/version/vant/command/executeCommand?diagFlag=Y

where:
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• (Optional) diagFlag
Specify Y to enable the Vantage Host Task trace for this call. We recommend that you use it only for debugging
Default: N

Request Body:
Command

where:

Command
Is the Vantage host command that you want to execute, in plain text.

NOTE

The command that you specify in the request body is automatically prefixed by /F SAMS , where SAMS
is the host task name defined in configuration file. To see a list of all the Vantage host commands
available, perform the call Get Object Data for the object CONSCMDS.

Example: Call Input
Request method: POST

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/command/executeCommand/

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Request input body in raw format:

REFRESH,VKGPARMS

Example: Successful Response

The following example shows a successful response to the REFRESH,VKGPARMS command:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →131

Date →Wed, 16 Jan 2019 12:34:46 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "command": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed."

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}
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Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the input command is too long:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS075E",

            "messageContent": "Failed to execute command: 'Error - GENCONSL RC=12, COMMAND=131 F

 SAMS,THISCOMMANDISTOOLONGTHISCOMMANDISTOOLONGTHISCOMMA                        '."

        }

    ]

}

Object Management Examples
Use this API to collect data from Vantage objects without accessing the UI. The Vantage Object API enables you
to perform the following functions.

Video: Vantage Objects REST API

The following tutorial video complements the documentation, and it shows how to use the Vantage Objects REST API.

TIP

To play this video in full screen, click the YouTube logo to the right of Settings at the bottom of the video.

Synchronous and Asynchronous Calls

You can perform two types of calls using the Vantage Object Management REST API:

Synchronous calls
The REST API processes synchronous calls immediately, and it returns a single response that contains the
results. No other calls can be processed until the previous synchronous call is resolved. Use synchronous calls
only for small requests where you expect quick results.

Asynchronous calls
When the REST API receives an asynchronous call, it returns a call ID. You use this ID to request the status
of the call, and to view the results when the call is complete. The REST API does not wait for the previous
asynchronous call to be resolved. All the asynchronous calls that you submit are performed simultaneously.

Size Limitations

The maximum response size for each Object Data Collection is 2147483 KB. The REST API server is unable to process
larger data collections. Within that limit, you can configure the maximum response size for each Object Data Collection
request call to fit your needs. To set a custom limit, edit the thresholdSize value in the VNPAPIC configuration
member. The default value is 5000 KB. You can use the overrideThreshold parameter to override the custom limit in
each data collection request call.

Call Syntax

All the Vantage REST API calls below share the following syntax elements:

NOTE
All URLs are case-sensitive.
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protocol://server:port/version/vant/

where:

• protocol
the communication protocol (http or https ) that you set in the VNPAPIC configuration member

• server
the IP address or DNS of the system where the REST API server is running

• port
the port number that is specified for the REST API Server application in the VNPAPIC configuration member

• version
the current version of the REST API Server
Example: v1

Replace these elements as appropriate for all the calls. You must also replace the syntax elements that are required for
each individual call.

Get Object Data Synchronously
Use this call to request Vantage object data synchronously:

NOTE

• This call is not recommended for large collections that might take a long time to complete.
• This call has two optional parameters. We recommend that you use them only if you want to set them to Y .

POST protocol://server:port/version/vant/object/dataCollectionSync?
diagFlag=Y&overrideThreshold=Y

where:

• (Optional) diagFlag
Specify Y  to enable the Vantage Host Task trace for this call. We recommend that you use it only for debugging
Default: N  

• (Optional) overrideThreshold
Specify Y  to override the thresholdSize  value from the VNPAPIC configuration file
Default: N  

Request Body:
{

 "objectName":"",

 "objectMode":"", 

 "objectRecordNumber":""

}

where:

objectName
Is the Vantage internal object name.
Example: VOBJDEFS

TIP

To see a list of all Vantage internal object names, request object data for the object VOBJDEFS
Dictionary Object Definitions.

objectMode
Is the object mode. The possible values include RT, LI, SC, DC, or DI, according to the object.
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objectRecordNumber
Is the limit of object records that the call returns. The value 0 returns all records found.

Example: Call Input
Request method: POST

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollectionSync/

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Request input body in JSON format:

{

 "objectName":"VOBJDEFS",

 "objectMode":"RT", 

 "objectRecordNumber":"0"

}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding →chunked

Content-Encoding →gzip

Vary →Accept-Encoding

Date →Wed, 16 Jan 2019 13:58:12 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "object": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed."

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "metadata": [

                {

                    "objectName": "VOBJDEFS",

                    "objectMode": "R",

                    "dataTimestamp": "2019-02-04T04:05:40-05:00",

                    "fieldDescription": [

                        {

                            "shortName": "Object",

                            "longName": "Object Name",

                            "iName": "OBDNAM",

                            "type": "C"

                        },
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                        {

                            "shortName": "Obj Description",

                            "longName": "Object Description",

                            "iName": "OBDDESC",

                            "type": "T"

                        },

                    ]

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "Object": "ADAFCB",

                    "Obj Description": "ADABAS Database Files",

                    "ObjNbr": "12002",

                    "Ver": "X",

                    "VTok": "853751",

                    "Cur": "Y",

                    "Creator Id": "Factory",

                    "ObjCreDt": "21SEP2015",

                    "ObjCreTm": "05:41",

                    "Use": "E",

                    "Rel": "6211",

                    "Cmp Nm": "DATABASE",

                    "FG": "E",

                    "Creator": "OBJCADAF",

                    "R Creator": null,

                    "ReCrParm": null,

                    "More": "N",

                    "NmbrParm": null,

                    "Macro": "M12002V2",

                    …

                },

                …

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that the object security check failed because you do not have permissions to request
data for the object:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS073E",

            "messageContent": "Insufficient object permissions. Verify that your security profile is set

 correctly to operate with the requested Vantage objects. 'You do not have sufficient rights to perform

 this operation. Verify your security profile for object: POOLS'"

        }
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    ]

}

• The following example shows that the object collection failed because the object name is incorrect:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS072E",

            "messageContent": "Failed to collect object: 'Error - VKG0166E Object Definitions NOT Found'"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that the object collection failed because the object has not data:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS072E",

            "messageContent": "Failed to collect object: 'VKG0170D No Records Exist OR No Match On Filter

 Criteria'"

        }

    ]

}

Submit an Asynchronous Object Data Collection
Use this call to submit an asynchronous request for Vantage object data:

NOTE

• This call has two optional parameters. We recommend that you use them only if you want to set them to Y .
• We recommend that you use this call for all your data collections.

POST protocol://server:port/version/vant/object/dataCollection?
diagFlag=Y&overrideThreshold=Y

where:

• (Optional) diagFlag
Specify Y  to enable the Vantage Host Task trace for this call. We recommend that you use it only for debugging
Default: N  

• (Optional) overrideThreshold
Specify Y  to override the thresholdSize  value from the VNPAPIC configuration file
Default: N  

Request Body:
{

"objectName":"",

"objectMode":"", 

"objectRecordNumber":""

}

where:
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objectName
Is the Vantage internal object name.
Example: VOBJDEFS

TIP

To see a list of all Vantage internal object names, request object data for the object VOBJDEFS
Dictionary Object Definitions.

objectMode
Is the object mode. The possible values include RT, LI, SC, DC, or DI, according to the object.

objectRecordNumber
Is the limit of object records that the call returns. The value 0 returns all records found.

Example: Call Input
Request method: POST

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Request input body in JSON format:

{

        "objectName":"VOBJDEFS",

        "objectMode":"RT",          

        "objectRecordNumber":"0"

}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 202 Accepted

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →269

Date →Thu, 17 Jan 2019 11:14:23 GMT

Response to the first collection for a given object in JSON format :

{

     "object": [

         {

             "messages": [

                 {

                     "messageType": "INFO",

                     "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                     "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed"

                 }

             ]

         },

         {

             "data": [

                 {

                     "message": "Request created successfully",

                     "etaInSeconds": "First collection, no ETA",
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                     "URL": "GET http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/13945293"

                 }

             ]

         }

     ]

}

Response to subsequent collections for the same object in JSON format :

{

    "object": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed."

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "message": "Request succesfuly created",

                    "etaInSeconds": "0",

                    "URL": "GET http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/13945293"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that the object security check fails, and you do not have permission to request data for the
object:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS073E",

            "messageContent": "Insufficient object permissions. Verify that your security profile is set

 correctly to operate with the requested Vantage objects. 'You do not have sufficient rights to perform this

 operation. Verify your security profile for object: POOLS'"

        }

    ]

}

Get URL of an Object Data Collection
Use this call to get the URL of an asynchronous data request for a Vantage object:

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/object/dataCollection/uuid/url
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where:

• uuid
Is the 8-digit ID of the data collection that you requested using an asyncronous collection call. The ID is part of the
collection response. You can also find this ID using the Get Status of All Object Data Collections call.
Example: 46971958

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/46971958/url

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →207

Date →Thu, 17 Jan 2019 13:05:24 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "object": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed."

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "URL": "http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/66461067"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that you have requested the URL for a collection that does not exist on the REST API
Server:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",
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            "messageNumber": "VANS015E",

            "messageContent": "Internal Server Error. 'Collection for object not found'."

        }

    ]

}

Get Status of an Object Data Collection
Use this call to get the status of an asynchronous data request for a Vantage object:

NOTE

All successfully canceled request are deleted from Data Collections Status list.

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/object/dataCollection/uuid/state

where:

• uuid
Is the 8-digit ID of the data collection that you requested using an asyncronous collection call. The ID is part of the
collection response. You can also find this ID using the Get Status of All Object Data Collections call.
Example: 46971958

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/46971958/state

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →193

Date →Thu, 17 Jan 2019 13:06:43 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "object": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed."

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "state": "Object collection completed successfully."
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                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that you have requested the status of a collection that does not exist on the REST API
Server:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS015E",

            "messageContent": "Internal Server Error. 'Collection for object not found'."

        }

    ]

}

Get Status of All Object Data Collections
Use this call to get the status of all asynchronous data requests for Vantage objects:

NOTE

All successfully canceled request are deleted from Data Collections Status list. 

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/object/dataCollection/status  

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/status

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →338

Date →Thu, 17 Jan 2019 12:15:30 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "object": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",
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                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed."

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "37118139": "Status: Object collection completed successfully. Object Name: POOLS Mode:

 LI",

                    "63070103": "Status: Object collection in progress. Object Name: LSPACEPO Mode: RT",

                    "28820534": "Status: Object collection failed. Object Name: DTOC4SYS Mode: LI"

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Get Result of an Asynchronous Object Data Collection
Use this call to get the results of an asychronous data request for a Vantage object:

GET protocol://server:port/version/vant/object/dataCollection/uuid

where:

• uuid
Is the 8-digit ID of the data collection that you requested using an asyncronous collection call. The ID is part of the
collection response. You can also find this ID using the Get Status of All Object Data Collections call.
Example: 46971958

Example: Call Input
Request method: GET

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/46971958

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding →chunked

Content-Encoding →gzip

Vary →Accept-Encoding

Date →Thu, 17 Jan 2019 11:22:08 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "object": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {
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                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed."

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "metadata": [

                {

                    "objectName": "VOBJDEFS",

                    "objectMode": "R",

                    "dataTimestamp": "2019-02-04T04:05:40-05:00",

                    "fieldDescription": [

                        {

                            "shortName": "Object",

                            "longName": "Object Name",

                            "iName": "OBDNAM",

                            "type": "C"

                        },

                        {

                            "shortName": "Obj Description",

                            "longName": "Object Description",

                            "iName": "OBDDESC",

                            "type": "T"

                        },

                    ]

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "Object": "ADAFCB",

                    "Obj Description": "ADABAS Database Files",

                    "ObjNbr": "12002",

                    "Ver": "X",

                    "VTok": "853751",

                    "Cur": "Y",

                    "Creator Id": "Factory",

                    "ObjCreDt": "21SEP2015",

                    "ObjCreTm": "05:41",

                    "Use": "E",

                    "Rel": "6211",

                    "Cmp Nm": "DATABASE",

                    "FG": "E",

                    "Creator": "OBJCADAF",

                    "R Creator": null,

                    "ReCrParm": null,

                    "More": "N",

                    "NmbrParm": null,

                    "Macro": "M12002V2",

                    …

                },
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                …

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

• The following example shows that the object collection failed because the size exceeds the REST API maximum buffer
size:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS072E",

            "messageContent": "Failed to collect object: 'Error - DATA_LN(2,960,633,480) >

 BUFF_LN(2,147,483,647) after 2-nd pass'"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that the object security check failed because you do not have permissions to request
data for the object:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS073E",

            "messageContent": "Insufficient object permissions. Verify that your security profile is set

 correctly to operate with the requested Vantage objects. 'You do not have sufficient rights to perform

 this operation. Verify your security profile for object: POOLS'"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that the object collection failed because the object name is incorrect:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS072E",

            "messageContent": "Failed to collect object: 'Error - VKG0166E Object Definitions NOT Found'"

        }

    ]

}

• The following example shows that the object collection failed because the object has not data:
{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS072E",

            "messageContent": "Failed to collect object: 'VKG0170D No Records Exist OR No Match On Filter

 Criteria'"

        }
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    ]

}

Cancel an Object Data Collection
Use this call to cancel an asynchronous data request for a Vantage object:

NOTE

• This call has an optional parameter. We recommend that you use it only if you want to set it to Y .
• All successfully canceled request are deleted from Data Collections Status list. 

PUT protocol://server:port/version/vant/object/dataCollection/uuid/cancel?diagFlag=Y

where:

• uuid
Is the 8-digit ID of the data collection that you requested using an asyncronous collection call. The ID is part of the
collection response. You can also find this ID using the Get Status of All Object Data Collections call.
Example: 46971958

• (Optional) diagFlag 
Specify Y  to enable the Vantage Host Task trace for this call. We recommend that you use it only for debugging
Default: N  

Example: Call Input
Request method: PUT

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/46971958/cancel

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:

Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Content-Length →330

Date →Thu, 17 Jan 2019 13:10:31 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "object": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed."

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {
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                    "result": {

                        "summary": "Operation completed succesfully for=1 Collection/s",

                        "CANCEL=66461067": "object name:POOLS, object mode:RT, collection-status:Object

 collection completed successfully."

                    }

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

Example: Unsuccessful Response

The following example shows that you have requested to cancel a collection that does not exist on the REST API Server:

{

    "messages": [

        {

            "messageType": "ERROR",

            "messageNumber": "VANS015E",

            "messageContent": "Internal Server Error. 'Collection for object not found'."

        }

    ]

}

Cancel All Object Data Collections
Use this call to cancel all asynchronous data requests for Vantage objects:

WARNING

This call does not check object security rights. You can cancel an object data collection even if you do not have
security rights to that object.

NOTE

• This call has an optional parameter. We recommend that you use it only if you want to set it to Y .
• All successfully canceled request are deleted from Data Collections Status list. 

PUT protocol://server:port/version/vant/object/dataCollection/cancelAll?diagFlag=Y

where:

• (Optional) diagFlag 
Specify Y  to enable the Vantage Host Task trace for this call. We recommend that you use it only for debugging
Default: N  

Example: Call Input
Request method: PUT

URL: http://CAxx:8080/v1/vant/object/dataCollection/cancelAll

Header: Content-Type: application/json

Header: Esm-context: Token {token string}

Example: Successful Response

Message in REST Client:
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Status: 200 OK

Headers:

Content-Type →application/json;charset=UTF-8

Transfer-Encoding →chunked

Content-Encoding →gzip

Vary →Accept-Encoding

Date →Thu, 17 Jan 2019 11:22:08 GMT

Response in JSON format:

{

    "object": [

        {

            "messages": [

                {

                    "messageType": "INFO",

                    "messageNumber": "VANC001I",

                    "messageContent": "Operation successfully completed."

                }

            ]

        },

        {

            "data": [

                {

                    "result": {

                        "summary": "Operation completed succesfully for=2 Collection/s",

                        "CANCEL=37118139": "object name:POOLS, object mode:LI, collection-status:Object

 collection completed successfully.",

                        "CANCEL=77311343": "object name:USERS, object mode:RT, collection-status:Object

 collection failed, see Host log for more details."

                    }

                }

            ]

        }

    ]

}

View 3270 Client
Use the Vantage View 3270 Client to manage storage across your system, with view, analyze, zoom, sort, filter and other
features.

The View 3270 Client enables you to view, analyze, and manage storage for your entire system, both disk and tape
related storage and devices. You can use the sort and filter functions to identify problems quickly, the zoom function
to move from one object to other related objects, and line commands to select desired object entries and take actions
against them. You can also use substitution functions to generate storage management commands of your choice (Disk
commands, DFSMShsm commands, and so on) and save or submit the resulting job stream.

NOTE
For instructions to perform the same functions with the aid of the Windows-based (PC) graphical user interface,
see Windows Client. For instructions to use the Web-based graphical user interface, see MTC-M.

The View 3270 Client screen design is based on the following optional features of the 3270 architecture:
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• Extended attributes (programed symbols are not used)
• Graphic Escape

Immediately after establishing the session between the host and the 3270 display station, but before the user has logged
in, the host queries the 3270 station about its capabilities with the Write Structured Field Query command. The data in
the query reply from the display station determines whether the Extended Attributes (seven colors, reverse video, and
underscored fields) and Graphic Escape are available. The View 3270 Client uses the Graphic Escape feature (used with
the APL/TEXT feature) to display borders and arrows.

If Extended Attributes are not available, the screen displays four colors only (high or low intensity on monochromes),
normal video, and no fields are underscored.

If Graphic Escape is not available, line borders and arrows are displayed by using text characters.

The host does not check the optional query bit in the PSERVIC field of the LOGMODE entry. The host always sends
the Query command. If the 3270 does not support the Query command itself (a negative response is received), the host
assumes that Extended Attributes and Graphic Escape are not available, and it behaves as mentioned earlier.

Some old 3270 screens or 3274 controllers may not support APL/TEXT, while newer equipment typically has the output
(screen display) part of the APL/TEXT feature built in. The input (keyboard entry) part of the APL/TEXT feature is often a
selectable option, but is not used in the View 3270 Client support.

3270 Models

All screen displays are designed for 3270 model 2 (24 by 80 character positions). The 3270 device itself can, however, be
any model (2, 3, 4, or 5) as long as the primary screen size is defined in the LOGMODE to be 24 by 80:

PSERVIC=X'xxxxxxxxxxxx1850xxxx7F00' or

PSERVIC=X'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx0200'

A null PSERVIC parameter is also valid because the View 3270 Client support assumes (defaults to) model 2 when
PSERVIC does not contain a valid model specification.

3270 Emulators

You can use any 3270 emulator that supports output APL/TEXT as a View 3270 Client display station. The quality of
the displays varies between the various emulator brands and releases available. Most emulators display the APL/TEXT
symbols satisfactorily, while some display the solid lines (frames around pop-up windows) as dotted lines, and arrows and
underscored characters may disappear or appear as nonsense.

Logon to the View 3270 Client

Typical logons using installation defaults are:

LOGON APPLID=......,DATA=......

and:

LOGON APPLID(......) DATA(......)

You can use the data field in the logon string to:

• Send userid, password, and optionally a new password to Vantage.
• Prevent Vantage from issuing the Query command to the terminal.
• Override session parameters.

Assuming an APPLID of SAMS, the simplest logon is to enter:

LOGON APPLID=SAMS
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Then let the View 3270 Client prompt you for your logon ID and password. Use of the DATA= field is explained in the
following sections.

Sending Logon ID and Password Information

The syntax of the Logon ID and Password section of the data field is:

userid/password/newpassword

If Logon ID and Password are valid, Vantage does not prompt for the logon ID and password.

Example 1:

DATA=userid/password

Example 2:

DATA=userid/password/newpassword

Use of the 3270 Query Command

By default, Vantage issues a Query command to the terminal at logon time. The Query Reply contains terminal support
information. By analyzing the Query Reply, the system determines default values for the Extended Highlighting and
Graphic Escape (GE) session parameters.

Navigating with the View 3270 Client

Use the following sequence of operations to analyze and manage your storage.

To view and work with objects using the View 3270 Client

1. Select an object.
2. (Optional) Set an Input List (found under the View menu).

In some objects you can specify an input list that overrides the default input source for creation of the object.
3. (Optional) Set a Mode (found under the View menu).

The following are the Mode options:
– Select Real-time, Last Interval, Disk Interval, Disk Checkpoint or Snapshot Copy mode if you want to override the

default mode.
– Select Logged mode if you want to view the object trend log data.
– Select Captured mode if you want to view any previously captured data.

4. (Optional) Set Filter and Sort (found under the View menu).
Use a combination of sorting and filtering to find and organize the object records of interest to you.

5. Press PF9 (Execute) to request and view the object data.
Vantage lists all the object entries that satisfy your selection criteria, if any.

6. (Optional) Request Statistics/Totals (found under the View menu).
The total, average, minimum and maximum value will be displayed for every numeric field. Return (PF3) back to the
object display.

7. (Optional) Use line command Z to zoom to related objects for more detailed information.
8. (Optional) Use line command A to get the list of available actions.
9. Select a desired action.

It will be applied to the entry.

Examples

The following are examples of how you can use the View 3270 Client.

Example of using Filter, Sort, Zoom and Actions
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This example shows how to access the Storage Groups object, find the storage group with the highest % allocated value,
and archive data sets from that storage group that have not been used for a long time.

1. Access the Storage Groups object by selecting Objects, Storage Groups, and then Space and Other Attributes.

The Storage Groups object is displayed. Because the data for this object is collected quickly, you do not need to press
PF9 to collect the data. For other large objects that use more resources to create, you will have the option to set Sort and
Filter before you press PF9 (Execute).

• Open the Filter dialog by selecting the View menu, and then Filter (or press PF15).

1. Create a Filter Expression to find Storage Groups having a percent allocated value greater than 90 %, as follows:
a. Select the % Allo field (use line command S) and press Enter.

The Filter statement '% Allo' > NNNN is copied into the filter edit box.
b. Key over the NNNN with 90, such that it appears as '% Allo' > 90 as shown in the following example.

Press PF9 to save the filter.

The filter is saved and the object is displayed (without the filter applied).

NOTE
You can apply the filter now, if you want, by pressing PF9 (Execute) when the object is displayed or you can first
create the sort then press PF9 (Execute) when the object is displayed to apply both the filter and the sort.

Open the Sort dialog by selecting the View menu, and then Sort (or press PF16).

Sort the storage groups by the % allocated value, in descending order by doing the following:

1. Select the % Allo field (use line command D) and press Enter.
The Sort statement '% Allo ' D is copied into the sort edit box, indicating you want it sorted in descending order.

Press PF9 to save the sort.

The sort is saved and the object is displayed (without the sort applied).

NOTE
You can apply the sort now, if you want, by pressing PF9 (Execute) when the object is displayed. If you did not
press PF9 to apply the filter in Step 3, then the object is displayed with both the filter and the sort applied.

Press PF9 (Execute), in the object table view, to refresh the object data based upon the new sort and filter.

The object is displayed listing only items that have a percent allocated value greater than 90 %, and the items are listed by
their % allocated value in descending order.

1. Enter the line command Z, on the TNGGROUP storage group object item.
The zoom list of related objects is displayed.

2. Enter the S command to select the 'Data Sets By Storage Group' object and zoom to it.
3. Open the Sort dialog to find the data sets with the oldest last use date by selecting the LastUseDt field for a sort in

Ascending order.
4. Press PF9.

The sort request is saved and the Data Sets window is displayed.
5. Press PF9 (Execute).

The Data Sets object data is refreshed with the sort applied.
6. Scroll to the right by pressing PF11.

The LastUseDt and DaysUnused fields are displayed.
7. Enter line command A (actions).

The list of actions available for the object line is displayed.
8. Enter line command S next to the 'Select Hsm Migrate Lvl2' item.

The data set is migrated.
9. Enter a Y in the Verify Action pop-up.
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The action is confirmed.

Example of using an Input List

This example shows how to access the HSM Recall log, and use the input list option to access an HSM Recall log other
than the default, such as the one being used by a different z/OS system. The name of the desired Recall Log will be
entered in the input list dialog.

1. Access the DFSMShsm Recall Log by selecting Objects, Backup and Archive Management, DFSMShsm, and then
Recall Log.

2. Select Details.
The Detail window is displayed with no records. Because this can be a large object taking a lot of resources to create,
the automatic Execute is not done when the object is first requested. This gives you the opportunity to specify a filter,
sort, or even an alternative input source before you Execute the request by pressing PF9. (The default input source,
the source you get without using the input list option, is the recall log named in Vantage system parameter RSTLOG.)

3. Select the View menu, and then Input List.
The Command Input window is displayed. The input list feature allows you to specify an alternate recall log.

4. Enter the name of the alternate recall log you want to access.
5. Press PF9.

The Input List is set and the object view is displayed.
6. Press PF9.

The recall log data is collected from the data set you entered in the Input List. During the collection, the Collecting Data
Records window is displayed advising of the collection progress.

7. Press Enter.
Each time you press enter, the Collecting Data Records window is updated telling the number of records currently
collected, showing the progress being made. When the first group of object records is collected (in this example we
are using a More-object), they are displayed.

8. Press PF2 (Next).
The next group of records from the Recall Log is displayed.

VTAM Logmode Table for Vantage

For all installation and configuration issues, see Configuring GMI. For information about using the View 3270 Client, see
View 3270 Client.

Try to log in with the default logmode table of your installation, which usually works. If it does not, add a new logmode
table like the one in the following example. Alternatively, find the default logmode table that is provided by IBM at VTAM
installation time and add it.

The following example of a VTAM logmode table can be used by Vantage as session parameters between the application
and the terminal.

For SNA-defined terminals:

KS3279B2  MODETAB

SAMSAPL   MODEENT LOGMODE=SAMSAPL,          X

           COS=HIGH,                         X

           FMPROF=X'03',                     X

           TSPROF=X'03',                     X

           PRIPROT=X'B1',                    X

           SECPROT=X'90',                    X

           COMPROT=X'3080',                  X

           RUSIZES=X'8686',                  X

           PSERVIC=X'028000000000185018507F00'

For non-SNA defined terminals:
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KN3279B2  MODETAB

SAMSAPL   MODEENT LOGMODE=SAMSAPL,           X

           COS=HIGH,                          X

           FMPROF=X'02',                      X

           TSPROF=X'02',                      X

           PRIPROT=X'71',                     X

           SECPROT=X'40',                     X

           COMPROT=X'2000',                   X

           PSERVIC=X'000000000000185018507F00'

View 3270 Client Use of Optional 3270 Features

The View 3270 Client screen design is based on the following optional features of the 3270 architecture:

• Extended attributes (programed symbols are not used)
• Graphic Escape

Immediately after establishing the session between the host and the 3270 display station, but before the user has logged
in, the host queries the 3270 station about its capabilities with the Write Structured Field Query command. The data in
the query reply from the display station determines whether the Extended Attributes (seven colors, reverse video, and
underscored fields) and Graphic Escape are available. The View 3270 Client uses the Graphic Escape feature (used with
the APL/TEXT feature) to display borders and arrows.

If Extended Attributes are not available, the screen displays four colors only (high or low intensity on monochromes),
normal video, and no fields are underscored.

If Graphic Escape is not available, line borders and arrows are displayed by using text characters.

The host does not check the optional query bit in the PSERVIC field of the LOGMODE entry. The host always sends
the Query command. If the 3270 does not support the Query command itself (a negative response is received), the host
assumes that Extended Attributes and Graphic Escape are not available, and it behaves as mentioned earlier.

Some old 3270 screens or 3274 controllers may not support APL/TEXT, while newer equipment typically has the output
(screen display) part of the APL/TEXT feature built in. The input (keyboard entry) part of the APL/TEXT feature is often a
selectable option, but is not used in the View 3270 Client support.

3270 Models

All screen displays are designed for 3270 model 2 (24 by 80 character positions). The 3270 device itself can, however, be
any model (2, 3, 4, or 5) as long as the primary screen size is defined in the LOGMODE to be 24 by 80:

PSERVIC=X'xxxxxxxxxxxx1850xxxx7F00' or

PSERVIC=X'xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx0200'

A null PSERVIC parameter is also valid because the View 3270 Client support assumes (defaults to) model 2 when
PSERVIC does not contain a valid model specification.

3270 Emulators

You can use any 3270 emulator that supports output APL/TEXT as a View 3270 Client display station. The quality of
the displays varies between the various emulator brands and releases available. Most emulators display the APL/TEXT
symbols satisfactorily, while some display the solid lines (frames around pop-up windows) as dotted lines, and arrows and
underscored characters may disappear or appear as garbage.

General View 3270 Client Concepts and Functions
This section introduces various system-wide concepts and features of the View 3270 Client.
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More Attribute - Get Next nn Records

An object that is too large to be kept entirely in memory and displayed as a whole, is given the More attribute, which
means that a fixed number of records are retrieved and displayed each time the object is requested. (System parameters
such as CDSNMBRS commonly specify the maximum number of records to create at a time.) To get the next group of
records, a more or next request must be made. In the View 3270 Client, this is the PF2 key. In the Windows Client it is the
More-icon in the tool bar. The more/next request can be repeated as many times as desired, or until you reach the end of
the object data.

Input Lists

Use this function to specify input to the creation of the object. The type of input can vary from object to object. In some
cases, such as when working with HSM messages or Disk archive and backup data, the Input List provides the names of
one or more data sets from which the object data is extracted; that is, the DFSMShsm log data sets or the Disk Files data
sets. In the case of the Find BCS Data Set Entries object (which lists catalog entries), the Input List is a data set name
or data set name pattern to be found in the system catalogs. For other objects, the Input List is an input command to the
specific product that produces the object.

In most cases, each Input List can be configured to provide system defaults. The Input List dialog allows you to override
the default values. Click the Help button in the Input List dialog to find out how to use the dialog.

When the Input List consists of data set names, and GDGs are appropriate, either relative or absolute names may be
entered. You may also specify System variables and System Symbols within the Input List, and their active values will be
substituted.

NOTE
Because an Input List is not executed in any specific object context, you cannot use Object Related variables for
substitution.

Character and Text Strings

To Vantage, a character string means an uppercase string, left justified and terminated by the first blank or its maximum
allowed length. A character string cannot contain embedded blanks. The DSNAME and VOLSER fields from a volume's
VTOC are examples of character strings.

A text string means a string that is allowed to contain embedded blanks and is therefore terminated by its defined length.
Since blanks may appear at the beginning, a text string is not required to be left justified. It may also contain both upper
and lower case characters. Messages are examples of text strings.

The differences in the above two strings are important when constructing filters to examine them.

Wildcard Characters and Pattern Strings

Any field whose value consists of character or text data (data set names, volumes, messages, and so on) can be tested
against patterns using the INCL and EXCL operators within a filter expression. Vantage recognizes the following wildcard
or pattern characters:

?
If this character is in the pattern, it matches any non-blank character within a character string. For example,
SYS?.LINKLIB matches both SYS1.LINKLIB and SYS2.LINKLIB. However, when ? is used for filtering on text
strings, it means any character, including blanks within the text.

*
If this character is present in a dsname string, a single level node is not checked (for example, A.*.B.*.SOURCE).
The asterisk can be placed after significant characters in a string node to indicate that any following characters in
the node are acceptable (for example, A.B*.SOURCE).
Although this is the most common usage, technically the * character in the pattern means that any character in
the string is valid until the next period or end of string is reached. Therefore, it may also be used with text strings
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to mean that anything is acceptable up to the next period within the text, or if no more periods are present, to the
end of the text. Note that the definition of the * character in Vantage differs from the IBM usage. In most cases
where you would use a * character in IBM filter patterns, you should use the / character in Vantage.

/
When this character is in the pattern, comparison to the input string terminates at the previous character. These
are called prefix entries. If the prefix matches the input string up to the slash, the comparison is satisfied. For
example, SYS/ matches all data sets whose names begin with SYS, regardless of what follows. This usage
is similar to the way in which IBM products use the * character. For example, in IBM products, the pattern
DEPT751.* finds all data sets with a first-level index of DEPT751. To obtain the same result in Vantage, the
pattern DEPT751./ should be used.

!
When this character (English exclamation mark, hex 5A) is encountered, the input is searched for a match on
the characters that follow it. The characters can occur anywhere in the input string. For example, the pattern !
SOURCE matches any data set name that contains the SOURCE string anywhere in the name. The pattern !
SOURCE! matches any data set that ends in the string SOURCE, regardless of what precedes that string.

NOTE
The ! character is often translated to another on various international keyboards. An easy way to find the
correct national character for use with the View 3270 Client is to enter the filter window for any object,
press F1 for Help, and then browse the section Wild Characters for Pattern Matching. It will display the
proper character to use.

Using Quotes to Find Strings with Blanks

Most displayed fields contain either character strings (uppercase strings terminated by the first blank) or numeric values
that do not allow embedded blanks. A few fields, however, contain text strings, such as message text, which can consist
of several words of both upper and lowercase letters. It is often desirable to filter these text strings looking for certain
phrases or multiple words which are separated by blanks.

Using Single Quotes

Vantage helps you filter for multiple words in text strings by allowing you to enter your test value within single quotes.
For example, you can find all messages that contain 'CI Summary' or all messages with 'RC= 4'. When the field being
tested is a text string, Vantage translates a test value within single quotes by replacing the first quote and all embedded
blanks with ! and the last quote with /, so that 'CI Summary' becomes the !CI!Summary/ test pattern. This pattern means
the following: find string CI anywhere in the text and then find string Summary anywhere after it. You could have entered
the pattern explicitly. Using single quotes is just a shorthand notation for generating an explicit test value with pattern
characters.

Vantage generates a separate search for every word between single quotes. Blanks within the single quoted test value
are insignificant and are used by Vantage to identify the words and the order of searches. If blanks are a significant part of
your test value, specify the test value within double quotes instead of single quotes. Use the double quote character, not
two single quotes.

You can always place a test value within single quotes, but the rules for converting it to an explicit test value are different
depending on the type of field being tested:

• For character and text fields, Vantage replaces the first quote and all embedded blanks with ! and the last quote with /.
This provides the benefit just described.

• For hexadecimal, numeric, date, and time fields, Vantage strips (ignores) the quotes.

Observe the following:
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• Test values containing pattern-matching (wildcard) characters should be used only with INCL and EXCL, the pattern-
matching operators. Using them with other comparison operators (=,<,>) is almost always incorrect.

• If your test value is a string that contains the <, =, >, (, or ) sign, place the entire test value within single quotes. When
these symbols are not within quotes, they represent special delimiters within the filter string that designate comparison
operators and parameter groupings. Treating them as operator or grouping delimiters is incorrect if you intend them to
be part of a test value.

• If you specify test values using single quotes, and find that you are obtaining matches on more entries than desired,
you probably need to use double quotes instead.

Using Double Quotes

If blanks are a significant part of the string for which you are searching within a text field, specify your test value within
double quotes rather than single quotes. Vantage strips the double quotes and searches for an exact match on the
value between them, including any blanks. For example, "CI Summary" is interpreted as search for the 10-byte string CI
Summary that includes the blank between CI and Summary. Similarly, "RC= 4" results in a search for an exact match on a
5-byte string that includes the blank between the = and the 4.

NOTE
Be sure to include the exact number of embedded blanks within any double quoted test value.

Statistics (Total, Average, Minimum and Maximum Values)

The Statistics option displays the total, average, minimum, and maximum values for every numeric column in an object
table. To view the statistics for a given object, select Statistics from the View menu.

PF Keys

The following PF key descriptions summarize the general usage in the View 3270 Client. However, the usage might differ
slightly from one object to another. For descriptions specific to an object being viewed, simply select the Help menu, the
PF keys entry, and then the option Object Specific PF-Keys.

General Usage of PF Keys:

PF1
Display the relevant help text

PF2
Get Next or Get More data

PF3
Return to previous menu. Close current window

PF4
Scroll to the top of the display

PF5
Scroll to the bottom of the display

PF6
Get the list of available actions for the current object

PF7
Scroll up to view previous records

PF8
Scroll down to see the next records

PF9
Execute the selected view of an object
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PF10
Scroll to the left

PF11
Scroll to the right

PF12
Exit Vantage

PF13
Scroll max left, the maximum amount to the left

PF14
Scroll max right, the maximum amount to the right

PF15
Filter dialog

PF16
Sort dialog

PF17
Repeat Find

Usage of PF9 and the Enter key

PF9 is used as the Execute function throughout the View 3270 Client. In the object table view, PF9 is used to collect new
object data. You use a line command by keying in the command next to the line and pressing Enter. You select a menu
entry by keying in the entry number and pressing Enter.

For example, to open the filter dialog, you select the View menu and press Enter. From the View menu you select Filter
and press Enter. In the filter dialog, you select attributes from the list by issuing a line command and pressing Enter.
You edit the filter expression in the edit box by keying in your filter statements, possibly inserting new lines with the I
command, and pressing Enter. After your filter expression is complete (one or more lines), and you want to set (save)
the filter for the object, you press PF9. This returns you to the object display where you began, but it now has your filter
associated with it.

The sort dialog functions the same way.

When you use PF9 to save a filter or sort expression and return to the object display, the filter or sort expression is
validated. If errors are found, you receive the error message, and are left in the filter or sort dialog so you can correct the
error. Another PF9 will validate your modified expression, save it if it is okay, and return to the object display window.

Having just set the filter and sort you want, you might also want to change the data collection Mode (perhaps read log
data instead of online data). If so, select the View menu and press Enter, select the Modes option and press Enter, and
select your desired mode and press Enter. This sets (saves) your desired data collection Mode and you return to the
object display window again.

As soon as your filter, sort and mode choices are set, you refresh the object display by pressing PF9. This executes a new
collection of data based upon the new criteria.

When you apply actions to selected lines in an object, and the actions require you to key in parameter data, pressing
Enter validates your parameter data. PF9 will execute the action using the parameter values.

For small objects, where data is collected quickly, Vantage displays the object table as soon as you select the object and
press Enter. That is, Vantage does not take you to the object display and require you to press PF9, it does that for you
automatically.

For objects that cannot be created as quickly, Vantage does take you to the (empty) object display first. This allows you to
set your desired filter, sort, mode and perhaps an input list before you press PF9 (Execute) to begin the collection process
and display of the data.
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Vantage Message Log

Vantage messages are issued to the operator console and appear in the Jeslog as usual. However, Vantage also writes
its messages to its own message log, which can be selected and viewed the same as any other object. To access the
message log from the View 3270 Client, choose the Object menu, select System Activity, and then the message log.

Because you may want to check Vantage messages without going back to the primary window each time, you can also
access it from all the other object display windows: choose the File menu, Open option, and select Message Log.

View 3270 Client Bar Graph Color Usage

If you are viewing Vantage objects on a color monitor, numeric values showing percentages of used and free space
appear as colored bars on the screen. Several types of color schemes are used:

• Green, Yellow, and Red bars, with configurable thresholds for shifting colors
This type of bar is used for percentages in which low values are good (green) and progress to higher values that mean
considerable concern (red). A volume's Percent Allocated value in the Volume Space Usage table uses this scheme.
The sysparms controlling the color shifts are:
– YELLOW (yy) - yy is the percentage value at which the color changes from green to yellow. The default value is 40.
– RED (rr) - rr is the percentage value at which the color changes from yellow to red. The default value is 70.

• Green (100-71%), Yellow (70-41%), and Red (40-0%) bars with fixed thresholds as shown.
This type of bar is used for percentages in which high values are good (green) and progress to lower values that mean
high concern (red). The % Valid Blocks field in the HSM/OCDS Volumes object uses this scheme.

• Green bars only
This type is used, for example, to display the Idle Percent in the Groups Idle Percent table.

• Red bars only
This type is used, for example, to display the archiving percent in the Archive Data Set Modeling table.

NOTE
In the Windows Client you can customize the colors and the shifts in colors for each object.

Session Parameters
When logging into Vantage with the View 3270 Client you can set the following session parameters.

• Extended Highlighting
• Graphic Escape
• Uppercase Translate, default value is Off
• Session Trace, default value is Off

After you have logged on, you can change the session parameters by using the Configure 3270 Session under the Misc
menu.

Extended Highlighting

If Extended Highlighting is on, Vantage uses SFE (Start Field Extended) to send data fields to the terminal. SFE displays
information in color. If it is off, Vantage uses SF (Start Field) to send data fields to the terminal.

• Enter (SFE) to set Extended Highlighting to On.
• Enter (SF) to set Extended Highlighting to Off.

If both (SF) and (SFE) are specified, SF takes precedence. The default value is based on the Query Reply. If Query
command is not issued, the default value is off. If you specify SFE, but your terminal does not support SFE, the results
may be unpredictable.

Example 1:
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DATA=/(SFE)

Example 2:

DATA=userid/password//(SF)

Example 3:

DATA=/(SF)(NOQ)

Graphic Escape

If Graphic Escape is On, borders and arrows are represented on the screen graphically rather than with the aid of text
characters. When sending a screen to a printer, the output can be better with Graphic Escape turned off.

• Enter (GE) to set Graphic Escape to On.
• Enter (NOGE) to set Graphic Escape to Off.

If both (GE) and (NOGE) are specified, NOGE takes precedence. The default value is based on the Query Reply. If Query
command is not issued, the default value is Off. If GE is specified, but your terminal does not support it, the results may be
unpredictable.

Example 1:

DATA=/(GE)

Example 2:

DATA=/(NOGE)(SF)

Uppercase Translate

If Uppercase Translate is on, all text is displayed in uppercase.

• Enter (UC) to set Uppercase Translate to On.
• Enter (NOUC) to set Uppercase Translate to Off.

If both (UC) and (NOUC) are specified, NOUC takes precedence. The default value is based on the 3270UC parameter.

Example 1:

DATA=/(UC)

Example 2:

DATA=/(NOUC)(NOGE)(SF)

Session Trace

If Trace is on, trace messages are written to the MSGE sysout log for debugging purposes. Enter TRACE to set Trace to
On, the default value is Off.

Example 1:

DATA=/TRACE

Example 2:

DATA=userid/password//TRACE

General Example. A logon command that sets all these parameters might look like this:

LOGON APPLID=SSSAV43,DATA='/(UC)(NOGE)(SF)TRACE'
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Configure Session Parameters after Logon

You can change these session parameters after logon from the Misc (Miscellaneous) menu.

1. From the Misc menu, select Configure, then 3270 Session.
The 3270 Session menu listing the parameter options is displayed.

2. Select the desired parameter, and then toggle it On or Off.

To log off, press PF12 from the main menu.

Capture and Log Functions
The Capture function writes the contents of the current object to a sequential data set on the host.

Capture Function

Capture is available under the File menu for the logged-on user. All records from the viewed object are written to the
capture data set. When you use a filter and sort to obtain particular records of interest and then use the Capture function.
All of the resulting records are written to the capture data set, exactly as they exist in the object.

For objects with the More attribute, only a fixed number of records are created at a time. Using the Capture function with
these objects capture only the current subset of the object. Use the More and Capture functions in repetition to capture all
the desired records.

The captured object is stored in a sequential file on disk. Unlike the log function, which mods current object data to the
end of an existing object log, the Capture function creates a capture data set every time that it is used. (The DSN prefix
from sysparm CAPPFX is used with the current date and time and the ID number of the object to generate a unique name
for each capture data set.)

NOTE

You can also capture an object to a single, fixed data set by using a script. Each time the capture is requested,
the designated data set is deleted, reallocated to accommodate the new size, and then filled with the new
capture data. This is useful when you have other in-house   applications that want to process Vantage object
data. All that they need is the name of the single designated data set and the mapping of the appropriate object
records. To capture an object to a fixed data set create a logging script for the object using the Windows Client.
Edit the script and after the EXECUTE command, insert the following code and then change the LOG command
that follows it to, for example, CAPTURE:

SET_CAPTURE_DSN=your.fixed.name.for.capture.of.objectxxx

Viewing Capture Data

To retrieve objects that are saved with the capture function, use the View menu, Mode option, and select Captured Object.
When you press Enter, Vantage informs you of the number of capture data sets it has found in the catalog. Pressing Enter
again moves you to an empty display for the logged object. This allows you to optionally go to the View menu and select
the Range option, to specify the date and time range of the capture data sets you want to process, before using Execute
(PF9) to begin the retrieval. This allows Vantage to skip over unneeded capture data sets. You can then use the filter and
sort services to refine the data you want to analyze from the qualifying data sets.

When the capture data appears, the first columns of the object table contain the time stamp that specifies when the data
was captured.

Log Function

The Log function is not available from the View 3270 Client. To log objects to their respective log data sets, you must use
the Windows Client to configure Logging Scripts. However, once objects are being logged, you can use the View 3270
Client to view and analyze the log data.
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Viewing Log Data

The method for retrieving logged data is the same as for captured data as described. That is, go to the Mode option in the
View menu, and select Logged Object (instead of Captured Object). This moves you to the empty display for the logged
object.

Use the Range option in the View menu, to specify the date and time range of the log data sets you want to process.
Use Execute (PF9) to begin the retrieval. Use the filter and sort services to refine the data you want to analyze from the
qualifying log data sets.

When the log data appears, the first columns of the object table contain the time stamp that specifies when the data was
logged.

Autowrap

The Autowrap function automatically scrolls down the display, showing the same columns, one page at a time, from
the position at which you activate the function to the bottom of the data (the same as pressing PF8). The autowrap
(scrolling) time is 10 seconds. When the bottom of the data is reached, a new execute command is issued (the equivalent
of pressing PF9), and when new records are available, the auto- scrolling begins again.

To start Autowrap, go to the View menu, select Autowrap, and press Enter.

To stop Autowrap, request another action from the display, such as page up (PF7), return (PF3), enter a line command, or
select a menu item.

Modes
Use the Mode option under the View Menu to select the source of data collection for a selected object.

Where to Get the Source Object

Use the Mode option under the View Menu to select the source of data collection for a selected object.

Vantage collects data in several ways. Therefore, data displayed in the object table can come from several sources. Every
object has a default Mode, which is usually the one that provides the quickest access. You typically use the Mode option
only when you have a specific reason to override the default.

Observe the following processing rules:

• Mode defaults
• Mode validation
• Mode - zoom rules

The possible Modes are:

• Last Time Interval (LI)

The information displayed in the table was collected during the object's last regular scanning cycle on the host. The
scanning interval to create each LI object is controlled by either a system parameter in PARMLIB, or by a scheduling
command within its creation script.

• Real Time (RT)
The information displayed in the table is collected in real-time, on demand, in response to an end-user request for the
specific object..

• Snapshot Copy (SC)

The information displayed in the table is a snapshot copy of a continuously updated object that changes dynamically as
individual records within the object are being updated. When a snapshot copy is requested, Vantage locks the object for
as long as it takes to filter and copy the data. After the data is copied, Vantage releases the object for further updates. The
snapshot copy is then available for viewing while the original object is being updated.
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• Disk Checkpoint (DC)

The information displayed in the table is taken from a checkpoint version written to disk at scheduled intervals. The
Disk Checkpoint mode is available to enhance performance in accessing objects in which a vendor's native API to the
data is too slow for Real Time (RT) access, or the quantity is too great to keep in memory as a Last Interval (LI) object.
Disk checkpoint data sets are created by system scripts that are configured according to instructions in the appropriate
configuration sections of Configuring. Sample system scripts for this are distributed in the CCTUSAMP library.

NOTE
Because the purpose of Disk Checkpoint (DC) mode is to enhance response time performance, it is usually the
default mode for those objects that support it.

• Disk Interval (DI)

The information displayed in the table is taken from a disk data set that is periodically updated, usually by some utility
program from another vendor. The sample date and time displayed with the object table is the date and time when the
utility program was run to update the disk data set. The Disk Interval mode is commonly used when another vendor
does not provide a good external API to access their data, but they do provide a utility to extract their data to a file or to
generate a report. When an object is created from the extracted data file, it is called a Disk Interval object, and it reflects
the last data and time of the data extraction.

To specify the mode (override the default) when requesting object data

1. From the View menu, select 3 (Mode) and press Enter.
2. From the submenu that appears, select the desired mode and press Enter.

NOTE
To specify the data collection Mode in the:

• Windows Client - use the Mode option in the View menu of the object window.
• MTC-M - use the Mode page in the Customize View Wizard.

Mode Defaults

If you display an object without specifying a mode, the host assigns a default mode based on the following tests. Once a
default is assigned, the remaining tests are skipped.

• If SC is valid, SC is the default.
• If LI is valid, LI is the default.
• If DC is valid, and the Disk Checkpoint data set exists, DC is the default.
• If DC is valid, but the Disk Checkpoint data set does not exist, RT is the default.
• If DI is valid, DI is the default.
• If RT is valid, RT is the default.
• If Log is valid, Log is the default.

NOTE
The Capture (Cap) mode is never assigned as the default.

Mode Validation

If you specify a mode when requesting a Vantage object, the host checks if the mode is a valid choice for the object. If it is
valid, it is used. If an invalid mode is specified, messages are given and the default is assigned and used.

Mode - Zoom Rules

When you zoom to an object, the mode for the zoom to object is inherited from the zoom from object. Observe the
following:
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• If the inherited mode is valid for the zoom to object, the inherited mode is assigned.
• If the inherited mode is not valid, the zoom to object is assigned the default mode as described above.
• If the assigned mode is DC, the mode shifts to RT if valid (because RT for one zoom record can be done efficiently).
• If the assigned mode is RT for object Pools, the mode shifts to LI (because RT for Pools is not efficient enough for

zoom path).
• If the assigned mode is LI, but the LI object does not exist, the mode shifts to RT if RT is valid.

Filtering
The Vantage View 3270 Filter option is used to refine the object records shown. Select Filter from the View menu of the
object table or press PF15.

The Filter option under the View menu lets you narrow (filter out) some of the records Vantage presents for viewing an
object. The filter can be used in with any object. To filter data in one of the Vantage tables, select Filter from the View
menu of the object table or press PF15. The filter dialog window is divided into two parts. The top half lists the filter
attributes and can be scrolled up (PF7) and down (PF8) to locate a field. The bottom half is an edit box in which the filter
statement is constructed.

• Select the attribute field that you want to test.
The field name, a comparison operator and a skeleton test value are transferred to the edit box at the bottom of the
window. The operator and test value depend on the line command you use and the type of data in the field (numeric,
text, date, time, and so on).
You can use the following line commands to select an attribute:

S
Select an attribute

I
Select an attribute with the INCL operator (text attributes only)

E
Select an attribute with the EXCL operator (text attributes only)

A
Select an attribute with the AND logical operator (default)

O
Select an attribute with the OR logical operator

You can edit the filter expression manually.
When a field to be tested consists of character data, such as the data set name, use the INCL operator to test against
one or more patterns you want to include in your display.
Similarly, use EXCL for patterns you want to exclude.

• Edit the filter expression to supply the desired test value, or a second field name whose value is to be compared to that
of the first field name.

Remove Ambiguity Between Value and Field Comparisons
In a few cases, a test value you enter might also match a field name within the object and your intent is
ambiguous. Did you intend to compare the field against a value, or the field against another field? In these rare
cases, filter processing assumes that you intended a field to field comparison. Message VAN1582I is given to
inform you that operand2 is being interpreted as a field, for a field to field comparison.
To override the assumption being made, you can explicitly indicate how operand2 is to be treated. Prefix it with v:
to indicate that it is a value, or with f: to indicate it is a field. For example:

• 'field name' comparator v:value 
• 'field name' comparator f:fieldname2

If necessary, change the operator. You can use the following line commands:
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R
Repeat one or more lines.

I
Insert one or more lines.

D
Delete one or more lines.

• Optionally, add more filter lines to the expression and combine them into Boolean expressions using the AND and OR
logical operators.
Build a filter statement by testing the contents of one or more of the displayed fields, combining the tests with
Boolean AND or OR expressions, and using parentheses as needed to clarify how the tests are to be combined.
When the field being tested is a character string or a text string, you can use the INCL (include) or EXCL (exclude)
comparison operator and provide a list that includes either exact strings to be matched or pattern strings that contain
wild characters.

• Press PF9 to save the filter
The object is displayed.

• Press PF9 (Execute)
The object data is updated with the filter applied.

NOTE
Each filter specified for an object is remembered and associated with the object as long as you are in the object.
The requested filter is discarded when you exit (PF3) from the object.

PF-Keys Used in the Filter Dialog

The following PF keys are available in the Filter dialog:

PF1
Help

PF2
Reset the filter option to NO (that is, you do not want to apply a filter). This leaves the filter expression in the edit
box, but it will not be used when object data is requested.

PF3
Return to the object view.

PF4
Clear the filter expression in the text box.

PF7
Scroll Up. Use line command M and PF7, for Max Up.

PF8
Scroll Down. Use line command M and PF8, for Max Down.

PF9
Validate the filter expression and return to the (prior) display window for the object. This sets the filter expression
for the object.

INCL (Include) and EXCL (Exclude) Operators

When examining text or character fields, your test values can contain wildcard characters to cause the pattern matching
rules to be applied. You can enter the test patterns explicitly, or by using the shorthand methods with single or double
quotes as described above.

Use the INCL and EXCL operators to compare a character field or a text field with a test value that contains one or more
pattern-matching characters. The following examples illustrate this usage:
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• To match all volumes starting with TSO, use the statement:
Volumes INCL TSO/

• To match all data sets that have fixed-length records (whose record format is F, FA, FM, FBA, or FBM), use the
statement:
Recfm INCL F/

• When no pattern characters are specified in the test value, you can use either INCL or the = operator with the same
result. The following statements are equivalent:
Dataset INCL an.exact.name

Dataset = an.exact.name

Using the = operator in this example is more efficient and produces a faster search.

INCL and EXCL Lists

To provide more than one test value at a time, exact values or pattern values, enclose the list within parentheses,
separated by commas or blanks or both. For example:

Dataset INCL (PROJECT3.SOURCE, AB/, DEPT751./, SYS4/)

Common Mistake using Pattern Characters 

Test values containing pattern-matching (wildcard) characters should be used only with INCL and EXCL, the pattern-
matching operators. Using them with other comparison operators (=,<,>) is almost always incorrect.

For example, compare the different meanings of the following two expressions:

Datasets INCL DEPT751./

This expression, with INCL, is proper usage and instructs Vantage to find all data sets whose names match the
DEPT751./ pattern.

Datasets = DEPT751./

This expression, with the = sign, is the common error. You want it to do pattern matching, but the = operator
instructs Vantage to find a data set with that exact name, that is, the exactly equal operation knows nothing about pattern
characters. This expression instructs Vantage to find the data set that has DEPT751 as the first 7 characters, a period in
position 8, and a / in position 9, which never finds, because IBM does not allow this in a z/OS data set name. This exactly
equal comparison is seldom what was intended. To pattern match on the / sign, you must use the pattern include operator,
INCL.

Numeric Test Value Notations - K, KB, M, MB, and so on 

You can enter exact numeric test values or append values with one of the following suffixes:

K, KB, KBB, M, MB, MBB, G, GB, GBB, T, TB, TBB.

 Vantage uses decimal-based definitions for K and KB, M and MB, G and GB, and T and TB within filter expressions:

nn and nnB = nn

nnK and nnKB = nn(1,000)

nnM and nnMB = nn(1,000)(1,000)

nnG and nnGB = nn(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)

nnT and nnTB = nn(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)(1,000)

For example, you can enter the following shorthand expression:
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'Allocated Space' > 5GB

to mean same as

'Allocated Space' > 5000000000

However, you can use the second B in the suffix if you want Vantage to use the binary-based definitions of K, M, G, and T:

nnKBB = nn(1,024)

nnMBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)

nnGBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)

nnTBB = nn(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)(1,024)

For example, you can enter the following shorthand expression:

'Allocated Space' > 5GBB

to mean exactly the same as:

'Allocated Space' > 5368709120

Filtering on Date Fields 

Most date fields contain a real absolute date. If not, they should contain Vantage standard null date or its standard invalid
date. You can filter for these in various ways.

• To find null dates, compare a date field to the word None. For example:
'Expire Date' = None

can be used to find all data sets without expiration dates. Testing against the Gregorian date 00Jan1900 or the Julian
date 1900000 will achieve the same results.

• To find invalid dates, compare against the word Invalid. For example:
'Last Use Date' = Invalid

can be used. Testing against Gregorian date 99Dec2155 or Julian date 2155999 achieves the same results.
• To compare against real absolute dates, you can always enter a test date in either the Gregorian (ddMONyyyy) or

Julian (yyyyddd) format. For example:
'Create Dt' = 15Jul1999

More useful date comparisons, however, are often made to a date relative to the current date.

To do this, use a value of:

Today+nnn or Today-nnn

where nnn represents a number of days. These filters are especially useful in user views and automation scripts. For
example, the filter expression:

'Create Dt' > Today-7

returns all entries created within the last seven days.

Filter Examples 

The following are filter examples:

• A DFSMS storage group has become full, causing jobs to abend. Free up some space quickly. Specify a filter to select
the data sets that belong to the desired storage group, AND have a Dsorg of ps, AND have some idle space. The
filter statement looks like this. You need to free up some space very quickly. Specify a filter to select the data sets that
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belong to the desired storage group, AND have a Dsorg of ps, AND have some idle space. The filter statement will
look like this:
SG-Name = groupxx AND

Dsorg INCL ps AND

I-Trks > 0

In Dsorg, you can also use po instead of ps.
When the list of matching data sets is returned, you can select as many as desired and invoke the release idle
space action, to quickly free up space within the storage group.

• Find all data sets with names matching two patterns but which also have 1 or more percent idle space if they are
sequential, or 15 or more percent idle space if they are partitioned.
'Data Set Name  ' INCL (PSS.A300/,¤SSS/)

AND (

('Dso ' INCL (PS/) AND '% Idl ' >= 1)

OR

('Dso ' INCL (PO/) AND '% Idl ' >= 15)

)

• Find all data sets with LOAD somewhere in the data set name.
'Data Set Name '  INCL  !LOAD

• Find all messages containing the two text strings CI and Sum somewhere in the message.
'Message Text 1 ' INCL 'CI SUM'

which is a shorthand way of writing 'Message Text 1 ' INCL !CI!SUM/
• Find all messages containing exactly the text RC= 0, somewhere in the message.

'Message Text 1 ' INCL "RC=  0, "

Finding (Locating) a Record

The Filter dialog can also be used to set up a Find expression in the View 3270 Client. The Find function does not filter out
records from the object, but begins displaying records when the first matching record is found.

After entering the filter expression, use PF10 to request the Find function, instead of the normal PF9 to filter the object. To
repeat the find (position and scroll down to the next matching record), press PF17 (RFind) in the object table view.

Sorting
Sorting enables you to define the order in which Vantage presents the entries that are selected for display. You can use
the Sort function with any object.

To sort the data in one of the object tables:

1. From the View menu, select 2, Sort, or press PF16 (Shift+PF4).
The Sort dialog appears.

2. Select the primary attribute on which you want to sort and press Enter. Scroll up and down through the attributes using
PF7 and PF8. You can use the following line commands to select an attribute:
– S, A

Select an attribute with ascending sort order.
– D

Select an attribute with descending sort order. The selected attribute name, together with the ascending (A) or
descending (D) attribute, is transferred to the Sort Expression text box. You can edit the filter expression manually
using one of the following line commands:
• R

Repeat one or more lines
• I
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Insert one or more lines
• D

Delete one or more lines
3. (Optional) Add more sort keys to the expression, up to a maximum of four.
4. Press PF9.

The sort is saved and the object table is displayed.
5. Press PF9 (Execute).

The object is updated with the sort applied.

NOTE
Each sort specified for an object is remembered and associated with the object as long as you are in the object.
The requested sort is discarded when you exit (PF3) from the object.

Sorting on Date Fields

Because the Vantage standard value for a null date is Julian 1900.000, these values sort to the bottom (low value).
Similarly, because the Vantage standard value for an invalid date is Julian 2155.999, these values most often sort to the
top (high value). The only time when invalid dates do not sort to the top occurs when fields with real dates ranging from
year 2156 through 3999 are present. Dates in this high range are unlikely, but Vantage supports dates through Julian
3999.365 (31Dec3999).

Some objects, usually tape related, contain fields that are date-like. Sometimes they contain real dates, but often they
contain a numeric code that is assigned special meaning by the tape-related software vendor. Vantage usually displays
these date-like fields in what looks like the Julian yyyyddd (or ccyyddd) format as used by the vendor. This allows
the special numeric codes to be displayed in their exact format too, which is the seven-digit numeric value nnnnnnn.
Many of these special codes are higher in value than the standard invalid date of 2155999, such as the CA 1 code for
catalog control which is 9990000. Remember, when examining these date-like fields, Vantage displays them as nnnnnnn
numbers, some of which are Julian dates, others only codes.

Line Commands
Use Vantage line commands to perform storage management and analytical functions on a specific object.

Vantage provides several line commands that can be used to obtain and analyze detailed information about a selected
object and to perform a variety of storage management functions with regard to these objects.

Line commands may differ slightly from one object to another, but most are general and can be used with all objects.

NOTE
To see the line commands for a specific object, go to that object and select the Help menu, select Line
Commands, and then the Object Specific Line Commands entry.

The most-used commands, applicable to all objects, are summarized here:

• S
The select command, used to select an object or a line. In the Main or Primary Menu (Opening Screen), it means
select an object. In a few DFSMShsm objects it means select a line. In all other objects, line command S is an alias for
line command A (actions available for an object).

• Z
The zoom command, used to drill down to other related objects based on the information in the selected line. Use
the Zoom line command to obtain more information about a selected record. After you select a line with the Z
command, Vantage displays a list of all the objects to which you can zoom, based upon information in the selected
line. Select the desired object (information) from the list in the zoom window.

• A
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The action command, used to apply an action to the selected line. In some objects, you can take actions on selected
rows. The Help text for each object lists the actions that are available. While the available actions differ from one object
to the next, the procedure for performing an action is similar for all objects.
Use line command A to get the list of actions available for the object lines. Use line command S to select the action
from the list. If an action has parameters to be entered by the user, three dots (…) are appended to the action in the
action list.
If you select an action having parameters, a new screen pops up for you to enter the parameter data. For example,
the Release Idle Space action asks for the percent of idle space you want to keep. If you select an action without
any parameters, either the action is executed immediately, or a pop-up window appears and asks you to confirm the
operation.
After an action is executed, the results are displayed.

• O, OX, and OD
The open detail commands, used to invert a row from a horizontal display to a vertical display, to see the complete line
in detail.
– O

Open detail view. Displays all the fields from the selected line vertically (instead of horizontally). This shows the
details of the selected row without the need to scroll left and right to see all the fields.

– OX
Open detail view in HEX. Displays all the fields from the selected line vertically (instead of horizontally), like the O
command. However, this command shows the contents of all the fields in hex.

– OD
Open dictionary definitions. Displays all the fields from the selected line vertically (instead of horizontally), like
the O and OX commands. However, this command does not show the contents of any of the fields. Instead it
displays additional information about each field (such as its data type, offset and length) as defined within the object
dictionary.

• G, GB and GT
The generate commands, used to substitute fields from objects into model command statements and JCL, to generate
a job that can be submitted immediately or scheduled for later. The G, GB, and GT commands provide an automated
facility for substituting fields from selected table rows into model text. The model text comes from a library member you
specify (perhaps MODELARC in your Vantage JCLLIB), and usually consists of JCL to execute a utility function, and
model input commands for that utility. For example, you can use these line commands to substitute the DSNAME field
values from the selected rows, into model archive statements, to generate the input stream for an archive utility. This
substitution facility is generic, and can be used with all objects, and any model text (jobs and commands and so on),
whatever is appropriate for your needs.

NOTE
For more information, see Job Submission and Substitution.

G accepts one table line as input. GB works on lines from the selected line to the bottom of the list (Generate to the
Bottom). GT works on lines from the top of the list to the selected line (Generate from the Top).

Substitute and Generate Job Commands 

1. Invoke the command by typing the letter G in the empty field to the left of the data set of interest.
Vantage prompts you to specify the name of the JCL template in which you want to perform the substitution.

2. Enter the data set and member name of the JCL template you want to substitute.
3. Press Enter.

The JCL template is displayed.
4. Select Substitute, and then press PF9.

The Substituted Result is displayed.
After the system performs the substitution with data from the selected object or objects, you can choose one of the
following Actions:
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– To save the substituted template.
– To allocate a new data set where it will be saved.
– To submit it immediately.
– To submit it using the services of the Scheduler.

5. Select Actions and then press PF9.
The Actions dialog is displayed. 

6. Select one of the options and then press PF9. The following are the options available:
– Save

The Command Input dialog is displayed where you must indicate an existing data set where you want the
substituted template to be saved in.
Supply the data set and member names and then press PF9.

– Alloc New Dataset
The Command Input dialog is displayed where you must supply the name and parameters to allocate a new data
set.
Provide the following information for a new data set allocation:
• Name of the storage group or volume and unit used for allocation of the data set.
• Amount of allocation in CYLS, TRKS, or BLKS.
• Proper record length (80) and blocking information.
After you have specified the name and parameters to allocate a new data set, press PF9 and the new data set is
allocated and the substituted template data saved.

– Submit
The system immediately submits the substituted template JCL for execution.

– Deferred Submit
The system displays the Scheduler dialog that lets you determine when the job will be submitted for execution.
Enter the time and day when you want the Scheduler to submit the job and then press PF9.

Mail
Vantage provides its own mail system. Functions and services within Vantage and batch jobs, can send messages
to Vantage users. Users can also send messages to each other.

Vantage provides its own mail system. Functions and services within Vantage and batch jobs, can send messages
to Vantage users. Users can also send messages to each other. Mail messages are an important part of automation
functions. For example, you can have mail messages sent automatically to the appropriate Vantage users if and when
specified thresholds are exceeded. A broadcast function lets you send mail to all Vantage users.

Viewing Mail

If you are logged on when a message arrives for you, it will immediately pop up in a message window. If you are not
logged on when it arrives, Vantage saves the message in your mailbox.

To view the messages in your mailbox: Select the Mailbox object, under System Activity in the Vantage Internal
Management folder in the object tree.

The table that appears shows your messages, who sent them, and the dates and times the messages were sent to you.

Deleting Mail

To delete a mail entry: Type the command A (Action) next to the message you want to delete, then select Delete and
press Enter.
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NOTE
If you have a high admin authority level, you will see all messages in the mailbox, and you can delete mail
records sent to any and all users.

Sending Mail

To send a message to a Vantage user 

1. Select All Commands from the File menu and press Enter.
The list of commands is displayed.

2. Scroll to the SEND command and type in the line command A next to the command that begins with SEND,
W=MAIL....

3. Press Enter, and select Exec Operator Cmd.
The Edit Panel is displayed.

4. Enter the receiver's userid in the KEY= field and the text of the message in the MSG= field. Press PF9. If you enter a
value of ALL in the KEY field, the message is broadcast to all Vantage users.

NOTE
There is also a batch utility and an operator command interface to the mailbox. For more information,
see Mailbox Server.
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Reference
This section provides information about commands, system parameters, configuration members, and more.

Use this section as a glossary and reference for Vantage:

• CCTUPARM Members
• Commands
• Configuration Members
• Configuration Jobs
• Connectivity and Email
• Diagnostics
• Filters
• HSM Reference Information
• Libraries
• Objects
• Performance
• Reference Data Sets
• Security
• System Exits
• System Parameters
• System Resources
• User Interfaces
• User Abends

CCTUPARM Members
The CCTUPARM library contains members that store factory-provided defaults for all Vantage system parameters.

The CCTUPARM library members are crucial to the proper execution of your system. Do not change them. Applying SMP/
E maintenance is the only function that should occasionally update these members.

The CCTUPARM library contains the following factory-distributed members:

AUTINMAP

This member name is reserved for internal use. It maps the General section of an automation script. Do not change this
member.

FILTnnnn

These member names are reserved for internal use. They define filters for internal summary reports. Do not change them.

These filter members define summaries using statements:

SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

A maximum of 1000 such statements is allowed.
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PROFILE

This member name is reserved for internal use. It contains default information for initializing a new user's profile data set.
Do not change this member.

SUMMARYD

This member name is reserved for internal use. It contains control information for summary reports. Do not change this
member.

SUMRnnnn

These member names are reserved for internal use. They define internal summary reports. Do not change them. (See the
description of exception parmlib member SUMRUSER.)

SYSnnnnn

These member names are reserved for internal use. They define system components. Do not change them.

VPATnnnn

These member names are reserved for internal use. They define the Action Definition Table with the internal actions
and selection codes. These actions and codes are related to the views and displays on all clients. Do not change these
members.

VPCDnnnn

These member names are reserved for internal use. They define the system components for the Host Configuration
Client. Do not change these members.

VPOTnnnn

These member names are reserved for internal use. They define the z/OS object tree that is used by all clients. Do not
change these members.

VPPDnnnn

These member names are reserved for internal use. They contain control information to monitor user modifications in the
VKGPARMS member. Do not change these members.

Operator Commands
The commands listed in this reference are used to start, stop, and modify the operation of Vantage.

The list includes the available commands, all of which can be used through the MVS Operator Console. Many of the
commands can also be issued using the View 3270 Client, MTC-M, or Windows Client. If you issue an invalid command or
one that is not listed on this page, the system fails to respond.

Operator Commands - Batch Utility (VANCONSL)

VANCONSL is a batch utility that enables the use of operator commands from within a job stream. For more information,
see the JCLCONSL member in the CCTUSAMP library.

General Operator Commands

The commands in this section enable various Vantage system operations.
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• S SAMS

Starts the Vantage started task.
• P SAMS

Stops the Vantage started task.
• F SAMS,DEBUGDEF

Lists DEFRAG internal control table.
• F SAMS,DEBUGFRE

Lists the internal defragmentation table.
• F SAMS,DEBUGTAB

Lists the internal control table.
• F SAMS,MSGE

Spins off the diagnostic //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,SHUTDOWN

See the STOP command.
• F SAMS,STATUS

Displays the status of the servers (refer to message VKG0207I for an explanation of the fields).
• F SAMS,STOP

Stops the Vantage started task.
• F SAMS,TCBTREE

Lists SAMS current TCB tree structure to the MSGE file.
• F SAMS,ACT,compname

Activates (starts) the named Vantage component.
• F SAMS,ADD,VAMSPARE=vamstag

Finds a free volume in the Allocate spare table and adds it to the Allocate storage group=vamstg.
• F SAMS,ADT,REFRESH

Refreshes the Action Definition Table.
• F SAMS,CAPTURE,OBJ=Objname, WIND=x,KEY=key/,T

Captures an object to a disk data set. Customize the CAPPOOL and CAPPFX parameters for this command to work.
OBJ

The object to capture.
WIND

The collection window (L for last interval, R for real-time.
KEY

The volume name when OBJ=DTOC4VOL or storage group name when OBJ=DTOC4POL, terminated with a
slash (/).

T
For diagnostic purposes. Use only if requested by Broadcom Support.

• F SAMS,DEACT,compname

Deactivates (shuts down) the named Vantage component.
• F SAMS,DEALLOC,DSN=abc.def

Deallocates the specified data set, if possible. To be used in an emergency only.
• F SAMS,DELTA,REFRESH

Refreshes the Delta Definitions in the DELTADEFS member.
• F SAMS,DICT,REFRESH,OBJ=objname 
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Refreshes the objname object.
• F SAMS,DICT,RELOAD,OBJ=objname 

Reloads the objname object.
• F SAMS,FORCE,compname

Forces the named Vantage Component to shut down.
NOTE
A component cannot be forced down directly from Active state. First use the DEACT command. If the
component does not shut down, use the FORCE command. Also, see the SHOW commands for the various
states a component can have.

• F SAMS,FREE,VAMSPARE

Frees Allocate volume spare table.
• F SAMS,INIT,VAMSPARE

Initializes Allocate volume spare table.
• F SAMS,JOIN,REFRESH

Refreshes the Join Definitions in the JOINDEFS member.
• F SAMS,LMP,REFRESH

Refreshes the LMP status object.
• F SAMS,OBJ,LIST

Lists the objects that have been broadcast.
• F SAMS,OTREE,REFRESH

Refreshes the OBJECT TREE definitions from your parmlib.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,INCLEXCL

Refreshes the include/exclude definitions in member INCLEXCL on your parmlib by updating the values in
memory. Also refreshes the table of excluded volumes and excluded device addresses (CUAs) (the same as the
REFRESH,EXCLUDE does).

• F SAMS,REFRESH,EXCLUDE

Refreshes the table of excluded volumes and the table of excluded device addresses (CUAs) for the base system.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,INIPARMS 

Refreshes the cached PARMS members in Vantage memory. If any of the PARMS members on the list in F
SAMS,DIAG,INIPARMS has been changed, this command must be issued to refresh the members in Vantage memory.
The following user parmlib members are cached and must be refreshed if they are changed:

CONFIG
After a CONFIG update, the normal procedure is to recycle the Vantage task which caches the updated CONFIG
member.

POOLDEFs
After a POOLDEFs update, the command F SAMS,REFRESH,POOLS will implicitly execute the
REFRESH,INIPARMS command. Also, when a new POOLS collect is running, the INIPARMS,REFRESH takes
place.

• F SAMS,REFRESH,PAWINTVL=mmmm

Sets system parameter PAWINTVL to new value (in minutes) and then refreshes Storage Groups (Pools) processing. It
is not necessary to specify all four digits in the command.

• F SAMS,REFRESH,PLSPARMS

Refreshes the Allocation Option system parameters and updates the active memory table.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,VAMSPARE
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Refreshes the Allocate spare volume table.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,VAMSPARE=vamstg

Refreshes the volumes added to the Allocate storage group vamstg.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

Rereads VKGPARMS from the parmlib member. If any parameters are removed from VKGPARMS, they do not change
back to their default value. The REFRESH,INIPARMS is implicitly executed when the REFRESH,VKGPARMS is
issued.

• F SAMS,SHOW,COMP,ALL

Displays the state of all Vantage components. Most of the display is intended for debugging. You can find the following
information of interest:
State=xxxx:

PEND.INIT:
Component is scheduled for execution, but not yet attached.

INIT:
Component is executing but not yet completed its initialization.

ACTIVE:
Component is active in normal operation.

SHUTDOWN:
Component has been told to shut down, but not yet done.

TERMINATD:
Component is done shutting down, but not yet detached.

DETACHED:
Component is detached from the system and can be activated again, for example, by an ACT command.

Flags=xx:
Kernel components have the x'80' flag set. Kernel components cannot be deactivated independently. If a kernel
component abends, the Vantage system is shut down.

Compl=xxxxxxxx:
This field is valid in Detached state and shows the 8-digit hexadecimal completion code that is copied from the
TCBCMP field of the component TCB. This code might be a System Abend Code, a User Abend Code, or a
Program Return Code. A system abend code (for example, S0C1) is displayed as xx0C1000, where xx are flags
that are defined by z/OS. User abend codes and program return codes are right justified.

CmdQ=xxxxxxxx:
Shows the number of user commands pending to be executed by the component. If this number is higher than
zero, the component is probably stuck in a wait or an internal loop. A number higher than zero might indicate a
bug.

• F SAMS,SHOW,COMP,NORM

Displays the status of the Vantage normal (not kernel) components. See the command F SAMS,SHOW,COMP, ALL for
an explanation of the displayed fields.

• F SAMS,STMON,START,ResName

Activates (starts) the named Vantage monitored resource.
• F SAMS,STMON,STOP,ResName

Deactivates (stops) the named Vantage monitored resource.
• F SAMS,SUMRY,REFRESH

Refreshes the Summary Definitions in SUMMDEFS member.
• F SAMS,SUMRY,SUMMARY,ADD,objname 
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Adds a Summary Object to the dictionary, which also inserts it into the Object Tree. If a new Summary Object has
been produced in a shared SUMMDEFS PDS from a different LPAR, or a Summary Object has been copied from
an external source to a member of the SUMMDEFS PDS, the new Summary Object can be added to the dictionary
without restarting Vantage.
objname is the full internal name of the Summary Object; for older non-unique Summary Objects, the format of the
name is Spp9nnnn (“S” plus parmID plus object_number). For new Summary Objects with unique names, the format of
the name is S00xxxxx (S plus 00 plus object_number).
If maintenance adds a new factory-supplied Summary Object to the CCTUSAMP library and you copy it to the
SUMMDEFS library, you can also use this command to dynamically add the new factory-supplied Summary Object to
the Vantage dictionary. The object name parmID in the Summary Object name should always specify 00 for factory-
defined summaries (for example, S0089nnn).

Diagnostic and Dump Commands (DIAG, DUMP)

Many operator modify commands are available to dump memory areas and control blocks, such as ASCB, DSAB, TIOT,
LDA, Max memory available, Memory Usage, CPU usage, Loaded programs per TCB, TCB tree, and other Vantage
Control Blocks. Such commands have the following general form:

F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=areaname

To view a complete list of available dump commands, issue the following command.

F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=LIST

The following operator commands are available for diagnostic purposes.

• F SAMS,DIAG,CPU

Starts scanning TCBs for CPU time used, and for each TCB identifies which programs are called, the executing
instruction and the address to it.
Only TCBs that are looping or TCBs consuming much CPU are monitored. Information is collected and put out to the
MSGExxx sysout file. Send the file to Broadcom Support for analysis.
Issue this command if you suspect that Vantage is using too much CPU. This command is commonly requested by
Broadcom Support.
The message "Check CPU usage for all TCBs" is issued on the console when the scan starts, and message "Check
CPU usage done" is issued when the scan ends.
The command issues messages to the MSGExxxx sysout file.
Provide Broadcom Support with the MSGExxxx output when the command has ended.

• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=ASCB

Snaps ASCB to //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=DSAB

Lists DSAB chain on console.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=HFSPDSE

Lists last processed HFSPDSE data set on console. If abend 0F4 occurs, the command displays the corrupted HFS
data set.

• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=IEFTIOT1

Snaps TIOT area to //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=IHALDA

Snaps local data area (LDA) to //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=LIST

Lists all DUMP commands on the console.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,A=aaaaaaaa
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Dumps 256 bytes of memory to the //SYS000s dd starting at the A=aaaaaaaa address.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,A=aaaaaaaa,L=llll

Snaps L=llll bytes of memory starting at the A=aaaaaaaa address. Lengths less than 16000 go to //MSGE000x,
GT16000 go to //SNAPOUT.

• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,A=aaaaaaaa,LX=xxxxxxxx

Snaps LX=xxxxxxxx bytes of memory (where xxxxxxxx is the length expressed as a 4-byte hex number) starting at the
A=aaaaaaaa address. Lengths less than 16000 go to //MSGE000x, GT16000 go to //SNAPOUT.

• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,ABOVEBAR

Lists above the bar memory addresses and lengths in //MSGE000x dd. The number of areas and the total length is
also shown.

• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,ADDRESSES

Lists all allocated memory addresses and lengths in //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,ADDRESSES,CSA

Lists CSA allocated memory addresses and lengths in //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,ADDRESSES,LSQA

Lists LSQA allocated memory addresses and lengths in //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,ADDRESSES,PVT

Lists PVT allocated memory addresses and lengths in //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,ADDRESSES,SQA

Lists SQA allocated memory addresses and lengths in //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,AVAILABLE

Lists on the console the memory available above and below the line.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=M,SUMMARY

Lists on the console the summary of memory usage.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=SAMSSCT

Snaps SAMS SSCT to //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=SSMPCB

Snaps SAMS SSMPCB to //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=TCBCPU

Lists on the console and in the //MSGExxxx file the amount of CPU usage for all active TCBs.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=TCBLOADS

Lists all programs loaded under each TCB in the //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=TCBTREE

Lists SAMS current TCB tree structure in the //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=TIOT

Snaps the TIOT area to //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=VANHSMTB

Snaps the VANHSMTB area to //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,AREA=VANWTOTB

Snaps the VANWTOTB area to //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,FREE

Spins off the //SNAPOUT dd.
• F SAMS,DIAG,DUMP,OBJ=Objname,ROWS=x,SKIP=y,WIND=w,KEY=key/
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Skips y rows (default 0), then dumps x rows (default 10) of an object to //MSGE000x dd. WIND=L for last interval,
WIND=R (default) for real time. KEY=/ is the default, needed only for volume name when OBJ=DTOC4VOL, storage
group name when OBJ=DTOC4POL, - terminated with a slash (/).

• F SAMS,DIAG,GALLOC,DD=CLASSx

Allocate SYSOUT class x to be used by the MSGE service.
MSGE will start using this SYSOUT class after MSGE is flushed (see command F SAMS,MSGE).
x must be a valid SYSOUT class. Valid SYSOUT classes are A-Z and 0-9.

• F SAMS,DIAG,GDEALLOC,DD=CLASSx

Deallocate SYSOUT class x to the MSGE file. If you previously have used the F SAMS,DIAG,GALLOC,DD=CLASSx
command to allocate a new SYSOUT class to MSGE, this command will return to use the default SYSOUT class after
the F SAMS,MSGE command is issued.
The default SYSOUT class for MSGE is * (asterisk), which inherits the message class from the Vantage started task.

• F SAMS,DIAG,INIPARMS 

Writes the INIPARMS statistics to the MSGE. Use this command to see a list of which PARMS members that are
cached in Vantage memory and the statistics for them, including the size of the member and number of opens after the
last refresh.

• F SAMS,DIAG,LI,CHECK 

Starts the memory validation check for all Last-Interval (LI) objects. Do this check only if requested by Broadcom
Support, or if a memory overlay is suspected. This command causes the LI control block areas in memory to be
validated every 0.75 seconds until an error is found, or until the SHUTDOWN or STOP command is given. The check
consumes a few seconds of CPU time each hour the system remains up and running. If and when an invalid memory
area is found, an 0C4 abend might occur in module VANDIAGS. If an 0C4 does not occur during the validation, but the
memory is invalid, then an 0C1 abend is forced, in an attempt to capture the information to identify the cause of the
invalid memory. Provide Broadcom Support with the dump, JESLOG, and MSGExxxx output as soon as possible.
If no problems are identified before shutdown, diagnostic messages in the MSGE output file provide the Elapsed time
for the monitoring, and the CPU usage that is consumed by the diagnostic monitor within that period.

• F SAMS,DIAG,LI,SHOW  

Performs the memory validation check one time for all Last-Interval (LI) objects, and shows the results in the
MSGExxxx output file. Under normal conditions, the output should always identify that each object area “is OK”. If and
when an invalid memory area is found, an 0C4 abend may occur in module VANDIAGS. If an invalid memory area
is found, but it does not cause an 0C4 during the validation itself, diagnostic messages inform which area “is bad”,
and then an 0C1 abend is forced, in an attempt to capture the information to identify the cause of the invalid memory.
Provide Broadcom Support with the dump, JESLOG, and MSGExxxx output as soon as possible.
To put this check into monitor mode until Vantage is shut down, see the F SAMS,DIAG,LI,CHECK command.

Automation (AUTO)

The automation component supports the following commands.

• F SAMS,AUTO,CANCEL=event,script

Cancels an executing script. An executing script means that control has been given to the Event Procedure and control
is not yet returned from the Event Procedure. The CANCEL command aborts the processing, control is returned, and
the script is marked disabled.

• F SAMS,AUTO,COLLECT=event,script

Invokes the Collect function. For events of the HSMLOG type, DFSMShsm commands and messages are collected
from LOGY, LOGX or PDOX, PDOY, and the HSM buffer of the effective HSM task beginning at STARTTIME.

• F SAMS,AUTO,COLLECTX=event,script
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Extended Collect. Applies only to the DFSMShsm event type. Used to test the DFSMShsm scripts. The entire
HSMLOGY and HSMLOGX files are processed, StartTime, and EndTime are ignored.

• F SAMS,AUTO,COLLFIRE=event,script

Collect and Fire. Collects and invokes the event procedure with the current contents of the accumulated table. (Has the
same effect as assigning a value of Execute to the EndTimeAction parameter of the script.)

• F SAMS,AUTO,COLLFIRX=event,script

Extended Collect and Fire. Applies only to DFSMShsm event type. Used to test the DFSMShsm scripts. The entire
HSMLOGY and HSMLOGX files are processed, StartTime, and EndTime are ignored. The action is triggered to
process the accumulated events.

• F SAMS,AUTO,CONTINUE=event,script

For scripts with phases, passes control to the next phase. If the script is in the last phase, mark the script so that it will
start at the first phase at the next timer pop.

• F SAMS,AUTO,DELETE=event,script

Deletes the script from memory, but not the PDS member.
• F SAMS,AUTO,FIRE=event,script

Passes control to the procedural section of the script to execute the script that is based on the existing accumulation
(even if the conditions for execution that is specified in the script have not been met). The command clears internal
counters and accumulations as of the next accumulation (a ZD command is included in the FI command).

• F SAMS,AUTO,FIREKEEP=event,script

Fire and Keep. Executes the script based on the existing accumulation and retains internal counters and
accumulations.

• F SAMS,AUTO,REFRESH=event,script

Refreshes the in-memory copy of the script and clears internal counters and accumulations. If the script is not loaded,
the Refresh command loads it. Use this command if you have modified the script that is saved in the PDS member
using the TSO/ISPF interface.

• F SAMS,AUTO,REFRKEEP=event,script

Refresh and Keep. Refreshes the in-memory copy of the script and retains all accumulations.
• F SAMS,AUTO,SHOW=GOA

This command causes the status of the General Object Automation servers to be included in the display of server
objects.

• F SAMS,AUTO,SHOW=OPNCLZFD

This command causes the server for opening and closing the Disk Files data set to be included in the display of server
objects.

• The following commands start and stop, respectively, the event dispatcher specified.
F SAMS,AUTO,START=event

F SAMS,AUTO,STOP=event

The event can be any of the following:
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– AUDIT (HSM audit functions)
– CONMSG (console messages)
– CONSLOG (Console Server)
– DMSMSG (Disk messages)
– GOA (General Object Automation)
– HSMLOG (DFSMShsm log messages)
– LOG (user log scripts)
– MAILBOX (user mailbox system)
– MULTITH (general multi-threaded server)
– OPNCLZFD (open and close server for Disk files data sets)
– RTHSMMSG (DFSMShsm real-time messages)
– SINGLETH (general single-threaded server)
– SYSTEM (system scripts)

• F SAMS,AUTO,STATUS=event,script

Lists the status of the specified script on the operator console. If a script name of *all is used, the status of all the
scripts is listed.

• F SAMS,AUTO,ZERO=event,script

Sets counters to zero and clears accumulated events immediately.
• F SAMS,AUTO,ZERODEFR=event,script

Zero Deferred. Sets counters to zero and clears accumulated events with the advent of the next accumulation row (for
real-time events) or with the occasion of the next collection (for collect-and-fire events).

Disk Message Early Filtering (DMSTRIGS)

Use the following DMSTRIGS commands to manage Disk early message filtering.

• F SAMS,ACT,DMSTRIGS

Activates early filter definitions for Disk messages.
• F SAMS,DEACT,DMSTRIGS

Deactivates early filter definitions for Disk messages.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,DMSTRIGS

Refreshes early filter definitions for Disk messages.

Console Message Early Filtering (MSGTRIGS)

The following MSGTRIGS commands enable you to manage early filtering for console messages.

• F SAMS,ACT,MSGTRIGS

Starts early console command and message triggering by loading member MSGTRIGS into memory.
• F SAMS,DEACT,MSGTRIGS

Stops early console command and message triggering.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,MSGTRIGS

Refreshes early console command and message triggering by loading member MSGTRIGS into memory.

DFSMShsm Management Commands (HSMTAB, HSMTRIGS, HSMMON, HSMPLUS)
HSMTAB

The HSMTAB component support the following commands.

• F SAMS,ACT,HSMTAB
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Activates DFSMShsm real-time message triggering. If you use the DFSMShsm real-time messaging in LOG mode, set
the HSMTABSZ parameter to a value other than 0 in order to determine the size of the wraparound table in ECSA and
to start the message collection.
If you use the DFSMShsm PDA real-time messaging, the HSMTABSZ parameter is ignored and does not affect the
size of the message table.

• F SAMS,ACT,HSMTAB=nnn 

Activates the DFSMShsm real-time message triggering. If you use DFSMShsm real-time messaging in LOG mode, the
parameter nnn specifies the size (in K) of the wraparound table in ECSA. The parameter does not affect the size of the
messages table in PDA mode.

• F SAMS,DEACT,HSMTAB

Deactivates real-time DFSMShsm message triggering.

HSMTRIGS

The following HSMTRIGS commands enable you to manage HSM early message filtering.

• F SAMS,ACT,HSMTRIGS

Activates the early HSM message triggering filter by loading member HSMTRIGS into memory.
• F SAMS,DEACT,HSMTRIGS

Deactivates the early real-time DFSMShsm message triggering filter.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,HSMTRIGS

Refreshes the early DFSMShsm message triggering filter by loading member HSMTRIGS into memory.

HSMMON

Start and stop the Advanced DFSMShsm monitor with the following commands.

• F SAMS,START,HSMMON

Starts the Advanced DFSMShsm monitor.
• F SAMS,STOP,HSMMON

Stops the Advanced DFSMShsm monitor.

HSMPLUS

The following HSMPLUS commands are available.

• F SAMS,START,HSMPLUS

Starts the component internal table of system parameter values and related information (for example: multicluster data
set names and key ranges). Use this command only if SAMS is started before any HSM STC.

• F SAMS,REFRESH,HSMPLUS

Refreshes the component internal table of system parameter values and related information (for example, multicluster
dsnames and key ranges).

• F SAMS,TRACE,HSMPLUS

Starts the component trace facility, which writes to the //MSGE000x dd. Use only if requested by Broadcom Support.

Auto Restore Manager (ARM)

The following commands are available for working with the Disk Auto Restore Manager (ARM)

• F SAMS,ARM,DRAIN

Halts ARM processing of new calls but allow current activities to complete.
• F SAMS,ARM,RESUME
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Resumes ARM processing of pending requests that were suspended by the F SAMS,ARM,SUSPEND command.
• F SAMS,ARM,START

Starts ARM processing. Applies only if you have set parameter SUARM (Y) at system startup.
• F SAMS,ARM,SUSPEND

Shuts down each DMSAR task when its active request is completed. Suspends all pending ARM requests, stops new
requests from being executed and terminates the DMSAR tasks. FILES data sets are unallocated (also from RSTMON
if it is active). Disk IXMAINT jobs can perform maintenance on the FILES data sets. Use with F SAMS,ARM,RESUME.

Base Component (BASE)

The base component supports the following operator modify commands.

• F SAMS,BASE,ACT,EXCLDAYS

Activates or refreshes the Exclude Days Calendar Function.
• F SAMS,BASE,DEACT,EXCLDAYS

Deactivates the Exclude Days Calendar Function.
• F SAMS,SHOW,BASE

Displays the status of the Vantage kernel components. See the command F SAMS,SHOW,COMP,ALL for an
explanation of the displayed fields.

Data Set Table of Contents (DTOC)

The DTOC component supports the following commands.

• F SAMS,ACT,DTOCS

Starts DTOC collector.
• F SAMS,DEACT,DTOCS

Stops the DTOC collector.
• F SAMS,NEWSCAN,DTOCS

Starts a new DTOC interval scan.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,DTCINTVL= mmmm (minutes)

Sets a new DTOC and Group scan interval.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,DTOCS

Refreshes the DTOC component.
• F SAMS,QUIESCE,DTOCS

Stops the interval scan in the DTOC and Group collector.

External Groups (EXTGROUPS)

The EXTGRPS component supports the following commands to work with external groups.

• F SAMS,ACT,EXTGRPS

Starts external group collector.
• F SAMS,DEACT,EXTGRPS

Stops the External Group collector.
• F SAMS,EXTGRPS,INTERVAL=mmmm(minutes)

Sets a new External Group scan interval.
• F SAMS,EXTGRPS,NEWSCAN
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Starts the interval scan in the External Group collector.
• F SAMS,EXTGRPS,QUIESCE

Stops the interval scan in the External Group collector.
• F SAMS,EXTGRPS,REFRESH

Refreshes External Group collector.

Hardware Monitor (HWM)

Use the following commands to manage the Hardware Monitor component.

• F SAMS,ACT,HWM

Starts the Hardware Monitor.
• F SAMS,DEACT,HWM

Stops the Hardware Monitor.

High Performance Call Service (HPCS)

The HPCS component supports the following commands.

• F SAMS,HPCS,DUMP

Dumps detailed information (in hex and EBCDIC) from the HPCS table to the MSGE file.
• F SAMS,HPCS,LIST

Writes to MSGE a list of all programs that are defined in the HPCS table, including the call count. Issued internally at
Vantage shutdown.

• F SAMS,HPCS,MAINT

Display the module in the HPCS table with the latest assembly date.

List and List Extent Commands (LIST, LISTE)

The following LIST and LIST Extent commands are available.

• F SAMS,LIST%,?BC/

Lists filling % on all xBCxx volumes.
• F SAMS,LIST%,ABC/

Lists filling % on all ABCxxx volumes.
• F SAMS,LIST%,ABCDEF

Lists filling % on volume ABCDEF.
• F SAMS,LIST,USERS

Lists users who are logged on.
• F SAMS,LIST,VAMSPARE

Lists the Allocate volume spare table.
• F SAMS,LISTE,/

Lists extents/free space on all volumes.
• F SAMS,LISTE,?BC/

Lists extents/free space on xBCxx volumes.
• F SAMS,LISTE,ABC/

Lists extents/free space on ABCxxx volumes.
• F SAMS,LISTE,ABCDEF

Lists extents/free space for ABCDEF.
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Network Architecture (SNA, SSMAPL)

The following VTAM commands are available.

• F SAMS,ACT,SNA

Activates the VTAM interface. Supersedes the F SAMS,ACT,SSMAPL.
• F SAMS,DEACT,SNA

Deactivates the VTAM interface. Supersedes F SAMS,DEACT,SSMAPL.
• F SAMS,ACT,SSMAPL

Starts VTAM online graphics support.
• F SAMS,DEACT,SSMAPL

Stops the VTAM online graphics.

Networking and Peer-2-Peer Communications (P2P, TCPIP)

The P2P component supports the following commands.

• F SAMS,ACT,P2P

Activates the peer-to-peer (P2P) component.
• F SAMS,DEACT,P2P

Deactivates the peer-to-peer (P2P) component.
• F SAMS,P2P,REFRESH

Reads the P2PLIST and refreshes the in-memory copy. Restart the system to pick up changes in P2PLIST or in the
member that you specified in the P2PCONF sysparm.

• F SAMS,ACT,TCPIP

Activates the TCP/IP interface.
• F SAMS,DEACT,TCPIP

Deactivates the TCP/IP interface.

Performance Monitor (PERFMON)

The PERFMON component supports the following commands.

• F SAMS,ACT,PERFMON

Starts Performance Monitor.
• F SAMS,DEACT,PERFMON

Stops Performance Monitor.
• F SAMS,PERFMON,DIAG

Enables diagnostic messages for the component in the MSGE00n part of the Vantage STC log.
• F SAMS,PERFMON,HOLD

Switches the component into HOLD mode, where performance data continues to be captured but new records are not
displayed in the (PERFMON) Vantage Performance Monitor object.

• F SAMS,PERFMON,UNHOLD

Switches the component back from HOLD mode. All the data records captured during HOLD mode are released to the
(PERFMON) Vantage Performance Monitor object.

• F SAMS,PERFMON,REFRESH

Refreshes the component with the currently specified configuration.
• F SAMS,PERFMON,SUSPEND
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Suspends the capture of new data for the component. Data already collected remains in the PERFMON object.
• F SAMS,PERFMON,RELEASE

Switches the component back from the suspended state and resume collecting performance data.
• F SAMS,PERFMON,TRACEON

Starts the component trace facility. Use only if requested by Broadcom Support.
• F SAMS,PERFMON,TRACEOFF

Stops tracing of the component.

Raid Support (RAIDSUPP)

The following commands are available for the RAIDSUPP component.

• F SAMS,ACT,RAIDSUPP

Activates RAID support.
• F SAMS,DEACT,RAIDSUPP

Deactivates RAID support.
• F SAMS,REFRESH,RAIDSUPP

Refreshes RAID support.

Restore Activity Log Monitor (RSTMON)

The following RSTMON commands are available.

• F SAMS,ACT,RSTMON

Starts the Restore Activity Log Monitor.
• F SAMS,DEACT,RSTMON

Stops the Restore Activity Log Monitor. See also F SAMS,RSTMON,FREEFILES if you only want to free the Disk
FILES data set allocation from the Restore Monitor.

• F SAMS,RSTMON,FREEFILES

Frees the Disk FILES data set allocation from the RSTMON task. The next Disk RESTORE allocates the Disk FILES
data set again.

Spare Volumes for Storage Groups (SMSSPARE)

The following commands are available to manage the spare volume table for SMS storage groups.

• F SAMS,SMSSPARE,DELETE

Deletes spare volume table for SMS storage groups.
• F SAMS,SMSSPARE,REFRESH

Refreshes spare volume table for SMS storage groups.

Storage Pools (POOLCOMP, POOLS)

The following commands are available for the POOLCOMP component.

• F SAMS,ACT,POOLCOMP

Starts Storage Groups (Pools) component.
• F SAMS,DEACT,POOLCOMP

Stops Storage Groups (Pools) component.
• F SAMS,POOLCOMP,DIAG,TRACE=option 
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Turns on/off diagnostic tracing of the Storage Groups (Pools) component and its parts.
Valid options are:
– Y - Activate complete tracing.
– N - Deactivate all tracing.
– COMP,Y - Activate normal component tracing.
– COMP,N - Deactivate normal component tracing.
– SCAN,Y - Activate scan processing tracing.
– SCAN,N - Deactivate scan processing tracing.

• F SAMS,POOLCOMP,NEWSCAN

Starts a new scan and creates data for Storage Groups (Pools) component.
When PAWINTVL value 9999 is used, the object is not available for viewing until you use the NEWSCAN command
and the data collection is finished. If you have set the VKGPARMS parameter POOLSUPP to (N), the objects are not
available for viewing regardless of the value that is specified in the PAWINTVL system parameter.

• F SAMS,POOLCOMP,QUIESCE

Stops Storage Groups (Pools) PAWINTVL interval collecting (no scan is started, but if a scan is already in progress, it
finishes).

• F SAMS,POOLCOMP,REFRESH

Refreshes Storage Groups (Pools) processing.

The following commands are available for the POOLS component.

• F SAMS,ACT,POOLS

Starts Storage Groups (Pools) processing.
• F SAMS,DEACT,POOLS

Stops Storage Groups (Pools) processing.
• F SAMS,NEWSCAN,POOLS

Starts a new scan and creates data for Storage Groups (Pools) component.
When PAWINTVL value 9999 is used, the object is not available for viewing until you use the NEWSCAN command
and the data collection is finished. If you have set the VKGPARMS parameter POOLSUPP to (N), the objects are not
available for viewing regardless of the value that is specified in the PAWINTVL system parameter.

• F SAMS,POOLS,NEWSCAN

Starts a new POOL interval scan.
• F SAMS,QUIESCE,POOLS

Stops Storage Groups (Pools) PAWINTVL interval collecting (no scan is started, but if a scan is already in progress, it
is terminated).

• F SAMS,REFRESH,POOLS

Refreshes Storage Groups (Pools) processing.

System Management Facilities (SMF)

The following commands are available for working with the SMF interface.

• F SAMS,ACT,SMF

Activates the SMF interface component.
• F SAMS,DEACT,SMF

Deactivates the SMF interface component.
• F SAMS,SMF,DIAG
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Issues diagnostic messages about the Vantage SMF component to the //MSGE000x dd.
• F SAMS,SMF,FSRLOG

Flushes memory resident DFSMShsm report detail records to the log, and starts a new collection in memory.
NOTE
This procedure is done automatically when the first record for a new date is detected. Use this command to
log the records more frequently.

• F SAMS,SMF,REINSTALL

Reinstall the SMF Exit VANSFU83.
• F SAMS,SMF,REMOVE

Disable and remove the SMF Exit VANSFU83 from the z/OS system.
• F SAMS,SMF,RESTART

Restart the SMF interface component.
• F SAMS,SMF,START,SMFTYPE=nn 

Restart receiving SMF record type nn in the Vantage SMF component that is previously stopped by the Stop
command.

• F SAMS,SMF,STOP,SMFTYPE=nn 

Stop receiving SMF record type nn in the Vantage SMF component.

User Management and Messaging (USER, SEND)

The following commands are available for user management and messaging.

• F SAMS,SEND,KEY=ALL,MSG=mm...mm

Sends message mm...mm to all logged on users.
• F SAMS,SEND,KEY=logonID,MSG=mm...mm

Sends message mm...mm to a logged on user with the specified id.
• F SAMS,SEND,W=MAIL,KEY=logon ID,MSG=mm...mm,SEV=A

Sends message mm...mm to a logged on user with the specified id.
– SEV=A (Alert)
– SEV=E (Error)
– SEV=I (Info)
– SEV=D (Diag)
– KEY=logon ID (individual user)
– KEY=ALL (all users)

• F SAMS,USER,CANCEL,ID=logonID/ALL,TYPE=(View3270/PcGUI/EDBC/JavaGUI/HCC/PcSched)

Cancel logged on users.
ID=logon ID

Cancels specified logon ID
ID=All

Cancels all logged on users.
ID is required.
You can use TYPE=(V3270/PCTCP) to specify the communication that is used (View3270 for VTAM LU2, PcGui for
TCP/IP).

• F SAMS,USER,HELP

Shows modify commands available for canceling one or more users.
• F SAMS,USER,LIST

Shows users that are logged on to the system.
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Virtual Tape (VTAPE)

The following commands are available for Vtape.

• F SAMS,ACT,VTAPE

Activates the Vtape interface.
• F SAMS,DEACT,VTAPE

Deactivates the Vtape interface.

Write-to-Operator Commands (WTOTAB)

The following WTOTAB commands are available.

• F SAMS,ACT,WTOTAB

Starts console command and message collection.
• F SAMS,DEACT,WTOTAB

Stops console command and message collection.

Configuration Jobs
View details about the jobs in the CCTUSAMP library that allocate and initialize customer configuration data sets.

Several jobs in the CCTUSAMP library are used to allocate and initialize the customer configuration data sets. Each job is
a member in the CCTUSAMP library. The following list summarizes what is done by each job.

J01GMI
Data Sets Allocated:

• EXTFLTDS
• HWMLOG
• JCLLIB
• PARMLIB
• SYSTSCR
• SYSMDUMP

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace):

• CONFIG
• SUMMARY
• VKGPARMS

J01BASE
Data Sets Allocated: VVDSDSN
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• DSNCTLG
• DSNUCTL
• DUPEDSNS
• GRPSTATS
• HFSPDSE
• MVDETAIL
• VSAMVVDS
• GETALIAS

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace):
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• GDEFS
• CASCMDS

Members that are copied to JCLLIB: None
J01SUMM

Data Sets Allocated: SUMMDEFS
Factory-supplied Summary Object definitions copied from the CCTUSAMP library to SUMMDEFS (without
replace): See factory summaries that are named S0Xnnnnn.
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None

J01JOIN
Data Sets Allocated: JOINDEFS
Factory-supplied Joined Objects definitions that are copied from the CCTUSAMP library to JOINDEFS (without
replace): See factory joins that are named J00nnnnn.
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None

J01DELTA
Data Sets Allocated: DELTADEF
Factory-supplied Delta Objects definitions that are copied from the CCTUSAMP library to DELTADEF (without
replace): See factory deltas that are named D99nnnnn.
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None

J01QFILE
Data Sets Allocated: QUEUE
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None

J01RSTLG
Data Sets Allocated: RSTLOG
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None

J02AUTO
Data Sets Allocated: AUTOSCR
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
Members that are copied to PARMLIB: None

J02UNICE
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
Members that are copied to CAIEVENT:

• XVPCNTL
• VPMSG1EN
• VPMSG2EN
• VPMSG3EN
• VPMSG4EN

J03HSM
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):
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• AUDITBCD
• AUDITMCB
• AUDITMCD
• AUDITOCD
• BACKEDUP
• DSKHSMCC
• DSKHSMCB
• DSKHSMCD
• DSKHSMTT
• DSKHSMTD
• DSKHSMRC
• DSKCIDSD

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace):

• HSMCMDS
• RCYCDEV
• HSMPATCH

Members available in the CCTUSAMP library but copied to PARMLIB:

• HSMTRIGS

Members that are copied to AUTOSCR:

• HSMDTECT

Members that are copied to JCLLIB:

• FIXCDS
• HSMALTER

J04ROBOT:
For STK
Data Sets Allocated:

• ACSLDSN
• ACSVOLDS
• STKAUDIT
• STKDACS

Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): STKACS and STKACSX
J05BMCCT

Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• VNSBCT01
• VNSBCT02

Members copied to JCLLIB (without replace): VNJBCT01
J05CA1

Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• DSKTMCF
• DSKTMCV
• TMCDSNB
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Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace):

• FILTVIJO
• FILTVIMB
• FILTVIMC
• FILTVIOU
• FILTVIRO
• FILTVITD
• SUMMARY

Members that are copied to PARMLIB: None
J05CA1T

Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• MISMATCH
• TAPSTATS
• TMSAUDIT

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
Members that are copied to AUTOSCR: TMCALERT

J05TLMS
Data Sets Allocated:

• CTSTLMSF
• CTSTLMSV

Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• DSKTLMSF
• DSKTLMSV
• DSKTLMSU

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace):

• FILTTLJO
• FILTTLMB
• FILTTLMC
• FILTTLTD
• SUMMARY

Members copied to JCLLIB (without replace): TLMSDSKU
J05TLMST

Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• MISMATCH
• TAPSTATS
• TMSAUDIT

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
J05RMM

Data Sets Allocated:
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• RMMEXDSN
• RMMEXDSN.MSGS

Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• DSKRMMF
• DSKRMMV
• MISMATCH
• TAPSTATS
• TMSAUDIT

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace):

• FILTRMJO
• FILTRMKB
• FILTRMSG
• FILTRMTD
• SUMMARY

Members that are copied to JCLLIB: RMMFRPT.
J05ASGZ

Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• DSKZARF
• DSKZARV
• MISMATCH
• TAPSTATS
• TMSAUDIT

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace):

• FILTZAAC
• FILTZAMB
• FILTZATD
• SUMMARY

J06DLM
Data Sets Allocated:

• DLMDIPFX.DLMAWSPR
• DLMDIPFX.DLMLOG
• DLMDIPFX.DLMQALL
• DLMDIPFX.DLMREPST
• DLMDIPFX.DLMSPACE
• DLMDIPFX.DLMDDSSC
• DLMDIPFX.DLMDDSTU
• DLMDIPFX.DLMTHRPU
• DLMDIPFX.DLMMAXTP
• DLMDIPFX.DLMSLOWM
• DLMDIPFX.DLMSTATI

Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): DLMDISCR
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
Members copied to JCLLIB (without replace): DLMDIJCL
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J06VTAPE
For VTAPE
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
For VTV
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• DSKIBMVT
• DSKIBMCC
• DSKIBMPL
• DSKIBMPP
• DSKIBMPM
• DSKIBMPV
• DSKIBMVH
• DSKIBMVP
• DSKIBMVS

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
For VSM
Data Sets Allocated:

• STKMVCXP
• STKVTVXP
• STKMVCPR
• STKVTSS
• STKQVTRP

Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None

J07MEDIA
Data Sets Allocated:

• MPMVOLDS
• MPMDEVDA
• MPMDEVDH
• MPMDEVDS

Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace):

• FILTMPM1
• SUMMARY

J08DISK
Data Sets Allocated: DMSJCL
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• ARCHIVED
• AUDITARC
• DSNDISK

Scripts copied to AUTOSCR (without replace): DMSMSGAC
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
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Members copied to DMSJCL (without replace):

• DISPOSEA
• DISPOSER
• DMSFIND
• DMSJCARD
• DMSSCAN
• EXPCOMP
• IMPCOMP
• MERGE
• SEQMIG
• VBACKUPO
• VBKUPON
• VRECOVER
• VRESTORE

Members available in the CCTUSAMP library not copied (but related to component): JCARD
J09ADABS

Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace):

• FILTADAB
• SUMMARY

J09DB2
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• DB2NAMES
• DB2LITS (VNSDB2LS renamed during copy process to DB2LITS)
• DB2RTS
• VNS12030

         Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None

J09DTCOM
Data Sets Allocated:

• JCLLIB.AREA
• JCLLIB.DATABASE
• JCLLIB.MUFADDSP
• JCLLIB.TABLE

Scripts that are copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): DATACOM
Members that are copied (with newname) to JCLLIB.AREA (without replace):
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• DCMABNAT,ABKNAT
• DCMABORG,ABKREORG
• DCMABPHN,ABKPHYNO
• DCMABPHY,ABKPHYES
• DCMABRLD,ABKRELOD
• DCMADSPM,ABLSPMIX
• DCMAEXTN,AEXTEND
• DCMALNAT,ALDNAT
• DCMALNUL,ALDNONE
• DCMALOCK,ALOCK
• DCMALPHN,ALDPHYNO
• DCMALPHY,ALDPHYES
• DCMARETX,ARETIX
• DCMARKEY,ARPKEYS
• DCMAUNLK,AUNLOCK
• DCMPARMS
• DCMPROC
• JCARD

Members copied (with newname) to JCLLIB.DATABASE (without replace):

• DCMBBNAT,BBKNAT
• DCMBBPHN,BBKPHYNO
• DCMBBPHY,BBKPHYES
• DCMBBRLD,BBKRELOD
• DCMBCLNK,BCXLINK
• DCMBCRDB,BCXRPTDB
• DCMBCRES,BCXRESET
• DCMBLNAT,BLDNAT
• DCMBLPHN,BLDPHYNO
• DCMBLPHY,BLDPHYES
• DCMBRETX,BRETIX
• DCMPARMS
• DCMPROC
• JCARD

Members that are copied (with newname) to JCLLIB. MUFADDSP (without replace):

• DCMMBCXX,MBKCXX
• DCMMBDBM,MBKDBMS
• DCMMLCXD,MLDCXXDB
• DCMMLCXX,MLDCXX
• DCMMLDBM,MLDDBMS
• DCMMRCXX,MCXRPT
• DCMMRPXX,MRPPXX
• DCMMRSNP,MRPSNAP
• DCMMSPIL,MSPILL
• DCMPARMS
• DCMPROC
• JCARD
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Members that are copied (with newname) to JCLLIB. TABLE (without replace):

• DCMTLMAD,TMASSADD
• DCMTLXTR,TLDXTRAC
• DCMTXNAT,TEXTRNAT
• DCMTXPHY,TEXTRPHY
• DCMPARMS
• DCMPROC
• JCARD

J09IDMS
Data Sets Allocated:

• IDMSDSAR
• IDMSDSDM
• IDMSDSRC

Scripts that are copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): SCRIDMS
Members that are copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
Members available in the CCTUSAMP library but copied to JCLLIB:

• JCLIDMS
• IDMSPRTS
• IDMSPRTX

J10ALLOC
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts that are copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): None
Members that are copied to PARMLIB (without replace):

• PLSCMDS
• VAMSPARE

J11ASTEX
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): ASTEX00
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None

J12USS
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): ZFSDSNS
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None

J15MCAT
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace): MCAT
Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
Members available in the CCTUSAMP library but copied to JCLLIB:

• MCTBATCH
• CREWBACK
• CREWDIAG
• VREWREST
• FAVRBACK
• VAVRREST
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J16CREWS
Data Sets Allocated: None
Scripts copied to SYSTSCR (without replace):

• CREWACE
• CREWSCA7

Members copied to PARMLIB (without replace): None
Members available in the CCTUSAMP library but copied to JCLLIB:

• CREWSACE
• CREWSA7

Configuration Members
This section describes the Vantage configuration members and how to use them.

Data Set Groups - Logical Collections of Data Sets

A data set group is a collection of data sets regardless of their physical location, that is, a logical collection of data sets
based on their attributes. The data set groups contain following categories:

• Data sets on primary disk storage (formerly named Logical Groups)
• Data sets on secondary storage (formerly named External Groups)
• Data sets on tape storage

Examples:

• All data sets that belong to an application, or a department, that are based on naming conventions
• All data sets of the same SMS management class
• All data sets matching a particular index (node) name

User-defined Storage Groups - USR Pools

USR Storage Groups (Pools) are defined in PARMLIB member POOLDEFS. System parameter POOLDEF (S) actually
sets the last character of the member name. The default of S indicates member POOLDEFS. If you specify system
parameter POOLDEF (1), USR pool definitions must be in member POOLDEF1.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure User-defined Storage Groups.

ARJES2XT - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to define the pseudo volumes, dsnames, job names, and program names that tailor the candidates for
invoking auto-restores from the JES2 Exit. If the member is not present or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP
library.

CASCMDS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

This member contains CAS (Catalog Address Space) modify commands to be used from the presentation clients. If the
member is missing or empty, copy the sample member from the CCTUSAMP library. Remove, edit, or add the appropriate
commands to customize the list.
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CONFIG - Local PARMLIB Member

The started task requires this member. CONFIG is the supplied default member name. The exact member name is
identified in the PARM field of the EXEC statement in the started task JCL (the SAMS procedure). You can modify
part of this member to suit your needs. If the member is not present or empty, copy the VNPCONF member from the
CCTUSAMP library and rename the VNPCONF member to CONFIG.

NOTE
For a description of the CONFIG= parameter and the CONFIG member, see VKGPARMS Parameter
Descriptions.

DMSTRIGS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member for your early filters for Disk message automation. The first 72 bytes of each record are tested. Blank
positions are skipped and non-blank positions are tested to match the corresponding character in the Disk message.
Bytes 73-80 should be blank. If the member is not present or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library.

FILTMPM1 - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

The Tape Resource Option can present error information that is collected about tape media for any user-defined VOLSER
range of cartridges. You can define as many volumes ranges as necessary by editing the filter statements in FILTMPM1
member in your PARMLIB. You can specify separate volume ranges for temporary and permanent errors.

If the member is missing or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library. Verify that it specifies filter statements
appropriate to your installation.

The member contains two sets of filters, one for temporary and one for permanent errors.

These filter members define summaries using statements:

SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

A maximum of 1000 such statements is allowed.

FILTRMnn - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Members

These members are used by the DFSMSrmm interface to create summaries that are based on tape volume grouping. Use
the FILTRMnn members in the CCTUSAMP library as a starter set.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure for DFSMSrmm.

These filter members define summaries using statements:

SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

A maximum of 1000 such statements is allowed.

FILTTLxx - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Members

These members are used by the TLMS interface to create summaries that are based on tape volume grouping. Use the
FILTTLnn members in the CCTUSAMP library as a starter set.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure for TLMS.

These filter members define summaries using statements:
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SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

A maximum of 1000 such statements is allowed.

FILTVInn - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Members

These members are used by the Tape Resource Option to create summaries that are based on TMC tape volume
grouping. Use the FILTVInn members in the CCTUSAMP library as the starter set.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure for CA 1.

These filter members define summaries using statements:

SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

A maximum of 1000 such statements is allowed.

FILTZAnn - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Members

These members are used by the Tape Resource Option to create summaries that are based on ZARA tape volume
grouping. Use the FILTZAnn members in the CCTUSAMP library as the starter set.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure for ASG-Zara.

These filter members define summaries using the following statements:

SET_SUM_LABEL=

SET_SUM_FILTER=

A maximum of 1000 such statements is allowed.

FIXCDS - Sample Member

This member contains the DFSMShsm FIXCDS JCL to be used for ACTIONS in the Audit of the HSM MCDS, BCDS, and
OCDS control data sets. Copy the member FIXCDS from the CCTUSAMP library to your JCLLIB data set and customize
the member by including a JOB statement.

HSMCMDS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to contain DFSMShsm commands you use from the Windows Client or MTC-M. If the member is
missing or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library. The list in the CCTUSAMP library might change in
upgrades or new versions of the system. Customize this list to your needs by removing, editing, or adding appropriate
commands.

HSMPATCH - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

This member contains the DFSMShsm PATCH commands to be used by the user interfaces. If the member is missing,
copy it from the CCTUSAMP library. If changes are needed, customize this list with commands to meet your needs by
removing, editing, or adding appropriate commands.
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HSMTRIGS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member for your early filters for DFSMShsm message automation. The first 72 bytes of each record are tested.
Blank positions are skipped and non-blank positions are tested to match the corresponding character in the HSM
message. Bytes 73-80 should be blank. If the member is missing or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library.

INCLEXCL - Local PARMLIB Member

The INCLEXCL member in your local PARMLIB is used to contain optional include-exclude lists for various objects and
functions. Use Host Configuration to update these lists as needed. You can also use TSO/ISPF or other editors, but
because they do not know the syntax rules, you might unknowingly introduce errors.

If you run multiple Vantage SRM systems and each requires a different configuration (for example, different system
parameters in VKGPARMS, different INCLEXCL lists, and so on) you can configure all of them in one local parmlib.
Furthermore, you can distribute the parmlib data set to your other systems.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure PARMLIB Member CONFIG.

This member contains all includes/excludes previously contained in these members: CATEXCL, CATINCL, DSNEXCL,
DTOCDEXC, DTOCPEXC, DTOCVEXC, EXCLUDE, MCDAUDIT, VOLEXCL, and VOLINCL.

NOTE
The “POOLDEFn” PARMLIB member continues handling Storage Group exclusions. For more information, see
POOLDEFS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member.

Include/exclude support is also provided for the following functions:

• Audit of BCDS (created by script AUDITBCD)
• VSAMVVDS Extract (created by script VSAMVVDS)
• Duplicate Data sets (created by script DUPEDSNS)

If member INCLEXCL does not exist, it is automatically created whenever a function using one of the include/exclude lists
is started. That is, the content of each old member name is read, and automatically converted to a section within this new
member. This conversion usually occurs only once. (If you delete the INCLEXCL member for some reason, it will be re-
created the next time any include/exclude list is needed.)

If you do not want your existing include/exclude members to be converted automatically, copy the INCLEXCL member
from the CCTUSAMP library to your local PARMLIB. The sample defines null lists for all the various functions. You must
then manually update the lists to meet your needs.

The INCLEXCL member is divided into section names, where each section has its own includes and excludes in the
format:

INCL=

EXCL=

These statements can start in either column 1 or 2. If an asterisk (*) appears in column 1 of such a statement, it is treated
as a comment.

If this member is customized through Host Configuration, any INCL= or EXCL= statement that is commented out (that
is, it starts with *INCL, *EXCL, *NCL or *XCL) is preserved, and can easily be uncommented again. However, any
other comment statements within the list of includes and excludes are skipped and never written back as a part of the
INCLEXCL member.

For more information, see Include-Exclude Processing Logic.
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JCLMLIST - Local PARMLIB Member

The JCLMLIST member in your local PARMLIB is used to associate JCL members with objects, and give descriptions for
each. It provides an easy way to organize various (model) JCL members by associating each member with the objects
on which it can be used. You no longer need to remember the name and where you saved it, once you have added it
to the JCL Model List. Only reference the object in the object tree and associated JCL members can also be listed and
accessed.

NOTE
For more information, see The JCL Model List.

MSGTRIGS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member for your early filters for MVS console message automation. The first 72 bytes of each record are tested.
Blank positions are skipped and non-blank positions are tested to match the corresponding character in the console
message. Bytes 73-80 should be blank.

There is one special parameter if you have a sysplex where the console messages for all LPARs are being merged, you
can choose to filter out only the messages from the local LPAR (beginning in column 1):

LOCAL_MESSAGES_ONLY=YES

If this parameter is not present, the default is to filter out messages from all LPARS:

LOCAL_MESSAGES_ONLY=NO

If the member is missing or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library.

PLSCMDS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to contain Allocate commands that you use from the Windows Client or MTC-M. If the member is
missing or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library. The list in the CCTUSAMP library might change in
upgrades or new versions of the system. Customize this list to your needs by removing, editing, or adding appropriate
commands.

POOLDEFS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to define user-defined storage groups by volume names, patterns, or any other volume attribute, and to
assign descriptions to any storage group.

These user-defined storage groups are displayed as USR (user) defined, in contrast to: SMS, MVS, or VAM defined
storage groups.

You can also use this member to instruct the system to exclude certain MVS, SMS, or VAM storage groups based on their
unit names.

Use Host Configuration to define user-defined storage groups, assign descriptions to any storage group, and to exclude
storage groups from the processing.

NOTE
System parameter POOLDEF controls the exact name of this member. For more information, see system
parameter POOLDEF in VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions. It specifies the last character of the member
name. The default is (S), which means the default member name is POOLDEFS.

Example of POOLDEFS Member:

POOLDEF NAME=(IBMPOOL),EXTFLT=(FPS00001)

        DESA=(USR Genned SG IBMPOOL)

POOLDEF NAME=(FRAG250),EXTFLT=(FPS00003)

        DESA=(USR Genned SG FRAG250)
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        DESB=(desc b)

        DESC=(filter smd06/)

POOLDEF NAME=(3380)

        DESA=(test description a)

        DESB=(test desc b)

        DESC=(test desc c)

EXCLUDE EXTFLT=(FPSEXCL)

Syntax of POOLDEFS Member:

POOLDEF (Required)
This command is used to define a user (USR) pool of volumes, or to give descriptions to pools defined within
SMS, MVS, or VAM. The command name must start in position 1 and must be followed by 1 blank. The
POOLDEF command has the following parameters:

• NAME=(poolname) (Required)
This parameter specifies the name of the pool. The name must be within parentheses, must not contain
any blanks, and be a maximum of 8 characters. It must immediately follow the POOLDEF command. If the
POOLDEF command is being used merely to associate descriptions with an existing SMS, MVS, or VAM pool
(rather than to define a USR pool), the NAME= parameter must specify the name of an existing SMS, MVS, or
VAM pool.

• EXTFLT=(filtername) (Required for USR defined pools)
When defining a user (USR) pool, this parameter specifies the name of a filter in the External Filter Library.
When the named filter is applied to the Volumes object, it selects the volumes that are to be included in the
pool. The filtername must follow the naming standards for members of a PDS, and must be specified within
the parentheses. When adding descriptions to an SMS, MVS, or VAM pool, the EXTFLT= parameter must be
omitted.

• DESA=(description part A) (Optional)
• DESB=(description part B) (Optional)
• DESC=(description part C) (Optional)

Each of the three description fields is optional. Specify a text string of 1 to 25 characters within parentheses. Use
as many of the description parameters to give an adequate descriptive text to the named pool.

EXCLUDE (Optional)
This command is used to indicate which pools (storage groups) are to be excluded from the Storage Groups
object. The command name must start in position 1 and must be followed by 1 blank. The EXCLUDE command
has the following parameter:
EXTFLT=(filtername)
When excluding pools from the Storage Groups object, this parameter specifies the name of a filter in the External
Filter Library. When the named filter is applied to the names of the Storage Groups, it excludes the unwanted
pools. The filtername must follow the naming standards for members of a PDS, and must be specified within the
parentheses.

Examples of External Filter Members for the POOLDEFS Example Above:

Notice the special syntax of the TITLE statement in the following examples. The first 8 characters after TITLE= must
specify the object name. It must be LSPACE (with 2 trailing blanks) for filter members that are referenced on POOLDEF
commands (for defining USR pools). It must be POOLESOU for filter members that are referenced on the EXCLUDE
command (for excluding pools).

NOTE
For additional information, see External Filters.

Member=(FPS00001)
<GENERAL>

EVENT_TYPE=FILTER
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TITLE=LSPACE  Pool Name IBMPOOL

<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

SET_FILTER=('VENDOR' EQ IBM)

Member=(FPS00003)
<GENERAL>

EVENT_TYPE=FILTER

TITLE=LSPACE  Pool Name FRAG250

<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

SET_FILTER=('FRINDX' GT 250)

Member=(FPSEXCL)
<GENERAL>

EVENT_TYPE=FILTER

TITLE=POOLESOUExclude defs for Pools

<EVENT_PROCEDURE>

SET_FILTER=ESOPOOL EXCL (VIO,SYSSQ,SYSALLDA)

RCYCDEV - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to specify default storage capacities of your various types of tape devices. The recycle simulation
function uses these capacities to calculate the number of new tapes that are necessary to recycle a range of tapes. If the
member is missing or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library. You can modify the values in this table to
reflect the devices present at your installation.

The table contains the following columns of data:

• Column 1 = Device name (1 to 8 characters)
• Column 10 = Capacity of the device in Megabytes (8 numeric digits). For this table, 1 MB = 1024 * 1024
• Column 19 = Comments (1 to 28 characters)

Lines beginning with an asterisk (*) are comments and are ignored.

SCCONFIG – (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to configure Vantage options for some objects that run in Snapshot Copy (SC) mode, mainly the
Vantage Performance Monitor (PERFMON). In the Vantage object tree go to CA Vantage Internal Management –
Configuration - (SCCONFIG) Configuration of SC Objects and execute the Create Default action. This action creates the
SCCONFIG configuration member in your Vantage user PARMLIB.

SMFCONF - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to configure Vantage FICON and DASD Activity Performance Objects. If the member is missing or
empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library. Do not edit the member directly. Instead, open the Vantage Internal
Management – Configuration - "(SMFCONF) Configuration of SMF objects" object, and use object actions to edit the
member.

SSGACONF - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to specify the VTOC, VTOC INDEX, VVDS data set sizes, as well as other parameters that are applied
when adding spare volumes to the target storage group using the latest configuration method. If the member is missing or
empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library. Do not edit the member directly. Instead, open the Vantage Internal
Management - Configuration - Configure ADD Volume to STG - "(SSGACONF) Spare Vol and STG Base Parameters"
object, and use object actions to edit the member.
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SUMMARY - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to customize your summary reports. If the member is missing or empty, copy the sample from the
CCTUSAMP library.

VAMSPARE - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to define candidate volumes to be added dynamically to an Allocate Storage Group in violation.

• Column 1 = Volume name or volume pattern that can be added to an Allocate storage group
• Column 10 = Free space percentage that Allocate is to maintain on the volume when added to its storage group
• Column 13 = Description of the volume name or volume pattern

If the member is missing or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library.

VANEDM00 - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member if you audit Disk ARCHVOLS or HSM OCDS volumes against the TMC.

NOTE
For more information, see Configure Tape Resource Option and the description of the VANEDM00 system
parameter in VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

If the member is missing or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library.

VKGPARMS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to contain your local system parameter values, values that override system defaults to tailor the system
to your needs. If the member is missing or empty, copy the sample from the CCTUSAMP library.

NOTE
For a description of each parameter, see System Parameters.

VNEMCGKS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to specify devices that are labeled as 'gatekeepers' used by EMC API calls to communicate with EMC
VMAX Disc Arrays.

VPVVDSSX - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to specify the VVDS size in tracks, VTOC start cylinder, VTOC size in tracks, and VTOC index size in
tracks, when a spare volume is reinitialized and added to an SMS storage group. If the member is missing or empty, copy
the sample from the CCTUSAMP library. Edit the member directly, or use the VTOC/VVDS section in Host Configuration
to edit the member.

NOTE
The PARMLIB member VPVVDSSX replaced the obsolete member VPVVDSSZ. If you are still using
VPVVDSSZ, use the Host Configuration to convert the member to VPVVDSSX.

VVVTCONF - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

Use this member to override values specified in the SSGACONF member. If the member is missing or empty, copy the
sample from the CCTUSAMP library. Do not edit the member directly. Instead, open the Vantage Internal Management
- Configuration - Configure ADD Volume to STG - "(VVVTCONF) Spare Vol and STG Ovrd Parameters" object, and use
object actions to edit the member.
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Connectivity and Email
This section contains information about Code Page Language Support, mail system and TCP/IP connectivity.

Code Page Language Support

The Vantage user-interface clients convert ASCII to EBCDIC when sending data to the host to be saved. The host saves
the EBCDIC data without any conversions. When the host sends any of this data back to the user-interface clients, it
sends the EBCDIC data it saved. The user-interface client then converts it back to ASCII for its use. No other conversions
are required between the Vantage host and its Windows, Host Configuration, and web user-interface clients. They always
use the same English encoding to communicate.

However, the Vantage host can also send any saved EBCDIC data to another application on the host. For example,
the host SMTP server for sending email. That other host application can be configured to expect data encoded using a
different code page. System parameter CODEPAGE allows the Vantage host to convert the EBCDIC data from its default
code page of 1140, to the code page required by the other host application when it receives data.

The following list shows the only conversions that are currently supported:

• to code page 1142 for Danish and Norwegian
• to code page 1143 for Finnish and Swedish
• to code page 1147 for French

If your SMTP server requires a different non-English code page, contact Broadcom Support to discuss your needs.

Mail

Member VANSENDM in the CCTUSAMP library contains sample JCL for sending messages to other users though the
internal mail system of the product.

Mailbox Server

By default, Mailbox server of the product is active. This setting allows messages to a user who is not logged on to be
stored in the mailbox of that user.

User mail is written to a checkpoint data set when the system is shut down, and initialized from it when started up again.

For more information, see Checkpoint Objects. To find and modify values that control user mail, see the descriptions of the
MAILxxxx  system parameters in System Parameters.

Standard users can delete only their own private mail. You must have STGADMIN authorization to delete the mail that is
sent to all users.

TCP/IP

See Installing and the TCPxxxxx system parameters in System Parameters.

TCP/IP Server Component Shutdown

When the Vantage TCP/IP server component shuts down (due to TCP/IP error, to the F SAMS,DEACT,TCPIP command
to deactivate the component, or to an F SAMS, SHUTDOWN or P SAMS command), the TCP/IP component posts all
TCP/IP-connected clients (represented by VANTCP TCBs) to terminate. Each of these TCP/IP-client TCBs posts their
respective client windows controller (represented by an SSMGLOBL TCB). Finally, each client windows controller TCB
posts client window server (each represented by an EWSAPPL TCB) to terminate.

If any client window server fails to terminate within 15 seconds after the post, the windows controller detaches it. The
cleanup process that is expected as part of the normal termination of the window server cannot be done; because the
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object creator program for the window is not testing the termination indicator (the APIQUIT flag), as it is required to be. Or
client window server has made an I/O request, and it is still waiting for z/OS to respond.

If the timeout occurs and a client server is detached by the windows controller, it issues diagnostic messages to the
MSGExxxx file providing more information about the object and programs were executing under the windows server, that
does not terminate.

When all window servers that are controlled by the SSMGLOBL controller task are terminated (either typically or
detached), the controller task calls the security system to free the ACEE of the user, and then remove the user from the
users currently logged on table.

The TCP/IP server component has a wait time of 30 seconds before it starts to detach forcibly TCPIP-clients. In the typical
circumstances, however, this delay is not required because the windows controller for each TCP/IP-client is enforcing
a maximum response time of 15 seconds. Because all TCP/IP-clients shut down within 15 seconds or less, the TCP/IP
server component should also shut down within that same time period.

Ensure that the logoff code for each user is always executed, and that the user is removed from the users who are
currently logged on table.

Date Formats
This section describes how Vantage handles date formats in objects, including internal, external, invalid, and null dates,
and date conversions.

External Date Formats

Since 1990, the product's standard for both displaying and entering dates has been the ddMMMyyyy format, for example,
17MAY1999, 01JAN2000, 29FEB2000, and so on. This format is used to eliminate the confusion inherent in dates
displayed as 03/04/2001, which depending on your part of the world can mean either 04MAR2001 or 03APR2001.

00Jan1900 Standard for Null Dates

Vendors occasionally need to define date fields, which are only optionally filled with real dates.

Such fields are initialized with a value that means none, or not assigned yet. A common example of such a field is a data
set's expiration date as kept within the VTOC. It is very seldom set to a real date. Instead, it contains the initialized value
of binary zeros. When interpreted as a date, the binary zeros mean day 000 of year 1900, or 00Jan1900 in its Gregorian
equivalent. Vantage assigns this standard null date (Julian 1900.000) whenever a null date is recognized. The Windows
Client, MTC-M, and View 3270 Client present this date as -None.

99Dec2155 Standard for Invalid Dates

The product's date service validates all date fields to ensure that they contain valid dates according to their declared
formats (see the tables in the following section Internal Date Formats). If a date field is invalid, and is not the standard
null date, the service replaces the invalid data with a standard invalid date (Julian 2155.999), which the Windows Client,
MTC-M, and View 3270 Client present as -Invalid. If this date appears in any display, it means that the raw input source
for the object contained an invalid date in this field. This standard for invalid dates allows a user to find and exclude them
by using this value in a filter expression.

In some cases, however, a date field coming as raw input from another source is not validated. This happens if the input
source has been found to fill its date fields reliably, subsequently it is unnecessary to revalidate.

Observe the following:
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• If you find a date field that is presumed reliable, but is not, notify Broadcom Support. When appropriate, also notify the
vendor responsible for the original date field.

• Date validation is not a Y2K compliance issue. The problem of handling an invalid date is the same before and after
year 2000. Y2K compliance primarily deals with date (century) information insufficient to determine the correct year,
and the subsequent problems that may result.

Internal Date Formats

Internally, the product recognizes and supports the following date formats that are year 2000 compliant. The internal date
routines support dates from 01Jan1900 through 31Dec3999 (year 4000 uses a different leap year rule). Some of the
internal formats, however, do not support the entire date range. The following shows the format and supported ranges for
each date format.

STCK
Format: XL8'XXXXXXXXXXXXX000'
Comment: IBM defines the first 52 bits as microseconds since 01Jan1900, time 00:00:00.000000.
Range: XL8'0000000000000000' TO 'FFFFFFFFFFFFF000' or 1900_001/01JAN1900 Time 00:00:00.000000 to
2042_260/17SEP2042 Time 14:19:13.642942, that is, limited range (wraps on 17SEP2042).

DJUL
Format: CL7'YYYYDDD'
Comment: Julian character format.
Range: CL7'1900001' TO '3999365' (MAX 31DEC3999) or 1900_001/01JAN1900 to 3999_365/31DEC3999, that
is, full range.

DJP4
Format: XL4'CCYYDDDF'
Comment: Julian packed format with century code.
Range: XL4'0000001F' TO '2099365F' (MAX 31DEC3999) or 1900_001/01JAN1900 to 3999_365/31DEC3999,
that is, full range.

DJPI
Format: XL4'0YYYYDDD'
Comment: Julian unsigned packed format.
Range: XL4'01900001' TO '03999365' (MAX 31DEC3999) or 1900_001/01JAN1900 to 3999_365/31DEC3999,
that is, full range.

DJDB
Format: XL1'YY',XL2'DDDD'
Comment: Julian discontinuous binary (VTOC) format. The YY byte is added to year 1900 base. Note the
maximum date range.
Range: XL3'000001' TO 'FF016D' (MAX 31DEC2155) or 1900_001/01JAN1900 to 2155_365/31DEC2155, that is,
limited range.

DGRE
Format: CL9'DDMONYYYY'
Comment: Gregorian character format.
Range: CL9'01JAN1900' TO '31DEC3999'(MAX 31DEC3999) or 1900_001/01JAN1900 to
3999_365/31DEC3999, that is, full range.

DGP1
Format: XL4'DDMMYYYY'
Comment: Gregorian hex or unsigned packed format.
Range: XL4'01011900' TO '31123999' (MAX 31DEC3999) or 1900_001/01JAN1900 to 3999_365/31DEC3999,
that is, full range.
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DGP2
Format: XL4'MMDDYYYY'
Comment: Gregorian hex or unsigned packed format.
Range: XL4'01011900' TO '12313999' (MAX 31DEC3999) or 1900_001/01JAN1900 to 3999_365/31DEC3999,
that is, full range.

DGP3
Format: XL4'YYYYMMDD'
Comment: Gregorian hex or unsigned packed format.
Range: XL4'19000101' TO '39991231' (MAX 31DEC3999) or 1900_001/01JAN1900 to 3999_365/31DEC3999,
that is, full range.

DAY1
Format: FL4'DDDDDD'
Comment: Days since 01Jan1900.
Range: FL4'000000' TO '767008' (MAX 31DEC3999) or 1900_001/01JAN1900 to 3999_365/31DEC3999, that is,
full range.

Common Date Conversion Service

The product's date conversion service converts any of the above formats to another, taking into account the limited
ranges of some of the formats. The service has been verified by starting with a date in DAY1 format with a value of 0 (for
example, 01Jan1900), and converting it to every one of the other formats, then displaying the results. The result placed
in the second format was then used as input and converted to all the other formats, and displayed again. The value in the
third format was then used as input and converted to all other formats, and displayed. The process was repeated until
the same date had been used as input in each of the formats, and converted to all other formats, so that each of the ten
formats was converted to the other nine (90 conversions in all) and the results were verified to be the same correct value.

Next, the DAY1 value was incremented by one, and the process continued through the full range of supported dates,
which has a maximum valid day value of 767008, that is, 31Dec3999. In all, about 767009*90 conversions were
performed. (The actual number is smaller because the STCK conversions become invalid in year 2042, and the DJDB
conversions become invalid in year 2156. Conversions of these formats were stopped as soon as their range limit was
reached.)

The results of the conversions were verified to be correct for the complete range of all formats, including all leap year
related dates.

Windowing Support for Noncompliant Dates

This product processes dates produced by several other products. When the date in the raw vendor record is not year
2000 compliant, it is converted to one of the compliant formats by use of a common service that uses the windowing
technique. The years 70-99 are converted to 1970 -1999.

Years 00-69 are converted to 2000-2069. This method is used for dates contained within IBM's BCS catalogs, where the
date field contains only the 2 digit year. The assumption is that IBM's compliance support also makes use of windowing
services to maintain and display this field.

Diagnostics
Vantage provides a range of features to help with diagnostics, tracing, debugging, dump generation, and more.

CLASSx DD-name

The //CLASSx DD DUMMY statement applies for all SYSOUT allocations in Vantage that use the general allocation
service (GALLOC and GDALLOC).
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NOTE
For a description on how to use this statement with the MSGE SYSOUT allocation, see MSGE Diagnostic
Messages.

DEBUG and SNAPCLAS - System Parameters

DEBUG and SNAPCLAS are two system parameters that control diagnostic and recovery options.

NOTE
For a full description of these parameters, see System Parameters.

You should specify these parameters only when requested to do so by Broadcom Support.

• DEBUG (1) is the default, which enables all error recovery routines and standard debugging information.
• DEGUG (0) disables the error recovery routines such that a z/OS dump will be taken whenever an abend occurs.

Broadcom Support can request that you specify this if the standard information is insufficient to resolve a problem.
• SNAPCLAS (?) is the default, which suppresses snap dumps of internal diagnostic information.
• SNAPCLAS (x), where x is a valid SYSOUT class, not an asterisk, enables the snap dumps of internal diagnostic

information. Broadcom Support can request that you specify this if the standard information is insufficient to resolve a
problem.

Debugging Tools - Hints, Tips and Services

See the following sections:

• CPU Usage
• Dump Commands
• Host Configuration

Diagnostic Zaps

Several components and functions have internal debugging switches:

• Broadcom Support supply activating zaps only when needed.
• Used to provide additional diagnostics, usually printed to the MSGE file.

Dump Data Set

Install job J01GMI allocates a SYSMDUMP data set. The distributed JCL procedure SAMS, refers to this data set on the //
SYSMDUMP DD statement, with FREE=CLOSE. If Vantage abends, z/OS will write the dump to this data set and it will
be freed from allocation as soon as the dump is closed. It will not be reallocated and reused until the next time Vantage is
started. If Broadcom Support requests the dump, transfer this data set to them following their instructions.

NOTE
For more information, see Memory Above the Bar - Not in Dumps, The space needed for the dump data set is
roughly the same as that needed for paging space - enough to hold the 1.4 GB private address space if all the
memory is allocated. For information about Dump Commands, see Dump Commands.

HPCS - High Performance Call Service

The High Performance Call Service transfers execution from one program to another with a minimum of overhead. A key
element to this service is the HPCS table, which defines all programs using the service.

Each program row in the table contains the following information:
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• Program name
• Program entry point address
• Program length
• Assembly date and time
• Program level (last PI or problem fix that was applied)
• Number of calls to the program using the HPCS path

To find the most recently updated program, sort descending by date and time. Notice its program level (PI or Problem
number), which can help identify the maintenance level applied to the product.

Select a program and use the zoom feature to dump the program as it resides in memory.

NOTE

For information about HPCS Commands, see HPCS Commands.

Diagnostic Messages

See MSGE Diagnostic Messages.

SYSMDUMP

See Dump Data Set.

Tracing

Activating trace functions usually adds a considerable amount of diagnostic data written to the MSGE files on the JES
spool. Consequently, leave trace functions off for normal usage.

NOTE
If requested to activate a trace to gather diagnostic information, remember to turn if off again after the needed
information is obtained. Failing to do so will pollute the MSGE file and waste JES spool space.

HSM
This page describes how multiple HSM host support works, the HSM PARMLIB configuration members, and more.

Multiple HSM Host Support

DFSMShsm Version 2.10 introduced auxiliary HSM hosts. Instead of just one HSM host, you can now have up to 39 on
any z/OS system image, with all of them sharing a common set of control data sets (CDSs). However, each host still
requires its own LOGX/LOGY or PDOX/PDOY data sets; that is, the HSM log data sets cannot be shared among the
multiple HSM hosts. You can use HLOGLIST to specify multiple log or PDA data sets.

All the HSM hosts are auto-discovered and shown in the object “DFSMShsm Primary and Auxiliary Hosts (OBJ06103)”.
You can zoom to objects related to the respective HSM hosts. In multiple HSM hosts environment, if you invoke objects
directly from the object tree, Vantage communicates with the MAIN host or, if it is not active, with the first started HSM
host. For more informationon MAIN, primary and auxillary HSM hosts, see the IBM HSM documentation.

Real-Time Message Functions with Multiple HSM Hosts

Every HSM host (started task, address space) writes messages to its own unique set of LOGX/LOGY or PDOX/PDOY
data sets.

If you license the Automation Option, and activate HSM real-time messaging, you can see all HSM messages as
described below.
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If you license the Automation Option and use PDA environment, you can use HSMLOG scripts instead of RTHSMMSG
(HSM real-time messaging) scripts.

Intercepting Messages with Multiple HSM Hosts

If the HSM real-time messaging is activated, Vantage finds and hooks at startup time all the active HSM hosts (address
spaces), and routes a copy of all the desired messages to the Vantage address space. As a result, Vantage sees all the
desired messages from all the HSM hosts at the moment each host is writing the message to its own LOGX or PDOX data
set. It sees them in chronological order and consolidates them into a single table in memory (VANHSMTB).

To detect and hook HSM hosts that are started after Vantage, you must implement a Message Automation script for MVS
Console Messages (distributed as member HSMDTECT in the CCTUSAMP library) that traps the HSM startup message
and issues the following command (among others):

F SAMS,ACT,HSMTAB  … activates message triggering from the hook

This command causes Vantage to find the newly started HSM host and begin routing its messages to the Vantage
address space, such that all HSM messages continue to be monitored.

If you are running the HSM Monitor, add the following statements at the end of the script member HSMDTECT:

F SAMS,STOP,HSMMON

F SAMS,START,HSMMON

See also the instructions in the HSMDTECT message script member prolog.

Scripts to Monitor Messages in Real Time

Monitoring HSM messages in real-time is transparent and independent from how many HSM hosts are started. These
scripts see the HSM messages coming from all the hosts, regardless how many of them are active.

Monitoring HSM Auto Functions

Monitoring these functions with multiple HSM hosts works like with only one host. The input is a subset of the real-time
HSM messages. Due to the importance of monitoring the auto functions, these real-time HSM messages and the use
of script AUTOFUN are licensed as part of the Vantage HSM interface; that is, they do not require the license for the
Automation Option. However, if you do not license the Automation Option, you cannot use the script HSMDTECT to
monitor MVS console messages for a new HSM host being started. Monitoring of HSM auto functions and HSM real time
automation will stop working once the ARPODX log is switched to ARPODY, unless Message Automation is enabled. For
more information, see Configure HSM Message Automation. In case you do not license the Automation Option, you can
use any automated operations tool to detect a new HSM host, or a swap to the ARCPDOY log data set, and use it to issue
the command:

F SAMS,ACT,HSMTAB

This ensures that the auto functions messages from all the HSM hosts can be seen in real time. This also ensures that
the auto functions are properly monitored regardless of the number of HSM hosts being used, or swaps of the PDA log
data sets being done. You can then work with the latest Auto Function Status (object OBJ06105) or with the historical data
about auto functions (Function Logs - HSMAFLOG). You can also zoom to all the objects from OBJ06105 or HSMAFLOG.

Log Based Functions with Multiple HSM Hosts

Scripts to Monitor Messages in the Log Data Sets

NOTE

This functionality is available for both the LOGX/LOGY and PDA environments and is independent on the hook.

Every HSM host (address space) writes messages to its own unique set of LOGX/LOGY or PDOX/PDOY data sets.
Scripts with Event_Type=HSMLOG process a single set of LOGX/LOGY or PDOX/PDOY data sets as input; that is, these
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scripts can only process the logs for one HSM host. The input log data sets are those as specified in system parameters
HSMLOGX, HSMLOGY or HSMPDOX, and HSMPDOY. However, you can create HSMLOG scripts designed to process
the logs for a specific HSM host. Within the script for a specific host, you specify the correct logs using the ability to
override system parameters.

For example, you can create an HSMLOG script for host 1 and specify or override HSMLOGX, HSMLOGY or HSMPDOX,
and HSMPDOY to identify the correct logs for that host. You can then create another HSMLOG script for host 2 and
override HSMLOGX, HSMLOGY or HSMPDOX, and HSMPDOY for that host.

For more information, see the SET_SYSTEM_PARM= script statement in Script Details.

DFSMShsm Activity Log (HSMMLOG)

Whether one or multiple HSM hosts are active, system parameters HSMLOGX, HSMLOGY or HSMPDOX, and
HSMPDOY or HLOGLIST and HSMANLYZ control the input to this object. In multiple host environments, you must specify
the most appropriate logs to be used as the defaults. When working online from one of the clients, you can use the Input
List Feature to override the defaults, and view the Activity Log for other HSM hosts.

DFSMShsm Detail and Summary Reports

In the LOGX/LOGY environment, use system parameters HSMLOGX, HSMLOGY, HSMANLYZ, HLOGLIST and/or Input
List Feature to control the input to these reports. You can process the log data from as many HSM hosts as you want.

In the PDA environment, both HSM and Vantage must use SMF interface to get DFSMShsm Detail and Summary Reports
results. Parameters HSMPDOX, HSMPDOY, HSMANLYZ, HLOGLIST and the Input List feature are not applicable and
supported. For more information, see Configure HSM interface.

Other Concerns with Multiple HSM Hosts

HSM Request Queue

Each HSM host has its own request queue, unless common queues are used. When this object is requested, Vantage
scans the chain of HSM address spaces and selects the HSM host as described in Multiple HSM Hosts Support.

HSM LIST TTOC Work Data Set

When a user creates HSMTTOC or HSMTTOCR objects for the first time, a permanent work data set is created:

• If the object is created using one of the user-interface clients, data set userid.Ssysid.LIST.TTOC is created.
• If the object is created from a script, data set %DSNPFX%.Ssysid.LIST.TTOC is created.

NOTE
sysid is a four-character system ID that corresponds to the SID parameter in the SMFPRMxx member of the
system parmlib library.

The data set created is not deleted and is reused in subsequent requests by the same user.

HSM Messages Not Being Seen By Automation

If you use LOG mode for the DFSMShsm real-time messaging, the system parameter HSMTABSZ specifies the size in
kilobytes of the Vantage table for HSM real-time messages. If set to 0, there is no HSM real-time message collection,
and no hook is installed. A value of 64 can handle HSM real-time messages at a rate of about 150 messages per second
without loss. If message loss occurs, increase the value to 128 or higher. The minimum size of the table allocated by
Vantage is 32K.

The HSMTABSZ parameter is ignored in PDA mode, and does not affect the size of the real-time messages table, which
is placed above the bar.
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HSM Return Codes Not Included in DFSMShsm Report Details and Summaries

The objects for DFSMShsm Report Details and Summaries are built by extracting the FSR (Function Statistics Record)
from the HSM log data set (LOGX/LOGY environment) or from the SMF record (PDA environment).

Some HSM responses from Migrate or Backup commands do not create FSR records, and therefore cannot be seen in
these reports. However, they can be seen in the DFSMShsm Activity Log object.

For more information, see the help text for DFSMShsm Report Details for the following objects: Migration Analysis ML1,
Migration Analysis ML2, Migration Analysis ML1/ML2, Backup Analysis, or Activity Analysis.

HSM PARMLIB Members

Refer to the following sections for information about HSM PARMLIB members:

• HSMCMDS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member
• HSMPATCH - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member
• HSMTRIGS - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member
• RCYCDEV - (Optional) Local PARMLIB Member

DFSMShsm Real-Time Message Collection Hook Events
Vantage enables you to use DFSMShsm real-time message collection hook events.

DFSMShsm real-time message collection hook events inform you about the behavior, state, and connectivity of the hook.
When DFSMShsm real-time message automation is enabled, the system sends message VAN0760I during subsystem
startup and shutdown. This message also appears when you issue ACT or DEACT commands for DFSMShsm real-time
message triggering. The message contains different information depending on the mode of the HSMRT parameter.

DFSMShsm Real-Time Message Collection in LOG Mode

If the DFSMShsm LOGX/LOGY real-time messaging is enabled (HSMRT (LOG) ), expect the following behavior:

• The VAN0760I message appears at startup, or as a result of the ACT,HSMTAB command and normally contains one of
the following entries:
– VERIFY CHECK OK, NOW HOOKED
– HOOKED BY OTHER VANTAGE
– ALREADY HOOKED BY THIS VANTAGE
If the message contains one of the following entries, the DFSMShsm version is not supported by real-time automation:
– ARCILOG VERSION CHECK FAILED
– HOOK VERIFY CHECK FAILED
A snap dump is dynamically spooled off to DD-card SNAPHSM. Forward the dump to Broadcom Support. The dump is
then used to support the DFSMShsm real-time message collection hook.

• The message appears at shutdown, or as a result of the DEACT,HSMTAB command. The message normally contains
one of the following entries:
– HOOK REMOVED
– NO HOOK, NOTHING TO REMOVE

• If HSM is not active, or the LOGX/LOGY logging mode is disabled, message VAN0760I appears during subsystem
startup and shutdown. This message also appears as a result of the ACT,HSMTAB or DEACT,HSMTAB command. The
message contains one of the following entries:
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– NO HSM, CVTHSM=0
– HSM NOT ACTIVE
– HSM IS IN SHUTDOWN
– HSM LOGGING IS DISABLED

• If the PDA hook was installed previously and was not removed  before switching to LOGX/LOGY real-time messaging,
the following message appears as a result of the ACT,HSMTAB command:
– Reserved by PDA, deactivate
To install the LOG hook, first remove the existing PDA hook by issuing the DEACT,HSMTAB command, with either no
HSM task running or HSM running in PDA mode.

DFSMShsm Real-Time Message Collection in PDA Mode

If DFSMShsm PDA real-time messaging is enabled (HSMRT (PDA) ), expect the following behavior:

• The VAN0760I message appears at startup, or as a result of the ACT,HSMTAB command. If the HSM task is active, the
message always contains PDA HSM task hsmname in addition to one of the following entries:
– PDA OK installed
– PDA owned by vanname
– PDA already installed

• The message appears at shutdown, or as a result of the DEACT,HSMTAB command. If the HSM task is active, the
message always contains PDA HSM task hsmname followed by one of the following entries:
– PDA OK removed
– PDA owned by vanname
– PDA nothing to remove

• If HSM is not active, or the PDA logging mode is disabled, the VAN0760I message appears during the subsystem
startup and shutdown. The message also appears as a result of the ACT,HSMTAB or DEACT,HSMTAB command. The
message contains one of the following entries:
– PDA HSM is not active
– PDA HSM in shutdown
– PDA HSM has no PDA log
– PDA HSM is down

• If the LOG hook was installed previously and was not removed before switching to PDA real-time messaging, the
following message appears as a result of the ACT,HSMTAB command:
– Reserved by LOG, deactivate
To install the PDA hook, first remove the existing LOG hook by issuing the DEACT,HSMTAB command, with either no
HSM task running or HSM running in LOG mode.

• If the message contains PDA failed,RC=nn , it means that an internal or environmental error occurred. Contact
Broadcom Support for assistance.

• If the message contains PDA owned by vanname , you can install the hook on your task after deactivating that hook
for the Vantage task listed in the message. Execute the /F SAMS,DEACT,vanname command to deactivate the hook.

Include-Exclude Processing Logic
This article describes the processing logic for include/exclude statements.

The processing logic for Include-Exclude lists is as follows. If there are any exceptions to the standard processing logic,
they are noted under the applicable section names.

1. You can specify complete names, pattern names, or both, for the entries you want to include or exclude.

NOTE
For more information, see Wildcard Characters and Pattern Strings.
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2. INCL= entries determine the scope of what is processed.
If you do not provide any INCL= entries, then standard processing takes place as if you specified INCL=/. This means
all entries are to be included. (The forward slash is a wildcard character that causes comparison to the input string to
terminate at the previous character. When used in the first position, all entries match the pattern.) This default relieves
you from the need to configure every Include-Exclude list for processing to start. If you specify one or more INCL=
entries, those entries determine the scope of what is processed. That scope is further limited by the EXCL= entries, if
any are specified.

3. EXCL= entries override the scope of the INCL= entries.
Excludes override includes. Includes never override excludes. If you do not provide any EXCL= entries, all the
included entries are processed; that is, there is no default entry to be excluded.

4. The order of INCL= and EXCL= statements is not functionally important.
All includes are treated as one list, which determines the processing scope. All excludes are treated as a second list,
which overrides the scope of the include-list.

In the following Include-Exclude example, the two INCL= statements determine the scope, which is that all volumes
starting with VOL0 and all volumes starting with VOL10 is processed. The two EXCL= statements narrow the scope by
excluding volumes VOL001 and VOL002.

INCL=VOL0/

EXCL=VOL001

EXCL=VOL002

INCL=VOL10/

The following sections define each INCLEXCL section name and its function.

START-ARCHIVED-CAT - Archived Data Sets Not Archived to Disk

Use this section to specify catalog names that you want the system to include or exclude from the audit. Use the pattern-
matching (wildcard) characters in the catalog names to include or exclude.

START-AUDITBCD-DSN - Audit of BCDS

Use this section to define data set names that you want the system to include or exclude from the Audit of BCDS. Use
the pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the data set names to include or exclude.

START-AUDITMCD-DSN - Audit of MCDS

Use this section to define data set names that you want the system to include or exclude from the Audit of MCDS. Use
the pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the data set names to include or exclude.

START-AUDITMCD-TYPE - Audit of MCDS

Use this section to define what type of Audit of MCDS you want to perform. You can select the following types:

• FULL
Complete audit

• RECALL
Audit of recalled data sets

• ML1
Audit of ML1 data sets

• ML2
Audit of ML2 data sets
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START-AUDITOCD-TAPE - Audit of OCDS

Use this section to define tape volumes that you want the system to include or exclude from the Audit of OCDS. Use
the pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the tape volumes to include or exclude.

START-BACKEDUP-DSN - Data Sets Not Backed Up by DFSMShsm(Dsnames checked)

Use this section to define data set names that you want the system to include or exclude from the audit. Use the pattern-
matching (wildcard) characters in the data set names to include or exclude.

START-BACKEDUP-VOL - Data Sets Not Backed Up By DFSMShsm

Use this section to define volumes that you want the system to include or exclude from the audit. Use the pattern-
matching (wildcard) characters in the volumes to include or exclude.

START-DSNCTLG-CAT - Audit of Cataloged Data Sets

Use this section to define the catalogs to include or exclude from the Audit of Cataloged Data Sets. Use the pattern-
matching (wildcard) characters in the catalog names to include or exclude.

START-DSNDISK-DSN - Disk Data Sets without Backup(Dsnames checked)

Use this section to define data sets that you want the system to include or exclude from the audit. Use the pattern-
matching (wildcard) characters in the data set names to include or exclude.

START-DSNDISK-VOL - Disk Data Sets without Backup

Use this section to define volumes that you want the system to include or exclude from the audit. Use the pattern-
matching (wildcard) characters in the volume names to include or exclude.

START-DSNUCTL-DSN - Audit of Uncataloged Data Sets

Use this section to define data set names that you want the system to include or exclude from the Audit of Uncataloged
Data Sets. Use the pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the data set names to include or exclude.

START-DSNUCTL-VOL - Audit of Uncataloged Data Sets

Use this section to define volumes that you want the system to include or exclude from the Audit of Uncataloged Data
Sets. Use the pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the volumes to include or exclude.

START-DTOCDEXC-DSN - DTOC Data Sets

Use this section to define data sets that you want the system to include or exclude from all the DTOCs. Use the pattern-
matching (wildcard) characters in the data set names to include or exclude.

START-DTOCVEXC-VOL - DTOC Volumes

Use this section to define volumes that you want the system to include or exclude from all the DTOCs. Use the pattern-
matching (wildcard) characters in the volume names to include or exclude. This section narrows the scope of volumes as
defined by the START-EXCLUDE-VOL section. It does not expand it.

START-DUPEDSNS-VOL - Duplicate Data Sets

Use this section to define volumes that you want the system to include or exclude from the Duplicate Data sets. Use
the pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the volumes to include or exclude.
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The volumes in this list act as a "filter" on the duplicate data set name entries in the DTOC. For example, if a data set
name was found on multiple volumes and one of those volumes is excluded, the remaining duplicate data set name
entries - possibly only one - is still listed in the DUPEDSNS object.

An alternative would be to add volumes to the START-DTOCVEXC-VOL DTOC Volumes list that have the most potential
for duplicate data sets (that is, multiple SYSRES volumes) so they can be excluded from the DTOC scan.

START-DFSMS-STOR-GR - SMS Storage Groups

Usually Vantage SRM should see all online volumes that are the default. But if you want to exclude any, there are three
ways to do so. You can place volumes to exclude in the Include-Exclude List for Online/Offline Volumes, device numbers
to exclude in the Include-Exclude List for Online/Offline Devices (CUAs), or DFSMS storage groups to exclude in the
Include-Exclude List for DFSMS Storage Groups. Either list by itself is sufficient to indicate which volumes are to be
processed, so it is easiest to use one list or the other. However, all three lists can be used simultaneously, but a clear
understanding of the processing is needed.

WARNING
If you use INCL=/ in the START-DFSMS-STOR-GR section, only SMS volumes are included. If you leave the
START-DFSMS-STOR-GR section empty, both SMS and non-SMS volumes are included. The include criteria
in the START-DFSMS-STOR-GR section also apply to the DASDUCBS, LSPACEPO object. The scope of disk
ranges is changed. For more information, see Exclude Volumes.

START-EXCLUDE-DAYS - Dates to Exclude Processing

(Typically these dates are holidays and weekends.) Use this section to define days or dates that you want the system to
use to exclude scripts from giving control to the Event Procedure or for use by applications outside Vantage SRM address
space. You may use pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the dates or days.

START-EXCLUDE-CUA - Online/Offline Devices

Use this section to define device addresses that you want the system to include or exclude when scanning volumes
(devices) for various functions. The purpose for this section is the same as the START-EXCLUDE-VOL section, except
that it excludes volumes that are based on the device address (CUA or CCUU) instead of volume names. You may use
pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the device addresses to include or exclude. Any device address that is excluded
by these tests is treated as logically offline to the system functions that scan for online volumes. (The VSAMVVDS script
does not use this list. It uses its own specific list, which is the START-VSAMVVDS-VOL section).

START-EXCLUDE-VOL - Online/Offline Volumes

Use this section to define volumes that you want the system to include or exclude when scanning volumes for various
functions. Use the pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the volume names to include or exclude. Any volume
that is excluded by these tests is treated as logically offline to the system functions that scan for online volumes. (The
VSAMVVDS script does not use this list. It uses its own specific list, which is the START-VSAMVVDS-VOL section).

START-RAID-INTERVAL RAID - Interval Collection Objects

Use this section to define which RAID interval collection objects you want to include or exclude from RAID interval
collection. If this section is not defined or has no includes or excludes, then RAID interval collection functions as before
and all RAID interval objects are built at expiration of their various intervals. If you identify one or more objects to be
included, then only those objects that are included are built at RAID interval collection. Likewise, if you identify one
or more objects to be excluded, only those specific objects are excluded from RAID interval collection, all others are
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included. Optionally use pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the object names to be included or excluded. Specify
the object name to include or exclude the following objects:

Object Names Titles

OBJ02226 Parallel Access Volumes

HTCVOLS Hitachi Volumes

HTCSSID Hitachi Logical Subsystems

OBJ02232 Hitachi Subsystems

SYMVOLS EMC Symmetrix Volumes

SYMSSID EMC Symmetrix SSIDs

SYMLPATH EMC Symmetrix Logical Paths

OBJ02157 EMC VMAX z/OS Device List

OBJ02158 EMC VMAX Logical Devices

OBJ02155 EMC VMAX Logical Devices

OBJ02159 EMC VMAX Back End Devices

OBJ02177 EMC VMAX RDF Remote Logical Devices

OBJ02176 EMC VMAX RDF Remote Groups

OBJ02156 EMC VMAX RDF Groups

NOTE

• Object OBJ02155 is internal and you cannot view this object. This object is used to build the other Symmetrix
API objects.

• Includes / excludes apply after the first collection interval expires. That means the first collection is always
done for all the objects.

• Review the following Vantage system parameters for RAID support:
– RAIDSUPP
– HWOBJINC
– RAIDONL
– RAIDRBLD
– RAIDEXCL
– EMCINTVL
– TSINTVL

START-VSAMVVDS-VOL - Vsam Data Sets

Use this section to define volumes that you want the system to include or exclude from the Vsam Data Sets. Use pattern-
matching (wildcard) characters in the volumes to include or exclude.

START-WARMSTART-OBJ

Use this section to specify LI objects that you want to be check-pointed by the Warmstart or Checkpoint-restart ability. Use
pattern-matching (wildcard) characters in the objects to include or exclude.

JCL
This section contains information the about JCL library, samples and PARMLIB members.
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JCL Library

See Libraries.

JCL Template Samples

The JCLLIB data set should contain all the model JCL members you use. Sample templates are distributed in the
CCTUSAMP library. You can use factory delivered installation jobs to copy the related JCL members to the JCLLIB library,
or you can copy the JCL member samples manually. In addition, member names starting with SAMPJCLx (x = 1 to 9) and
SAMPJCyy (yy = 10 to 18) contain examples of how to use Disk, DFSMShsm, DFSMSdss, FDR/ABR, and other storage
management functions and services. There are also samples for sending messages of various types (TSO, Vantage, and
Email).

All of the distributed JCL examples need appropriate JOB and EXEC statements reviewed, added, or configured to fit your
installation needs.

To generate model JCL for substitution or general mapping of LOG and CAPTURE records, review member MAPPINGS
in the CCTUSAMP library for details on how to use the utility GENMAP.

JCL PARMLIB Members

See JCLMLIST - Local PARMLIB Member. 

Libraries
This section contains information about the following Vantage libraries:

DELTADEF - Delta Object Library

This member is used for user-defined Delta Objects.

Factory-supplied Delta Objects have object names that begin with D99. User-defined Delta Objects have object names
starting with D00. Factory-supplied Delta Objects have unique names and you cannot modify or delete them.

All Delta Objects have unique object numbers from Axxxx to Txxxx which are generated by the system and you can
distribute them to any LPAR.

Both factory-supplied and new user-created Delta Objects have unique internal numbers that are the same on all LPARs.

JCL Library

When the product submits a job (either automated or upon request), it requires the JCL to be a member in a PDS. By
default, it looks in the separate library that is configured and identified as the JCLLIB.

NOTE
For more information, see Job Submission and Substitution.

Also see the MAPPINGS member in the CCTUSAMP library, which describes the GENMAP utility.

JOINDEFS - Joined Object Library

This member is used for user-defined Joined Objects. Joined Objects have object names that start with J00.

New Joined Objects have unique object numbers from Axxxx to Txxxx that are generated by the system and you can
distribute them to any LPAR.

Both factory-supplied and new user-created Joined Objects have unique internal numbers that are the same on all LPARs.
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Linklist Libraries

Although the distributed load library can be added to your system linklist, it is recommended that you STEPLIB to the
load library in the started task JCL (which is the default in the distributed SAMS procedure). If you license the Allocation
Option, the Allocate load library must follow the Vantage SRM load library in the concatenation. The Vantage SRM load
library can be placed in the system linklist, but Allocate currently does not support placing its load library in the system
linklist.

CCTULINK - Distributed Linklist Library

Only a few programs need to reside in a link list library. These programs are distributed in the CCTULINK library, which
should be added to your system link list. The CCTULINK library should contain the following programs:

• Exits for Products
ARCRDEXT

An HSM defined exit, which is used for non-SMS Recalls.
ARCDVAN

The Vantage SRM subroutine for ARCDEXT, used for logging HSM Recalls.
KNGJX006

A JES2 defined exit (Exit 6), used in the Auto Restore Manager for Disk.
RESAFTEX

A Disk defined exit, which is used for logging Disk Restores.

NOTE
For more information regarding exits for other products, see Usermods.

• Automation BOJ and EOJ APIs
• KNGBJ001 - BOJ API
• KNGEJ001 - EOJ API

LPA Libraries

Any program required to reside in an LPA library is distributed in the CCTULPA library. You should add the CCTULPA
library to your system's list of LPA libraries.

CCTULPA - Distributed LPA Library
Two programs need to reside in an LPA library. These two programs are distributed in the CCTULPA library. The
CCTULPA library should contain the following programs:
Exits for Products
IGDACSSC

An SMS defined exit, which is used for SMS Recalls and Recoveries.
RSTACSSC

The Vantage SRM subroutine for IGDACSSC, used for logging Recalls and Recoveries for SMS-
controlled data sets.

SUMMDEFS - (Required) Summary Object Library

This member is used for user-defined Summary Objects.

Factory-supplied Summary Objects have object numbers from 89000 through 89999. User-defined summaries have
object numbers from 90000 through 98999. Modifications are made so that the factory-supplied Summary Objects have
unique numbers. They cannot be modified or deleted.

Old user-defined Summary Objects with non-unique names have object numbers from 90000 to 98999.
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New Summary Objects have unique object numbers from Axxxx to Txxxx which are generated by the system and can be
distributed to any LPAR.

To put it another way, factory-supplied and new user-created Summary Objects have unique internal numbers that are the
same on all LPARs.

Notice that  in the SUMMDEFS data set the member names converted from the old SUMRUSER and SUMRFACT will
start with S0X89 for factory-supplied Summary Objects, and with S0n9 for user-created Summary Objects. X and n
represent the version of the Summary Object.

Performance and Resource Utilization
Learn about Vantage performance, including CPU usage, memory and paging, buffering and more.

Hyper-Buf VSAM BO

If your installation uses Hyper-Buf VSAM BO, allowing it to dynamically buffer the Vantage VSAM processing can increase
both CPU and Elapsed time. This is because Vantage is highly multi-threaded (multi-tasked) and several TCBs may be
doing VSAM processing concurrently. Hyper-Buf VSAM BO uses an exclusive enqueue on a major name of GVBBUFLK
and minor name of ONEPERAS (One Per Address Space) as a means to manage its own work. As a result, parallel
processing of VSAM within the address space becomes single-threaded behind these exclusive enqueues, increasing
both CPU and Elapsed time.

To avoid this single-threaded processing, the SAMS JCL for starting Vantage is distributed with the following DD
statement:

//CAHBEXCL  DD DUMMY    Exclude CA Vantage from CA Hyper-Buf. See Ref Guide. 

When Hyper-Buf VSAM BO finds this statement in the JCL for any job, the job is excluded from its processing. So this DD
statement should be kept in the SAMS JCL such that the increased CPU and Elapsed time are avoided.

If the exclusion by DD statement is not sufficient for some reason, Hyper-Buf VSAM BO provides other exclusion methods
as well. Check your Hyper-Buf VSAM BO documentation for the specific details about the various exclusion methods,
such as:

• Exclusion of all Started Tasks and ISPF sessions (most customers do not want Hyper-Buf VSAM BO to buffer started
tasks)
For this technique, use the following statement, instead of the default of TASKS=ALL, in the Hyper-Buf VSAM BO
constraint file, where system defaults are specified:
TASKS=NOSTC 

• Exclusion by program name
For this technique, add an EXCLUDE statement to the Hyper-Buf VSAM BO constraint file, such as:
MODE=EXCLUDE 

   PROGRAM=SAM

Where the Mode=EXLCLUDE statement is a single statement above all exclude entries and the PROGRAM=SAM
statement specifies the program name on the EXEC statement in the SAMS JCL.

CPU Usage

The CPU Time for Running TCBs object that is located under CPU Usage and HPCS displays the used CPU time per
TCB in milliseconds. By default, records are sorted in descending order by used CPU time, and contain the following
fields:
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• TCB Address, TCB Program Name, Vantage Program Name
• CPU time for TCB in milliseconds
• Originating (mother) TCB address
• TCB First Save Area address (top of R13 save area stack)

For a selected TCB, the zoom feature provides the following options:

• Programs executing under the TCB (the call chain, or save area chain)
• Memory dump of the TCB
• Memory dump of the First Save Area

The Used CPU for Terminated TCBs Names object displays information about TCB names that have been detached and
how many times those TCBs have been executed. The object also displays how much CPU time has been used by all the
executions of that specific TCB name. You can use this object to check for excessive TCB executions, which may indicate
a loop in the code.

The Programs Currently Executing Under a TCB object shows all the programs that have been called to reach the
currently executing program, that is, the programs are shown in their Call sequence, which is the same as the Save Area
Chain sequence at any given point in time.

For each called program, the following information is shown: program name, program address, branch address and offset,
executing instruction, program stack address, and all saved registers.

If you suspect a loop in the code, you can use the CPU Time for Active TCBs object to check.

Follow these steps:

1. Log on and select the CPU Time for Active TCBs object. TCBs are sorted in descending order by used CPU time.
2. Click Refresh from the Windows Client, Execute from the MTC-M, or press Execute (PF9) from the View 3270 Client,

multiple times. Observe which TCB is consuming the most CPU as you watch it.
3. Select that TCB, and zoom to Programs Executing Under a TCB.
4. Click Refresh (Windows Client), Execute (MTC-M), or press PF9 (View 3270 Client) multiple times and observe the

execution loop.

The loop may be between programs (up and down in the call sequence), or within a single program (branching within
the program). In either case, note the repeated sequence of programs, offsets, and instructions. Broadcom Support can
match the situation to the source code, and identify and correct the problem.

Internal Status Monitor

The Internal Status Monitor gathers state information from different Vantage resources and maintains a viewable object
that keeps track of all monitored resources and their states. Commands may be issued from this object to start or stop
some of the resource types.

NOTE
For more information about the Internal Status Monitor, see Monitor Internal Status. You can also find more
information by clicking the Help About Object button in the Internal Status Monitor object view.

Looping

For information about looping, see CPU Usage.

Hardware Monitor Processing

The Hardware Monitor maintains information about temporary and permanent errors on tape and disk devices. It executes
the following operations at:
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Startup Time
KNGHW002 is called, which loads the SVC76 hook into CSA (KNGHW001). If the Hardware Monitor is terminated
abnormally and the SVC76 hook is in, MVS is not harmed.
The SVC table is updated with a pointer to the SVC76 hook.
The monitor module VANHWM01 is attached.

Shutdown Time
KNGHW002 is called to update the SVC table and delete the hook.
The monitor module is stopped.

Hardware Error Time
The hook builds a request and sends it to the Hardware Monitor.
A return to SVC76 is executed.
The Hardware Monitor processes the request.

Buffer Limits

The following are buffer limits:

• 998-byte limit for the General Section of a script
The General Section contains declaration parameters. These do not vary much in length, except the
PERFORM_EVT_PROC= parameter, which contains the scheduling information, and the SET_FILTER= parameter,
which contains the Message Automation (MA) filter (not any filters used by GOA, System or Audit scripts). This limit for
the total length of the General Section can be reached only if the scheduling or MA filter string is exceedingly complex.
This limit is within programs VANSCBIN and GENINMAP.

• 1870-byte limit for any script statement in the Event Procedure Section of a script
The Event Procedure Section contains executable verb parameters, which are highly variable depending on the
objects being monitored and the actions being taken. The 1870-byte limit is for each individual verb parameter, not
for the Event Procedure Section as a whole. For example, the SET_FILTER= parameter can span roughly 26 lines
before the limit will be reached. Note, however, that a longer filter can be placed in the External Filter Library, and then
referred to in the script by just its member name (on an EXTERNAL_FILTER= statement rather than SET_FILTER=
statement). Since only the member name is on the filter statement, instead of the filter string itself, the limit length is
not a problem.

• 1920-byte limit for inbound messages (from client to host) and 10,000-byte limit for outbound messages (from host to
client).
These are the proprietary EWS Messages that flow over TCP/IP between the client and host.

• Limits are also set by the following system parameters:
AUDITNUM, CDSNMBRS, DSNSLOTS, DTOCMOPT, DTOCSIZE, LOGREAD, MSGNMBRS

NOTE
For more information about these parameters, see the parameter definitions in System Parameters.

RSTLGMNT Utility - Maintain the Recall/Restore Log or Hardware Error Log

Use the RSTLGMNT utility to maintain the Recall/Restore Log VSAM KSDS and the Hardware Error Log VSAM KSDS.
The RSTLGMNT member of the CCTUSAMP library contains sample JCL and examples on how to use the utility.

For example, in the RSTLGMNT utility you can use FUNCTION=DELETE, TYPE=RSTLOG to delete old records from
the Recall Log. You specify a FROMDS that points to the recall log data set from which you want to delete records, and
a FROMDATE to identify the records to be deleted, that is, records older than the FROMDATE are deleted from the data
set. We recommend you reorganize the VSAM KSDS to release space after the records are deleted.

You can also use the RSTLGMNT utility to copy records from one restore log to another using the FUNTION=COPY.
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NOTE

• For a full description of all the RSTLGMNT utility parameters, see the RSTLGMNT member in the
CCTUSAMP library.

• When you use the COPY function of the RSTLGMNT utility, make sure that the output file exists.
• The RSTLGMNT utility does not allow to rewrite existing records in the output file when using the COPY

function. You can only add new records into the output file.

Example:

To split a large RSTLOG file into smaller pieces, follow these steps:

1. Create a NEW RSTLOG file. Use the J01RSTLG member in the CCTUSAMP library as a template.
2. Copy selected records from the OLD RSTLOG file to this NEW RSTLOG file using the following JCL:

//RSTLGMNT EXEC PGM=RSTLGMNT                                           

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=.......                                     

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                      

* COPY ALL RESTORE LOG RECORDS OLDER THAN ...                          

  FUNCTION=COPY             COPY RECORDS FROM FROMDS TO TODS           

  TYPE=RSTLOG               ONLY RESTORE LOG TYPES                     

  FROMDS=OLD_rstlog_DSN                                                

  TODS=NEW_rstlog_DSN                                                  

  TODATE=31AUG2015          COPY RECORDS OLDER THAN 01-SEP-2015

3. Delete copied records from the OLD RSTLOG file using the following JCL:
//RSTLGMNT EXEC PGM=RSTLGMNT                                           

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=.......                                     

//SYSIN    DD   *                                                      

* DELETE ALL RESTORE LOG RECORDS OLDER THAN ...                        

  FUNCTION=DELETE           DELETE RECORDS FROM FROMDS                 

  TYPE=RSTLOG               ONLY RESTORE LOG TYPES                     

  FROMDS=OLD_rstlog_DSN                                                

  TODATE=01SEP2015          DELETE RECORDS OLDER THAN 01-SEP-2015

You can now create objects from any RSTLOG file without changes in VKG parameters. You can set the file DSN in
the Input List of the following objects:

• (HSMRLOG) DFSMShsm Recall Log   
• (HSMSUMTR) DFSMShsm Recall Log - Data Set Thrashing
• (HSMSUMDC) DFSMShsm Recall Log - DFSMS Data Class
• (HSMSUMMC) DFSMShsm Recall Log - DFSMS Management Class
• (HSMSUMSC) DFSMShsm Recall Log - DFSMS Storage Class
• (HSMSUMAG) DFSMShsm Recall Log - By Days In Archives

Log Space Algorithm

When most objects are requested, the complete object is retrieved, and the exact number of records in the object
is then known. For very large objects, only a portion of the records are retrieved at a time, and a Next request must
be made to get the next chunk of records. In this latter case, the exact number of records in the object cannot
be known until all portions are read. When logging such an object, the user should provide the script statement
SET_NUMB_RECORDS=nnnnnnnn with a reasonable estimate of the total number of records.

For logging, a 24-byte header is prefixed to each record. Knowing the record count (either the exact number or the
estimated number) and the object record length, the bytes to be logged is calculated as:

Bytes_To_Log_Per_Shot=(number of records)(record length + 24)
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The number of tracks needed to hold this number of bytes when it is logged now depends upon the block size that will be
used.

Vantage chooses a block size based on the object record length + 24, that will allow 5 blocks per track. The 1/5 track
block size is used instead of 1/2 track, because it gives nearly the same optimization of space when full blocks are written,
and better usage when short blocks are written. The last block for each shot written to the log will almost always be a
short block. For a very small object, every logging will be just one short block. For larger objects, the short block will be
every 2nd, 3rd or Nth block, depending on the number of records. Since it is common for logs to have short blocks, using
a smaller block size can actually conserve the amount of space that is needed.

Once the exact block size is calculated, the bytes per track is easily calculated as:

Bytes_Per_Track=(block size)(5)

When a new log data set is being allocated, primary and secondary values are as follows:

Primary Tracks = ( (Bytes_To_Log_Per_Shot)(Number of Shots)/(Bytes_Per_Track) ) + 1

Secondary Tracks = ( (Bytes_To_Log_Per_Shot)(1 Shot)/(Bytes_Per_Track) ) + 1

When system activity messages are being logged, the Number of Shots is provided by the value of system parameter
MSGSHOTS. For all other objects it is provided by the LOGSHOTS parameter.

Special handling for small objects
When an object is so small that its records will not fill even one block. It means all loggings will be short blocks,
and the number of bytes fitting on each track can be considerably less than that calculated by assuming full
blocks at 1/5th track blocking. To compensate for this when estimating the needed space, the algorithm above
no longer uses a 1/5th track block size. Instead, it uses the exact block size based upon the number of records.
For example, if the object has only three 121-byte records, the short block size used in the space algorithm is (3)
(121+24) = 435. With blocks this size, 52 can be written per track, which means only (52)(435) = 22,620 bytes
per track can be used when logging this object. Compare this to the (5)(10796) = 53,980 bytes per track when full
1/5 track blocks can be used, as will be done for larger objects. Using the smaller Bytes_Per_Track number in the
algorithm above gives a much more accurate estimate of the increased space that will be needed when very small
objects are logged. The log file is still allocated with the 1/5th track block size, but the amount of space requested
is based upon the reality of all blocks being shorter than this.

Hardware Error Log VSAM KSDS Maintenance

To find out how to maintain the Hardware Error Log VSAM KSDS see RSTLGMNT Utility - Maintain the Recall/Restore
Log or Hardware Error Log.

StorageTek Silos

Vantage tries to load program=SLSUCAL (STK's batch API) at object creation time, and if found, it uses it to extract the
needed volume and LSM and ACS information. If the program is not found, Vantage attempts to read the information
from the report files created by the ACSRPT job (executed by system script STKACS) and the XML file created by the
ACSRPTX job (executed by system script STKACSX).

Use of the batch API is better, since it fetches the current data in real time, and only when needed. In addition, it
eliminates the need to run the report job to get the information.

Memory and Paging
Learn about how Vantage exploits the services of z/OS systems, particularly the virtual storage and paging services.

Vantage exploits the services of z/OS systems, particularly the virtual storage and paging services by minimizing I/O
and keeping the storage management data in memory, where the data is available for real-time online analysis. Data is
read from the original source and analyzed in memory, rather than copying the data to another location (for example, an
external database) and analyzing the data from there. Reading data from the original source takes half the I/O as copying
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data to a new location which then requires additional I/O (reads) for analysis from the new source. This additional I/O is
avoided by reading the data into memory, keeping the data there for analysis, and letting the highly optimized z/OS paging
service perform the I/O only if needed.

Virtual memory is used above the 2 GB bar as well as below the bar (within the 2 GB address space). Objects that
consume many megabytes reside above the bar. Smaller objects reside below the bar, within the 2 GB address space.
This design practically eliminates abends due to the lack of memory (like 80A abends). Such abends occur only if your
implementation has modified the default REGION=0M or MEMLIMIT=50G parameters in the JCL with more restrictive
values. Restricting available memory below the designed defaults can lead to unpredictable results.

You cannot predict the peak activity period and the peak memory usage because of the huge variation in the storage
environment, the amount of automation, and the degree of adhoc usage in your installation. Regardless of the usage at
any point in time, the virtual memory must be backed by central and auxiliary storage. The maximum auxiliary storage
(paging space) required for this product can therefore be calculated by assuming that all its address space and above the
bar object space are used and must be paged out. That is, 2 GB (for the address space) + 50 GB (the MEMLIMIT value).
For every customer, specific planning is necessary.

Earlier releases did not use memory above the bar. Hence all data had to fit within the 2 GB address space. In most
installations, only 1.4 of the 2 GB was actually available for allocation. The 1.4 GB was insufficient for only a few
installations. The maximum requirement was 2 to 3 GB. The solution on earlier releases was to run multiple Vantage
systems, each having the 1.4 GB available memory, and dividing the work between them. The extra work to configure and
run multiple systems is no longer required.

The DTOC object contains metadata about all your data sets and usually requires the most memory - roughly 350 bytes
per data set - and is placed above the bar. System parameter DTOCMOPT is by default set to 3 to minimize memory
usage by keeping only one copy of the DTOC in memory. However, this has the disadvantage that the prior DTOC is not
available during the time it takes to build a new one. That is, to maintain only a single copy in memory, the prior one is
always freed before creating the new one. Since the DTOC is now above the bar, and memory is always available, you
should consider using DTOCMOPT (2). This keeps the DTOC available at all times, even when being refreshed by a new
scan. Instead of freeing the old DTOC before the scan, the DTOC is freed after the new scan completes. In exchange for
the increased memory usage during the scan, the DTOC remains available for analysis.

The ability to join objects and create statistics on differences in objects over time enables reporting, automation, and
decision making based on the content of more than one object. The process of joining objects and creating statistics is
done entirely in memory using virtual storage above the 2 GB bar. This is true even if an input object is a More-object. All
parts of a More-object are read into memory above the bar as part of the join preparation. If the objects that make up a
particular Joined Object or that are used to create a Delta Object have hundreds of thousands, or even millions, of rows,
significant virtual storage is needed. (Filtering the input objects can significantly reduce the amount of virtual storage that
is required.) The virtual storage must be backed by sufficient real storage and auxiliary paging space. Whenever there is
a shortage of page space, you can experience a system degradation and possibly an outage. To support the ability to join
objects and to create Delta Objects, ensure you plan and prepare the page space based on the following information.

The default value for above-the-bar memory supplied with Vantage (50GB in the MEMLIMIT parameter in the JCL) is
sufficient for most applications and many customers may even require less. If all 50GB are allocated and used, then
50GB +2GB (for the 31 bit address space) would be the minimum required page space. So your MEMLIMIT value is a
key variable in planning for page space. However, as an added safety check, Vantage will reject an object request for
above the bar memory if it could cause the current total page space usage to exceed the value of the MEMLIMPA system
parameter.

Vantage object requests above the bar memory that cause page space usage to exceed 62% are rejected. The following
messages apply:

VAN1554E
Indicates the MEMLIMIT is exceeded.

VAN1558E
Indicates the limit of 62% page space usage is exceeded.
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The VKGOBJAM VANLIMIT diagnostic messages in the MSGE sysout file indicate how many MB were requested if a limit
is reached. Use this information to come to an agreement with your systems programmer about the amount of paging
space you require.

Memory Limits

z/OS sets memory limits based on the values of the REGION= and MEMLIMIT= parameters specified for the job, but
several installation exits can be used to override the limits, such as IEFUJV, IEFUSI, IEALIMIT, JES2 Exit 6, or JES3
Exit IATUX03. When a GETMAIN request is made, it must be satisfied within the available limits. That is, contiguous free
space within the limits must be available or the request will fail.

Vantage is designed to run with REGION=0M, which is distributed as the default. IBM defines this to mean that “there are
no limits”. That is, if z/OS defaults are not overridden in any way, all memory below the line, above the line but below the
bar, and above the bar is available for allocation if it is needed. Any other value for REGION results in limits for memory
below the bar, and a default of no memory above the bar. To get memory above the bar in these cases, a nonzero value
for MEMLIMIT must be specified.

An installation can specify a default value for MEMLIMIT in the SMFPRMxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB. If one is not
specified, the z/OS default is MEMLIMIT(00000M), and memory above the bar is not available (unless REGION=0M is
specified as explained above). But MEMLIMIT=nnnnnM can also be specified on the JOB or EXEC statement in the JCL.
A value in the JCL always overrides the default from the SMFPRMxx member. The only exit that can be used to override
MEMLIMIT is the IEFUSI exit. To find the active default value, you can display the active SMF options by entering console
command:

D SMF,O

Vantage is designed to run with MEMLIMIT=NOLIMIT (the z/OS default when REGION=0M is specified). But since some
installations may have a nonzero default in the SMFPRMxx member, the distributed JCL for Vantage specifies a value of
MEMLIMIT=50G. When MEMLIMIT appears in the JCL, only the IEFUSI exit can override it. Since IEFUSI exits rarely do
this, Vantage requests for memory above the bar should not fail. The NOLIMIT or 50G value should always be sufficient.

When Vantage starts up, messages display the active limits for all three memory ranges: below the 16 MB line, above
the 16 MB line (but below the 2 GB bar), and above the 2 GB bar. If REGION=0 was not specified, or if MEMLIMIT is
less than 50G, additional WARNING messages explain that GETMAIN errors may occur, which can lead to unpredictable
results.

Memory Above the Bar - Some IBM Basics

The minimum request for memory above the bar is 1 MB. This is just another way of saying that above the bar memory is
intended for large objects. Items that require only a few KB, or considerably less than 1 MB, should remain below the bar
where they are efficiently managed. Objects from one to thousands of megabytes are the candidates to place above the
bar in order to relieve virtual storage constraints in the 2 GB address space.

However, even though above the bar memory is allocated in megabytes (to and from megabyte boundaries), page space
is needed for only the 4KB pages within each MB that actually contain data. For example, if a getmain is done for 1MB or
1GB or 1TB but no data is ever moved to that area, no paging space is needed or done. But if 1 byte is moved into such
an area, the 4KB area containing that byte would then be eligible for paging (require 4KB of paging space). In summary,
even though z/OS manages memory above the bar in MB blocks, it still manages paging by 4KB blocks. It requires page
space for only the used 4KB pages within the allocated memory, regardless of the amount that was allocated.

From the z/OS paging point of view, this is not a change. You can over allocate memory below the bar (in 4KB blocks)
the same as you can over allocate above the bar (in 1MB blocks). But in both cases, the required page space is only the
number of 4KB blocks that are actually used (had data placed in them).

The important thing to remember here is that Vantage places the same amount of data into an object whether it is below
the bar or above the bar. So the required paging space (number of 4KB pages used) is the same regardless of its location.
But if you look at allocated memory (for the same amount of data), allocation above the bar will almost always be more
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than that below the bar, because IBM allocates in units of a MB rather than units of 4KB. For example, assume you need
memory to hold one 80 byte record. To place it below the bar, you could request the 80 bytes and IBM would allocate a
single 4KB page of memory for you. To place it above the bar, IBM forces you to request at least 1MB. Both cases need
only 4KB of paging space. But the memory allocation is only 4KB below the bar versus 1MB above the bar. If you did this
for 50 such objects, it results in (50)(4KB) or 200KB below the bar versus (50)(1MB) or 50MB above the bar. So even
though memory allocation is 200KB compared to 50MB, the required paging space is the same.

Another important way to understand this is that even though over allocation can be much higher above the bar, there
is no system penalty - the needed paging space remains the same, and you never run out of available memory like you
can easily do below the bar. In addition, memory below the bar suffers from fragmentation problems - lots of small spaces
may be available, but since they are not contiguous, a request for a slightly larger area will still fail. This problem is almost
nonexistent when using above the bar memory. Memory for a large request is “always” available - fragmentation is not a
problem.

NOTE
Limiting page space usage to 40-50% is a common rule of thumb. If this is exceeded, system degradation is
possible. If the usage goes above 70-80% even an outage is possible. As an added safety check, Vantage will
reject an object request for above the bar memory if it could cause the current total page space usage to exceed
62%.

Memory Usage

Memory usage is explained in the following topics:

Memory Usage Summary

The Memory Usage Summary object, under debugging tools, displays the total amount of memory allocated in CSA, SQA,
LSQA, and PVT, and then splits this value into two values showing the amounts allocated above and below the 16MB line.
The values for the PVT area indicate the size of the Vantage address space.

This object gets its data from z/OS control blocks, so it represents memory usage as z/OS sees it.

• Total Usage in CSA, LSQA, SQA (private above and below)
• Zoom to Map of Allocated Memory

– Displays each allocated area of memory
• Address, Length, subpool, storage key, TCB owner

• Zoom to Memory Analyze
– Displays allocated area of memory

• Amount of unused memory (blanks and hex zeros)
• Zoom available to display memory

Use this object to view the memory organization of your z/OS system. z/OS categorizes memory into the following types:

• CSA - Common Service (Storage) Area
Subpools 227, 228, 231, 241

• SQA - System Queue Area
Subpools 226, 239, 245, 247, 248

• LSQA - Local System Queue Area
Subpools 205, 215, 225, 255

• PVT - Private Address Space Area
Subpools 0, 1-127, 229, 230, 236, 237, 251, 252

To analyze memory usage trends over time, log the Memory Usage Summary object. Normal usage should show peaks
and valleys in the trend, but remain stable over an extended period. An ever-increasing value indicates a memory leak,
which you should analyze with the assistance of Broadcom Support.
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Memory Displays

When viewing a memory summary object, you can often use the zoom feature to display the memory contents in dump
format, that is, in both HEX and EBCDIC. Memory displays are More-objects, where each request displays up to 4K. To
get the next 4K, use the More button.

The View 3270 Client also has a feature from the memory objects that allow you to enter any memory address and display
it. See the PFKEYS when viewing a memory object.

Memory - Getmain Trace Summary

Vantage uses a common service program, GENGFMEM, to get and free memory. Broadcom Support can activate a
tracing facility by zapping a switch in this program. This is done only when needed to assist in the diagnosis of a problem.

If activated, you should also log the Getmain Trace Summary object. This provides the trend of memory usage by TCB
over time. Normal usage should show peaks and valleys in the trend for each TCB, but remain stable over an extended
period. An ever-increasing value indicates a memory leak under that TCB, which Broadcom Support should then analyze.

• Getmain Trace Summary display (Areas Not Freed Yet)
• Total number of areas and the total amount of memory currently allocated per TCB
• Amount above and below the line
• TCB Pgm, TCB Address, Number of Areas above and below, Total length above and below

From each TCB you can zoom to all the specific Getmains done under each TCB (the details).
• Getmain Trace Detail display (Areas Not Freed Yet)

One entry per Getmained area, each containing the following fields: TCB Pgm, TCB Addr, Getmain Nbr, Area ID,
Description, Address, Length, Subpool, Date and Time of the Getmain, call sequence at Getmain time, and user data
extracted from the TCB.

For each area, you can zoom to display memory contents in each area.

• Getmain Trace Detail printed to MSGE file at Vantage shutdown
• Number of areas and number of bytes not freed (per TCB)
• Details for each area
• TCB name and address
• Getmained address and length
• Area ID, description, and Getmain time
• Call sequence at Getmain time
• The first 80 bytes of the Getmained area

Memory - Not Freed but Reused at Startup

The first time a Vantage subsystem is started after an IPL, it acquires some storage in the common storage area (CSA/
ECSA) that it maintains and re-uses for the life of the IPL. That is, when Vantage is shutdown, this storage remains
allocated. When Vantage is restarted, it finds and re-uses the storage. The following summarizes this permanently
allocated storage. (Each time the RAID component is deactivated, the ENF exit is removed and an 8-byte no-op stub is
left behind. The 8-byte stubs are not re-used nor re-claimed until the next IPL.)

Length: 184 bytes
Subpool: 241
Location (Area): CSA
When Acquired: First Vantage startup after an IPL
Usage: SSCT (Subsystem Control Table). This is the anchor point for finding the permanent (reused) memory

Length: 496 bytes
Subpool: 241
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Location (Area): ECSA
When Acquired: First Vantage startup after an IPL
Usage: Vantage SSCT - Extension of the SSCT

Length: 27.1K
Subpool: 241
Location (Area): ECSA
When Acquired: First Vantage startup after an IPL
Usage: Control information about Vantage servers. One ECSA area contains the VANSRVHD area, multiple
entries mapped by VANSRVTB, and several entries mapped by QELX for the elements queued to the servers

Length: 32 bytes
Subpool: 241
Location (Area): ECSA
When Acquired: First Vantage startup after an IPL
Usage: Control block XMSGSCB, which is used for cross memory service routines

Length: 416 bytes
Subpool: 241
Location (Area): ECSA
When Acquired: First Vantage startup after an IPL
Usage: Common area used for all started Vantage sub systems

Length: 8 bytes
Subpool: 241
Location (Area): ECSA
When Acquired: Each time the RAID support is activated
Usage: In the rare situation that ENF exit is active at the time of RAID manager deactivation, an 8-byte no-op stub
can be left behind

Page Space

For a paging capacity planning review a value of the Vantage system parameter MEMLIMPA under VKGPARMS
Parameter Descriptions.

System Performance
Learn about system performance when the product is idle, and when processing or collecting data.

Various product components collect space usage information periodically and make it available for viewing from the MTC-
M, Windows Client, and View 3270 Client. Users can also demand a fresh copy of the space usage data for options that
require little time and resource.

Given this design, the system spends most of its time sleeping; that is, waiting for the next interval to collect new data, or
waiting for a request from a user logged on to the view component.

It follows that the consumption of resources is very small during the sleep time, consisting primarily of the page space
required to hold the task memory that was paged out.

When the system wakes up following an interval timer or a demand request, the burst of I/O, CPU, and paging activity
usually lasts from one second to ten minutes. Large installations, with several thousand volumes and/or over 500,000 data
sets, require as many as ten to twenty minutes for the DTOC scan. The actual elapsed time depends on the size of the
installation, the system resources that are available to Vantage, and the configuration parameters.

I/O Activity

The product's I/O activity can be divided into the following six basic types:
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Volume LSPACE requests for space and fragmentation values at the volume level
The system LSPACE function is efficient, but IBM controls this code. The user or the application cannot further
optimize an LSPACE request. If you want the information, a minimum amount of I/O must be performed, usually a
handful of I/Os for small amounts of data. As a result, LSPACE is regarded as fast and efficient.
However, users should not abuse this service by making many concurrent, repetitive, or unneeded LSPACE
requests. IBM's implementation of this service does enqueue each volume exclusively, and reserves the device.
As a result, excessive usage can cause volume contention.

Read VTOC requests for data set information from the VTOCs
Reading a VTOC requires much more data to be transferred but fewer I/Os than a request for the volume
LSPACE information. However, there are many ways to read VTOCs, and some are more efficient than others.
With few exceptions, this product reads an entire VTOC with a single I/O request. One I/O, which allows the user
to view and analyze all the data sets on a volume, has an extremely low I/O impact. (Application code to OPEN a
data set for processing requires more I/O.)

Read VVDS requests for data set information from the VVDSs
Reading a VVDS is analogous to reading a VTOC. There are probably fewer known methods, but the technique
and parameters used in this product bring the I/O to its known minimum.

Read MCDS and BCDS requests for DFSMShsm information
IBM places DFSMShsm MCDS and BCDS information in VSAM KSDS data sets. The MCDS information is
organized in such a way that the desired data can be obtained by reading the KSDS sequentially. This permits
high performance with the minimum of I/O. The BCDS is also read sequentially. The BCDS data is stored
somewhat randomly throughout the file. Even so, the BCDS is read sequentially, and the BCDS read process also
permits high performance with the minimum of I/O.

Read files data set requests for Disk information
The Disk files data set is organized into subfiles (that is, DSNINDEX and ARCHVOLS). Records within each
subfile are kept separate from other subfiles, with the basic unit of transfer for each subfile being a logical data
block. For the smallest capacity files data set, a logical block is the same as a physical block, which causes one
I/O per physical data block. However, for larger capacity files, a logical block is some multiple of the physical
block size. (A logical block in the files data set is much the same as a control interval in VSAM. They both contain
one or more physical data blocks.) When reading the files data set, the automation component uses chained
scheduling I/O to read a logical block. This means that even though several physical blocks may need to be read,
it will usually be accomplished with a single I/O. Tests have proven that chained scheduling dramatically reduces
the I/O counts against large capacity files, providing the automation component with large amounts of data with
the minimum of I/O.

Read and write requests for the configuration parameters, logging functions, and so on
This product reads its control information from PARMLIB at start-up time, and thereafter references the values
in memory, minimizing this I/O as well. Additional I/O is necessary only if refresh commands are issued. If the
logging component is used, it writes log records at intervals chosen by the user, but only if there is new data
to log. An average installation probably causes between 5 and 25 writes to the log each hour, an insignificant
amount.

Memory Usage and Paging Space

This product is designed to exploit the services of z/OS systems. It does this by minimizing I/O as described above, and
then keeping the storage management data in memory, where it is available for real-time online analysis. The memory
required to monitor, display, and threshold-manage volumes and storage groups are extremely small (early releases were
designed and run on SP, pre-XA, systems).

Support for data sets, however, requires large amounts of memory. The DTOC component uses about 350 bytes of
memory to hold the attributes of each data set. Thus, the amount of memory required depends largely on the number of
data sets at your installation, and not on the number of volumes or the giga/terabytes of DASD storage, as illustrated in
the following list:
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Number of data sets: 10,000
Memory required: 3.5 MB
Paging space required: 4.2 Cylinders

Number of data sets: 500,000
Memory required: 175.0 MB
Paging space required: 210.0 Cylinders

Number of data sets: 1,000,000
Memory required: 350.0 MB
Paging space required: 420.0 Cylinders

Number of data sets: 2,000,000
Memory required: 700.0 MB
Paging space required: 840.0 Cylinders

Number of data sets: 4,000,000
Memory required: 1.4 GB
Paging space required: 1680.0 Cylinders

Number of data sets: 8,000,000
Memory required: 2.8 GB
Paging space required: 3360.0 Cylinders

Keeping this DTOC information below the 2 GB bar (within the address space) can obviously become a problem in the
range of 2 to 4 million data sets. It alone would consume all the available memory and 80A abends and unpredictable
results would occur. For this reason, the DTOC is always placed above the bar. It consumes no memory within the 2 GB
address space, so that memory is available for other use. For all practical purposes, 80A type abends due to memory
constraints are eliminated.

Joined Objects are another potentially large user of memory. The join process places both of the objects being joined (the
base and the candidate) into memory above the bar, as preparation for the join. This is true even if an input object is a
More object. That is, all parts of a More object are read into memory above the bar as part of the join preparation. The
resulting Joined Object is also created above the bar, and then the input objects are freed. Since the join process is done
entirely in memory, above the bar, the size of the input objects determines how much memory and associated paging
space will be needed. Filtering the input objects can significantly reduce the amount of memory that is required. Your
installation may have sufficient memory and associated paging space for this amount of data, without any concerns, but
it may not. The z/OS MEMLIMIT value assigned to our address space sets the maximum amount of memory above the
bar that our address space can request. Vantage system parameter MEMLIMPA sets the percentage of the paging space
can be occupied. The limit for each TCB guards against an unexpected “runaway task” from consuming a huge amount of
memory and harming the system. So review the memory limit parameters, the space requirement for any objects you want
to join, and check the available page space before activating the join support.

NOTE
For more information about the Joined Object feature, see Joined Objects. For more information about
MEMLIMPA, see System Parameters.

When Vantage is sleeping, which may be most of the time, all of its memory (including the DTOC) is eligible to be paged
out. Since it is also a 7x24 storage management system, intended to be up and running at all times, your system paging
space must be sufficient to hold this permanent usage.

How much paging is actually done, however, depends upon the usual factors - how much real memory is available, how
much your other workloads are competing for it, and the workload balancing rules in effect.
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Paging Activity

The amount of activity depends on interval data collections, the degree to which the Automation option has been
implemented, the scheduled or on-demand frequency of those automated tasks, and the adhoc requests being made by
online users.

Interval collections create a burst of activity whenever they start. The typical process loads new data into memory which
becomes eligible for paging. When this is completed, the memory for the old interval data is then freed (the pages still in
real memory plus those paged out are all freed). For both large and small objects, this is business as usual with no extra
concerns. The important thing is to not schedule too many collections at exactly the same time.

Most automated tasks are very similar, in that you decide what is to be done and on what schedules. So take care in what
objects are being monitored and at what times. They should be reasonably dispersed as well.

On systems with an abundance of CPU power and real memory, good dispersal of scheduled collections and automation
tasks is not critical. But on other systems with more limited CPU and real memory constraints, good dispersal of
scheduled tasks becomes more and more important.

Higher paging activity depends on what adhoc activity is being performed by logged on users as well as the specific
functions performed by the automation scripts. None, some, or all of the DTOC pages may have been paged out,
depending on the available real memory and the contention with other tasks for that resource. A request to filter and sort
all data sets on the system can require significant paging. But how much still depends on the same system factors: the
amount of real memory available and the contention for that resource at that point in time.

CPU Usage

CPU usage for monitoring devices (volumes and storage groups) is extremely low. The primary usage occurs when logical
collections of data set groups (applications) have been defined to be monitored. This means that every data set must
be matched (or assigned) to its groups and its usage statistics added to the group's statistics. The difference in CPU
usage for processing 10,000 data sets versus 1,000,000 data sets into 5 group definitions versus 100 group definitions
is very wide. Since the number of data sets is not a variable that can be controlled (unless an installation decides to
exclude several volumes or large groups of data sets), the ability to control CPU usage lies with the number of groups
(applications) that are defined and how often the data is collected. CPU usage can also be reduced significantly if group
definitions do not overlap; that is, no data set belongs to more than one group, and the largest groups (those groups with
the highest number of data sets) are defined first in the GDEFS member in PARMLIB.

We recommend that you keep the number of groups as small as possible to achieve useful analysis. Over-defining the
environment usually consumes considerably more resources for very little added benefit or insight. Similarly, refreshing
the application group data three to six times a day (every four to eight hours) is usually more than sufficient for enterprise-
wide online analysis and logging for historical trends. Refreshing the application group data every thirty minutes is a waste
of resources in all but the most unusual circumstances.

NOTE
For more information, see Hyper-Buf VSAM BO.

Elapsed Time for DTOCs

The DTOC collection process can be multithreaded; that is, from 1 to 16 tasks can be used in parallel to read VTOC and
VVDS information. The degree of multithreading is controlled by system parameter DTOCRDRS.

NOTE
For more information, see the DTOCRDRS parameter description and default value.

In most cases, multithreading will reduce the elapsed time to complete the scan, which increases the availability of
fresh DTOC data. Multithreading does not change the total amount of CPU, memory, or I/O resource usage, but it
does concentrate all of them within a shorter period of time. If any of these resources are already saturated or highly
constrained, multithreading may provide little to no benefit, or might even degrade performance. Similarly, there is usually
a point at which increasing the number of threads will cease to provide any benefit at all because there is no more spare
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resource to be used. Like all performance issues, they are specific to the conditions in your systems. Simple experiments
that adjust the DTOCRDRS value and monitor the results should indicate a good multithreading level to use.

NOTE

For more information, see Hyper-Buf VSAM BO.

Workload Manager

Resource consumption by Vantage is usually at its highest when collecting information to create and save object data
at regular intervals, such as that done by the DTOC scan or the system scripts. This work is typically a discretionary
type of workload. However, for those (relatively) few online users of Vantage, typically the storage administrators,
discretionary might not provide acceptable response times when CPU and storage resources are constrained. Similarly,
if the automation component is implemented well to monitor and respond to system issues when problems occur and the
real time nature of these responses is fairly critical, discretionary might not be acceptable for these system management
functions.

Installations typically divide started tasks into high, medium and low importance service classes, and a defined velocity
that is sufficient for each. If the storage administration work done by your online users and automation scripts is critical
enough that discretionary does not provide sufficient performance, you should move Vantage into a low or medium level
service class (and velocity) that provides adequate response and performance.

Conclusions

This product uses advanced and efficient techniques for performing both I/O and CPU processes. Both I/O and CPU
processes come in bursts of activity, triggered either by interval timers specified at installation or by users performing
online real-time analysis. Attempts to measure this activity should take into account both states:

• sleep-state
• burst-state

The product also exploits the power inherent in z/OS systems to provide unique insights and functional abilities for
managing storage. Experience shows that at installations that have adequate system resources, Vantage causes no
additional performance concerns.

Reference Data Sets

Activity (Message) Log Data Set

The Activity Log data set stores messages issued by the system itself, as well as any messages rerouted from Disk.

In order not to lose messages when the subsystem is canceled, or because of other hang situations in the z/OS system,
the messages are also written to an unblocked journal data set in parallel with the ordinary logging. The journal will be
emptied when the logging is done. At startup, the journal is read and, if anything is found, it is put to the log and the
journal is cleared again.

The following system parameters control the Activity Log, which is internally written to disk as a logged object:

MSGLGSUP
Controls whether it is to be written or not. For more information, see VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.

TRENDPFX
Specifies the prefix for the data set names.
The journal will get the name from the parameter TRENDPFX and will have the suffix:
trendpfx.O01005.L0ssid.MESSAGE.JOURNAL. The data set will be allocated on the same pool as the logs. For
more information, see VKGPARMS Parameter Descriptions.
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NOTE
The Message data set must remain with the same attributes assigned by Vantage (unblocked, zero secondary
allocation, specific number of blocks). If any attributes are changed by SMS, the results are unpredictable. For
example, if partial release =IMMED_YES is assigned in management class, abend D37 can occur.

PDS Directory Statistics

When maintenance is delivered for a VPnnnnnn member of CCTUPARM, it is detected at system startup, and this is
indicated by recording the current date within the directory information for the member. Normally this is done only once.
If the directory statistics are deleted from this product library, it will be detected and updated once again. Whenever this
happens, the following messages will be given:

VKG0001I VPnnnnnn members in CCTUPARM require directory statistics.

VKG0001I Directory statistics are being created now.

VKG0001I Directory update 1 in process, MBR=VPnnnnnn, DSN=data.set.name

VKG0001I Directory update 2 in process, MBR=VPnnnnnn, DSN=data.set.name

VKG0001I     2 directory update(s) successful out of  2 attempted. 

If the startup task cannot update CCTUPARM, the following messages are given:

VAN0999E Error getting/updating VPnnnnnn members: ABEND INTERCEPTED

VAN0999E Shutting down. Access or update of CCTUPARM members failed.

VAN0999E Correct the condition and restart.

Similarly, Vantage maintains special information within the directories for members in the script and external filter libraries.
This is done when you create the script or external filter. If this information is accidentally lost, it detects and rebuilds it
automatically. Since your external filter library may contain hundreds or thousands of members, messages are also issued
when they require directory updates. The following are given:

VKG0001I Members in the External Filter Library require special userdata

VKG0001I in the directory.

VKG0001I Special userdata is being created now and may take a few minutes.

VKG0001I A progress status message will be given every 200 updates.

VKG0001I Directory update   1 in process, MBR=name001, DSN=your.extfltds

VKG0001I Directory update 200 in process, MBR=name200, DSN=your.extfltds

VKG0001I Directory update 400 in process, MBR=name400, DSN=your.extfltds

VKG0001I   421 directory update(s) successful out of 421 attempted.

Under normal operating conditions, this recovery process is not needed and the messages will not be seen. It is only if
someone updates this library without using the client interface that auto-recovery is invoked and the above messages will
be seen.

Profile Data Sets

When a user logs on for the first time, the system automatically creates a user profile data set.

System parameter PROFPFXU controls the format of the data set name created for each user profile, either:

DSN=logon ID.VANTAGE.PROFILE (this is the default format)

Or

DSN=ca.vant.PROFILE.logon ID

NOTE
To find and modify values affecting the profile data sets, see descriptions of the PROFxxxx system parameters
in System Parameters.
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Queue File Data Set

The Queue File is needed only if the Auto Restore Manager (ARM) is implemented, or the Allocation Option component
is used. The Queue File serves as the communication point between Vantage and MOI, or Vantage and Allocate. The
Receiver Subtask stores all requests to Vantage in the Queue File. The Dispatcher Subtask processes all requests for the
system on which it is running. Only one Queue File can be in use at one time.

The Queue File is a BDAM data set. BDAM stands for Basic Direct Access Method and uses READ, WRITE, CHECK.
The file is created as if sequential but can be accessed sequentially or randomly. Records in the Queue File are 256 bytes
in length. The first two records are reserved for a bit map and are used to determine what records are available and which
are in use. The size of the bit map controls the size of the Queue File.

The QUEUE parameter of the VKGPARMS member in the PARMLIB data set must contain the data set name of the
Queue File, if the default name of %%DSNPFX%%.QUEUE is not used.

Recall/Restore Log VSAM KSDS Maintenance

NOTE
To find out how to maintain the Recall/Restore Log VSAM KSDS, see RSTLGMNT Utility - Maintain the Recall/
Restore Log or Hardware Error Log.

VSAM RLS Usage in Vantage

Vantage uses several VSAM data sets which are intended to be shared using RLS processing. Non-RLS processing can
be used, but the ability to share access to the data sets is much more restricted (per IBM's definitions). These data sets
are the:

• Restore Log (identified by system parameters RSTLOG and RSTLGLST)
• Hardware Error Log (identified by system parameter HWMLOG)
• MPM (identified by system parameters MPMDEVDA, MPMDEVDH, MPMDEVDS and MPMVOLDS)

Vantage prevents integrity exposure by checking the VSAM specification at open time as follows:

• If SHAREOPTIONS (1,3), (2,3) or (3,3) and LOG(NONE) and a non-blank SC is specified, Vantage opens the VSAM
data set in RLS mode. If it fails, the message VAN1531E including the VSAM Open RC and Reason Code is issued.

• If SHAREOPTIONS (1,3) or (2,3) and LOG different from NONE, Vantage opens the VSAM data set in non-RLS mode.
If it fails, the message VAN1531E including the VSAM Open RC and Reason Code is issued.

• If the data set is not defined as indicated in the two cases above, Vantage will issue the error message VAN1532E
indicating that the data set could not be opened because of inappropriate definitions.

Subsequently, if you get the VAN1531E or VAN1532E error message for Open, you need to redefine or run the
appropriate IDCAMS alter commands below to correct the data set definitions. The data set name to alter can be found in
the error message itself.

• If you intend to share the data set between multiple systems, you need to define it as RLS.
• To define a data set for RLS usage, use SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) LOG(NONE) and STORCLAS(smsrls).
• To alter a data set for RLS usage, use:

  ALTER   CA.VANT.DATASET LOG(NONE) STORCLAS(smsrls)

  ALTER   CA.VANT.DATASET.DATA  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3)

  ALTER   CA.VANT.DATASET.INDEX SHAREOPTIONS(3 3)

Where smsrls is an SMS storage class name that supports RLS.
• To define a data set for non-RLS usage, use SHAREOPTIONS (2 3) and no LOG parameter specified.
• To alter a data set for non-RLS usage, use:

  ALTER   CA.VANT.DATASET.DATA  SHAREOPTIONS(2 3)

  ALTER   CA.VANT.DATASET.INDEX SHAREOPTIONS(2 3)
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Notice that the LOG cannot be NONE for a non-RLS data set used by Vantage, and you cannot alter the LOG to "null",
so if the original LOG value is NONE, you can alter the LOG value to (UNDO) as follows:
  ALTER   CA.VANT.DATASET LOG(UNDO)

  ALTER   CA.VANT.DATASET.DATA  SHAREOPTIONS(2 3)

  ALTER   CA.VANT.DATASET.INDEX SHAREOPTIONS(2 3)

• To find the log value, use TSO command:
  listc entry('CA.VANT.DATASET') all

VSAM Idle Space Calculations
This topic describes how  calculates idle space in a VSAM cluster.

Idle space within a VSAM cluster is a complex subject. The most common case is that of allocated but unused Control
Areas (CAs) at the end of the data set, that is, at the end of the data component.

VSAM always allocates space on CA boundaries. The total number of bytes within the number of CAs allocated is the
high-allocated RBA. When a record is written into a CA for the first time, the entire CA is formatted with binary zeros and
the logical records are inserted. VSAM records the last byte within the newly formatted CA as the high used RBA within
the data set. The difference in these two values represents the idle bytes at the end of the data set. This applies to unused
CAs at the end of the data set. These idle bytes can be divided by the high-allocated RBA to determine the percent idle.

For ESDS data sets, the above calculation accurately estimates the idle space. Missing is the amount of idle space within
the last CA that actually contains data. For example, if one 80-byte record is written into a 1-cylinder CA, based on the
above calculation the entire cylinder appears used. In reality, that CA is almost idle.

Another type of idle space is dead space within each Control Interval (CI) due to a bad match between the CI size and the
actual lengths of the records, for example, a CI size of 2048 used with fixed-length records of 1050 bytes. Because only
one record fits per CI, the remainder of the CI is dead or idle space. The above RBA calculation does not account for this
type of idle space.

For KSDS data sets, the above considerations apply to the data component. However, there are additional possibilities for
idle space:

• The amount of internally distributed free space within each CI, CA, or both when a cluster is loaded (because of the
free space percentage parameters) whether or not this free space has been used by subsequent updates.

• A KSDS may have unreferencable data CIs within a CA because of insufficient key compression for a given
combination of index CI size with its data CA and CI sizes.

The simple calculation of idle space based upon RBA values does not include these more complex cases. Idle space
within the index component becomes very complicated because of such issues as imbedded and replicated indexes.

For RRDS data sets, the RBA calculations provide the same degree of accuracy as for ESDS data sets, except that they
do not account for free slots that may exist within the RRDS.

For LDS data sets, the RBA calculations provide the idle space at the end of the data set. Whether or not there is more
idle space within the used space is unknown. Only the LDS application can make that determination.

The amount of idle space within a VSAM data set as calculated from its high allocated and high used RBA values is
always a low estimate.

VSAM - RBA Values Maintained

VSAM maintains all the specifics regarding a VSAM allocation within the VVDSs on the volumes on which the data set
resides. For each component, it records the high allocated and high used RBAs within the D-cell of the primary VVR,
which is written in the VVDS of the first or only data volume. D-cell RBA values are printed under Allocation information in
a LISTCAT.
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The primary VVR also has a V-cell for volume information, that is, a HARBA and HURBA for that volume as well as a low
and high RBA for each extent. V-cell RBA values are printed under Volume information in a LISTCAT. For a single volume
data set, the HARBA and HURBA in the D-cell and the V-cell are the same.

For data components spread across multiple volumes (multivolume data sets), VSAM writes a secondary VVR in the
VVDS of the second and third volumes, and so on, whenever data is actually written to the volume. This secondary VVR
consists of only the Q-type header cell and the V-cell needed to describe the contents of that volume. In other words,
there is an HARBA and HURBA for the volume, and a low and high RBA for each extent on the volume. However, there is
no primary VVR with D-cell information on the second or third volumes, and so on. When more space is used at the end of
a multivolume data set, the D-cell RBA values on both the first volume (which describe the entire component) and the V-
cell RBAs on the last used volume are updated.

VSAM - Key Range Data Sets

VSAM KSDS data sets that specify key ranges create slightly different VTOC and VVDS entries. In the VTOC, a key
range qualifier is appended to the dsname of each data extent to receive a specified range of keys, whether on a
single or on multiple volumes. For example, if three key ranges are defined for cluster VSAM.KEYED, which specifies
VSAM.KEYED.DATA as the data component name:

• The VTOC will contain the following names:
– VSAM.KEYED.DATA.A001 for the first key range
– VSAM.KEYED.DATA.A002 for the second key range
– VSAM.KEYED.DATA.A003 for the third key range

• The VVDS will contain:
– Primary VVR for VSAM.KEYED.DATA

Z-type header cell containing A001 KRQ (KeyRangeQualifier)
V-cell containing the high and low key for the A001 extent

– Secondary VVR for VSAM.KEYED.DATA
Q-type header cell containing A002 KRQ (KeyRangeQualifier)
V-cell containing the high and low key for the A002 extent

– Secondary VVR for VSAM.KEYED.DATA
Q-type header cell containing A003 KRQ (KeyRangeQualifier)
V-cell containing the high and low key for the A003 extent

VSAM Idle Space - RBA Values

When the Vantage VVDS reader processes a VVDS, it saves the primary and secondary VVR information in a control
block called CFMAP (catalog field map).

Every primary VVR consists of the following:

• Z-type header cell
• D-cell (data set-info)
• A-cell (AMDSB info)
• V-cell (volume info)
• Optionally, an S-cell/subcell (SMS info)

Every secondary VVR consists of the following:
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• Q-type header cell
• V-cell (volume info)
• Component name (with the appended KRQ, if present)
• KRQ value by itself
• The HARBA and HURBA for the volume
• The XSRBA (lowest extents starting RBA value) for the volume

The CFMAP consists of the following:

• All the Z, D, A, and S fields
• Some of the V fields

– All the general descriptor fields
– The first extent description (out of 123 possible)

To build the DTOC DSAB, the DTOC reader matches the VTOC entry with its CFMAP entry. The HARBA, HURBA, and
XSRBA for the volume are retrieved, and are sufficient for computing the idle space on that volume.

For a single volume data set, the XSRBA (starting RBA of the lowest extent) is always zero. Therefore:

PercentIdle = (HARBA - HURBA)x100 

                    HARBA

For a multivolume segment, the XSRBA (starting RBA of the lowest extent on that volume) is not zero but the byte number
of the next byte after all the bytes contained on the prior volume. On these volumes, the percent idle must be computed as
follows (this represents the more general expression of the above):

PercentIdle = (HARBA - HURBA)x100 

                 HARBA-XSRBA

VSAM Idle Space - Special Cases

Because of the complexity of determining idle space within index components and components of catalogs themselves,
this product uses the D-cell RBA values (those that apply to the component) to arrive at its idle space estimate for a
component marked as either an index or part of a catalog.

Because the VVDS entries do not accurately reflect the status of page and swap data sets, the product always indicates
them as completely used (zero idle).

VSAM Idle Space - Product Differences

Disk reports in which the components parameter is specified show the idle space as zero because they are based solely
on VTOC information, not on catalog information. When the components parameter is not specified, the Disk reports
obtain the information from the catalog and combine the index and data component space on each volume into a single
cluster entry, which is the resulting total for the data set.

Vantage and Disk use the same RBA values, but Disk reports calculate percentage used and round it to the nearest
percent. Vantage calculates percentage idle and rounds it down, so that the number of tracks idle, computed with the
percent value, is always smaller than or equal to the exact value, never greater than the exact value produced by the
percent value being rounded to the nearest percent.

System Exits
The z/OS operating system contains many exit points so that you can tailor the system to meet your site's unique
requirements.
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IGDACSSC - SMS Exit

The IGDACSSC and RSTACSSC modules distributed in the CCTULPA library are both IGDACSSC exit modules. The
IGDACSSC exit module looks for the Vantage RSTACSSC routine, and calls it (if found).

IGDACSSC also looks for the IGDACUXT or IGDACUX1 routine and calls it (if found). IGDACUXT or IGDACUX1 is your
locally-written user exit.

User Exits

Vantage user exits can be activated through system parameters UEXITTCP, UXIT3270, UEXIT001, UEXIT002, and
UEXIT003. User exits get control:

• When logging on to the Windows Client through TCP/IP (UEXITTCP)
• When logging on to the View 3270 Client (UXIT3270)
• When the DTOC is built (UEXIT001)
• When the data set groups on primary storage are viewed (UEXIT002)
• When the data set groups on secondary storage are viewed (UEXIT003)

The primary purpose of the logon exits is to provide the ability to bypass the standard logon prompt when connecting from
one of the clients.

Sample (model) source code for all user exits is distributed in the CCTUSRC library. The member names are UEXIT001,
UEXIT002, UEXIT003, and LOGONXIT (the last one is for both logon exits). In addition, sample JCL to assemble and link
the exits is distributed in the CCTUSAMP library in member UEXITASM.

Each supplied sample contains all the code to enter the exit-program, Getmain the dynamic area, anchor it correctly and
to then branch and link to standard subroutines. Carefully read the instructions included with the sample code for each
exit.

Logon Exits

The following types of logon exits:

• For logging on to the View 3270 Client
• For logging on to the Windows Client through TCP/IP

The exits are intended for the following purposes:

• Skipping the logon screen prompt.
The exit should return the LOGON ID, PASSWORD, (optional) NEW PASSWORD, and GROUP information to
Vantage, which then calls the security interface to verify the returned values. If the verification checks out, Vantage
skips the logon screen prompt.

• Allowing other logon operations needed at your installation, such as writing a record to SMF.

The product is shipped with an active logon exit, default system parameters UXIT3270 (VKG3LGNX) and UEXITTCP
(VKG3LGNX). Exit program VKG3LGNX gets control at logon time.

However, the distributed VKG3LGNX load module is just a no-op, it does not return the needed parameters. As a result,
the logon prompt is still done. To bypass the logon prompt, you must replace the program with a version that returns
the needed values. To do this, get the source code from member LOGONXIT in the CCTUSAMP library. Update it as
needed (follow the instructions in the supplied source code), and then reassemble and link it into the Vantage load library
(replacing the no-op version).

If you use a different name for the exit program, be sure to specify the new name in the following system parameters:

• UXIT3270 (newname) - exit for View 3270 Client
• UEXITTCP (newname) - exit for the Windows Client through TCP/IP
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Data Set Exits - UEXIT001, UEXIT002, UEXIT003

When working with user exits the following tips might be useful:

• The WTOE macro has been distributed with all the user exit examples. Use this macro to write console messages
containing variables, text, and so on.

NOTE
Use the macro carefully, do not flood the console buffer with messages.

• When modifying the exits, you can delete the current copy from memory and load a new copy by issuing the following
modify command:
F SAMS,DELETE,MODULE=xxxxxxxx

Where xxxxxxxx is the name of the exit you want reloaded in memory.

UEXIT001 - Control when DTOC Records Are Built

The exit is called for each record in the last interval DTOC scan as it is being built. The exit is not called when DTOC data
set entries are viewed. The exit instructs the DTOC collector whether or not to continue normal processing of the record.
The exit allows the user to obtain control after each record has been built, which allows the exit to:

• Write the record to one or more data sets
• Inspect, accept, or reject certain data set records

Records rejected at this point are not seen when the last-interval DTOC is viewed or processed.

UEXIT001 - Implementation

A source exit example is found in member UEXIT001 in the CCTUSRC distribution library.

To implement UEXIT001

1. Carefully read the instructions within the exit example.
2. Modify the source example and then assemble and link-edit it using the sample JCL found in the CCTUSAMP library in

member UEXITASM.
3. When the exit has been assembled and linked to the Vantage load library, modify VKGPARMS to include the

UEXIT001 system parameter that names the exit you created.
For example:
UEXIT001 (UEXIT001)  Name of the DTOC user exit to screen data set records

4. Issue a REFRESH command or restart Vantage to activate the exit. Use the following refresh commands (the DTOC
feature must be activated):
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

F SAMS,REFRESH,DTOCS

After you have assembled and linked a new version of the exit, look at Debugging Hints for information on how to load the
latest exit that has been created.

UEXIT002 - Control when Logical Group Records Are Viewed

The exit is called for each record in the last interval GRPCBS (Data Set Groups on Primary Storage) as it is being
retrieved for viewing. The exit can be used to check whether a logon ID is allowed to view the group. The model contains
instructions on how to use this feature by defining group names to be controlled and which logon IDs are allowed to view
the groups.

UEXIT002 - Implementation

A source exit example is found in member UEXIT002 in the CCTUSRC distribution library.
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To implement UEXIT002

1. Read the instructions within the exit example carefully.
2. Modify the source example, and then assemble and link-edit it using the sample JCL found in the CCTUSAMP library

in member UEXITASM.
3. When the exit has been assembled and linked to the Vantage load library, modify VKGPARMS to include system

parameter UEXIT002 with the name of the exit load module. For example:
UEXIT002 (UEXIT002)  Name of the exit to screen group records

4. Issue a REFRESH command or restart Vantage to activate the exit. Use the following refresh command (DTOC
feature must be activated and group records built).
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

5. Logon to any of the clients and test the exit.

After you have assembled and linked a new version of the exit, look at Debugging Hints for information on how to load the
latest exit that has been created.

UEXIT003 - Control when External Groups Records Are Viewed

The exit is called for each record in the last interval EXTCBS (Data Set Groups on Secondary Storage) as it is being
retrieved for viewing. The exit can be used to check whether a logon ID is allowed to view the group. The example
contains instructions on how to use this feature by defining group names to be controlled and which logon IDs are allowed
or not allowed to view the groups.

If you intend to apply the same filters and rules for the Primary and Secondary groups, UEXIT002 can be used to control
the viewing of both the primary (logical) and secondary (external) groups.

UEXIT003 - Implementation

A source exit example is found in member UEXIT003 in the CCTUSRC distribution library.

To implement UEXIT003

1. Carefully read the instructions within the exit example.
2. Modify the source example, and then assemble and link-edit it using the sample JCL found in the CCTUSAMP library

in member UEXITASM.
3. When the exit has been assembled and linked to the Vantage load library, modify VKGPARMS to include system

parameter UEXIT003 with the name of the exit load module. For example:
UEXIT003 (UEXIT003)     Name of the exit to screen external group records

4. An alternative implementation of this exit is possible if you intend to apply the same filters and rules to UEXIT003 as to
UEXIT002. If you implemented UEXIT002, you can add the parameter UEXIT003 to member VKGPARMS in PARMLIB
so that it points to the name of the UEXIT002 load module, as follows:
UEXIT003 (UEXIT002)     Name of the exit to screen external group records.

5. Issue a REFRESH command or restart Vantage to activate the exit. Use the following refresh command (the external
groups component must be activated).
F SAMS,REFRESH,VKGPARMS

6. Logon to any of the clients and test the exit.

After you have assembled and linked a new version of the exit, look at Debugging Hints for information on how to load the
latest exit that has been created.

Usermods - Exits to Other Products

Some configuration steps implement exits for other products. You install these exits with SMP/E as usermods. The sample
SMP/E jobs to receive and apply these usermod exits are in the CCTUSAMP library as indicated below. Source code for
each exit is in the indicated member of the CCTUSRC library.
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Before you submit the JCL that applies a usermod for a specific program (RESAFTEX, KNGED009, KNGJX006,
VANSDM00), first apply all Vantage maintenance and then run a query in your Vantage SMP/E environment to view the
list for the given program (Entry Name). Check if the entry has been modified (under type MOD) by any RMID(PTF). If so,
this modification is a prerequisite and the SYSMOD must be added to the usermod JCL in a PRE statement. Add the PRE
statement after ++VER(Z038) FMID(CCTUE10), as in the following example:

++VER(Z038) FMID(CCTUE10) PRE (SYSMOD).

The following is a list of the usermods and their attributes:

SAMUM03
A Disk exit used to log data set restores.
CCTUSAMP member: RESAFTEX
CCTUSRC member: RESAFTEX
Exit program resides in: CCTULINK

SAMUM04
Processing code for a JES2 exit, which is part of an Auto Restore Manager for Disk.
CCTUSAMP member: KNGED009
CCTUSRC member: KNGED009
Exit program resides in: Vantage CCTULOAD

SAMUM05
A JES2 exit that gives control to KNGED009, which is part of an Auto Restore Manager for Disk.
CCTUSAMP member: KNGJX006
CCTUSRC member: KNGJX006
Exit program resides in: CCTULINK

SAMUM06
A Disk SYSOUTEX exit for passing Disk messages to Vantage.
CCTUSAMP member: VANSDM00
CCTUSRC member: N/A
Exit program resides in:

• CCTULINK
• Disk LOADLIB

NOTE
The exit programs VANSDM00 or VANSDMFE should reside in the CCTULINK library. Each associated
usermod, however, must also update the SYSOUTEX program in the Disk load library with the name of
the exit program.

SAMUM07
A sample front-end source program to customize and use as the Disk SYSOUTEX exit for passing Disk
messages to Vantage.
CCTUSAMP member: VANSDMFU
CCTUSRC member: VANSDMFE
Exit program resides in:

• CCTULINK
• Disk LOADLIB

NOTE
The exit programs VANSDM00 or VANSDMFE should reside in the CCTULINK library. Each associated
usermod, however, must also update the SYSOUTEX program in the Disk load library with the name of
the exit program.
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System Resources
This section describes the system resources that Vantage utilizes.

ASID and LX Reuse

See Windows Client Customization.

Catalog ENQ Contention

System catalogs are a highly used resource. Most accesses are for a short period of time, usually for shared (read-only)
access. Some applications such as the IDCAMS LISTCAT service that reads an entire catalog require longer shared
access periods. The Vantage catalog audit services are also in this category - they scan entire catalogs in shared (read-
only) access mode. If another application requests exclusive access to a catalog for an extended period of time, it can
easily cause contention problems with those needing only shared access. One commonly used application that does this
is IBM's IDCAMS utility to EXPORT a catalog for backup purposes. however, this can be avoided as shown by the second
example.

Example 1: Catalog Backup (EXPORT) Causing Exclusive ENQ Contention

If the catalog being backed up is referred to only within the EXPORT command, IBM IDCAMS code dynamically allocates
the catalog with DISP=OLD. If exclusive control is not available, the export fails with return code 16. If this job grabs the
catalog first, then the other applications wanting shared access either fails or queues up waiting for the backup job to
complete.

//EXPORT1  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=2048K            

//TAPEOUT  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.icf.catalog.backup

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                             

//SYSIN    DD *                                    

 EXPORT -                                          

   your.icf.catalog      -                         

   OUTFILE(TAPEOUT)      -                         

   TEMPORARY                                       

/* 

Example 2: Catalog Backup (EXPORT) Using Shared ENQ to Avoid Contention

If a DD statement is added for each catalog being backed up, it can specify DISP=SHR and can be referred to within the
EXPORT command. This allows the backup to take place concurrently with the other sharing applications.

//EXPORT1  EXEC PGM=IDCAMS,REGION=2048K            

//CAT1     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.icf.catalog             <-- added with DISP=SHR

//TAPEOUT  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.icf.catalog.backup,         

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*                             

//SYSIN    DD *                                    

 EXPORT -                                          

   your.icf.catalog      -                         

   INFILE(CAT1)          -                              <-- added

   OUTFILE(TAPEOUT)      -                         

   TEMPORARY                                       

/* 

ENQ Conflicts and Analysis

GRS refers to offerings of IBM for the Global Resource Serialization MIM refers to MIM Resource Sharing, which is the
Broadcom alternative to GRS in multiple-image mainframe environments.
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Vantage can be used in any GRS or a non-GRS environment. General considerations about data set placement, and the
Vantage ability to skip volumes with critical system data sets, do still apply. When ENQs are not propagated between the
sysplexes (like GRS in STAR mode operation (using a coupling facility)), then z/OS systems are back to the volume level
hardware reserve as the only serialization option. When GRS or MIM is managing the resources (data sets, volumes)
in the complex, ENQ is mostly used. That is, the ENQs are propagated and data set placement is less critical because
the serialization is at a lower level (for each data set) rather than that of an entire DASD volume. However, that does not
mean that process interlocks are entirely eliminated in this environment, just substantially reduced.

Any application might be a victim to such interlocks. But as Vantage regularly does I/O to all online volumes that are
not excluded for such processing, Vantage will most often be the application that experiences this. And because of the
complexity in many types of interlocks, often between two or more z/OS images, it is important to isolate the failure and
capture enough data that the root cause can be pursued and corrected.maymight be victim to such interlocks. But as
Vantage regularly does I/O to all online volumes that are not excluded from such processing, Vantage will most often be
the application that experiences this. And because of the complexity in many types of interlocks, often between two or
more z/OS images, it is important to isolate the failure and capture enough data that the root cause can be pursued and
corrected.

Most often Vantage is involved because of its use of the IBM LSPACE service when collecting volume and pool space
usage. IBM code does an exclusive ENQ on the volume with major name SYSVTOC. It also issues the RESERVE and
RELEASE around its I/O request to get the space information from the VTOC. When interlocks occur, we often see this
reserve. The recommended GRS option SYNCHRES forces the RESERVE CCW to the target volume before control is
returned to the ENQ owner, such that the application does not have to wait for the first I/O to the target volume to get the
RESERVE CCW appended to the channel program.

When you are in an interlock situation involving Vantage, you should issue the following on all z/OS images involved:

D GRS,CONTENTION

D GRS,RES=(qname,rname)                   for the resource in contention

And if you are using MIM, also issue:

&DISPLAY RESERVES

&DISPLAY CONFLICTS

&DISPLAY ENQRESOURCE=(qname,rname)        for the resource in contention

Also take an SVC dump of the Vantage address space. This information is necessary to analyze any Vantage participation
in the interlock. SVC-dumps of other involved address spaces might also be required to determine the root cause of the
interlock.

ENQ Usage Within Vantage

ADABAS

Rname: API

Description: Serialize transfer to Adabas API.

Type: Exclusive

Scope: STEP

Issuing Program: VANADASR

ASTEX

Rname: ASXTSOPC

Description: Ensure integrity of ASTEX AVOL Structures. Used in common with ASTEX.

Type: Exclusive
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Scope: SYSTEM

Issuing Program: ASXDJCRT, ASXVOLA, ASXVOLI

COMCHAIN

Rname: UPDT

Description: Provide integrity for managing common areas.

Type: Exclusive

Scope: STEP

Issuing Program: GENCM001

DMSAUT0

Rname: Dsn

Description: Provide integrity for auto restore requests. Used in common with Disk.

Type: Exclusive

Scope: SYSTEMS

Issuing Program: KNGAR002

DMSAUT1

Rname: Dsn

Description: Provide integrity for auto restore requests. Used in common with Disk.

Type: Exclusive

Scope: SYSTEMS

Issuing Program: KNGAR002

DMSAUT2

Rname: Dsn

Description: Provide integrity for auto restore requests. Used in common with Disk.

Type: Exclusive

Scope: SYSTEMS

Issuing Program: KNGAR002

GENLDSID

Rname: DID name

Description: Serialize access to Datacom SID module.

Type: Exclusive

Scope: STEP

Issuing Program: GENNQDQ2

KNGDSN

Rname: Dsn of Queue file

Description: Serialize access to queue file. APIs for Allocate and Disk auto restore use the Q file. Nothing else.
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Type: Exclusive

Scope: SYSTEMS

Issuing Program: KNGQF100

SERIALIZ

Rname: Pgm name

Description: Serialize TC access to any program regardless of its attributes (rent, reuse, and so on).

Type: Exclusive

Scope: STEP

Issuing Program: GENSRIAL

SPFDSN

Rname: Dsn

Description: Use ISPF edit convention. IBM convention.

Type: Exclusive

Scope: SYSTEMS

Issuing Program: GENNQDQS

SPFEDIT

Rname: Dsn+Mbr

Description: Use ISPF edit convention. IBM convention.

Type: Exclusive

Scope: SYSTEMS

Issuing Program: GENNQDQS

SRIALUSE

Rname: Pgm name

Description: Serialize TC access to a program having the REUSE attribute. (Provides same integrity as IBM LINK.)

Type: Exclusive

Scope: STEP

Issuing Program: GENTC001

STERLING

Rname: VAM_SERVICES

Description: Allow both Allocate and Vantage to update memory copy of the Allocate storage pool table.

Type: Share or Exclusive

Scope: SYSTEMS

Issuing Program: Users of the Allocate API, #VAMSRVS macro

SYSDSN

Rname: Dsn
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Description: Provide data set integrity. IBM convention.

Type: Share or Exclusive

Scope: SYSTEMS

Issuing Program: GENNQDQ2

SYSVTOC

Rname: Volume

Description: Check to see if volume VTOC is locked. IBM convention.

Type: Exclusive

Scope: SYSTEMS

Issuing Program: GENVOLCK

VANTDATA

Rname: INTRDR

Description: Serialize use of internal reader (for job submits).

Type: Exclusive

Scope: STEP

Issuing Program: GENINTRD

VANTDATA

Rname: Object name

Description: Provide integrity for last interval objects.

Type: Share or Exclusive

Scope: STEP

Issuing Program: GENNQDQ2

GRS

GRS refers to IBM’s offering for Global Resource Serialization.

MIM

MIM refers to MIM Resource Sharing, which is the Broadcom alternative to GRS in multiple-image mainframe
environments.

Reserves

Vantage does not make any direct hardware reserves, but it does use IBM services which result in hardware reserves.
The most common of these is the IBM LSPACE service for retrieving space information for a DASD volume.

SMF Interface

Vantage has an interface to SMF that consists of the following parts:
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• The SAMS SMF component
• Program VANSFU83, an IEFU83 type SMF exit to activate in z/OS
• The SAMS receiver task VKGXMSGS
• The SAMS server task VANXM002
• Various object processor programs that use the SMF records as input

The SAMS SMF component is a standard component in Vantage, which is activated by adding COMP=SMF in your user
CONFIG member in PARMLIB. The SMF component is responsible for (re)installing or removing the SMF exit within your
z/OS system, and for processing any other operator commands directed to the SMF component.

If the SAMS SMF component is activated, it begins by asking other processor programs to see if they want any SMF
records as input. These other processor programs are for:

• Virtual Tape Systems
If system parameter SUVISTA (Y) is specified, SMF type 94 records for IBM tape libraries and SMF records for Oracle/
STK tape libraries are requested.

• HSM Interface
If system parameter HSMPDA (Y) is specified, the HSM interface inspects the active DFSMShsm address space and
autodiscovers the DFSMShsm SMF settings. It replies to the SMF component that SMF type nnn and nnn+1 records
are needed. Default is 240 for nnn.

NOTE
IBM uses the SETSYS SMF(nnn) statement in the ARCCMDxx member to indicate that SMF record type nnn
and nnn+1 is used.

The responses from the processor programs indicate which SMF record types, if any, need to be passed from z/OS
to Vantage. If no SMF record types are needed, the SAMS SMF component does not install the VANSFU83 exit (or
if it is already installed, no VANSFU83 initialization occurs). But if any Vantage process wants SMF records, the SMF
component calls the Common Components and Services CAISMFI to dynamically install VANSFU83, the SMF exit
program, within z/OS. The exit is loaded into ECSA subpool 228. No PARMLIB updates are needed.

The first time SMF exit VANSFU83 is called, it performs the VANSFU83 initialization, which means that it analyses and
saves data into a VANSFU83 table. The data saved contains the following information:

• Which Vantage subsystems want SMF records
• The address of the SAMS SSCT for each Vantage subsystem
• The address of an area (the SMF Record Type table) in each Vantage system that contains the SMF record types

wanted by that system

VANSFU83 passes SMF records across to the Vantage subsystems based upon the VANSFU83 table and the SMF
Record Type tables. The z/OS system calls the VANSFU83 exit for every IEFU83 type exit. Each time called, it performs
an early lookup in the tables to see if any Vantage systems have requested this record type. If not, it does a quick return.
However, if one or more Vantage systems does need this SMF record type, it GETMAINs a work area, calls a service to
pass the SMF record to Vantage, and does the FREEMAIN of the work area.

The early lookup performs only a few instructions and is executed even if a Vantage system has been terminated. In this
case, the early lookup code merely loads the address to the SSCT, sees that the SSCTSSVT (address to the SSVT) is
zero (which means that system has terminated), so it returns.

VKGXMSGS, the Vantage receiver task, receives all SMF records in a buffer in ECSA. VKGXMSGS reads the messages
from the ECSA buffer, and queues them to the SMF server task VANXM002 for processing. If the VANSFU83 exit fills the
ECSA buffer with SMF records faster than the VKGXMSGS receiver task can remove them, and queue them to server
task VANXM002 for further processing, SMF records might be lost (not seen by Vantage).

For each SMF record it receives, server task VANXM002 calls the appropriate processor programs (those that want that
specific record type). STAE is set to recover from error situations in SMF record processor programs. However, if an SMF
record processor program goes into a long (or infinite) wait, SMF records will continue to queue up to the server task
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without being processed. Precautions are taken to not overflow the buffer where the SMF records reside. If the queue
buffer reaches its limit, additional SMF records will be dropped (skipped over) until the buffer shortage is relieved.

Under normal conditions, no SMF records will be lost. Dropping SMF records is done as a safety precaution, to avoid
filling up memory with SMF records if an unexpected and abnormal condition arises.

If the SMF component in Vantage is shut down, the VANSFU83 exit will not be removed or inactivated from the system.
Instead, the SMF Record Type table is updated to tell the VANSFU83 exit that no SMF records should be passed to this
Vantage. If Vantage (or the SMF component in Vantage) is restarted, the SMF component will signal to the VANSFU83
exit that a new VANSFU83 initialization is needed, so Vantage is included into the VANSFU83 table. The same occurs if
an additional Vantage is started on the same LPAR. Only one VANSFU83 exit program will be active within z/OS, and this
exit will serve all Vantage systems.

If you need to remove the VANSFU83 exit from the z/OS system, there are two methods. If a Vantage system is active,
issue the following command:

F SAMS,SMF,REMOVE

If a Vantage is not active, use the VANSMFX utility. Member SMFXUTIL in the CCTUSAMP library contains the JCL to run
this utility. Whichever method is used, the exit is removed on behalf of all Vantage systems running on the LPAR. Once
the exit is removed, no Vantage systems will receive SMF records. Even if you restart Vantage, or start a new Vantage,
the exit will not be installed. You will have to wait for the next IPL, or you can issue a command:

F SAMS,SMF,REINSTALL

This command will reinstall and activate the VANSFU83 exit, and SMF records will again be passed to all Vantage
systems according to which SMF record types each of them has asked for.

Trapping and Collecting SMF Records

Vantage can trap and collect the following SMF records:

SMF Record Type Description

15 SMF record created for NON-VSAM space allocation.

21 SMF record created for Tape performance statistics.

64 SMF record created for VSAM data sets space allocation.

94 SMF record created for IBM VTS.

240, 241 SMF record created for HSM - record types normally used are:
240 and 241. Default in HSM is SETSYS NOSMF which means no
SMF records are created. When SETSYS SMF(xxx) is set in the
HSM, then the two corresponding SMF record types are created.

255 SMF record created for STK Sun VTS usage - several sub types
within this SMF record type. Default from STK Sun is record type
255.

The record types can be Stopped and Started using modify commands to the Vantage started task if the SMF component
is active and the configuration indicates that these SMF record types is going to be collected Vantage.

To find the commands that can be used against the SMF component, review operator commands that start with:

F SAMS,SMF,  
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NOTE

• Operator Commands are listed in Operator Commands - Vantage.
• Trapping SMF record type 15 and 64 can result in many records transmitted over to the Vantage address

space. Normally, it would not be a problem to handle the amount of records, but you should consider when
you want to collect these record types. As indicated, a Vantage GOA (General Object Automation) script or
another automated operator (AO) tool can issue Stop and Start commands to specify if SMF records are to
be collected. Tools such as OPS/MVS are an AO.

SMF Record Type 30 and DDCONS Parameter

If you are logging SMF record type 30, then you should set the DDCONS parameter to No in the
SYS1.PARMLIB(SMFPRMxx) member. The default is Yes which can cause Vantage to take a long time to end, because
of the building of the SMF type 30 records for a long-running job.

NOTE
For a complete description of the DDCONS parameter, see the IBM manual MVS Initialization and Tuning
Reference.

Volume Contention, Lockouts and Interlocks

Vantage is usually configured to make regular queries to all or nearly all online volumes to obtain the space information for
those volumes. It does this using the IBM LSPACE service. This IBM service does an exclusive ENQ on the SYSVTOC
resource as well as a Reserve on the hardware device. The IBM data set allocation, extend and delete services use the
same convention. Together, these conventions provide the integrity needed to protect the VTOC within a Shared DASD
environment. That is, they provide the needed serialization (lockouts) for short periods of time when updates to the VTOC
are being made. How these ENQs and Reserves are handled depends upon your configuration for GRS (from IBM) or
MIM (MIM). But since they all should be handled the same way, only the short term contention should occur, not any long
term deadlock or lockout.

Historically, however, device lockouts due to hardware reserves or SYSVTOC ENQs do occur and they often involve
IBM’s LSPACE service. These are usually due to a change in LSPACE or one of the related IBM services, an incompatible
or inconsistent change to the GRS or MIM configurations, or another application using these services directly but not
following the same (proper) conventions. Identifying which of these has changed, and the specific items involved in a
deadlock situation, are crucial to resolving the problem.

Volume/Pool scan and Volume contention and LSPACETO parameter

The Volume/Pool scan works with the following algorithm:

The scan creates a queue of volumes that are required to be processed. The queue corresponds to the INCLEXCL
processing. Eight threads take volumes from this queue and issue the IBM LSPACE macro on each volume. The IBM
LSPACE macro issues exclusive ENQ on the volume to ensure consistency. If the volume is held by another process,
LSPACE waits until the exclusive ENQ is satisfied. This contention is due to running backup jobs on the volumes that are
being scanned at the same time. You can control this time by the LSPACETO system parameter. The default value is 30
seconds, the maximum value is 255 seconds. If the exclusive ENQ cannot be satisfied for LSPACE within this time, the
volume is skipped from processing to prevent deadlocks, and allocation values are not collected. You can identify such
volumes by –None values in allocation fields in the Volume Space Usage (LSPACEPO) object. You can identify storage
groups with skipped volumes in the Storage Groups (POOLS) object by the ‘Y’ value in the ‘Vol By’ field.

We recommend setting LSPACETO in the following way:

• Set the parameter to lower values if you do not mind skipped volumes but you care about how long the Volume/Pool
scan takes. Note that the Real Time request for LSPACEPO object is also affected.

• Set a higher value for long Volume/Pool scans and to process all the volumes. Note that the scan might take tens of
minutes instead of seconds. Also note that if any volume is held for more than 255 seconds, it is skipped anyway.
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User Interfaces
Vantage offers several graphical user interfaces, including MTC-M, Windows Client, a View 3270 client, and more.

MTC-M

This browser interface can be used from any PC with access to the web server. Features include:

• View, analyze, filter, sort, zoom, and perform actions on objects
• Create summary objects, joined objects, and General Object Automation (GOA) Scripts.
• Use factor-supplied dashboards, and build your own.
• Share dashboards across your organization.
• Create and export custom reports, with tables and graphs.
• Perform host configuration activities, including setting Vantage system parameters, include-exclude statements, spare

volumes, custom data set and user groups, and VTOC/VVDS configuration.

.

NOTE
For information about installation and usage, see MTC-M.

Windows-based interface

Vantage provides the following user Windows-based interfaces. These clients are packaged together and must be
installed on each PC where they are intended to be used. The following Windows-based interfaces are provided:

Windows Client
This interface is the common Windows GUI used by Vantage. You can manually perform view and analysis
functions, filter and sort desired entries, zoom (drill-down) to related objects, and act upon selected entries. You
can create customized colored reports in different formats, for example, tables and graphs in HTML, PDF, and
XLS formats. These reports can be printed and exported to your PC directory, servers, intranet, and so on. The
Windows Client has a Scheduler component that manages scheduled tasks that are defined in the Windows
Client. For example, tasks that are scheduled using the View and Output Definitions, and Object Logging
functions. You can create, manage, and view Summary Objects, Joined Objects, and Delta Objects. This client
also provides designer wizards to create scripts to monitor and respond to any condition, exceptional or routine,
in automatic ways. These automation services let you replace many manual processes of managing your system.
The Windows Client also has a JCL Management feature to manage JCL and includes the Host Configuration
Client which you can use to set Vantage system parameters.
When you install the Windows Client on a PC, you also install the Host Configuration Client on the same PC.

NOTE
For installation instructions, see Installing. For usage information, see Windows Client.

Host Configuration Client
This client helps you configure each z/OS subsystem. You can use it primarily during installation, and then
periodically when configuration changes are needed.

NOTE
For more information, see Host Configuration Client.

3270-based interface (View 3270 Client)

This client provides partial functionality. It is limited to the user-driven functionality of view and analysis, filtering and
sorting, zooming, and the ability to act on selected entries. The automation services are not provided.
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NOTE
For installation and configuration information, see Configuring GMI. For usage information, see View 3270
Client.

Graphing

For information about creating and maintaining graph views of objects using the Windows Client, see Windows Client. For
information about creating and maintaining graph views of objects using the MTC-M, see MTC-M. The MTC-M refers to
them as charts.

HTML

You can use the Windows Client to publish reports in HTML format. This capability is not available with the current version
of the MTC-M.

NOTE
For information, see Windows Client.

Printing

You can print reports from the Windows Client. The current version of MTC-M does not provide a print report function.

NOTE
For all information about printing reports from the Windows Client, see Windows Client.

Trend Reports

For information about Trend Reports, see Trend Log Scripts and Trend Report View.

Web Server

The Windows Client can publish reports to a web server. The MTC-M communicates with a web application server.

NOTE
For more information, see Windows Client and MTC-M.

User Abends

U0001

Internal or environmental error occurred in the PDA collector.

Reason:
The PDA collector cannot continue to operate.

Action:
Contact Broadcom Support for assistance.
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Messages
This section describes the types of messages issued by Vantage, and the available message modification features.

NOTE
To view specific messages, use the Vantage Messages site.

System Messages

Each message is presented with an identifier line, the reason why the message occurred, and the action to take when it
appears. The identifier line consists of two parts: an 8-character message identifier and the text of the message.

Messages can be issued from the JES2 exit or the Vantage subsystem. JES2 exit messages have standard IBM $HASP
message identifiers.

The Vantage sub-system message identifier has the following format:

XXXnnnnT

Syntax:

XXX
3 or 4 character message prefix. One of the following:
$HASP

- Auto Restore Manager messages
CAS

- License messages
KNG, VAN, VKG

- general Vantage messages
PLS

- Allocation Option messages
VANH

- Vantage Health Check messages
VANC, VANS

- Vantage REST API messages
VIS

- Tape Resource Option messages
nnnn

Four-digit message number unique within each prefix
T

Message type. One of the following values:
I

Information
E

Error
D

Diagnostic
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The text can contain variables useful in identifying the problem that caused the message to be issued. The variable fields
appear in the message text as three-character symbols or symbols starting with a percent sign (%). The symbols are
referenced in the explanation of the message. The symbols uniquely identify each variable when more than one variable
appears in a message.

The Action may include contact Broadcom Support to get help. For online technical assistance and a complete list of
locations and telephone numbers, see Broadcom Support.

Health Check Messages

Vantage provides health checks for system parameter settings, definitions, or real time processing conditions that could
result in a problem.

The IBM Health Checker for z/OS allows you to identify potential problems in your z/OS environment by checking
system or product parameters and system status against recommended settings. The IBM Health Checker for z/OS
is structured as a framework that includes a health check started task and various separate check routines that are
provided by IBM or other vendors. Vantage provides health checks for system parameter settings, definitions, or real
time processing conditions that could result in a problem. When these conditions are found, the Vantage Health Checks
provide detailed recommendations on how to correct the problem. The Vantage Health Checks also provide best practice
recommendations for using Vantage.

CAS Messages

If you start the system without a valid License Management Program (LMP) key for either the Windows Client SRM base
product or GMI, a CAS operator message will be given every few minutes stating that the Base component is running
without a valid license. If LMP keys for other components are missing or expired, those components and their related
objects are marked as not available.

However, access is still allowed but a CAS Operator message will be given every few minutes stating that the identified
option is running without a license. For a user working online from the Windows Client or MTC-M, an attempt to access an
unlicensed object is detected, and the user must confirm the desire to continue. Only then will the CAS operator message
be issued.

MSGE Diagnostic Messages

This output provides additional diagnostic information intended for Broadcom Support. It is not intended for the end user,
the messages are not documented.

Up to 100,000 messages are written to a dynamically allocated //MSGE0001 DD SYSOUT file, at which point the writing
stops. If the F SAMS,MSGE modify command is issued, a //MSGE0002 DD SYSOUT file is allocated, and another
100,000 messages can be written. This can be repeated as many times as needed.

The SYSOUT class allocated to the MSGE file is * (asterisk), to inherit the message class from the Vantage started task.
However, if you want to change this SYSOUT class, you can do this by adding a DD card to the Vantage started task:

//CLASSx  DD  DUMMY>

Where x is the SYSOUT class you want to be used for MSGE. For example, if you permanently want MSGE to use
SYSOUT class Y, you add the following in the Vantage started task:

//CLASSY  DD  DUMMY

The //CLASSx DD DUMMY statement will apply for all SYSOUT allocations in Vantage that uses the general allocation
service (GALLOC and GDALLOC).

The DD card to be used for MSGE can also be allocated to the Vantage started task after it has been started by issuing
the modify command:

F SAMS,DIAG,GALLOC,DD=CLASSx
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For example, if you want to set SYSOUT class to Y for MSGE after Vantage has been started, issue the following
command to allocate the CLASSY DD card:

F SAMS,DIAG,GALLOC,DD=CLASSY

To spin off the old MSGExxxx file and allocate a new, use the following command:

F SAMS,MSGE

If you want to deallocate a DD card used for MSGE, you can do it by issuing the modify command:

F SAMS,DIAG,GDEALLOC,DD=CLASSx

Valid SYSOUT classes are A-Z and 0-9.

Message Modifications

You can change the text of a message, translate it to another language, or modify the route and descriptor codes. You
can change a message by copying it from the CCTUMSEN library (the factory shipped library), to your local CCTUMSEN
library and concatenate it first in the SAMS proc.

For example, the message KNG0227 in the factory shipped library is:

<message>

<number type="E" routecode="11" descriptorcode="7">

KNG0227

</number>

<text>

Job %5S Release Failed - RC = %4F

</text>

<reason>

After all the required datasets have been restored, the Auto-Restore subtask issued a z/OS and OS/390 operator

 command to release the listed job number but the command failed with the indicated return code.

</reason>

<action>

The job remains in hold status. Enter the command for the job number listed. Examine the console log for

 related messages that can indicate why the command was rejected.

</action>

</message>

If you copy it to your local CCTUMSEN library and the make the following changes:

• Route code from 11 to 09
• Descriptor code from 07 to 12
• Language (<text>) from English to Norwegian

Message KNG0227 in your local CCTUMSEN library would look like this:

<message>

<number type="E" routecode="09" descriptorcode="12">

KNG0227

</number>

<text>

Release av jobb %5S gikk feil - TK = %4F

</text>

<reason>

After all the required datasets have been restored, the AutoRestore subtask issued a z/OS and OS/390 operator

 command to release the listed job number but the command failed with the indicated return code.
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</reason>

<action>

The job remains in hold status. Enter the command for the job number listed. Examine the console log for

 related messages that can indicate why the command was rejected.

</action>

</message>

You must never change the message number itself (in this example, KNG0227), or the symbols (%5S and %4F). You can
move the symbols to other positions, but you must maintain the sequence relative to one another.

Follow these rules when you change messages in your local CCTUMSEN library:

• Start the XML-tag in column 1.
• Start with the XML tag <message> and end with </message>.
• All the XML tags are required.
• Valid values for attribute type are E/D/I.
• Valid values for route code are 00 to 16, 98 and 99.

Route codes 98, 99 and 00 have the following special definitions:
98

Only print the message, do not copy it to the log.
99

No output destination.
00

Only log the message, do not print it.
• Valid values for descriptor code are 1 to 13. See also documentation for the WTO macro in the IBM manuals.
• Write the message (text) from column 1 to 72 and continue on the next line in column 1. Maximum is 112 characters.

If you decide to make changes to messages, you should observe that maintenance and new releases may replace the
original message members in the factory library (CCTUMSEN), but the modified version in your local CCTUMSEN library
will not be affected; you will not lose your modifications (but your version might not be correct compared to the new factory
member).

You should use a good comparison utility to find the updates in the factory shipped messages members. Once they are
identified, you must merge them into your local version. If you do not do this, you will get unpredictable results when
Vantage needs to issue one of its new or updated messages, and your version does not have it defined correctly.
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Additional Resources
Includes educational resources, product references and support information.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Vantage Storage Resource Manager Videos
• Broadcom Mainframe Education
• Broadcom Mainframe Education YouTube Channel

Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

• Broadcom Support for Vantage
• Release and Support Lifecycle Dates

Maintenance

Use the following resources to obtain more information about maintaining Vantage:

• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Vantage User Community
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005-2022 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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